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\. Thr Life and Letteis of Skphen OUn, D. I)., LL. D. Nevr-York: Harf-er <Sr

I'lotLers. Two toIs., 12mo.

2. Tin \Vurh!< of Stephen OUn, D. D., LL. D. New-York: Harper k Brothers.

Two vols., r2iuo.

n. Tnnrls in Egypt, Jiahia Fctra-a, and the Hrhj Land. Bj the Rcv. Stephen-

Oi-us, 1>. D. New-York : Harper & Brothers. Two vols., Svo.

No Mo;:^vaplue3" avc more instructive tliau those of men of intellect

and cnlture, >vhen made up from their letters, diaries, or private

memoranda The absence of mere incident is no drawback upon

tiie value of such lives. What we vrant in such a case is the his-

t^ rv, not so much of Avhat the man did or suffered, as of what he

th(iii;;ht and felt, and how he came so to think and feel. This inner

lii.stury of a man of genius is not often to be gathered from his pub-

lisiied works. These generally exhibit conclusions, not processes:

the fruits of the mind, not its growth. The true stamp of a man s

moral and intellectual nature is impressed fiir more strongly upon

his free conversations, and upon his open and frank letters to his

friends, than upon writings painfully elaborated for the public eye,

and guarded upon the right hand and the left; against misconcep-

tion and perversion. In his books the man of genius withholds far

more of liimself than he reveals.

Such a biography is that whose title heads this article. We are

told in the preface that Dr. Olin once e.\:pressed his wonder that

any one could make ai-rangements for the preparation of his ov>u

memoirs ; but in his own long series of letters to friends he was

unconsciously writing an autobiography. The book contains nearly

two hundred letters, extending over a period of thirty years, and

illustrating the development of his moral and intellectual being in a

wonderful degree. " They are," to quote words which he himself once

used of another, "leaves from his own book—first impresr^ions of his

FouuTH Seriks, \oh. YI.—
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feelings, and certainly true totlie life—a true report from his mind and

heart." Besides this -wealth of correspondence, the biography is rich

in another class of contributions to a knowledge of its subject, namely,

sketches of different periods of his life and different phases of his char-

acter, froTn personal observers ^Yho had every o]iportuuity of knowing

him well, and every capacity to tell what they knew. The value of

these contributions is the greater in this case, as Dr. Olin was a man

of manifold relations to society and to the world—in the apt language

of his biographer, "a man who touched society at many points."'

In this respect his life differs from most of those in which the

annals of Methodism are so rich. They are generally biographies

of men and women whose career was limited to a narrow circle, and

whose doings and writings are of interest rather to Methodists than

to mankind, xsot so with Dr. Olin, who was, in the best sense of

the phrase, a man of the world, thrown by circumstances into per-

sonal relations with men and women of almost every class, and sect,

and character, in almost every civilized counti-y. It is a great

advantage, and one that contributes greatly to the completeness of

the picture of Dr. Olin, afforded in these volumes, that men in dif-

ferent spheres of life and action, to Avhom he must of necessity have

shown himself in varied lights, bring their several impressions

together to show us the man as he was

—

teres atque rotundus.

The editor of the biography shows admirable taste and skill in the

arrangement and combination of these abundant materials into a

record giving us a history, not merely of Dr. Olin's outward life,

activities, and sufferings, but of the progress of his mind from youth

to age.

It is not our purpose in this article to give a full sketch of

Dr. Olin's life, but only to touch upon the prominent points of his

character as brought out in the biography. The chief facts of his

history have before been given in this journal, and for the rest we

refer our readers to the " Life " itself, which they will find to be one

of the most interesting as well as instructive biographies produced

since Stanley's Life of Arnold.

Dr. Olin sprang of an excellent stock. For generations back the

men of that name have been noted in jMew-England for sense, judg-

ment, and integrity, His fiitlier, a man of vigorous understanding

and abundant humour—the oracle of his neighbourhood—filled, in

turn, nearly every ofllcc of trust the people could bestow upon him,

from justice of peace to member of Congress and Lieutenant

Governor. His mother was a woman of masculine mind and great

piety, but so strong a Puritan and .Baptist that she abstained from

cultivatinfr religious liabits in her children. She was so fearful of
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formal rdi^i;"iou tliat she never tan^rlit thein even the Lord's prayer,

lost they should " draAV near imto God ^'ith their lips, ^vhile their

hearts were far from him." This good mother's ultra- Calvinistic

theory oorvieiimed her son to a prayerless youth, and to years of dis-

tance from Christ. Nevertheless she was herself a woman of prayer,

and of mighty faith ; and the influence of her Christian example was

not lost upon her children, every one of whom, became a disciple of

Christ : not, ho^vever, in virtue of her theory of religion, l3ut in spite

of it. It was probably a deep conviction of the wrong principle on

which he was trained in childhood that made Dr. Olin, in after years,

so thorough an advocate of the religious nurture of children, which

no writer has better treated. In this matter he was in the habit of

saying that the " Baptists are piincipled to do wrong." The Puri-

tanical element, however, was never thoroughly eradicated from his

habits of life and his modes of thinking.

The " child is father of the man." Though the promise of child-

hood is not always fulfdlcd, there is never a strong intellect that does

not somehow show its presence early, unless, indeed, in a diseased phy-

sical organization. In the corner of Judge Olin's sitting-room you

mi'dit always have found the boy Stephen, when his out-door work

was done, absorbed in reading, from which it was almost impossible

to divert him. In that Puritanical household there were no fairy

tales to beguile the lad from his work: it was strong reading—

]iigland's View, and a History of the "World, " a huge book of a thou-

sand pages"—over which he pored and pondered. The father was a

wise man, and made a companion of his son. " xVs he grew older,

the alternations of diligent study with the hardy labours of the farm,

which gave him nniscular vigour—and the ever-varying aspects of

nature throughout the rolling year—all formed part of his education

as much as the humble teachings of the district school whither ho

went to recite his daily task." Constant employment for every one

was the rule of the house. At eight years old the boy was man

enough to be sent, alone, on horseback to Pawlett, forty miles off,

to "attend to some business for his father." This was the training

to make a man. At seventeen he taught a village school, and soon

after was placed in the office of the Hon. Horatio Seymour, at Mid-

dlebury, to study law. He soon found his lack of learning ;
and

quietly ])acking up his books went home and told his father " lie

luvd niade up his mind not to be half a lawyer, and without a liberal

education he never could expect to be a whole one." His father sent

him to an academy, and he was fitted for college in half the usual tune.

In the spring of 1816 the students of Middlebury College

were one day in chapel, when a country lad entered, upon
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R-hoiT) all eyes were turned; for his gi-eat head, ample chest, and
massive frame towered above the rest like the oak above the lesser

trees. They soon discovered that his intellectual proportions, like

hia physical, were colossal, Is'ot one in any of the classes, according
to the ample testimony both of professors and students, could com-
pare with him; and when he came to seek his diploma, one of
his instructors pronounced him "the rii)est scholar who had ever
come before him to be examined for a degree." llis industry at
collcfi^c was equal to his ability: indeed, his rapid success was
dearly purchased by excessive application, which no doubt prepared
the way for subsequent suffering. "He used to apply himself, day
after day, sixteen hours, leaning over a table, or sitting in the win-
dow-sill, his limbs bent up, where he read till the twilight was gone,
and then fell asleep, exposed to the evening air and dew." At the
same time he almost entirely neglected vigorous exercise, thus dis-

regarding the very first laws of physical health. These imprudences
of his youth were fearfully expiated afterward by years of enforced
idleness and pain, in what should have been the maturity of his

bodily and mental vigour. The laws of God tvill have obedience
or penalty. Too late Dr. Olin became sensible of his mistake,
acknowledging that "under the influence of a strange infixtuation

he had continued to act and feel as if his iron constitution furnished
an exception to all general rules." His after life, for thirty years, was
one long struggle with disease. It is proof of the amazing force of
his will, that with his disabled organization he succeeded in accom-
plishing so much.

Olin's ruhng motive at this time seems to have been ambition.
" He that aspireth," says Lord ]]acon, " that he may have a vantaije-

ground to do good, is an honest man;" but we can hardly class Vhe
impulses of our youthful stu.lent so high. The Chief-Justiceship
of the United States was an express object of his desire and hope.
The thought of behig a minister of the gospel at this time would
have been abhorrent to his feelings. Dr. Bates (President of Viid-
dlebury College) tells us that no student in the institution prepared
his recitations more thoroughly than Olin ; but thinks it probable that
his " promptings to ardent and untiring study took their rise from
some of those personal considerations which leave out of view tbe
great end for which men should live." A fellow-student remarks
that " his aspiring soul could not brook a subordinate position ; and
that his ambition was intense and soul-absorbing." But the vice,

if vice it was, was that of a noble nature. There Avas nothing dis-

honourable or grovelhng about it. Had he continued in the course
of life he first mavked for himself, and gained its highest posts,
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lie would have filled them well, and so have justified his aspirations.

l)ut tiie sun of honour tlmt now filled and dazzledJiis eye was soon

to j.alo before the bri;^htor fires of the Sun of Righteousness.

There are few niiuds of large compass that do not, at some period

or other—generally, however, in youth—pass through doubts and

scepticisms with regard to Christianity. The human mind is even

prouder than the human heart. In its first flush of joy at finding

its pinions strong enough to bear it aloft, it essays to fly far and

alone, and thinks it can sustain itself with unresting and unsupported

wing in the pure azure it discerns above, and which it believes to

be the atmosphere of truth. But when the height is reached, the

azure is there no longer ; but only an atmosphere in which respira-

tion is stifled. And the mind of large compass never remains

sceptical, except as a penalty for persevering pride of thought, or

immorality of life. It says to itself, " I will renounce all things

foreign to my own thought, that I may seek the truth and know it."

Then it is sceptical. By-and-by it finds its specul-ations to end-

not in certainty and truth, but in irresolution and despair. It finds

that it can know nothing of itself. But unless the voice of con-

science be dead, it is still impelled to act ; and it cannot act without

cither knowledge or belief. And another voice comes, responsive

to the voice within, saying, " This is the way, walk ye in it ;" and the

true mind hears, and is delivered from all doubt, and irresolution,

and darkness, by the light and life of faith. So it was with Olin.

during his life in college he neglected the duties of piety,—indeed,

he had never been trained to exercise them ; the world and its

[)rizcs filled up his whole field of vision; he was, as he him-

self says, "not exactly an infidel: ho had not learned to think like a

fool, and to say there was no God;" but he deliberately made up

his mind that he would not trouble himself about religion. The

present life was real ; in that he was to act; of all else he was both

indifferent and doubtful. Yet no one could cpiote from him an

infidel opinion ; but his " keen relish of witticisms and sarcasms at

tlie expense of Christians, and even of Christianity itself, together

with liis course of life," made the impression on his fellows that he

was secretly an unbeliever. For all practical purposes he was. A
long and severe illness, just after his college course ended, had no

other effect than to make him determine that he "would not show

the world a sneaking way of dying," or be " coward enough to shrink

from an inevitable destiny."

In this state of mind he went to South Carolina, in 1S21, to take

charge of a seminary in Abbeville District. His proud spirit, instead

of being humbled oi- sobered by the .sickness through which he had
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just passed, was only chafed and roused. For several months his

indifiercncc—even his contempt—for religion, were greater than

ever.

He had been for some time engaged in teaching before he found

out tliat it was expected of him to pray daily in the school. On
learning this, he retired to a neigiibouriug grove, and there "com-

posed and rehearsed the prayer with which he intended to open the

school the noxt day ; and day after day did he, in the presence of

his pupils, offer prayers which did not even come from the surface

of his careless, indifferent heart." The rest must be told in his own
language :

—

" The mockery of attoinjjtinn; to pray in my school seemed to increase my
hardness of heart every day, till at length I came to di3ren;cird exjierimental

rehgion altogether,- and, as my jiidgment a.-^ciited to the veracity oi' the

Scriptures and the trnth of revelation, J thought mysulf as good a Chri-tian

as anybody. It was some time in July that 1 began to feel a sense of horror

and wretchedness stealing upon me, which, though I was ignorant of the

cause, destroyed my peace, and daily gathered strength. The information

which T often received of the revivals in A'crmont smote upon my heart like

peals of thimder, and reproached me with many misspent opportunities which
had borne the record of my guilt before me to judgment. I spent all my
leisure hours in reading the Bible and other religious books. These tended
to deepen m}- convictions arid to augment my son-ows. My nights were many
of them spent in prayers and tears. A cloud of darkness was gathering over

my mind. Doubts and fears tortured my soul, and temptations, in a thousand
forms, assailed me on every side. For about six -iveeks I continued in a stite

of wretchedness not easily to be described. It was on the •20th of September
that, as I trust, the Sun of Right eou^ness rose upon my soul, and liealed mv
wounded spirit. I was alone in the woods. I had just risen from my knees,

wiili a heart {)re.ssed down with insupportable agony. I was overwhelmed,
and melted with a sense of guilt and unworthinc~s, when, 'in the twinkling of

an eye,' I was filled with joy unspeakable. Bles.-cd be God ! I M'as then made
happy in his redeeming love, ami am happy still. I am afraid I expose my-
self to the imputation of enthusiasm. 1 never gave much credit to sudden
operations and ecstasies in religious tilings. It is the comibrtable evidence I

still enjoy of my accejiUincc v.ith God that gives me hope and liappiness."

—

Life, vol. i, pp. aO, G7.

This conversion was complete and thorough : it was the crisis in

his history which gave a new bent to his life. The world, duty,

honour, time, eternity— all these Avords had a new meaning for him.

The old self-reliance was gone; but he had a stronger stay: the

Spirit was in him, and he walked after it. The old ambition was

at once extinguished: new and nobler aspirations took its place,

and lie began immcdiatcl}' to work for the advancement of Christ's

kingdom. His letters to young friends, which betbre had abounded

in sportive badinage, and in details of worldly plans and ambitious

dreaois, were now made vehicles of religious instruction and exhorta-

tion. " Do you," lie v>)iLes to one of tliem, " read my Methodistical
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letters vith pleasure, seriousness, pity, or contempt? If 1 write, I

shall cuntiimc to persuade you to turn to Christ. My conscience,

niytlutv. my love to you will forbid my doing otherwise." His

rcii-i-'us coniiilonce kept pace with his religious zeal, then, and ever

after. NVe hear of no continued cloud.s or darkness, of no hesitation

or faltering, of no parle3'ing with the world, of no distrust in Chris-

tianiiv at any subsequent period of his life. He knew in whom he

hud believed: founded on that Rock he Avas strong; his principles

were inexpugnable; his practice was uniform; his profession calm

and modest, yet ever clear and unmistakable. IS^o man could

be freer from cant than Olin; but the long talks in which he

delighted in the inner circle of his friends almost always ended (at

least wc found it so in our intercourse with him) in questions

pertaining to his and i\i(i\v jycrsonal relations to God and the world.

Thitherward the tendencies of his mind always led them. We re-

member being struck, at an early period of our acquaintance, with the

vast and solemn views he used to take of life ; that every human
life has its influence, in its degree, upon the destinies of the race.

and that it is, moreover, to " leave behind it in the spiritual world

an imjicrishable and eternal result,"—this Avas his profound convic-

tion, and all his modes of thought and action Avere inspired by it.

His impulse was " the love of Christ constraining him," which he

himself called the " comprehensive motive," far above all subordinate

and partial aims. Instead of measuring everything by " safety, or

duf}--, or fears, or feelings," and thus " finding himself umnvares, on

purely selfish grounds," he adopted and lived b}' the larger principle,

and found that it not only afibrded him a universal and safe rule,

but that, to use his OAvn language, it "lifted him above difficulties

aiid doubts, and having no dependence upon frames or particular

state.^ of mind, beautifully simplified the Avhole business of religion."*

In this simple Avay of Christian fiiith his steps Avere firm and

assured. Resting in Christ, his mind was clear and his heart was

calm. Perple.Kcd and distressed he often Avas, but not with regard

to his relations to his Maker : that, care he rested upon Christ, and

found his staff strong. In all his conversations upon the subject, he

spoke of his sense of acceptance in the strong language of assured

Christian faith. He had, to use his OAvn Avords,t "a sure trust in

God and his promises, Avhich are an inexhaustible fountain, not of

encouragement only, but of courage, llis hands never grcAV Aveak

in their proper work. He Avas ever calm, and cheerful, and Avhole-

hearted; assured of ultimate triumph over all obstacles and all

foes." He seemed to see Christ as fcAv Christians do : not as the

° Works, vol. i, p. 357. f ^i-rmoii.><, vol. i. p. Cy.
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Redeemer of men centuries ago, but as a present and sympatliizin^i;

friend. And he spoke of Cln-ist Avitli an intimate personal aflection,

such as John's the beloved apostle.

Indeed, on the side of his affections, he was altogether John-like.

His glowing love for the friends of liis heart did not prevent him

from the "widest sympathy with the race; nay, vras perhaps its

necessary condition and concomitant. The heart which is not

ai'dent in its love for a few, can nourish no expansive benevolence

for the many; one disciple was received with peculiar fondness to

that divine bosom on which all mankind were to find rest. And so

while Olin lavished upon his family and his friends a wealth of love

which few men can afford, his heart was pierced through by the

woes of humanity at large, and sympathized with all men, every-

where, as born with immortal destinies, and as equally capable with

himself of being made the trophies of Christ's grace and heirs of

heaven. In this sense he was truly Lord Bacon's " citizen of the

world—his heart no island cut off from other lands, but a continent

that joins to them." The great commandment, " Thou shalt love

thy neighbour as thyself," was written upon his heart, and he always

felt the force of its demands. He not only preached of the mission-

ary spirit as a vital element in Christian character, but illustrated it

in ceaseless strivings of soul, and labours of love. " True to the un-

erring instincts of a fervent piety, he sympathized deeply with the

longings of the crucified Saviour for the conversion of immortal souls."

Tlie apathy ami indifference of the Church with regard to the v>'ork of

missions pierced him through with many sorrows ; and ho was rest-

less, even to impatience, under a penetrating sense of the compli-

cated evils that oppress the human race, and of the feebleness of the

Church's efforts to alleviate them. Under these feelings, he was
always ready to put forth liis highest activities in order to stimu-

late the missionary spirit of that branch of the Church to which he

belonged. He was o]"»presscd for years with the conviction that the

^lethodist Episcopal Church was fearfully delinquent with regard to

the work of foreign missions; and in his speeches and sermons he

poured forth, with a vehemence of Christian indignation, fearless

reproaches and stirring exhortations, which contributed in no small

dcgi-ee to generate the presejit imi)rovcd state of feeling in the

Church on that subject.

His Christian life was tried and purified by many years of

affliction. Before he was twenty-live his constitution was irrecover-

ably broken down. His plans of usefulness as a minister were all

hindered, and for ye;irs frustrated by disease. He could rarely

preach more than a few sermons succos-^ively before he was pros-
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trato; nud to public labours, even at his best periods, he could

hardly ever bring more than half liis power. In twenty years

toj^ether he was rarely able to attend upon the preaching of the

g.)sp<-l, or other means of grace, social or pubhc. ^\t some periods,

oven when he could "perform long journeys, take long walks, and

read or write for several hours in the d.iy," a single half-hour in a

pl;u'0 of public-worship would produce sleepless nights and days of

<lisordor and anguish. Long and weary journeys he took, in his own

and other lands, in search of health ; but even from Home he writes--

*• Silent, earnest prayer, if continued so long as two or three minutes,

quite upsets me;" and we believe he was never able to give himself

hours of importunate prayer. Yet none of these things moved

him, or shook his trust in God. It was not an easy thing for this

man of mighty powers—inevitably conscious of ga-eat intellectual

and moral energies, endowed with the largest capabilities of public

usefulness, and full of religious zeal—it was not easy for such a

man to bow submissively, and " be content to be obscure." Yet

this victory was granted to him. When he passed from the pulpit

to a sick bed, he found tliat a holier place ; when he drank the

bitterest cup of domestic grief in a land of strangers, he found that

" Christ made it the means of imparting gi-ace such as he had never

known before."

"In all this God is teaching mc an important lesson. I have tlioiight my-

self willmg, even desirous, to do my :Mastor's will. I am now called to sutler

it—a far more ditlicnlt task. To tlic former a man is enconraged not only bv

piety, but he mav likewise feel tlie in(Uience of ambition, of ajiplause, and ot"

many other motives, sinful or right. But to pine away in obscui-ity an«l in

anguish; to sec vears waste away without improvement or usefulness: to

coiiteniplatc the wants of the Chureli and the })crdition of the wieked, with-

out >)eing able to raise, a helping hand or a warning voice, are ailiietions

addressed both to nature and grace. Yet in this furnace do I trust I ajn

learning my weakness and my dependence, and from it, if God shall lead me
out, do I hope to come forth, possibly to the work of the ministry, more jiroba-

bly to till- grave, \<\i\i profit and rejoicing. The hand of the Lord supports rae.

In him I find an nnfailing source of consolation."—Life, vol. i, p. 121.

On the subject of Christian perfection Dr. Olin was, for some

time after his conversion, at least sceptical : indeed, he was admitted

on trial as n preacher with an understood reservation of this point,

openly stating his objections before the whole Conference. But with

the ever-deepening experience of years and sorrows his theoretical

diflicidties gradually passed away. "It pleased Cod," he says, "to

h'ad me into the truth. Isly health failed; my official employments

liad to be abandoned; I lost my children, my Avife died; and I v.as

wandering over the world alone, with scarcely anything remaining

but God. My aflections centered in llim ; my Avill becatne absorbed
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in His. I sank, as it were, into the blessing of His perfect love,

and found in my own consciousness the reality of the doctrine wliich

I had theoretically doubted.''* It was while praying alone, upon the

banks of the ancient river of Egypt, that he first ''felt that perfect

love casteth out fear." The calm repose, the solid peace, the

steadfast confidence which this perfect love begets, remained his

blessed portion ever after during his earthly pilgi-image.

Thus far we have contemplated Dr. Olin as a Christian, rather than

as a Methodist. As we have before intimated, his mind was too wide,

and his S3mipathies too broad, for mere sectarianism. But though

there was no bigotry in his nature, he was yet a thorough ^lethodist.

both in theory and practice. Born and nurtured—so tar as the sys-

tem under which he was trained can be called nurture—in Calvinism,

he yet attended the Methodist circuit-preaching in his father's neigh-

bourhood while yet a boy. But even after his conversion, in 1S21.

and the decision that followed it that he would become a minister of

the gospel, he had no decided Church afiinities. It was his purpose
early in 1S22 to go northward, and enter upon theological studies:

but whether in Isew-England, at Princeton, or at some Episcopal

Seminary, he had not made up his mind. He had, indeed, soon

after his conversion, joined the Methodist Church, because he
believed " their doctrines to be those of the Bible, and their practice

truly Christian;" but yet he was strongly prejudiced against some
of the peculiarities of Methodism, and meant, as soon as his position

and circumstances would allow, to become a member of the Episcopal

Church, as, upon the whole, more congenial with his feelings and
opinions. A few months' enjoyment of Methodist prayer-meetings

and class-meetings served to dissipate all this mist, and to show
him his true place. "I must ijiform you," he writes in September.

1822, " that 1 have become a Methodist in good earnest, and shall

never quit thera for the Episcopalians." His conviction that he had

chosen wisely strengtlicnod with his years ; and, next to his zeal for

the progress of Christianity, and, indeed, coincident with it, was his

ardent desire for the improvement and spread of Methodism. A
mind so free and a heart so vast as his—tinged, too, with Puritanism

—would have been strangely out of place in the Episcopal Church.

So late as 184G he expresses himself as "more and more impressed

Avilh the general inefiicacy of the Church service. . . . At the

end of tl.-ree months, in which I have attended the Episcopal Church
more than during my whole life before, my opinion of the service is

less favourable than evcr."t

Dr. Olin's moral qualities were naturally lofty and attractive

;

« Life, vol. i, p. 20S.
f Life, voL ii, p. 307.
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and religion exalted and purified them. His powers "were all on so

lai-ge a b'cale, the motive forces in him, so to speak, were so strong

and so rajiid, that, without religion, he might have heen overbearing

or domineering. But nothing of this leaven remained in him after

his c(>nvcr::ion; he was ever kind, gentle, and, even to a great extent,

yielding. From early life he w as noted for frankness and cordiality

;

and among his college friends, as in after life, he was deemed the
isoiil of honom-. The same elements of character which, under the
guidance of the Divine Spirit, made him so active and zealous for the
welfare of mankind at large, were also fruitful of kindness and bless-

ing to those immediately around him. His domestic relations were
of the happiest knid, and he was most happy in enjoying them.
His grief for the loss of his first wife was that penetrating and yet
long-enduring sorrow of which none but fine natures are capable;
and yet it was never weak or morbid in its manifestations. He
thus describes her in a beautiful paragraph in the Preface to his
Travels :

—

" I rcuaincd n\ore than a yoar In Paris, deilvincr no benefit from the U-A
incdical advice Avluch that capital aflbrded, and hovciin? continually upon the
borders ot the grave. 1 was acconij)anicd, however, by a bclo^ ed and lionoiired
will-, herself in the vigour and bloom of health, and every way fitted to be tlie
ar.nii.-.ter ot the n<-lie<t earthly blesslnos which it has pleas.-il God to confer
uiK.n inc. Rarely endowed with the talent of doin- good and cominunieatiivT
iai)pmcss, and a bright example of the conjugal virtues—jjatlent, indefati";v
ble, and inventive; full of cheerfulness, and' hope, and courage, and faith Th.-
WIS tlK. angel ot my siok-rooin. who watched bv niv restless pillow day and
inglit during these dreary months, antieipatina and satisfvin? the wants of mv
Mt.ur.t..)n with a skill and untiring assiduity ^vllich strong aUcction alone caii
iiKpnc and sustain. It is not suiimsing, perhaps, that, under the divine
DlesMiig upon ausj)iees so benign, 1 passed successfully through this trvin"
crisis. '—Lite, vol. i, pp. 217, 218.

- o
.

c.

One of his letters sooii after reveals tenderly the character of his
gnef, and at the same time exhibits the depth and tenderness
of lus own nature, telling his friends at home that his absence in
Europe would now be prolonged, and that he should " wander a little
longer among strangers," because he could not bear the condolence
of friends.

A man of such qualities could not but be an admirable social
companion. Dr. Olin's generous affections were a magnet of such
po^Yerful attraction that none came within the sphere of its influence
witnout obeying the charm. Men and women of all classes, and of all

degrees of culture, old and yoimg, alike yielded to the fascinations of
HS iiKuiner and to the tenderness of his heart. Like Dr. Johnson,
he aimed to keep his friendships ever in repair by forming new
associates, wherever he could find suitable ones, esjiecially among
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the young. "Young men," he said, "ai'c less worldly, more frank

and fearless, and, as a class, they are more intelligent and of larger

views. To keep up communication with the warmest hearts post-

pones the coming of the chills of selfishness, caution, and super-

annuation." Among his friends he was unreserved and even play-

ful; yet uever at the sacrifice, even in the slightest degree, of the

commanding diginty which was natural to him. lie was not a man of

wit, in the full sense of the word; but with Inmiour, springing from

a warm and sympathizing heart, and, in its genial manifestations,

seizing upon the feelings of others with a kind attraction, he Avas

largel}" endowed. We shnuld be glad to cite some of the abundant

illustrations of tliis (|uality which the volumes before us afford ; but

our liuiits f)rbid.

The intellect of Dr. Olin was of the highest class. His printed

works, though they are full of original thinking, and displa}^ to very

great advantage the massive qualities of his mind, are yet an inade-

quate exhibition of his powers. Like Coleridge, he could only be

judged of by those who knew him personally. He never had

health enough to do full justice to his powers in Avriting on any sub-

ject; for many years he was almost a stranger to books ; and even

continuous thinking was interdicted. To minute scholarship, there-

fore, he could lay no claim ; but a broad and deep foundation had

been laid in the severe studies of his youth and earlier manhood;

and, Asdicn in college, as we have seen, he Avas head and shoulders

above his fellows. Dr. Bates remarks that even at that eai-ly age

"his perceptive faculties were ready, acute, and far- seeing; his

reflective powers strong, sound, and severe. His powers of discrimi-

nation and analysis were Avonderful. . . . Indeed, the several

faculties of his giant mind seemed to be developed together, and cul-

tivated Avith great equality, so as to exhibit a beautiful symmetry
of intellectual character." In spite of physical Aveakness, his mental "^^

forces Avcre ahvays robust; indeed vigour, rather than elegance, Avas ~^-

the characteristic quality of his mind. When he Avas able to read,
'J.

he gave himself to the study mainly of the PJnglish Avriters marked by X
strong common-sense: with books of poetry and fancy he meddled "^

very little, l^utler s Analogy Avas ahvays one of his hand-books.

In late years he greatly affected John Foster, in Avhose rugged '^l,'"

strength and force he found qualities eminently congenial to his

own; so, too, he sympatliized thoroughly Avith Thomas Arnold, Avith ) -.%>

Avhom he had many points in common. It is (juite characteristic of

him, moreover, that he could not tolerate Thomas Carlyle—except

for his Crunuvell; the attraction there, by the law of affinities, ;5

being the stern, rough honestv of the Puritan soldier. But throudi- -
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out liis life lie was a thinker, rather than a student of books; and

thtTC \vcro few subjects of thcolof;y, education, or social science, on

which he hud not thought jirofoundly, and come to fixed conclusions

from v.hich he could not be shaken. Though he never pursued

cxtcn.-ivolv what is commonly called speculative philosophy, he had

M'l ihorou;^hly mastered the fundamental laws of human thought,

tthich underlie all true philosophy; and in these grooves, so to speak,

h'\< iniud worked, in the examination of the problems of life as they

c.nm!.- up. On most of the profound topics of society, in regard to

vhieh the generality of men—even cultivated men—never get be-

yond the sphere of mere opinion, and so are never strongly fixed

in any view, he dwelt in the sphere of ihoiight, and his convic-

tions had thus steadfast foundations whereon to rest. His writings

of all classes-sermons, lectures, travels—abound in philosophical

insight, as well ns in practical wisdom. Had he chosen to devote

liiinself to philosophical studies, strictly so called, he would doubt-

less have illuminated the history of the human mind. Emi-

nently liealthy in its action, his intellect was yet eminently acute

and penetrating; he had a wonderful sort of intuition, if such it

may be called, into all forms of human thought and knowledge.

His judgment, alwajs acting according to settled laws, was so habit-

ually profound, that on subjects of an ethical, political, or religious

character, his a priori views were of more value than most other

men's judgments upon the largest collection of facts would be.

With such qualities of mind and heart, it is not wonderful that

Dr. Olin Avas pro^'Uiinent as a preacher. "Within the year of his

conversion he began to preach; and his very first essays were

triumphs. "Never,'' says Dr. AYightman, '-'had so powerful a

preacher burst with so sudden a splendour and so tremendous an

cfiect upon the Chm'ch." Nor was this a temporary brilliancy.

Olin was no meteor, but a light shining brighter and brighter to

the end. The biogi'aphy contains testimonies from all sorts of

people—clergymen, lawyers, students—and from all parts of the

country, North, South, and Middle,—and all the witnesses unite, in

gub.-itance, in the declaration that he Avas the "greatest preacher they

had ever heard." Repeated accounts arc given of his preaching for

two hours or more, and keeping his hearers, the while, not merely

unconscious of the flight of time, but all tremulous with excitement

und bathed in tears. Nay, fiir greater effects are recorded of his

preaching than these :—the overthrow of bitter and long-cherished

prejudices; the clearing up of sceptical doubts and dilTicuUies Irom

honest mhids, and the sudden flashing of conviction into dishur.est

ones; tlie humbling of proud, ambitious, and v.orldly- minded men
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at the foot of the cross ; and the awakening of whole neighbourhoods

and populations to a new sense of duty to God and man. Under one

sermon, preached at the home of his boyhood, "thirteen persons

found peace in believing;" under another, in one of the interior

toAHis of Georgia, '"scores literally n/shrd to the altar when he

finished his discourse; the powers of the world to come had won the

field—perhaps to the last man.*' Such accounts of the cficcts of his

preaching abound not merely in the biography before us, but in the

newspapers of the land, and in the mouths of men.

What was the secret of this power? It did not lie in excellence

of manner; for his gesticulation was singular and awkward, his

voice had naturally no peculiar charm, and was not well managed
—in a word, his elocution, as such, was vcr}' defective. It is not

to be found in any remarkable graces of style : both in speaking and

v;riting, though always clear, correct, and strong, he was apt to be

diffuse, and sometimes even heavy. His sentences are always solid,

but often cumbrous. ]!*Jor can we account for the effects of his

preaching by any use on his part of the arts of the rhetorician,

legitimate or illegitimate ; of what value soever these may be to

othei-3, they were no aids to him. You never heard from his lips,

nor will you find in his writings, passages gorgeous with images

and picture* like Jerem}^ Taylor's ; he had little or none of the

poetic element; an ornate and glittering style was even his abhor-

rence. "Whether Olin were or were not an orator, was a question

his hearers never asked themselves; but that he icas an orator,

and of the very highest class, is very certain. Wherein, then, did

his power consist ?

It la}' chiefly, we think, in his earnestness. Life, in his view,

Avas nothing, and worse than nothing, without Christianity. This

conviction was incorporated v.ith every fibre of his intellectual and

moral natiii'C. lleligion was with him not merely a sentiment, or a

prevailing belief, or an expedient, or a refuge, but a reality, a living

presence,—the essence, in short, of his life, llis conversion to God
was a surrender without reserve or stipulation : and from the hour of

that cliange to the hour of his death, the one object of his pursuit was

the glory of God. Such convictions arc essential to the true Christian

oi'ator. It is the intensity of his own feelings that draws the feelings

of others, and so fascinates their minds. The heart of the great

Christian orator is penetrated by an intense desire for his own sanc-

tificatww ^t«I for the sanctification of others ; his eloquence has its

roots in his own moral condition and moral sympathies. "His dis-

tinctive agency consists in giving a powerful impulse and direction

to the minds of others; and he is not equal to this, unless the goal
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to wliich he woukl direct thorn is plainly in his eye, and unless

ho oarnoslly desires to roacli it himself.'"* It was the remark of

llufus ('h>j:ito. that " Dr. Olin's preaching; Avas characterized by the

K.-UIW' r.vro coiahination of forcible thought and deep feeling tiiat gave

Un> j.jvMcliing of Chalmers its great poiver." He was so absorbed

\\\ hK "•abject as to lose sight of himself and" of all earthi}' considor-

tii.'js ill the greatness of his theme. AVhatever would subserve the

;n\v\ purj)Ose of interesting his hearers in this theme—whether

argiiiU'.nt, illnstration, description, or exhortation—he would intro-

A\wx': for all beyond he had no solicitude, never admitting a thought

ii<i\vcvcr striking, or an image however graceful and pleasing, if

irrelevant to his main purpose. You felt, in hearing him, from the

very opening of his exordium, that a great and earnest mind was

dv;iHi!g with you on topics of the profoundest interest both to him

and to yourself; and whether you would or no, his mighty thoughts

P'cnetratcd your intellect, and his overwhelming tide of feeling

carried away your heart.

"Ydu would as soon h;ive looked to sec the Avatcrs of Niagara paii.-e to

dall\ niili tlie vild (lowers on the margin, as entertained the remotest su?-

picir.n that Dr. Olin was paying the least attention to the rhetorical fringes of his

*«• lit. IK' (.->•, or putting hini-clf or tlic elaborate eomposition of the sermon for-

wani as an object of admiration. Indeed, you had time for nothing but to

iivnihle while he unlocked the mysterious elianibers of your heart, and let in

(h'.yligiit upon your dim moral peroeptions ; or to lay hold upon Christ as he
iruidv the way ofjustification by faith plain, and led you on to Jesus, the Mediator
of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling in a path all luminous with

''the light of life;" or to e.\ult with a believer's bounding joy while ho poiuted
out thi; massy structure of your Christianity, its l-ase durable as eternity, its

c.ipital liigh as heaven, and lost in the splendours of God's throne."—Lite,

vol. i, p. 9y.

It may be said that many other preachers are quite as earnest as i

Olin was, but yet produce little or no effect. We do not believe it.
]

Such earnestness is one of the rarest and richest of human gifts

;

and when it appears, its power is irresistible: it affects all hearers-

with an inevitable contagion. Few men—even comparatively few
pious and faithful ministers—ever bring up before their minds dis-

tincthj the great realities of tiiue and eternity, which form the sub-

stantial themes of religion: fewer still habitually contemplate them
with emotions proportioned to their tremendous importance. 2?ow
it was jn-ecisely in such conceptions and emotions that Olin -^vas

preeminent. But when this precious earnestness is combined, as it

was in his case, with an intellect of imperial rank, with a comprehen-
s?ion of the grandest sweep, with an analytical faculty that pierced

and penetrated every mystery of human passion—in short, with

'Theremin, Eloquence a Virtut, p. 71.
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phj'slcal, mental, and moral po^Yers in every aspect colossal—there

is no need to wonder that he swayed the minds and hearts of men
at Ids Viill. In the intimate hlending of lo,^ical argument ^Yith fiery

feeling, he was more like what we know Demosthenes to have been

than any speaker we have ever listened to ; and his power (as was

the case with the great Athenian orator) did not consist in any sin-

gle quality—in force of reasoning, or fire of imagination, or heat of

declamation—but in all combined. His course of argument was

always clear and strong, yet interfused throughout with a fervid

and glowing passion—tlio two insoparabls' united in a torrent that

overwhelmed all Avho listened to hhu. His was, indeed, the

"Seraphic intellect and force

To seize and throw the doubts of man;
luipas.-ion'd logic, which outran

The hearer in its fiery course."

In the best sense of the word Theology—the knowledge of God

—

Dr. Olin was a profound theologian. The religion of the heart is as

essential to theological insight as to Christian faith: pectus est, quod

thcoJogiim facit. " The theologian," said Neander, " must study

the Scriptures with his heart as well as with his head, unless he

wishgs his tlieology to be robbed of its salt." But in the mere

literature of Christianity—in the science of Biblical criticism, and

of so-called Biblical intcrpretaiion—Olin had very little skill or

mastery. As we have seen, he had intended, at an early period of

his life, to spend some years at a theological seminary; but his plans

were frustrated, and in after-life his feeble health would never allow

of devotion to these studies. In the knowledge and skill, however,

which is most essential to the Christian preacher—a knowledge,

namely, of the spirit and contents of Holy Serij.iture, and skill in their

application—he was, again, pi-et-mlnent. This lalt'^r capacity is rare,

oven among educated theologians—the common system of theological

education does not tend to produce or develop it; A man's mind
may be overlaid with philuh)gy and criticism, and yet be power-

less in practical interpretation aiul application of the Scriptures.

For this latter purpose a man "requires," says Dr. Arnold, "first,

the general cultivation of his mind, by reading the works of the

greatest writers, philosophers, orators, and poets; and, next, an un-

derstanding of the actu;d state of society, and of our own and general

history, as alTectlng and explaini.ng the existing diflercnces among us,

both social and religious."' It is for this reason that so few eminent

critics are emiuent i»rcnchers: criticism, to he cniinent, requires a

man to be exchu^ive and ji^alous in his devotion to it. and he cannot
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fi!i(l time for wide and general reading. But miscellaneous knovrl-

cdgc is precisely what the p)rcaclier needs, not to criticise the sacred

word, but to apply it to the circumstances of his age, and to the

hearts and habits of the living men and women in the congregation

before him. The preacher, as such, can commit no more fatal mis-

take than to confine himself exclusively, or chiefly, to the reading of

books of divinity. Such exclusive reading will inevitably narrow his

mind, and give it a sort of professional one-sidcdncss, thai will

show itself not merel}'- in his mode of thinking, but in his style of

writing and speaking. Here, then, was one element of Dr. Olin's

great power as a preacher: he was a, student of man and of societ}-;

lie watched the movements of his age, the progress of nations, of

sciences, of arts ; he was interested in the politics of his country

and of the world ; he read widely and variously in all classes of lite-

rature ; and so cultivated his large mind on many sides. And we arc

therefore not surprised to hear that his preaching was " singularly

free from all merely scholastic expressions and cant phrases. Per-

haps it was this that gave an air of good sense and liberality, a sort of

non-professional character, both to his preaching and his conversation

on religious topics. The odour of the schools—a sort of bookish-

ness—hangs about most clergj'men, that serves to repel men of

taste and liberal views
;
just as we naturally shriak ir^m a physician

who always talks in the phrases of Hippocrates, or a lawyer forever

quoting Blackstone and Kent. Yet the effect was not the less salu-

tary. Xay, it was more eftective, from the unstudied simplicity and

naturalness of liis manner, both in the pulpit and out of it."

The last source of Olin's power as a preacher to which we shall

allude was his care in preparing for the pulpit. In his early days

he never wrote his sermons, but thought them out, elaborately, from

the beginning to the end. After the publication of his '"Travels

in the East" he became accustomed to "think with the pen in his

hand," so that he now wrote his discourses out at length. Kearly all

his printed sermons were written during the last nine years of his

life. It v>"as not his custom, hovrevcr, to take his manuscript to

the pulpit, not even the briefest skeleton. Nor did he commit lii?

Bcrmons to memory; indeed, vre are told in his biography, that ii

was quite impracticable for him to do this, as he seemed to have-

some inaptitude at remembering v>-ords. But the topics and their

an-angement, the course of his argument and the illustrations by
vrhich it vras to be made plain, Avere all settled beforehand carefully

and thoroughly : the mere dress came of itself The printed ser-

mons arc vigorous, massive, and powerful, to a degree xmsurpassed
in riiodern literature, unless, perhaps, by Chalmers and lloljcrt I

Fourth Serie.=:, Vol. YI.—'2
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Hall ; but thej are yci a very inadequate representation of the living

preacher,

*' Every extemporaneous speaker -will realize in a moment the vast differ-

ence between tlie preparations ot" the study and the freedom and force of the

pulpit. In the volume before us we have the L'erms; in liis uttered sei-mons

we have the full llower in all its fragrance. This i.s the blossom ; that was the

golden frultac^e. We must expoct a diiierence. Xcvcrtheless, to adopt one
of his own illustiations, the printed sermon is to the spoken what the solid

mountain--, ttrlp]icd of foliaire and ilnwcr by winter's blasts, are to the moun-
tains covered v.ith verdure and beauty, and liathed in sunnncr sunshine. The
strong, distinguishiufr features of the original mind, the massive Ibundations of
thought, the methodical progression of ideas grasping the whole lield of the
subject, ami developing the succession of relations it embraces, are there.

The vividness and luxuriance of imagination, the dew-drop and the perfume
of tiic flower are gone ; but the sweeping outline, the spread of vision, the
urgency of argument remain. There they are in these volumes, a precious
legacy to the rising race of Methodist preachers, ^sho cannot fmd a more mas-
terly guide for thought, a more exquisite model for stylo—majestic the one,
simple and severe the other."—Life, vol. ii, p. 188.

So large a portion of Dr. Olin's life and labours was devoted to

Christian Education, that any notice of him that should not contem-

plate this aspect of his activities, -would be very incomplete. A
short period of pastoral work showed that his physical strength was
inadequate to the duties of au itinerant Methodist minister; and

his whole public life thereafter may be said to have been given to

education. His attachment to the pastoral office, however, was now
stronger than when he left it; and he hoped to return to it again

before long. Hopes and wishes of this sort he cherished to the last.

" 0," he would often say, " how gladly would I take the poorest circuit

in the Conference, if 1 had only health !" Again, in 1840,—" A cir-

cuit fills my idea of a happy and useful future; in 1S42,
—"I want

to preach above all things, but probably shall never bo able. . . .

I would sooner preach Christ to men than enjoy any or all other things.

I would gladly suffer any degree of pain for it;" and, in 18-13,
—"in

nothing do I so exult as in this work of the ministr}^—tliis holding

up of Christ as the one object of faith, and love, and admiration. I

have often thought that I would willingly spend si.x days of every

week in a cell, or on a sick bed, if on the seventh I might be allowed to

preach Christ crucified." It is therefore highly probable that if his

health had not failed, he v«'0uld never have taken a professor's chair; a

consideration which may serve to reconcile us, in some degree, to the

dispensation of sickness that was allotted to him. We agree with

Dr. AVightman that,
"' with the preeminent qualifications he possessed

for influencing young men, for wielding ariglit the potent instru-

mentalities belonging to the professor's chair, aided by the power

which gave his sermons a baptism of fire, when occasionally he was
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able to prcacli, l>r. Olin di«l more for the Church than if ho luid even

worn the mitre." We c:innot but believe that it was the niisslnn of

hi« life to lead the Church in thc;:n*at wvrk of Christian KJuoution.

Nor did he ever think himself out of place, so far as duty (not

inclination) was concerned, within the walls of a college, believing

tliat the work was "an eminently Christian work.'' and quite befit-

ting; the minister of Christ. " Some fo:ir." said ho, *• encuniberini^

the Church with too much work. There may bo Jan;^or. but not if

it be tiio ri.'ht bort of work. 1 think the w ».rk of education |H'cnliarly

appropriate to her Fphore. We should attempt nothini; that \^

roreij;n from the great cud of savin;; bnwU and honouring Christ.

Rut our colleges and fiehools should live in the heart of the Church

—be part and parcel of it—be imbue*! willi its spirit—embosomed

in its holy atmosphere. So impres.^cd am 1 with this truth, that 1

would resign my oflice to-day should the Cimrch di.-'joln my work

from it.-? operations, and supervision, and patronage. Tiii.s is my
cherished sentiment. I am Chriat'.s minister: I must do his work.

If Uiis be not his— the work of his Church—then 1 w(ml 1 Vw^w my
error. I may not do a strange work."

Of Dr. Olin's services as President at I'andolph Mncon College, and

at the Wesloyan Univcr.-ity. full and admirable statomcnt.s. prepared

by Professor Garland and I>r. lloldich. are given in the volumes before

u.s; and to their discriminating and lucid pnges we must refer our

readers who wish to study the career of a prc( minont teacher and

governor of youth. His " Inaugural Addresses."* with the "Lec-

tures on the Theory and Practice of Scholastic Life,"t set forth

amply the great principles on which his own success was built.

He considered education to be a science, whose fundamental ]>rinei-

ples were well established ; and the root of all its principles ho

placed in the jmsition. that its aim is not so much acqui.-iition a.s

discipline. He held tliat every teacher, who docs not do liis work

in the presence of a guiding jdiilosophy. degrades what hhnuld be a

liberal intellectual function into an irk.somc and useless drudgery.

He had no syinpatliy w ith new-fangled .<ystem.s of education. hoHcv-

ing that the ordinary course j)ursned in the best American colleges.

which recognises the study of Latin. Greek, and the Mathematics

as the chief mraits (not end) of culture, is grounded in the truest

philosophy.

"The jjre.it promincnec given to liii^iiilslic an«l seioiitifn' stmlios is a w.ll-

rocritrd coiice^aion, approved hy all rxp''rien<'C, lo tlioir prceminont a<I.(p(.\-

•* Works, vol. ii, y\K 'J 10, I'M. 8».c ulso Hit- a-lmiral-lc " AJ.lross at t!i<- •>!" nin^

of the G.M^C!'^^o Wtslf^itn 5?cininary," Worka, vol. ii, p. '-".'y.

tWorkv vol. ii. pp. _'.l 01.
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tioii to the, ends of development and training. They occupy an early as -ivell

as a considerable part of tlie course, because they best furnish the indispensable

experience and habitudes which tlie mind wants in order to secure the best

fruits ofthe discursive and sj^eculative studies that arc to employ its subsequent
labours. This course of study is the result of a comprehensive, protiacted ex-

periment in education. It may be regarded as the accumulated testunony of
tihe teachers and scliolars of many enlightened nations and centuries. We do
well to observe that the malcontents under this system do not usually deny
to it tlie highest merit to which it lays claim—the merit of being incomparably
the best system which hninai\ genius and experience have ever devised for the

development and discipline of the mental faculties. This, I repeat again and
again, is the true phllosopljii.'al idea of liberal education. Between those who
embrace this theory of education and those who so clamorously demand of
our colleges, not intellectual culture, but only so many of the crude elements
of knowledge as arc inunediately applicable to the art or craft to which they
hasten, there is really no just ground for controversy. Their ideas of edu-
cation are, indeed, very diverse ; but not more so than their objects, which
are unlike, by the entire diiTcrenee that exists between a scholar and an
artisan—between a philosopher and a superintendent of farm or factory

operations."—Works, vol. ii, pp. 62, 63.

As a teacher, lie aimed clue% to train his pupils to habits of

attention, accuracy, and independent thoui^ht. He required the

most perfect preparation of the lessons from the text-book, but

would not allow them to be recited manoritcr : nor would he aid the

student by questions, but threw him on his own powers of analysis

and statement. His discipline was kind and gentle, but strict to an

unusual degree. He had a happy way, however, of preventing

things from getting to tlie last extremity; and his quick inventive

faculty averted many a catastrophe. He understood when to

piaise, when to blame, v^'hen to bo keen-sighted, and when even

to shut his eyes to what was passing before him. His own lofty and

generous nature was one of the best qualiiications for a teacher and

guide of youth : the eyes of the young are as quick to discern a mean
or ignoble trait as they arc to penetrate intellectual incapacity.

His frankness made hypocrisy in dealing with him doubly dif-

ficult.
'• Students, when called before him, vrere usually compelled,

by his manifested confidence in them, never to dissemble. Few could

go before him, and meet the gaze of that eye which seemed to read

the very soul, and do auglit but confess the truth." But, after all,

it was more by the high moral principles to which he appealed, and

by the moral atmos])here of his own grand presence, that Dr. Olin

secured and preserved so great an influence over the minds of the

students. He taught tlic young to seek after the true, rather than

the expedient ; to search out the true theory of life, and go by it ; or.

to use his own favourite phrase, to find out "first principles," and
act upon them. The motives to which he appealed were of the high-

est class—those which are at once pure, elevating, and permanent.
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In him they saw a visible embodiment of his oavh pure teachings

;

liis very "presence in the building had a perceptible moral influence

over the little community. His tread within the Avails was one of

moral majesty. His presence at the chapel service, and the daily

prayers lie otlered, when able to bo present, had a hallowing power."

To the same effect is the following beautiful tribute from one of his

students :—

*

"It is a rare blessing to he near and feel about aiul Avitliin you tlic breath

of a mind so kiucly, of a lieart so rich and deep. Ill health prevented Dr.

Oliti from labouring in the recitation-room, but his presence svas a conscious

culture, and the few things which lie Avas permitted to say to us ^Yl\\ make
him eternally influential in many souls. But he is asleep in the cemetery of the

University over which he presided. And now these words I cast as a WTcath

upon his grave : God stamped manhood on liim from his birth, and religion

j)iit upon his greatness so much of beauty as sliall make him memorable fur

generations."—Lite, vol. ii, pp. -IGG.

'W'c have before remarked that Dr. Olin gave much of his attention

to public afTaiis, both in Church and State; indeed, that he vras impa-

tient of all forms of evil, and took public troubles to heart as his own.

The division of the Methodist Episcopal Church in ISl-i saddened

and darkened his remaining years. During the unfortunate session

of the General Conference at which the separation was eflected, he was
" woni down with agony of mind, with efTorts and tears." His ov.u

position vras, as he expressed it, incxpressibh' painful and delicate.

Jlis earliest and, perhaps, his- dearest friends were on the Soutlicrn

side of the question : it was, moreover, a question about slavery,

and so it was liable, almost of necessity, to set reason and right at

defiance. He knew the " great and appalling evils of slaver}-," for

he had himself been a slaveholder—nay, if avo are correctly inform-

ed, had himself sold slaves. On this point he expressed himself

openly in the General Conference: he had seen, he said, the Chris-

tian graces and virtues developed in their fulness among slavehold-

ers. He did not dream that he ha^l been unfit, in the sight of Gocl,

to preach the gospel Avhen a slaveholder :

—

" And If the state of my health had not driven mc away from that region, I

bhould probably have been a slaveholder to this day. In" this day of reform
and manifoM suggestions, I go further, and say that if by a vote of this General
Conference you might call in question the right of our .Southern brethren to

the_ ministry, and make their claim to the sacred oflice dependent on their

giving immediate freedom to their slaves, T do not think that that would be

a blessing to the slaves or the Church. I do not believe the slave fares worse.

for having a Christian master, and I think the preachers may have more of

t)ublie confidence, on our present plan. I know these opinions may by soni'i

>c regarded as unsound ; and I make them not because they have any special

value or novelty, but because I profess to speak my seiitiments freely."—I-ife',

vol. ii, pp. 108,' 1 GO,

" ^[^. N. J. Burton.
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lie voted, according to his convictions, with the majority, and
thereby alienated, for a time, the afiections of many of his Southern

friends; but it "was only for a time, as the warm and overflowing

testimonies of regard and reverence from the best men of the South,

contaiiicd in the biography, will attest. At the same time, it is not

to be concealed that if his vote lost him friends in the South, his

speeches cost him much popularit}- in the North; and he has been,

and is still, in some quarters, we think, regarded as—to use the

mildest phrase—a strict Conservative.

There is a sense in which Conservatism is a very bad thing—nay
the worst of all things in a public man. That Conservatism, namely,

which, as Dr. Arnold expresses it, " always looks backward and never

forward," which resists all change merely because it is change,

and therefore " destroys what it loves because it will not mend it,"

is indeed the worst enemy of human progress in all countries, under
all governments, in all ages. It is just as bad in the Church as

it is in the State. Putting on a semblance of virtue, professing

reverence for law, and order, and established institutions, and array-

ing itself in the costume of respectability, it is at once a wrong and
a sham, and is, as such, a bitterer foe to humanity than flagrant vice,

or open anarchy. But it is a common mistake of modern reform-

ers—especially of uncultivated or half-educated men vrho set up as

reformers—to stigmatize every man as a Conservative (using the

term, of course, in its bad sense) who does not hoppen to consider

their special reform as the most importan.t of human interests, or

who, while approving their object, may differ with them as to the

means of'accomplishing it. Many such men begin, like Eobespierrc,

with just views and sincere convictions, concentrated, however, on a

single point : like him they make every other interest give way to

the one which absorbs their own thoughts and feelings; and, like

him, tliey become, at last, a fear and terror to the race. Whoever
stands in their Avay must be sacrificed.

Kow Dr. Olin, by constitution, by reflection, and by liabit, was
far removed from Conservatism. He valued the institutions of

the republic and of the Church too much to regard the evils or

defects of either with indifference. His zeal for the improvement
of ]^icthodism was a jjassion. He spoke with great freedom of such
parts of her economy as he thought obsolete or ]icrnicious. He
thought tliat theological schools were not only desirable in the

Church, but indispensable; and he uttered this conviction at a time
when such opinions were far more unpopular tlum they are now.
In 1835 he wrote :

—
" I am full to overflowing and to agony upon this

subject.
. ,-. 1 dare not be prudent, as 1 am to stand before my
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Judge, ... Do not fear that I am about to grow mad because 1

abjm'o prudence. I only mean not to be covert, cunning, or cowardly.

1 will say or write wbat 1 think I ought, though I will neither speak

nur write without thinking." These are not words, by any means,

that could come out of a Conservative mouth.

)>ut. on the other hand, he was far removed from ultraism. We
arc told by President Bates that, even when in college, Olin's

"jiowers were so united and balanced in his mind as to secure him

from all extravagance in theory and ultraism of opinion." His

mind was too broad, both from nature and culture, ever to be so

absorbed by one idea as to lose sight of its relations. His reverence

for luxe was as strong as Cicero's; he might have taken for his

motto the orators maxim,—^'Indignum est in ea civitate, qure

Icgibus tcnetur, discedi a legibus; hoc enim vinculum est ejus

dignitatis, qua fruimur in republica; hoc fundamentum libertatis;

hie fons requitatis."

On the question of slavery his position may be justly stated, we

think, as follows. He held it to be an evil, '^ great and appalling,"

which vre are bound to extirpate, Avhen and how God permits. He
licld that the laws which sanction slavery arc inconsistent with

Chri.^ianity; and that, on the part of the state, slavery is a moral

evil of the most flagrant kind. But he believed, at the same time,

that every slaveholder is not, ipso facto, a sinner; nay, he knew

that the very highest style of Christianity has been exhibited among

slaveholders. He did not believe that the slave fared worse for

having a Christian master. He thought that slavery would be abol-

ished in " God's time,'' but he did not believe that time to be

immediately at band. These opinions he had imbibed when he

dwelt in the South, and was himself a slaveholder; but he did not

change them when he came jS'orthward. He never could be made

to believe, or hope, that good could come of the so-called abolition

movement. He "loved many Abolitionists;" but he thought "he

understood the question as well as they,"—and that " they had done

much evil." He vras jealous of all engagements that do not come
fiirly within the embrace of the gospel; and the anti-slavery move-

ment he did not think to be such a one.

The fundamental error in all this, was the notion that the time for

an cfiectual movement against American slavery must yet be far

remote. Our own conviction has been, and continues to be, that the

present state of the American Church, and the American nation.

atTord.s precisely the juncture when all possible prvdent efforts should

be made to weaken the influence of the slave power, (so called,

)

and to prepare the way for the entire overthrow of the system.
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In this country tlic people make tlie laws ; and the Church is

made up of the people. In such a countr}', and in such a Church,

it is neither right, nor possible, that a system which makes oppression

inevitable ; which re^ts upon a code of laws that are utterly at war

with the first principles of political (not to say of Christian) ethics;

which considers and treats one man as the property of another ; which

denies mairiage, and legal protection,* and mental culturcf to millions

of human beings,—it is neither right, Ave say, nor possible, that such

a system should escape discussion. One of the strongest Southern

apologists for slaver}'^ admits that the most important view of the

subject is the religious one ; and that - if slavery be condemned by

the revealed will of God, then in Christendom it cannot continue to

exist. It is the duty of every man, making the laws of God the

rule of his conduct, to use all practicable efibrts to abolish whatever

violates tlicm;"! but, at the same time, it cannot be denied that

most of the leaders of the anti- slavery crusade, in America, have

departed far from the example of Christ and his apostles, in their

mode of discussing the subject, and tliat their course has been pre-

cisely such as to disgust and disaffect the most thoughtful minds of

both ]^orth and South. Albert Barnes has produced one of the most

forcible and judicious books in opposition to slavery that has yet

appeared in this country; and his language with regard to the ultra-

abolitionists is nearly akin to Olin's, as follows: "It would seem

that if Satan had resolved to employ his highest ability in forming

a scheme by which tlie fetters of the slave should be riveted forever

on the unhappy children of Africa in this land, he could not have

devised a more cfFectual way than by producing just the mode of

treating it Avhich prevails at the South and the ^Slorth. Never, it

seems to me, has a good cause been more wretchedly managed, in

the main, than the cause of anti-slavery in the United States. "§ Dr.

Channing testifies to the same eiTect, as follows :
" The Abolitionists

have done wrong, I believe: nor is their wrong to be winked at

because done fanatically, or with good intentions ; for how much
mischief may be wrought with good designs ! One great principle

which we should lay dovrn as immovably true is, that if a good

work cannot be carried on by the calm, self- controlled, benevolent

spirit of Christianity, then the time for doing it has not come.

God asks not the aid of our vices ; he can overrule them for good,

but they arc not the chosen instruments of Imman happiness."

''Legal pr(jt.:?ction is practlcully dciiicJ b}' tlio rcfu.sal to admit "coloured

testimony" in courts of juslieo.

fThe laTTS of many of the states make it a crime to teach slaves to read.

J Southern Quarterly, Octoljcr, IStS. § Barnes on Slavery, p. 207.
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It may be said in reply to all this—aud with truth—that if such

inon as Jiarnos and Chaiinirif; had taken up the anti- slavery cause

at an early period, it "would have escaped the " bad hands

"

tliat iiave so wretchedly managed it. We may say also, in

addition, that we should be glad, were it possible, to enrol Olin's

i;.iiiie upon the noble list of those who, within the last twenty

years, have spoken out clearly and nKn^irully against the giant

tvil of oar country and of the age. It is very certain that his

icticcncc Avas not caused by lack of corn-age or of virtue, but by

lack of conviction. lie did not see his duty in that course, aud

so he did not pursue it. But his connexion with slavery' teaches us

one lesson of Christian charity and prudence, which v.'e should all

do well to heed. The Avildest scepticism, to use Gibbon's phrase,

never insinuated that Ciicsar might possibly be a coward; so the

extremest ultraisni would not venture to deny the piety of Olin.

Ilo cxciuplificd in his life, character, thoughts, and feelings, the very

highest virtues of our holy religion; and this too, according to all

testimonies, 7cJiile ho icas a alaveholdcr. Even those "reformers''

vrho are so extravagant in im-reason as to desire the exclusion of

ail slaveholders from the Church, will not deny that Stephen Olin

was a true follovrer of Jesus of Nazareth : and if he, then many roorc

could be at once slaveholders and Christians. One such case, it

might be thought, would be enough to arrest the spirit of hasty and

passionate impatience, which seems to blind the perceptions of those

enthusiastic men v.-ho, unable to solve the greatest social problem of

the Church and of the times, offer no method of untying the knot,

but are anxious at ones to cut it. That Stephen Olin did wrong in

Ills connexion with slavery, wo firmly believe; that he intended no
wrong, we believe just as firmly. Such is the true state of the case, in

ourjudgment, even with those Christian slaveholders of the South vrho

ju:>t!ly the system. Their position has the eminent unhappiness of
almost necessitating a feeble or corrupt moral sense on this subject

:

tlicy are carried along by a great movement that absorbs their indi-

viiluanty, so to speak; the personal conscience is lost in the general
sense of the community. The great work to bo done is to purify
liutt general sense; not to curse and malign individual slaveholders,

but to break up the false public morality in which the system finds

its main support.

H'o had intciuled to enter into a brief examination of Dr. Olin's

'".ntings; but our utmost limits are reached. Enough, however, has
In en said in this pp.pcr to show our general estimate of their great

value.
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/.:? , ., Akt.II.—COLEKIDGE.

The CcDH^Ictc WorLs of Samuel Taylur Coleridge, with an Inlrorluclory Essuy upon

his Philofophiral and Theological Ojiinwns. Edited ty Pkoi'essok SiieiiD. In

Seven Volumes. >\"\r-York : Harj^.r & Di-others. ISj'ii.

A\ American edition of Coleridge's complete works is at this time

a significant and interesting fact. To print and publish a volume,

or a Avork of several volumes, is" no very great matter—less than tlie

construction of a railroad, or the building of a steamship, or even the

erection of a dwelling; but the doing it often has a significance of

much greater interest than any of these. Very few books would be

written but for the expectation that they will be read, and yet fewer

Avould be printed but for the assurance that they vrill bo bought.

The issuing of this work, therefore, indicates the prevalence of the

conviction that the public demand for the v.ritings of Coleridge is

sufficient to justify, commeiciall}', the outlay. We have great con-

fidence in the judgment of the more intelligent members of "the

trade" in such matters, and are, therefore, prepared to hail this

event as an indication of a liealthy condition of the public mind in

matters of literature ; and we receive it as a hearty practical endorse-

ment of the good taste and common sense of our reading public,

since only through these qualities, exercised by them, can the enter-

prise be adequately rewarded.

Few names have figured more largely in current English litera-

ture, during the last half-century, tiiau that of Samuel I'aylor Cole-

ridge; and as to scai'ccly any other has there prevailed so wide a

diversity of opinions. Tlic causes of this diversity are obvious. In

the case of a living, or rcccntl}'' deceased vrriter. the man and the

author are often so much at variance, that the life of the former is

constantly marring the precepts of the latter. Men naturally look

to the cvery-day life of a didactic writer for an exemplification of

his own precepts; nor arc they ready to believe that he can be wise

as an author who Avants the practical Avisdona requisite to guide his

affairs with discretion, and to keep himself from vices and follies :

and where they behold the common frailties an<.l infirmities in the

man, they are slow to believe that his writings can contain anything

greatly elevated above the common range of thought. This, how-

ever, is only a temporary embarrassment. The author whose works
survive tlieir own novelty, comes at length to be known only by his

works : the man is foigotten, and onlv the author remains. This
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a|)otlieosis Coleridge is now undergoing, tliougli tlie process is yet

iiK-<'in}>l(;tc. It is, however, so far effected that even now he may be

contLinitluted as he is seen in his writings, rather than as he was

knoNsn in liis hfetime.

As rv writer, Coleridge was very unequal in the various depart-

nu nts ofhterature to which he devoted his pen. ]jeginn>ng as a

na'diocrc English poet, above "which rank ho never rose in the

service of the ]Muses, he afterward became a critic and essayist,

still evincing the same characteristics that appear in his poi-'t}y-,

varied witli occasional indications of greater force of thought, and a

more profound philosophy; but Coleridge the poet and critic will

be little talked of by the next generation. Already- his reputation

is becoming that of a philosophical and theological writer, to the

exclusion of all else; and this publication of a standard edition

of his works, in which the appropriate prouiincnce is given to those

subjects, will increase that tendency.

]jut even as a philosopher and theologian he is very differently

estimated b}' different persons ; and by those, too, whose opinions are

entitled to much credit. iSot a few respectable critics have con-

sidered him as a second-rate retailer of German transcendentalism,

—a writer of incoherent fragments of thoughts, adumbrating com-

monplace notions, Avhieh, clothed in a party-coloured jargon, made
up of Latin, Greek, and German, strangeh'- commingled wiih his

own barbarous English, though only the chimeras of a disordered

iancy—disordered, too, by well-ascertained physical causes—have
been niistaken for profound philosophical speculations; and though

sucli censures are, to some extent, unjust, they are not alto-

gether groundless. ilis devotion to German literature and
philosophy so far transposed his mental stand-point, that he
wrote and philosophized as a German rather than as an English-
man

; and since, on account of the dissimilarity of the English
and the German mind, the same thought as set forth by one
wnidd scarcely bo recognised a.s identical vdth itself as em-
b')<lied by the other, Coleridge sometimes seems to be pvo-
(jiuid when he is commonplace, and at other times his real

excellences escape the observation of his readers. This difhculty,

huwevcr,^ is rapidly giving way, as English scholars (under whic-h

designation Ave include all who use the English language, without
:my^ reference to their political nationalities) are becoming more
i.uiii!i:ir with the modes of thought and forms of expression employed
'y their Teutonic contemporaries. If, however, it shall be asserted,
"fi t!u' one hand, that Coleridge has taken ideas familiar to the

^•iiL'li.sh mind, and, after decking them in a foreign costume, j.ro-
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duccd them as novelties, and also brought with them a' variety of
German conceits, which lie has passed oil" as profound truths,—it

may be answered on the other, that, while we cannot wholly deny
the charge, it is equally true that he has not only corrected the
aberrations of our philosophy from the observations of those
strangers, but also suggested much valuable matter from his own
original reflections.

His modes of thinking, and especially of expressing his thoudits,
are not altogether felicitous. Though he is unquestionably pro-
found, yet for want of clearness his a])parent depth is ever liable

to be charged to his obscurity. His thoughts arc brilliant rather
than transparent, and as in an atmosphere surcliarged with ioreign
particles, the same causes th.at illuminate also obscure his medita-
tions. His thoughts are fragmentary in their form and character

;

his themes are seldom or never discussed in all their relations, and
their characters arc commonly only partially developed. These
tilings of course add to the unsatisfactoriness of his discussions

;

since isolated truths, like the fragments of an arch, are not com-
monly self-sustaining, as are symmetrical systems.

.
But to a certain and very large class of minds, the chief objections

to Coleridge, as a philosophical vrnter, are not against the accidents,
but rather the whole character of his works,—not so much, indeed,'

as to the matter set forth, as to the manner in which it is presented.
Coleridge provides aids to rcjlcclion ; but aids always imply that
efforts are io be made by tliosc who receive them, and these such
persons have r,o wish to make. Most readers would have all their
thinking done for them; they delight to be carried along on a
smooth train of thought, which passes over the subject without
requiring any labour, and which makes its impressions on the
memory as the carriage-wheel marks its track, instead of entering
into the mind and assimilating itself with the internal elements of
thought. ]^ccause he is a suggestive and not a dogmatical writer-
supplying elements and methods of thought, but leaving the reader
to use them, if he would be profited by'them—Coleridge is not a
favourite Avith ilio indolent and the imbecile. Even among learned
men there are very few original thinkers, while to the inuttitude—
not only the irabruted and ignorant, but even the generally intelli-
gent—'•rcllcction" is a word that has no definite s?gnification. In
proportion as a writer transcends the beaten track of disquisition,
he diminishes the number of his readers ; and there is but little doubt
that the lact tlsat Coleridge lias struck out new methods of thinking,
and elucidated truth by original processes, is among the eausS
that have pr< ju.liccl his acceptance with the public. '^But truth is
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essentially vital; it may be obscured or perverted, but it cannot be

destroyed. It is also life-giving; and -when it has been once uttered

it will tind a response somev.herc, and at some time,—though its voice

may seem to be stifled in the noise of the multitude, or overborne

by tho, trumpet tones of authorit\\ Whether he scattered the vital

seeds of thought, or only chaii' and cockle, must be determined by the

harvest that shall follow, and which is already beginning to mature.

h\ the field of metaphysical disquisition Coleridge appeared as

an unheralded and unaccredited observer. Having entered by
another Avay than the one prescribed b}' authority, he pursued such

paths as seemed good to himself, and explored the scene upon
which he had entered in whatever n^ethod promised the best results.

That his thoughts are really new—that he was the first that ever enter-

tained them—is not supposed ; nor is it certain that they were entirely

original with himself, since similar reflections are found scattered

over the whole field of literature, both domestic and foreign, as well

as constantly occurring in the ordinary remarks and conversations

of mankind. It were scarcely to be presumed that an earnest and
gifted mind, after casting off the shackles of authority, ^YOuld con-

fine itself to the beaten track of thought, or fail either to detect

latent truths, or to present old ones in new and startling aspects.

The system of mental philosophy that at that time pervaded and
reigned over the English mind was unsatisfactory, because it was
defective. As a scientific generalization it fails legitimately to

answer the necessities of its subject, since a large class of the phe-

nomena to which it applies cannot bo brought Avithout violence into

its classification. Its tendency to materialism has often been felt,

and only resisted by a conviction of the absurdity to which its ac-

biowledged premises were leading. In the highest department of

human psychology,—the illustration of spiritual phenomena, as con-

tradistinguished from the <72<c7s/-mechanical—that sj'stem is es-

pecially dcfL'Ctive and perniciously misleading; and as this had
been carried into theology, vrhich is itself inseparable from the high-

est fornis of the philosophy of mind, the result had been, on the

one hand, the adoption of a kind of mechanical fatalism, and, on the

other, tl)e abnegation of all metaphysical inquiry upon a subject at

ouce p\n-ely metaphysical and essentially transcendental. These
were the themes upon which Coleridge loved to reflect, and as to

which he has bequeathed, to all who will use them, his " Aids to

1 Reflection." lUit these are really what their title imports, and the

^auie character, to a great extent, prevails in all his metaphysical
^ i-itings

: they help to think, rather than supply perfected tliinking

to the reader.
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Our present purpose Avill confine our remarks to a discussion
of Coleridge's Avritings as they apply to questions of a theo-
logical character and bearing. In them philosophy is considered in
its relations to theology, and theology is viewed from a philosoph-
ical stand-point. AVe can, in this article, consider onlv the former
portion of this general subject; the latter we reserve' for another
opportunity. We are aware that there is a strong and wide-spread
prejudice against the u.'te of philosopliical modes "in theological dis-
cussions,—a prejudice with which we in some measure sympathize,
unless philosophy shall be emancii..;itcd from the clogs and fetters of
materialism. Yet it will be granted bv every rational mind that
the necessity for such a divorce is an evil to be deprecated, and,
were it possible, avoided. Eut since it has been found impossible
to reconcile the deductions of the prevailing mechanico-mental phi-
losophy to many spiritual piienomena in their theological relations
It has seemed necessary to exclude philosophy from tlicir discussion'
ihe result of this separation has been a state of hostility between
the partisans of the two dissevered systems. The theoljcrian feels
compelled to deciy a system which, while it pretends to°erabrace
lis themes, fluls entirely to elucidate them; and the philosopher
looks with disfavour upon a science Avhich engrosses the best part
of his domains, and sets his laws at defiance, if by any means the
necessity for this separation may be obviated, and theolo-y and
philosophy made to harmonize, certainly a most desirable end'would
be efll'cted.

It is very evident that there can be no real discrepancy between
these two sciences; for truth cannot be inconsistent with 'itself It
IS ecpially certain that if there is radical error in either svstem it
must be m the latter; for the elements of theological truth are too
oby-ious and immutable to be widely misconstrued. Xotwith^tand-
ing all that has been said against rationalism in theoloszv. no one
but a stark enthusiast will confess that his religious ophuons are
irrational. The proper use of reason in matters of reli-ious belief
IS a subject of great practical importance; and its difficulty has no
doubc been not a little enhanced by the unfortunate position of'the
prevailing system of mental philosophy. Every intelligent thinker
must bo ready to confess that, since reason and revelation arc con-
current streams from the same great fountain-the truth-there mun
be a subst.ait.al agreement between them, l^ach has indeed its own
charmel and each is designed to beautify and fertilise its own banks-
but while distinct, they are parallel or convergent, and in their con-
fluence the highest excellence of each is demonstrated. A svstem
of theology should embrace all the doctrinal truths of revelation and
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embody them in a liarmonious -whole : -svhile it is the province of

philusophy to reeoi^iiise and appropriate all the facts and phenomena

of inon'.s mental constitution, and to deduce from these the la^vs of

his boini;;, and his modes of action. The two are counterparts of

cuch other, therefore there can be no real disagreement between

thi-in.

Ill all his inquiries Coleridge seems to have not only confessed these

obvious truths, but, which is much more, to have practically recognised

them. The tnith is the same everywhere, and as the basis of both

those sciences is the same, their details cannot be discordant; and

therefore either theology must be adjusted to the requirements of

])hilosophy, or else philosophy enlarged to meet the demands of

theology. "With a mind certainly not unduly prepossessed in favour

of theological orthodoxy—with a boldness in speculation that bor-

dered on temerity, united to a candour that does credit to tlie heart,

and a power of deliberation that bespeaks the force of his intellect

—

ho commenced the survey of the whole region covered by these two

apparently discordant systems. And if but little is gained for the

credibility of Christian orthodoxy by the confirmation, in the con-

viction of its truth, of the wavering and semi-infidel speculatist, that

fact is certainly honourable to his mental acumen and ingenuous-

ness. ])ut in proportion as his convictions in favour of the truths

of theology increased, was his confidence in the philosophy of the

age diminished, and a thorough reexaraiuation of its basis and

.superstructure seemed to be required.

The system of philosophy that had governed the minds of the

learned since the time of Bacon, with a tyranny scarcely less abso-

lute than that of Aristotle among the schoolmen, was then in the

fulness of its inidisputed power. Its superiority over that which it

had supplanted is unquestionable; and because it rested upon indis-

putable phenomena, it seemed immovable. Here all was clear, and
obvious, and tancrihh. True, the system, as such, was not alto-

gether new ; it had been proposed and maintained by the Epicureans

two thousand years before ; but they employed it chiefly in the high-

est f(.ru)s of philosophical investigation, and pushed its conclusions

where they were most certain to appear objectionable. The modern
sensuous philosophy, which is known by the name of Locke, differs

in many impoitaiit particulars from the system of the Epicureans

:

but oidy \n p'lrticulnrs—the bases are the same. Nor is it to be

lightly accounted of for that reason. Of its truthfulness within its

appropriate sphere, no man possessed of five senses, and accustomed
to examine ami analy/.e his own mental processes, can be long in

doubt. Our objections are not against the system itself, but the
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abuse of it; not that it is an incorrect pliilosopliy, but that while it

is but the halt" of a system, it is set up as the ^vhole,—and that its

processes, carried into a region that belongs not to it, produce con-

fusion and propagate eiTor.

This state of tJic case was early seen and felt by Coleridge, who
detected the fault long before he was able to construct a better theory.

lie was, in fact, of all men the least fitted for theorizing. His

thoughts were eminently fragmentar}-. His perceptions were acute

rather than clear ; and so intensely did he lix his mind upon the

definite point of his observations, that he considered the things

which he contemplated in their individualit}'- rather than in their

relations. This habit of concentration, fearlessly exercised in the

highest metaphysical inquiries, led to a clear and steady view of facts

and principles of which the sensuous philosophy of Locke aflbrded

no satisfactory solution, and of course suggested the thought that

that system is fundamentally defective. Out of this suggestion

arose at length, by the accretion of evidences derived from con-

tinued observations and reflections, the theory of the distinction of

the understanding and the reason.

Here we must request the reader to observe, that these terms

(reason and understanding) are used by this writer with a definite-

ness of meaning that exclude.^^ from each much that in common
usage is applied indiscriminately to either, and so renders them no

longer in any degree synonymous, but clearly and pointedly dis-

tinct. Such a discrimination would be unreal in the sensuous sys-

tem of Bacon and Locke, where both terras are applied to a common
facult}'' ; but hero they are employed to indicate things, not only

not identical, but clearly contradistinguished, the one from the other.

ISor is this a mereh' curious discrimination, fitted only to exercise

the intellect; it is real in its character, and fruitful of consequences.

It is freety granted by those v,ho complain of the old system of

philosophy as defective, that we receive a large share of our original

ideas by means of the senses. There must be, therefore, in the

constitution of the mind an adaptation, first to tlie senses and the

external worlJ, and secondly, but eminently, to the use of the

original ideas thus received. To this general faculty—this intel-

lectual adaptation to converse with the external world, and with the

ideas received by such conversation—Coleridge gives the name of

the understanding : which, adopting the definition of Kant, he de-

nominates "the faculty judging according to sense," and elsewhere

he styles it the discursive faculty. The nature of this f\iculty,

£v.s described by him, is not essentially nor v>-idely diflerent from that

v.liich bears the same name in the systems of Locl:e and the Scotch
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nicta]>lijsicians ; but while they use the term as comprehending the

vhulc of man's intellectual faculties in the aggregate, he confines it

to only a part. "W^hat though it is granted that all the earliest

idcaj! uo receive arc of external causation; and tliough it Avcre fur-

ther conceded that^vithout the quickening infkicnces of sensation the

soul could never arouse itself from its oblivious unconsciousness,

•:i\\\ it must be evident to him Avho thinks independently, tbat there

:ire mental states and processes which cannot be referred either im-

mediately or mediately to external causes. This supersensuous

perception, or rather the faculty of the mind by which it is made.

he donouiinates reason, " the power of universal and necessary con-

viction, tiie source and substance of truths above sense, and having

their evidence in themselves." The definite appropriation of these

terms severally to their particular faculties is not altogether arbitrar}'.

Jluman language, which is but the outward dress of human thought,

has ever recognised a difference of meaning between the reasoji and

the understanding; a diflerence that constantly impresses the intel-

ligent mind, even when the distinction is not clearly perceived.

But the use of terms is less important than are the things implied

in their use. If the distinction thus indicated is a real one, then

each faculty requires its own proper designation; and till a better

)iomcnclaturc is proposed vre may continue to use this.

Kor is this discrimination merely a barren act of definition and
classification. The elucidation of any great principle in philosophy

usually casts its light upon the relations and consequences of the

truths tlius brought into view. An important use of this distinction

is the determination of an infiillible test of rationality ; for no en-

largement of the understanding can amount to reason, and no degree

of reason can subsist vrithout rationality. The human understand-

ing is almost, if not altogether inductive; and therefore it appears
in all proportions of development and increase, according to its

amount of intelligent experience. Eut that Avhich men attain to

only by experience may be, and no doubt often is, congenital with
other beings ; and yet, as in its processes witli them no less than with
liini, it is "the faculty judging according to sense," it is under-

htnnding and not reason. In this faculty it is indeed often found
that in some particulars many of the inferior animals greatly excel

men: but no one can suppose that any degree of improvement in

the intelligence of iirational animals would render them rational.

'i'liis sufficiently demonstrates the difrerencc in kind of the two

p'culties, and also recognises the reason as that property {found only

in man. among the denizens of the earth) by which a rational being
is distinguished.

FoiiiTii Seriks, Vol. YI.—3
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In its operations the reason takes cognizance of a class of truths,

and originates a set of ideas, that have no proper causal relations to

the senses, and therefore lie beyond the field of the understanding.

Occupied exclusively in superseusuous matters, things that have

their evidence in themselves, reason ap];eals only to itself as the

basis—the substratum of the truths it affirms. While the under-

standing, because it operates .through organs, and deduces its

determinations from multiform sources of conviction, is at once dis-

cursive in its actions, and miccrtain as to its decisions ; the reason,

which acts directly upon its objects by immediate contemplation, is

fixed in its position, and (as to its o-^n assurance) absolutely cer-

tain in its determinations. The themes that belong exclusively to

the reason—things above or beyond the range of the senses, and

the operations of sensation—are those >vhich are generally recognised

as distinctive of the human character, as compared Avith that of brutes,

—the £esthetical and moral. The emotions of beauty, of sublimity,

or of admiration, though occasioned by sensations, and findiug their

exciting causes in the objects of the senses, are manifestly neither

sensations nor the objects of sensuous observations. They are also

fixed and determinate as to the truths they affirm. Xo one ever

asks V, hethcr the landscape he is contemplating is or is not beautiful,

or -whether there is sublimity in the tempest-driven' ocean upon
which he is gazing, or moral grandeur in the heroic virtue that he

is considering. Here every one appeals to himself, and determines

conclusively, according to the dictates of ' the poAver of universal

and necessary convictions'' in his own mind. From this has arisen

the common, but strictly philosopliical maxim, that " tlierc can he no
disputing ahout tastes ;" for when the reason of the individual has

decided the case, there can be no appeal. For him the thing is

beautiful, sublime, or noble, though no other can find it so. The
same rule holds good as to moral qualities, and the distinctions of

right and wrong. Here, indeed, there is an entire independence of

the senses, not only in the e.xercise of the faculty, but also as to the

occasioning excitement. Here, too, is the same fixedness of views
and self-consciousness of truth that distinguish the reason from the

understanding. True the decisions of reason may be conditional,

and so far uncertain as the conditions on which its decisions depend
are not fixed; but this uncertainty always arises from causes ex-

traneous to the reason. Let its conditions be assumed as fixed,

and its determinations will be absolute and invariable, cuntemplated
in its relation to abstract truth,—because when its conditions ai-e

fixed its determinations are absolute ; but. in its relation to facts,

cogaizablc by the understanding, which are always variable, its
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•Iccisions are also conditional, though absolute as far as the con-

ditions are determined. The uncertainty in all such cases is not as

to thinu's perceived by the reason, but as to matters beyond its

r:in;:('. Avhosc relations to these may modify its determinations.

Since the faculty of reason perceives purely spiritual objects by
its direct action, as the eye detects colours and the car sounds, it

hears a near analogy to the senses, and has been denominated the in-

t'-rior and the moral sense. And as the convictions produced by sen-
sations are direct and necessary, so those produced by the operations

of th" reason are complete and indubitable. By virtue of this faculty
tlie rational being has a conscience and taste—which, indeed, are only
the reason brought to operate upon two distinct classes of objects—and
experiences through the one a sense of self-approval or remorse, and
through the other mental gTatification or disgust. And as it is by
this faculty that men are chiefly distinguished from irrational ani-

mals, so in proportion as it is cultivated will the spiritual in man be
elevated above the sensual,—the man above the brute,—and the hu-
man character made to approximate the nature of superior beings.

Here, too, is found in man something which transcends mere nature,
and lives and acts without immediate dependence on the material
world; and is therefore immortal, and capable of performing its

functions without the cooperation, or even the presence of the
material organism.

The^ recognition of the essential diversity of the two faculties

denoniinated tlic understanding and the reason, which is the
characteristic of Coleridge's philosopln', suggests the inference that
the personal being, the ego ipse, lies back of both of them, and is

only indirectly known. As perceptive faculties they differ in that
the understanding operates only by tlie aid of the senses, while the
reason acts directly and without intermediate helps. Both are alike
attributes of the same personality—v'-6(7ra(7«r~and both are essen-
tial to man's intrinsic being. The understanding, employing Its

apparatus of material organs, and elaborating the intellectual pab-
uhnu obtained by sensation, exhibits its possessor as '= nature's
noblest animal," yet only a natural being; reason, on the other hand,
b}' (hrect intuitions performing like functions as to things purely
spu-itual, equally clenrly demonstrates the claims of its subject to
the chanicter of a spiritual being. Behind both of these lies tlie

originating cause of their activities,—the rational soul, "having life

in itseU;" and by its own inherent energy giving impulse and di-
rection to_ its faculties. To the soufthus rc\Taled by its own
exercises, in the dialect of philosophy, is given the nainie of the
wdl.
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In discussing the nature of the human will—the volitionarj power

of the soul—it is necessary to distinguish it from mere external

purposes,

—

the surface will : this is common to men and brutes,

that pertains only to rational beings. The appetites which originate

in the animal system, and the ]rassions and desires that are possessed

in common by men and inferior animals, all tend strongly to deter-

mine the purposes of their subjects. In the case of irrational

beings, these influences are as direct and their results as certain as

t!ie mechanical laws, because there is no power in their subjects above

them to hold them in check; but in rational beings the reason rises

above the passions, and acts by its own energy, and independently

of all beyond itself:—this is original volition. To both the mechani-

cal determinations of irrational impulses, and the self-conscious ex-

ercise of the rational soul, the term luill is applied in popular dis-

course; and in a sense in each case suited to the nature of each,

both are said to be free. The force of gravitation certainly acts

freely,—that is, the body acted upon by it offers no opposing force.

So the impulse that acts upon irrational creatures acts freely, be-

cause there is no higher principle in them to resist it. Endow the

magnetic needle with consciousness, and it will find itself strongly

desiring to balance itself agieeably to the laws of its polarity; and

in like manner the undivided pui-pose of the merely sensuous mind

agrees with the tendency of the extraneous impulse, and acts freely,

though necessarily. In the absence of the rational principle—the

supersensuous reason—there can be only a mechanical freedom—

a

freedom tliat is irresistibly necessitated—and therefore properly no

freedom at all.

But the freedom of the rational will is of a higher and more ab-

solute character. It is the high prerogative of the will to originate

its volitions indepcndentl}^ of everything beyond its own essential

being. The. inclinations that govern all besides originate beyond

their being, but the rational will is a law to itself The proofs of

these positions are precisely those that any original investigation

must produce. All that can be said as to them is. Such are the

facts, as found upon actual examination. We do not prove the ex-

istence of matter, nor, otherwise than by examination, the laws of

matter ; neither do we prove that man is more than a creature of

sense, that he is capable of acting from the inherent energy of his

own nature ; because these things, if believed at all, must be believed

because they are found to be true by the individual. If, with tbe

same objects presented to the mind's contemplation, in two or more
perf^ons, different convictions are produced, this diversity can be re-

ferred only to a constitutional di'>ersity of the perceptive faculties,
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and all dispute about it must cease. But there is no such diversity

in the mental constitutions of men; there, more than anywhere

else, do -we find a wonderful harmony, an absolute iu:iiformity in the

moral sense.

'J'ho corollaries deducible from this sublime truth of the freedom

of the rational will arc of the utmost practical importance, and require

a pas.sing notice. The first of these, as elaborated by our author,

relates to the nature and application of moral responsibility. We
intuitively associate responsibility with freedom, or the power of

self-determination; and if by a false philosophy the mind becomes

so far ^^phisticated as to believe that its purposes are not deter-

mined by its own independent action, the sense of responsibility at

once becomes imsettled, or it wholly disappears. When by the ex-

ercise of the reason men perceive Avhat is right, they at once, and

by tho necessary action of the internal sense, feel their obligation to

do it, because they know that they are free so to do ; and if, through

the perversity of the will, duty is neglected, the sense of guilt

that ensues constantly assumes the existence of this freedom as its

necessary and vital condition. The notion that a sense of duty can

be derived from the power of the sovereign, or the rights of proprie-

torship, is simpl}'- an absurdity, against which every rational mind
bears a steady and indignant protest, ^'{c ascribe moral responsi-

bility among earthly beings only to man, because he alone is a

rational being; he onh'- is possessed of reason, and a xcill—the

highest form of reason. Let him be deprived of this power, and
you ac([uit him of guilt for anything he may have done or neglected

to do, and forever remove from him all moral obligations and re-

sponsibilities.

These things appear exceedingly plain and evident when considered

in the light of Coleridge's philosophy of the mind. (We call it

Coleridge's, without presuming that he either invented it, or that he
was the first to promulgate it ; but because it is the philosophy that

pervades his works, and which he has, more fully and satisfactorily

tlian any other, developed and illustrated.) They are also too evident

to be practically denied, even where a false or defective philosophy
gives its suffrages in opposition to them. And yet it would be ex-

ceedingly difiicult, on the basis of the sensuous philosophy—which
cithfr entirely ignores the reason, or makes it a modification of the

understanding—to prove the reality of such a freedom, or to believe

Its existence possible. If tho premises laid down by that system
of philosophy are adopted, we see not how to avoid tho application

of the law of mcclianical dynamics to the impulses and purposes of

the will. If the will be no more than the resultant of the various
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forces that operate upon the mind, (forces that originate beyond it-

self,; then by tlic utmost certainty are its directions and final actions

necessary. Hence the sublimated doctrine of philosophical neces-

sity, so elaborately defended by the elder Edwards, is the only just

conclusion that can be di-awn from that system : The human mind

is then a piece of machinery, most subtile and intricate indeed; but

yet only a machine, to be impelled and directed by iiiHuences aris-

ing from its circumstances, over Avhich it has no control, and against

^Yhich it can offer no form or degree of existence.

It is true that most M'riters, whether philosophical or theologi<;al,

^vho have set out Avith these premises, have sought to avoid their

conclusions ; and, for that purpose, all forms of sophistry have been

used "vvith the usual success : those -who have used them have neither

satisfied themselves nor convinced their readers. It has been said

that the freedom of the -will is a matter of consciousness ; but do

those viho thus ansAver distinguish between mechanical and spiritual

freedom?—the apparent only, and the real? "Would not the ani-

mated and self-conscious magnetic-needle have a consciousness of

its own freedom, -VNhen agreeable to its natural appetences it balances

itself upon the magnetic meridian V Self-consciousness cannot go
back of the soul's own exercises, and therefore can never affirma-

tively assert the absence of a constraining power lying back of these.

Coleridge's philosophy avoids this difficulty by bringing into view

the self-active spirit in man—the originating -will, Avhich being itself

causative is recognised as the sufficient and primar3^ source of all

volitions. But the most cfTective objections have been drawn from
the consideration of the consequences of granting the conclusions

to which that system leads. It is undeniable that tills philosophical

necessity removes responsibility from the agent, and refers it back
to the originating cause,—that is, to God himself,—and so obliterates

all moral distinctions and responsibilities; in which, however, it con-

tradicts the universal sentiment of mankind, and therefore cannot

be true. This argument, the rcductio ad ahsurdtim of the geome-
tricians, to be of any value, must assume as a postulate that which only

the pure reason can satisfactorily ascertain,—to wit, the reality of

right and wrong. If that point be assumed as fixed, then, as in a

geometrical proposition, this result being ildse, the premises from
which it is deduced must also be false; and the philosophical svs-

tem, of wliich it is an integral part, must be either positively false

or radically doffctivc. The establishment, ujjon a clearly ascertained

basis, of the doctrine of the absolute freclom of the rational will, is

among the earliest results of the spiritual philoso])!!}' that justly

bears the name of Coleridge among Ei)glish readers, in ojijjosition to
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the sensuous system of Locke ; and this philosophy, carried into

theological discussions, must forever silence the long- continued Cal-

vinistic controversy,—a controversy in which one party held to their

philosophy at the expense of truth, and the other to the truth at the

oxi)ense of philosophy.

Jn asserting the ahsolute freedom of the will, it should be re-

membered that the original constitution of the mind is considered,

without taking into the account its accidents and history. Though

this freedom is essential, and therefore, as to external causes, imper-

dible, the will is, nevertheless, subject t-o a variety of influences,

which originate in itself, tending to affect its volitions, and to modify

the perceptive powers of the reason, and even in certain cases to

bring the will itself into a kind of captivity. This doctrine of the

depravation of the will is among the points most fully elaborated in

Coleridge's AVorks, and one of so much practical importance that

wc shall presently refer to it again.

The nature of sin is most clearly and satisfactorily illustrated by

this philosophy; and, we think we may safely add, by no other.

Omitting all merely theological definitions of the subject, and pass-

ing by any historical account of the introduction of sin into the

world, wc would endeavour simply to ascertain in what sin consists.

That it is always intimately related to the will may be assumed

without argument, since that will not be called in question. Here,

however, the distinction just noticed between the surface-v.ill—the

making of choices, and purposing specific ends in detail—and the

volitionary power of the whole soul, which in its determinations

carries with it the me-ipsum, the entire self, demands our attention.

Particular acts maybe determined by particular volitions, and these

may themselves be determined by circumstances—things exterior to

the will—which operate upon the determining power within, through

the understanding,—the sensuous soul. Now such acts may be

styled sinful ; not however as to their own nature, but on account of

the sinful purpose of the will that suggests or permits them. Since

only the reason recognises moral properties, and the interior-will is

alone capable of acting in view of moral obligations, sin can be predi-

cated of only the reason, in its volitionary action—that is, of the icilJ.

The reason, acting as a moral sense, becomes the conscience, vrhich

is also a law to the will, obliging its volitions, but not compclliTig

them. The final determination is Avith the sovereign self; and sin

results when its determinations arc contrary to the truth, and in vio-

lation of tlic obligations Avhich the conscience discloses and enjoins.

1>ut Hiougli the final determination of every pur])osc is with the will,
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yet its determinations are seldom, perhaps never, strictly arbitrary.

The will is indeed capable of rising above all extraneous motives, and

is required to do so at the suggestions of the conscience; yet it is

plain that external motives do often decide its determinations, which

indeed they always should do when no higher considerations forbid

it. This subjection of the will to the understanding constitutes

prudence,—a property which may be a virtue or a vice, according

as it is or is not agreeable to the conscience. But tlie will has also

a moral character of its own, vrhich is the law of its being and of its

actions. To this inherent moral aptitude, or tendency of the will,

its volitionary powers are subject, and by it are its volitions deter-

mined. If, through the power of its own depravit}^ the will is

steadily and effectually self-determined to a course at variance with

right and duty, such a determination is not the less sin because of

the enslavement of the will ; it is still a transgression of the law,

—

the aiTayiiig of the will in its determinations against the light of

reason and the dictates of conscience. And should both the per-

ceptive and the impulsive powers of reason be overborne and sus-

pended, the volitions that are thus made in the darkness of depravity

are still essentially sinful. Sin, therefore, in its active form, is any

exercise of the will in opposition to the right,—vrhich right is in-

deed an object of the intuitive perception of the reason, but it also

has a substantial being ; so that if for any cause the reason fails to

find it, its observance is nevertheless matter of duty, and its

neglect or violation is sin.

This, hovrever, is only sin in action. The question here very

naturally arises, whether it has not also a substantial being—an

onfcological character? Is not that v,-liich prompts the soul to evil

deeds, and ciTcctually determines the will in a direction the reverse

of that dictated by the imcorrupted reason, itself the very essence

that imparts its colouring to the perverse volitions of the will?

Though a sinful self-determination may have led the soul into its

weakness and depravit}', is not that which reveals itself in the fatal

proclivity of the soul to unrighteousness, and the effectual alienation

of the will from the direction of the perceptive and impulsive reason,

the substantive being which in such combinations becomes only an

attribute? "All unrighteousness is sin;" and the spirit of mind
that produces every form of practical iniquity in the exercise of the

active powers, is most assuredly the very essence of unrighteous-

ness.

From this view of the nature of sin we may readily apprehend

what that is which we denominate oriii:inal sin. We employ the

epithet original in its philosophical, rather than in its historical or
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theological sense—to indicate that a certain congenital proclivity of

the human will, to a course of action in opposition to the riglit ai^d

;:ood, is found inlicring in every human soul ah originc. If, therefore,

pin be considered in its ontological character as existing in man's char-

acter :it his birth, so tliat it groAvs up vrith his growth, and is developed

with the development of the original eleraeuts of his character, it is

evidently original sin. Nor does this statement difi'er in its sub-

stance from that which we find in the formularies of the faith of the

Church. There we are taught that " Original sin is the corruption

of the nature [Avill] of every man, that naturally is engendered of

tJic otV^pring of Adam, whereby man is of his ovrn nature [will] in-

clined to evil, and that continually." The fact here assumed is not

merely a theological dogma,—one of the distinctive doctrines of

Chiistianity. Whether the truth of revealed religion is believed

or denied, the native depravity of the human character is a terrible

self-demonstrating fact. The Scriptures do indeed describe it with

a clearness and force nowhere else to be met with ; but its existence

is recognised in every form of religion that recognises the distinc-

tions of right and wrong; and its practical effects are seen by all

whose attention is at all directed to the characteristics of the

rational soul. Original sin, then, is a depravation of the ivill,—

a

corru])tion inherent in itself, efleotually inclining its determinations

in opposition to the essential good, and to the dictates of right rea-

son. Out of this, as from an impure fountain, flows whatever of

actual wrong-doing is found in inen's conduct ; and though we judge

them by their overt actions, yet we do this, always understanding

that such actions are the index to their character. To adopt Cole-

ridge's own words :
" We call an individual a bad man, not because

an action of his is contrary to the law, but because it has led us to

conclude from it some principle opposed to the law,—some private

maxim or by-law of his loill, contrary to the universal lavr of right

reason in the conscience, as the ground of the action." 'Men are

good or bad according as their individual wills arc or are not con-

formed to the law of right reason, which is the expression of the

divine will in them; and their actions are morally good or bad ac-

cording to tlie cliaractcr of the volitionary agent from which they

proceed. " A good man, out of the good treasure of his heart, bringetli

Hirth that wliich is good ; and an evil man, out of the evil treasure

of his heart, bringcth forth that which is evil : for of the ahundancc

"f th" heart his rnoutli spcahclh ;" or, in the language of our philoso-

phy, the outward actions express the character of the will, whence
they proceed. The whole matter as to the character of original sin

13 very ha]ipily given by our author in a few concise sentences

:
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" A moral evil is an evil that lias its origin in the will. An evil com-

mon to all must have a <fround common to all. ]kit the actual ex-

istence of moral evil, avc are bound in conscience (the reason exercised

upon matters of right and wrong) to admit ; and that there is an

evil common to all is a fact,—and this evil must therefore have a com-

mon ground, xsow this evil ground cannot originate in the divine

•will : it must therefore be referred to the ^Yill of man (man in the

aggregate.) And this evil ground we call original ain.'"

We have ah'eady noticed the influence of original sin in effectually

anticij)ating the volitionary action of the will. As a philosophical

possibility this appears to bo open to no valid objection. Ereedom

of action in the will depends not onlj' upon its nature as a volition-

ary agent, but upon this power of volition being unencumbered by

any constitutional tcndenc^^ of the volitionary self to some particu-

lar course of willing. If any such constitutional proclivity exists

in the will, the volitions Avill of course be affected by them ; and the

will, though absolutely free as to all influences beyond its own es-

sential nature, will still be effectually determined by its own nature

in OTie dii-ection, to the exclusion of the opposite. In its condition

of original rectitude, (we employ this expression only philosophi-

cally, discarding for the present the aid of historical facts,) like the

well-balanced compass-needle, it moved freely, according to the

direction of the great magnetic centre—the True and Good—and
by its own impulses, the dictates of the conscience. Lut it has now
become subjected to a disturbing force, which has not only caused

a temporary variation in its direction, but has pcrmanentl}^ induced

a new polarity, 'i'he Avill is still self-jnoved, as it ever must be;
but its own self- originated impulses have become evil in their

tendency. This is tlie result of that fatal depravation of the human
will, which in both philosophical and theological language is called

original sin. \V'hcther in iact this depravation is total, or whether
there still remains in the will the power of self-recovery, is a ques-

tion of facts. We see, hovs'ever, no philosophical objection against

concluding that it is complete : and unhappily the facts gathered
from human history would favour the same conclusion. jSor is the
fact that the fallen will has been reinstated, in numerous individual

cases, an argument against this position, since the interference of a
redemptive agency, ah extra, is no less a philosophical possibility

than it is a fundamental theological truth.

We are thus brought, without going out of our way, to the con-
sideration of tl'.e conversion and regeneration of the will,— its

emancipation from the thraldoi.1 of oriL'inal sin. bv the destruction
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or removal ot" tliat principle or power from the soul. If indeed the

doj)i-uv:iLiou of the will is complete, such a restoration can be effect-

ed only by a power from beyond its own being. This, in theo-

l<..;^'ical luii^ua'^e, would be a redemption by grace. AYhether there

is such a redemption provided beyond himself for man, is primarily

a question lying outside of the range of philosophy. That it is a

po.ssibility, though it is not susceptible of proof, a priori, no one can

deny. To assume that the Almighty, the creating and sustaining

h^pirit, may not so communicate his renovating power to the fallen

and disordered soul as to icpair ils ruin and restore its integrity,

i.s to assert a high improbabilit}', without any CAidence whatever.

Tliough we are at no time conscious of the action of such a reno-

vating power upon our spiritual being, that cannot be adduced as

an argument against it, since the point of his access is beyond the

range of self- consciousness ;* and it would be presumptuous in us

to attempt to decide what may not be in such a case. It is plain;

therefore, that while the efhcient cause of the conversion of the soul

—or, to speak ])hilosophically, the rectification of the will—is be-

yond the range of philosophical inquiry, there is nothing in the

supposition of a divine agency in that work to conflict with the

light of reason ; and if other evidence seems to make that supposi-

tion probable, reason has nothing to oppose against it. But though

the Divine Spirit operates in secret, the effects are manifest—lir.^t

to the interior sense, and then by their outward manifestations to

the discur.^ive facull}'.
'"' The -svind bloweth where it listeth, aud

thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh.

and whither it goeth: so is [it with] every one that is bom of iJu

Spirits' These inward manifestations of the work of the regenera-

ting Spirit constitute the phenomena of religious experience ; and to

the pro})erly-instructed mind thej'are the necessiiVy and indubitable

evidences of their own reality. ]3y the light of his own reason a man
jiorceives the processes of his internal being; and though he mny
be unable to trace them to their sources, or to explain their relations,

yet as facts he cannot disbelieve them. He may fail to assign the

things which he sees, and feels, and cannot dotibt, to their proja-r

places, and to deduce from them their legitimate inferences ; but lio

knows beyond a ])eradventure that certain changes have taken phue

^' If any reflecting; mind be surprised tLat tbe aids of tlie Divine Spirit should

^ deeper than our consciousness can reach, it must arise from the not havi'.;;:

attended sufficiently to the nature and necessary limits of human consciousness.

y>'T the same imp.'SsibiHty exists as to the first acts and movements of our

own \vill,— the furtlifst distance our recollection can follow back the traces

iievev ku.ls us to the first foot-v,r.n]i<.--Coh'rnlsr.
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siller tlic nnturc of Christian faith, in the light of Coleridge's philos-

opliv, tliough not altogoUicr as he has })rescntcd it; for on this point

he sccnis not to have thought himself through his subject. Faith,

evidently, has much in its nature that quite transcends reason, but

vo hold that it is in nothing contrary- to reason; and, therefore,

juct as far as faith comes within the sphere of reason, it may bo

subjected to a philosophical analysis, llcason demonstrates mans
proper spiritual ch.aracter, and his power of supersensuou.s percep-

tion ; but the i-ange of its observations is confined to the v.-orld

Avithin : all its operations are subjective. Faith, on the contrary,

is wholly objective in its operations; it looks constantly abroad,

and contemplates things extraneous to its own subject. The teach-

ings of natural theology, and the historical evidences of Christianity.

Iiave only a secondary relation to faith,—they reveal nothing to tliC

interior soul. The forces of evidence as to moral subjects are not

realized to the mind by their own natural and necessary power, in

such a manner as to occasion conviction ; otherwise all who are ex-

posed to the same external evidences would believe precisely alike.

The state of the heart and the exercises of the will have much to do

in determining the strength or weakness of conviction; so that men
are held responsible for what they belie\'e or disbelieve, as well as

for what they do or leave undone. A susceptible heart, an atten-

tive spirit, and an obedient will, are all indispensable requisites for

the attainment and exercise of foith ; and whatever unbelief exists

in the face of revealed truth, exists through this perversity of

spirit, and it is therefore at once sinful and the mother of all sins.

The extcnial evidences of revealed religion are the foundation of

its temple of faith ; the spiritual soul, with its intuitions and its pure

reason, is the sacred shrine where it dwells, and whence it looks

outward and upward to contemplate its objects,

—

" The things unknown to feeble sense,

Unseen by reason's glimmering rays."

To the human soul, in the perfection of its powers and susceptibili-

ties, faith were as steady a property as either sense or reason ; but

to human nature as it is, it must be a supernatural gift. It is not

the less rational in its character, however, because of its super-

natural origin. The restored life of one miraculously raised from

the dead is only natural life, though supernaturally bestowed ; and

the reinstated reason of the maniac of Gadara was in no wise an-

other thing from the same foculty enjoyed by him before his mad-

ness had overtaken him. though now he had received it by a

miraculous interposition. So the power of faith, restored by the
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afTcncy of the Divine Spirit, thou^^li above reason as to its ohjccts,

is nevertheless strictly agreeable to reason as a reality, and in its

modes of operation. The relations of fjiith to its appropriate objects

arc liighl}' analogous to those of sense, as applied to material things,

and of reason, to the internal states and to spiritual essences. Like

theirs, its pei-ccptions are direct and immediate ; and in its decisions

it appc.ils for support only to its own perceptions, and it remains

ti.xed in their certainty. It sees the truth of which the Scriptures

bear their record, and appropriates the provisions and promises of

the gospel, "^vhilc the theologian is discussing their character and

adaptation, and the Christian apologist is vindicating their title to

credibility. Faith supplies its own evidences, and therefore it is

" the subbcance of things iioped for, the evidence of things not seen."

By it man becomes cognizant of spiritual things, ond through its

guidance he is led into all truth pertaining to his spiritual affairs.

We have thus laid before the reader the distinctive features of

the philosophical system to ^vhich Coleridge devoted all his power

of thought and illustration, and which pervades all his works. To
the mere philosopher, the single question of intei-est respecting it

relates to its truth ; as to which our author appeals to the facts of

mental action as they are found in all rational minds, and to each one's

personal self- consciousness, with the fullest confidence that these will

sustain his positions. But the Christian has a still higher interest

in the question thus propounded to him. Holding his philosophy

subordinate to his faith, he is nevertheless solicitous that this should

be fortified by that, and confesses the embarrassment that he feels

when they seem to disagree. Too long has the popular philosophy

maintained an unfriendly relation to revealed religion ; and the mys-

teries of the Christian faith have been embraced, when indeed they

have not been rejected, in defiance of the lessons of the schools.

Man wants a philosophy that recognises his spiritual as well as his

sensuous nature, and a theology which, so far as it comes within

the sphere of philosophy, is agreeable to its requirements. This, it

has been our purpose to show, is cfl'ected by the system of spiritual

philosophy set forth by our author, which at once answers to the

facts of man's character, and illustrates the theology of the Scrip-

tures. The most implicit believer of revelation cannot wholly divest

himself of the influence of his reason over his faith ; he believes

there is a subsfnntial harmony between them, though he may fail to

find it; and though he defers his philosophy for the sake of his

faith, yet he confidently expects a period in his mental history when
the presont njiparent disagreement shall be harmonized. But so long
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as they are at variance, they necessarily act as opposing forces, and

tlic power of faith is diniiiiislied by Avhatevcr is attained by philos-

ophy, llow often and how sadly this has been experienced by many
an intt.'lh;^out and in;:;enuous spirit, who desired a faith for the soul's

comfort, but could not, even for such a boon, divest itself of its

rationality, the confessions of many an inr|uiring spirit but too

plainly demonstrate. How greatly would the faich of men be in-

creased and rendered permanent, could all the inRuences of philoso-

phy be added to its own inherent power,—an assistance to which

the soul is entitled, and of which there is a very great necessity.

'I'iic contest between the faith of the Church and the philosophy of

the schools, since the days of Bacon, and especially since the in-

au;:^-ation of Locke's semi-materialism, has been a fearful one ; and
the ascendency of the faith over its antagonist is proof of its inde-

strnctibleness, and of the feeble hold that the latter has had upon the

convictions of those who ho.ve adopted it for vrant of a better system.

V>y the inaugiu'ation of a more rational and spiritual system, and one
that answers to the real conditions of man's cliaracter, philosophy

itself will ]jc greatly strengthened, and all its increased povrers made
available in behalf of revealed truth.

Such being our settled convictions as to the practical nature of

the sultject under consideration, we cannot but congratulate the

Christian public, and the advocates of sound philosophy, on the

issue in this country of a standard edition of Coleridge's Works,
trusting that their general dill'usion will go far toward etlecting that

harnion}-, just noticed, as so highly desirable. iS'or can we forbear

to avail ourselves of the present occasion to urge upon all who pos-
sess at once the ingenuit}' and the ingenuousness to use them agree-
ably to their design and tendency, to " read, learn, and thoroughly
digest" what is thus otTered them. Here, especially, may that class

of minds who are alike dissatisfied with a soulless, materialistic

scepticism on the one hnnd, and a blindfolded faith or a con-

geries of transcendental vagaries—miscalled spiritual philosojihy,

but really a gilded atheism—on the other; here may such minds
find a sure and safe middle-ground, Avhere faith shall ofler no vio-

lence to reason, and where reason shall contribute its undivided
i»Mfrragos to faith. The times imperatively demand such a system
'•{" philosophy. The days of arbitrary authority are numbered ; and
even in matters of religion men will think and decide as free and
'••itional beings. The dogmas of the theological teachers and the

detorniiuations of ecclesiastical councils can no longer compel the
assent of minds that both can and will think rationally and in-

dependently. With that interest which one feels for siich manlv
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independence, we would not only applaud the braveiy by Avhich

such have broken the leading-strings of authority, but ^Y0uld gladly

afford thcni any aid in our power in this perilous enterprise. lie

that disdains to have others think for him must learn, what very

few have learned, to think for himself; and in this arduous work

the prudent man will seek to avail himself of all possible assistance.

To ail such, therefore, we commend Coleridge's "Aids to Kcflection,"

fully believing that they will prove to be what they profess to bo.

—

that without the dogmatic air of the instructor, they are full of in-

struction,—and while compelling to reflection they greatly fiicilitate

the performance of the work they impose, lie who reads Coleridge

has the key of kno^Ylcdge in his ov/n hand, by which he may open

the portals of knowledge for himself, and learn not only what to

believe, but the grounds of his convictions. lie may indeed find

cause to differ from his mentor—doubtless he will often do so, es-

pecially because the teacher had many errors to unlearn, and a mind
slow to be convinced of cherished prejudices—but his own teachings

will most surely direct others in so doing. Above all, the man
who pursues this method with hin.iself, will never be ashamed of liis

own cheiishcd opinions, because bo will know the foundation upon

which they are built, and, by whomsoever they may be challenged,

he will be able to render a reason for the hope that is in him.

Wo have confined our notices almost exclusively to the " Aids to

Reflection," because they most fully and satisfactorily embody and

illustrate the author's philosophico-thcological speculations. Other

portions of his v.-orlcs, however, are valuable helps in the same studies,

since they afford many illustrations and elucidations of the princi-

ples here laid down in a more abstract form. " The Friend," the

" Biograj^.hia Literaria," the "Literary Remains," and even the

" Table Talk," abound in vahuiblc reflections and illustrations, and

afford not a few pregnant suggestions adapted equally to provoke

that most unwelcome and infrequent exercise of the human mind

—

thinking—and to direct it upon a profitable track.

Before dismissing these vohnues, even temporarih'. we must im-

portune the learned editor, and the publishers, to immediately set

about remedying a defect that greatly mars the worth of these

invaluable volumes ; and to let all future editions—of which wc trust

there will be not a few—be free from it. \\q refer to the want of a

comprehensive index to the subjects. Jf, as has been said, every

book that is worthy to be read is Avorthy of an index, Coleridge's

AVorks are surel}' not unworthy of such an apparatus ; and of all

writers ho has the most need of it, since the fragmentary arid un-

systematic form of his works makes some means of collecting the
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scattered parts almost csr^cntial to a proper understanding of tlic

wliolc. An index could readily be affixed to each volume—or, -wJiat

would be better, a general index to the ^vholc could be appended to

tlie tjcvonth—^vithout sensibly increasing either its bulk or its cost;

and wc claim in behalf of the reading public, and especially in the

iiaiJie of the admirers of Coleridge, that Professor Sliedd shall im-

niodiately render this further service to these works, -with Avhich his

name is no^Y so honourably associated.

Art.m—THE SriRIT AND MI.SSION OF METIIODIS:^!. '

"'

Some peculiar characteri.stic distinguishes every nation, and every

period of its history. The last half-century has exhibited through-

out Protestant Christendom a remarkable activity in all departments

of society : more especially has this been so in the United States.

"Progress" is inscribed on every banner. In the sciences and the

arts, in morals and metaphysics, in civil and ecclesiastical polity, there

is a general commotion—a restless, feverish cfiort to accomplish some-

tliing new and extraordinary—it is hoped something better than the

past.

It would be unwise to suppress these activities, cither in the njoral

or the physical world. Men are fallible and finite, and therefore all

their systems and organizations are subject to error and imperfec-

tion. Every honest effort to eschew error and vindicate the truth

is commendable. The mighty improvements of recent date are

worthy of the gratulations of every patriot and every Christian.

The present universal eagerness for still further advancement in-

sjiires still higher hopes in the bosom of the philanthropist ; but

the frailties which have caused men to err heretofore should ad-

monish them to take heed, lest in their attempts to eradicate existing

evils in our civil, social, and religious systems, they do not fall

into others equally pernicious.

In physical science, and the mechanic arts, the widest scope may
be allowed to the genius and skill of men ; for mistakes in these

eoon correct themselves by a practical demonstration of their fal-

lacy. But in morals, in metaph3'sic3, in religion, it is not always

so easy to discover the relation between cause and effect, and to

deti.'rmino the errors of a doctrine or creed by an application of its

princi])lo3 to the conduct of life. And misconception here is the

more to br dreaded, as the interests involved are so much the higher.

FouiiTii Series. Vol. VI.—

4
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Anion n; the organizations Avliicli have participated, more or less,

in the progressive spirit of the times, is the ^lethodist K])iscopal

Church. \Ve arc happy to know, however, that this spirit of change

has not impeached the cardinal doctrines of the Church, nor has it

assailed to any great extent her existing usages, but is ratliev cumu-

lative in its character, seeking to make additions to her administra-

tive and disciplinary economy.

]t is not the design of tiiis article to discuss the propriety of any

changes already made, or of those proposed to be made. All mere

prudential rules may require modification and amendment, to meet

the ever-varying condition and circumstances of the organization

\vhicli they -were ordained to regulate. And, doubtless, there may
be exigencies now existing, demanding an enlargement and altera-

tion of the original secular ordinances of the Church; but it is our

design to fortify certain principles and regulations of Methodism

against all cncroaclinient, from all quarters. While it is granted

that some parts of her economy may be modified, or dispensed with

altogether, it is the design of this article to show that there arc at

least two things essential to the success of the Church, -which must

be allowed to remain as they are and have been.

AYe may, perhaps, be alloAved to say, without vain-glory or

bigotry, that, during the last century, no ecclesiastical organiza-

tion has achieved more distinguished success than the Methodist

Episcopal Church. To what has this been attributable? In the

fundamental articles of her creed she is identical with all other or-

thodox denominations. It will not suffice, therefore, to assign her

success to her doctrines alone. IMor will a reference to her schools,

and general educational economy, or the learning of her ministry,

or the amount and mode' of application of her pecuniary resources

solve the problem. In all these respects she has been equalled,

and in some of them surpassed, by other sects. She has enjoyed no
patronage from the state. I\'o Mohammed has unsheathed the sword
to propagate her dogmas, or to conquer proselytes. She has not pan-

dered to the corru}>t pas.>ions and propensions of human nature;

for her peculiar tenet is Christian perfection, and her avowed mission

is " to spread Scrii)tural holiness over these lands." She h.as never
been the special favourite of the great. Siic commenced her career

amid the gibes, and sneers, and persecutions of ungodly men ; and,

even at this da}', she is sometimes the object of contumely and de-

rision, not only from the infidel and the scorncr, but ak-Ao from
the self-righteous and Pharisaic. ^Nevertheless, she has come up
out of the wilderness, and stands forth '• fair as the moon, clear as

the sun, and terrible as an army with banners."
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To what t^hall y\c ascrilic licr astoiiisliiiiL^ progress and power?

Apart from tho ffCdcc of God notliin;; f;ood can be done. To God
be all the ^lory. ]>ut wliat special principle or usage of Methodism,

b'.cprtcd by the grace of God, has been specially instinimental in the

accoinpli^^hment of such vast and glorious results? Among the

causes most prominent are: first, her earnestness—>Yhat Carlylc

would call her " lleurt-earnestness ;" and, secondly, her system of

Itinerancy. To a brief consideration of these, the reader's attention

is respectfully solicited.

1'he rapid diffusion of Methodism attracted the attention of the

pliilosophic mind of the great Chalmers. And -when he, as the re-

sult of his investigation, declared that Methodism was " Christianity

in earnest," he meant no idle compliment. To suppose so, would
do injustice to the grave character of his mind and heart. lie

intended to announce an important principle, lie meant to be

nnderstood, that abstract theology, and metaphysical dogmas, and

mere creeds and catechisms, and decrees of ecclesiastical councils,

would never convert the world. lie intended that it should be im-

plied that speculative and formal Christianity would never accom-
plish the object designed by the promulgation of the gospel. He
wished to be understood that the mere moralist might preach virtue,

and doctors of divinity expound the doctrines of the Eible, with all

(lie precision of faultless logic, and every sanction of orthodox-y,

and the people Avonld still remain like-the clay-image of rroracthens

—cold, unmoved, and spiritually dead—till touched by the hre wliich

the earnest heart brings down from Heaven.
All observation of man's moral constitution evinces the miglity

influence of earnestness of heart and character, as an clement of

moral power, in the accomplishment of anything dependent upon tho

Voluntary power and cooperation of mankind. The will, in matters

of moral reformation, seldom yields to the mere convictions of the

understanding.

•' Video nieliora, proboque, '

Dctcriora soquor.''

The heart is the great motive power of human action. " Tliat

fiith," says Hannah More, "Avhich is purely a conviction of the

understanding, seldom stirs beyond the point at which it first sits

down." The intellectual faculties never achieve much, apart from
tlic concurring and impelling influence of the affections. But the

iifToctions are depraved and averse to virtue. They, too, need

•something to arouse them to action. ^o^Y can this be done?

How can they be enlisted and cxxited to moral and religious

effort?
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Dr. Chalmers haxl been taught liy his own early ministerial

experience tlhit the brightest mind may pour itrf I'adiancc upon the

people, while they shall remain, like the northern ice-ficlJ, mirroring

the coruscations of the Borealis above it, cold and impassive;

but his later experience had also taught him, that the same intel-

lectual light, bathed and -warmed in the energies and ardour of an

earnest licarl, and falling upon the very same people, could and

would inspire them -with a vigorous and virtuous activity. There is

a contagious confidence in the earnest heart—a kind of moral magnet-

ism—-which attracts the Avill, and secures the faith and cooperation

of men. Like the vernal sun, Avhose genial rays dissolve the icy

fetters that bind the earth, and warm into life, and power, and

beauty, animate and inanimate creation, so the fervour of the earnest

Christian soul sheds its quickening lustre over the moral -wastes of

society, eliciting tlie sympathies, exciting the aflections, and impel-

ling the minds of men to the achievement of good deeds. " The
passions," says ]Mr. Fletcher, "are the springs by -which we are

usually actuated. Reason alone is too weak to put us in motion

as often as duty requires ; but when love, that sacred passion of the

faithful, comes to its assistance, we are then svreetly constrained to

act in conformity to the various relations we sustain in civil and
religious life."

It has been said that " history is philosophy teaching by exam.ple."

What are the lessons that history—profane as well as sacred—has

taught ns on this subject? Iler annals have not recorded an in-

stance of a man or a people, that ever. rose to enduring eminence

and glory, who were not distinguished by earnestness of heart and
energy of purpose. If we look into the quiet chamber of the

student -who has excelled in learning, we shall find him an earnest

man—-a man of foith. If we investigate the life of the man remark-

able for his holiness of life, we shall hear him constantly exclaiming,

in the language of the Psalmist,—" My heart is fixed, God! my
he-art is fixed."' If we desire to analyze the orators power over his

auditory, it will be found deep in his own earnest heart. " True
eloquence," said Milton, "I find to be none but serious and hearty
love of the truth " * =*= * ^^ " whose mind is fully possessed with
a fervent desire to know good things, and with the dearest charity

to infuse the knowledge of them into others. AVhen such a man
wo-ald speak, his words, like so many airy servitors, trip about him
at connnand, and in well-ordered files, as ho would wish, fall aptly

into their places." Ileforring i^ this sentiment of the great poet,

so quaintly and yet so forcibly expressed, Mr. Legare, who was.

perhaps, the most accomplished scholar that this country has
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ever produced, declared that it comprehended " the gi-cat cardinal

principles of all sound rhetoric, and ^\•as worth more than all Quin-

tilian's twelve books put tof;ether." * * * * " It is given to no

man, be his genius or accomplishments what they may, to sway with

a real enii)irc j^reat masses, with any other voice than that of faith

animated by hope; but, above all, inflamed with zeal, and with

'dearest charity,' to impress his comictions on others."

What is the reason that Clay had more influence over the masse.*,

and even over the senate, thoTi Webster? His lo^:.;ical powers were

no bettor; his language was no better; his mental capacity was not

superior : for in these respects Webster had no superior, if he had

an equal. Uut jMr. Clay always threw his great heart into his

cause ; he was always in earnest. The people felt that he was in

cai-nest; the senate /cZ« that he was in earnest: and people and

senate, like the willow in the blast, bowed to the power of his burn-

ing eloquence and fervid spirit.

Peter the ircrmit affords a striking example. Impartial history

assigns to him no great amount of talent, and very meagre literary

accomplishments. He had not the learning of the scholar, nor the

graces of the orator
;
yet he set Europe on fire, and at his bidding

hundreds of thousands rushed to em-ol themselves in the ranks of

the Crusaders. It must be admitted that the hermit; was a f\inatic:

but Avhat is fanaticism but true zeal run mad ? And the maxim

that no hercsiarch was ever dangerous whose temperament was not

vehement, is an argument in favour of legitimate zeal and earnest-

ness. The fact that fire, when it escapes from its proper limits, is

a dangerous and destructive cleinejit, is no reason why there should

be no fire at all. Nay, it is no reason why there should not be a

great deal of fire, where a great deal of heat is necessary.

Take a more deserving example. The African Bishop Augustine

wa.s, it is true, a man of gi'eat intellectual capacity ; but it was his

heart that incited his mind to action. AVhen the elegant historian,

Mr. Bancroft, full of admiration, describes this celebrated ecclesi-

astic,
—"when not a province, nor city, nor village, nor family

was Bafo; confident that though Ivomc tottered, the hope of man

would endure ; rescuing from the wreck of the old world the truths

that would renew humanity, and sheltering them in a cloister,'"—he

represents him as being animated by a "burning heart."

So, when the same historian writes of Luther,
—

" at whose bidding

tnith leaped from the cloister-walls, and challenged man to make

her his guest, aroused every intelligence to act.=; of private judg-

Jncnt. and changed a dependent, recipient people into a reflecting,

inquiring people,"—he describes him as accomplishing the mighty
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work Avith a "heart of fiarac." Perhaps, i}idecd, few parts of

history afford a more striking conrumatio)i of the appeal we are

makiu^ to lier records tlian tlie Ileformation. There Mas Eras-

mus, Avhosc learning confounded cardinals and casuists ; Avhose

wit exasperated a corrupt hierarchy to desperation; whoso rail-

lery made folly laugh at itself; whose ridicule caused vice to

blush at her own turpitude. There was Mclancthon, the philoso-

[ihcr and the tlieologian, whose doctrinal theses and polemical writ-

ings v.ere unsurpassed then, and perhaps are so still. ]jut Home
bafHed all these intellectual and literary agencies and influences.

Luther entered the lists. He came witli no supcremincnt mental

endowments, no extraordinary stores of lenrning; but he came -Nvith

a heart full of faith and the Hoi}' Ghost. lie came in earnest; and

his earnestness, hke electricity, smote the hearts of the people, and

quickened them into life and activity. " The strongholds, and im-

aginations, and evciy higli thing that exahcth itself against the

knov, ledge of God," svere "cast down "by it. Devils and diets iied

before the vehement energies of the intrepid reformer ; and the very

Yaticcn trembled at the bare mention of his name.

Signal exemplifications of the same principle are displayed in our

own national histor3^ The admirers of the " Pilgrim Fathers'' as-

cribe the present advanced and happy moral and political condition

of our federal Union to the principles and virtues of these v.-orthies.

But vrho ^vere the adventurers who first stood on " Old Ply-

mouth Pock," having tibandoned the homes of their childhood

and the land of their fathers, for conscience' sake? Were they

the kings and conquerors of the old world coming to found an
empire in the new ? Were they a colony of learned theologians,

—the doctors of Oxford and Geneva ? AVere they the literati of

Europe? Not so. jSo stars and garters, no glittering coronets, no

mitred hierarch}*, no emblems of royal power, no display of militar}^

authorit}', were seen on tlic decks of the " ^layllower." They
were a little crew of European peasantry, j^everthelcss, these

plain, im?ophisticated men kindled a flame amid the snovrs of oiu-

northern shores, whose light has, ever since, been a beacon to guide

the ojipresscd of every clinic and kindred to civil and religious

freedom. What was the iirinciple of this power and influence? It

was earnestness of heart and purpose; it was lieroic, fervent f^iith.

Let us pass to aTiother quarter of our country, and another period

of its hi?tory. The Avritor of this article recently stood on the very

spot where the first, cnective impulse was given to the ball of the

American Pevolution; and as we thought of the past and con-

templated the present, we felt like exclaiming, in the language of
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the youn;]fcr Adams,—"How ?ubliine the transition from gloom to

glory!" liufc Avhcn and how did this glorious transition eommcnce?

Let us look into the House of Ijurgesscs of Yir^^inia. There sits

the hi;;h-l»orn Jlohinson in the chair ; there are the fiery spirits of the

llaudolphs; there is the classic Lee; there is the pure and spotless

Wythe. But they are chilled and povverless in the d.irk shadow of

the Jjritish throne,—spellbound by hereditary reverence for royal

prcro;;ative and prescriptive auihority. It v.as reserved for the

obscure son of a Hanover-county farmer—the unlettered, untitled

Ilcnr}'—to dissolve the chami of the tyrant. And when wc see

Lim rising in his place, and, in tlie midst of cries of treason from

every ])art of the hall, denouncing his country's oppressor; and

when afterward, responsive to his voice, the echo comes back from

every mountain and every shore, from i\Iassachusctts Bay to Savan-

nah, " Give me liberty, or give me death,"—tell us what was the

secret of his power? Was it the excellence of his rhetoric?—was

it the force of his logic ?—was it his intellectual supremacy ? Nay

!

Divest the character of Mr. Henry of the veneration in which tra-

dition has embaliaed it, and strip it of the flowers with which the

rliapsodics of ]Mr. Wirt have adorned it, and sober criticism will

not award to him the highest degree of excellence in any of these

respects. His heart—his bold, earnest heart of flame—was the source

of his power over his countrymen.

How vras the secession of the Free Church of Scotland in 1S13

accomplished? Who was the master-spirit of that event, scarcely

second in sublimity and importance to the lleformation itself?

For a century or more the evangelical party had been exclaim-

ing, in some form or other, against the assumptions of the civil

authority, to coerce the reception and induction of the nominees

of wicked and ungodly patrons. The most gifted intellects of this

most intellectual nation had exhausted ever}' source of argument in

resisting governmental dictation in matters of spiritual concernment.

The puljiit hod not been silent in i(s remonstrances for a hundred

years. The press groaned daily beneath the burden of the contro-

versy. The weight of talent was in favour of the spiritual inde-

pendence of the Church. Learning, religion, and the Bible espoused

the same side of the question. The government party could hold

out no h>ngor. It Avas silenced; and, virtually acknowledging it.^clf

vanrpiished in the argument, it fell back upon the decree of the Court

of Sessions, and upon the covetousness and selfK-hnes? of human i.a-

ture, complacently reposing upon the conviction that the evangelical

mini.^ters would never renounce their livings merely to vindicate an

abstract principle.
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Thus the public understanding]; was cnli;:;htcncd. The argument

^vas complete. The conviction of the national mind Avas thorough

and universal. ^Vnd yet the day of freedom lingered. ^Yhat was
•wanting to consummate the designs of Heaven, and emancipate the

conscience of Scotland from the corrupting thraldom of the civil

power? It was an earnest man—a man with a soul of fire, and a

heart of flame. God sent the man! Ever since the General

Assembly of ISIG, Chalmers had been infusing his own earnest

faith and spirit into the Church. His words, like the arrow of the

ancient archer, cauglit hre as they flew; and, like the steel upon the

flint, his arguments struck fire from the Scotch heart. The spiritu-

ality of the Church inci'cased daily. She become more and more
earnest. God vras preparing her for the ISth of ]\Iay, 1S43. That

day arrived to chronicle an event of moral grandeur such as the

world has seldom witnessed.

Tiie limits of tliis article will not allovr a particular reference to

the events of that remarkable occasion. Nor is such a reference

necessai-y now, while the heart is still throbbing with emotions i)ro-

duced by descriptions of the scene so recently passed away.

Nevertheless, we may pause a moment to look upon those vast mul-

titudes that are pouring along the streets of Edinburgh toward St.

Andrews, till the precincts of that sanctuary present a wide sea of

eager faces. The noble and ignoble arc there, regardless of the

distinction. Youth and hoary age juiuglc togethe]-, unmindful

of the ditTerence. The i-lltc of Scotland's proudest cities arc

jostled by the Iligliland peasant, who has come down from his

mountain-home, whither his fathers fled from the persecutions of

Home. Every other consideration is absorbed in one common
solicitude. Eut througli all the mighty throng the long-smothered

fire of Knox and Henderson is rekindling in the hearts of the chil-

dren of the covenant. Whence all this extraordinary excitement?

How is it that the masses, until recently so indilTerent, so callous

to the concerns of the Church, so lukewarm, so unspiritual, arc now
even clamom-ing at the delay of their champions and leaders?

AVhat has produced this popular, nay, this Christian fervour, in the

usually cold, circumspect, not to say phlegmatic heart of the Scotch

nation? Who has thus stirred tlie deep elements of the Scotch

mind to this unwonted degree of activity and enthusaism ? Wait a

moment. The people shall answer for themselves. The doors of

St. Andrews will open presently. ^Meantime, what lias hushed the

eager nudtitudes into absolute silence? This is. indeed. " breathless

expectation." Tou arc startled by the exclamation—" They arc

coming !" and all is again silent. But who arc coming? More
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than four hundred of Scotland's best clcrfry are falling into the

ranks of that ])rocession—turning their backs not onl}' upon the

royal connnissioner, but also upon the temples ^Yhcre they and their

fathers have preached Christ for ages past; upon the dear nmnses,

consecrat(\l by the pious tears and prayers of centuries; 'upon com-

fort and competeucy, to cast thcmseh-es, and their -wives, and their

children upon God and the Church. They come; but still the

vast nmltitude are hushed like the deep calm sea before the storm.

A niurniur is heard along the shore, ever and anon. So of this mul-

titude. As their eyes survey the ranks of the seceding diviues, they

arc unconsciously murmuring their names :
" There is Dunlap

—

there is Welsh—here comes Cunningham—yonder is ^M'Candlish."

Yes ! Scotland's best talents—Scotland's greatest learning—men of

whom the ^vorld might boast, are there. But still the masses are not

satisfied. There is one name they have not yet pronounced. A tall.

manly form, with concentrated brow and lieaving heart, steps forward

to the van of the procession ; and forthwith the cry runs through the

multitude
—

" There comes old Chalmers !" It is caught up and re-

peated from one to another, till every tongue has swelled the accla-

mation. And every beating heart and every gushing eye of that

vast nudtitude aflbrds another attestation of the moral power of an
earnest heart and fervent zeal. It was so then. It is so still. It

always will be so. Chalmers was a man of extensive erudition;

but in this he did by no means .surpass many of his contem-
poraries. He was a man of great intelleciual capacity, but not

greater than some of his coadjutors. He was eloquent; but even in

this respect he had his peers. But in earnestness and zeal he stood

alone
; and these were the mainsprings of that great national move-

ment which resulted in the establishme]it of the Free Church of

Scotland.

But the history of the primitive Church affords, perhaps, the
most conclusive demonstration of the principle we are discussing.

C hristiiiuity was not propagated by kings, or councils, or conquerors.
Its Divine Author went not for his apostles to the princes of Judea,
or the rabbins of the Sanhedrim. Ilis prescience saw that the
Temple and the palaijo would not furnish the men to endure
the j.'crsecutiuns which awaited his disciples. The earnest heart of
martyrdom did not "dwell in king's houses." He sought fur it

t^Sfwhcre. and found it among the fishermen and tax-gatherers of
<1uhlee. It was to them he confided the incipient work of the
^vorld's evangelization; to them ho said, " Go ye into all the world.
and ].roach the gospel to every creature.'' Go into the midst
of perils and prisons. Go, without scrip, or purse, or sword, and
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encounter the trcuchcrv of the Jew, tlie cross of the Roman, and the

wild beast.^ of the Gentile. And thcj' AS'cnt, poor in the world's

esteem, but rich in faith. And thus chosen and commissioned,

these obscure followcr.s of the " despised Nazarene " lifted up the

standard of their blaster on the walls of Jerusalem, in sight of his

crucificrs. They planted it on ]Mars Hill, in the midst of the

jnyriad gods of Athens, and of their haughty worshippci'S. They

)n-cachcd Jesus in the palace of the Caesars, while the streets of

Home vrere flowing vrilh Christian blood. And wheresoever they

went superstition and idolatry began to disappear. Classic shrines,

lioary with ago, wove deserted. The metaphysics of Aristotle, the

morals of Seneca, the sublime speculations of Plato, and the almost

divine teachings of Socrates, yielded to the purer doctrines and bet-

ter hopes of the gospel, as written by Matthew the publican, and

preached by Peter the fisherman. Thus, and by such men, was

that gospel promulgated, and its doctrines established, which bring

"life and immortality to light:" which kindles hopes in the bosom

of humanity that death cannot extinguish; which cheers earth's

weariest pilgrim through all his toils and trials ; robs death of its

sting, and the grave of its victory; and points the dying saint to a

crown of unfading glor^-.

And thus the extraordinar}^ diffusion of Christianity, under the

preaching of the primitive apostles, and all through the first three

centuries of the Christian era, is a most irrefutable demonstration

of the potency of an earnest foith. The annals of Methodism afford

manifold signal and glorious illustrations of this principle. The
incessant labours, the bitter denunciations, the vile calumnies, the

furious mobs, the perils bj^ sea, and the perils by land, the perpetual

persecutions through v/hich Mr. Wesley passed, hardly less, if less

at all, than those encountered by Luther and his contemporary re-

former.s, leave no doubt of the earnestness and zeal of the founder

of ^Methodism. The labours of Bishop Asbury, his journeys through

the wilderness, his encounters with the savages, rivalling in perils

and tlnilling incidents the Anabasis of Xenophon; the privations

and sarfei-ings, the conquests and trium.phs, the trials and achicve-

meuLS of the solitary " circuit-rider," pursuiii^ the wanderers from the-

fold of his .Master along our frontier settlements,—these things, and a

thousand others connected with the history of the Church, supply

ample materials for cogent and conclusive attestation of the almost

omnipotent power of earnestness and zeal. The rapid spread and
progress of Methodism can only be accounted for by referring them

to those instrumentalities.

JS'oAV there is danger of forgetting tliis principle. Success and
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pcAvcr are of corruptinj^ tendency. They have ruined multitudes

of individuals. They have dcatroycd nations. They are the pro-

lific source of that " ease in Zion " -which is so disastrous to vital

pifty. And now that the Methodist Episcopal Church has as-

gunud a position where she can no longer be despised; now that

she h:i3 become powerful and respectable, even in the estimation of

tJie world; novr that it is no longer considered disreputable to bo

connected with her, and men begin to perceive thai tliey may derive

honour, or profit, or both, by being found Avithin her pale; and now,

when she no longer feels the purifying influence of persecution,

there is danger of formal professions and a mammon-spirited mem-

bership. There is danger of pride and vainglory. There is danger

of trusting in her own strength, and forgetting her dependence upon

the grace of God. And thus surrounded by all these perils, there

is danger of losing her pristine simplicity, zeal, and earnest fiiith.

let her invoko the spirit of our fathers, and, through all time to

come, remain "a peculiar people, zealous of good works!"

It was a wise remark of Phocion, that " no state ever ceased to

be prosperous while she adhered to tho.-e principles and instituticins

to which she owed her prosperity." This maxim is equally true

when a])plied to the Church. Let the Methodist Episcopal Church,

therefore, beware, lest her future disasters shall be reproved by the

eujjorior vrisdom of the Athenian statesman,

11. The hivcrcncy of the Methodist Episcopal Church is an im-

portant secondary agency in promoting her progress and success.

It is not our purpose to discuss the apostolic origin and authority

of this feature of her economy. We arc willing to take it as we

find it, convinced that whether it be according to primitive usage

or not, it is an admirable and efficient instrumentality. It appears

to us, moreover, to be almost a necessary result of that f\iith which

works by love. An earnest Christianity must be aggressive—must

be missionary. It cannot remain stationary, or be kept in seclusion.

It will not be satisfied with a parish less than the woi'ld ; for it has

a message of mercy to " every creature."

But, apart from these general considerations, Avhat response shall

be made to the allegations of some, who declare that the itinerancy

has accomplished its mission, and ought to be discontinued V There

is one fact, particularly, which may bo referred to as a replication

to this fancy of our reformers. If, heretofore, wide extent of terri-

tory nnd sparseness of population, where a local, settled ministry

cannot be supported, have demanded a travelling ministr}', do not

the f^ame difficulties still demand the same regulations to meet them 't
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Far from admittin;:^ the inutility of an itincratinj:; ministry, even in

the most densely j)npulated districts, including our largest cities,

where, it may be asked, is there a rural jiopulation of any considera-

ble extent, that could be regularly supplied by a local clergy?

lu 1:^50 the avcnige number of inhabitants in the United States to

each square mile—excluding Texas, California, and the territories

—

was not quite eighteen; including these, about ten. l!^or can the

states be so classified as to connect any considerable extent of coun-

try, so fully inhabited, as to obviate the necessity of a travelling

ministry. Take the six New-England States, for instance. Their

average population to the sc^uare mile, including cities and towns, is

only forty-three inhabitants. So of the Middle States, including

Delaware, Maryland, and Ohio: they contain an average to the

square mile of only fifty- seven inhabitants. The average of the

six cotton-planting states is only twelve ; of the central slave states,

—namely, Virginia, Noi'th Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, ^Missouri,

and Arkansas,—seventeen; and of the five northwestern states,

—

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, \Visconsin, and Iowa,—eleven. These

facts need no explication; they speak for themselves. If there

were no part of the population siqjplied by other denominations,

and every man, woman, and child belonged to the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, there are many large sections of the country where a

settled ministr}' could not be maintained. Indeed, notwithstanding

the efforts of all tlic Cliurches combined, there are portions of the

older states vrhere even the Methodist itinerant has never been

lieard.

But look at Texas, containing some '237,321 square miles, and

less than one inhabitant for each. California, containing 1SS,0S2

square miles, has little more than one iiduibitant for each square

mile. Survey our immense primeval territories :

—

Sq. miles.

Oregon—inclu'ling Wasliiugton 341,403

Minne.-iOta 83,000

Utah 187,923

Nebraska 136,700

Indian 187,1 71

NortJnvost 587,564

iSew-MoxIco 21 i), 7 74

!Makiug a grand toUU of 1 ,743,595

All this territory is soon to be filled with human beings. The
pioneer has already pitched his tent there in many a rich valley.

The smoke from his cabin is curling above the trees along a hundred

rivers, to guide the footsteps of Cod's messengers to his Immble
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home. Thousands are on the ^vay thither. Imniigiants from all

quarters of the babbling; earth arc settling along the rich savannas.

Lre long a considerable })opulation Avill be scattered all through this

innnensc doniain. Who shall iireach the gospel to these people, if

it be not tlie }tIethodist itinerant? Moreover, if jMethodists earn-

CJ^tly love tlioir doctrines and economy, does not duty demand of

them that they shall, by their mode of preaching, so admirably

adapted to do it, jjreoccupy this great field of evangelical enterprise,

and incorporate their ftiith and usages iu the very framework of

pociety, and thus let them "grow -with the growth, and strengthen

vith the strength" of the people? But above all, a sense of

Christian obligation, aside from all considerations of mere denomi-

national advantage, calls upon the Methodist Episcopal Church,

vith a voice divinely imperative, to preach the gospel to the families

who will soon bo dispersed throughout these territories, since she

must do it, if it bo done at all, and since she can only do it by

ujcans of her itinerancy.

It would seem that the hand of Divine ]?rovidence is palpably

manifest in the present organization of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, directly involving her existing and prospective relations to

this gi-cat work. By her peculiar economy she can and does send

her ministry on the front wave of the tide of population, as it swells

up our rivers and flows out into the wilderness. The immigrant

—

whether from old England or i^^ew-England, New-York or Norway,

Pennsylvania or Prussia, Iowa or Ireland, China or California—no

matter whence he comes, has hardly erected liis cottage in the wil-

derness, when the itinerant knocks at his door to "reprove him of

sin, of righteousness, and of judgment;" and under his faithful

ministry, long before a house has been erected, or a public altar con-

Fccrated to tlie -worship of the Most High, the praises of redeeming

gnice are ascending from a thousajid groves and a thousand firc-

pides. Such is the happy adaj)tation of the itinerancy to the exi-

gencies of this great work ; and yet there are those -who wish to

abolisliit!

It were by no means nncharitable to aver that no man, with true

Christian philanthropy in his heart, can contemplate the future des-

tinies of these vast territories without the deepest solicitude. Let
us pause a moment to realize, if Ave can, the grandeur of the prospect,

and to hearken to tlie voice which God is uttering to his Church in

all of her branches.

Mr. Kennedy, the late superintendent of the census, reports that

the decennial increase of i)0})ulation in the United St.atcs lias

:»veragcd three and a haU>e;- centum. The same rate of increase
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for eighty years to conic •svould make our population, at tlic end of

that period, amount to upAvard of two hundred and twenty-live mill-

ions. jS'ow, it is probable that seveaty-five or a hundred millions

of this increase of people will inhabit this new domain. No argu-

mentation can make a stronger appeal for Christian effort than

tlie simple announcement of this fact. He is unv, orthy of the name

of Methodist who does not feel an increased sense of responsibility

and obligation resting upon him in view of it. Other branches of the

Church are beginidng to manifest a most lively and commendable

appreciation of the emergency, and are buckling on their armour for

rich and glorious conquests on this new and boundless field of (Chris-

tian Avarfare. Tho true friend of Christ cannot restrain emotions of

a kind of divine chivalry as he sees the various divisions of His fol-

lov.-crs rallying around his standard. It is ^vorth the •Nvhile to pas.s

them in revicvr.

Yonder floats the Presbyterian banner, over an aggregate array of

some four hundred thousand soldiers of the cross, good and true.

Here the Baptist legions spread along the plains, more than eight

hundred thousand strong, full of zeal, and eager for the onset. The
Episcopalian cohort, though not so numerous, is animated by the

memory of its ancient renown. There, too, is the Lutheran brigade,

full of the energy of the great reformer whose name they honour.

The smaller tribes are gathering from mountain and valley, like the

roar of many waters. AVhat of our own Methodist cavalry, contain-

ing in its three grand divisions upvrard of one million three hundred

thousand souls? Already there arc more than six thousand itiner-

ants in the saddle—captains of the host—booted and spun'cd,

with sword unsheathed—the " sword of the Spirit." They remind

one of Mr. Good's elegant translation of Job's description of the

horse :

—

"lie exclaimcth among tlie trumj.cts, aha!

AuJ srontoth the battle anir ofT,

The thuiuk-r of the chieftains, anil the shouting."

Shall the ^Methodist Church—thus equipped, disciplined, and
ready for the work, now when the finest field for her peculiar opera-

tions that ever she occupied is opening around her—be recreant to

her ti'ustV Surely now is not the time to speculate about the

utility of her system of itinerancy, or to favour measures which may
cripple and destroy its energy and elliciency. or to be bickering about

unes^cntialdisciplinaryordinances, when millionsofsouls—famishing
in the wilderness of Oregon, Utah, Nebraska, and our other territories

—will ere long be cryir.g aloud for the word of life. It would be far

more consistent with the spirit and obligations of true Christian
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cl-.arity to labour to accelerate tlic day (a day wliicli some now living

may yet see, if the Cliiirch be faithrul to licr duty) v.lien these vast

iorritorieit. havin;^ become the seat of civilization and refinement,

adorned by a liumlred cities, and enlivened by ten thousand villages,

ftiiJ inhabited by eighty, or one hundred, or one hundred and fifty

hjillions of people, shall be divided into thirty, or forty, or fifty

conferences, representing the interests' of three, or five, or ten mill-

i'«ii3 of pious monbcrs of the Methodist Church. It ^vere far better

to cherish the hope, and labour to sec it fulfilled, that ere the present

cntury has expired, men shall read the proceedings of a Santa Fe

iJonference, a Salt Lake Conference, a Puget's Sound Conference,

a Ivansas Piiver Conference, a Ivocky Mountain Conference, a Bear

llivcr Conference. V/hat say some of our young men just entering the

ministry to a pleasant excursion byrailroadto a Gcnt-Tal Conference in

the \Villamettc Valley, before they finally shall retire from their Chris-

t iau v.-arfare ? ] s such a proposition too extravagant to be entertained';

Who, at least, shall say that, three- qttarters of a century hence,

delegates from Cape Cod on the Atlantic, shall not meet delegates

from Cape Oxford on the racific, in General Conference at St.

Louis, or some yet imnamcd city still further toAvard the Rocky

Mountain.^?, as the most central point of our -wide-spread itinerancy?

The simple thought of this, sustained as it is by the highest degree

of probabilit}', is thrilling; but the mind, expanded by the gran-

deur of the prospect, becomes inspired by the contemplation

wilii other tlioughts still more thrilling and exalting—burning

thought.?—enough to set the Christian's soul on fire. If the Church,

in all her various branches, is true to her trust, the time is just at

hand when this w'nXo continent shall be Christianized all over

—

Ih-utcstantizcd, if Protestants shall be faithful to themselves and to

God. A few relics of the heathen may still remain to remind our

children of the superiority of the Christian's faith; but, in a sense

properly concidercd general, the name of Messiah shall be sung in

every valley and every plain, on every mountain and every river

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from Lake Superior to the Gulf of

Mexico.

"From each cracjgy mountain

The sacred shout shall fly;

And shady vale and fountain

Shall echo the roply.

Ili^h to\rcr and lowly dw>->Uin;;

Shall e.nd the chorus round.''

Thus will this great -Western world" become the head-quarters

of Protestant Christendom. It is now the "land of the free and
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the home of the bravo;" but it Avill then be the first Christian power

on the earth. Think of a nation containing a Protestant Christian

population of two hundred millions ! 'J'he missionary efforts of the

various denominations arc now accomplishing much ; but "\^hat can

be done when these efforts are sustained by two hundred millions

of Christian population, and by an actual Church-membership ex-

ceeding the entire number of inhabitants now iu the United States ?

Now the Churches send out a few hundred missionaries ; but then

they will be able to supply a thousand foreign fields Avirh evangeli-

cal labourers. The word of God, already piinted in almost all the

dialects of babbling man, shall indeed " take the wings of the morn-

ing and fly to the uttermost parts of the earth." And will there

not i\\Q\\ be an almost literal fulfilment of the vision of the apostle,

when he saw "the angel ily in the midst of heaven, having the

everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and

to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people';" From all

along our two ocean shores, from the Atlantic side and the Pacific

side, from the centre and the circumference of this vast continent,

streams of light, and knowledge, and religion, with their inseparable

blessings of civil liberty, shall be poured back upon the pagan mill-

ions oflhe Eastern Hemisphere, till " the earth shall be full of the

knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea." ! it were

a holj^ ambition among the various divisions of Christ's Church

to '"strive for the mastery" in advancing and accelerating these

glorious results; and, therefore, we h(.'i-e record our appeal to the

Methodist itinerancy to aspire to lead the van of the sacramental

host.

^Motives, too, for prompt and vigorous effort to secure a speedy

and permtuicnt ascendency of Chribtian influence in these territories

are multiplied, and their obligation augmented, b}' the fact, that in-

fidelity, in her most hideous and disgusting forms, has fastened her

lustful eye upon some of the fairest portions of them,, and is, even

now, intrenching herself in possession of tliem, Avhere, like Circe, she

sits d.coying by her blandishments the simple and umvary into her

embraces, transforming them into biutes.

And this necessity assumes increased interest Avhen contemplated

in the light of an intelligent patriotism. Keligion is the great con-

servative element of democratic institutions. The laws of the land

are the only legitimate sovereign of a free people ; but in a repub-

lic the laws are no less the creature than the master of the people.

They are the result of public opinion. It is a matter of the highest

importance, therefore, that there should always be a pure and Avhole-

some public soTitimcnt; but to secure this there must always be a
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|ture and wholesome religious influence operating upon the public

Pi'iitinient.

].o(»king to llic national defences, in view of our recent acquisi-

tions of territory, and, more especially, with reference to English

and Freneh colonization in Central America, ] lieutenant Maury
rci.vntly suggested: "Build that railroad to the I'acific—strengthen

tht' naval arm—fortify Key West and the Turtugas—go to casting

new and improved heavy ordnance for both navy and arm}'—and

make Tcnsacola Avhat she ought to be."

Tiiis may all be very well. These suggestions may be the dictates

of a wise and patriotic forecast. But while our statesmen are thus

proviiling the necessary ph^^sical means of Etrengihcning and con-

solidating the national powers and security, let the Christian re-

member, that ''Except the Lord build the house, they labour in vain

lliat build it;" that morality and religion are the only sure basis of

popular govei-nment. " Of all the dispositions and habits which

lead to political prosperity," said President Washington in his fare-

well address, " religion and morality are indispensable supports.

In vain would that man claim the tribute of patriotism, who should

labour to subvert these great pillars of human happiness,—these

firmest props of the duties of men and citizens. The mere politician,

cvpially with tlie pious man, ought to respect and cherish them."

It is not, therefore, as Christians only, but as patriots also, that

tlic various Churches should excit themselves to meet the early

settlers in our territories with the Bible, and indoctrinate the public

mind there, from the very beginning, with the piinciples of our

holy Christianity. It may be well to "make Pensacola what she

ought to be," and to bestow due regard upon all the national de-

ft-nces ; but if the people are made what they ought to be, then the

hearts of the citizens will constitute a security more reliable than
" Ivcy West," and stronger than the " naval arm " can be made.

It was well remarked by Mr. Everett, in his recent address be-

fore tliC Colonization vSociety: "It is not political nor military

I'ower, but moral sentiment, principally under the guidance and in-

iluoncc of religious zeal, that has, in all ages, civilized the world."

And may it not be said that it will recpiire the same salutary influ-

fncc to perpetuate the civilization of the world?
And now, with such a work to do, and such events impending,

wnat time is there—what room is there—to quaiTcl about minor
p<^'U!ts? to be angry, because om* own individual schemes of dis-

<-iI'linary economy arc not allowed to prevail? to be prescribing
I'ow to;-ts and new dogmas, which neither Christ nor his ai>o.-tle?

^'viT prescribed? to be threatening schism and secession, when God,

>'oi-KTii Sehies. Vol. VI.—

5
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in bis providence, is calling upon ever)* truc-lieartcd Methodist to

extend the victories of the cross in the sidvation of souls? Espe-

ciallj, it is no time to talk of abandoning the itinerancy, or to en-

danger it by questionable measures of reform. 2^ay, let no rude

or sacrilegious hand touch it! Prociil ! procul ! cstc profani!

When the itinerancy fulls, Methodism falls with it. But it will not

fall. It must not fall! It is the child of God. It has been nur-

tured by his hand, and liououred by his special grace. It is just

getting out of its pupilage, and assuming a mature and maidy vigour.

Its past achievements are but the earnest of its future triumphs.

Commencing in Europe, little more than a ccutury ago, it is

destined to extend to the ends of the earth. It now covers

North America. The time is not lixr distant when it shall traverse

the entire \Ycstern Hemisphere. It is following the British arms into

Asia; and one of our own bishops has just planted it on the

western shores of Africa. Where shall it stop ? When shall it be

abandoned? Not until the faithful itinerant has driven the last

savage from his cannibal feast; not until he shall have snatched

every Ilinuoo wido^? from the funeral pile of her husband, and cele-

brated her espousal to Christ; not until he shall have arrested the

last wretched mother who would devote her offspring to the god of

the Ganges, and persuade her to consecrate it in baptism to the

God of the universe; not until, as he "travels his circuit'' over the

mountains of Persia, he sluiU have extinguished all the fires of the

Magi, and pointed every worshipper of the sun to Ilim vdio made it;

not until "the heathen shall be given to Christ for his inheritance,

and the uttermost parts of the earth for his possession." Let it al-

ways be considered as a "fixed fact," that the ^^Icthodist itinerancy

will have fulfdled its mission only when the world shall have been

evangelized. And if imagination were allowed to prescribe the

concluding act in the grand drama of its existence, it should be as

follows :

—

Some faithful itinerant is despatched in pursuit of the last wan-

derer from the "fold of God." This wanderer is arrested, skulking

in the " furthest verge of the green earth." IJe is a Jew. He is

brought by the man of God to the cross of Jesus of Nazareth. The
obdurate sun of an outcast nation looks ui)on it with all the obstinacy

of his race; but the story of the Savioiu-"s love and mercy is falling

swe^-tly upon his oar. The Holy Spirit seals the truth. The child

of them who cried, "His blood be on us, and on our children," begins

to relent, lie is penitent. His heart melts within him. He bows;

for "every knee shall bow." He looks up with an eye of faith to

the "Lamb of God that tiketh awav the sins of the world." He

\
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believes, lie cilcs out—" Abba ! Kitlier—my Lord and my God."

Thru may tlic curtiiin fall upon tl\e last scene of the itinerancy—

but not till then.

NevortIielc.<^s, let it not be understood, from anything suggested

in tliis article, that the Avritcr is utterly hostile to all reform or modi-

fication of the rules and usages of the Methodist E{)iscopal Church.

IJv no means. But there are some things vducli do not need re-

f,,na—which cannot be reformed—indispensable elements of her

p.nver and usefulness, for Avhich there is no substitute. Tier primi-

tive earnestness ond zeal—an energetic and untrammelled itinerancy,

lire two of these things. The first, indeed, is a vital principle of

(Christianity, under any form of it. The second, if not divinely in-

f^tituted, has been divinely favoured, and is, for the Methodist

Church at least, the best means for giving expression ond effect to

her earnestness and zeal.

Is'or must it be supposed that v.e have any wish to depreciate the

iiv.portance of a vrell- educated ministry, or even a -well-educated

laity. God forbid ! Knovrlcdge is the^basis and best safeguard of

true Christian faith and conduct. Zeal Avithout knowledge is many

tlmus worse than indifference. The multiplication, of schools and

colleges by the Church, the enlargement of the Book Concern, and

the increase of its depositories, and all efforts to amplify and

strengthen our means of diffusing knowledge, are worthy of the

highest commendation. These are, indeed, but the necessary and

legitimate fruits of the earnestness and zeal commended. The

pritriotism no less than the piety of any sectary sboidd be suspected,

who teaches that " ignorance is the mother of devotion." "What is

meant, therefor(», is, that all the Church does for the advancement

of science, or the arts, or literature, or whatsoever else it may be,

shouhl be baptized with an earnest religious zeal and faith.

While our ministers shall commend themselves to men and to

God by the highest degree of scholarship attainable, let them, never-

theless, keep an eye on the example of the "chiofcst" of the apos-

tles. St. Paul was a learned man in his day. ITe had sat at the

f(-'et of Gamaliel. lie had confouu'led the subtlety of Greek and

low by his logic, lie had made governors tremble by his eloquence.

Ho jiad extorted the admiration of kings by his wisdom. But these

^vore the Aveapons of Ids warfare, not the source of his strength.

M;»rk how he comes to his brctlrren at Corinth; not with mere
"c.xo.-llency of speech," but "determined to know nothing save Jesus

^.'hrist, and him crucified." This was the language of an earnest

heart. Consider the results. Wheresoever the apostle went—in

Gr. eco, or Home, or Asia Minor—polytheism and superstition lied
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before the ardour of his zeal and the po^yc^ of his faith. The

ancient schools of heathen pliilosophy were deserted. The Academy
of Plato and the Porch of /cno no longer distracted the sects by

their rivalry. Cynics and h^ophists, Sceptics and Peripatetics,

Pythagoreans and Mcgaria)is, bowed together before the altar of

" The Unknown God," and were baptized in the faith of Jesus.

And while the great apostle Avas thus exemplifying in his life and

labours the character of the Christian minister, he also no less faith-

fully delineated the portrait of the Church at large,
—"Pe fervent

in spirit, serving the Lord;"' which Dr. Clarke thus parajjlirases:

"Be alivays in carncsl, and let your JicarL ever accompan}'- your

liand."

"With such a ministry and such a membership, what might

not the ^lethodist Church accomplish? Some attention to eccle-

siastical history has confirmed the convictions produced by per-

sonal observation of the character and tendencies of the human
heart, that there is great danger always to be apprehended of

transferring reliance and faith from the cardinal and essential

principles ' of religion itself, to those external secular appliances

which have been deemed necessary to regulate the administra-

tive econoni}' of the Church. Substantive doctrines and pure

spirituality are apt to be supplanted by shadows and emblems.

The vitality of true devotion is liable to be lost in an undue regard

for rites and ceremonies, and mere prudential contrivances. Have
we not a signal illustration of this tendency in the history of the

Koman Church, where the simplicity and spirituality of the apos-

tolic doctrines and usages have been utterly lost sight of in the

multiplication of sacranients and ceremonies, in external pomp and

childish pageantry, and the endless complex amplification of ecclesi-

astical machinery,— all adjnst(;d to please the eye and captivate the

imagination, without addressing the heart or enlightening the under-

standing ?

It would be well for the (/hurch at all times, and especially at

the present time, to take heed, lest, in the language of a late writer,

"mechanical philosophies supplant faitli." With all his infidel

proclivities of heart, and obliijuities of style, Carlyle sometimes
utters truths v.hich Christians may profit W. One of these may
be found in his essay on the Signs of the Times. " Our tnie

deity"—he writes of England—"Our true deity is mechanism.
Jt has subdued external nature for us, and we think it will do all

other things. We see giants in physical power ; in a deeper than

physical sense wo arc Titans, that strive, by heaping inountains on
mountains, to conquer hoaven also." Let the moral of the fable to
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v.hich the writer alludes admonish the Church, that a discomfiture

more Hital than that v.liich hcfel the sons of Coclus and Terra a\Yait3

her, if she be ;i;uiltj of the like temerit}' and presumption.

When Demosthenes "was asked Avhat ^vas the first, the second,

and the third quaHty of eloquence, he is commonly represented as

answering,
—"Action—action—action'." But the German critics,

Hiio ill such matters arc the best critics, say that he has been mis-

oou>traod. They render his reply,
—

" Earnestness—earnestness—

earnestness. Vt res ex animo agi videatur." The true idea of

Methodism embraces both constructions of the great orator's

desideratum— earnestness aiid action— an earnest faith and an

energetic itinerancy.

AuT. IV.—STROUD'S UARMOXY OF THE GOSPELS.

.f Ncic Creek Harmony of the Four Gospels, comprising a Synopsis ami a Diatessa-

ron, lordlier u-ith ati JiitroJiiclory Treatise, oyid numerous Tables, Lidexcs, and

Di-it^rams, supplying the necessary proofs and explanations. By AVixLlAM Steold,

>f. 1). London : Bag^tors. 1S53. 4to., j.p. 602.

It oui^ht to be a matter of joy to all right-minded theologians, to

observe the increasing attention and labour bestowed of late by their

brethren among the lait}' upon the Bible, with a view to its critical

elucidation and vindication. In no way can this be done more

cfToctuall}'' than by improving and perfecting the harmony of the

Gospels. The day is rapidly approaching when the evangelical

narratives Avill be studied in this form alone,—a form, indeed, so

admirably adapted to the just apprehension of the entire Bible

lii^torv. that we wonder it has not been more exclusively adopted

heretofore. The work named at the head of this article, from

its mnrked originality of execution and eminent adaptation to

the wants of the times, is entitled to more than a passing

notice in our pages. The space, however, to Mhich we find it

neoe.-j^ary to confine this article, will not allow us the full discus-

v'>iou which the subject, as well as the book, deserves ; and we can

merely attempt a general description of the plan and merits of

llic work. The author was some time since introduced to our

ro.idL-rs in an article on the immediate cause of the death of Chri'^t,

a .'^nbjccL which his medical knowledge enabled him to discuss with

I^cuhar ability. The judgment an«] acumen displayed in that
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treatise have been fully sustained by the preseiit volume, for Avhich

the public have been for some tinie prcparcrl, b}' a s})ecimen pub-

lished in Kitto's Journal, harmonizin^i:; the accounts of Christ's

resurrection.

The chief desideratum in a Harmony of the Gospels, is to

exhibit, on the same page, both the language of the several Gos-

pels respecting each event, and a connected and continuous his-

tory compiled from them all. llai-raonists have hitherto contented

themselves Avith cither presenting the Gospels in the former or in

the latter form, instead of giving both. It is needless to state that

cither of those plans alone must be very inade(iuate and unsatisfac-

tory: they must be combined in order to exhibit the just and full

result. A mere compilatioii of the gospel hislor}-, although in the

very -words of the evangelists, does not come up to the idea of a

harmony. AYe ^Yant to sec the statements of the inspired penmen
side by side, each in its proper connexion, or we cannot judge of

the correctness of the arrangement. On the other hand, a mere

parallel arrangement of the texts of the Gospels, however minutely

carried out, does not show the mode in which the accounts sup-

plement each other. In either case the work is but half done,

and the reader must do the remainder himself The work before

us accomplishes this combination by giving, in addition to the four

columns (or less, as the case may be) containing the evangelical

texts, two other columns,—the first containing a " consolidation of

the evangelical narrative," made up of fragments from each Gospel

:

and the second indicating the several chapters and verses from which

these fragments are derived. In the follov^'ing colunms, containing

the "collation of the Gospels,"' the first and last words only are

given of those clauses which have been transferred to the 'con-

solidation" column, the intermediate words being supplied by dots

or points. The first two columns constitute v.hat is styled in tire

title-page the " Synopsis," and the rest the "Diatussaron." ^Vhon

onl^^ one evangcli.-^t contains an account of any event, there is. of

course, but one column at that place, and the Synopsis and Dialcs-

saron become the same. The text given in the several column? is

in the original Greek, Avhich has been amended according to the

critical authorities, as cited in the foot-notes. The collated texts

arc arranged in the order in which the author believes the several

Gospels to have been written, namely, Luke, Matthew, Mark, John.

The whole history is divided, on a logical rather than circumstantial

basis, into parts, sections, and paragrajihs, with appropriate titles to

each. Prefi.xed to the volume is an extended introduction, which

treats of the materials, principles, and plan of the As'ork, including
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ft historical account of tlic Gospels, and a running statement of the

reasons for the author's arraniijcincnt of events. Appended arc

various taV.lcs, cxhibitijig the points of agreement, cV'c, between the

Gospels. Such is an outline of the plan and contents of the ^vork,

on tiic irici-il3 of -which we proceed briefly to remark.

In criticising any Harmony, the most fundamental point is the

historical order of the events. In this respect Dr. Stroud's ^vill

bo found to approach more nearly to tlic arrangements of (.ircswoll

and Tischcndorf, than to any other. His elementary chronological

data arc taken maiidy from the published dissertations of the former

;

and the period assigned by him to the Saviour's ministry is that of

most harmonists—about four years. But it is evident that the

author has borro^ved no raan's arranjjem.ent ; he has pursued an

indejiendcnt course. The rules on this point, ^vllich he lias laid

doAvn for his guidance in the Introduction, are sound and unobjection-

able; and ho seems to have pretty faithfully adhered to them. But

in a subject of so much intricacy and detail, it is difficult to proceed

upon strict rules of any minute character; and althongli most

liarmonists -would probably admit the general correctness of such

canons, they have nevertheless difiered -widely in their application.

General rules only are available, and these arc simply those of

commcn-sense. AVe should ourselves dissent from the author as to

the location of many subordinate passages and events, and had ve
room. Ave could give our reasons for a dilTercnt position: but as the

general outline of the history is correctly traced, our readers vrould

probably feel but little interest in the discussion of minor points.

The only point of ^vhich -we feel tenacious, is in the collation of iso-

lated passages and apothegms occurrhig in different connexions in

the several Gospels, but all containing the same sentiment, and often

tlic same -words. These \;q tliink should be brought together, -when

there is'no note of time, or other special indication to the contrary.

The same rule should apply to inissagcs as to events. The presump-
tion is, that they occurred only once in the history, and convenience

requires their collocation. For instance, the Lord's prayer, although

occurring in the midst of the Sermon on the Mount, in ^Matthew.

nnd not particularly inapposite to that connexion, should be trans-

feiTcd to a subsequent period, in accordance with Luke, -who gives

the occasion -which led to its utterance, -with such attendant circum-
stances as render it very unlikely that it had been presented before.

In rojieating it, therefore, toliihm verbis, harmonists, "wc think, have

violated the vei-y rules -v>hich they all acknowledge with regard to

other passages containing proper eveitts. AVe cannot see w]i3'thc

prayer should be repealed, any more than the sermon itself H' pas-
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sages are to be repeated whenever they occur in different connexions,

tlicn truly the task of hannoiizing becomes an easy one. We have

only to strin'^ the Gospels together, after the fashion of Macknif^ht,

and the thing is done in a trice, "We say, therefore, tliat in neglect-

ing or refushig to parallelize passages of every kind in the several

Gospels, harmonists have but half-performed the -work appropriate

to their department. "We arc aware that many readers may demur

from this principle ; but we are willing to abide by it, and we liavc

no doubt it will yet prevail. Wherever there arc positive indica-

tions of such a repetition in the narrative itself, then, of course, the

])assagc must be repeated, whether it contain a doctrine or an event

;

otherwise their sameness argues their identity, or at least requires

tlieir juxtaposition, in order to carry out the purposes of a harmony.

With regard to the author's view as to the date of the several

Gospels, we should have but little to say, but that it is so prominent

on the iace of the whole work, running through the entire argument

in the Introduction, and forming the basis of the order of the text

columns. This question,, wc think, must ever bo a doubtful one.

The historical data are too few, and the internal evidences too

slight, to enable us to arrive at certaint3^ respecting it. The author

has shown much research and ingenuity in Avorking these up, but

they have failed to produce conviction on our roind: they arc too

subjective and iudefinite to be reliable. Still the discussion is an

interesting and valuable one, and in the course of it the author

develops man}'- original and striking illustrations and applications

of Scripture. Occasionall}^ these run into eccentricity, especially in

the version of passages. These faults, however, do not materially

detract from the merit of the Introduction, on which, as upon the

whole work, great pains have evidently been bestowed. The author

has matured and digested his views, and for this he deserves the

thanks of his readers.

The concluding part of the Introduction—concerning which we
may as well say in this place all we have to say—is occupied with

an explanation of the history as arranged by the author, in the

course of which his reasons fur that arrangement become apparent.

This is, of itself, quito a readable syllobus of the evangelical accounts.

Many incidental points are ably illustrated, and the meaning of the

narratives of the evangelists acutely explained. A special regard

is maintained to the moral purpose of our Saviour's career, and

every incident is interpreted with reference to it. T'his is a peculiar

feature of great importance, and shows that the auihor has pene-

trated the spirit of the Gospels while engaged upon their outward

form. Wc csp'jcially admire the liberal and cunquvliensivc view
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taken tlirou;;hout the work, as to the character and composition of

the cv;in-olical records: no feeble, timid system of empiricism con-

fines theliuthor's opinions or elucidations. In some instances, per-

haps, tiiis is carried to excess in the explanation of the ]K'Culiar

coincidences or variations observable in tlie different Gospels; and

wo arc by no loeans prepared to admit the author's solution, tluu

the successive evangelists copied, compiled, and emended the nar-

ratives of their predecessors. KtlU Ave love to sec a Avrlter, in dis-

cussing these points, fairly meet the question, and not take refuge

in the° doctrine of inspiration, as sufficient to account for every

anomaly.

The Introduction, as a v.hole, is highly i)crtincnt and instructive.

Its usefulness is somewhat impaired by its prolixity, and still more

by a degree of inattention to keeping each topic distinct, in con-

sequence of which there is much repetition. We especially regret

the absence of a more minute and prominent set of sub-titles, or a

particular index, by which the remarks upon each section of the

Harmony might be more readily found in its order. The con-

venience of readers, in this respect, is too apt to be neglected by

authors.

The second great consideration in a work like the present, is its

udai.te-lness to convey a clear and connected view of the contents

of the four Gospels : 'in other words, its convenience as a collation of

the sacred texts. In characterizing the Harmony itself, therefore.

we will ilrst speak of the Synopsis, or continued text, as contained

in the hrst column. This ^lelicatc task is performed with much

c;n-e and ingenuity. The several clauses arc so well dovetailed

together that the whole reads smoothly and appropriately, and this

in the language of the parallel texts, very few words being modified.

omitted, oi- added for this purpose. This part is printed in larger

typo than the parallel columns, and is altogether an admirable digest

of the gospel history. There is but one drawback: the para-

graphs, Vvlth their respective titles, are so minute and special, that

the whole is broken up into fragments too minute to be fivour-

able f.n- connected apprehension. This, however, was unavoidable

under the plan pursued, ami is in some measure compensated by the

distinctness with which each item is represented to the eye. The

.•^eeoud coluuni, contauiing references to tlie passages thus combined,

lias several typographical peculiarities, all calcidatcd, if duly kept

in mind, io render it a more complete index in this respect. Tins

column might have been wholly dispensed vrith by inserting the

refcrencos in immediate connexion with the clauses themselve-^, and

the inconvenience of carrying the eye from one to the other mi.uht
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thus have been avoided; but that would have unduly crowded the

first coluinu, and also interfered in some degree with another object,

presently to be noted, namely, that of bringini^ out the peculiarities

of each Gospel in relief

In the remaining; columns, (when more than one evangelist relotes

substantially the same event,) the parallel clauses, by being kept as

nearly as possible on a line with those in the combined text, exhibit,

at one viev;, the agreement or variation among tlie diftcrcnt Gospels

on each point. The eye U further assisted for this purpose by the

omissions sujiplied by points, which indicate an identity of expression,

and obviate a repetition of the same words on the same page. This

plan has been carried out through the whole volume with an accuracy

and thoroughness which command admiration. The other t3"po-

graphical peculiarities, such as broken lines, special punctuation, (kc,

fdl contribute to the author's general object.

In examining the harmony thus constituted, the first thing that would

probably occur to most readers, after noting the above advantages, is

a certain awkwardness in the book /or ordinary use, arising not only

from its bulk and form, but also from the scattered and intricate

arrangement of the matter on the page. The nccessit}- of providing

for six columns, of itself threw the page at once into a quarto form

;

and the frequent blanks, and detached parts of lines, still further

swelled the size of the vohnne. The reader, therefore, would

naturally conclude that the work was not intejidcd as a Manual for

simple perusal, but rather as a reference-book or standard for the

librnry. lie will at once conclude that it was constructed for the

sliidrnt, princijially, and is calcubted for recondite ends. But it

)nust be remembered that the English are not so parsimonious of

S])ace, nor fo intent upon compendious abbreviation in books as

ourselves; and hence the portliiicss of the volume is not likely to

prejudice it seriously in the London market. But a closer inspec-

tion will reveal a difiercnt design in the work from that of a simple

chronological arrangement of the Gospels. Its main object is to

cxliibit the coincidences and ])ecnliaritics of the different Gospels, as

compared with each other : a full and carefully drawn table of these

is given at the close of the volume, among other valuable supple-

mentar}' matters. It is Avith a view to this grand design that the

whole book is evidonily constructed, and in tliis light it accordingly

ought to be judged. The object is a noble one ; and we do not hesi-

tate to say that it has been steadily kept in view, and successfully

wrought out. In point of mere convenience, as a harmony, in the

ordinary fci\<e. we know of other works that will probably surpass

it; but for the purpose above ivamed it is a great advance upon all
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that have prccoJcJ it. Wc could name many works more or less

kiiulrod >vitli it in both respects, but ii comparison of this kind

VouMbo invi<lious. Each has its excellences for the uses intended
;

anil it is cnou^^h to say that those of the volume before us arc neither

ffw nor small. That it can accomplish all purposes, or that it is

even perfect for any, is more than can be claimed for a mortal pr(j-

ductiou: that it is an improvement upon previous attempts in the

.«ame line, even thoupjh it may still leave room for succeeding:; labourers,

is all that the public have a right to exi)ect or demand As such Ave

clu'criuU}' AVflcome it to a place in the litcrar^Mvorld, and cordially

recommend it to all who -would attain a more thorough knov.'ledgc'

of the subject it is designed to elucidate.

Wc cannot dismiss the volume -without complimenting the pub-

lishers upon the elegant style in -which it is issued. The type,

printing, and paper, are all that could be desired. Wc have, ho-wcver,

observed numerous errors in the accentuation of the Greek texts,

for •which -wc presume the author is not responsible.

akt. A'.—]mi:moirs of ]\IRS. setox.

Life of Mrs. Elita A. Scion, Foundress and First Superior of the Si'^irrs or

J)uui;htcrs of Charity, in the United States of America: u'ith Coyious Exfrart-

from her ]Vriiittgs,a7td an Historical Sketch of the Sisterhood,from its Foundation

to the Presint Time. By Ecy. Chaklt-S I. Whitk, D. D. Ne-n--York: EdAvanI

Duuigau & Brother. 18.53.

"How shall man be just with God?" is the problem of a ruined

world. When the soul is oppressed with the consciousness of

divine anger—and sees that in this question is involved the v.-eal

or woe which, for it, Avill brighten or shadow the eteinal ages

—

then all other questions fiidc into nothing, and this alone fills the

universe. The yearning after perfection, the clinging belief in a

hitent power of self-rectification, in fallen man, would seem to be a

fnigment of the glittering crown that once s])arklcd on his brow:

iiot indeed as once in favoured Eden, reflecting back in its purity

celestial light, but even though bruised, and tarnished, and trainjtled

in the dust, still betraying its celestial origin. All is not e.xtinct

of the divine spark which once breathed eternity into that moulded

form of clay,—

" Even in its iishos live its wouteJ fires."
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In •\vliatcvcr form it develops itself, the jn-inciple is the same; and

in all, save those sunk in tlio lowest depths of barbarism, it is uni-

versally diffused. The costly oflei-in;z. the bloody sacrifice, the cruel

rite, the weary pili^rimage, the seir-inllictcd penance, as Avell as the

cfibrt by supererogatory merit to purchase expiation for prist delin-

quency—all tell the same sad tale— a consciousness of sin, and an

intense desire to avert its dreaded consequences.

Who that has ever contemplated calmly that tremendous Future,

and felt, as all nuist feel, his unprci>aredne53 to meet it, but has

again and again made the attempt, Avith all the earnestness of Lis

immortal nature, only to fall back upon himself, sick at heart, in

the bitter consciousness that, like the giant shorn of his locks, his

strength has departed from him?

" Like the chaui'd eagle in hh fottcr'd might,

Straining upon tliO heavens hid 'vvishful sight,

'Who tov.-;U'J the upward gh^ry fondly springs,

\Vith all the vain strength oC hiy shivering wings,

So chain'd to earth and baflied
"

That heathen nations " feeling after Clod, if haply they might find

him," should err so Avidely of the true mark, is a matter of grief,

not surprise; but that those upon -whom the light of revelation has

beamed should yet turn aside from its heavenly ray, and "choose

ratlier to -walk in the light of the sparks which they hive kindled,"

would seem to be an infatuation bordering on madness. We have

lost heaven. Vainly shall we attempt to scale its crystal battle-

ments in our unaided strength, even though every muscle break in

agonizing effort, and the last drop of our blood be poured out, a

costly yet free oblation, before its walls. God be thanked that wc
have heard a voice of unearthly music ever saying, "I am the door:

by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved." " Come unto me,

all ye that are wear}^ and hcav3'-laden, and, I will give you rest."

In nothing has the Evil One more shown his consummate cun-

ning, than in the various devices with which he has led men astray,

while cheating them with the belief that they were in the path of

truth and safety. No matter by Avhat subtlety he may divert his

dduvled victims from the ])rimal duty of worshipping the one God
in spiiit and in truth—Avhether he endeavour to deprive the Son
of God of half his glory, by degrading him to a mere man;
or Avhethcr it be by bestowing divine adoration upon Iter, a mere
woman, yet who. by pro.ximity to Godhead, seems to bo radiant witli

its retlected glories; or by directing devotion to one or all the saints

in the calendar, or to the highest arrhan'^ol who blazes before the
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ihroiic— liis onil is gained : thoy do not Avor?.liip the Lord their God.

Of all Ihc^c dcUisions none is )uoic captivating :ind mischievous thon

M uiohitrv. J>y seeming to address all that is gentle and tender in

f;ilkii human nature, it hides tlic real enormity of the sin. The

incP.'able honour bestowed upon Mary in her first maternity; her re-

luiiou to Jliiii, our incarnate Ifope; the sympathy which in all her

donu-stic relations is felt toward her by one half of her race—one of

tlicjiisclves, yet so infinitely honoured ; her weak and feminine nature

appealing to all that is chivalrous in manly devotion in the other

—

lliL' misguided devotee willingly delegates to her the power to bless,

wliile he escapes from the oppressive sense of the presence of an

infmitel}'' holy God. " Confess now," said a Catholic bishop in the

West, to a Protestant lady who had accidentally been driven into a

discussion of this subject,
—"confess now, that, to your woman's

heart, it were a pleasing idea to address your petition to one who
was once a woman like yourself?" " Yes," was the reply, " 1 do

acl<uowledgc that to my carnal heart it is pleasant to approach any
being who does not make mc feel ray own sinfulness, like the in-

fmilely pure Jehovah."

\\'hile at every salient point the Bible-taught scholar must clearly

?ec the utter antagonism of Popery to the Scriptural plan of wor-

Bhip and salvation, yet we are sometimes lost in astonishment at

the wonderful ingenuity of that masterpiece of Satan. To see how
near her path seems to border upon Canaan, wliile leading her

votaries away from its peaceful realms,—to sec how she will array

her most damning doctrine in tlio guise of truth, till it almost needs
Ithnriel's spear to detect the counterfeit—to hear her reiterate in

tones of authority, Peace, peace, while the cloud of avenging justice

is gathering in blackness above, makes us feel how difficult the task

to .disenchant the siren, ami gain^Ti willing car to the audience of ojthj

truth. With a deep insight into human nature, and a marvellous

adaptation to all its varied phases of character, she has a resource

in every case, a lure for every one willing to be misled. For the

lover of the fine arts, she decorates her churches with )>aintings and
statuary, and all the charm of gorgeous and attractive architecture;

^^hik". nmsic lends her aid to captivate the senses, and persuades the

rapt listener that his soul is attuned to heavenly harmony. To the

nnaginative, she recounts wondrous tales of celestial visions and of

ftngelic forms appearing again in communion with men. The super-

stitions she takes by the hand, and leads far away from worldly haunts
nnd secular pursuits to the lonely cell, or cave, or desert mountain, and
enjoins ceaseless prayer and nightly vigils; while to the disappointed
J^ho paints in glowing terms the calm retreat of the convcjit or the
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monastery as the certain abode of peace. To the self-righteous she

announces tlio only doctrine jtriilo will receive—that their own good

•works can merit heaven. And to those, alas ! to whom religion in any

form is a bitter ])ill, only to be swallowed in tlie article of death, in the

last extremity, as a desperate ho];>e to avoid eternal fires, she preaches

a purgatory, -^vhere, by sufi'cring, sin may be expiated, and the purified

spirit at last escape to the regions of the blesped. This creed is

not the less deceptive, that while she acknowledges the true God,

she oiTers oul}- strange fire upon his altar,—while she rears a temple

ostensibly to his glory, her richest and costliest otferings are laid

upon other shrines. She has borroAved the nomenclature of heaven

to teach the doctrines of the pit. She prates of charity to the suf-

fering budy, while she piles the fagots for an auto da fe to bum
the misguided soul. She virtually makes of none effect the com-
maiidment of God by her traditions, yet stuns the ear with ''The

Temple of the Lord, the Temple of the Lord, the Temple of the

Lord are we !"

While the doctrines of this religion sit lightly upon the careless

spirit, and a few muttered avcs, or patcr-7wstcrs, or nominal fasts,

suffice to drown the voice of conscience,

—

to the earnest soul, that

feels the weight of sin, and longs intensely for pardon and peace,

and the favour of an offended God, and will not be satisfied with any-

thing short of its soul-felt reality, dark, dreary, and desolate are

the teachings of this creed. AY earying and ever- recurring penances

;

moriiticatioiis of the c.xtremesfc kind; a})peals from saint to angel,

and thence to the Virgin—in all these means, and many more such,

the sinful soul is taught to seek it;j remedies ; for hope Avhich never

comes ; and after a life spent in a round of unmeaning ritualisms and
monotonous observances, '• wearied in the greatness of their way,"

even death itself brings no relief, but the gloomy perspective of pur-

gatory unfolds its mysterious horrors, iSot thus reasoned St. Paul,

when he exclaimed, "Forme to live is Christ;" not thus the tri-

umphant song rose c.xultingly to his lips, in view even of a martyr's

death: ''Thanks be unto God, which giveth us the victory through

Je^us Christ our Lord." Dues this sound like the fearful looking

for of " purgatorial fires V"

Those thoughts liave been suggested by the life of Mrs. Eliza

Ann Seton, the Foundress and I'^irst Superior of the Sisters of

Charity in the United States of America—a sad history of a gentle

nature, broken down by misfortune, and, in its weakness, Hilling an

easy prey to the seductive agencies so often employed with success

of late years, by that apostate Church which usurps the name of

Catholic.
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Kliza Ann Baylcy Avas born in the city of Kcw-York, August

2m1i. 177 t. ^lic" was the dau^litcr of Dr. Hichf.vd liuylcy, a physician

dirtlin^uishod alike for abihty and benevolence. The following in-

ciJenris illustrative of his character: -'A physician of Staten

Iflaiid. having a case svhich required a dlfiicult operation, requested

Dr. Hi'.vh'y to perform it; but ho declined on account of the dis-

tnnci'. and the large practice -which demanded his atcention. Tho

n)>j«lifant, in pressing liis request, at length observed to him, 'Tt is

true, doctor, they arc not able to pay you much, for they are poor.'

*l\'or, are thcyV' said Dr. Baylcy. 'Come, I will go with you;'

and, true to his word, he Tvent, .and perfonned the opovation with

tho utmost case and success." It was plainly shown in after years

that the daughter inherited the generous and philanchropic dispo-

sition of the father.

Miss Bayley was brought up in the Protestant Episcopal Church,

and was early "admitted," as the writer of those memoirs rather

.wnoeringly obsei-ves, " to what the members of that denomination term

the ordinance of confirmation." None Avho read her memoirs can

doubt that she became truly pious while in that Protestant Church;

yet licr imagination far outran her judgment, and she was evi-

dently, when quite young, strongly tinctured with superstition.

For o.\am}»Ic: "She woi'c on her person a small crucifix, ex-

pressed her early admiration for the conventual life," and " such

was the profound awe awakened in lier by the communion, that, in

reeoiving it, her teeth clattered against tho cup which contained the

elements. Such was her fervour in complying with this rite, that

after the service she would obtain from the sexton a further portion

of the elements, and even go from one church to another in order

to repeat this religious act." She often regretted that there were no
* convents " among Protestants. These pregnant hints seem not ob-

sciu-cly to intimate the kind of doctrine which she must have listened

to, and which prepared her mind for that perversion to another

faith. ]f further proof of its tendencies were needed, the annals of

that Church have, alas! since furnished but too many illustrations.

Tho teachings of a ] [obart, logically followed out, have led moro

than one deluded victim to Rome.
At the age of nineteen Miss Bayloy was united in marriage to

Mr. Seton, a merchant of New-York city, a member of the Protestant

K|ii<copal Cluu-ch. and a man of very high character. For some

Ycar.^ her outward life was full of happiness and beauty: with a

noble husband, with ample wealth, and with all the enjoyments of

refined and cultivated taste, she was happy, even during the yenrs

of pestilence tliat ravaged New-York toward tho close of the last
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century. Sho kept up the forms of rcli;^ious life, and at times was

full of devotional sentiment; tliougli in 1709 she bccaaio (namoured

of Ivousscau, and, as she afterward confessed, made his writings her

" Smiday devotions " for a time. But the day of prosperity was soon

followed by darker skies. Early in ISOl her husband's business be-

came embarrassed; and iu August of the same year, her father,

in the discharge of his duties as health physician at the port

of JScw-York, took the ship fever from a crew of Irish emi-

grants who had suflcred severel}' from that scourge. During his

illness, which resulted fatally, his daughter, kiiowing his })rin-

ciples to be conformable to the then prevalent infidel philoso-

phy, feared that, notwithstanding his great moral virtues, his soul

might be in danger. Tn the ardour of lier love, and with full con-

.fidenco in the infinite goodness of God, she endeavoured to think

of sonic sacrilice which could be ofTcred to the Almighty as a pledge

for the eternal hapi)ine5S of her father's soul. Leaving her dying '

parent for a few moments, she went to the cradle where her infant

child was sleeping, clasped it in her arms, and, going out on the

piajiza of the building, she there raised the little innocent babe

toAvard heaven, and appealed to the divine compassion, saying,

"0 Jesus, my merciful Father and God, take this little innocent

offering! I give it to thee with all ni}' heart. Take it, my Lord:

but save ray father's soul." It is unnecessary to enlurgc upon the

lamentable deficiency in the very first principles of Christian doc-

trine, indicated by such an incident.

Early in the spring of 1S03, Mr. Scton's hcalih, which liad before

been extremely delicate, sccnied to bo rapidly declining, and a sea-

voyage to Leghorn was determined on, in hopes of a restoration. He
had long had a commercial connexion v>ith the Messrs. Eilicchi of that

cit)-, vihose influence in afterward proselyting his wife was very im-

portant. Her oldest daughter, Anna, eight j'cars old, accompanied

them. After a voyage of seven weeks—tedious it must have been to a

suifcring invalid—they arrived at Leghorn. Here, in consequence

of the yellow fever having been in JSIew-York when they left, they

were detained in quarantine for four Aveary weeks longer. These
desolate weeks were passed alone in the lazaretto, some miles from
the town, in one corner of an immense prison, in a room with a
single window double-grated with iron; th>e wind almost putting

out the light, blowing over the sick husband at every crevice, and
roaring over the chimney like loud thunder; the only view the open
sea, through the bars, and the beatings of the waves against the high

rocks at the entrance of the prison, which threw them violcntlv

back, and raised the white foam as high as the walls. The record
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of nfllictiou jrjvcn in Mrs. Seton's ditiry for this period is very

U'uchiii;;.

In this ?a'l condition she found comfort to her soul "in prayer to

her Ahiii^'lity l'':itlier. accepted thvou;2;li her adored J'edcemer, and

ciili-.!liiin-'d by the blessed Spirit." Here, as might have been ex-

nci-U'd. Mr. Seton was seized Avith severe ague and fever. The

cnp!:»in of the phioc said to them one day, seeing him in high fever:

'• in this room ^hat sufferings have I seen ! Here lay an American,

b<'ir;ring a knife to end the struggle of death ; and there, -where the

j'i;!nora's bed is, in the frenzy of fever, a Frenchman insisted on shoot-

ing himself, and died in agonies." In solitude and suffering the

t'Mchings of the Bible seemed to be blessed to the invalid's soid

;

niid, though lie lived but a Aveck after they -were released, his end

upi)arcntly had hope. Immediately after his death, the Filicchis, -^vho

were zealous Catholics, took the Avidow home, and showed her every

kindness and attention. Their object, openly avowed, was to con-

vert her to Romanism, and no stone was left unturned to accomplish

it. They took her to the opera; hut she "could not find the least

•Tatification in the cpiavers of the singers, and felt that those who

could find pleasure in such a scene must be nnacquuiutcd with real

j>K\isure." Tiicir imrcmitting kindness touched her sensitive and

{rratofui heart; and when they Avent with her on Sundays, full

of sentiment and devotion, to the gorgeous chapels of Florence,

••he was open to any impression. "I went," says she, "with

Mr:<. Filicchi, to the chapel La Santissima Annunziata. Passing

through a curtain, my e^-e was struck with hundreds of persons

kneeling; but the gloom of the chapel made every object at first

appear very indistinct, while that kind of soft and distant music
which lifts the mind to a foretaste of heavenly pleasures, called up
in an inf^tant every dear and tender idea of my soul, and I sank on

rnv knees in the first place I found vacant, and shed a torrent of

k-.nrs at the recollection of how long I had been a stranger in the

h'Hi:-e of my God." The Filicchis took every care to minister to

this feeling, and, at the same time, practised every art of Christian

kuidncss upon the bereaved stranger thus thrown upon tlieir hos-

pitality.

One can almo.^t imagine that after seven weeks on ship-board.
and a still drearier imprisonment in a loathsome lazaretto, kind
Mohammedans and a delicious climate would have made her some-
what lenient oven to the claims of the false prophet himself. It is

>«ol much to be wondered at, therefore, that her comparatively fec-

t'.e intellect should yirld to so many apidiances, calculated to im-
prv.«>; .1 tender and susceptible nature. "Thcv placed in her han(l3

FoLKTJi Skiuks, Vol. VI.—G
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suitable books of instruction, and made her acquainted with a

icarncd ./csuit of Leghorn, avIio took a lively hitcrest in her Avel-

fare." Detained many M'eeks longer than she anticiiated, by the

sickness, fu-st of her daughter and then of herself, it is easy

to trace the effect of these influences upon her now enfeebled

and alwa3^s imaginative temperament. Thus she -writes to a

friend: "Ilow happy would wq be, if wc believed all that these

dear souls believe,— that they possess God in tlic sacrament, that

be remains in their churches, and is carried to them when they

are sick." On another occasion: "This evening, standing by the

window, the moon shining full in Filicchi's countenance, he raised

his cyf3 to heaven, and showed me hov/ to make the sign of the

cross. 1 was cold M"ith the awful iraprcs.^ion my first making it

gave }no." Ai^d further: " Wh}^ licbecea, they believe that all wo
do and suffer, if we offer it for our sins, serves to expiate them. If /

dout believe it, it shall not be for want of praying.'" The first

effort of ^h\ Filicchi was to impress upon her mind the common
Romanist sophism that, as even Protestants admit the possibility

of a llomanist being safe, Avhile the Kumanist will not admit it of

the Trotcstaut, it is better and safer to side with Eorne. ^ind

befoie JNfrs. Seton left Italy, this poison had done its work.

To take charge of TNTrs. JSeton, and to insure her entire conversion

to Romanism, ^ir. Antonio Filicciii acconip:inied her to America. He
furnished her with a manu.-cript from his ovni pen, containing a sum-
inary and defence of the Roman Catholic fiith. During the voyage,

which occupied fifty-si.K days, "he fretjuently conversed with heron
the superiority of Catholicity over Rrotestantisra ; and a portion of

her time Avas daily allotted to reading the Lives of the Saints."' Had
she as frequently resorted to her Rible, slie might have escaped the

deep-laid snare; but, as ^h. Filicchi truly observes, "If one point

were well understood, the discussion of all the others would be

unnecessary. J. mean the authority of the Chui'ch to interpret the

sense of the Scriptures." True: only induce a person to give up
the study of the Rible, and the mind is open to receive any error.

For ourselves, we never sec the image of St. I'cter so conspicuous

in their churchc.-?, with the keys fastened to his girdle, or in his

hand, Init wo are forcibly reminded of the denunciation of our
Saviour: "Woe unto you! for ye have taken away the key of

knoY.lcdge: yc enter not in yourselves, and them that were entering

in yc hindered."

One of Mrs. Seton's first steps, after her arrival at >.'cw-York,

was to ac<iuaint her pa.stor and friend, the Rev. John Hciu-y Hobart,

(subsequently widely known as a I ligli- Church Protestant Episcopal
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M-l!<'I»,) Y»-it1i Ikt purpose to abandon the CLurch of her fathers.

It vas a sail thiiip; for tlic rnispruicleil woman to fall into sucli liands

:iL this time. That the clearest reasoning, and most convincing

« ^ idnice of tlio truth, sjnrituality, and Scriptural authority of the

l*r .^ . f:ijit (.'huroh -would have been lost npon her, in her then

fjta'r* of mind, may be clearly seen from the follo'^'ing extract:

••
I instruct my children in the Catholic religion, Avithout taking

any decided step ; my heart is in that faith, and it is my greatest

CMiiifoii to ptation myself in imagination in a Catholic Church."
" All r can do."'—she thus expresses herself, in ans^ver to the exhor-

tations of her Catholic friend, Filicchi,
—

"all I can do is, to renew

my ]iromisc tliat 1 -will pray incessantly, and strive to wash out, with

t'-.us and penance, the sins -which I fear oppose my way to God."

In this state, with her mind filled with the vivid recollections of

till' magnificent churches and cathedrals in Italy, it is not surprising

diat fOie speaks of our (Protestant) churches, as having nothing but

"bare ualls," and of our "altars as unadorned."* She alludes to

the "'empty churches" and "unmeaning sacraments." Empty
cl'.uivhesi To the Christian heart the Deity himself is there; and
ni\l'>s his blessed Spirit gives efficacy to the ordinances, vainly do

.^talufs, or paintings, or costly altars, or blazing candles, or even the

s.icramental elements themselves, attempt to supply his place. Un-
ineaniiig sacraments! "We would appeal to mj'i-iads of Protestant

Christians throughout our land, Avhether they have not found their

fiith invigorated, their love enkindled, their hope brightened, in the

rvH-rptiou of the liol}^ communion, until their hearts have burned
^vithin them, and they have said, "Surely, this is none other than
t!ie Jtoirse of God ; this is the gate of heaven."

I5ut if Mrs. Seton had fallen in with a simple-hearted Cln'istian

pastor, full of love and faith, who, instead of arguing with her, had
pojiitcd her at once to Clirist the Redeemer, and led her to his cross

.'H the only refuge for a soul burdened and oppressed like hers, the

• f-^ult might have been diflcrent. Unfortunately ]Mr. llobart had
n'lthing better to offer her than arguments to prove that the Protest-
ntit Kpiscopal Church has the doctrines of Christ, because "it ad-
Mit> the Apostles' Creed, and the Niccnc Creed;" that it has the

I'li'rsthood instituted by Christ, because " it has the Apostolical Suc-
C'-'^sion :" with other points ccpvally external in their character. The
" Aii.str.lical Succession" seemed, for a while, likely to keep her in

ji- I'rotestant Church: but thaf. ground was soon taken from under
'•• r f.-ot by the superior claims of Pome in that respect. This was the

Hic .'.tatiie uf t-t. I'ot'r at Unuic is tlic ancient Jupiter Tonans, -with a new
'

'
'- Is uvt tlu^ bapti/c.l Paganism ?
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rock upon Avhich she split, as far indeed as her secession was the result

of rcli^MOUs opinion, and not of excited and superstitious feeling.

" IIlt final re-olutioii on tliis important question, and tlio jiTOunds on wlilcli

it restvd, are tluis heautil'iilly (I) ox])ros.-cd iu lior own words : ']S'ow tliey tell

mc, Take care! I am a luoUier, and niycliildrcnlrmst answer for in judpncnt,
•w-haleverfaitli J load them to. That being so, and I so unconscious, (fori Jittic

thouglit, till told by 'Mr. llobart, that their faith could be so full of consequence
to tliein or mc,) I will go pcacuably and firmly to the Catholic Church; lor if

faith is ?o imporiant to our salvatinu, I v.-ill seek it where true laith fir^t began,
—seek it among those who received it from God hini^^elf. Tlie controversies on
it I am quite incapable of deciding; and as the strictest Protestant allows sal-

vation to a g(X)d Catholic, to the CathoUcs I will go, and try to be a good one.
May God a'cej't my intention, and jiity me. As\o supjiosing the word of our
Lord has failed, aiul that he suflcred his first foundation to be built on anti-

cJirist, 1 cannot stop on that, without stopping on every otlicr word of our Lord,
and being tempted to be no Cliri^tian at all; for if the first Church became
antichrist, aud the second holds her right from it, then I should be afraid both
might be antichrist, and I make my way to the bottomless pit by fi)l]owinfT

cither. Come, then, my little ones, we will go to judgment tcrether, and
present our J^ord his own words ; and if he says, '• ^'ou tools, I did not mean
that ;" wo will say, " Since you said you would be always, even to the cud of
ages, with this Church you built with your blood, if you ever left it, it is your
word which misled us; therefore please pardon your poor fools, for your "own
word's sake."'"

Already in heart a Papist, and not endowed with a clear logical

mind, she was easily led hy Mr. llobart's ovrn premises, to take the

decisive step ; aud, renouncing the light and liberty of the Church of

her fathers, she was rohaptizcd in St. Peter's, March Mth, 1805,

thus uniting herself to a people who, as the writer of the biogi-aphy

acknowledges, were said to be a '-public nuisance." After her

perversion, as might be exjiccted, some of her former friends became

estranged from her, and her pecuniar}'- circumstances very much
reduced. . It is even asserted that "had she remained a Protestant

she would have inherited a large fortune, instead of being obliged to

depend upon her own exertions for subsistence." That a legacy

—

which would have been left her, to assist her young family, had she

remained iu tlie Protestant connexion—was withheld, after her found-

ing a Romish institution, because in that case her children would
derive no benefit from it, we can readily believe; but that she was
deprived of any pi-operty to Avhich she was rightfully entitled, in

consequence of the change iu religion, we cannot but discredit;

for none who read the bitigra[>hy can suppose that such an occur-

rence would have been passed by with so slight an allusion, where
there would have been so good and just an opportunity to invei'"^h

against the intolerance of Protestants.

To account for the fact to which the author here refers, that the

spirit of hostilit}' to the Ixomish Church was more deeply rooted in
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th(^ {nililic mind then than at tlic present day, it is only necessary to

nr-iW tlio ciicum?t:incus nnder ^vhich many of the early colonists first

ficttlod this country, llcfugces from thotvcry Church -which taught

that horctios may be silenccfl or exterminated by the dungeon, the

sword", or tiie more terrific fagot, they had not 3-ct survived the

tr;'.>liti'>na of Smithficld, the bloody horrors of St. Bartholomew's

IXiy, and the Sicilian Vespers. They had not, as liave their fiivour-

i\\ d.v-ccndants, so long enjoyed the clear atmosphere of religious

freedom, tliat the memory of papal intolerance and inquisitorial

cruelty had ceased to bo numbered with the dim and s.hadowy

recollections of history.

1'hat her former friends were not without reason in withdrawing

from lior society, may be inferred from the fact, that shortly after

hor own apostasy, she succeeded in inducing her young sister-in-law,

Mis3 Cecilia Seton, at the age of fourteen, to join her. Por two

years Mrs. Seton supported herself by keeping boarders for an

academy of boys ; but this resource partially failing, she removed

to Ikiltimore, and applied herself to teaching a school of her oa^ti

sex, with the hope that, in process of time, it would grow into "a
eooict}' whose members would be specially consecrated to the ser-

vice of God,"—that is, into a convent. Shortly after she was joined

by Miss Cecilia 0' Conway, of Philadelphia, who had intended to

cross the Atlantic for the purpose of '"' seeking a refuge from the dis-

tractions of the world," but who, on learning Mrs. Seton's {dans,

<letrrmined to go to her at .Daltimore. At this juncture, the gill; of

riglit thousand dollars from Mr. Cooper, of Iniltiraore, determined

the priests of that city that Mrs. Seton should commence a " relig-

ious" establishment; and Emmetsburgh, Maryland, was chosen as

llje location.

_

'" T.'io vicinity of EuimiHsLuvL'li having been solectci'l for llie location of the

f!-t»Tli(>i(l ]-irojcc'tcil by Mrs. Scion, Mr. Dubourg turned hU avtoiition to tiic

Jiurchnsc of an eligible site ; and, on a visit to that jurt of the country jhovtly

ift. r, lie l;ought the piece of land now held l>y the Sisters of Charity, al)Out

l-Alf a mile south of the village. At that time the only tenement on the lann
^-TV"! a very tuiall stone building, forming about onc-balf of Y.diat is now used
a.** the vash-house of the in-tiCution. The property was ?etded in the joint
»• n.iiilvhip^of the Kev. AVilliaui V. Dubourg. Kev. John Dubois, and Samuel
(,f«.pcr. Tlic llcv. Mr. Dubois vas at that time located near Emmet-burgh,
'•eiiig \K\<U>r of several congregations in Frederick Countv, and princijj.d of a
»« bool wliich lie had recently established."—P. 2-17.

^
Such was the origin of the celebrated society of the " Sisters of

Charity" in Anv<rica. Mrs. Seton was everywhere hailed through-

f'Ut the lloman Catholic Church as the founder of a nevr and holy

order.
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The second addition to the sisterhood was Miss Murphy, of

rhihidflphia, " uho k-ft the house of her mother Avithout her consent,

in obedience to what she deemed tlie will of God." Mrs. Seton soon

had four candidates in her house, and it was deemed advisable for

them to assume the title of " Sisters of St. Joseph;" considering it

" the dictate of piety thus to place themselves under the protecting

care of St. Joseph, tlie fiiithful guardian of the Son of God upon

earth." Wq, alas 1 in our simple notion of Bible faith, would prefer

to place ourselves under the care of the Son of God himself, as cer-

tain of his omni])rcscncc, and not doubting his ability to fulfJ his

promise, '' Lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the world."

The minutia; of the dress assumed by the sisterhood is gravely de-

tailed by the reverend author :

—

" She jiroposofl to ih>i .-I.st'.;rs to appear in a haMt like tluit wliieh slic wore

herself, and wliicli oon-i?ted of a black drci.s \\\\.\\ a short cajjo, sinular to a

coitunic tliat slic had observed among the rel!;;ious of Italy. Her head-dress

vvas a neat -white juu-lin cap, witli a crimped bolder, and a lilack crape band

around the head, fastened under the chin."

—

V. 2.;3.

The "Institute" thus founded, with a jNlother Superior at its

head, with name, rules, and costume established, might be con-

sidered fairly set at work, though as yet not fully constituted

according to monastic laws. The work before us gives the history

of its progress clearly, and we think honestly. It is a record of

self-inflicted miseries, intense devotion, blind obedience, ghastly

sufiering, disease and death. All the lavfs of the human constitu-

tion were violated by these feeble women, in obedience to what they

thought the voice of God; and the fearful penalty had to be paid.

In their new residence—a small tenement containing only one

story and an attic, onl}- two rooms on each floor—sixteen per-

sons were crowded together, often reduced to the poorest fare,

—

"carrot coffee, salt-pork, and buttermilk." Thus they "laboured at

the Avoi-k of their sanctification." These v,-ere their ^'j-aths of pen-

ance," by which they aimed to merit heaven. '' Consequent upon

this style of living, to persons mostly reared in luxury, the sister-

hood was for several months an infirmary." Miss Harriet Seton,

who, on a visit to them at Emmetsburgh, was induced to join them,

and break a previotis matrimonial engagement she had formed, was

the first victim. " 'J'o the last," we are told, " she manifested great

confidence in the intercession of Mary." She was shortly followed

by her sister Cecilia, of whom wc liave spoken, and who had taken

up her abode Mith them. Mrs. Seton s eldest daughter, Anna, soon

after sickened and died of consumption; probably induced by acts

of violent mortification, Avhieh our author characterises as '•heroic."
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••
1 half rcproadiod licr," said her mother, "for her little care of her

he;iUh : ri^iii:; at tlit- first hell ever heiiig on the Avatch ft) ring it the

Dioineiit the clock struck, cashing at the pump in the severest

uoathor, o(\en ealii\^ in the refectory >vhat sickened her stomach."

'J'he next victim to this xmnatural sort of life ^vas ]\Iiss Muri)hy.

" Oil one occasion she Avas directed to put her feet in -warm -water,

which the sister infirmarian having brought, she put her feet into it.

and iinmediatelj ^itlidrew them, ohserving that the Avatcr ^vas 1<K)

hot ; but her attendant insisting that it \vas not too warm, she re-

turned her feet into the vessel, and kept them there as long as she

uai rei|uired, although it caused her intense pain, and produced an

intlamiiration from ^vhich she suffered for a long time after." After

fliviiig this account our author tells us that by such " assiduous prac-

tice of the virtues of her state, she soon became ripe for heaven!"

In July, 1813, the society -was regularly'- instituted by eighteen

taking upon themselves the vows of "poverty, chastity, and obe-

dience." Meantime large additions were made, and continued to

be made, to the buildings and conveniences of the establishment.

'J'hat seclusion from the world did not operate like a talismonic

spell to make the inmates of the convent holy, we may infer from'

the following extract from an address of Mrs. Seton (now called

Mother Superior) to her sisters in profession :

—

" ITow IS it Ibat many of us keep the rulo, as to tlio Idler of it, and nl.-o look

t.ioiH cnoiirrh ? 1'horc is no want of gond will, nor idleness indulged ; and in a

i'Ui.H' where it would seem so easy to become saints, you would say, ^\'hat is

the matter? why arc we not saints? "Why is there so lilile progress in por-

fi''-tion? or rather, why are so many tci)id, heavy, discouraged, and going

aloncr more like slaves in a workhouse than children in their own homes, and
ilie house of their Father ?"

One morning, meeting a young sister after mass, who had been

i'.b.icnt, Mother Seton looked her steadfastly in the foce, and asked.
'" ^Vhy did you not come to our Lord for a recompense this moin-

ing':" "Mother," replied the sister, "I felt a little Aveak, and took

a cup of coffee before mass." "Ah, ray dear cliild I" said Mother

Seton, "how could you sell your God for a miserable cup of coffee?"

Nothing weakens the moral sense more than hair-breadth distinc-

tions and minute observances; yet ^Irs. Seton's life, for a series of

years, was full of them. She rivalled the Hindoos in self-raortifi-

cation, and carried on her theory so far as to make her asceticism

even ridicidous. She denied herself line writing-paper, and, for

I"'u-5, used the .t^tumps abandoned by her pupils.

'fhe j-car following, three more of the sisters died,—one at the

early age of seventeen, who, having remarkably beautiful hands,

ttuiued them with walnut juice., to give them an misightly appearance
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The Mother Superior 'vvas next severely tried in the loss of her

second daughter, a lovely rrivl_ only in her fourteenth year. Her
last moments testify to the shrinkini^ horror vith •which the departing

soul must regard the doctrine of ])urgatory. " Father," she cried to

the priest, "is there any harm to hope that I shall ^o to heaven as

soon as I am dead?" lie replied, "!N'ot if that hope -was not

gromided on her own merits." " What merits can such a child as

I have":" (Truly om" own c:ood works seem little comforting in the

dyin^ hour!) She cried a^ijain: "1 hope that my sufierinf:;s will be

accepted as my penance, without going to purgatory. 0, how 1

would like to go to heaven 1" "Heaven," says the same writer we
Lave before quoted, "is the place of rewartl. ^^'c can enter it only

by the merits of Christ, and prepare for it only by the grace of

Christ
;
yet not the least provision of mercy is, that God will then

pay with wages for every service rendered to him hj Christians on

earth."

In 181G two more of the sisters died,—c>ne only twenty-one years

of age, brought up in luxury in the West Indies, whose delicate

hands often bled from exposure during the winter in performing the

rough work in which she was employed. The following year wit-

nessed tlie death of four more of the sisters ; and, still further, the

very next year, three more. . How the austerities which acceler-

ated the death of so many young jiersons- agreed with the

^Mother Superior herself, may be inferiod froin the following con-

fession, in a letter of hcvs to tlie ]lev. Mr. JJrutc :
" Kules, prudence,

subjection, opinions, A:c., are dreadful walls to a burning soul, wild

as mine. For me, I am like a liery horse 1 had when a girl, whom
they tried to break by making him drag a heaA-y cart; and the

l)Oor beast was so humbled that he could never more be inspired

by whips or caresses, and wasted to a skeleton till he died."

One of the victims Avas ^Madame Cau'rin, who, during a voyage
from Marthiique to the United States, nvule a vow to wear a brown
dress for three months, in honour of the \'irgin Mary, if she reached

her destination in safety; whereuj)0u the author pertinently re-

marks: "The blessed Virgin is honoured by any ace of Christian

virtue. Brown being a penitential colour, and unusual amon^ ladies

of the world, it was an act of humility and self-denial in Madame
Guerin to wear it for three months." \Vl!at low, grovcllin^ ideas

of virtue must they piofess. who make it consist in the colour, or,

as elsewhere in this volume, in the texture of a dress 1

Year after year did Mrs. Seton continue her life of ])ainful self-

denial—toiling, sufiering, Aveeping—to secure for herself an eternal

reward by "following the commandments of men," which she mis-
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took for those of Christ. The -whole history is one of the saddest

we have ever read, llcr name w as -Nvidely reverenced ; her sister-

hood <;re\v in numbers in spite of the fatal system ^vhicll decimated

it so often ; her sciiools >Ycre full of pupils ; and her proteges were

BOittcrod abroad to form new schools, and to discharge oflices of

charity. All her children had followed her into the Church of

Jtome; the desires of her heart had been fulfilled; and the time

came for her to die.

She had never entirely recovered from an attack of illness she

had sufl'ored in ISIS; and in 1S20 she contracted a pulmonary dis-

ease which could not be eradicated.

" As she approaclicd llic term of her cartlily career, no change was visible

i'l lier (!i>i)0>ition?, except tliat she became more unitc'l to Ciod, and more dis-

(•iii;a;:ed iVom all created things. Thoagli lier suflerings were very great at

tiiiir-;, no complaint over escaped her lips; and it ^Vt^s chielly licr moaning
chiring sleep that indicated the severity cit'hcr pains. Such -was her attention

to iiniirovi,' every opjjortnnlty of merit, that she felt distressed at the oflbrts

which the alVection of her spiritual daughters suggested for licr relief, and

ful'mittcd to tliom only by the advice of her director. , . . Teace, love, con-

fidciK c, joy—such weic the sentiments that supported her in her last trial, and
by >vhieli she admini.stcred comfort to those around her. "When she pereci\ed

the anxiety of her sisters in regard to her situation, she. would try to calm their

apji!>hensions by saying, ' His will be done !' The peaceful quiet which she

fiij.ncd was not the ivsull of a presumptuous reliance upon her own merits:

f r Aw liad a lively fear of the divine judginents. But her soul was tranquil-

Jizf^i by that filial" conridonce which is inspired by the love of God, and the

consideration of his infinite mercy. One of tlie sisters having expressed the

v-\>\i that God AV0\dd grant her the op])Ortuiiity of entirely expiating her t"aults

daring lit'o. that at the moment of death she might lly to the embraces of her

liiavenly S[)otise, ISfolher Seton raised her eyes and said, Oly l)lessed God!
how I'lr from that thouL;ht am I, of going straight to heaven ! such a miseraVilc

creature as 1 am I' "—i'\^. 4:J 7, 438.

In spite of all her errors of theory, it is plain that she held fiist

the cross of Christ in her dying hour, and that her end was peace.

None who road her biography can doubt that she was truly a

(.'iiristian. Much of the warmth of her piety and earnestness of

iier devotion we attribute to her Protestant education, and her

familiarity with the Tdble in early life. The true foundation avos

llxTO; and the "wood, hay, and stubble" afterward superadded,

thou;ih it mi;^ht obscure the lustre of her example, could not aflect

her final blessedness.

The Society founded by Mrs. Seton continued to flourish after

her death, and has since been dill'used over nearly all the earth.

Her successor in the office of superior was sister Jlose White, of

I'hiladelphia, under whose care the society f^rcw in nundjers and in

superstition. ^Mrs. Seton made no pretension to niiraclc-workinj;
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po^Yers, nor -were any " ^\orulcr6 " -wroufrht at Emmctsbur^';h during

her life: but thinc^s soon after clianged:

—

'• On tlio lOth of June, one of the si>lCTs, Avho had been rcdticed by an
accuiuulalion of disease to the very vcrjro of tlio grave, was suddenly restored

to hcahh, iinnu'diatoly after refoivinj; tlie holy comiuuiiion. Tor thirty-six

days f!ie had not been aMe to retain the it^ast jiarliele of food on licrstoumch;

and wiienever she atuniptnl to take any nomi-hnient, it was ejected with sucli

violent suHenntis as to create the ajiprehen.-iou of immediate death. The
|ihy<i< inn?, havinjr cxhaustcii all (he resouri-is of their art, and the ca.;e Laving'
been pronoun' 'ed dei-peiale. ^lle was advised by Mr. Dubois to make a novena.
or nine days' devotion, in honour of the holy name of Jesn-, in union wilH
I'rince Hohenlohe, who on a jn-evious oeea<ion hatl announced that on the tenth

of each month he Mould jiray ibr the intentions of tho.=e living out of Europe.
On the last day of the ni<venashe reeeived the blessed .<aeramenl at the hands
of the reverend Supeiior, and all her morbid symptoms instanl'// disappeared.

On the lOth of August, another case of disease, but of a much more aggravated
charai.'ier, wa-^ also suildenly cured by j)erforming a similar novena 'in union
with rrinee Hohenlohe."— P. 41i.

This society—tlie Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph—now embraces,

throuo;hout tlie vvorkh five liundred and fifty- three cstabli.'^hments

;

of "which five hunsh-ed and seven are in Europe, five in Africa, one

ill Asia, and forty in America. The number of sisters in these

different houses is nearly nine thousand. Of the institutions in

]uiropc, three hundred and seventy- two arc in France—forty in

Paris alone. Of tliose in America, two are in Mexico, and thirty-

eight in the United States. The number of sisters in the United

States is four hundred and twenty, of whom one hundred and twenty-

three are at Einmetsburgh, and the rest are distributed throughout

the country. Their reputation for acts of self-denial and self-

sacrifice is world--\\ ide ; and it is the common boast of Papists that

no such organizations for systematic charity can or do exist among

Protestants. A few remarks ujjon this topic will close this paper.

The whole monastic system, the gi-owth of ages of domestic

oppression, popular ignorance, and misrule, is alike unnccessaiy and

uncongenial to the spirit of our free institutions. We never emerge

from tlio oppressive and stifling air of a nunnery, (and we have

visited many,) or rise from the perusal of the life of one of its

inmates, without a deeper and more abiding conviction that the

practice of conventual seclusion is a libel upon our Maker, and an

outrage upon all the dearest and purest sensibilities of our nature.*

•'A covrospoiidoiit of the London Chrislian Times says: "Mr. Seymour has

stateJ, on the authority of an oHichil visitor of the liomau convents, that one

half of tlie nuns die raving mad before they reach the atro of twonty-tive. Xo

wonJcr that fcnccy is a pari vf the whole policy of ihe llomish Church. But the

people are bc;.'iunin;r to open tlioir eyes, asid to ileinaud a supervision of this

great interest. Nature cannot be forced out of its course iu the dcliiale female
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\Vom;m lias a nobler mission. In the honoured station of wife, it is

Jicr Messed |trivile;;e to cheer, to comfort, to su];port those who

must ilo kittle with the- sterner reahiies of life; and ever, like the

vKoli.ui h.-irp, to traiisniute all external sounds into the music of her

own harmonious nature. Or if hers be the holier privile;;es of a

r^nllicr—how hv^h her responsibility to train up heirs for heaven 1

•• Take this child and nurse it for me."' How frau:^ht with unspeak-

able bK'st^in^s are the " wages." They may not be reckoned lu r<:—
tluy shall be paid in heaven. In that awful day, how will she, who

jiiu^t approach the Judge and say, '"Lord, here is thy talent, which

1 have kept laid up in a napkin," compare Avith her who shall be

able to exclaim with joy, "Behold, I and the children which God
lirith given me?"
As to i^xpal charities, a little consideration will greatly modify

ihe extravagant praise frequently awarded to them, and tend to

j.hire ourselves, as Protestants, in our true position. "While we
freely award all the credit that may be justly due, Avherever exten-

sive charities are founded or sustained, yet it is but just sometimes

to call attention to those circumstances which have favoured their

p-owth out of our connexion, and also, by exonerating ourselves

fnnn the chai-ge of neglect, not sutler a slander to be fastened upon

u-' which we are far from dcrerving.

And first, we would observe that the necessities of IJoman Catholic

countries are much greater than ours, and demand imperiously a

larger amount of eleemosynary aid, and other charitable assi.^iance.

Iri any land, where the immense proportion of the population is

already reduced to all but nominal slaver}^ and dependent for

daily supplies upon their dail}'' earnings, and those the minimum of

b.irc existence, it is easy to sec that a religion which practically

luillirics a part of tlie divine decalogue, which s-iy?, " Six days shalt

thou labour," by compelling to idleness and worse on so many saints'

days and holiday.s, must constantly throw great numbers of this class

into the yet lower condition of beggary and absolute want. This

compulsory inactivity tends still further to unthrift, improvidence,

poverty, vice ; and, consequently, to destitution and suffering.

'J'his is so evidently the result, that it is the universal testimony of

travellors, that in ])assing through Switzerland they can tell whether

frame ^Yilllout c..«i:iiil;iiuiii}:. The free air ami social rol.itions suited to clurato.

nnl il.-voloii, an'l ttroiii'tlicn tlie physical oeononiy, arc c?scntial to a scuu i

'••ii!'! in H souiul bivU". 'ihe people of tins country ai-c bcginuinp; to take liKiicc

of tlnse tliiii;z<, and it is not 'tranjrc that tlioy should be jealous of every aUjmv t

to nlluro young f.-.-nalcs to lake the veil, or to wear it after thcj alter thnr

M'firit,"
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they are in a Protestant or Catholic canton, by the appearance of the

country, a,.; Avcll as of tlic i)Cople. In the Papal countries in Europe,

beggars arc so numerous as to form a lai-go class by themselves.

"Want, of the extremest kind, disease, and suffering, arc so evident

everywhere, that the first impulse of a pi^ms or benevolent heart is

to minister to physical need.

Again : The meritorious nature o^ good v:orl:s is so prominently

taught in the llomish Church, and seems so comparatively ea=y a

Avay to -win heaven, that the owners of great "wealth gladly com-

promise by bestowing of their abundance rather than abandon

dear and cherished sins. The concurrent experience of all ages

pi-oves that men will submit to any privation—impart freely of their

wealth, undergo any physical torture, and even give their bodies to

be burned if taught to believe that by such means they will merit

heaven—rather than gi^-e up their sins, and live an humble, holy

life of faith in a crucified Saviour.

The necessity of extreme unction also, to a dying Catholic,

insures, if possible, the presence of a priest in the last hour ; and

innumerable are the instances of large sums left to religious and

charitable houses, by persons whose lives were spent in anything

but acts of charity. This is often indeed done to the great wrong

of surviving families; and thus, instead of securing to themselves a

blessing, they receive the denunciation of our Saviour against those

who say, " It is Corban, that is to say, a gift, by whatsoever thou

mightest be profited by me." ]\rany of the most extensive Catholic

institutions in Europe have been founded and enriched b}- legacies

from the dying. The doctrine of purgatory, too. in teaching that

money ])aid for masses ma}" shorten the period and mitigate the ex-

tent of their suffering, has further still greatly tended to the accumu-

lation of large amounts fur kindred purposes, from the hands of

those whoso grasp was relaxed by death, and who thus vainly strove

to lay up treasure, not in heaven, but in a place of torment. We
need not do more than allude to the world-wide difference between

the selfish, slavish exertion that works for a stipulated reward, and

the spontaneous outgushing in return for love, itself the glad service

of uncaleulatlng affection.

There is another thought worthy of being taken into the account,

as far as females devote themselves to a life of external charities.

Wiien so great a number of the other sex become celibates, (as all

the ])riests must,) the necessity is forced upon many of them to

remain unmarried also ; and, deprived of their legitimate sj^liere of

duties, the}' naturally seek otlier methods of gratifying the benevo-

lence of their nature. Thus we have seen that the tendency of the
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Catholic ritual is to create povcrt3^ and have glancetl at the nature

of tlic influences \i\\\c\\ induce ^Yorks of chority.

As Protestants, we ackno\Ylcdge the justice of no charge Vihich

will lay to our account any comparative dciiciency in this matter.

The unprejudiced observation of a lifetime has convinced us, that

the same principle which has prompted labours of love in the mem-

bers of our communion, has made them careless of sounding their

own deeds abroad. Their efforts, unlike those made in the

Romish Church, have been less concentrated, and therefore kss

obvious. The one might be compared to a fountain, to which

the thirsty must come to drink ; the other, to a thousand smaller

streams scattered throughout our land,—less noisy and noticeable

indeed in themselves, but diffusing more widely and efficiently

nourishment, verdure, and beauty. The duties of charity, in its

restricted sense, have not been neglected, but higher claims have

also been admitted. There is kindness to be done to many who

need not pecuniary aid. The wounded spirit is to be soothed,

as well as the feverish body to be tended. "We are not only to dis-

pense medicines, but to giVe kind and loving words. We are not

only to pray ourselves, but to teach others the spirit of devotion

which gushes forth in " Our Father." We are not, as monks and

nuns, to "go out of the world," but to strive to make that world

beautiful with the light of a pure and holy example. Many a fair

beiucr have we seen, clothed in no Pharisaic garb of a "professed"

reh^nonist, yet whose garments seemed to have caught the refulgence

of the Blount. No claim for merit was preferred; even her gentle

footfall might not be noticed—yet the path was greener for her pass-

ing step. No trumpet sounded before her deeds of charity—yet all

the echoes she awoke were musical. No saintly honours canoni.ze her

on earth-but her "record is on high." " Wlien the car heard her,

then it blessed her; and Avhen the eye saw her, it gave witness to

her." Not wiser than her Maker, she calmly put the chalice he had

prepared to her lips, while love, and submission, and holy trust,

turned all its bitterest drops to sweetness. Such a true daughter

of Charity does not, like a coward, flee to a cloister from all the ills

of life, but lightens the sad burden of humanity by sharing it.

It is weir'to care for orphans, even though it bo within the

dismal walls of a convent, where none can know the deep sym-

pathies which warm a mother's heart; it is better, as do Prot-

estants, to gather them together into an asylum, where one who has

felt the mother's instinct will love and tend them; but best of

all, the true refuge for the motherless is the fu-edde of the bereaved

parent, who, mourning the dead, may transfer to the living the care,
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and affection, and icndevnoss, •\Yliich liclplcss infancy so mucli need?.

These we believe to be the tri'c or[)han nsyhims, intended by tlie

God of providence, of which he Avill testify his approval by the

commendation, '"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of

these, ye have done it unto me."

"Wc frankly acknowledj^e, that in the duties of charity avc incline

more to caring for the soul than tlie body. Do what we may. the

casket will crumble into dust ; v.e rather aim to polish and beau-

tify the gem within, that it may be fitted to adorn His heavenly

crown. \Ve may not have tried so assiduously to filter the turbid

streams of human life; but have sought, as the surest course, to

purify the fmoUain. We arc endeavouring to disseminate through-

out the world the gospel of Christ, well assured that all temporal

blessings will follow in its train. We make no profession of having

done all our duty ; nay, after our best cflorts, vrc own that we arc

but "unprofitable servants;" and we pray for a more abimdant gift

of that wisdom which is ''full of mercy and good fruits." "We are

not of the number of those who fear the final success of Popery,

because we confidently believe the word G^d has spoken, tliat "the

earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover

the sea;" but when we see the man of sin strengthening himself

for one last desperate struggle—albeit his death struggle—wc fear

that some wc love may fall in the terrible contest. "We would fore-

arm them to meet every emergency. "Wc would so prepare the com-

batants, that when the battle must come, the victory shall be ours.

Then let tliem roar their costly structures, and build, as for ages, in

massive piles of sculptured stone,—those walls shall yet be vocal

with praise to the on^ Mediator, and the "incense of a true obla-

tion " shall yet be offered on the very altars which are now profaned

with the mockery of dail}' mass.

AuT. VI.—NEW THEORy OF PHYSICS.

Oti!lincs of a St/sUm of .Mechanical Philosophy : being a Research into the Laws of
Force. r>y .Samlix Elliott Cull. s. Bo:;ton : I.iulo iS. Brown. 1851.

Tins bold trontir'.o aims at nothing less than the overthrow of the
established doctrines of physics. They all rest on the iS'ewtonian

law of gravitation, which our author afilrms to bo no laAv at all.

He presents iiis novel views with great confidence, believing it pos-
sible to reach a clearer view of nature, and a hi'jher and more
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5)-.iiitiir\l y)liilosoi)hy than has yet been attained. He thinks that

nliilosophy treats too exchisively of second causes; and that to refer

all tlie iihcnomcna of nature to the action of matter upon matter, is

to keep completely out of sight the great First Cause, and, to tlic

extent of our ability, to exclude God from the superintendence of

the universe.

There is a strong conservatism in science, and there is but little

pro.-^pect tliat the theory of ^Ir. Coue-3, ^vhether right or Avrong, >vill

soon be adopted. New ideas slov-'ly vrin their wa}', especially Avhen

in tlirect opposition to commonly received opinions. This dislike

of innovation i,5 well for the true interests of science ; it is the safe-

guav..l of her choicest treasures. Truth, though at first rejected, is

welcomed at length with gratitude, ^e may be compelled to stand

for a long time, waiting in the distance, while she is curiously scan-

ned and^vatchcd, lest she may be some base impostor arrayed in

lovely garb ; but the moment her celestial features are distinctly

recognised, she is received with joy. An illustration of this ten-

dency of the mind may be found in the bitter hostility manifested

toward the Copernican system of astronomy. It had been taught

and believed tliat the sun revolved around the earth ;
and it was

cxtromely difficult to relinquish the long-cherished theory, and^ ad-

mit that this beautiful world was not the motionless centre of the

universe. The literature and religion of the age were so completely

interwoven with this eiTor, and the rapidity of the sun m the

iicavens was so often recognised in illustrating science and theology,

that it was deemed downright heresy and impiety to assert that the

sun stood still. ^Ve quote \he following specimen from a " Body of

Divinity," published by a contemporary of the great astronomer Co-

]Knucus : " The celerity of the motion of the sun is incredible: it goes

beyond the thought ofman to conceive distinctly of the passage through

every place. If a man should divide the circumference of the circle

of the sun into certain parts, he could not so soon have tliought of

ihcm as the sun runs through them. God doth this great work.

It is thought to be caused by the turning round of the highest sphere

of the firmament, which, pulling along with itself the inferior orbs,

makes them to move according to its course. ]Jut who can give a

reason why that sphere itself should move so swiflly—even much

more swiftly than the sun, because it is fixr higher than the sun. as

iimeh as that is higher than the earth—but the immediate power of

(Jod, who doth all h-i moving this one? But that («od should make

the sun fulfil such a daily race to make day and night, it highly

commonds the work."

^Yc have an amusing instance in the gi'cat astronomical discoverer.
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Galileo himself, of the extreme rcluct;ince even of great men to em-
brace new ilk as. lie was a firm believer in the Ptolemaic system;

and uhen a clisciple of Copernicus gave a course of lectures on this

new theory in the city of his residence, Galileo, regarding the novel

ideas as unwortliy of his attention, refused to give tlie lecturer a can-

did hearing. 15 ut at a subsequent period, wlicn he had embraced
these beautiful truths, and after he had made many brilliant dis-

coveries with his improved telescope, we find him quite indignant

at others for merely following his own timid example. In a letter

to his friend Kepler, he says :
" 0, my dear Kepler, how I wish that

we could have one hearty laugh together. Here at Padua is the

principal professor of philosojihy, whom I have repeatedly and
urgently requested to look at the moon and the planets through my
glass, which he pertinaciously refuses to do." And again he amuses
himself with the profound fully of the Grand Duke of Tuscany,

who, he says, asked his telesco})e of him, and ''intends to lay it up
in his museum, among his most rare and precious curiosities, in

eternal remembrance of the invention."

There is, however, at the present time, a gi-eater willingness than

formerly to examine, if not to embrace, new ideas. There is a grow-

ing belief that a more elevated system of philosophy than the present

materialism is demanded, and th:it it will, at no distant da}', da^yri

upon the world. The twilight of the morning has already come, as

the harbinger of noonday effulgence. During the last century, men
of science have been most busily and usefully em})loyed in collect-

ing facts, inquiring into details, and in recording minute observations.

Kuture has been parcelled out in little plats, each of which has been

most diligently cidtivated; and now some master mind is needed to

combine these elements, and unite them in one harmonious system.

Similar sentiments were expressed in a ver}' able article in the duly

number of this lleview, for 1S52 :
" The numerous efforts which

have been made in recent years to review, criticise, coordinate, and

reclassify the sciences, for the purpose of facilitating their sym-

metrical adunation and prospective amplification, furnish intlu-

bitable evidence of a latent and instructive sentiment that, notwith-

standing our noisy boasts about the age of intellect, some new
principles, or some revision of old ones, are essentially required

for the accurate determination of the truth and validity of our

scientific conclusions."

The volume before us professes to be only a preliminary one, to

be followed by more elaborate investigati'ms—a mere outline, in the

author's view. "Whether the theory of Mr. Coucs, when it shall be

more fidly developed and illustrated, is destined to occupy a con-
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51>iouous rank iu rcvolutloniziu;^ our old systems of pliilosopliv, or

\o b^,' cuibracod us a liighcr, ^vc Avill not undertake to decide. At

wiv rate, the principles \vhieh ho has develc'ped are certainly ^vorthy

t.i**c:ir<.ful c.\;i!nii\ation. They have already attracted considerable

ntloutiun and coninicndution, both iu this country and in England.

The jiutiior appear.s to have ai-rived at his pnnci))lc3 by a bold eflbri

of rc:i.'5onin^; and then he attempts to corroborate them by an appc:.i

to nature. It is a si,^nificant circumst^^ncc, that shortly after tin-

publication of this work, another on tho- "^Mechanics of Kature."'

ilaborately prepared, evidently the result of long and protracted

invf.-ti'.^ation, "was published in Providence, -which, by a carefid

(•.\auunution of facts, arrives at the same conclusion Tdih regard to

t!io inherent powers of matter -which, by bold synthesis, Mr. Coues

liad prc\iously reached. Both deny the existence of any essential

properties in matter -which enable it to give motion to itself, or to

oihcr particles of matter; both refer to the existence of a force

r.^'.^cntially spiritual, existing independently of, and apart fron-.

laatter.

Mr. Coucs's style is characterized by perspicuity, beauty, and

.strength. It becomes at times impassioned and poetical. There

is no unnecessary display of learning; ycfc there are manifestations

r>f ]M-ofuund study and deep thought. The author has avoided all

needless technicalities, and presented his views in a manner per-

fiolly intelligible to the common reader of ordinary culture, lb-

defects, as far as style is concerned, are a vrant of skill in arrange-

Jnent;'and^ occasionally, a hasty and impatient glancing at imporcant

points, which require more minute detail and extended research for

their complete elucidation. This is no niore than must always be

cxiicoted in the exploration of unknown fields of science, hovrcver

pv.fuunil n-iay be the author's abilities. It is a matter of astonish-

:'K-iit to us that the author has succeeded iu presenting so large a

mups of interesting facts, and from these has dediiccd so complete

3 system, which he sustains by a process of reasoning alike ingenious

p.nJ logical.

l?efore we proceed to a particular analysis of Ish. Coucs's theories,

we wish to notice an objection which meets us at the very threshold.

U is asked how it can be possible, that a system of philosophy

ir.aturcd by the greatest mathematician that ever lived, and sup-

p'Ttcd by* the most eminent mathematicians since the days of

Newton, can ever be overthrown? Figures cannot deceive us. and

il is absurd to controvert them. The folly of tho attempt seems to be

^•J(^cie!lt to brand the investigation as worthless; but, if we rightly

appn hciid our author's views, these objection? are not applicable tc

l'"ouKTii Series, Vol. YJ.—
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his theory. He wages the battle against the physical system based

upon the Newtonian mnthciuatics—not against the impregnable

foundation itself. A superstructure erected upon a rock, may by

well-directed missiles be shattered down, and the rock remain firm

as the foundation of other and perhaps nobler edifices. It is the

"Superstructure of materialism, foundcd'upon the rock of mathematics,

against which Mr. Coucs has directed his heaviest enginery; though

there arc several passages which lead us to believe that he is not

a very firm believer in the infallibility ol' the calculus, when applied

to physical researches. And it must be admitted that these doubts

are not entirely unreasonable, when we remember hew often

mathematical reasoning is urged to support fundamentally differing

hypotheses. There arc two distinct and entirely opposite theories

of electricity, each of which claims to be rigidly and exactly proved

by recondite calculations. Newton clearly recognised the dillcrencc

between a mathematical system and the philosophy which he built

upon it, when he says, in a concluding paragraph of the J^incipia:

"I have laid down principles—mathematical, not philosophical:

such, to wit, as we may build our reasoning upon in philosophical

matters."

On this subject our author remarks :—

" With a full admission of tlic ;;ccuracy of the result? of mathematical

reasonintr as applii'ii to astronomy, it docs not follow that the spheres attract

each other. An abevviition or porturbation of the earth, calculated from the

increased iiearnoss of the sua, may be correctly calculaLed. and yct^ the aber-

ration mav not be ofjcasioncd by ai.y attractive power in the suji. The motion

of the earth mav be chan.i^ed, because of tlic greater force of motion relatively

to the diametcr'oi" I'.er orbit. The navigator iinds the po.ution of liis ship by the

aid of the imaiinarv lines of latitude and lontritudc intersecting each other;

but it is not the^e lines which jjive position to the ship. Thus may the astrono-

mer fmil the place and determine the motion of a ])lanet by imaginary forces.

the one actin-z inv/ard, tlie otlier outward ; but tliese forces do not givepoM-

tion to the star." His calculation might be more dillieult, yet no less certain, if

in the place of twoeontlicting forces" he used as the basis of his reasoning but

one force giving directly the^orni of the orbit"—P. 287.

This quotation introduces us to a cardinal doctrine of the new

theory, namely, the unity of force. Our author considers force as a

power entirely distinct from, a)id independent of the matter which

it moves, l/c also teaches that this force is essentially one and the

same in' all its diversified operations. This force, distinct and

separate from matter, is cause; motion is only effect. lie does not

believe in any "inherent forces" in matter, or in any physical cause

of motion residing as an essential property in matter :—

" Oar first attempt is to illustrate the idea of the identity of force,—to prove

that the motive power of nature 13 one acting under uniform laws; that force,
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y '
..'h.-r it form tlio dow-drop or marbhal tlic • hosts of heaven,' whether It niani-

f."l ii...ltin the ilow of the tides or of the piirph.' stream of life, whctherin the

il ish of li"lilnin<- or in the sweep of the bird with motionless wing, is ever the

cime nrlirciple ;^hat its divisions and subdivisions, its ever-varying names in

«ionec have obscured the law of Its aetion, and thrown a mist over phi-

'*""

'flatter intiueiices'the motion of other matter only by an interehangc of

f,,rco,—by the transmission of motive energy from one body to another. It j>

fiiree which

•Sweeps throuf;h the dull, dense -world, compoUiug there

All new successions to the forms they wear.'

'• Thus is the place and position of all things determined,—not l-y^ the

'ai'potite of matter' for matter,— not by the desire of one fragment of the

w.vld for the presciiee of another fragment,—not by mutual attraction,—not

hv •» blind In'^tinct of consolidation, kept at times in abeyance by an equally

blind instinct of rcinilsion. It is by the dilVuMon of force, giving the position

of everv atom, thai the order of the universe is maintained. Change is as

nonnaras permanence,-nuctualion as much a phase of perfection as staljihty

it,elf A solitary rain-drop gives us a glimpse of the law which m its action

.•lathes the earth with verdure ; the sudden shooting of a minntc crystal into

l)erfect symmetry discloses the power which gives form and cohesion to the

" Thi- vie^^' carries ns again to the thought which Ave have before attempted

to elucidate,—to our iilea of the unity of force,—to the oneness of that one igv,

which under many manifestations constitutes the "Life of the Lniv<-isc.

We hear it in the rustling of the forest leaves, In the roar of the ocean, m the

thunder of the storm; we see II In the aurora's arch, In the volcano's bbx.e, in

the li-ditnin-r's lla-h; we trace it bv the oscillations of the barometer, by the

tn'inliTintrs oi the magnetic needle', by the action of the voltaic pile; we wit-

ne^-s the 'full majesty of its action in the motions of the spheres.^

" This thought, which resolves the ]iowers which move all things above and

around us into one and the same force—ever circulating, ever indatiiig per-

fection, never subsiding Into rest—is not a mere ivj.nlcal idea, a dream o) the

iina'dnaiion. The fact of the unity of force—the identity of Its nature nnd.;r

whatever form it mav present itself— is proved by the most accurate experi-

nient-s, by the severest tests of philr^.^ophv. Fill a mciallic plate wiih a crys-

tallizing solution, place a horseshoe ma-net under it, crystallization ensues

iinmcdiatelv, and the line of crystals formed writes down the direction ot tlie

current of 'mafnetie force. Cohesion, then. Is but one phase of toree,— sym-

metry of form^one of the results of its action. A rain-drop fal!s_]>ctore us.

We know, from the cxj)erlments of Farraday,the e.saot amount ot loree v;hv-\\

formed it from its constituent gases, and by the abstraction of whicli it will ..

again resolved Into its elements. Further, we trace in its fall the^opcration

<.f the same force which gives its rotative and revolving inot.on to tne v.orUl.

—rp. 175-17 7.

Mr. Couos (Iocs not content himself -with discarding the ideas of

the multitude of forces, Avhich the present philosophy teaches us pre-

serve order here upon the earth by their never-ending conflicts. Kot

satisfied with assigning all the incessant changes and motions ol

things about us to the one ever-present and controlling force, he caiTK>

llio same idea to the examination of tlic motions of the heavenly

bodies, lie docs not believe in any " attractive po^Yer" iu the sui^

which controls the motion of the earth, and changes it from t ic
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direction given it in the beginning, by the "projectile force;" nor

does he believe thu.t there is a power vested in the earth to retain

the moon in her orbit, lie declares that onl}' one force is needed to

govern the motion of the heavenly bodies; that the same Almighty

Po'>ver -which first launched them into existence, on that primal

mom Avhcn the stars first sang together, has strength to sustain and

direct in its appointed course every brilliant orb, v\iihout an}' aid or

interference from them,—without any controlling influence of one

upon the other, lie docs not believe that God needs to provide any

counteracting forces to prevent some of his planets from rushing out-

R-ard, and others from being drawn inward, and all from starting off

in a straight lino to chaos ; but that whatever God docth, he doeth

directly, at once, and forever. It is the recognition of the immediate

presence of the Creator with the v.-orks of his hands, so earnestly

and eloquently presented, v/hich constitutes a chief excellence of this

work.

Another cardinal feature in Mr. Coucs's theory, and one in which

ho differs most v.idely from the present received philosophy, is his

denial of the first of the three great laws of motion :
''• That any body

in motion would continue in a state of uniform motion, in a straight

line, forever, unless disturbed or drawn out of this straight line by
the action of some opposing force." The idea that all motion is

naturally rectilinear, is the foundation thought of the Newtonian
system. According to Dr. "Whewcll, this idea was the generative

principle, Avithout which it would have been impossible to frame the

theory of gravitation. ]Mr. Cones speaks of this primal law, as it is

usually considered, as a mere fiction, only necessary for the support

of a false hypothesis :

—

" Matter occupies but cue place in space iit the same time, and consequentlv
no atom can have molion bill in one line of direction at tlic eaiuc lime. Hence
it follows that all nioiion is orl.iLal, lolarv, curvilinear; for, all atoms bcinEj in

curvilinear motion, noarhlition of rectilinear motion can chanj^o the curve Tnto
the straight line,—there -will over remain the clement of the curve.

" Rectilinear molion, or mution in a strai;;jht line, cannot be afiirmed of any
atom beloriQ;irii; to or in hnnuonv with the solar system, or with the svstem oi"

worlds. The horizontal line on tlie surface of the globe is curvilinear. So
from any one point to another, in, on, and about the earth, the niovincr body
tikc^s the curved line.

"The supposed perpendicular descent of a falling body is a curvilinear
motion. This is not ])raf'tically admitted, but mathematically (kdueed; the
fall is termed a 'cubical parabola.' The supposed attraction of the earth does
not draw in sti-aiiiht lines, falling lx)dics preserving? ever their rotary motion."
—Pp. 8-10.

Again :

—

"Equally Eurprisin;; is it th.at any one can look upward to tlu: revoU-inir

spheres, in number exceeding the sands of the sea-£:liorc, all, every one, mo^-
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inj,' in cuncs; or look clowa-ward, soeliifr tlioro no straight lines of motion

—

tlic* smallest level of tbc earth to the eye of philosophy being a curve—know-
ing that tlic straight line, wherever drawn, would be a line of culli.-iou and
impingement—and" yet alfirm, that not one sphere for one moment oould Le

held to the curve without the conflicting force of gravitation to overcome the

natural rectilinear law of motion."—Pp. 322, 323.

But it will be impatiently asked, "What docs Mr. Coucs offer in

exchange for the theory vrhich has received the sanction of the

;j;rcatest minds for nearly two centin-iesV It is conipara lively cosy

to dcu)oli?h; any A'^andal may do that. What does he pive us in-

stead of the doctrine of gravitation? of Avhich he says himself:

—

•' This theory has boon a settled doctrine of philosophy for nearly two

centuries; and generally, if not universally, it is deemed an esli\blished truth.

Tt seems to have passed away from examination, to be laid aside as that which

need never again be the subject of thought. It is spoken of as ascertained;

and its discovery and extended application arc considered as among the most

glonous achievements of tlie human intellect.

" Thus it will be allno^t impo.-sible, even if the theory be not founded in

truth, to bring the minds of men to its reex-nmination. It has become asso-

ciated with i\\Q universe, from its most enlarged to its most attenuated pai'ts.

The atteuipt to substitute other theories, to as.>ign other laws of force, in;<.y be

(leemed the M-andcring of an erratic mind, or the presumption of an ignorant

man."—P. 80.

To this objection he replies :

—

'• The law of gravitation is not needed for the motion of the heavenly bodies.

There Is more truth to nature, there is more .simplicity and beauty in the idea

that the force of the revolving body is within itsoH"; that its curvilinear motion

is its natural motion ; tliat it goes round in its orbit without needing the guid-

ance and direction of centrafand tanfjcntial forces; that it can be trusted to

the unerring energy imparted to it from the beginning. It needs no great

presumption thus to allirm: for by ancient philosophers, and in more recent

times by Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Descartes, it was believed that circulaj*

motion was the nature.! motion."—Pp. 81, 82.

But bodies on the earth do, Avhen free to move, continually tend

toward the centre. There is a centripetal force; no fact is more

evident to our senses than this. We cannot throw a stone into the

air without being convinced of it. If Mr. Goues denies the princiidc

of attraction, what does he offer in its stead as the consolidating

power ? To this we reply,—and it is truly a serious objection to his

theory-,—our author iias no single word to take the place of the potent;

syllables '-'gi-aYitation." "We kno\v that there is much in having a

good name. If a physician is summoned to a sick bed. he is for-

tunate if he be able to assign a distinct name to the disease un<ler

which the patient is suffering: no matter how unmeaning, or how

unintelligible the word nuiy be, the patient is satisfied the doctor

knows ail about it, and his fears are allayed. Unluckily our author
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has introduced no single word as the invariable exponent of his

principles. We Aviil endeavour, however, to present his idea? as

clearly as they can be gathered from his work. He asserts that one

error of the philosophy of the times is its " keeping out of siglit the

intense motion of every atom, in its rotation and revolution vitli

the earth, which, from its greater comparative velocity, supplies the

governing or controlling motion,—and by reference to which alono,

incidental, retarded, or accelci-ated motion is to be understood or ex-

plained." A stone apparently quiescent on the surface of the earth

actually moves through space, at the rate of many thousand feet iu a

second. AVhcn it is thrown up from the earth, ita fall in the first

second is only sixteen feet, which is but an almost inappreciably slight

difference from its proper planetary motion as an integral part of the

earth. A stone in falling from a height does not commence motion,-

for it already had an intense plauctar}'' motion. There is only a

slight difference in the direction of its motion. As motion is the

result of force, so the degree of motion produced in any body is the

exact measure of the amount of force employed; the quantity of force

requisite to move a particle of matter one foot in a second is less

than that needed to move it sixteen feet in the same time. All

the matter which composes the earth completes its rotary circuit in

the same period of time. Of course the matter of the outer parts of

the earth, as they describe in rotation a circle of eight thousand miles

in diameter, require a much larger amount of rotary force than those

particles near the centre, which describe only a small circle. To make

this idea more distinct, imagine the vdiole substance of the earth to bo

divided into concentric rings, one within another, each one foot in

thickness. As the orbit traversed by each of those rings in its rota-

tion is completed iu the same time, it is evident that a larger amount

of force is needed to move the outer ring, with a circumference of

twenty-dvc thousand miles, than the one next to it,—and this than

the one next, and so on; the force required to move each next

interior ring constantly diminishing according to the square of the

distance.

A stone lying on the summit of a mountain describes every

twenty-foiu' hours a certain extent of rotary orbit. Another stone

at the base of a mountain describes in the same time a smaller ex-

tent of rotary orbit. In the fall of a stone from the summit to the

base there is a reduction of the amount offeree acquired to effect a

daily rotation; but the force of the higher level is not annihilated:

it is the force of the fall, and it can be communicated to an

arresting body. The difference of force at different altitudes, Mr.

Cones terms the "spare force of rotation;" an expression Avhich is
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rutiicr an a-\vkward substitute for the word {gravitation. As this

is (k'cincd by tlie author an important part of tlie Avork, and lest

wc have not succeeded in representing his ideas, \sq quote his own
lauiruagc :

—

" The force obtained by tlie change of tlie level of the fallinf^r ma-ss—of

water ibr instance—crumot come from the attractincj earth ; for the attraclivo

Innc is force to draw the n^ass toward Ler centre, and having acted according

to this, the essential principle of attraction, it would cea<e to a'-t, or merely
hold the water at its new level. P-ut the force of the fall of Ijodics rcniiuns';

it is a living jirinciiile. It was in them at their higher level, their actincr in

reflation. If water falls, it transfers this force to other bodies, inducing motion

in llicm. If not imparted, it is sufEcient in intensity to raise the water a'jain

to ils former level. It is not a mere gra\itating, or downward force, but torcc

giving motion irrespective of direction.
' 'J'hus, the full of water over an artificial da:u is not from the downward

attraction of the earth. That force can only exert its essential property {,f

briniTitig the })ai-licles of matter nearer to each other. In doing thi?, it ha^

di-cliargcd its only conceivable function. But the pardcles of v/akr, by tlie act

of descent, imparl the spare ibrce of tlieir lower level of rotation ; and this tbrce,

diverted from the majestic stream of iotati\ e power, can have given to it by
HKclnnical appliances the line of direction which crushes the grain, or on the

revolving s;)indle twirls the fibre of cotton,—the mechanic using the force of

nature for the comforts and luxuries of life."—Pp. Ill, 11 •2.

Wc have endeavoured to present an impartial view of this new

theory. Our space docs not permit us to follow the autlior further

in his illustratiojis and rcasoninp;s, Uisny of Avhicli are interesting

and instructive, while others seem to fail in explaining phenomcnu

according to his new theory. The author attempts to apply these

principles not on!}- to planetary motion, but to the explanation of

all the "mechanical powers,"—to the cscillations of the pendulum,

to the motions of fluids, to the tides, to atmospheric pressure, to

meteorological phenomena, to heat, to electricity, and magnetism.

In short, there is hardly a leading fact in physical science to

wliich reference is not made. The reader will find much in this

volume to awaken interest and excite thought, independently of the

leading principles, which as a cord bind the separate facts into a

system.

In reference to the extent of the ground passed over, the author

remarks, (pp. 2-J3, 224) :—

" AVe pause for one moment to glance at the extent of ground over which
^\e have so rapidly passed. The facts that wc have endeavoured to examine
•ire numerous and varied in their character. Had wc the ability, wc lave
Hot tlio space to jiresent them in tlieir fulness of scientific detaih nor is it

uocer^ary in a treatise of this nature. Jiut wc have attempted in simple lan-

guage, with the least possible use of toclmieal phraseology, to group tige'Lor

many y)lienomena under a new theory for tlieir oxplanation. Tlie n.-uit, ii".

^pitc of errors and mistakes, wc hope may tend in some dogTce to strcr:gilie'>

interest in the works of nature ; for in whatever light the world is viewed, in
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whatever at^pcct it is coiiviilcri-d, its beauty is ap|)aiont; arrl though the o\X^u,\
lli!jorv be rejectee], it may Ixncfit some minds to lurgct for a n.omint tho
established explanations ot'tliinu's, that they may see cTL'ation -with a li^dit tiYiru

A r.ow direction tou'jhing some of its prominent'points. If we have sub.-tidit. ,|

for lo-ical deduction an allu.-ion to the 'laughter' of tho exulting v.avc,—

'

if in place of the formula of the mathematician v/c have introilucccfa textCr
iSoripture,— if_Avc have que.-tiono<l tlie attractive jiower of matter, and deal.;, ,1

whether it beindeed tlie cause of all the varying j^henomena about u^,— if w^
refuse to admit the idea that the nnivei-se exists in its present Ibrni from tl.

necessity of the case, because it could not be othenvisc 'oonsidcrin^ the known
properties of matter,'— it is because when we look at nature we wislfto see nioi.-

than the mere external lineaments ;—we would trace out tlie - Indwellii;;-
Spirit' which pervades every part; which is the cause of all change, of all

movement
; which is to the universe of matter what the life of mau'"is to tlio

body with which he is clothed. We would ^Iy/

' A proscnco that disturbs us with tho joy
Of elevated thoughts: a sense sublime
Of somctbinn; f.u- more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelliuf]; is the light of setting suns,
And tlie round ocean, ;ind the living air,

And the blue sky.'"

This quotation introduces us again to the idea to ^vliich wc have
already' alhided, as tho chief reason v-hy avc wislied to call the atten-
tion of those -who are uu^villing to see science separnted from or op-
posed to revealed rcli-ion to tlic consideration of this ^vork. It is tho
reverent spirit which pervades it that so highly recommends it to the
Christian student. The author writes with his own soul pervaded
with the idea of an ever-present God, bv whoso constant volition tlic

universe is sustained; not of a '^ Great First Cause," merely, Avho
in ages long past gave being to tho worlds, impressed upon them
laws, and now leaves them to take care of themselves. AVe hail the

"Outlines of a System of Mechanical Philosophy" as the harbinger
of a brighter era, and in this light deem it a most valuable contri-

bution to science. AYc are not prepared to embrace the entire .sys-

tem of the author, yet wc have found our views of physical science

greatly enlarged by his original and ingenious ideas. Wc recognise
iu this theory the dawning of a more complete and systematic
philosophy than the system which now obtains iu our schools and
colleges

; and we are, therefore, happy to learn that the autlior has
pushed still further his original investigations in this direction, the
lesult of which, we trust, may be a system of mechanical philosophy
matured and perfected by the most extended observation and the
most thorough analysis.
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AiLT. VJI.—LAYARD'S SKCONJ) KXPLOilAT ON.

liiicoitiics anuKg the Iluins of Xiiicvch and Babylon, icith Travels in ^innenia,

Kurdtittm, and the Desert ; being the ResuU of a Second Expedition, undertaken

for the 'Trustees of the British Museum. I3y AisTr.N II. Layai-.h, .M. I'. I'p. obC.

New-York : Harder L Brothers, 18.3:3.

'I'liE region of country lying belwccn the Tigris on the oast, the

I Hack b5Ca and the Mediterranean on the north and Avest, and the

Arabian Desert on the south, presents a geographical trapezoid of

more historical interest than any other spot of similar size upon

the globe. The natural advantages of this teeming and magniticcnt

territory harmonize ^Yith the grand historical events of -which it

lij'.s been the theatre. Delicious in cHmate, various and bf<^tiful

ill landscape, and productive to an extraordinary degree, all an'^uity

has ever pointed to this region as the garden-spot of the earth.

Here, accordhigto tradition, -were the bowers of blissful Eden,

" Wlio?o rich trees ivcpt O'loiov.s guius and balm,"

r.!ul from \vhose boughs

'•Each inorii AJaui hrusliVl dews mellifluous."

On the northern verge stand the lofty peaks of Ararat, Avhence

Noah and his sons descended to rebuild the ruins of tiie i'Jood, and

people again the earth. Here \vas the "land of Shinar." and the

To-\ver of Babel. Here Nimrod, the "mighty hunter before the

Lord,'' commenced his career of conquest, and laid the foundations

of empire. Here, indeed, the arts had their birrh. Here civiliza-

tion commenced its career, and science first kindled its torch.

Here was the first theatre of heroism, legislation, poetry, and war;

and thence they spread, as the overPiO\Ying wave of population poured

itself out over otlier lands. Here the great "^emiramis and iN'ito-

cris achieved their fabulous exploits. Hero were mighty cities,

\vith v^-alls three Imndred and lifly feet in height. Here ilourished

•md decayed tlie old Assj'rian and Babylonian empires. Indeed.

fiom tlie age in which the theft of Paris precipitated Grecian valour

t>n its Avcstcrn sliorcs, down to the time when Napoleon essayed its

concpiest, no century has passed v/ithout giving to history some

event important from its connexion with the welfare and destiny of

laankind. And if there is any truth in tlio sentiment that "coming

ev«'nis cast their shadows before." tlie world would not be stu-priscd

to sec this land again the battle-field of the nations. Tlie Russian
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bear and the British lion, in tlicir march to the empire of Asia, in

uU likclihooti will decide their striiLigle here.

It is woridcrful to see how completely the fires of revolution have

consumed nil traces of ancient Assyria and Babylonia. For many

ages their great cilics have been buried in the oblivion of utter

desolation. ISineveh was de.stroyed six hundred and six years be-

fore Christ—less than one hundred and fifty years after Rome was

founded. When Xenophon, four hundred years before Christ, in

his celebrated retreat, marched over this country, he heard of tlic

pyramid of iS'imroud, but not even the name of ISineveh. Kven

at that time its widel3--extcuded walls and ramparts had perished

;

and mounds, covering magnificent palaces, alone remained upon the

site of the ancient city—much as at the present day. To the e?:-

humations and discoveries of Layard the world is chiefly indebted

for the wonderful interest wiiicli these recovered cities are ex-

citing.

The work now before us is the fruit of a second expedition, under-

taken and carried on at the expense of the trustees of the British

Museum. Having made the necessary arrangements, Mr. l^ayard

departed from Constantinople on board a British steamer for Trebi-

zond. At t'lis place commenced his overland journey, passing across

Eastern Armenia and Kurdistan, and proceeding from Lake Van,

in part along the celebrated Anabasis of Xenophon, the course of

which he was enal>led to trace, in nearly a direct line, to ^Moful.

As a book of travels racrel}-, independent of its rich treasure? in

archreological discovery, this second work of Layard. like its prede-

cessor, is a contribution to the current literature of the times of

exceeding interest and value. The waves of barbarism, which, con-

sequent on the failure of the Crusades, and the subsequent iimnda-

tion of Western Asia by tlio Turks, settled over these haunts of

ancient civilization, had long removed them from the e^'C of observa-

tion, and almost of history. Until lately but few travellers have

had the curiosity or the courage to venture so f\ir out of the beaten

track, or, venturing, have remained .<^ufricicntly long to fm-nish valu-

able information respecting the country or the people. Kiebuhr

was here about a century ago, and described the ruins of Kiuevdi.

In 1820 Mr. Bich visited the spot, and his cursory memorials of

Nineveh and Babylon, consi.<ting chiefly of a few square sun-dried

bricks, with inscriptions, made a profound impression on the public

mind. Since 1810, however, a new era has dawned. The hoary

ruins scattered everywhere over these desolate plains have at length

found a tongue, and are pouring floods of light upon the forgotten

nati :is of whom they are the onlv memorials.
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The nomadic Arabs, also, that Avantlcr over thciu, subsisting by

Uicir ilocks, and hcrdi!, and occasional plunder, under the graphic

pen of Layard assume a nev>- interest. These wild rovers of the

desert arc the successors, but not the descendants and representa-

tives of the ancient AssyriaJis. Nev<?rtheless, they arc an historical

people ; and in their picturesque appearance, simple hospitality,

dress, flocks and herds, and habits of life, wo discover the orip^inals

of many a Scripture picture—all the more beautiful and interesting

from their constant tendency to revive our Scripture recollections.

It is aside from our purpose, however, at this time to speak of Lay-

ard as a descriptive traveller, thouf;h his pen indicates keen and

versatile observation, and at times paints with the fancy of a poet.

Take the following paragraphs as specimens of his descriptive

power ; the first a pictui'c of sunset in the desert :

—

" As the evening crept on 1 -watclicd, from the hij:;hest moiiiKl, the sun as it

pnidually sank in unclouded splendour below the sea-like expanse before me.

On all sidc.^, as far as (he eye could reach, rose the jpass-covcrcd heaps, niark-

inj^ the site of ancient huhitations. The great tide of civilization had hwr
sin'-e ebbed, leaving these scattered wrecks on the solitary shore. Are tliosc

waters to flow again, bearing back the seeds of knowledge and of wealth that

they have wafied to the Wc'stV AVe, wanderers, were seeking what they had

left behind, as children gather up the coloured shells on the deserted sands.

At my feet there was a busy scene, making more lonely the unbroken soli-

tude v.hich reigned in tiic vast j)lain around, where the only things having life

or UKitiou were the shadows of the lofty mounds, as they lengthened before the

declining sun. Above tliree years before, when watching the approa'.-h of

night from the old castle of Tel Afer, I had counted nearly one hundred ruins

;

now, when in the midst of them, no less than double that number were .'^ci-n

from Tel Jemal. * * * In the distance was the long range of the Sinjar Hills,

furrowed with countless ravines, each marked by a dark purple shadow,

gradually melting into the evening haze."—P. 208.

'

Here is a portrait, picturesque and strikingly life-like, of Arab

character. An artist could easih-- transfer it to canvass :

—

" A Beilouin youth, thin and sickly, though of a daring and resolute coun-

tenance, sat in my guest-tent. His singular appearance at once drew my
ftttcniiou. His only clothing was a kerchief, very dirty and torn, falling over

lil.s head, and a rag;ied cloak wlncli he drev.- tightly around him. allowing the

end of a knotted club to appear above its folds. His story, which he was at

l<'ngtli induced to tell, ^^•as characteristic of Bedoniu education. He was of

the r.oraij tribe, and related to Suttum. His father was too poor to equip

him with mare and spear, and he was ashamed to be seen by the Arabs on

'^'Ol and unarmed. He had now become a man, tor he was about fourteen

>e<irs old, and he re.-.olved to tni'^t to his own .skill lor his outllt as a Avarrior.

beaving in his father's tent all his clothes except his dirty keflleh and his tat-

I'Ted aba, and without conmuinlcating his plans to his friends, he bent his way
to the Euphrates. For three months his family, hearing nothing of him,

hylievcd him to be dead. During that lime, however, he had lived in the

river jungle, feeding on roots and herbs, hiding himself during the day iu the

'Ifickcts, and prowling at nli:ht around the tents of the Aneyza, in search of a
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marc that might have strayed, or nii;^ht be k-ss carefully guarded than usual.

At length tlw object of his ambition v.-a> found, and such a marc had never

been seen before; but, alas! her le;.'s v/ere bound with iron shackle?, and he

ha«l brought no file with him," &<'.—P. 251.

But these life-pictures of Aralj character arc the minor attractions

of ^Ir. Layard's book. A resume of his travels and adventures

among these viM and c.Kcitablc ])eople -would bo interesting ; but wq

hasten to ^vhat is the principal object of this article,—a condensed

account of his ^vouderful discoveries among the ruins of ^Xineveh

and Babylon, considerrd in their relations to history, sacred and

profane, ^'othing in the centuvy has struck the public mind as

more important and replete with interest than these discoveries.

JA'om the tomb of buried and almost forgotten ages, the spade and

pick of this modern Belzoni have brought up these mighty cities from

a sepulture of tNYcnty-five hundred years; and in his magnificent

restorations Ave almost see ag^ain those splendid temple-palaces, gar-

dens, toT^-ering Avails, and busy marts, crowded with merchandise,

and echoing the hum of countless voices ; while pass before us the

thronging muliitudes "girded with girdles upon their loins, exceed-

ing in dyed attire upon their heads, all of them princes to look to,

after the manner of the Babylonians of Chaldea, the land of their

nativity."

The principal treasures of this expedition were found at Kouyunjik

and Niun-oud, though visits were made to Kalah-Shcrghat, Arban,

Khabour, Babylon, and numerous other places, and discoveries

made of great richness and importance. The value of these is

secondary only in view of the superior richness of the discoveries

made at Kouyunjik and ^s'imrouil. For the details of these labours

wo must refer tlie reader to the book itself,—a work far more replete

v^ith incident and instruction than any other book of modern travel.

After 'My. Layard's departure for ]uiro])e, in 1?-17, the excava-

tions at Kouyunjik were continued.—first under the superintendence

of Mr. Boss, and afterward of Mr. Bassam, the English Vice- Consul

at Mosul. In this time several chamber.s were excavated—different

apartments of the same building. In these apartments, the four

walls Avero found to be occupied, for the most part, by a series of

sculptures representing a consecutive history, Avithout interruption,

by inscriptions or divisions of the alabaster panelling. A chamber

.'joems thus to have been appropriated to the events of a campaign.

or a Avholo war,—from the going out of the king to his triumphal

return. The slabs on whicli these sculptures Avere found are from

eight to nine feet in height, arid sometimes of equal breadth; on the

tops of which appear to have been epigraphs, or labels, giving the
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name of the conquered king or country, and sometimes of tbe

principal prisoners. Many of these epigraphs, however, have been
dc.-;lroycd. Around one of these chambers the bass-reliefs repre-

sented the siege of a castle standing on an artificial mound, sur-

rounded at its base by houses. But let Layard himself de-

scribe :

—

" The bciicgcd defcndi'd tljcmselves on the Avails and turrets with bows,
»iK\-ir.s, and intones. The Assyrian army was composed of spcai-mcn, sliivers,
and bowmen, some of whom had already gained the house-tops. Male°and
f.inaie captives had been taken, and heads cut off; tlie victorious warriors,
ftjcordlug to custom, and probably to claim a reward, brin;iing them to the
re;;istrars. The led horses and body-guard of the king were stTu preserved ; but
Uiatpurt of the bass-relief containing the monarch himself, probaMv standimr-
in Ins chariot, had been destroyed, hi the background were wooded rnountainsl
Vines and other trees f;)nned a distinct band in the middle of the slabs, and a
river ran at the foot of the mound. The dress of the male prisoners consisted
either of a long robe falling to the ankles, or of a tunic reaching to the knees,
over which was thrown an outer garment, apparently made of the skins ot"
animals

;
and they wore greaves laced up in front. The women were clothed

in a robe descending to the feet, with an outer fringed garment thrown over
the shoulders; a kind of hood or veil covered the back of the head, and fell
over the neck. Above the castle was the frairment of an inscription in two
lines, contaunag the name of the city, of whi.ct unfortunately the tirst charac-
ter IS wanting. It reads: 'The city of * * * alamm'o I attacked and
raptured; I earned away its spoil.'"—P. GO.

iS'o name of a city corresponding to this, however, has been dis-
covered. It is remarkable that in some of the chambers the sculp-
tures seem to have been purposely defaced by a sharp instrument, so
that not a vestige is intelligible. No clew, as yet, to the historical s'ig-

niGcance of many of these delineations has been found. In some
cases the artist has thrown in rude representations of trees, valleys,
mountains, and rivers; and by this means communicated a general
idea of the country in which the events recorded took place.' It is

possible that some of these sculptured records may yet be identified
^vith the cuneiform inscriptions on the winged bulls at the entrance
t^fthc palace—so minutely described in the former volumes—and
^vhich contain a general chronicle of the reign of the king.

'I ho first six weeks of these researches were rewarded by a scries
"f '.liscoveries of the greatest interest. Several entire chambers
^^CTc explored, and among them a magnificent hall, one hundred and
twenty- four feet in length by ninety in breadth. Its walls were com-
piUely covered with the most elaborate and highly-finished bass-
rchofs. Unfortunately these, as well as the gigantic monsters at
lue entrances, had suflered much from the fire which destroyed the
odifico, many of them being broken, and partly calcined; but'enough
»j^niaine'\ to show the general raibject. In one part Avas represented
Ihc whole process used by the Assyrians in removing and placing
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various objects used in their buiklinc;, and especially the human-
headed bulls, from their first stages in the quarry to their appro-

priate place at the entrance of the palace. In one quarter is

represented the king standin;^ in his chariot, with his body-guard

before him. On the bank of a river is an immense slab of mar-

ble, just landed, and which the vrorkmen, having placed on a sledge,

are in the act of drawing to its destined place. The two-wheeled

chariot of the king forbids the supposition that the Assyrians at that

time were unacquainted with wheel-carriages as a means of trans-

portation. The use of the sledge, therefore, in removing so large a

mass—not less than forty or fifty tons—is to be accounted for by

the consideration, that wc of the present day should probably' make
use of the same means for moving bodies of so unwieldy weight.

Beneath the sledge are placed rollers, and in the rear a company

of workmen are easing it along by the use of a large lever, v.hilc the

overseer, -standing on the top of the block, is giving his orders

through a speaking-trumpet to the four different lines of " trackers,"

who, by means of long cables, are pulling it up the hill. From these

sculptures we learn two things respecting the arts in those early

times: First, that the Assyrians vrerc acquainted Avith the lever as

a mechanical power, long before Archimedes demonstrated its

properties; and, second, that the .speaking-trumpet, an invention

generally conceded to be modern—claimed by Samuel Moreland

so late as 1070—was known, in all probability, three thousand years

ago.

Ne.xt in the scries follow seulptures rcijrcsenting the erection of

the artificial mounds on which these palaces were reared ; and these

by others, showing the process by which the human-headed bulls,

lions, and other colossi wero put In their places.

Satisfactory evidence seems to have been found, that the king

represented as superintending the building of the mounds, and the

placing of the colossal bulls, was Sennacherib himself; and that "the

'sculptures celebrate the building at Nineveh of the' great palace and
its adjacent temples, described in the inscrijitions as the work of

that monarch." Unfortunately, the epigraphs above the bass-reliefs

have suffered so much from the effect of lire and violence that but

two or three of them could be deciphered, and that imperfectly.

Over the king, who is supcriiitcndiiig the removal of one of these

colossi, is the following short inseription in the cuneiform character.

translated by Dr. llincks:

—

" SennAchorib, Kiiijj of .Xssyri.i. the prc.it fi^rures of bulls which in the land
of Belad were ma«k lor his royal jKilacc at Nineveh, he transported tifither." (?)
—P. 93.
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Over the bass-reliefs which represent the building of the mound
ViCrc found two epigraphs, both precisely similar but greatly inuti-

Inted. As far as they can be restored, they are thus interpreted by

Dr. Ilincks :—

•' Sennaclioiib, Kinc^ of Assyria. Hewn stones, whicli as the gofls wilicfl vvcrr

found \n the laml of iklad, ibr the icalU (?) [or foiindatiorio—tlie word road<

•Mi/Tj'] of my palace, I caused the inhabitants of foreign countries (V) and
the people of the forests [Kershani] the great bulls for the gates of my palace

/y draij (?) [or bring."]—P. 99.

If this inscription is correctly interpreted, it furnishes direct

evidence of a point of historical interest otherwise pretty clearly

indicated by the sculptures themselves; to wit, that the captives

taken in the wars of the Assyrian kings were compelled to build

their great public Avorks. The Jews themselves, riftcr their captivity.

no doubt were condemned to rear the monuments of their conquerors.

Many of the workmen on those bass-reliefs arc represented as prison-

ers in shackles or chains ; sometimes singly, the fetters being fast-

ened to their ankles ; others bound together in pairs by an iron rod.

nttached to rings in their girdles.

From one of the epigraphs it appears that objects of wood " were

brought from Mount Lebanon, and taken up [to the top of the

mound] from the Tigris." The correctness of this Avas subsequently

confirmed by the discovery among the ruins of numerous beams of

cedar, in all probability brought from Lebanon ; and much of the

rubbish in which the ruins Avere buried consisted of charcoal of the

same wood. The attention of Mr. Layard, one day, Avas called to it

by the SAveet smell of a burning beam, Avith Avhich the Arabs had

kindled a fire; the Avood still retaining its fragrance after a lapse of

nearly three thousand years. Thus the "' goodly cedars" of Lebanon
appear to haA'e furnished their treasures, not only for the temple of

i^olomon, but also for the temple-palaces of IS^ineveh.

In the month of December, hoAvever, the richest discoveries

rewarded the diligence of these remarkable researches. The whole

facade of the southeast side of the palace, forming apparently the

Rrand entrance to the edifice, was discovered. Here tea colossal

bulls, and six human figures of gigantic pruportions, Avere grouped

together; and the length of the Avhole, Avithout including the sculp-

tured Avails continued beyond the smaller entrances, Avas one hun-

dred and eighty feet. On the great bulls forming the centre portal

of the grand entrance Avas found a continuous inscription, in the

cuneiform character, of not less than one hundred and fifty-two

uncs. On the four bulls of the facade Avcre tAvo inscriptions, one

luscription being carried over each pair. These were found to be
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tbe annals of six years of the reign of Sennacherib, besides numerous
particuhn-s connected ^vith the relidon of the Assyrians—their gods

temples, pahices, &c.—all of tiie highest interest, as bringing to

light tho lost history of those times.

To give a general idea of these annals, wc present an abridgment

of the account as made out by Dr. llincks and Mr. Layard. The
inscriptions begin Avith the name and titles of Sennacherib. Ho
calls himself "the subduer of kings from the upper sea of the set-

ting sun [the Mediterranean] to the loAver sea of the rising sun,"'

[the Persian Gulf.] In the first year of his reign he defeated

Mcrodach-baladan, a name already familiar to the reader as the

king mentioned in the (>ld Testament for sending letters and a

present to llezekiah. It vras to his ambassadors that Hezckiah
bcastfully showed "all the house of liis precious things, the silver,

and the gold, and the spices, and the precious ointment, and all the

house of his armour, and all that was found in his treasures : there

was nothing in his house, nor in all liis dominion, that Hezekiah
showed thorn not."

In these inscriptions ]\Ierodach-baladan is called the King of Kar-
Duniyas, a city and country frequently mentioned in these Assyrian
records, and comprising the southernmost part of Mesopotamia, near

the confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates, to the borders of Susiana.

This king had recentl}- recovered Ikbylon, from Trhich, in the twelfth

year of his reign, he had been expelled by Sargon, the father of

Sennacherib. We hence see the reason why in Isaiah he is styled

"Merodach-baladan, the son of Baladan, King of Bab3don." The
result was, that Sennacherib totally defeated ^lerodach-baladan,

who fled to save his life, "leaving behind him his chariots,

waffons, (?; horses, mares, asses, (?) camels, and riding horses xoith

their trappings for tear." (V) Tho victorious king then advanced
to Babylon, where he plundered the palace, can-ying off a vast

treasure of gold, silver, precious stones, men and women-servants,
and a variety of objects not yet satisfactoril}^ made out. IS^o less than
seventy-nine cities, (or fortresses,) all tho castles of the Chaldu?ans,

and eight hundred and twenty small towns (or villages) dependent
upon them, were taken and spoiled by tho Assyrian armv; and the
great wandering tribes that dvrelt around the cities of ^Mesopotamia,
—tho Syrians, (Arameans.) C!ialdr:ans, t'cc—wore brought under
subjection. Sennacherib, having made Belib, one of his officers,

sovereign of tho conquered provinces, proceeded to subdue tho

powerful tribes v.dio border on the Euphrates and Tigi-is, and amonir
them the Hagarcnes and Nabatluieans. From these wanderins
people he carried off to Assyria, probably to colonize his new-built
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cities and villages, " 208,000 men, Troracn, and children, together

with 7,200 horses and mares, 11,003 asses, (?) 5,230 camels,

120.100 oxen, and 800,500 sheep."

The "Uelib" mentioned above appears to be the "Bclibiis" of

Tiolomy's canon, -which thro^vs light upon the chronology of iSen-

naclierib's accession, and enabled Dr. llincks to fi.\ its date at

703 13. C. This date is consistent with the Scripture chronology.

Morodach-baladan ^yas on the throne of Babylon at the time (712

joars B. C.) he sent his ambassadors to congi-atulatc liezekiah

on his recovery.

Our further statements respecting these annals -sve shall limit

to the records of the third year, as more interesting from their

direct reference to facts recorded in the Scripture history. In-

deed, the facts of history elsewhere found throw Avonderful light

on the general accuracy of these inscriptions, while the inscriptions

themselves incidentally give valuable confirmation to the historical

record. In the third year of his reign Sennacherib appears to have

overrun with his armies the whole of Syria. The Syrians arc

chilled by their familiar Bible name—the llittites—the Khatti, or

Khetta, by which they were also known to the Egyptians. The

King of Sidon, Luli, (or Luliya,) was the first to oppose him ; but he

was soon compelled to fly from Tyre to " Yavan, in the middle of

the sea." This "Yavan" is identified by Dr. Hincks with the

island of Crete, or with some part of the southern coast of Asia

Minor, and with the Y'avan of the Old Testament, the country of

the lonians, or Greeks; an identification in which Mr. Layard

concui-s. After having overthrown all the kings of the sea-coast,

together with Ascalon and its dependent cities, he came to Judrea.

At this time the King of Egypt sent an army, the main part of

wiiich belonged to "Milukhkha,"' (Meroe or .Ethiopia,) into Jud:ea, to

aid bis Jevrish allies. Sennacherib joined battle with the Egyptians.

and totally defeated them near the city of All . . ku. Padiya.

Laving been brought back from Jerusalem, was replaced by Sen-

nacherib on his throne. In the inscriptions occurs this remarkable

passage: "liezekiah, King of Judah, who had not submitted to my
authority, forty-six of his principal cities, and fortresses and vil-

la.L'cs depending upon them, of which I took no account, I ciptured.

aiid carried away their spoil. 1 sJtiit up {'!) himself within Jcru^-a-

l«*m. his capital city. The fortified towns, and the rest of his towns

''hich I spoiled, 1 severed from his country, and gave to the Kings

of Ascalon, Ekron, and Gaza, so as to make his country small. In

tt'idition to the former tribute imposed upon their coimtries, I added

a tribute the nature of which I fixed."

FoLUTu Series, Vol. VI.—

8
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In tbc course of this reixiarkable record, it is stated that the

Assyrian king took from Ilczckiah the treasure he had collected at

Jerusalem,—thirty talents of i;;old and ci^ht hundred talents of sil-

ver, the treiisurcs of his pahice, besides his sons and his daui:htcrs,

and his male and female servants, and brought them all to oSincveh.

Compare this with the account of this expedition as given in 2 Kings,

chap, xviii:

—

"Now in the romteciith vcav of Kiiip; Ilezckiali did SonnacLerib kira of

Assyria come up a;jaiiist all the foiicod cities of Jiulah, and took tliem. An<l

Ilczekiah king of Jndali <cnt to the king of Assyria to I.acLisli, .saying, 1 have

offended ; return from mc : that which thou putlest on me 1 will bear. And
the king of Afsyria appointed mito Ilczekiah king of Jndah three hundred

talents of silver and thirty tiileuts of gold. And ilezeklah gave him all the

eilver that v,-a.s found in the house of the Lord, and in the treasures of the

king's house. At that time did Hezekiah cut off the gold fi-om the doors of

tlie temple of the Lord, and iVoni the pillars which Ilczekiah king of Judah had

overlaid, and gave it to the king of Assyria."

In these independent accounts occurs a remarkable coincidence

of historic testimony. The number of " talents of gold " is precisely

the same in both statements. In the amount of the silver there is

a difference of five hundred talents. These discrepancies, perhaps,

without further light, can never be explained; but it is a proud

rcAvard of antiquarian labour to have thus won from the earth such

a confirmation of the Scripture history, after a burial of twenty-five

centuries. The value of the history is apparent also in confirniiug

the general correctness of the translation of the inscriptions.

In the latter part of Mr. Lnyard's residence at Mosul, a ciiamber

was discovered in which the sculptures were in much better preserva-

tion than any before found at Kouyunjik. On a series of thirteen

slabs were bass-reliefs representing the siege of a fortified city,

evidently of great extent and importance. Around it were seen the

Assyrian warriors plying all the usual weapons of warfare knov/n

in those times : archers, spearmen, slingers, battering-rams, and

scaling-ladders appear on every hand ; the composition conveying

to the mind of the observer all the excitement of an animated siege.

From the battlements and towers the besieged are hurling down
showers of arrows, javelins, stones, and blazing torches upon the

assailants. The city is at length taken. The captive people march
forth from the gates, and the king receives them seated on a gorgeous

throne. Many of the prisoners are surrendered to the torturers,

some are flayed alive, others are slain by the sword in the presence

of the king. Tliese bass-reliefs doubtless represent the entire history

of the expedition in which the city was taken, and, fortunately, the

epigraph, which explained the event, was found complete. It is
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written, like all the rest of these inscriptions, in the cuneiform or

nrrow-hcaded character. The following is a fac-simile, which, as a

speciiuon of this style of writing, we are happy to be able to intro-

-lucc for the sake of those of our readers who have not access to the

work itself:

—

I -Hf-«< ^ H« ^Tl « I « V- "-V

This is translated thus :

—

" Sonnacborilj, the mighty king, king of the country of Assyria, sitting on
the throne of jinlgniont, before [or at the entrance of] the city of Lacliish,

[Lakhijha,] 1 give permissiou for its slaughter."—P. 128.

Now we know that Sennacherib was engaged in the siege of

Lachish at the time he scut his generals to demand tribute of

llezekiah: for it was to this place, as the Bible informs us, that he

sent his submission, and hero that Sennacherib dictated his terms,

—

" three hundred talents of silver and thirty talents of gold." Here,

then, would seem to be evidence conclusive that the Sennaclicrib

who caused these sculptures to be engraved was the Sennacherib of

Scripture,—the same who is dejcribed as besieging Lachish. Ic

appears, however, that the interpreters are not exactly agreed on
this point; Colonel Rawlinson maintaining that the Lachish of

Scripture is the same Avith All . . ku, the name of another cit}',

which he finds in some of the inscriptions on the bulls, and which
^«>: on the sea-coast, not far from Gaza. It is but right however to

'"'dd, that Dr. Jlincks, in this question, concurs with ^fr. Layard.
An indirect but important confirmation of this point results from

'inotlicr curious discovery, made about the same time. It appears
that in one corner of this Avoiiderful palace, the archive-chamber
^^a« stumbled upon, in which were found many seals of fine clay.

I hesc seals had every appearance of having been used for official

purposes, like seals of wax attached to parchment treaties, and
'Jlhcr official documents, now-a-days. The parchment or leather

J'^

vhirh the seals were attached, of course has perished, but the
'»»lc8 of the strings by which the seals were attached are still visible.

"» f='>uie instances the ashes of the string were yet in the holes, and
''U the seals themselves unmi-^tokablc marks of the thumb and finger.
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Some of these seals arc E-yptian; but the most remarkable and

important of the Egyptian seals, says Mr. Layard, " are t^-o impres-

sions of a royal signet, .vliich. though imperfect retani he cai-touehe,

^ith the name of the king, so as to be perfectly legible. It is one

well kno^vn to Egyptian scholars as that of the second Sabaco, he

Ethiopian of the tNYonty-fiftli dynasty. On the same piece of clay-

is impressed an Assyrian seal, ^vith a device representu^ a priest

ministering before the king,-probably a royal signet.' ^o^ it so

happens that this very Sabaco was on the throne of Egyp at he

time that Sennacherib came to the throne of Assyria. Let the

reader carefully peruse the fallowing paragraph :—

« This Sa>.aco is probably the So n.ontioncd in th. Second Book of Kings,

rxvii 4^ as having recoivod :unba-ado.-^ tro-n Iloshca the king of Israel

iho bv eiUerin.^ into a hagi.e^vltl, the Egyptian., called down the vengeance

If ShamanrrcrT whose tributary he was; wlm^h led to the f.r.-,t great captnity
ot »^'^'n^^" ^ '

^.,„,„_• - Shalu.aneser we know to have been an immediate

Ide'cl' 2r of S naitrib and Tirakhah. the Egyptian king .ho was
prtaecc.aor oi

^ Laehi^i. was the immediate successor of

S!:' L • ^wo^l- :;:;;: £: a p... having been concluded between the

v„ r.;?-,!.. nnd one of the A-vrian lunnarehs, probably Scnnachenb, the

^TS^cU^Zi^ kings thus .nmdtogether w^c aUacdied to the treaty,

whlcliwas deposited among tlie archives of the kingdom. -P. lo4.

The document itself bas lung since perished, but singularly enough

this proof of the alliance has come up from the oblivion of ages, fur-

nishin- a most remarkable instance of confirmatory evidence. Ihe

Scripture history is established; and its reUex light shows how cor-

rectly modern skill and ingenuity have interpreted the lost language

of the As3}Trians.
, , - •

As frequent reference is made to the cuneiform character in

which these inscriptions arc written, a few words on this subject

will not be out of place. The uninitiated will be surprised to learn

that this written language of old Assyria has for thousands of years

been entirely lost. Until recently nothuis was known about it. it

• was dead buried, and fori^rnttn,, without a living interpreter, and

without a record in any known tongue capable of throwing light upon

its curious forms. Among the ruins of Persepohs modern anti-

quarians knew there were remains of an ancient system of writing, in

which all the characters were formed by ditlerent combinations of

one simple clement; but mystery profound, conscious of the safety

of her secrets, laughed at the in(iuisitlve researches of critics and

philoloizers. The hiscri}>tions found on bricks brought from ancient

Babylon were evidently written in the same character, with con-

siderable variations. The name "cuneiform," or "arrow-headed,"

was '^ivcn to it because of the exact resemblance of its prevailing

clement to the wedge, or arrow-head.
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Various conjocturcs -^vcrc thro^vn out by scholars respecting the

interpretation of those chanietcrs; but it is believed no clew of

any value -was found previous to tlie discoveries of Champollion, in

reference to the Egyptian hieroglyphics. Some had tiiought it to

bo im alpluibet of syllables ; some supposed it must consist of signs

of words or of ideas. The first hint -whicli threw light upon the

mysterious figures was the two-fold inscri}>tion upon an Egyptian

alabaster vase, found by Champollion to present the name of Xerxes,

both in the Egyptian hierogh'phics, and in those Persepolitan arrow-

heads. Here was the first ray of light. It became, however, the

thread of Ariadne to unravel the dark mystery. The multitudinous

inscriptions in this character, found among the ruins of Kinevch, gave

a wonderful impulse to philological inquiry and invention; aud the

result is a complete triumph. The cuneiform writing can now be

interpreted, if not with as much certainty as the Hebrew and Greek,

at least with a success truly astonishing, when we consider the few

and feeble hints which laid the foundation for its recovery.

At the time of the publication of Layard's first work, in 1S40, but

little progress had been made in deciphering this character, and of

course the contents of many highly interesting and important inscrip-

tions could not then be made known. Since then, however, the

sagacity and learning of two English scholars—Colonel Kawlin.son

and the Kev. Dr. Ilincks—have been croAmed with singular success.

In France, also, the labours of M. Botta and Isl. de Saulcj', have con-

tributed much to the successful deciphering of this lost language.

When the inherent difficvdty of such a work is considered, it is not

surprising that doubts should be entertaintd by some distinguished

critics as to the progi*ess actually made in the interpretation of this

cuneiform writing. In some cases, perhaps, theories and conclusions

were too hastily adopted, and subsequent investigations have com-
pelled them to be thrown aside. But when Ave consider that several

independent translations of numerous inscriptions and writings liave

already been made, with substantial agreement in all,—and that nu-

merous names of persons, cities, and nations, have been detected in

historical and geographical series, corresponding with events recorded

elsewhere in sacred and profane history,

—

avc have a cumulation of

testimony which challenges the assent even of the sceptical. The
candid inquirer can hardly follow Mr. Layard through his book,

without feeling that these e.xhumed cities are a mine of prodigious

antiquarian wealth, and of priceless value, for the Hoods of light which
they are destined to throw upon the early history of the world. \n

one chamber, called the '' Chamber of Records," was found an immense
uumber of tablets, varying from six and a half to nine inches in
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Various conjocturcs .vcre throAvn out by scholars respecting the

interpretation of those characters; but it is believed no clew of

auv value was found previous to the discoveries of Champolhon, m

reference to the E-jyptian hicro-lyphics. Some had thou-ht it to

be an alphabet of syllables : some supposed it must consist of signs

of words or of ideas. The first hint which threw light upon the

mv^^tcrious fi-ures was the two-fold inscription upon an Egyptian

al'ib-v^tor va=e"found by Champollion to present the name of Xerxes,

both in the Egyptian hieroglyphics, and in these Pcrsepolitan arrow-

heads Here was the first ray of light. It became, however, the

thread of Ariadne to unravel the dark mystery. The multitudinous

inscriptions in this character, found among the ruins of ^^nevch, gave

a wondei-ful impulse to philological inquiry and invention; and the

result is a complete triumph. The cuneiform writing can now be

interpreted, if not with as much certainty as the Hebrew and Greek,

at least with a success truly astonishing, when wo consider the few

and feeble hints which laid the foundation for its recovery.

At the time of the publication of Layard's first work, m 1840, but

little pro-'rcss had been made in deciphering this character, and of

course the contents of many highly interesting and important inscrip-

tions could not then be made known. Since then, however, the

ca-acitv and learning of two English scholars—Colonel Rawlin:^.-:n

and the Kev Dr. Ilincks—have been crowned with singular success.

Ill Erance, also, the labours of ^I. Botta and M. de Saulcy, have con-

tributed much to the successful deciphering of this lost language.

When the inherent difficulty of such a work is considered, it is not

surprising that doubts should be entertained by some distinguished

critics as°to the progi'css actually made in the interpretation of tins

cuneiform writing. In some cases, perhaps, theories and conclusions

were too hastily"adopted, and subsequent investigations have com-

pelled them to be thrown aside. But when wc consider that several

independent translations of numerous inscriptions and writings have

already been made, with substantial agreement in all.—and that nu-

merous names of persons, cities, and nations, have been detected m

historical and geographical series, corresponding with events recorded

elsewhere in sacred and profane history,—we have a cumulation of

testimony which challenges the assent even of the sceptical, ihc

candid inquirer can hardly follow ^Ir. Layard through his book,

without feeling that these exhumed cities are a mine of prodigious

antiquarian wealth, and of priceless value, for the fioods of light which

they are destined to throw upon the early history of the world. In

one cliamber, called the '• Chamber of Records," was found an immense

number of tablets, varying from six and a half to nine inches in
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length, closely urittcu over with the cuneiform character. These,

no doubt, arc imjiortant records—perhaps the history of cxpeditioiis

and wars undertaken by the Assyrian kings. Some, perhaps, are

royal decrees, registers, chronological tables, astronomical observa-

tions, iVc. We elsewhere know that the Babylonians wrote such

things on tablets of clay, v, Inch were afterward hardened in the fire.

Many cases of these tablets have been sent to tlic British Museum.
Their early publication would be a valuable service in facilitating

investigation in this new and wonderfully interesting department of

inquiry. Much, doubtless, remains to be done. Multitudes of these

recovered records are destined to yield up their secrets, and furnish

perhaps an original history—hitherto completely lost—of the most
splendid and mighty of the empires of antiquit}'.

Thus far we have spoken only of discoveries made at Konyunjik

;

but enough has been said to show the general condition and charac-

ter of these mighty ruins, and the startling nature of the discoveries

which they have revealed. At Kimroud—eighteen miles below

Kou3-unjik, on the Tigris—the treasure-seekers were rewarded with

nearly equal >uccess. Tv.o temples were discovered, and in one of

them four chambers explored, by tmmels carried through the enor-

mous mass of earth and rubbish in which the ruins were buried.

The principal portal was formed by two colossal human-headed lions,

sixteen feet and a half high, and fifteen feet long. Here were found

inscriptions of many hundred lines, containing complete annals of

the reigning king. These annals are remarkably minute in details.

aiid will be exceedingly valuable in recovering the lost history of

those times. In one of the chambers Avas found a great variety of

objects of art,—bells, rings, copper caldi'ons, and other objects in

metal; bronze bowls, cups, and dishes, with curiously-wrought em-

bossings ; sliields, ivory ornaments, glass bowls, a lens, and, strange

enough, the roijal ihroiic ! It is not necessary, however, to pursue

these descriptions further.

As connected with this suljcct, a question of no little interest

has doubtless occupied the reader's mind, namely, How far do these

researches conSrm the accounts given by ancient writers of the ex-

traordinary extent of Ninevuh and Babylon? The description of

Kineveh, in the Book of Jonah, makes it "an exceeding great city

of three days' journey." Now, it is well known that twenty miles

in the East is the usual "day's journey:" and this, perhaps, is the

chief authority for the impression so widely prevalent, that the cir-

cuit of Isineveh was sixty miles. But we have the authority of

Strabo that this city was even larger than Babylon; and according

to Diodorus Siculus, its dimensions were one hmidred and fiftv
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Stadia on its two longest sides/ by ninety on the shorter making

cur hundrc-a and eighty stadia, which also gives us about sixty m.le

ft. above A city thus eighteen and three-fourth miles in kngth

hv eleven and one-fourth in breadth, and containing, therefore a

superficial area of more than two hundred and ten square miles.

Burrounded by massive walls one hundred feet high, and of so gi-eat

thickness that three chariots might go abreast on them with ease,

i. .0 stupendous a work, and so tar surpasses all the standards o.

comparison with which our minds are familiar, in the great cities of

l.'nroi>e both in ancient and modern times, that it is dilhcult not to

rciect the whole storv as an immense exaggeration, or tale of Arabian

romance; but the "exceeding great city of throe days journey

of the Scriptures, and the concurrence of the Greek histonans and

rco.M-aphers some of whom collected the evidences whereot they

^rote by travel and actual visit to the place, forbid this idea; ^1
we are forced, therefore, to seek a solution of the difficulty by adopt-

ing theories of city-building quite unlike anything known elsewhere,

except in l-Kibvlon, either before or since.
. ^, ,

It is evident that the ruins of Kouyunjik, opposite Mosul, canno.

be identified as the ancient Nineveh, for they arc only about five

miles in circumference, and do not, therefore, cover nuich more tnan

one superficial mile. Nimroud-situated eighteen miles below Kou-

yuniik, near the junction of the Zabwith the Tigi.s, and which unti.

recentlY lias been considered by travellei-s as marking the sue ot

Ninevc'h-for a similar reason, must be given up. In Ins tormer

work Mr. Lavard ventured the coniecturc that the four great

luounds-Kou^unjik. Khorsabad. Karamles, and N;imroud--might

mark the four" corners of a parallelogram, whose sides would cor-

respond very nearly with the four hundred and eighty stadia or

sixty miles of the geoc^-aphers. and the " three days' journey
_

ot the

Vrophet Jonah. Within this space are many large mounds, iiic ud-

ing the principal ruins of Assyria: such as Karakush Baasueikha.

liaazani! Husseini, Zel-Yara, .Vc: and the fiice of tlic country is

strewed with the remains of pottery, bricks, and other iragment..

These great mounds mark the site of the magnificent palaces,

temples, and other public edifices which adorned this mighty city

:

and the spaces between may have been occupied with private

dwellings, streets, parks, extensive gardens, and other cultivated

prountb.
'

The absence of the remains of such buiklmgs can be

accounted for bv the perishable nature of the materials employed

Bun-dried bricks. Yet there seems to be sufiicient evidence to

indicate that buildings were spread over much of the vast space

described.—small mounds being everywhere visible, and scarcely a
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husbandman driving his plough over the soil Avithout turning up the

vestiges of ancient habitations. Yet so completely had these ruins

disappeared, that more than twelve hundred years ago, (A. 1). GiT,)

wlicn the great battle -uas fought between Heracles and Rhazates,

the vacant space here described afl'orded a spacious field for the

operations of the two armies.

Since the utterance of this conjecture, a trigonometrical survey

of the country by Captain Jones proves that the great ruins of

Kouyunjik, 2siun-oud, Karamles, and Jvhorsabad, form very nearly

a perfect parallelogram, as supposed. If this solution be adopted

—

and wc know of no other which harmonizes with the accounts of the

city, given in the Scriptures, and by the Greek geographers—it is

not by any means necessary to suppose this large area built over

with the compactness of a European or American city. Indeed,

ancient historians inform us, in reference to BahyJon, that there was
space enough within its walls to cultivate corn for the sustenance of

the whole population in case of siege, besides gardens and orchards.

That large areas of land for tillage were included within the limits

of ^N'ineveh, is altogether probable. This, indeed, may be inferred

from the language of the Bible, Jonah iv, 11 :

—

" And should not 1 spare [Niucveli, that great city, wherein are more than
sixscore thousand jicrsoiii tliat cannot discern between their right hand and
their loft liand. and (d.oj much calllc T

These "much cattle" being mentioned in the same category with

the "si.xscore thousand persons," it is a fair presumption that they

also "were reared and kept in the city. Indeed, the spacious limits

of a city eighteen and three-fourth miles long by eleven and a

quarter wide, Avould })rcclude the idea of these much cattle being

driven back and forth to find pasturage out of the city, and of course

require us to provide ample fields and pasture-grounds within.

Though this solution is plausible, it does not, it must be con-

fessed, remove all difficulties, if this ''great cit}-," as historians

inform us, was inclosed by a wall "one hundred feet high, wide

enough for three chariots to pass each other abreast, and surmounted

by fifteen huudred towers, each two hundred feet high."—we can see

no probable exercise of human power, no silent action of the elements,

though continued through more than twenty-five centuries, nor in-

deed any convulsion of nature which could so perfectly obliterate

these towering ami inassive ramparts as to leave no trace behind.

We should expect to find some well-defined outline, at least, to

mark where so mighty a city stood. These walls, indeed, were

among the most notable monuments of Asi=;yrian power ; and no

reason can be assigned why they also should not have remained, as
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well us the temple-palaces, to tell their tale to modem times: but

no Huch linear mounds or mural embankments appear to exist.

While therefore there is evidence buOlcient to believe that Nineveh

wns un "exceeding -reat city," fit residence for such splendid dcs-

not-s as Sennacherib, Pul, Sar^jon, and Ti-lath I'ileser, avc are forced

t.. the conclusion that the accounts given, by the Greek historians

al least, of the walls and defences of N'incvch, are gross exaggf
'

tions, if not pure fables.

The explorations in liabylon ^vere not attended with discov(

cither so numerous or important as those of N^ineveh. Of the

present condition of those ruins the following passage is both elo-

«|Uont and picturesque :

—

" Tl.c mound of Babol is the first great ruin seen on approaching Babylon

from the north. Bevond it longlinos of palms hem in the Luphratcs, wh.cli

now winds throu-h the midst of the ancient city, lo the va.t mound ot l.aljcl

lutreod h.nu nndnlatiu- lieaps of earth, biicks, and pottery. A sohtary nia>3

<.n,ri.-k-work, risin- from the summit of the largest mound marl^s the romams

knoun to the Arabs as the Olujelibe; or the overturned O her Japeless

h.aiK of rubbish cover for many an acre the focc ot the land, i ho lotty bank.,

of ancient canals fret the coanUy like natural ridges of lulls._ borne have long

lK;on clK.ked^vith san.l; others still carry the ^vaters of the river to distant m1-

l.r..s and i.ahn-groves. On all sides fragments of glass, marb e, pottery, and

in-^rrilK-d l.rick are mingled ^viththc peculiar nitrous and blanched soil, ^vhlch,

bn-d in.m the remains of ancient habitations, checks or destroys vegetation,

and renders the site of ]5abvlon a naked and hid.ous waste. Owls start irom

U>e scautv thickets, an.l the foul jackal skulks through the furrows. Truly

'the glor; of kingdoms, and the beauty of the Chaldees' excelleucv, is as when

( J..1 ovcrtluvw Sodom an.l Gomorrah, ^\\\'l beasts ot the desert lie there :
aud

their houses are full of doleful creatures ; aud o^vls dwell there, and satyrs dance

there. And the wild beasts of the islands cry in their ^de.-^late houses, and

Jrag.jns in their pleasant palaces:' for her day has come."—P. -113.

During Mr. Layard's stay at this place, excavations were made in

'liihTent'parts of the ruins, but nothing of importance was reached.

Confused heaps of ruins, and standing masonry, with enormous accu-

mulations of rubbish above them, were all that met the spade of his

Jebour explorers. Scarcely a detached figure in .stone, or a solitary

tablet, was dug out of the vast heaps. N'o sculptures or inscribed

sills—the panelling of the walls of palaces and temples, as in iSine-

Tch—were found. "'Hiat such was the case is somewhat remarkable,

considering the acknowledged richness and splendour of this ancient

oily, "the beauty of the Chaldees' excellency;" but some future ex-

plorer, aided by more favourable circumstances, may possibly yet

'^•ap a harvest' of antiquarian discovery, equal to anything which

Nineveh has afforded. Far down in the depths of those stupon<lous

ti»oun<ls are palace-chambers and festal-halls, where oriental art and

^calili once displayed their glittering magnificence, and where royalty
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strutted its brief hour, decked in its purple aud pride. On almost

all the bricks found anionir those ruins' are inscriptions in the

cuneiform chnvactor; liut they siuiply record the buildhig of the city

by "Ivabukudurruchur, the sou of 2sabubaluchun."

Babylon, in ma^rnificence and extent, was the -n-onder of the

ancient world. The descriptions which have come down to us

throu^i^h Herodotus and other hi.<torians, make so large a draft upon

our faith, that credulity it-^clf f^taggcrs under the amount, and pro-

tests the claim. Its stui)endou3 walls rising up three hundred and

fifty feet—an enormous superlluity of altitude—its hanging gardens

of equal elevation, reared by Nebuchadnezzar in the mere wanton-

ness of power, to emulate the height of the hills of Media, and gi-atify

the rural taste of his rpieen ; the prodigious artificial lake near by,

one hundred and si.vty miles in circuit, and thirty-five feet deep,

constructed to receive the superfluous Avaters of the Euphrates in

seasons of flood, and capacious enough to float all the navies in

the v.'orld ; and the Temple of Bolus, according to Herodotus " a fur-

long in height," on whose level summit was an observatory still

higher, constructed for the coiwcnience of Bab^donish astronomers

:

—these arc works the glowing descriptions of which, as they have

come down to us from the old historians, never fail to excite the

amazement v.hcre they do not provoke the scepticism of mankind.

If \vorks such as these wore not jmrely fabulous, they were at least

Colos.<3l exaggerations. How such accoimts could have been trans-

mitted as sober history, we are unable to conceive, unless the evi-

dences of Assyrian or 3'abyIonian poAVcr were so impressive and

overpowering as to excite imduly the imagination, and, like the

mirage of the desert, cause the writers from whom these descriptions

come to sec what never existed, or greatly to exaggerate what did.

In the reputed extent of ]>abylon we experience the same difficulty

as in the case of Nivieveh. It is described as lying in an exact

square, each side being fifteen miles, and its superficial area being

therefore two hundred and twenty-five square miles—a surface to

be built over as a city, or even enclosed with substantial fortifications.

utterly incredible. The difilculty may, perhaps, be surmounted by

ndoj>tIng a like hypothesis •s=^ in the case of Nineveh; but accord-

ing to the observation of Bayard and other travellers, no traces of

this stupendous wall are found, to afford a basis for conjecture. If

a vast line of fortifications, with gates and equi-distant towers of so

enormous dimensions, once exi.'^t'^l. it is incredible that the face of

the country at the ]iresent day should furnish not even a trace.

But no trace is tliere. Kvidencos of mural fortifications on the left

bank of the river do in<leed exi?t ; but they correspond with the
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descriptions neither in forui nor in extent. Instead of a square, we

fjiul two sides of a tnipczoid; and, instead of fifteen miles^ an extent

of not more tlian three. On the ri^ht bank of the river, if ever such

niins >verc found, the changes in its channel have long since SAvept

tlioni away. It is evident that these enclosures could never have

tnibniced all of this mighty city. For miles around, low heaps of

niins and scattered embankments arc seen. " By imagining,"' says

Mr. Layard, "a square large enough to include the smaller mounds

scattered over the plains, from Mohawill to below llillah ou one side

L<f the rivtr, and the J>irs jSimroud, at its south-western angle, on the

other, the site of a city of the dimensions attributed to Eabyl'.n might

be satisfactorily determined;" but then it is clear that the outer

wall and ditcli so minutely described by Herodotus never existed.

j>ut we are drawing out these discussions to a point quite beyond

our original intentions, and must therefore bring them to a close.

Krom what has been said, the intelligent reader will be able to gather

the character and value of these antiquarian researches. They pre-

sent a mass of information of the most interesting and important

kind. On many points Scripture history is illustrated, and, on

many more, profane. No other arclueological labours of these or

other times have so thrilled the public mind, or excited so general

attention. Hoary antiquity, with its curious records, damp wiih the

reek of forgotten centuries, comes forth from the tomb to hold con-

verse Avith the living generations, and thrill us with its deeds of

renown. Tlie sealed archives of old Assyria unlock their treasures

:

mysterious inscriptions, in language long since forgotten, are forced

by modern sagacit}' to yield their secrets ; and at every step, as wc
advance, light breaks in upon the lost history of the past. From
the sepulchre of hopeless oblivion come unexpected voices, startling

tlic nations by telling of valour, power, learning, art, and the fame
f'f glorious exploits achieved when the world was young, and over

^liich Time had long since rolled his Lethean vrave. Greece and
liurae, though dating back into the heroic ages quite beyond the

rvach of authentic histor}*, were modern compared with old Assyria.

\\ hen Cadmus was planting his colonies, anil Ivomulus pressing tlie

I'^p? of the wolf, the land of ]S'inu3 and Semiramis was in the meridian

'''-m political splendour and power. By these wonderful exliuma-

ti'-'Ms the dead seem to stand befurc us. The lapse of so many cen-

I'-iries is annihilated: and the times of ISimrod and Asshur, ^Sitocris

•"il Abraham, leaping the chasm of three thousand years, commune
*^ith the present, to correct the fables of histor}'. and declare the

'i'^.gnificonce of their civilization, the majesty of their arts, and the

'i'ieuilour of their imwcr.
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Art. VIII.—HORACE BIXXEY WALLACE.

Obituary. Horace Binnnj \\\iUacc. Pluladelphia. 1853. Pp. 12.

In the preface to the third volume of M. Comte's Si/stcme de Poli-

tique Positive, just issued in Paris, the following passage occurs :

—

"Je (lois mciiutonaiit adiovor oetto prefaoo on deplorant la catastrophe

exceptioiinelly qui lue priva rt-oeiuniont (Vmi eniinent disciple, de-tine, sans

doute, a. deveiiir run dv.s incillciu-» appuis du p.»itivi<me. Eii sigualuut. dans

la i)R'Face du volKine pmedont, la dijrnc adhesion d'uu iiohle citDvea de

PhiJadelpliie, j'etais loin de prevoir qu'ime tatalc maladie alhiit m'enlever

I'infortune Wallace, a I'a.u'e de irente-cinq ans.

Quoiqiie nos relations se soieut bornees l\ trois entretiens decisiJi, separes

par ui>e correspondance uus-i courte (pie precieuse, elles m'ont permis de

jnper la perte (jne tait on hd rilmnanitc. D'apres un rare coiicour- entre !e

coeur, resi)rit, et le caraetere. il dcvait piiissainment seconder la dilH.ile tran-

sitiuu re.-ervee an dix-neuvieiue siecle. Exennite do tonto attectatioD. sa cul-

ture si)cculative, tant e^thetiquo que scientithpie, corrospondait pleinemeut a

sa belle orj-'anisation. Mais ses confidences spontanees m'antorisent a pen-

sor, malirre Ics essais littcraires de sa jeunesse, tpfil so serait snrtout illustre

par la vie active, dans nn pays oil les grands citoyons ]irevalent sur les ma-
gistrats. J'ose rosnnier sa veritable apiireciation en le couiparant an plus

eniinent dos lioninK"^ d\'tat Americains, qnoiqiio Tinegalite du developeraent

et la diveivitc des siuiations emjiechent de st-ntir assez les rapprochement-^,

intellectucllcs et inoraux, t-nire AVallace et Jctiorson.''*

This is indeed a rare paneg3'ric. The man who could draw it

out—not to say deserve it—must have had qualities far above the

" " In C'-iuchi'ling this preface I cannot Lelp deploring the misfortune -n-liioh has

recently deprived nic of an eminent disciple—one destined, without doubt, to

have become one of the chief pillars of Positivism. When mentioning, in the

preface to the sivond volume of this work, that a distinguished citizen of Phila-

delphia had given in Ids adhesion to my principles, I little foresaw that I should

80 soon have to lament Ids loss at the early age of tliirty-fivc.

" Though our personal intercourse was liuuted to tlirce interviews, with intervals

of correspondence as short as precious, I yet knew him well enough to be entitled

to judge of the loss which Humanity has sustained in his death. In him heart,

intellect, and character united in so rare combination and harmony, that he would

have aided powerfully in advancing the difuoult transition through which the

nineteenth century has to pass. Free IVum all affectation, his culture, both

icsthetical and scientilic, was in perfect harmony with his fine organization.

Although lie gave Ids youth in part to literary cQ'orts, his spontaneous and free

communications to me iiutliorize the belief that he would have distinguishcl him-

self in active life in a country where the noble citizen is greater even than the

ofiicer of state. I do not cxagg<uate his nurits in ranking him as the equal of the

greatest American statesmen ; and if I name Wallace and Jefferson together,

men will fail to recognise the moral and intL-Utrctuul points of accord l.etween

them, only because of the diffcrcnre between them in development and iu public

position."
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common cndoAvments of humanity. And altliough Horace Binxey

Waixack filled no public iftutioa, and shunned rather than sought,

Jurini^ his -whole life, everything like notoriety, it is fitting, now that

ho lias passed a-way, that some permanent record of liis virtues and

his aims should be made. ]\[orcover, as M. Co.mte has given Avorld-

wido juiblicity to the fact of Mr. Wallace's adoption of the Positive

ilwctrincs, it is due to his memory to show how far his mind went

along v/ith those doctrines, and where it stopped.

Mr. Wallace was born February '2(j, 1^11, in the city of Phila-

delphia. His father, John Bradford Wallace, was for many years

all eminent member of the Pennsylvania bar—a man of large capaci-

ties and of fine nature. In a touching tribute* to his memory from

the hand of one who knew his whole inward and outward life as no

other could, wc find it beautifully said that the great rules of the

gospel were so settled in his mind " that he scarcely deliberated or

fcemed to pause between degrees of virtue. The purest and the

host was the immediate selection of his will, and the impelling

{tower of his conduct. To do good to others, forgetful of himself;

to plan with care and pains, and execute wifh indefatigable fidelity

vhatcvor could subserve individual interest, or embody humanity

and justice in peraianent institutions ; to fulfil in its apostolic delin-

eation the entire law of charity, scarce conscious of effort and un-

luindful of risk: these were among his comprehensive outlines;

iliose, the sterling issues of his opulent stores: and were purchasing

for men, wherever he went, the most valuable benefits in morals, in

politics, and in religion.''

His mother combined rare intellectual gifts with the highest

crraces of person and manner. Both his parents were members of

the Prutcstant Episcopal Church; and the atmosphere of their

abode was that of refined yet thorough Christian piety. The home
influences, therefore, under which Air. Wallace was educated, were
"f thf purest and most elevating class. His academical education

^iis completed in the University of Pennsylvania, where wo rcmem-
i**-"J" hlin as one who was held to dwell apart in a world of higher

"•oughts than those which usually occupy young men of his age.

"^' chose the law for his profession, and studied it not merely
pnctically, but philosophically. It Avas not long before the fruits of

"uc.i tlevotion to the science from such a mind began to appear. In
tho brii'f obituary named at the hca<l of this article, (the author of

^'liidi is one of the brightest luminaries of the profession.) it is

^t^tcd that Mr. Wallace " contributed to his profession in notes, or.

"lore properly speaking, in commentaries, ujton Mr. Smith's Selec-

* Unpublisbed.
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tion of Leading Ciiscg in various branches of the Law, upon White
and Tudor's Selection of Lcadirrj; Cases in Equity, and upon de-

cisions of American Courts in several departments of the Law, fa

work of kindred design undertaken liy himself and his associate in'

all these publications, the present Judge JIare,) the fruits of as

accomplished a legal mind, a^ any man, in any country, at his early

age, has shown. It is, indeed, an injustice to him to speak of these

works in relation to age or years. There is no professional mind,

here or elsewhere, that would not have left as many, perhaps more,

traces of youtlu or immature thought, or defective research, among
the clear, precise, beautifully written, and, in several instances,

bright and radiant criticisms, which have proceeded from his pen in

each of these work-f. The best judges in the country have received

them, and spoken of tiiem with tlie highest respect; and the profes-

sion have accredited them in all our States by calling for edition

after edition of them in (juick succession, as the demand has repeat-

edly exhausted the bookseller's supply. It is almost marvellous that

a man of thirty, who had no time or chance to file his opinions and
thoughts by the tlioughts of other men in bar discussions, should

have attained to so true, and uniform, and firm an edge, and to so

sharp and penetrating a point, in all of them. There is not a note

or remark in the wiiolo body that docs not show the mind of a law-

yer, imbued with the spirit of the science, instinctively perceiving

and observing all it.-? limitations, its harmonics, its modulations, its

discords, as a cultivated musical ear pei'ceives without an effort v,hat

is congruous or incongruous v/ith the harmonies of sound. They
manifest the true distinction between a lawyer and a random specu-

lator upon law. His pen. moreover, was the true emblem as well as

instrument of his mind : it was strong, pointed, clean; delicate enough
for the finest thoughts, and firm enough for the strongest, making no
hair-strokes that elude the sight, or blurs that deform the page.

There is a beautiful concord between his thoughts- and his lanffua^-e.

And all this was effected with inconceivable facility. lie possessed

a real and true genius for legal disquisition. The outside world
connnonly think that the genius' of the bar lies in speech, and not

in thought or in writing: and that there is something in the dis-

sociating action of h-gal studios that drives off all that finer essence

that obtains for its effects the name of genius; but it is a creat

mistake, and no profession has given more proofs of it than the bar.

One of the caus^^s of the deep grief that Mr. Wallace's death has

occasioned to his young professional friends is, that as he had a

decided inclination for this species of employment, and was of

habits an<l in circumstances that disposed and enabled him so to
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^Icvote himself, the American worM has h^st in him the inapprecia-

ble advantage of possessing a great legal critic and Avriter, iu the

miJi^t of those surges of judicial opinion, -which sometimes make

t!je sway of the law among us shake like a thing infirm."

]Jut law was not the only, nor even the chief occupation of his

ihoughts and studies. " His mind was excursive far beyond the

orvliiiary degree, even among the most liberal and cultivated law-

vtTS, and to an extent which proved that the study of the lav/ had

imposed no fetters upon his range of thought. He had accomplish-

ments by education that enabled him to read with perfect selection,

and to think with accuracy and constancy. He was a fine mathe-

iu;Uician, an excellent classical sciiolar, and of the purest taste. His

iiaiigiuation made him a poet, to appreciate what is most excellent

in poetry ; but with it were associated profound and susceptible feel-

ings, which caused him to shrink from a large proportion of what

|»:isses under that name. Before he was twenty, he Avas the projec-

tor (if a new theory of comets, which he subse(|ueutly discai'ded as

'.4)0 playful for the grave science which is endeavouring to bring

du'se eccentrical bodies into system. At the same early age he

wrote, and sent to the press, a novel in two volumes, which was pub-

hshed auonymoudy both in this country and in England, and which

Le never claimed, nor, after he had measured it by his improved

jiidgnient, wished to claim.

"It is in his later years, however, and in the periodicals in our

CMuntry as well as in works not periodical, that are to be found the

beat evidences of his refined taste, his philosophical mind, and his

IK)\verful and polished pen. Except in the law, he wrote and pub-

hdied anonymously. His modesty, rather than inditierence to repu-

tuiion, was the cause of it. Time may, and probably will, disclose

•1 part of these works, which will be honoured, and give honour to

h)ui. by being connected with the author's name. He had no special

'"^r limited walk in these things. His topics were as various as his

"-iding: and his recollections of all that he had read were as fresh

at the end of years, as they were at the end of a day. His memory
^->wk the impression of what he read with attention, like softened

."U-cl
; and it hardened when the book was closed, so as never to lose

til'-' most delicate lines of the author. He was, moreover, deeply
'' -id iu the Bri!i,E, as might be inferred from parental instruction

*'>d example. He had its noble passages and its encouraging truths

'V li'-art; and he had publicly professed his faith in it by receiving

•'jJ'firmution iu the Church of which all his family were members.

V ''' '» the highest degree consolatory to his friends to learn that.

"» tho short intervals of calmness that were allowed by tlie access
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of his distemper, he gave almost the last look of his eyes to the

divine pages of THE IJoOK."

l)ut all his other studies Avero only preliminary and preparatory

to the one great science of Sociology, to which, had he lived, his ma-

ture poAvcrs Avould, -we think, have been exclusively devoted. His

researches in philosophy, properly so called, had a very v*idc range;

and for years before Comte's Philosopliie Positive "was much known

in Kngland or America; he was thorouglily acquainted -with it.

During his visits to Europe at diilerent times for his heaUh, he had

become personally acf[uainted -with M. Comte, and gave in " his ad-

hesion" to the system—with what qualifications, however, w-ill

appear from the pii])er introduced below. In the summer of 1852

he showed signs of disease which were attributed to dyspepsia; but

they became referable, a short time before his departure for Europe

in ^November, to diseased cerebral action, induced by some lesion

of the blood-vessels of the brain. So far as we can learn, there was

little or no improvement in his health after his arrival in Paris, and

on the \C)i\\ of December he died suddenly. After his death, the

following unfinished letter, addressed to the editor of this journal,

was found in his portfolio. The reader will understand that it had

no revision from the author's hand.

" AUliiJii;_fh tlie copy of tlic January numhcn-* of the Methodist Quarterly

Ivoviow, whifli you \voiv so ;.«>( .d us to mail for me, has not come to my hands,

1 liave obtained'anotliei- copy of it. and read the pa])cr on M. Comte's work.
"I liaw heen nuu'h iiitcre>tod hy tlie general commendations of tlie book,

witli ^\ hieii it open>;. ThL-y sliow tliat the writer is possessed of a profound,

cnliirhteUL-d. and forirlos- iiitelli^^Lnce. The observations on paire twenty-one
on the moral iinbe-.-ility of tlie aj^e,—its sordid and self-idolizing character,

—

have my full symi>athy. The c.\tensivc and correct knowledge exhibited in

the paper, anil the irreat superiority to the narrow and vicious metaphysics

of the time and country, have >nr[insed me with the utmost i)leasure. Your
note to me lmvc the impression that you yourself were not the -writer; but

however that may be, 1 be,u' to be allowed to c.\])re^,s, through yon, and to

you—as the fact of author.-hip may Ik—my cordial respect and thanks for

tho contribution to public literature of so able and iinportant a i)aper.

'•Xevertliele.ss, I mu.st bo excused for saying that I cannot quite accept the

article as a sati.sfactory pliilosoi)hical e.-timate of the Positive System as

displayed by it. Comte"
''Thu perva<liug error of your critic's views,—Ids considering that scientific

forms and methods are of limited application to the objects of human interest

and knowledge, and that there is a cla-^s of things which lie beyond the

domain of i<''itnc(\—springs from his not having fully consiilered the law of

the lilirinrhii of the scirnrcs : which I look upon as thffmost in;portant trutli

whicli M. Comte has conceived,—tlie very core truth of the system of Posi-

tive Pi!il<w()].hy. P.acon undoubtedly contemiilatcd, ii\ prophetic vi.-;ion. tho

application of the inductive method to morals; L)e.scaries. liowever, pushing

the coiKiuests of e.xact method up to the very limits which .5ei)arate the exter-

nal and material from the mental, undertook t/icrc to set up the Pillai-s of

« For \Su-2
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Uf-rculos, find to say that the groat oooaii of subjective consciousuess which

tiv JK'yotid was never to be traversed by science. Conite, taking not so much

iri ortposiiifT as a more prot'onnd view, whieli supersedes the partial Wow of

till- Dtlier. atlirms that mental and moral subjects arc capable of beingembraced

and aiialvzed bv science; but under this (jnalitication, that science must

av^uiiie averv di'tVerent character in becoming: ada])tcd to that class of matters

fniui wliat it had in lower and more limited rej^ions. It is in this point

—

the rectification of the philosoidiical notion of science, tlie detennifiation of

v.'iat is the api'ropriate character of science as applied to various da-s.-s of

„i,i,.i.ts—that C'ointe's great contribution to truth consists. l*liil(.-.>plii,;;dly

roii^idered. the law of the hierarchy of the sciences is the law of the succes-

»ivo nioditications which tlie nature and character of science undergo in its

applicability to successive ranges of phenomena.
•• Had yoin- acute and candid reviewer more carefully weighed this affair

of tlie hierarchy of the sciences, he would have understood that ncienci:, as

applied to mathematics?, is an essentially ditferont thing from science as adai)t-

iiig itself to chemistry, vitalhy, and society. Mathematical science has been

.kvilopt'd so long,—chemical" and biological so short a time; it was so long

true that mathematical subjects were the only ones which had come under

the domain of urtcnre^ that we had all fidlen into the custom of thinking

ilia: .ecienco and mathematical science are the same thing; whereas the latter

is only one form and variety of science, though destined always to be the

lunst develojied and complete. This great liberating and enlightening truth

»ve owe to M. Comte; and it is the key-stone of the 'Coui-s de Philosophic

Tositive.'
'• Your critic says that he passes over the subject of the liierarchy, for Avant

of space. 1 venture to suggest to him whether he has not a little too hn-tily

p.'Lvs<.-d over it in his own studies. Other entrance or induction, intdloi tu-

;d!y or morally, to the social ])hilosophy which figures in tlie later voluir.06

of the 'Cours.*' tlian through the gradation of sciences, mathematical, chemi-

ral, biological, itc, framed in the earlier volumes, there is none. The concep-

tion of the mental characteristics of those sciences, and the transition from

«i-ie to a higher, c«mstitute the indispensable intellectual preparation and
iMiniug lor the social part, which comes last. I consider that no man can

jtiv-dy apprehend the views developed in M. Comte's later volume? without

Laving mastered, and a.ssimilated into his mental sense and knowledge, the

pnoeding explications of the inferior sciences. "Why did M. Comte hd.iour

t!ir(.u;:h long years of painful toil, in the elaboration and publication of those

preliminary generalizations upon mathematics, chemistry, and organic lite?

The object of his studv and teaching was, and is, Socud Philosophii : but

ho feh the logical necessity of not merely stating, but illustrating practically

th" ditferent characters and (Qualities of science, as it is addressed to different

subjects,—tlie successive expansion of the notion and style of sciendnc con-

rrj,(;oit~tni\y understood,—as we come up from tho-e i>lienomena. in which
rtI:ition or reaction are only mechanical or mathematical,—first, to tho>e in

^hich they are according to the laws which we call chemical,—secondly, to

th'-M? iu \vbl,-l, they are'according to the laws of material life or organiza-

tj.)Ti._n,nj lastly, to those in which they are according to the laws called

M-'ritual, moral,' piditical, social. For it "is scarcely jjosiible for any man to

*I'l'rehend fi:>ic the scientific method must be expanded and tiualitled in i>a--ing

|r'>ni bi..l,,;ry (in its lower forms") to social subject.-, nniess his mind ha< been

|nr.nii,-(l and di-ciplined by following the iiKHlification which the scientific

» h-.i uiiderwotit in jia-Mug from malhematicid subjects to cliemical, and again

'•'^'m <honii(>al to vital.
'* ^\ hut is Mfh-nce, according to the positive couceiition of it,—which is

I|a'~oii'« and Comte's ? A knowledge of the laws of theVelation or reactior> of

"''"•r«. And tliere are a.s many different sciences, or sorts of sciences,—that

Fourth Sehie.s, Vol. VI.—

9
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is, sciences c?i5eiiti:illy di^joriininatetl in tln."Ir manner and habits,—as there are

in nntnro diflVrent moilos of rolation or reaction. M. Conite has claiv-Ilied

tlicsc according to a law, which i.s hoth the kw of their mental arran;:emeut,

and the law of tlicir historical evolution. It proceeds from the more abstract,

pimple, and coii>tant, to the more concrete, comj)lex, and variable. And
this is the law of the liierarchy—which I take to bo the great discovery of

M. Comte.
"According to snch a law, the first and lowest science is that which consid-

ers objects in their relations of muaber, quantity, extension; or, to use the

most general expression, magnitude; for that is the most general and perma-
ncnr conooptiou that can be ab.-iracted from real objects. The laws of the

relations of magnitude, or of things considered under the notion of magni-
tude alone, and abstracted from evcrytliing else, is, tlierefure, the tirst sci-

ence. This is matliematics; which is not, as is poptilarly hnagined, in the
nature of a ''philosopbia prima," or "scientia scientiarum ;" but is a special,

definite Fcicnce ; tlio science of certain limited, particular considerations

derived from the material world. The laws Avith which it deals are not
mental and subjective; they are derived from observation ; they are truly

inductive : only Ihat observation is so constant, and that induction is so easy
and innnediate, that we fall ea-ily into an impression that those laws are
intuitive, whereas they are truly experimental. The axioms and postulates

vhich are the basis of Euclid's GeouKtry are not mctaphy>ical—written on
the intellect, or drawn out of the brain—they are only statements of laws,
observed and expcrieu'-cd ; and they have but a limited" truth; they are true
fls referring to con.-idcrations of mere magnitude, and to nothing beyond.
"When you conteinjilato things in any other relations than those "of simple
magnitude, you have got beyond the sjdiere of mathematics. Matliematical
science h;vs no ajijilication to sucli things; and yet those things may have an
appropriate science of their own.

"Ascending in the scale of relations, we come to a class of objects wliich
have a relation wliicli is not mathematical, but chemical. The axioms of
mathematics no longer ap['!y. The whole is not etpud to all its pan- any
longer.

_
If you add or .•subtract equals to or from equals, the sum or ditler-

cncc will not necessarily be equal any louL'-er. We are in the domain of
chemical reaction. Yet the chemical reactions of bodies have fixed laws;
and the existence and knowledge of those laws make chemistry a science.
"Now'the great point to be noted in a i)hilosophical view is this: that

tliough chymistry is a ncience as veritably as mathematics, it is not a science
of the same kind, or in the same sense. Scientific concei)tion, as applied to
chemistry, is a very ditl'ereiit thing from scientific concej)tion as applied to
mathematical subjects, being far less^ab.-tract; and scientific reasoning iu

chemistry is also dilFerent from scientific reasoning in mathematics, being far

less logical. The logical part of mathematics is so immense, because the "con-
ceptions which matliematics deals Avith are so highly abstract. The estab-
li.s!iment of matbematicnl relations or laws, of the lower sort, occupies but a
small part of the science: it i< the reasoning upon them which fills the vol-
umes of the an.'.lysls. As wo go up in the scale of sciences, the conceptivc
part, or that Mhich is occu]'ied in e-tabli-hing the primary laws, becomes
larger and more lab<irious, and the logical j.art smaller. Chemistry is a sci-

ence, and scientific methods are api'licable to it
;
yet it is not, a"nd in its

comjiletcst develoiimouts never can bo, fto man's intellect,) capable of the
simplicity and generality of m.atliematical conception, nor the rigour and
exactitude of mathematical reaMiniui:.

"Mounting yet hi^^lier, we come to ft cl:i<s of bodies which have a relation or
reaction which cannot be referred to chemical laws, but h.as been called vitd.
As this reaction obviou.-ly follows laws of its own, some of which have been
determined with more or less exactness, there hj;s been founded the science
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of bioln;ry; yet more concrete, special, indeterminate, and variable than

clu'inistn-. No ono doubts that the physiological action of organized beings

b entirely subjeet to a system of laws,—the study of Avhich is of the first im-

jK^rtnni-e,'—though they are intinitely mure elusory, complicated, and embar-

rxviod than tho';e of mechanical relation.

"NVIien, in the last stage, avo arrive at political relations, with the varions

branches of intellectual, moral, and spiritual, the question -whether these are

t!io subjects of positive science depends only on the question -whether there

are /"(rs of social action and development. That there are such laws -was

n^t f 'r the llrst tinic sugge.-ted by !M. Auguste Comte. It Ava- atlinned,

with all the dogmatism of inspiration, by King David, centuries ago ; and.

before him by a long lino of prophets -which have been sinoc tlie world

iKgan. I need not refer you to a production known as the one hundred and

niuoteonth Psalm, to find, in every several verse of that sublime service of

ftdoration, a several reassertiou of the establishment and eternal duration of

the mural, spiritual, and social laws Avbich God has founded in the nature of

man. These arc the statutes, the testimonies, the judgments, the ways, the

word, the understanding, the knowledge, the -wisdom for whijh David

pmyed, and which were revealed to his heart thousands of years antecedently

to iho time when men have begun to apprehend that there are such princi-

Iiles, capable of being explored and known; and which enabled lum to fore-

tell tlie swift destruction of the wicked, and the certain, though deferred

iriumiih of the righteous. That there are such laws, in the view of the divine

miinl, no religious person doubts. AVhat M. Comte affinns (and he wa,s by

no means the lir-t to suggest it, tliough the ablest in giving it a philosophic

base and a systematic consisteiu-e) is, that these laws are capable of being

contemphitc'danil comprehended by man's mind, in more or less complete-

nrs,-»; at least, that they are worth being studied by him. lie says, therefore,

that there is a positive science of monii and political truth. But, in a;'cnrd-

nncc with the nature of the subject, that science will be almost indefinitely

less exact in its premises, less certain in its processes, and less particular and
Applicable in its conclusions, than the lower and simpler science of n-iatlu^

n Lilies. Scientific conception, as applied to social subjects, will, perhaps,

hardly ever get beyond some very general notion of the character of the

bws, or some one or more of them' that preside over the evolution of sc»ciety ;

and scientific reasoning upon it will never pass beyond the indications or

t/ion-trations of a rational instinct. M. Comte, I apprehend, never uttered so

rn..n-;trous a fallacy and sciolism, as that mathematical science is a]>plicable

to ?ot'i;tl subjects. 'llis first four volumes are written for the special purpose
i-f proving and exhibiting, by a regularly ascending scale, how extremely
rr-!iiotc fron\ a mathematical character are the subjects with which morals
•nd politics deal, and how .alien from mathematical processes must bo the

ti'Mi' of reasoning applied to them. But, fortunately, just as the certainty

»!i<l di>tirK-tness of scientific [theory?] f?/;H/?nVi(',s in its ascent froTii the mate-
fid to the moral, the importance and applicability of the least degree of sci-

*Ti?i!ir truth ineiYaacs. In regard to politics, the estabrwliment, as a probable
":id reliable j)rinciple, of the mcvcjact that the sulject is governed by inher-
<'nt l;iws, though no one of those laws should ever bo discovered, or even
ffnioiely indicated, would be the greatest benefit ever conferred upon the
•'•rid of a temporal kind : lecau.'^c, it would at once emable us to repel and
<.<"»rruy the assaults of all tho>e metaphysical sophisms^as that all men have
;i''--d ri:.:hts—.ill political power rightfully springs only from the consent of
t!-<' i'uv.rned—winch have tormented and vexed society like disea-.es. \^ o
»^i<'n!d at on'^c be able to say, We cannot indeed yet establish the gcnend
t.i.-«^.ry of political government; we cannot tell the law or laws <)f the

•'•'Hvoment or construction of government ; but .as for these democratic max-
ina of the rights of man, they are clearly false and mischievous, iecavse they
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are inetaphpical, and not consistent -with the phenomon.i of society as
recorded in liiHtory. Thoso notioiis are clearly jiot tlie laia iniplanied in the
spcial nature of man, because society has never obeyed tlieni, or been con-
sistent with thoin. \\\ thus paralyzinfic the force of the disorganizinf,' ele-
ment-s ot' jiieta[.hysioal axioias, npoii wliirh all the disturbing agencies of
modern life are based, we should do incalculable service to the social patient;
for though we shoidd administer no new remedies, we should withdraw the
sources of ailment on the one hand, and the appliances of talse treatment on
the other, and artbrd free action to the recovering powers of the social con-
stitution.

" So much for what I suggest as one t)f the errors of vonr reviewer, in think-
ing that scientific or positive luetliods are not applicable to societv; an error
into which he fell from not sufheiently attending to M. Comte's scale or
hierarchy of sciences.

" I tJiink, also, that he lias not done full justice to M. Comto's law of the
three successive modes of philosophizing, which he calls the theological,
metaphysical, and positive. I take this to be a true law, and of general
apphcation. It is to be considered as a law of the human nn'nd, founded
upori the structure of our nature ; but it has no higher truth than in its
application to man's nature, as it has thus far been developed. Bacon fully
established the distinction between the metaphysical and the positive ; but
the law of the relation and succcssir.n of the three may be considered one of
M. Comte's discoveries. I tliuik yuiir reviewer errs in considcrinL' that theo-
loglcd, in this use, is synonymous witli religious or spiritual. M. Comte's use
of that word is not altogether approj.riate ; and I agree to what your reviewer
says, on page thirty-one, m there being something of uulairuess and prejudice
in the use of it.

'' I do not imdorstatid that M. Comte explodes, as destitute of trutli, the
theological and mvtaphysieal methcnls or forms of philosophy. They are just
and true, according to tla-ir own |)oint of view; but thev contemplate ditfer-
ent purposes from the positive, lie does not, I think, deny, but admits and
ass<.n-ts the coexistence of these three systems; not oidv in dilFerent minds
and on dilVerent subjects, but also in the'same mind, and on the same subject,
and even at une time. I see no reason why, in their complete development,
tliey should not all exist together.

" I cannot foli.>w your critic's meaning when he speaks, at page twenty-nine,
gf M. Comte's • entire negation of logic and metaphvsics.' Metaphysical
proc<?sses, a.s aj-plied to s^cientitic investigation, he certa'iidy explodes; but as
to his denying lo<jic, if he ha.s ever done that, I should say"that he must have
taken leave of his sense.

''On one other small point I cannot quite agree. Your reviewer says, on
page twenty-one: 'Lord liacon, whom ho regards, most erroneously, as 'the
apostle of Positivism.' I think that lie was so; unless vou prefer to'call him
the inspire<l i-ruphet of the system of which Comte is the enlightened demon-
strator. Of the positive method, as ai.plicable to all subjects. Bacon had a
perfectly true apprehension. I find scarcely anytliing in Comte that w,as not
beforehand in Bacon. But Comte, by his }.rut'.)und and perfect exposition of
Tositlvism, hius enabled us to understand much in Bacon that without him we
.should probably not have under>t...Hl. In speaking thus of Bacon, Lord
\eridam, I am, ot course, aware of tiie circumstance to which Forster long
ago called attention, that mucli of tiie doctrine of the Xovum Organon Is to
be found in the Opus Majus of the elder Bacon, to which also your reviewer
alludes.

" I ought not to end without adding' a word or two in respect to my position
in respect to M. Comte, and his position in respect to I'ositivism. "From his
Atheism I totally di.-sent. Atheism may be the accident of the individual;
it is not a characteristic of the systeuj. Jn my view, the positive .system is a
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r.T(nm and univorpnl niotluxl; and roliiioii—tlio religion revealed to the

("htirrh nnd rororded in tlic insjiiivd Soripturos— is a, reality as certain as life

Itjioif ; and the correct ai)i>lication of tlio i)Ositive method to tlic subject <>f

r\'lip'»n, so far from iijisettin^r, will verify and demonstrate the catliolic faith.

In attempting tliis application M. Comte has altcfretiier broken dov.-n.

"I tliink that I can state to yt>u precisily the character and extent of

M. Comte's intellectual merit, and draw the line within which he is an oracle

a!id l>eyt>nd which he is a babbler.

"It is almost a law of man's intelligence, that abstract and logical reason-

in.: \'i a ditVerent sort of mind, or an O[)po.-ite mode of application, from >pecial

•lid practical sagacity in inve>tigation : that they are distinct faculties or

reversed actions of the intellect ; and that a person is gifted with immense
perfection in one of these ways only under the condition of becoming tliereby

incapacitated in a corresponding degree as to the other. Thus it was with
li.icon. After ajiprehending and detining with infallible justness the true

inctiiod of investigation and discovery, and foretelling with accuracy the

results that would folloAv from employing it—after himpelf fashioning the

•instrument, and explaining precisely how it was to be dealt with—when be
Rttenipted himself to ajiply it in particular use. as in his collectioi\s in natural

history, he fell into fooleries the most inconceivable. lie seems not to have
k-en in the least degree competent to conduct the operation of the macLino
which he had invented. M. Comte's failure is not greater than Bacon's,

and is quite analogous to it. "Wlien he generalizes, philosophizes, and .sys-

tematizes—when he reasons npon what ha^ been done, determines upon
what principles it has been done, and thence points out what ought hence-

forth to be done, we are astonished by his piercing analysis, his all-cx»mpre-

hending wisdom. Wiien he attempts to apply his own method to the explora-

tion and establishment of truth in a new dej)artment, he exposes himself.

The 'fours de Philosojihle Positive' is a monument of his pn>digious powei^
in an abstract and analytic way: the Systeme do Politique Positive, in it^

bearing upon religion, an equally significant measure of his jmny cai)acity .a.s

an original investigator. \i\. a[>iilying Positivism to .>^piritual matter.-, he

i»roceeds in a style directly repugnant to all his principles and teachings.

le sets out by stultifying history, and the experience of forty centuries, and
K.-U up the metaphysical contrivances of his own brain in opposition to the

Collective and traditionary sense of the race. The attemi)ts of M. Littre and
the Ilepublique Occidentale, to make an application of the positive methf-xl

t*) politics, are equally distressing. Those synthetic suggestions toward a
i*'-«'alled reconstruction of society exhibit a complete dejiarture from the

principles of the i>ositivc method. M. Comte thinks that Positivism is

Atlieistic. i[. Littre thinks that it is republican or radical. I agree ^^ it|i

«|cither. I am a conservative of the conservatives: and it is ujjon the posi-

tive system, as applied to morals and politics, that I found my coulldence in

the ultimate triumph of sound princifdes.

'*M. Comte's Avritings are of inestimable value to those who know how to

»v*e what is valuable in them; dangerous to undiscriminating minds. To
derive the fullest benelit from him, we nui-t try him severely and judge hira

fearlessly. As a guide in regard to the pdiilosophy of philosojdiy, he is the
mo>i enlightened that has ai>peared since JJacon. I caimot speak of him but
"» terms of enthusiastic reverence. lie is an object of boumUess admiration

fid gratitude to me. But at a certain point his inspiration stops. His
jlhnninntion extends oidy through a certain department; beyond it he sees

'•'s than the dulle.-t; like the son of Balak, v.hose commuu sight was dark-
'utsl ns mucli as the eyes of his mind were' open, who. when lie stood upon
thv mountain-rock, foresaw the a<lvont of Mes-iah and foreknew the count-

»^« hf)st.'! of the siuritual Israel, yet upon the road thither pushed agJiiust the

•TUK.^I ungel of the Lord, more blindly than the ass he bestrode.
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""\Vc have abundant means of judpnjr M. Comte. He •was not the dis-

coverer of the Positive Method; nor is he the higliest authority in respect

to its cliaracteristics. lie was not the lirst to apjily it either to science, or to

poUtics, or to theology. It had hcen hrouu'ht to bear upon history, reli^'ion,

and social subjects before he appeared ; and with r^-sults eminently conserva-

tive and satisfactory. A student of iJacon and of those great men who after

him had taken up and extended the inductive method, 1 was myself engaged

in applying it to pohtics, morals, and spirituality, before I heard of Comte.
From the perus;U of his Avori<s I have derived" immeasurable benelit: but

when he comes to tit his mdhoil to spiritual alV;iirs, lie ciphers entirely, and
I proceed without him upon my own original and independent course. As I

consider that the reli^rious bearinirs of Positivism ought to be brought risrht,

before it is introduced to the public, I have been long endeavouring to elabo-

rate that ])art of the task, aud to rectify M. Comte's aberrations iu resi)ect to

it. I think myself able to contribute some slight suggestions tOAvard found-

ing tlie true jiositive conceptions of the religious subject, and developing it

demonstratively; and as tlie results thus arrived at will be found identical

with the system of the Cliurch, both in doctrine and in operation, it will fol-

low that the Scripture system was a true revelation. The time is not distant

•when Christianity will rely entirely ujion the ]M)sitive philosophy for its argu-

mentative supjKirt. Tliat pliilosophy is destined to furnish the demonstration

of the Chrisrian truth, and thereby to convert the world.

''As I hiok upon tlie iio.-itive system, also, as aftbrding the only protection

in jH-ilitics airainst the disorganizing maxims and i>assious of the revolutionary

and destructive parties of tlio day, I have thought it most important to pre-

sent the p<ilitical liearintrs of this system in a complete and satistactory way.
I have, therefore, occupied myself for some time upon a history of political

j)hiln<ophy, whi<-h I shall j'eriiaiis complete in the form of a report to the
!;>mithsoniaa institute. 1 desire therein to trace the rise, aud operation, aud
failure of all the metaphysical systems, and the rise, and partial developments,
and imjvrfect apjireliension of it down to the jjresent day. The positive

philosophy. .•!< applied to p. >litics, has been used by many before Conue ; most
of all by l'.in-ke, who>o mitid vv-as imbued with it iu a concrete v.ay, and who
always na^ons according to it. ^f. Comte tauj-ht us the true plnlosophy of
tliat philosophy: he eslimate<l and analyze<l the method; but the method
•wa.^ in tise before him, net only by Burke, but by Montesquieu, Machiavel,
and, greatest of all, the half-inspired Yico."

Of the profound and comprehensive intellect •n-hich this letter

bespeaks, \sq need say notliint^—but to mourn that its light has been

so suddenly e.xtinguishcd. Of its doctrines, this is not the place

Dor the time to speak. It may be proper for us to say, however,

in justice to the author of the papers on the Positive Philosophy

that have appeared in this journal, that M. Comte himself goes even

far beyond Mr. Wallace in his estimate of the ability of those articles.

In private letters to the editor he has said, in subsUmce, that they arc

fairer, fuller, and more tiiorough than any criticisms of his work

that have appeared in Europe. ISir William Hamilton—with whom
no living critic on such topics can bo compared—has also expressed

to us his high sense of their value.

'We trust that Mr. Wallace's literary remains yi'iW iu due time be

given to the puldic. Even the unlinished productions of such a

man must be inestimable.
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Art. IX.—miscellanies.

Sarrative of a Journey round the Dead Sea and in the Bible Lands, lulS-'O and

1S51. By F. DE Savlcy, Member of the Frenct Institute. TAiuA, A^ilh Notes,

by the Count Edward de Warren. 2 vols., Svo. Loudon: Bentley. IS.-yl.

T.tts work has excited much attention in Europe. As, through some mishap,

our copy has not reached us, an-c avail ourselves of a notice in the October uum-

Kt of " The Journal of Biblical Literature," (London,) in order to give our rcalers

an idea of the book :

—

" The idea of an Eastern journey was suggested to M. de Saulcy by ' a severe

domestic boveavemcnt,' (the loss of his wife,) which made him desire to absent

Limself for a time from Paris and its familiar scenes. AVishing to tm-n his ab-

sence to the best account, he determined to visit, with his son, Greece, Syria, and

Asia Minor. Indeed, he conceived that a journey of this kind was calculated

to complete advantageously the education of a young man who had just finished

his college course. It was also his hope, for himself, to find subjects sufficiently

new and interesting to be offered to the distingui:=hed Academy to which he

Udonged. He considered, further, that it would be no advantage to science to

tread acain the beaten paths already traced by hundreds of other tourists ;
anJ

that the object of his travelling would be completely lost if he did not attmipt

to visit countries still unexplored. Haue his attention to the Dead Sea and us

valley, as n scene over which mystery still hung, and where danger might still

be worthily encountered. This sounds strangely in our cars. We did supp..sc

that the Dead Sea was no longer an unexplored region, and that through ti.2

labours of Sectzen, Burckhardt,^ Irby and Mangles, Eobinson, and Captain

Lynch's expedition, we were already pretty well acquainted with that lake, its

^hores, and its valley. The whole coast had been examined at a little distance from

the shore, and often on shore, by Lynch ; considerable parts of the western coast

have been explored on shore by Robinson and others ; and tlie entire of the south-

ern backwater and peninsula by Irby and Mangles, and others. The eastern coist

ha^ not been examined by land-travellers, and tliis precisely—b-eing about cne-

thinl of the whole, and the least known, though not unknown, portion—is th.ii

ifhich M. de Saulcy left unvisitcd. So far, therefore, his journey is not one

' round ' the Dead Sea ; but what he has done is, that by traversing the entire west-

ern margin, he has visited the parts thereof not previously explored by himl-travel-

h-rs though surveyed by Lynch, and that he struck out a new route to Kerek

ftxim the Dead Se.a,'retur'ning however by the usual route. In the other parts of

the country, to and from the Dead Sea, we do not perceive tliat any new routes have

^-en followed, or any new country explored. We may say, also, that the indications

tf Scriptural sltes.'in the (luarters away from the Dead Sea, are very generally

tho same as those first indicated by Dr. Eobinson, without anything to convey to

the mind of the reader of the work b.-fore us that the discoveries and conjectun.>3

*''e not here offered for tlic first time. Still M. do Saulcy, who n:imes that

harncd traveller with high and just commendation, frequently differs from Liui,

»ad advances ingenious, plausible, and often good grounds for the difference.

•r.nrckharJt did not visit the hike itself, but he got some good information conoorn-

'ng it at Kerek, and explored the neighbourhood lying east from its shores.
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•'However, as our space is limited, wc must pass over much tliat inyites our

attention, aud get at once to the Dead ijca. Here the great point of our traveller is,

that he identified the sites of a// the five cities of the plain, lobe able to find these

upon the existing shores of the lake, implies that before the day "when the Lord

overthrew these cities, and all the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and

that -ffhicli grew upon the ground,' tlic lake existed as at present, (except per-

haps that it was not salt.) This is contrary to all recent conclu?ioDS, whicli go

to show that the present bed of the Dead Sea was then wholly or in part a plain

through which the Jordan flowed, and in which niost of these cities lay ; but the

other position, strange as it seems, our author stoutly atfirnis, and labours with

Diuch critical learning to establish. He maintains that it is not possible to find in

sacred or profane anticniity a single pas.sage from which it might be inferred that

the Dead Sea arose suildenly at the time of the destruction of the I'cDtapolis;

and still further, that all these early authorities unanimously establish that the

towns were never overwhelmed by the waters of the lake. The argument is well

•wrorth reailing, although we cannot here follow it, and are not convinced by it.

We can only observe tliat no authorities are of any value, save that of the original

record upon which all others are founded ; that, in such cases, circumstances

respecting which history is silent may yet be critically deduced, and may be all

but demonstrated by physical conditions, which reduce the alternatives until

one only remains possible; and that no one has ever affirmed that the primary

catastrophe was the submersion of the plain, but that this submersion was the

result of that catastrophe. All our author's arguments and illustrations are

therefore very much beside the mark. ^Ve strongly suspect that this theory

grew in the writer's mind out of his grand discovery of what he regards as the

site of Gomorrah, his identification of which would be imi'Ossible without it.

But even granting all he requires, this identification, which is evidently in

M. de Saulcy the crowning feat of his expedition, stands in serious and self-convict-

ing incongruity with the rest of liis identification. All the other cities, as thus

identified, are placed around the small bay or backwater at the southern end of

the lake, whereas his Gomorrah stands alone, apart, and far off, near the northern

extremity of the lake, at least twenty-five"^ miles distant from Sodom, which is

the nearest of the other cities. Now if one thing in this matter be plainer than

another, it is that Gomorrah could not be thus distant from all the other cities,

and least of all from Sodom, next to which atid together with which it is always

mentioned in Scripture, so as to suggest to every one—and to suggest rightly,

according to Scripttire usage—that they were not greatly distant fr<5m each

Other, or at least that Gomorrah was nearer to Sodom than any other of the

cities were, instead of being, as our author wishes us to believe, far more distant

from Sodom than any of them.

"The remains are those of Cyclopean foundation walls forme<l of great stones,

which the careless observer might pass ns mere heaps of stones, but which

when intelligently surveyed, mark out with sufficient distinctness the skeleton

of a large town with some large enclosures, the ground-plan of which can

be recognised, but their use as public e<liiiccs only conjectured. That these

remains, which cover au extent of four )niles, mark the site of Gomorrah, our

• * As measured by scale from the m.ip in the work itself, but fnlly thirty nillt-s by

other maps ; but the text says, " twenty-live leagues, or seventy-tivc English miles 1"

which, but tliut it Duist he a blunder, seeing the lake is but forty miles long, would

make the matter still worse.
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trftvcllor cuJcavours to prove by two considerations. First, the analogy of name.

The ruins are called ' KLarbet CJouiurau or Ouinran,' unfortunately not given

in Arahio cLaracters, which would have enabled us better to estimate the value

of Uic analogy by comparison with the Hebrew. However, as it stands, the re-

»cmblance is, it may be allowed, sufficiently striking, and quite equal to those on

wbich important identifications have been founded by Dr. Robinson. The other

consideration is contained in the question, 'What city, unless it be one contem-

iioraueous with Gomorrah, if not Gomorrah itself, can have existed ou the shore

of the Dead Sea at a more recent period, without its being possible to fin<l the

flightest notice of it iu either the sacred or profane writings V' The argument,

frvim the silence of history, is of little weight here ; and although one would cer-

tainly not expect that a town of any note would be founded upon the shore of

the lake after its waters had acquired their present intensely saline and

nauseous qualities, yet that these shores were not i-cgarded as uuinhubitahle

even at a comparatively late period, is shown by the fact that Herod established

upon them his great palace-fortress of Masada, the ruins of which are still in

existence.

"In identification of the other 'cities of the plain,' M. de Saulcy, of course,

finds Sodom at the Esdoum, (Usdum,) a name which is just that of Sodom with

the article prefixed, and which therefore he properly enough writes Sdoum, in

which others have recognised the name of the doomed city. Thej", however,

iDcrfly supposed that the names marked the spot on the shore over against

which, now submerged, is the site of the ancient Sodom. But our traveller's

theory requires or authorizes him to find the site on the existing coast, at the

spot denoted by this name, and there he accordingly finds existing traces of the

town. In going suuthward, at this point, he passed by a hillock fiftceu yards

in diameter, covered with large rough stones that lociked as if they had been

burnt, and ' which constituted at some remote and unascertainablc period a jiart

cf a round structure immediately commanding the shore.' The sea was here

only thirty yards off, and the mountain, (Jebel Esdoum.) or projecting cliff, not

more than twenty in the opposite direction. On returning a few days later the

Ifcality was more closely explored, and at a spot where the beach widens into the

tnouth of a ravine were found other remains.

_
"'Large blocks of stone worn by time, and in the midst of them we soon dis-

tinguish regular ruins, being the foundation of ancient walls. We are nuw
unquestionably in the midst-of ruins, apparent and distinguishable, covering a
»pac.^. of nearly four hundrca yards in extent To our left the I>j<.d>el-

K^Joum [Mouiit Sodomj has ceased to form a single mass, and we have arrived in
front of the vast excrescence, or projecting hillock, bordering the nurthcrn point
of the mountain, exhibiting positive and infallible evidence of the existence, on
this point, of a very considerable town.'

" And this town is declared to be Sodom. It may be so ; and we are not at

»n disinclined to //us Identification. But we fear to rely upon it. Bearing in

toind the in«tance of Masada, lately mentioned, and that of Engedi, abo on this

•''ore, and which is mentioned in Scripture as a cultivated and inhabit<'d site

'?"•« after the destruction of the cities of the ]daiu, and the ruins of which are

•Ifo found at this day, it seems that at some poiut.-?of the shore, especially where

"«ero are fountains of fresh water, or where ravines open inland and bring down
•Uvams of water, thcro were inhabited sites on the shores long after the ercat

overthrow. Indeed, only about two miles north of this, M. de Saulcy finds other
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ruins which he identifies with those of Tharaara, a place not known until con-

Bidcrably posterior to the Christian era, which we find occupied as a military

post by the Romans, having doubtless been originally founded and occupied by

the Jewp, as the Jewish name Thamara, which in Hebrew means palm-trees,

implies. Besides, wc know that one of the original cities (Zoar) subsisted after

the catastrophe. This Zoar is placi'(l by M. de Saulcy a little to the north of

Sodom, where there are some hillocks (of ruins) flanking the Wady-ez-Zouera,

and called by the natives Zouera-et-Tahtah. The analogy of name is here very

important, occurring as it does in such local connexion with that of Ksdoum.

We have alwaj^s felt this, and yielded reluctantly to the considerations which

tend to place Zoar on the opposite or eastern side of the lake. Our traveller's

arguments are very weighty from bis own point of view, but lose much of that

weight if we suppose that Sodom inore probably stood in what is now the basin,

than on what is 7iow the narrow shore of the lake. In fact they apply at all only

upon the latter supposition ; and the difficulty, which he answers satisfactorily,

is entirely of his own creating in abandoning the hypothesis which assumes that

if not the entire lake, at least the southern bay or backwater, was formed in

consequence of the great catastrophe.

•"Wc need only read in Genesis the narrative concerning the destruction of
Sodom, and the flight of Lot, to remain perfectly satisfied that Zoar—where Lot,
who had left Sod^m by day-break, arrivod at sunrise—cannot yiossibly be luoI;ed

for on the opj-o-ito sliore of the Dead Sea, and still less at Kharbet-en-Ntmaireh.
For were we to agree with the indefensible hypothesis of the sudden formation and
rise of the Pead Sea, there would still remain, as the crow flies, several leagues
between Sodom and the pretended Zoar. However rapid may have been'^thc
flight of Lot witli his daughters, it would have been iinposs'iblo for them to
accomplish one-tenth jiart of tlie distance between these two points in the short
interval that takes place jn this country between dawn and sunrise.'

"This assumes that, in any case, Sodom must have stood where he places it,

and not possibly in the bed of the present lake. Still the argument has some
remaining weiglit; for if Sodom did stand in the area which tlie lake now occu-

pies, it seems reasonable to infer that it stood nearer to the mountains on the

west of the valley, from which it derived or to which it gave its name, than to

the opposite shore; and still, therefore, the distance of Zoar, if placed on the

eastern side, would seem to have bvtn too great to suit the circumstances.
" At the place on the eastern side where Zoar has lately been sought by othei-s,

M. de Sauk-y finds Zebo7ra. The name of Taala Sebaan, as resembling that of

Zeboira, with the presence of extensive hillocks of ruins, and traces of founda-

tion walls, seems to form the grounds of this conclusion. There are besides evi-

dences of volcanic action in the vicinity, though how that should tend to the

special identification of Zeboim we do not see.

"As M. de Saulcy 's theory allowed him to look for all the five cities of the
plain upon the existing shores of the Dead Sea, it was not likely that any one of

them should bo left undiscovered. We have accordingly to report that Admali
also has been found at a place wlierc no one would have been likely to look for it,

being alKjut four miles away from the western shore of the Pead Sea. upon the

route from Esdoum to Hebron. This is at least tlio pretension of the map, in

which Admah is set down at this place (<>asr-el-Adadah) in tlie capital type ap-

propriated to the cities of the plain. Hut we cannot find tliis in the text, which
seems rather to identify this Qasr-el-Ailadah with the Adadah of Joshua xv, 2-2,—

a much more probable identification.
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..\Vo have doDCT7lth >T. de Saulcy's Doa.l-Pca inquiries; and we do not mean

u> follow bim in tlie other parts of his travels. It is not our fault if the tone

„f cio'ption which we have in thi. v^xvi been sometimes constrained to assume

.Lould seem to give an unfavourable impression of a work we really think weU

„f as a whole, and regard as a valuable contributiun to Biblical peogi-arhy.
_

•• We shall not, however, close the work without indicating briefly a few points

ihftt struck our attention in passing through its pages.

.' \t Jerusalem our author has a tremendously long, but learned and ingenious.

,li.s.'rtfttion to show that the socalled tombs of the kings are really the tombs of

the royal line of David. Of this we arc not clear; but M. du Sauky sc.ms to

have fairly met some of the difficulties which opposed themselves to that con-

*
" \tShechem our author discovered the foundation ruins of the Samaritan

tcmj.le upon Mount Gerlr.im, and was enabled to make out a ground-plan of the

temple^ of which he gives a representation. This reminds us that we have seen

doubts expressed recently as to the existence of any temple on Mount Gerizim so

late as in and after the time of our Saviour. None of these doubters seem to be

aware that tlicrc is a representation of this temple, with a llighb of steps leading

to it. upon the reverse of a coin of Flavia Neapolis, of the time of Antoninus I'lus,

whose head appears on the obverse. The coin is in the Biblioth.-que du Km at

I'aris. and there is a figure of it in Mr. Ackerman's excellent Numismatic lllus-

tratinns of the New Testament.

Saulcy stands up for Kafr-Kenna as the Cana of Galilee, in opposition

.„ Dinson, who wants to tran;

he Bays is exactly 'Cana of Galilee

lafion.

"M. Ue ^auicy sianus up lui ivaii-xv<,iiw.^ c... ^ — . .

.

to Dr Kobinson. who wants to transfer the identification to Kana-el-Djahl, which

ho Bays is exactly 'Cana of Galilee.' But our author will not admit this trans-

•n.

' The words Cana of Galilee, supposing even that the country of Galilee should

• have been called El-Djalil in Arabic, could never have been expressed by

naua-el-l>ialil. The last word is positively an adjective, meaniug great or iiiu=-

trious 1 tlicn most conscientiously declare that, according to my interpreta-

tion, and I dare say according to the interpretation of any native ^'<-l';;^a^.
^Je

, .- , V,- i:i * i,„„^ or,x-/^i».nv,,ipnn n.Mhan that of Aa/ia i/ie e-r<"a/,

•'
' The wore

ever

Kaun
triv

n. and I dare say according to tue mtcrprerauon oi a..> i.ai..^ •^^";;'"-' ;":

words Kana-el-Djalii cannot have any other meaning than that of Kana the great,

or Kana the illustrious.'

"Our author objects, with Dr. Robinson, to Tell-IIum as the site of Caper-

naum ; but he also objects to Khan Minyeh, where Robinson finds it, preferring

an.thcr place Ain-el-Medaouarah, where the learned doctor would have been

p'..vl to find it. but could not discover any such traces of a former site as seemed

tc<'dful for the identification. .

"In reganl to Bethsaida, our traveller is at issue with the theory of two Beth-

Mi.la=-one on the cast of Jordan at its entrance into the Lake of Tiberias, the

IVthsaiJa Julias of the tctrarch Bhilip; and the other to the west of the same

the Hothsaida of the Gospels. He contends that Julias was on the right bank

or the Jordan ; that Bethsaida Julias is the Bethsaida of the Gospels
;
and that

the fiuc ruins at Tell-Hura arc undoubtedly the ruins of both. Tiiis is all well

•orliiy of attention. Let us add that in the land of Moab, east of the southern

< iirvmity of the Dead Sea, ^L do Saulcy discovered a curious monument, of which

l.c thus speaks :

—

" • Wc arrived at the foot of a circular mound, formed of squared ^^^"-'^^
"V-uTTj

jcu-llv covered over with earth, which seem to constiiute the base of a small
.
u

^

tv*cf. This ruin is called the ReJjom-el-Aabed, (the mound of the t-ia^c;
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When I reacli it I find our Bedouins sitting near a larpe block of lava, -which they

point out to me sayius, '• Look, there is a stone like those thou art in tjuest of."'

I look, and find myself in front i>f a njngnificeut itrlon, in black compact lava,

represciitiiig a ba>^srelief, of an anii'itiity the date of which I shall not presume to

determine, even approximatelv. It consists of a figure as large as life, with the

whole of the lower part wanting from the knees, but which, notwithstanding this

mutilation, exhibits a monument of art of immense value. To a certainty we
have before us a Moabite sculpture. A personage, wearing a helmet of Assyrian

shape, holds with both hands a javelin with a large iron head, with which he

Beems to strike a man snjiposed to be in supplication at his knees. The uj^per

part of the body is naked; but from the hips down to the knees he is chjthcd in

short close t\inic, exadly similar lo that worn by the Egyptians. *.tver the right

shoulder of this personage, and bcdnnd his back, is hung a bended Ixjw. without

any apparent string. Ikhind the warrior is the figure of a lion, of small

dimensions, wLiili appears to be merely the ornamented leg of a throne, judging

by its diminutive size. The relievo of this figure is well defined, the expression

of the face strongly marked, and characterized with a savage energy.'

" Wc should have stated before that M. de Saulcy travelled at his own expense,

but solicited and obtained permission to do so with the title of Charge d'une

mission scicntifiquc en Orient."

Art. X.—short KEVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) Dk. .Tuo?ON' tells in his journal of a Burmannictaphyvieian, Moung Long
by name, wlio ranied liis scepticism so for as to quarrel daily Avith his wife on

some fine point. For instance, if she said, " The rice is roadv," he would

reply, " Rice I what is ri<o? Is it matter, or spirit? Is it an idea, or is it a

nonentity V" IVrhaps she would s.ay, "It is matter;" and he -would reply,

" ^^'ell, wife, and what is matter? Arc you sure there is such a thing, or arc

you merely sulijecl to a delusion of the senses." Now, to say the truth, few of

the metaphysicians have ever gr.t beyond this point. Tlieir task is never-ending,

still-beginning. lUit they do not tire of it; nor is it a wonder. The great

problems of life and thought have an irresistible attraction for the highest clasd

of minds; and when the.se problems are entirely neglected in any land, you

may be sure that the highest chiss of minds do not grow there. The only

metaphysician, in the proper sense of the word, that Great Britain has produced
ui the last halt-century, is 8n:"\Vn.i.i.vM llAMn.TON",and he is rather destructive

than constructive,—a critic rather than a philosoplier. His priucipal writings

are now made accessible to American readers by two works, published simul-

taneously in this city. The fir.-t i-', " D'tMUfsions on Philosophi/ and Literature,

by SiK WiLLi.\M II.VMILTON, I^art.. with an Intro<luctory Essay by Rohkkt
TUKXJJLI.L, 1). D." (New-York: Harper*: Brothers ; 8vo.. pp. 7C4.) This

volume consists malidy of contributinns to the Edinbur<:h Review, enkinjed

and modified by the author. A large part of it is taken up witli discussions on

education, full of profound and practical wisdom, and worthy the careful study

of all teachers. The philosophical part treats mainly of the nature of pcrcep-
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tion an<l of tlie limits of pliilosophizinpr, in opiX)sition to Cousin ; and also of

the true theory of lojrio, which Sir AVilliam claims to have enlarged by his

J,ytrine of the quantitieation of the predicate. Dr. TurnhuU's Essay gives a

bri.-f but sensible and judicious account of the history of speculative thought

fowu the earliest period to the present time. The second work is tho

" J'hilosi>ph>/ of SiK Wir.LiAM Hamilton, Bart., arramjed and edited by

(). W. Wight," (New-York: D. Appleton & Co.; 1853; 8vo., pp. 530.)

wlili'h contains all, except part of an unfinished dissertation, that Sir Wil-

li.vn has published directly upon nietajjhysics. It includes, thorefMre, the

fthilosophical part of the '• Discussions " named above, and also the ample

notes on lu:id, which could heretofore only be had by purcha?in>,' tho

costly English edition of Reid, as edited by Sir William. !Mr. Wight has

undertiiken tlie exceedingly dillicult task of arranging the fragments of thought

n;;itt<'red througli his author's very voluminous writings, into a systematic

wliole; and we must confess that our first impression of hisellbrt was astonish-

ment at his temerity. This feeling has given way, on closer examination, to

fonietliing like admiration of the skill with which he has ])ut his mosaic, together.

JIc divides the whole into three parts : I. The Philosophy of Common-Sense, or

our Primary Beliefs considered as the Criterion of Truth; II. The Philosophy

of Perception ; and III. The Philosoidiy of the Conditional. ]Mr. Wight prom-

i-ves that when Hamilton's '• General Preface to Pieid" and the " Sequel to the

Dissertations " are published, he will reprint them here In a separate volume,

with a general index to both ; but from what we can learn of Sir William's

health and habits of work, we fear that we shall have to wait for the '• Index"

until the Greek Kalends.

(2.) AxoTTiEU treatise on the same topics, though handled from an entirely-

ditVerent jwint of vie w, is '' An A Kempt to Exhihil the True Theory of Christinuily

<u a ConaUtent arid Practical Sy.^tem, by AVir.i.iAM S. GiiAYSOX." (Xew-

Vork: 1). Appleton & Co.; 18.53; 12mo., pp. 3fi-l.) Instead of despairing of

the problem, like Dr. Beecher, 'Sh: Grayson undertakes, without resorting to

trinsecndentalism either of time or space, to explain the origin and design of

nioral evil, and to show that it is consistent with the benevolent attributes of

the divine character. Instead of believing that the so-called insoluble char-

«rter of the problem tends to make men deists, lie cannot perceive how infi-

d'.-Iily can resist the '• force of the argument In favour of the divinity of the

ivriptures, drawn from the existence of moral evil In a world so physically

i»'autifnl." In the second chapter Mr. Grayson undertakes to show that

"human depravity is congruous with a siheme of human redemption upon the

IxvMs of free agency ;" in the third he attemjjts to conciliate the doc-trine of jus-

tiitcatton by faith with that ofjustification by works, and to show that diversity

'»• creeds may co-exist with unity of the faith ; and in the fuurth. he under-

takes to reconcile the divine fore-ordination with the free-ngency uf man, and
"'US to bring the system of Christianity into harmony with the laws of moral

pfulosnphy. This Is certainly the outline of a very high argument; but Mr.

^•rajson brings many qua'ifications to tho tiisk. His mind is singulariy acute ;

li'» analytical faculty i< a rare one; his grasp of thought Is veiy comprehcn-
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sive. The book, however, is not, as a book, equal to the capacity of the author

;

he is evidently an unpractised writer, and fails to ofler to his readers as clear

a view of the subject as he evidently possesses. Many even of his sentences

are incomplete and oliscure. Hut, on the other hand, he is entirely free from

the wearisome prolixity of which we have complained in Dr. Beechcr, and

there is, oocajionally, a curio.<n jtlicitas in his expresyinn rarely met with in

American writers; lor instance: "Evil is not sin, nor is sin evil. If evil

•were sin, then God would be the autlior of sin; if sin were evil, then man
would be no loHL'cr a freo-agent." IJut we have neither space nor time to

characterize this very able and acute book at present : there are many things

in it with which we should wage sharp battle on a fitting field. It may be

embraced, perhaps, in the same article with the " Conllict of Ages " in our

next number.

(3.) TuE profoundest questions of theology and metaphysics are taking hold

of the American mind. AVithin the last few months no less than three books

Lave appeared which discuss the quastiones vexatcz that have, from age to

age, perplexed the strongest minds. The first of these, " The Conjiict of
Ages ; or, the Gren! Jhhcite on the ^^nral Relations hcttcccn God and Man, by

Edward Bkklhki:, T). D.," (Bo.non : Phillips, Sampson & Co. ; 1833 ; 12mo.,

pp. 552,) is an earnest exposition of the great problem of theology, by an

earnest man, who feels and thinks strongly. That man should come into the

•world newly created, ^vith a bad nature, and then to be subjected to bad

influences, and to the seducing power of bad spirits— this is the problem; and

Dr. Beecher thinks the solutions olVercd by the prevalent theologies arc alto-

gether inaderiuate. lie proposes as his solution the old doctrine of the prc-

existencc of man, somewhat modilied. In the prcexistent state man was free,

and sinned; ho comes into this world, not a new-created being, but a fallen

one. But Dr. Beceher d(X"S not remove a. jot or tittle of the old ditficulty ; if

anything, he makes it greater. The Inxjk is very able in many respects ; but

is painfully ditlVi^e, and not seldom obseure. It will be noticed more at length

in our next number.

(4.) The third lx)ok referred to above—and the most impoi-tant and valuable of

the three—is ".1 Theodicy; or, ]'ini!ication of the Divine Glory, as manifested

in the Constitution and Government of the Moral World, by Alukut Taylok
Blkdsoe, Professor of ^lathematie? and Astronomy in the University of

Mississippi." (New-York: Carlton & Phillips ; 185-1; Svo., pp. 356.)

"SVe have no space left to notice it: a full review may be expected

hereafter. In the mean time we conunend it to our readers as one of the

clearest and ablest expositions of the moral government of God that has ever

appeared.

(5.) "//omc-s of the Xcw ]]'orhI, l>y Fkk.dkika Buemku." (Xew-York:

Harper & Brothers; 2 vols., 12mo.) In these two fair volumes ^Ii>s Bremer

gives us her " impressions of America,"—all love-imprcssIons. Pi'..;C-colour
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prerailed over earth and sky while she reinaincd in this country. Never

».ij a land so bcpraiscd, or its people so magnified before. The fair authoress

has the bi-gest and most comprehensive organ of admiration : she sees the good

llii-re " is in all tilings evil ;" she loves men and -women of tlie most diverse

foflin!?', opinions, and characters, with an equal love. Much of the book is

Iw.iddie; more of it scntimentalism ; a part of the reniaindcr is dear good

(tense. One of the oddest things in it is the way in which households are laid

Uiire, family secrets unfolded, and private opinions made ])ublic. Not a few

Southern men and women will be alarmed to find that their hidden spirit of

Abolitionism is here brought to light; but they may comfort theraiclves with

the retlection that people everywhere know that tlie dear, good, loving, baby-

hkc Fredrika is very much given to romancing in general.

(6.) " The Bool- ofXature, by F. Schcedler, Ph. D., Professor of (he Natural

Sciences al Worms, translated by Henry Medlock, F. C. S." (Philadelphia:

Blanchard & Lea; 1853 ; 8vo., pp. G92.) This book is one of those thorough

compcndiums of knowledge in which the German teachers so much excel. It

contains an elementary introduction to the sciences of Physics, Astronomy,

Chemistry, rviineralogy. Geology, Botany, Zoology, and Physiology, founded

on a scientific basis, but expressed in clear and untechnical language. Xo
text-book has a higher reputation in Germany ; and as it has passed through

itii successive editions, the author has added the new discoveries made in the

difleront branches of science. The English translator and American editor

have each made valuable additions; and we have no hesitation in saying that

the book is now without a rival amonir'vvorks of its class.

(T.) «' Scotia's Bards." (Xew-York : llobcrt Carter & Brothers ; 1854 ; Svo.,

pp. 538.) The preparation of this fair volume has been obviously a labour of

love ou the part) of both editor and publishers. It does not claim to be a

complete collection of the Scottish poets ; but to give a selection—in most

cases complete poems—from each of the best or most noted poets, especially

from the minor poets who are least known in this country. Brief sketches of

Ihc dItTerent poets accompany the selections. The editorial work is done with

tvte and skill, and the printing and pftper arc equal to anything yet i)roduccd

in this country. The volume will be in deserved demand for a holiday gift-

book, and is worthy a place in every parlour book-case.

(8-) " AbbeokiUa; or, Sunrise within the Tropics, by Miss TrcKEi:," (Ncw-
Vork: Carter & Brothers; 1853; 18mo., pp. 278,) is an outline of the origin

*ivl progress of the Yoruba ^Mission on the "Western Coast of Africiu It is

^nttcn in the same clear and pleasant style as the " Eainbow in the Xorth,

by Uie same author, noticed in our pages some time ago. That part ot the

•iiurative which treats of slavery and the slave-trade on the west cox^t, is full

<^|>ainful interest.
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(9.) " ^fen and Things a? I saw thnm in Europe" (New-York: Harper &
Brothers; 12mo., pp. 2>i5,) is a rapM skctcb of travel, (l)y the author of the

cclebratod letters of Kikwan,) which will not add much to a previously well-

earned reputation.

(10.) " Ilislort/ of the Insurrection in C^»«a, by Messrs. Cali-KKY and Ivax."

(New-York: Harper & Brothers; 12mo., pp. 301.) This book has been put

together in haste, and clumsily. It contains, however, a good deal of infonna-

tion, which the reader must pick out and classify in his mind as he best can.

It were greatly to be desired tliat some man of sense would give time enough

to the subject, to put what little knowledge there is extant about Ciiina into a

clear and intelligible fonn.

(11.) O.NF. of the best signs of the times is the multiplication of books for the

illustration and elucidation of Scripture, adapted for use in schools. To this

class belongs " Outlines of Scripture Geof/raphi/ and History, illustraiinrf tJie

Historical Portions of the Old and Xew Testaments, by Edwap.d Hughes,

F. R. G. S." (rhiladelphia: Blanchard & Lea; 1853; 12mo., pp. 355.)

The compiler has made use of all the recent researches in the lands of the

Bible, and quotes largely from Robinson, Olin, Durbin, &c. His book would

have been better for use. as a text-book, if he had digested these quotations

into a continuous dfscriptioa ; but yet he furnishes a large amount of informa-

tion in a readable form. There are several well-executed maps, reduced from

those of Kie[>crt & ^Vikon.

(12.) Mks^h?. Caiitki; & Bkothf.ks have reprinted, in a neat form, '• The

ChriMian Father's Present to his Children, by J. A. Jamks," (ISmo., pp. 41C,)

a work so well known as to need no special notice at our hands, Xo less

than seventeen editions have been sold in England.

(13.) ^'Peruvian Antiquities, by Rovkuo & Yon TscufDi: translated from

tfie Spanish by Francis L. Hawks, T). I)." (New-York : George P. Putnam

&Co. ; 1853; 8vo., pp. 30C.) The translator of this work is engaged, as is

well known, in the jiroparation of a work on the Antiquities of America. In

the course of his rcsearclics he found the book before us to contain a more

particular description of the most ancient architectural remains of Peru than

is to be found elsewhere. He has done well to present it to that class of

readers, rapidly growing in this country, which takes an interest in archaeo-

logical researches. Without a bliml admiration for the ancient culture of the

Peruvian-!, llovero has yet enthusiasm enough to earn.- him through a most

careful iiujuiry into the antiijuities of his native country, and discrimination

enough to separate the wheat from the chaff in the narratives of the old Spanish

chroniclers.
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(14.) "Siilad for the SolUari/" (New-York: Lamport, Blakeman & Law;

lSj.1; 121110., pp. 344.) is the quaint title of a book of the D'lsraeli stamp,

itiJ "juitc as pleasant reading as " The Curiosities of Literature." It could

onlv have been produced by a man of nice tastes, varied reading, and much

knowledge of the -world. Full of odds and ends about the habits and hauut<

ol'litiTary men, about books and their makers, buyers and readers, about the

j.K;L-<iires and the pains of authorci'aft ; it is yet so deftly and )»k'a.<antly put

tP'.'fthor, that all tastes and api)etites may find dinner and dcssei t, meat and

music, within its comjK)siie pages. It has been one of the most successful books

of tJie season—and deservedly.

(15.) TiiK Bourbon Question has had a nap for the last few months,—not,

!)owever, without occasional intimations of a forthcoming awakening on the

part of the Rev. Eliczer and 'Mr. Hanson. In the mean time, [Messrs. IIaq)er

have reprinted, in full, Beauehesnc's '^ Louis XVIL, his JJ/e, his SvJ/crinf/s,

kis Dtalh" (2 vols., 12mo.,) of which they published a brief abridgment some

months ago. The present work gives a fidl and minute account of the cap-

tivity of the royal family in the temple, and of the severities i)ractised upon the

unfortunate dauphin. It has a separate value, moreover, fiom the light which

it tlirows ujion the terrible history of the times. On the vexed ([uestlon of

tlie dealli of the dauphin the work in reality throws no new light :—our decision

Riust still be, as heretofore, that however probable it may be that the unfor-

tunate prince died in the Temple, the fact is not procecl.

(IC.) " .1 Visil to Europe in 1851, by Professor Bexjamix Sillimax, of Yale

College." (New-York: G. V. Putnam & Co.; 1853 ; 2 vols., 12mo.) These

tohinies have a special interest hardly ever attached to books of travels, in the

Cict tliat the writer passed a year in Europe nearly half a century ago, and
*^rotc an account of his travels. He now compares his impressions of to-day

>Tith the old ones, in a way that would relieve his book from didness if it had
no other merit. Apart from this, its chief interest lies in the accounts (which
fio one is better qualified than Professor Silliman to give) of scientific men
4nd scientific institutions, in which the volumes abound.

(!') TrrK periodical literature of England and America for the la-t sixty

y*'nn cnil>odies an immense amount of literary and scientific discussion of
tho very liljrhest onlcr. There is scarcely any subject in philosophy or

<'ntu-i>ni. the science or the arts, j/olitics or religion, that has not been treate<l

'^ the quarteriy journals by the first writers of the age. A full collection of

Y*^
^'ivat reviews is moi-e valuable than any Encyclopa'dia that has ever Incn

J»«iiihJ; hut their contents have not heretofore been available to students, for

w»nt of pcncr.al indexes. The Edinburgh and Quarterly have, indeed, pub-

whid three or four indexes atdifierent pcriods,and their value is incalculable;

1^'uLKTii Series, Vol. YI.—10
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but what has been most of all needed is a general Index to the subjects of the

articles (not the pages) in all the chief jicriodicals, to -which one could turn

for information oa any subject. Thin desideratum is now sujiplied in " Jn
Index to Periodicnl Literature, by "\V. F. Poolk, A. M., Librarian of ilie Boston

Mercantile Library Association." (New-York: C.B.Norton; lSo3; 8vo., pp.

521.) The plan of the work is excellent; it embraces nearly all the llevicws

and Magazines of any note in Great Britain and America; and it gives for

each of them a sufficiendy minute index to enable one to use any extended dis-

cussion contained in tlie fifteen hundred volumes of periodicals which it covei-s.

"We should be glad, if our space allowed, to speak further of the merits of Mr.

Poole's book, for such labour is }>recisely the kind which in this counuy is most

needed ; but our limits forbid. It nuist suflicc, at present, to say, that we would

not be without the volume for five times its price.

(18.) The study of language, in the proper sense of the term, is almost

unknown in the schools and colleges of England and America. The science

of Comj>arative Philology has gi-own up in Germany into vast proportions, but

as yot few of its treasures have been accessible to English students during their

elementary coarse. V\c are glad, therefore, to announce " Oullincs of Com-

parative Philolorjij, hy M. Sciiele ue Vere, of the University of Yirgliu'a,"

(New-York: G. P. Putnam & Co. ; 1S53; 12mo., pp. 43-1,) which, though not

exactly what we could wish in a class-book, is yet an excellent introduction

to the science. Professor de Vere adopts the true view, that language is the

gift of God. On the question of the primitive unity of the Imman race, and

of language, he does not spoak so decidedly, but states that although '• Com-
parative Philology dots not as yet irrefutably confirm such a belief, it fur-

nishes, at every st.-ige ot' its rapid flcvdopment as a sciem^e, new arguments

and new jiroofs in its favour." After disctisslng these topics, the author gives

a clear account of the history ami literature of Comparative Philology, and

then develops its practical results in illustrating the laws of language. The
second part surveys the languages of the world in their separate character, in

the several groups into wlilch philulogists have classed them, and in their

relations to each otlior. The third and concluding part treats of the history

of tlie art of wxiting. The work will find its way, we trust. Into all our colleaes

as a text-book. It is a great shame that such a book should be published with-

out indexes.

(19.) " Chrbtian Baptism and the Lord'x Supper, by the Rev. T. Spicer,

A. M.," (.VJbany: Pease & Co.; pp. IGC,) is a neat litdc manual, setting

forth the evangelical view of the sacraments with much conciseness and clear-

ness. The only poiut on which it does not speak as definitely as we could

wish, Is that of the relation of Uipti/ed diildren to the Church—a subject which

greatly needs cle:uing up. The Methodist Church, like other Protestant de-

nominations, (except thoiC who deny intant baptism,) seems to be quite at sea

on the question.
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(?0.) 'J'lin reclu«<^3 of Port I'oyal will never lo«o their hold npon the anTcctions

of in.inkin<l: •wc never tire of their liistor}-, no matter who TVTites it. A new

contribution to that history is now ofTered in '' Jaqudinc Pascal; or, a Glbnpxe

of Com-''lit Life, at Port Rotjal, from the French of Cousin, Faiigere, Vinot," &c.

(Now-York: 11. Caiier & Brutliers; 1854; r2ino., pp. 318.) The younger

nstcr of Pascal had many of his high qnalitie?, and was, like him, in many

wAvs, a martyr to her vi-jws of Christian truth and duty. The present vo'ume

\* full of C^hristian and literary interest. Prefixed to it is a vaUiablo introdue-

tion 1)V the Kev. W. Pv. Williams, who touches nothing that he does no: adorn.

(21.) A Church Diclionari/, by W. F. lIooK, D. D., revised and adapted to

the Protestant Epi-copal Church, by a Presbyter of said Church." (Phib-

delphia: E. II. Butler & Co. ; 1S54 ; 8vo., pp. 578.) Dr. Hook's ability and in-

dustry are well knov»-n to our readers. His " Ecclesiastical liiography," as wt-Il

as the work now before us, have found large sale iu England, and we have no

doubt that the American reprint will be acceptable to the clergy of this country.

U is, to be sure, not a tlicological dictionary, but a special Church book ; ne\cr-

tholcss, ministers of all denominations need to know the views t;iken by Pusoy-

ites and Iligh-Churchmen of ecclesiastical mattei-s, and in this dictionary they

may be found.

(•22.) Afu. Pi-T>-A>r is fast becoming the Murray of American publishers.

The hT^t of his gootl works (up to this writing) is the beginning of a beautiful

edition of '^Thfi Work-? of Joseph Addisox, edited, with Critical and Explana-

tory Notes, by G. W. Gr.KKXK." (New-York : G. P. Putnam & Co.; vol. 1,

fcp. 8vo., pp. 500.) Every requisite of a good library edition, in point of

fonn, size, convenience, rcadahlenefs, and completiniess, Is to be found In this

iHlItion of Addison. It will be comprised in five volumes, containing the whole

cont<ints of Bishop Kurd's edition, with letters aiid other pieces not fljund In

«ny previous collection. The present volume contains the Editor's Preface,

Macaulay's Essay on the Life and Writings of Addison, and Ilurd's Prefice?,

&« preliminary to the text Itself, of which this volume has the Poem? and

r>r.ima5. The five volumes will include all of Addison's writings, inclusive

of his contributions to the " Tatlor," '• Guardian," aiul " Spectator." Thf?

other j.arts of those celebrated works—namely, the papers of Steele, Swift,

l'oj>o, Tlrkell, &c.—will be given separately, in two additional volumes, unl-

lorui with this edition of Addison, thus forming a complete edition of the most

fctnarkable essavs in the Ensjllsh language.

(-•''•) "yl Memoir of the Life and Labours of the Pec. A. Jwlson, D. D.. by

^'fcAvcis Wayxaxp." (Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co.; 185.^; 2 vols.,

l2mo.) This book is not so much a biography as a collection of valuable

*o*terials for one. But we could ill spare any of its content*, and comnicTid

I>r. Wayland {ox the patience and skill with which he has edited the d-vu-

CH^ntj oommlfted to him, instead of taking the more ambitious course of pre-
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paring from tlioiii an :irtistlcal and continuous iianative. Dr. Judson was one

of the horoos of Christianity ; no apostle, missionar)', or martyr has surpassed

him in entire self-devotion, in unwearied toil, in unshaken faith, in abundant

usefulness. Even lii^ constitutional fault of self-reliance and self-confidence

was ovcrruleel, and, so to speak, sanctified for the furtherance of the great

work to which he devoted himself. His intellect, tliough good, was not of the

highest unler; but his untiring industry enabled him to accomplith great in-

tellectual labiKirs. The man who translates the whole Bible into a foreign

tongue—and that an oi-icnlal one—must have no common powers and enduw-

ments. The book abounds in instruction, in information, even in amusement,

—above all, in practical exhortations and encouragement to Christians with

reference to the great task of the Church, the work of missions. We hope

to present a full survey of the book hereafter.

(24.) " The Young Minister ; or, Memoirs and Remains of Stephen Bcehnan

Bangs, of the Xcir-YurJ: ICast Conference, by W. H. X. ^SIagkuber, M. A.''

(New-York : Carlton & riiillips
;
18;J3 ; 12mo., pp. 388.) The subject of this

memoir was a young man i)f beautiful character and of rare promise. Naturally

weircmlowed, both in his intellectual and moral nature, he was converted at

an early period of life, and became an earnest Christian. His education was

catx-ful and thorough before he commenced the work of the ministry, and the

begiiming of his career augured a brilliant future of usefulness and eminence.

But it was ordered otllerwi^c: he fell at his post soon after imtting on his

armour. The pres.-nt memoir was written by his brother-in-law ; and v.hile

it bears throughout marks of the love and sympathy with which the writer's

heart abounded, it is yet not a mere eulogy, but a kind though discriminatinrr

biography. The j.rcfaee (by the Kev. E. O. Haven) speaks of the adaptation

of the work to certain classt-s of readers, as follows: " Young ministers of the

gospel may deduce from it the elenicnts of a happy and prosperous professional

career. Students may l>e led to iuipiire closely into their duty, and )uay be
prejiared conscii-ntiously to decide whether or not God is calliu"- them to the

responsible work of the Clui<tiaii ministry. Parents may see the eflect of a

careful and rigid and truly kind training of their children. And finally, all

may bo stimulated to a holy life l>y tin- energetic and eloquent discourses that

follow. With these observations this tribute of afleetion is committed to the

world with the happy consciousness that it is good seed, and that, rightly used, it

can bear only fruit to ripen in the skies." We lieariily join in this^coiiimenda-

tlon, and trust tlie work will find \vide circulation, especially amon^ the vounc:

men of the Church, and in our Sunday .Schools.

(25.) "-Vr. RHthcrjordS Children" (New-York: G. V. Putnam & Co.; iSo."?;

pp. 2C5) is a very pretty story for ehildren, by the author of the " Wide, AN'ide

World." TIic moral tendency of lliis lady's writings is so unquestionable, and
they have so many excellent <pialities besides, that it is a great pity her style

is niark'cd by so many of what a:e called " Yankee" peculiarities.
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(iC.) Tins journal has spoken again and again, within the last few years, of

the fluty of the Church with regard to the Cliristian nurture of children ; and

again and again has it expressed a hope that some treatise upon the relation

of Uiptizod children to the Church, adapted to the wants of Methodism, should

Bppear from a ^Methodist hand. Signs are not wanting of a great revival in

this department of the Church's duty ; and we cannot but hope that with a

more general obedience on tlie part of our clergy to the law of the Discipline

on Catechization, there will spring up a better feeling and a purer practice in

tlie treatment of baptized children tlian ha:< been common among us for the

last twenty years. Among these signs wc may rank the appearance of a new

book by a ^Methodist preacher, entitled '' Infant Church Mcmlirnhip ; or, lice

Sjiiritual and Permanent Character of the Ahrahamic Cofcna/i/, by the IIkv.

Samuel Grkgg." (Cincinnati: Swormstedt & Poe ; 1853; 18mo., pp. 370.)

The fundamcntiil position of the book is that the spiritual covenant made with

Abraham permanently secures to the infant cliildren of believing parents the

right of membership in the Church, together with religious instruction and

fwistoral care. This position is, we think, the true doctrine of Methodism
;
yet

how far is the practice of the Church from according with it. Again we re-

I)oat the cry : There needs to be a revival of primitive usages ai-noug us ; and

more, there needs some thorough j;^rt?! of procedure, incorporated into the Dis-

cipline of the Church, and made obligatory upon its pastors and people.

(27.) ^^ Anecdotes of Painters, Engravers, Sculptors, and Architects, by

Shkau.tasuub Spooxer." (New-York: G. P. Putnam & Co. ; 18.53: 3 to!s.,

ISmo.) A miscellaneous collection of Incidents illustrative of the habits and

fortunes of artists,—a class of men whoso personal histories are almost always

abundant in interest to their less gifted fellow-beings. !Mr. Spooner has had

the best possible opportunity for collecting such anecdotes In the studies neces-

Mr>- to the preparation of his '• Dictionary of Painters," &c., and he has made

good use of them. You cannot pick up this book, and open upon any page at

random, without being Interested.

(2.S.) « Ao^c.f, Critical, Illustrative, and Practical, on the Booh of Daniel, by

AusKP.T Barxes." (New-York: Leavitt &c Allen; 1SJ3; 12mo., jvp. 494.)

Thcs<> notes were mostly written before ]\Ir. Barnes commenced his Com-

mentary on the Kevelation, though the latter work was first published ;
in fact,

the one volume is almost necessarily a complement of the other, as well from

the nature of the subject as from the commentator's mode of treating It. The
" Introiluction " contains an elaborate and valuable essay on the genuineness

and authenticity of Daniel; but it is strange that Mr. Barnes, after so many
years of authorship, has not learned that such an Introduction ought to have

a full table of contents. ]\Ir. Barnes has been as careful and industrious in

preparing this as his other volumes of commentary; and this cons<Mentiou?

r-^tistaking makes up, to some extent, for his lack of that e.\egctical iti-sunct

(so to speak) with which Calvin, Olshauscn, and some others, have been so

largely endowed.
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(29.) " Citij Architecture, by M. Field," (New-York: G. P. rutaam & Co.;

1853 ; 8vo., pp. 75,) contains a st-rics of designs for thvelliug-liouscs, stores,

hotels, &c., in twenty plates, with descriptions, and an essay on the principles

of design- Its aim is to develop tlie ta^te for ornamental building now preva-

lent in the Ameriean cities, by jnesenting designs not only novel here, but

just in their arcluteetural character. Most of them are adaptations of the

sli-eet-archltecturc of Eome, Florence, and Yeniec.

(30.) " Axburi/ aurl hh Conrljufors, by the Rev. W. C. Lakrahek, A. M."

(Cincinnati: Swormstedt & Poc : 2 vols., ISmo.) Professor Larrabee has

struck upon a style of biography which suits at once his own special talents

and the wants of (he Cliurcli. In the neat volumes before us he gives the best

account of Bishop Asbury that has yet been published, and follows it with

briefand excellent sketches of Coke, "Whatcoat, Garrettson, "Ware, IM'Kcndree,

George, Piobcrts, and Emor}-,—all venerable names, and worthily classed

among the " coiiiljutors " of the great Apostle of American [Methodism.

(31.) " A Complete Anali/sU of the Holy Bible, by the Rev. XATn.\:xiEL West,
D. D., (New-York: C. Scribner; royal 8vo., pp. 958,) must have been a Avork

of immense labour for the compiler, as it certainly will be one of vast utility to

all its readers. It contains evtrij pa^saije in the Old and New Testaments,

arranged under thirty heads, in as many books, which are subdivideil into

chapters and seelions, each with appropriate titles. For instance, Book YIII.

treats of 7/' '/^V />•'.'/<, divided into four chapters: I. The Sabbath; II. The
Sabbatical Year: 111. Passover; IV. Yarious Feasts. The chapter on the Sab-

bath-ilay is again divided into twenty-nine sections, ti-eating of the Preparation,

Prohibitions, Observance, &c. Ample tables of contents are prefixed, -which,

with a copious general index, afiord perfect facility in turning to any head or

subject It is needle.>s to ililatc on the advanUages of such a handbook ; every

preacher, student, or Sunday-scluxjl teacher, who desires to study the sacred

word tlioroughly, should, if jiossil'le, procure it. It must be understood that

tlie work is not a lofjinil but a Ivj^hal analysis of the Bible; but, as such, it

is vastly superior to Gaston's, or any other book of collections that we have

seen. Indeed, it is thoo/i/youo that includes every passage of the Bible in its

compass.

(32.) " The Rhttoric of Comer/ution ; or, Bridles and Spurs for the Manngc-

vicut of the Toiujuc, by Geokoe "W. IIeuvey." (New-York: Harper &
Brothers; r2mo., pp. 380.) This book is intended as a manual in the art and

morals of talking. It gives rules for silence and for speech; for intercourse iu

the family and in the street; Ibr the talk of Christians with each other; and

for the talk proi/cr to Sunday. Tiie hist chapter contains an euterUiiniug and

instructive aecouuL of convorsatlon-clubs, with specimens of the conversation

of Johnson, Colerlilge, and other-.
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(33.) " T7ie Epistle to the Romans, in Greek and Enr/lish, tcith an Analij.'<i.<

ciui Kxef]cUcal Commentary, by Samukl II. Tukneu, D. D." (New-York:

Sunfon.1 ^: Swortls ; 185.") ; 8vo., }>{). 234.) In this Commentary sound learning

and cxejretieal sagacity are combined, in a rare degree, with reverence for the

wonl of God as the only '• solid foundation for divine truth." "We have read

nmirly every e.x^tant Commentary on the Koman>, more or le^s thoroughlv :

nnd, among them all, we do not know one wliich—in the (jualitles of being clear

without superficiality, decided without dogmatism, and liberal without surren-

der of sound doctrine—we deem e(iual to this. Dr. Turner avolils extreme

interpretations, but does it without falling Into a tame and meaningless ccjmpro-

luise. The drlfl of his views on the most controverted parts of the epistle may
be seen in the following exti-act from his note on chap. vIII, 28 :

—

" Further, this pretlcstiuation and choice have heavenly blessings in view. No
canili'l man can read and reflect on what the New Testament says on this suVjfci

without acknowledging this. It is impossible to limit these representatious to a
merely outward covenant relation, existing on earth and temporary, as members
of Christ's visible Church. It is also internal, spiritual, heavenly—an adoption
intended to be perfect and eternal ; a purpose having in view our ultimate holi-

ness and consequent happiness.
" God's purj'oso, thon, embraces the whole scries of divine arrangements,

appliances, and operations, connected with salvation by Christ. It was his ].ur-

pose to redeem fallen man by the atonement of his t^ou and the agency ot" Lis

(Spirit; and, so redeemed, to unite theiu under Christ in one holy body witli the

angels of heaven. Consequently, they are called out of the world into his Church,
and supplied with whatever is necessary to tlieir ultimate and universal hap
pinoss in glory. God's purpose has in view all that this result requires, and
also tlie result itself. That this result shall really take place, however, is not a
RC'.'Cssary consequence of this divine purpose. The language of Scripture by
which the whole subject is explained, is not philosophical. "When, in tins cf;:ii,i-.v

inn, it speaks of God's will, it is universally acknowledged that it speaks in t rms
ad:ipted to the ordinary mind; and his will may fail of accompUshmcnt. Tlu-< is

uu'i.'niable with regard to all such places as 1 I'im. ii, -i, where it is sai>l that

G'xl 'will have,' literally, vilkth 'all meu to be saved.' And there is no go.**!

reason for supposing that the same is not true of what tiie Scripture culls his

purpose and determination represented as formed before the foundation of the

World. "Will any one venture to prove that God's icill is less absolute and cer-

tain than his purpose."

(31.) ''The Hunters of the World" (FLiladelphla : W. P. Hazard; IS.VI;

12mo., pp. ]59) is a ver}' attractive illustrated book for children, containing

graphic descriptions of vn\d sports and adventures, in encounters with wild

animals in cvory part of the world. It is from the German, and is admiiably

translated ; at least we judge so from the smoothness of the English, as wc have

not seen the orlainal.

(35.) The ^fis!:ionar^/ of Kihitan;/" CScn-'York: E. Carter & Brothers; IS:,3:

IHmo., pp. 2J3) is a memoir of Alexander Paterson, a Scotch peasant of great

RCKxl sense, who was converted under Dr. Chalmers's ministry, and was after-

ward for many years "street-missionary" in the Old-Town of Edinburgh.

A more edifying record of Christian zeal, humility, and devotion, wc kive

rarely read.
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(36.) " Notes on the Twenty-Jice Articles ofRelifjion, as received and taught hj

Methodists in the United States, by the Kkv. A. Jimksox, D. D., " (Cinciunali:

Applegate & Co.; 1853; r2mo., pp. 407,) is a good and simple explanation

of the Articles, well adapted for popular use.

(S7.) " A Dictionary of the most Important Xames, OhJ'-cts, and Terms fovnd
in the Hohj Scriptures, by Howaui> ^I.vlcom, 1). 1).," (Boston : Gould &
Lincoln; lSmo.,pp. o3o,) is an excellent compendimu of Scriptural knowledge

—

adapted, however, for use only in Baptist schools.

(38.) "^ Guide to EnrjUsh Composition, by the Rev. Dr. Bkewek," (Xetv-

York: C. S. Francis & Co.; 185.3; 12mo., pp. 415,) contains one hundred

and twenty themes for comj)Osition, analyzed and illustrated to aid beginners

in the art

(39.) " The American Statesman, by the IIkv. Joseph BAXVAnn," (Boston :

Gould & Lincoln; ISmo., pp. 334,) is a sketch of the better features in the

life and character of Daniel "Webster, designed to hold up what was couuuend-

ablc in that great man for the admiration and imitation of American youth.

(40.) ^'Egeria; or, Voices of Thought and Counsel, hy "\V. Gii.Mor.E Simms,"

(Philadelphia: E. II Butler & Co.; 1853; 12mo., pp. 319,) is a collection of

aphorisms of sentiment and opinion, the accumulation of many years of thought

and observation. Many of llieui are expressed Avith point and beauty. There

are so^ne verses scattered through the volume which do not add to its value.

(41.) " The Ciarandthc Sultan : or, Xirholas and Ahdul Mcdjed," (2sew-York :

Harper & Brothers; 18mo., pi*. 195,) Is a timely reprint. The account of the

Czar is less reliaV)le, we should think, than that of the Sultan. A brief account

of the Eastern Question, in its recent phases, closes this useful little book.

(42.) "SLetchcs of Eminent Mcthudisl Ministers." (New-York : Carlton &
Phillips; 1854; 8vo., pp. 370.) Tlie "age of chivalry" was renewed in its

noblest aspects in the beginnings of Methodism. Its history, especially in

.\morica, is a record of moral her.)i>m unsurpassed in anv a-'C of the Church.
The story is yet unwritten. The historians of the country have frenenillv

ignored, in utter blindness, one of the richest fields open to them ; and the his-

torians of the Church luive done, but little toward a true and ample account of

the vast and valorous lalx)urs of tlnse n»o<lem ajrastles. Every memorial,

then, however slight, of the lives and toils of the fathers, is at once a blessing

to the Church and a contribution to the true history of the civilization of the
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t'^K To this class bclonor the sketches of Wesley, Fletcher, Garrettson,

M'Koinlrce, Iloborts, Pickering, ami IIciMing, given in this volume.

To a l^tor period belong the lives of Fisk, Emory, Levings, and Olin ; but

U»c Tcrv names will justify their col]o<.ation here Avilh the elder lathers. They

art* illtistrations—wonderful illustrations, in fact—of the vigorous and health-

ful "nnvth of Methodism; each of them alTbrding a noble specimen of high

itUi'llcctual power and large accomplishments devoted, with entire self-denial,

to ihc service of the Church of God.

One memoir, and only oao, of a living prr<ou ^^ given : and the name of

Jauez IJuxTiNG, the great leader of English Methodism, -will justily that

deviation from the plan of the volume, if any name could.

The names of the authors of the sketches are given in the table of contents,

except in two instances not left to the editor's discretion.

Should this volume meet with the favour of the pubUc, it "svill be followed by

another, and perhaps by several, in succeeding years, printed and illustrated

in the same beautiful style.

Ar.T. XI.—KELIGIOUS AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

EUROPEAN.

Oi'R vc.iikrs are aware that two volumes
of Smitirs " Sacred Annals " have been

n^printeJ hero by ilcssrs. Carlton & I'bil-

lii'S, uu.U-r the titles of " The Patriarchal

.^-•e
•' arul • The Hebrew Peoi-le." The

Ihinl \oluuie is now announced in Lou-
«lun, uudir the titlo of " Th': UUtorj and
JLli'jion of the Gentile Nations that iccrc

Jil'i'-rd in jjroximitij to the Jiuieh People:

coaiaining a succinct Account of the

Iv'Tptian,, Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes,
Persians, Greeks, and KomanS ; carefully

CoiJccled from ancient Authors and Holy
j^-rijiiure, with the best aid aftorded by
tV'Ut Discoveries in Egyptian and Assyr-
ia Inscriptions. Bein<;: the Tuuid and
n^lu,i;,ig Seiues of Sacred AnnaU ; with
lii'liccs and Tables adapted to the whole
*ork

; and forming a complete connexion
ff the Sacred and Profane History, also a,

f>iH Elucidation of the Fullilment of
^ociod

^
l-rophecy. By George Smith,

'. .K. S." Crown 8vo.
Ijiomas CoxsTAiiLE & Co., of Edin-

'^r^b. propose to publish " The Lcttvra

'/ Joux Cai.vis-,'" translated from the
'^fi.'inal Latin and Pronch Manuscvijits,
'ih l>r. B.,\.nf.t's Introduction and His-
'•JfiLuI Notes, in four handsome octavo
'"iuiues, at 10*. C,d. per volume. The
^--rAJti-'cwcat of the letters will bo chron-

ological, and it is expected that the ilrst

volume will be ready for publication early

in 18j1. Their prospectus states that a

few days before his death, in one of their

latest conferences, Calvin, when showing

to Tlicodore Beza the most highly \alu<-d

of his possessions—the manuscripts in his

library and the documents included in his

extensive correspondence with the most

illustrious persons of his tiiue—requested

that they should be carefully collected

after his death. This request of the

dyinu Reformer was but tardily and im-

perfectly fultilled. Nearly throe centuries

Lave passed since his death, and notwith-

standing the numerous elaborate works

which have been devoted to hi; memory by

eminent authors in Prance and other lands,

the earnest desire of the Kcfoi-mer has

never been fully complied with : the

precious documents of his correspondence

have remained forgotten amid the dust of

those librari<"s and other places of record,

whence for the lirst time this inestimable

treasure is now drawn forth, to be added

to the history of the world. The collec-

tion of which we have to announce I'lO

approaching publication is the fruit of

five years of assiduous labour and re-

search in the libraries of Praiuc, of Ger-

many, and of Switzerland. Intrusted by
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the Tronch government with a scientific

foreign niin>ion, -whicli ati'ordcd him an

Opportunity of gathcTiir^' together a por-

tion of this corresponilenee dispersed

tliroughout the whole of Europe, the

editor has spared no pains in reiiderinj

as complete as possible a collection which

cannot fail to cast a flood of lii^lit upon

the great reli^^'ious revolution of the six-

teenth century.

\Ve have received the first nunilcr of
" llie London Quartrrlif Juri.tr;' aho new
journal establiahed in London, in the in-

terest of Wesliyan Mithmli jtu,) but at so

late a period that we can only ^;ive it a

very brief notice. In furni and gettinij

up it equals the best of the llriti'ili Quar-

terlies, containing,' three hundred pages,

Leautifully printed. In matter, it is ster-

ling in almost every article. The first

paper gives much valuable and well-ar-

ranged information as t'l the "Christian

populations of the Turkish Empire,"' and
is one of the l-eat in the number. The
second, on "We-ky and his Critics,"' has

some very sensible and acute observations

on Taylor'3 *' WesUy and 3Iuthudism."

An elaborate article on " Tublie f^duca-

tion" illustrates the b.i.kward state of

the English mind on that ^ubjeet : it can-

not get beyond the tli. •ry of parochial or

sectarian schools. Then fvllows an ex-

cellent paper on " I'ltramonianism : its

threatened supremacy in Eurojie," from
which the f.dliiwin',' pa^-^age—a somewhat
ominous ii;\?sa'_'e, by the \\ay, in a \\'es-

leyan Journal— is t:ik<.n :

—

"In .\m.riea the .^tate refuses to enter

into a jiartucr-ihip with any (.'Lurch, sim-

ply because it has nuthin;' t.igainby such a

barijain. I'owcr ha, there liecoine so much
difl'nsed that cvtry man has his share.

F.neh section of civil society is sullieient

for itself: the pirish rules the parish ; the

state, the state; and the federal goveru-

nient is not the master, but the guiiie and
servant of the whole. ' We are,' said

General Tierce, who, ufter sustaining a

high position in the S:nate, has l.iuistdf

volunteered to carry a uiu'-ket in his

country's service,—' we are,' he said, ut-

tering his tirst address as rrfjident, *a

nation of sovereigns.' lie it »•>. But
what conspiracy can a nation of sovereigns

enter into with a roi>e? The only {mn-

tilical accomjiliee for a nation of sover-

eigns tMMibl Ih.^ a natiun of ("ifies, which
if a contradiciiim in terms. Were fa-

naticism to seize upon the American >:ov-

ernment, and induce it to make an oil'er-

ing of that ma'.'uitlcent e.i;intry to the

Holy See—to subject the .MUghanies and

the Rocky Mountains to the Seven Hills,

the iludson and the Mississippi to the

Tiber—how could the subjection be ef-

fected? There is no vast standing army
in America to subdue the multitude at the

order of a bureau; but there is a great, an

irresistible army, similar to that which
won popular freedom for Enzlaud,—the

manhood of the country. Tlie very ma-
chinery by which the Itomish Church
establishes its hold is wanting ; and there-

fore it is that the Americans aduiit the

adherents of Eome among them freelv and
fearlessly.

" And thus has it come to pass that Amer-
ica offers an absolute contrast to France

;

—America, where Franklin Pierce accepts

the free and noble suifrages of a young
].ower, champion of civil and spiritual

freedom for the world; a trust which is

the more noble, since it cannot be betray-

ed, and therefore cannot be accepted by a

traitor for his own base purposes :—France,

where one loan snatches power from seven

millions of his eouutrjinen, maintains it

by a vast standing army, trained and
dieted to his service, and uses it. in com-
plicity -with Rome, for the subjugation

of soul as vrell as body. American
j)ractice confirms the grand truth taught
by philosophy, that civil and religious

freedom are inseparable. God has or-

dained that men shall enjoy the former,
only in proportion as they prize and im-
pruVe the latter. There lies one antidote

to the venom of Popery, a principle that,

in conjunetiou with other and hiirbor priu-

cij'les, will ultimately work its destruc-

tion. A contest is being waged between
ft human institution and the everlasting
laws of the Creator, between human
'eternity'—the man made ' [jerpetual

'

by leasehold of Kome-^and the Infinite

Eternity : it is a contest between the
I'ojie and God : he would be bold indeed
who should doubt the issue."

As a whole, the first number of this

new journal is vigorous and promising.
We look for great results to British

Methodism from an organ for the ex-

tension of independent opinions of this

high class.

Pkokkssor TiscuKNDORF has made a

second journey to the East in search of

Biblical 3rs.>^., ic. The fallowing ex-

tract from a letter of his to IV. Tretrelles,

dated July 11, Is.:,-, and published in the

Journal of Sacred Literature, contains, in

brief, the results of his researches :
" I have

brought back with me seven Greek Bib-

lical MS:^. Three of these contain parts

of the Old Testament. One, which is a
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jio,p,est, as oU as the fifth century, con-

uiii« r*rts ^^ ^^^ IVutateuch ;
a second,

oi tho cizthlh or ninth contury, is a vcn-

».Uo .uitlcniut [us to textl of the yiti-

t«n M^ ; the thiril, the writin.' ot which

Mrf.-ctl'v resembles that of the liiakigues

I,r I'l ito, at Oxford, contains the whole of

iLc J'M>ok of Judges, and that of Ruth ;
its

tf It is verv curious and important.

«J5ut the others, which relate to the

S\KlV.-,tai;;eut, vill he of greater interest

Ut you. Twentv-eight leaves of a pu-

luiipsest, in uncial letters of the fifth cen-

tury . tike a place among our -\1SS. of the

hi-licil class. Such readings as that of

the MS. A, elr ruv r6~ov, (John xx, 23,)

Mf coulirmed by this palimpsest. Two

other MSS. are of the eighth and ninth

centuries ; one of these contains the two

Go^jKils of St. Luke and St. John, the

clher fragments of St. Matthew, St. Mark,

and St. John, and the whole of that of

St. I.ukc. Loth of these are more curious,

in k critical jioiut of view, than E G II K
M S U Y. One of them, in the passage

.Su Luke iii, 2:5-3S, confirms almost all

the readings of B L. The other has in

John V, 1, r'l iopr]i rC>v dCt'uov ; it is

enriched with scholia, which sometimes

possess a critical value. My fourth Xcw
Testament MS. is dated lO.li ; it contains

the Acts of the Apostles, wanting six or

u-vcn chapters. 1 was much surprised at

lhi>. jierfect agreement of this MS. w ith A
]; ('., and the other anciuit, MSS. But I

j:iu..t tell you that I have not yet found

more than a few moments to devote to an

exact esaniinatiou of all these MSS., as

• oil as of others which are not Biblical.

" Among the Arabic fragments which I

kiTC brought with me there is one MS. of

Ihe eighth century, ^the date of another

fin J the century of this one ;) it contains

fi«e i-pistles of'St. Paul; this version is

M yet unknown.

Confession ; and 2. The relation of the

Church to sectarianism,—especially to

the Baptists and Methodists. We abridge

the following account of the results from

the Wutchman:—
1. As to the Awj^hunj Coujenoion, the

central committee had charged several

persons, possessing the confidence of the

Church, to introduce the subject, for the

various reports. On this occasion they

had designedly chosen men belonging,

through cou\iction, to the various shades

of Evangelical Trotestantism. The first

among them who spoke, as a Lutheran,

was sLrtorius, General Sui.oi-uiten.leiit of

Konigsberg, a theologian, the author of

several excellent works. H>, treated the

question principally in relation to its

history, and showed what an important

place the Confession of Augsburg has

taken in the development of the universal

Church of Christ and its coufessious oi

faith. After him spoke Doctor Nitzsch,

Professor of Theology in the University of

Berlin, and member of the Superior C..n-

sistorv of Prussia. Nitzsch is one of liie

most profound theologians of Germany,—

a

man whose piety and sagacity all Chris-

tians regard as et^ual with his learning,

and whose conciliating character has

a him free adnus>ion into the coii^oi-

„„ of the two Churches, Lutheran and

Reformed. It is from this point of view,

at ouce comprehensive and believing, that

he has studied attentively the Confession

of Augsburg, and which, as he says, tnuy

expresses tlie evangeUcal faith without in

any wav shackling freedom of teaching, or

the developments of true science. The

question had now to be treated under the

li.formed point of view, after having been

considered in that of Lutherani.m and ot

the United Church. Pastor Krummacjer,

court preacher at Potsdam, was charged

with this third duty. Lr'-tly, LK.ctor

the I ni-

givt

" I also possess a Syriac palimpsest of Stahl, Profes^or of Civil Law-^ m
' '- -••'

versity of P.erlin,who has lormuuv )c.vr»

filled an eminent post in the ChamUrs of
fifthtflT leaves, as old, at least, as tl

fvntury. The fragments of the Gospels

«hich .M.Tuch has" deciphered prove that

lhi» Syriac version adheres more scrupu-

IjuOy'io the Greek than any other Syriac

tf It that is known."
T«r. Sixth Germau Evangelical Kiixh-

tHia; (or Conference of Evangelical Min-

i«t. r,, was held at Berlin, September
^•--1, Ls.'>3. Its proceedings were of

f««-»l interest, and the results of the

•"^ting were, in more respects than one,

'^'H-hlT auspicious. Two subjects of great

ii»j|.,runce occupied the attention of the

C'.t,icr^.,n,^. . 1. The relation of the Ger-

•»n evangelical clergy to the Augsburg

the Prns.siau Parliament, and who is \ ice-

Presidenl of the Kirchcntag, next sp-ke.

saying that he only wished to render his

testimony to the Confession of Aug^^burg,

because this document of the faith of our

fathers lavs the foundation of the Church

in justification bv faith alone in the tuUy-

sulficient merits and death of our Lord

Jesus Christ.

After these official reports, pre

in the name of the central committ

cencral disoussiou commenced.

the Augsburg Confession was

.eiited

e. the

H.re.

freely

discussed, under the most various pomls
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of view, by Lutheran, Reformeil, and
mcmVrs of the I'nited Church. Not a

single si)eakor refused to adhere to tliis

Coufcssion. How is this unanimity to he

accounted for, whieh was again manifest

almo<;t comjdetely in the vote ? C)aly by

the fact that the committee had tlie wis-

dom to add 10 tlie origiual proposition a

clause which preserves entire the ri.;hts

and the liberty of conviction to the mem-
bers of the Reformed I'iiureh there pres-

ent, and which reeojrnises, by im[)!ication,

its confessions of faith. Its position beins;

thus guarded, a Kefornied Church miglit,

without b*sitation, join in the vote of

adhesion to the Cont'e<;si(>n of Augsburg,

as Calvin himself did in liis day. So that

when, about tivo o'clock in the afternoon

of the I'Oth September, the fiuestion wns
pot to this immense assembly, it was seen

to rise in mass, almost simulta)ieou.>ly,

and then thundered f'rth a liyran of

praise under a lively and profound im-

pression.

1'. The reiK^rt on .'vc.'.iri'><mV»/» was hap-

pily confided to I>r. Suetlilage, a member
of the Superior Consistory of Prussia, and

& preacher of the Catliidral at IVrlin.

M. Snethlngo has been loug a pastor iu

the Prussian provinces of the Rhine. He
is one of t!ie Reformed, and lias learned

in these JUformed and Presbyterian

Churches of the ];hine to respect the

conscience and ronvietions of his breth-

ren, even when they dill'er from himself

on certain points of doctrine and of eccle-

siastical constitution. ^VIlat, then, did

he do ? From the ci^mniencement of his

report, he took it as a jioiut of fact that

evangelical Protestants li(dd religious lil>-

crty to ha one of their acknowledged

principles. He th>^ri-fore rfpuJintrd the

vord iKctarHtnUm, establishing a profound

ditlerence between this word mid that of

tc]>nm(io)i. He affirmed that sep:',ration

from an existing Ciniieli is frequently

laudable : he illustrated this by some ex-

amples, such as those of the Free Church

of Scotland, the Free Church of the Can-

ton de Vaud, M.th..disin in Fiiirliii"!, the

Church of the .Ab ravian I'.rethr.n. Ac,
while )et the wi^rd sectarianism is al-

ways used in a bad fcnse. Rut even

securianism should bo tolerateil. so long

as it neither rejects nor assails the funda-

mental principles of Christian morality.

Civil power and pdi.e avail nothing

against sects : to contend with se<-ts no

Other methods ought to be eniido\,d than

care for souls, prayer, manifestation of

the truth, charity, pntience. After hav-

ing developed these principles, .M. Sncth-

lage proposed a resolution in four parts,

of which the follow ing is tlie first : " Tho
Church ought to have neither the will

nor the power to coerce or to oi)press

Separatists and Sectaries." And the three

other parts enumerate the means, a((

of them Dpiritual, by which, according to

this rapjMricur, the Church of God should

combat separation.

A discussion was then opened on this

question. Several pastors presented their

complaints, laraentiug the divisions which
dissent causes in their parishes ; but not

a single voice was raised to invoke the

temporal power as an cngiuc of repres-

sion. This fact was so striking, that

a politico-religious jourual of Rerlin, the

Nine Prai'sisrhc Zritung, known as pos-

sessing little sympathy with public lib-

erties, either in State or Church, after

having acknowledged this very fact, adds
these words: "So the principle of evan-

gelical toleration toward those who ditt'er

from the Church, and from her doctrine,

has been imanimoujly expressed." This
is much more than could ha\e been ex-

pected. And, without concluding from
this that the cause of religious liberty

is detiuitively gained iu Germany, it may,
at least, be affirmed that it has advanced
a long way iu Rerlin.

The views which were elicited during
the debate may be summed up thus :

—

"The distinction between Church and
sect is justified by the example and pre-

cept of the Reformers. A distinction is

to be drawn between sect and secession,

or separatism, such as the Moravian
Rrethreii in Germany, the Methodists in

Kiigland, and the Free Church in Scotland.
AVhere separation has not yet taken place,

dissent is to be met by prayer, long-sutter-

ing, charity, and increased zeal in the
cure of souls. Where, however, the sect

is fully formed and declared, the Church
can no longer admit fraternity with its

followers; iu this case, also, the latter

forfeit all claim to the blessings of the

Church. Those who deny the elEciency
of baptism cannot be admitted to the
Lord's supper; those who repudiate the
holy office of matrimony can have no
claim to burial at the hands of the Church,
The existence of sects muse bo recognised
ns an exhibition of a morbid state in the

Church, and should serve to incite the
pastor to greater watchfuluess, zeal, .and

charity. The formation by the Church
of societies and associations for special

obji>c(s is to be reeonunonded, as sati>fy-

ing that desire for nearer conuexion and
increased activity, for the want of which
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».trt of the best members of the Church

U»^c bur,

•• The recomuienJation made by Dr,

Sju. ihUi-'c, and enforced and added to by

mtnj oloiiueiit and iiupres^ive speakers,

It not put to the vote, such a proceod-

u;,; lK.-ing considered unbuitable and un-

uccrtiary, as there was no diti'oreuce of

ej.luion on the subject.

AxoTHKK volume is added to the vast

j:!c of Commentaries on tlie Aiiocalypse,

iiinndv, The Interpretation of the Apoca-

i^-", ond the chief prnjih'tieal S'-riiituret

t Hiirctcd trith it, by WlLI.lAM HeXRY
SvMiT, M. A., late Fellow of IJrazonose

Coll.'.'o, Oxford. (London : Longman,
1*"k).) The main points which Mr. Scott

iiiiis to establish arc stated by himself as

follows : " That the princii)al subject of

the Apocalypse is the lloman empire, and
I.ouie, the capital of that empire ; that a

nnnuto prophecy of events, times, and
jvr>ions, Connected either with the one

(<r with the other of these, is there given
;

tl..if, in particular, the abolition of the

cri,;iire i-i rcprescntij, and that the date

of ibis occurrence is assumed to be the

yoar 476, v^hen the emperors of Rome
fi'isod. Further, that the milleunial pe-

ri'-'d following the fill of Rome eorre-

^;.-.Tiih to tlioie ten cnturies of the reign

of tbc Church known as the Middle Ages

;

iJiat an interval of forty years is repre-

s-nted as separating the fall of the Ro-
ta.in from the boginniug of the Church
fmi ire ; that the latter, therefore, detin-

;ti\ely began in the year 516, and ended
«iTh the year 1516; that its overthrow
"a^ in fact the immediate result of the

li formation of 1517; that the imperial

j>>«<T of the Church was taken away at
Ibo Kcfonnation in punishment for the
iin» of the Church during the thousand
Tiiir«; that our position from the year
''17 fo the present day is analogous to
tJ"- Cd[>tivity of Israel in Babylon duriug
tbe seventy' years ; finally, that this cap-
*«^ity is not to be perpetual, but that a
<^mplete restoration of tlie Church to her
former supremacy is now to be exjiected

;

»oJ that this is 'to be brought about in
»^e midst, and by the agency, of judg-
»»''nts upon the tc'mporal kingdoms of the

'"'•'•'•ern \\orld, analogous to those which
e».r>v helmed the empire of Rome in the
"fth Century, and so opened the way for
'-'« I'hurch'erapire of the Middle Ages."

TiiK Rev. George Steward (author of
" !> li,'ion the \\\A of the Church," pub-
ti»h-.d by Carlton i" Phillips; withdrew
«« 'i>> Ih.j Wcsleyan miiiistry at the Con-

ference of July, 1853. He has since

published a treatise on the "Principles

of Church (j'uvcrnm(iil,and their apjt/ication

to WcoUyin Mahudinm;' the object of

whi.li, according to the British Banner, is

not so mucii " to delineate a New Testa-

meut Church, as to sIkiw that Methodism
is at utter variance v.iih the Sacred Scrip-

tures." This remark refers, of course, to

the government of the English Wesleyau
Church. We have not yet seen the

Work, but will give au uccoujii of it as

soon as it reaches us.

We have received the fifth pirt (pp.

3-2 1-400 1 of Herzog's •'Ji':t'.-L',ir,,cloi^dir.

fur Frotestantiachc 7'heolotjie und Kirche,"

which carries the matter down to the

word " Anti-trinitarier." AVe have noth-

ing to retract of our former high com-

mendation of this work; it will be, when
finished, the encyclopiedia of theological

science.

Wr, have also received, hut have not

been able to examine, the first part of Dr.

Tholuck's new history of the origin of Ra-

tiouali>m, entitled Vorgeschiohte des Ra-

tionalismus, I. Thl. Das akaderiii<;chc Le-

ben des siebz.ehnten Jahrhunderts mit

bosondcrer Beziehung auf die I'rotcstan-

tisch-theologischen Fakultiiten Deutsch-r

lands, naeh handschriftliclion Quellen.

I. Abthlg. Die akademischen Zustandc.

Halle. Svo., 3L'7 pp.

.\mokg the new works recently announ-

ced iu England are the following:

—

Lectures on the History of Moral Philos-

ophy, by the Rev. W. Archer Butler, late

Professor of Moral Philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Dublin. 2 vols., bvo. :—The
Genealogies of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, as contained in the Gospels of .St.

Matthew and St. Luke, reconciled with

each other ; by Lord Arthur Hervey,

M. A., Rector of Ickworth. Svo. :—The
Lord's Pravcr and other Sermons, by C. V.

Reichel, B." D., Professor of Latin in the

Queen's University. Crown Svo. :—Hii^

polytus, and the Christian Church, at the

coiiimeucemeut of the Third Century

;

with a eo|.ious Analysis of the newly-

diseovered MS., and a translation of all

its most important parts, from the original-

Greek; by W. Elfe Taylor, .author of

"Popery: its Character and Crimes."

Fep. :—Christ and Chri>tianity. A Vin-

dication of the Trutii of the t hri<;tl.in

Religion, grounded on the llistoriea.1

Yeritv of the Life of Christ. By \\illi-ini

Linds.iy Ale.\ander. D. D., autlior of The

Connexion and Harmony of tlie Old and

New Testaments:— Phraseological and
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Exjilauatory Notes on the Hebrew Test
of the iiook of (iciiesis ; bj- Theodore

Preston, M. A., Fellow of Triiuiy Clle-e,

Camlrul-c. Sjmall Svo. :—St. VmiVs V.yin-

tlcs to the Corinthians, eiliteJ, ^vith Crit^

ical Notes and Disjortalions, &c., by Kev.

Arthur reiirhvn Stanley, M. A., Kditor of

"The Life of Dr. Arnold." Svo. :—St.

Paul's Kjiistlos to the Thcssalonians, fJala-

tians, and Komaiis, edited, with C'ritie;il

Notes and Dissertations, by Riv. P.. Jow-

ett, M. A., Fellow and Tutor of I'.aliol

College, Oxford. Svo. :—A History of the

Christian Church from the Seventh Cen-

tury to the Itcfoniiation ; l.v the Uev.

Charles Hardwick, M. A., FJUow of St.

Catharine's Hall. AViih four Maps. Cx.

8to. :—An Introduction to the Study of

the Canonical Kjiistles; including,' an at-

tempt to determine their separate pur-

poses and mutual relations. Cr. Svo. :

—

The Sensil>ility of Separate Souls Consid-

ered, by Caleb ^\ebl^ iJmo. :_A Com-
mentary on St. Paul's Fj.istle to the

Ephesians, by the Ilov. Professor Eadie.

8vo. :

—

.S. Manual of the History of the

Christian Chureh to the Pontificate of

Gregory the Great, for General Readers

as well as for Students in Thcolo','y ; by
Rev. James C. Pobertsou, M. X.

:

—History

of Latin Christianity, iiiclndinj that of

the Poi^-s to the I'ontiiieate of Nicholas

V. ; by Pev. H. H. Milman, D. I)., IVan
of St. Paul's. 3 vols., Svo. (to be com-
pleted in 3 vols.) :

—
'J'l'.o Atonins^ AVork

of Christ considered \\ith Picference to

Current Theories— ILiinpton Lectures for

1853 ; by the Uev. W. Thomson, 5L A.,

Fellow and Tutor of tjueen's College,

Oxford. .Svo.:-The Fall of Nineveh
and the Reign of Sennacherib, chronolo-

gically considered, with a view to the

Readjustment of Sacred and Profane

Chronology ; by James 'Whatman Posan-

quet, Esq.

.^MOXG the new works in Theology re-

cently announced on the Continent of

Europe are the following :

—

llilgenfeld, Di-. A., Die apostolischen

Viiter. Untersuchungen iiber luhalt und
Urspruug der uuter diescra Nanien erhal-

tenen Schriften. Halle. Svo., 311 pp.

Lange, Dr. J. P., Die Geschichte der

Kirche. I. Pd. Das apostolische Zeitalter.

Praunschweig. Svo., 373 pp.

Noack, L., Die biblische Theologie.

Einleitung ins alte und Neue Testament

und Darstellung Lehrgehaltes der biblis-

cheu Piicher. Halle. 6vo., 30- pp.

Noack, Dr. L., Die christlicbe ^ilystik

nach ihrem geschichtlichen Entwicklungs-

gauge im Mittelalter und in der neueni

Zcit dargestellt. Zwei Theile in einem

Bande. I. Thl. Die christliohe Mvstik

des Mittelalters. II. ThL Die christUche

Mvstik seit dem Rofonnationszeitaltcr.

Konigsberg. Svo., 332 pp.

Graetz, Dr. H., Geschichte dor Jnden
vom Untergang des jiidischen Staates bis

zum Abschluss des Talmud. Berlin. Svo.,

5C4 pp.

Hand-bnch, knrzgefasstes exegetisches

zam Alteu Testament. 14. Lief. Die

Ps;dineu erkliirt von J. Olshausen. Leip-

zig. 8vo., out pp.

Lipsius, Dr. 11. K., Die Paulinische

Rochtfertigungslehre untcr Beriicksichti-

gung der vcrwandten Lehrstiicke nach den
vicr Hauptbricfeu des Apostels. Leipzig.

gr. Svo., Jl'O pp.

Ranke, Dr. F. H., Das Leben in Christo.

Predigten uber die Episteln des Kirchen-
jahrs. I. Thl. Erlangeii. Svo.. 223 pp.

Rinck, W. Fr., Apokalyptisehe Forschun-
gon oder Grundriss der Olfenbarung Jo-

luinnis und Anleitung zu ihrem Yerstand-
liiss. Zurich. Svo., 77 pp.

AMERICAN.
We continue our summaries of the

contents of the leading .\merican Theo-
logical and Literary Journals :

—

Bibliothic^t Sctcnt, (Andover,) for Octo-

ber :—I. Phrenology, bv Enoch Pond,

D. 1). : II. Professor Edwards's Life and
Writings, with Selections from his Frag-

mentary Thoughts: III. President Ed-
wards's Dissertation on the Nature of

True Virtue : IV. The Prophet Jonah, by
Professor Stowe : V. Tiie Indivisible Na-

ture of Revelation, by Professor B.irrow :

VI. Relation of Grccivn to Cliristian Eth-

ics, translated from the Gennan of Ne-

andcr.

Theological and Litcran/ Jotinial, (Ncw-
York,) for October:—L Letters to a Mil-

lenarian : II. False Teachers ; their

cliaraoter and doom : III. Mercantile
Morals : IV. Commentaries on the Laws
of the Ancient Hebrews : V. The Pres-
byterian Review on Millcnari;vni-m : VI.
The Eclipse of Faith : VII. Tue Revival
of the French Emperor -hip : VIII. X D?s-
ignation and Ex.i)Ositiou of the Figures
of Isaiah, Chapter X.XIV. : IX. The Sym-
bols of the Sixth A'ial.

I'nivrsatut Qmirtrrh/, (Boston,) for

October :—I. Egypt, Assyria, and the

Bible: II. Apostolic Comprehensiveness:
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ni. The I>.>ctriiial and the Practical in

I'Jiri.tianily: IV. The Man Luther: V. The

l>i«iu« Goodness versus Endless Misery.

,'ituhrrn hrJji/tcrinn /{rvictr, (Columbia,

S. C.,^ for Ootoher:—I. Refoniuitiou in

r.n-laiid: n. Action and lic.iction of

M.nJ an'l Body, as affecting Insanity:

III. \Vho arc members of the visible

rhurvh".' or, Infant Baptism: IV. The

SitiHcioncy of the Scriptures—The Phari-

vv« !i"d" Sadduoecs— nationalism and

Tn-litionalisra : V. Address to the Society

of.\lumni of Union Theological Semi-

nary. Va. : VI. The Province of Keason,

*«j«'ciallv in Matters of Religion.

/V<f'..',i<T(au Qu'trterli/ RcvUtc, (Philadel-

phia.t "for September :—I. Thoughts on

Theology: 11. "Tlie Presbyterian Maga-

»ino " and the "Spirit of American Pres-

byl-rianisni :" III. Historical Development

of the D'-«.--trine of the Atonement : IV.

Chilliiigwovth : V. The General Assembly :

VI. l>r. L. Uumei's Translation of Viuet's

pAUoral Theology.

tW^-W't/l li.q,tUt Quarterly, for Octo-

1-<T :—I. Theodore Parker : II. Parsonage

Libraries : III. Canadian Colonization :

IV, System in P.eneficence : V. Exposition

of R.)'ini\ns V, 12-19: VI. Spiritual iJlind-

ncss: VU. Oliver Cromwell: VIIL Con-

U'mp<irary Literature : IX. Periodical

Liieritture.

Hunt's Mtrchanti' .Vngazinc, (Xew-York.)

for 'Mohrr:—I. Commerce of the United

Slates : II. Dominion of the Seas, and the

Kifherics: HI. Mercantile Library Asso-

ci.Uions: IV. Trait; of Trade—Laudable
»nj Iniquitous. Xovmhcr

:

—I. Commerce
••fthe United States: II. On the establish-

»vnt of a line of }.Iail Steamers from the

Western Coast of the United States on

the Pacific, to China: IIL Trade and

Commerce of Xew-Urleans in l^oi-'-.53 :

IV. Traits cf Trade—Laudable and Liiq-

uitows : V. ;\Ioncy aud the Measure of Value.

Xortli-Amtriciin Jici-ietc, (Boston,) for

October:—I. Society of the Cincinnati:

IL The Life of Thomas Cule : lU, The

Early History of Massaehu-^ttts : IV.

Russell's Memorials of Vox : V. Charles

Dickens—llleak House : "\I. Canals of

Irrigation in India: VII. Uncle Tom's

Cabin—The Possible Amelioration of

Slavery: YHL Mary Tudor.

Broicitsvii's Qnartrrhj, (P.oston,) for

October:—L The Eclipse of 1-aith : U.

Gaurcau's History of Canada : HI. " Er-

rors of the Church of Rome :" IV. J. V. IL

on Brownsoii's Review : V. Cardinal Wise-

man's Essays.

Southern JftthodiH Quartcrfy Jicvlcv,

(Richmond,) for October :—I. The Eng-

lish Language: II. Asmodai, translated

from a Hebrew Theological Dictionary:

m. John Foster: IV. The Old Testament

Church : V. Xeaiuler on the Fir=t Epistle

of John : VI. The Two Weskys : Vlt. Syr-

iac Metrical Literature.

Bil'lkcd repertory aud Pnnccton llecUic,

for OctQbcr :—I. Relicrious Endowments:

II. Education in the High Schools of Ger-

laanv : HI. Recent Doctrinal and Eccle-

siastical Coutiicts in Connecticut : IV.

History of the Reformation of the Six-

teenth Century : V. Commentaries on the

Laws of the Ancicni, Hebrev.s: VI. Visi-

bility of the Church.

Xcic-Yorl; Quart' rly, for October:—!,

Athenian Democracy: II. Life of Las

Casas : HI. Alexander Smith : IV. Science

in America: V. Trees: VI. Contemporary

Literature of the last Three Months.

(JTIassical onb ilXiGCcllaucou*

Vt have received the first volume of a
i>ew »nd very neat edition of " P. OiUlfi

.Nij(.ni« }f-tamorphoicon Lihri W, ubcrsctzt

**'i trklart vou H. Li\DKM.\NX," (Leipzig,
''»''^, Iiimo., pp. 372.) The text is

«»r<lully revised, embodying the results
«>f ihe latest criticism ; and the transla-
ii'in, »> far as we can judge, is mcri-
lorioui.

" ilyll.;;,.on df3 Clrusslnrhf^n Altrrthnmn
:*r '<ynm<i<riV«i, von Dr. FitiKrwucu Llb-
»". erste Abtheilung." (Leipzig', Svo.,

K'. '.'-M.) Dr. Liibker has ha.l the assist-
•<•'! of a number of eminent teachers and
••''Tary men in the preparation of this

EUROPEAN.

dictionary, which combines fulness with

compactness to a remarkable degree.

" Latdnli'-h- Dritl^chra S^-Jt >d- ^S'orterLuch^

von Dr. C. F. Isoekslev," i
Braunschweig:

IS."):?, Svo., pp. 9U".) This dictionary has

been received with great favour in Ger-

many. We have only looked at. it sutli-

cicntly to see that its plan is excellent.

The typographical execution of the work

is beautiful.

Dr. Kaf.l Peteh has commenced a new

History of Rome, to be comi>leted in three

volumes, of which the first has app< arej,

[Geschickte Jioinx, erstcr Land, Halle,

1S53, Sto., p:'. Oin.l cont lining the his-
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tory from tlic earliest period down to the

Graccbi.

" />»« Kirche und SchuU in Xord Am'r-

ikn, von Dr. llEnMAXK \\immeu," (Leip-

zig, 1853, Svo., pp. OGS,) is a very full,

and, so far as wo have examined it, satis-

factory aecotmt of the stiite of the

Churches and of education in the United

States.

"Die Rrllglon dcr Hdh:nrn, niis drn

Mjthcn, rf^ii Lrh-rn d,r l'I,i/un.j,},rn „nd

dem Jiultiis ctittrirhclt uud danjcftil/t, von

"W. F.KiscK," (Zurich, lS,-,3, 8vo., pp. riHS.)

is one of tbuso tnuroi'-jh Looks \vhich ficr-

many alone produces in these d.iys. The
first voluuie I'the only one that has yet

appeared) treats of the )u allien idea of

God, and of the relation of man and the

world to God.

A XEw edition of Kant's " Critique of

Pure Kcason," (Imu).:,uicl K"nt's Kiltik

dcr Jicincn VrniKuft, In miiy' g-hcii ion G.

llarUnttexn. L«.'ip;-.iL,': lS."i:j ; Svo., jij). 009,)

has just appeared, 'llic text follows that

of the ediii'Mi of 17>7, hut ^.-ives the

omitted portion^ Ironi that of 17S1. As
a specimen of typogi aphy, the hook is one

of the most beautiful that we have ever

seen.

Amox« the new miaeell in( ous works
reeei'lly ainiMUurt d in Ln^'i.uid are the

following :

—

The Karly History of Yucatan, from its

Discovery to trie Cl<.^e".if t!ie Seventeenth

Centurv. \>\ ( li.irl.> Si. .luhn ]-aneourt,

Ks.i. With Map. Mo. :— \ N\w l.atiu-

Kn',-lish l)i.;ti.i'i.iry, l.y Milliim Smith,

LL. D., Editor of the Jtietionarics of

"(Jreek nud I!onian Antiiiiiities," .<-c.

One lar'ic volume. Svo.:—A Life of Hor-

ace, by jK.iu Milinan. Vniform with

Milmaii's '• Works of Horace." Svo. :

—

Lives cf Ktuinent liritish Pucts, from

Chaucer to Wordsworth, by llev. WhitwoU
F.lwin, ]). A. 4 vols., Svo':—The Hi-tory

of the Guillotine, by the liight Hon. John
^Yilson Crokt;r. Fop. Svo. :—Life in

Abyssinia; beinjr the Personal Narrative

of 'Three Vears'^Resideiice and Travels in

that Country, by Maii.-lield I'arkyns, Ksi^.

With Map and Hlustrations. 1 vols.,

vSvo. :—The P.u^^ian Shor.s of the I'-laek

Sea, in the .\ntuinn of \^^>'l, Ac, by Lau-

rence Oliphant, author of "A Journey to

Nepaul:"— Narrative of a Journey

through Syria and Palestine, in ISJl and
]Soi*, by Lieut. Van de Velde, late of -the

Dutch "Poyal Navy :—The Theory of

Knowing and Bein;; ; Institutes of Meta-

physics : by James Y. Terrier, A. P.

Oxon., Professor of Moral Philosophy, Ac,
St. Andrew's. Post Svo. :—The Fifth and
Sixth Volumes of Thomas Moore's ^lem-

oirs. Journal, and Corresiioudence ; edit-

ed by the Kiu'ht Hon. Lord John Russell,

yi. }'. Post Svo., with portraits and
vignettes :—Memoirs of the W'hig Party

during ]\ry Time, by Henry Kichard Lord
Holland: edited by his Son, Henry Ed-

ward Lord Holland. Vol. II, post Bvo. :

—

Speeches of the Riirht H-.nourable T. B.

Macaulay, M. P., revised and corrected by
himself:—Library Edition of Sir James
Mackintosh's History of Fnglaud ; re-

printed from the " Cabinet C'yelopjedia ;"

and revised by the Author's Sou, K. J.

Mackintosh, Esq. 2 vols., Svo. :—History

of India under the House of Taimur, (15:^(3

to 1707,) by V.'illiaui Eiskine, Esq., Editor

of " Memoirs of the Etnperor Paber.*'

Vols. I. and II., Svo. :—Egypt's I'lace in

Universal History, by the Chevalier C. C.

J. Punsen, D. D., D. C. L. ; translated

from the German by C. H. Cottrell, M. A.

VoL 11., Svo. :—A New Edition of the

Chevalier Punseu's Work on Hippolytus

and his Age, corrected, remodelled, and
extended. Svo. :—Travels in Siberia, by
S. S. Hill, Esq. 2 vol.s., post 8vo., with
Map:—.\ Schoolmaster's Ditliculties. Fcp.

Svo. :—Sketches of German Life, from the

Decay of the Empire (1700i to the Ex-
j)ulsion of the French in 1814; by Mrs.
Austin. Reprinted, with large additions,

from the Edinburgh Review :—The Hon.
F. St. John's Rambles in Germany, Fi-ance,

Italy, and Russia, in Search of Sport.

Post Svo., with coloured plates:—Nie-

bul.r's Lectures ou .\neient Ethnography
aiid Geography ; Comprisimr Greece and
her Colonics, Italy, the Islands of the

Midiierrancan, Spain, Gaul. Britain,

Northern Africa, and Phaiiicia. Tran«-
lat.-il fron\ the German, by l">r. L. Schmitr.
With additions and corrections from his

o«n Notes. 2 vols., Svo.:—'Ihe Positive

Philosophy of .\ugu5te Comte ; transl.a-

tod and condensed ; by Harriet Martineau.
2 vols., Large post Svo".
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METHODIST aUAETERLY EEYIEAY

APRIL, 1854.

Art. I.—the CONFLICT OF AGES.

The Cotijlict o/Jges; or, the Great Debate on the Moral Relations of God arid Man.

By Fdwari> Beechxk, D. D. Boston : rhillips, Sanipsou & Co. ISmo., pp. 552.

1S53.

The issues of the press are significant indications of the tendencies

of the public mind, as the flight of birds of passage, or the aspects

of the vegetable kingdom, constitute a reliable natural calendar.

The publication of the work named at the head of this paper, •s>-ith

others on kindred themes, Avithin the past few months, shoAvs that

there is abroad a disposition to examine the first principles of

religious belief. The old foundations of thought and opinion have

teen shaken ; men are no longer content to receive their crcdenda bj

authority, and therefore the venerable symbols of the faith by which

the religious ideas of former generations have been shaped and

directed, are evidently to be subjected to a rigid and thorough

rcT.wamination. In this we rejoice, not doubting that their "gold,

and silver, and precious stones " will be only purified by the fire

thit shall consume their "hay, wood, and stubble,"'—that earnest

inrjulry, directed by a rational philosophy, and in the difiused light

of the Christian revelation, will most certainly result in great good.

Wc ai-c not of the number of those who take alarm at every

ttlompt to look deeper than the surface of religious truth, and

»ccomit it impiety to bring the enlightened understanding to worship

fith the sanctified affections before the throne of God. Wo are

fully aware that this kind of theologizing has been conducted often

<inikih'ully, and sometimes irreverently, as almost every good thing

ti5 been misused through human folly and the temerity of ignorance.

1^'Ut we have great confidence in the adaptation of Christianity to

n^.iu's intclloctuol character and requirements, as vrell as to his mural

FoniTH Series. Vol. YJ.—11
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and spiritual wants, and do not doubt that it can bear the strongest

light tliat may be thrown upon it ; and that in proportion to the

clearness of the light in which it may be set will its intrinsic excel-

lences be manifest. The true policy of the friends of our holy

religion is to enter fearlessly, though reverently, into this scrutiny,

and so to present the great doctrines of Christianity that they shall

be in harmony with the elementary principles of holiness, which it

reveals as its own eternal basis.

The theology of a largo portion of evangelical Protestantism has,

for the last half-century, given increasing indications of some funda-

mental fault or misadjustment, while that of another portion has

lacked the philosoj^^ical embodiment requisite to commend it to

speculative and ingenious minds. The controversies of the past

three hundred years have become efiete. The inauguration of a

spiritual philosnphy of mind, in the place of the scholastic material-

ism of the middle ages, requires a readjustment of the science of

theology to adaj)t it to its new condition and relations. It is indeed

very probable that this cannot be done without producing some agi-

tation, by which timid conservatism will be frightened, and headlong

progressivencss run into extravagances. Eut all this is no cause for

alarm. The light struggles with the darkness before the day fully

replaces the night; and sometimes the rising sun evolves the very

mists by which its oAvn radiance is, for a while, obscured. This

tendency, we think, we sec in the theology of the times. Minds

but half- emancipated from the tyranny of some worn-out system

•will, doubtless, continue to run into strange fancies; but the tend-

. ency, on the whole, is to a more rational, Scriptural, and catholic

mode of thinking.

To eflcct this end is, we presume, the laudable purpose of tho

work before us; and though its author mny have accomplished less

than he fondly sup[)0scs he has done,— and though the pavilion of

the Almighty is still as much as ever in the tJiick darkness, yet

he has exposed many venerable errors, and has set some valuable

truths in a clear and stoa-Jy light. The drift of thought is in tho

right <lirection. and it mny be confidently hoped that the Innd of

•truth will at length be reached, though many another adventurer

may yet bo lost in the search. In such a discussion it often happens

that, while the final conclusion is wholly fallacious, much valuable

truth may be incidentally elicited ; and, on the contrary', the result

may bo just hut tho modes of argumentation defective, and the

Bubordinato ])art3 untruo: but. in cither case, the cause of truth is

advanced by the discussion.

The name of the author whoso book we propose to review is not
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altogether a ce-^v one in the walks of contemporaneous literature.

l/Olli from his relations, and in his own right, he enjoys a somewhat

cxt'jnsivc and not discreditable notoriety. The son of an eminent

American divine, who has long been distinguished for mental

oMtTgv-, honest zeal, and purity of purpose, as well as for great

ii;tf!icctual independence, and a manifest though not extreme mental

fxrentricity, he inherits a good share of his father's excellences,

and i)cciiliarities also. Trained in the school of jS'ew-England orlho-

do.\y, which his father has borne as a yoke during a ministry of lialf

a century, and against which his whole life and ministry have been

an earnest protest, his theology was necessarily at bottom Calvin-

i<tic, but incidentally quite another thing. The united influences

of a home-education that spurned the bounds and metes of creeds

and platforms, and of an honest and inquisitive spirit incited and

controlled by true piety, seem to have quite unfitted him to trc-id

with measured steps the rounds of a forced and artificial orthodo.xj.

Kccicsiastically associated with a body whose symbols of belief but

ill accord with his views of Christian doctrine, his position has boon

anomalous and uncomfortable ; and it would have been strange had

such a mind, in such a case, consented to stop short of a thorough

nvxamination of its theological system, and a strenuous eflort so to

readjust the Avhole as to commend it to his own understanding.

There is no condition more worthy of honourable sympathy,

ind a commiseration that reflects no shame upon its object, than

that of an honest and ingenuous man hopelessly dissatisfied with

the doclrinal forms in Avhich he has been educated, and which liave

become sanctified by all the associations of early piety and youthful

con.-^ccrations,—and, above all, with which he has become entangled
by his Christian associations and Church relationship. To break
»'Aay from such entanglements is no easy matter; nor do v.-e won-
a«.T. in view of these things, that men live and die nominally asscnt-

inj; to a form of doctrine, some of whose parts are quite ropiignant

^ them. So widely does this state of things obtain in some of the

noaiMially Calvinistio Churches in this country, that one's ccclcsias-

licil creed is but an uncertain index to his personal beliefs; yet,

<^vfn in such cases, the creed exercises no inconsiderable influence
o^»-'r men's minds. Few attain to such a degree of originality of
'•'iMiking as to invent for themselves their modes and processes of
!fio[i;:lit; and whatever aids in this work generally controls the results

** '^^--n as assists in the process. It thus happens that in many
|J"«ds which have rejected the practical results of the Calvinistio
la'ulogy.

x\\\ the fundamental elements of that System are retained and
^ -ensued. But that system is quite too symmetrical, and its part^
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too mutually dependent, to permit such a division\sithout giving rise to

gross absurdities ; and hence come the jarring and evident discords of

the numerous modified forms of semi- Calvinism. It must be rejected

as a Trtiiole, or adopted entire ; or else its disjecta ?nembra m\\ prove

a perpetual occasion of confusion and disorder wherever they are

retained. Of all this ^\Q have abundant proof in the condition of

the modified Calvinism of the times. Fcay probably have more fear-

lessly shaken off its despotism than our author; andj'et it still rests

upon him with the weight of an incubus.

We do not, however, attribute Dr. Beecher's difficulties altogether

to that cause : a man's mental constitution and habits of intellectual

action have much to do with such matters. Multitudes have been,

or are, in like circumstances, who have either rent the cobwebs that

bound them, or else have silently acquiesced in what they neither

could believe nor yet desired to deny. ]Man is generally a patient

being ; and accustomed to imperfection in everything else, he the

more leadily assents to an imperfectly adjusted formulary of religious

belief. Not so with all, hovrevcr. Some minds are constitutionally

impatient; nor are these always either the boldest or most energetic.

Sometimes the impulsive tendencies exceed the directive; some-
times the views taken are partial and in detail, rather than general

and concrete ; and in other cases a narrow logic is substituted for a

broad and comprehensive philosophy, or the imagination usurps the

place of the understanding. In all such cases the systems reared

•will be monstrous in their proportions, and grotesque in their com-
binations. In some such mental idiosyncrasies, we ai-e persuaded,

arises a great j)art of l)r. Eeecher's difficulties. He has no lack of

learning ; but he lacks the skill to employ it to advantage. lie has

logic; but only enough to amuse his mind with syllogisms, and to

render him self-confident in error. His arguments resemble the

feet of 2s'ebuchadnezzar's image, in which the iron was mingled with

miiy clay, and so the whole was alike powerless. But especially is

he, in his intellectual exercises, the subject of liis o^va imagination,

so that, instead of viewing things in the clear sunlight of truth, he
lives in a world of thou-ht coloured and arranged by his own active

but undisciplined flmcy. i?uch a man may have a thousand excel-

lences of character, and possess many amiable and valuable qualities

of mind and heart : he may be a truly devout Christian and a highly

useful minister of the gospel; but among the intricacies of meta-

physical theology he is, and nuist be, an unsafe guide.

The literary and artistic qualities of this book are not of a high

order. It is made up of an almost endless succession of repetitions.

In the same chapter some leading thought is perpetually reappear-
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in", while in the Jiflercnt books the same propositions arc reproduced,

with scarcely enough variation from their former selves to amount

to a clever il^sguisc. The reader is -wearied to impatience by being

«lrtaiued Ungering about some thread-bare thought, -nhich. having

pxss^.cJ before the mind and been dismissed for another, returns

u-ain and again, till in utter -weariness he calls out for something

fiu-thcr. The result of this has been to make a large book out of a

httle matter; for had these five hundred and fifty-two pagus been

compressed to three hundred,—^vhich could have been done without

omitting any portion of the argument,—both the style and structure

of the work would have been improved. This evil probably origin-

ated, not iu any want of rhetorical skill in the writer, but in the

confused and indistinct manner in which the subject he was discuss-

ing appeared to his own mind; since rhetoric is never so much at

fault as when it has to render intelligible the ideas that have not

vet assumed a definite form in the writer's understanding.

The work, as the title indicates, is designed to set forth the great

conilict that has so long been maintained in the world, and often in

individual minds, as to the nature of the moral government of the

world ; and to harmonize, by an unusual process, the great elementary

truths which underlie this subject,—and which the author contends

cannot be harmonized while the generall}^ received notions of the

origin and relations of our race arc maintained. Of these great

elementary truths, he first considers what he calls " the principles

cf honour and right,"—a form of expression which he uses in count-

less repetitions. The reality of those ' principles '' will not be ques-

tioned; but to his definition and application of them we certainly

do hot assent. To justify his use of them two things are necos-

«i.iry : first, that it be shown that we do so certainly and iufiillibly

understand their nature and requirements as to effoctually exclude

all possible mistakes, and even uncertainty in the matter; and

secondly, that their demands, thus clearly and forcibly sustained, arc

not met by the facts of the divine administration in human afiairs,

!i-i they are generally understood and believed. As to the first, he

^*6unics that,

—

" Tlie elements of this prcat movlnjr power of Christianity are to be derived
•^•ni tho.<c natural jud^rments, conctTiiiug the principles of honour and riirht,

*-;'li God luxs made the hinnan mind to form -with intuitive certaintv, and
*'

:'-Ii ho doj^ignod to be a divine disclosure to us of the principles by -^vhich ho

^V'uUies his own conduct."—P. 19.

Two striking features of the author's method of reasoning are

Tiiiitly shadowed in this extract.—they are much more fully and

'-'bjoctionably exhibited in the sequel.
" He first assumes the suffi-
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cicncy of the human mind to infer by logical deductions, -with " intui-

tive certainty," the great principles that must govern the awful and

(as \s(i had tliought in our simplicity) the unsearchable counsels of the

Almighty; thus elevating humun reason to a coordinate authority

with the M'ord of God—for nothing can exceed "intuitive certainty"

—and opening to it a field of investigation -which revelation declares

to be "past finding out." He next proceeds, in the same spirit of

temcrit}^ to declare what G od " ought to do," and how he is " obliged
"

to "regulate his own conduct" toward his creatures. To the first

we object, as untrue, believing the human mind inadequate to the task

of inferring a system of right and duty, and recognising the absolute

necessity of an authoritative declaration to produce in these things

a firm conviction of the intellect, and to command the conscience.

Here at the very foundation of his argument is a fatal defect, which

is itself sufficient to unsettle an}- superstructure that might be raised

upon it. To the manner of treating the subject we have a much
more intense dislike than to the argument itself. There is an arro-

gance and flippancy in thus declaring, as if by authority, by what laws

God is "bound," and in what conditions "he could not retain his

own self-respect, but would experience infinite self-condemnation and
remorse," that to our cars "grates horrible discord," and smacks

largely of impiety ; though we are aware it is authorized by the

example of the whole race of Oberlin theosophists. Upon such a

subject, especially, it becomes us to speak reverently, and to inquire

vrithhimiility rather than to dogmatize with assurance; and if we do

this we shall not flipj)antly assume to decide Avhat "the principles

of honour and right require of God," or "demand of God," nor

shall we hastily pronounce that this or that would be "dishonourable

to God," nor yet would we attribute to him " the spirit of sclf-sacri-

flce" as if he were subject to infirmities as we are. We do not

attribute to the writer, as a personal quality, the flippancy and irrev-

erence that his mode of argumentation exhibits, though we cannot

but think that it betrays an unfitness of character to prosecute to

advantage the deep and awful subject upon which he so boldly

enters.

The second point to be determined at the outset of the argument.

is the nature and extent of the " demands" made- by these " intuitive

principles" upon the Creator in behalf of the creature. Briefly

stated thc-e are,—that the creature shall not be subjected to pain

and suffering, except as a punishment for his own individual sin.-^.

nor be exposed to dangers that amount to a strong probability that

ho will be overthrown and ruined: that responsibilitv shall not

extend beyond the power to meet its claims, and that a vitiated moral
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character, or a condition of influences to evil shall not be imposed

upon him, except as an actual penal visitation for personal offences.

To these general statements "vve -would not dissent, if they may be

pri'porly guarded in their application; but probably it would be just

:i; this point that we should differ most -widely -with our author. The
roiiflict of which he is -writing arises from the assumed irrecon-

rjl.ibleness of those principles, on the received theory of Anthro-

i.ol.vv, with the character and condition of the human race under the

divine government.

After thus establishing, to his own satisfaction, what OK^ht to

Ir: the cliaracter of the divine government over newly-created moral

agents, the author proceeds to inquire what are the facts of the

case as to our race. Here his purpose would prompt him to paint

in dark colours, and accordingly he has given us a picture of hu-

man dej)ravity, and of the helplessness and misery of mankind,

that ought to satisfy the most rigid Augustinian. For the proof

of his statements he refers to the facts of human history,—to the

teachings of the Scriptures, and the almost universal assent of all

classes and shades of theological writers,—and especially to the

convictions wrought by deep religious experience upon the individual

Christian consciousness, by \yhich this sense of guilt and misery is

loth realized and intensified. With these exhibitions of the truth

of this great fundamental doctrine of the gospel we are more than

satisfied ; for we think no one can rise up from their perusal without

a clearer conviction and a more lively sense of the radical disease of

our moral nature, and of the absolute necessity that a man should

be bora again that he may enter the kingdom of heaven. But
having followed Augustine thus far, and embraced his doctrine of

original sin, as a sad reality, he must needs do as thousands before

have done,—receive with it the doctrine of the divine efliciency, in

the repulsive form in which it is commonly presented by Galvin-

ii'tic orthodo.xy. To do this, indeed, was necessary to his purpose,

since without it there would have been no conflict, and so no call

f'-T the invention of a theory of reconciliation. Nor could he be

''X('ectcd to do otherwise; for being a Calvinist, as to his thcolog-

ic;i! thcor}', all acknowledged facts must be arranged agreeably to

ti)-jt system.

Thus we have the two great antagonistic elements arrayed against

*-^cli other; and at this point the author remarks :

—

** In cf.ntemplatina tlioin as they have been set forth, two things strike the

inin.i a< worthy of iiotko : one, that each in its radical elements is sMstaiiieti by
|'»<'wn Iiidrponilent ami iuih^structible evi(h^nco ; the other, tliat, as Chri.-tlanity

'» *t prvs<;nt a.ljiuted, there is no po^iibilitv ofa full and harmonloiii development
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of them both, but, on the other hand, one constantly conflicts with and tends

to repress, and even to destroy, the other.

" The evidence ^^•hieh sustains the principles of honour and rijrht, as tvc have

seen, oritrinates from the fact that God has so made the mind that their truth

is intuitively recognised and allinned, and is, therefore, a divine revelation;

and also from the distinct recognitiun of these principles in Christian experience,

and in tJie -word of God.
" But that in souie way these moving powers have been so misadjustcd as to

conflict with each otlier, is obvious from simply placinpr them, as above devel-

oped, side by side. To say the \«.'ry least, the preceding statements, as to the

ruin of man, do appear directly to confhct with the principles of honour and
right which have been set forth, and tend directly to subvert and destroy

them."—P]). 79, 80.

This extract gives a very fltir and full view of the -svhole case.

Granting his principles, Mhich indeed contain much truth, and yet

error enough to render the whole untrue, there is certainly a tenible

conflict, and one, too. from Avhich it would he hard to escape in any

other way than by cutting the knot, as he has done. We are now as

ever impressed Avith the conviction that the super-orthodoxy taught

by a portion of the old Ivcformcrs, and adopted by more modern

Calvinists, dishonours God, and cannot be reconciled with those

principles of e(|uity and benevolence which God by his word and

Spirit—not by logical inferences—has written upon all truly regen-

erated hearts. Jjut we do not grant that, because Calvinism is thus

fruitfid of contradiction.-^, and impotent to harmonize the obvious

truths of the divine administration, these truths are utterly repug-

nant to each other, or require a fanciful theory, wholly imknown

to the Scriptures, to save tliem from a collision. It is unsafe to pro-

nounce the ocean boundless, because its shores lie quite beyond our

vision,—or buttomless, because it is deeper than the length of our

line. It has long been the fashion, in certain quarters, to identify

Christianity with Calvinism, and anti-Calvinists have tolerated the

assumption, while the adherents of that system have failed to push

it to its logical consequences; but we must protest against any
attempt to load Scriptural Ciu-istianity with the sins of a superan-

nuated theology.

The author next proceeds to exhibit the practical workings of

these conflicting agencies, in which he enumerates and examines six

" experiences," or types. The first, which he styles " Old School

Theology,'' is unadulterated Calvinism, the doctrine of the West-

minster Confession and Catechisms, and long the only received

orthodo.xy of the I'uritanical Churclies of Great Britain and America.

Its fundamental element is a deep conviction of the radical evil and

corniption of the human character, with its innate proclivity to sin;

an original bent of the soul, that is surely developed in actual sins
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by tlic natural growth and exercise of the soul's faculties. To these

jujt and Scriptural vie\Y3 are conjoined the most unqualified notions

of the divine cfllciency in human affairs, so considered and set forth

as! to leave nothing to mans agency, and to make God the sole

illiciont cause of both good and evil. The character of this system,

and of the objections brought against it, are familiar to all Avho have

^'tvon any attention to the theological discussions of the past half-

contury. Its thorough and humbling views of the infinite demerit

of sin, and of the fcarfuluess of the divine holiness to the guilty and

dciik'd, commend it to the truly penitent, with the convictions of

vhose awakened consciences it so fully corresponds; while the

notion of unconditional predestination, because it is presented as an

(•psential part of the same system, is often either passively received,

or at last submitted to after severe mental conflicts.

But the same spirit of genial goodness to which that abasing

penitence leads the soul, instinctively protests against the hard fea-

tures of the system of predestination. The conflict is thus produced

viihin the stronghold of the " C>ld School Theology," the heart of

llic penitent believer. It has ever been the case that this system

has suffered less from attacks from without, than from the dissatis-

faction that its own asperities have produced among those who have

embraced it ; and for this cause especially has it been compelled

to give way before the increased light and freedom of thought that

(ii.-tinguish the present age. Yet, with all its faults, it has been a

mi-hty agency for good in the world ; and 'even in its senility, we
reverence it us a very giant compared with the degenerate brood

of its pigmy successors.

Tlie reaction from high- Calvinism reached its complete develop-

tuont in the form of modern Unitarianism. Starting with certain

g'.ncrully correct, though not justly modified views of the equity

»nii benevolence of the divine government, and wanting that deep

fv-li^ious consciousness in which alone men realize the exceeding

kiiifulness of the natural heart by an acquaintance with themselves,
tho a(lvocate3 of this system began by rejecting the excesses of the

^IJ orthodoxy, and ignoring some of its great truths, till forced by
J'v'ical consistency to cast aside all the distinctive features of tiic

<-hristian system. These are the Emersons, I'arkers, and Wrights
^' the present time, who as much excel, in consistent adhesion to

i*uir .system, such men as Chunning, I'eabody, and Dewey, as these

^^ doetrinally and practically better than those. Unitarianism can
Jj'-'urish only in the twilight of a soulless rationalism : it wirhers and
^"s ni the clear light and genial warmth of the sun of gospel truth.

'V triliur in matters of religion, who is a stran";er to his own heart.
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and Avhosc spiritual vision has never been purified by divine influ-

ences, may spend his Avholc lifetime an unsliuken tliou2;h superficial

believer in that system. IS^ot so, hoAvever, Avill it be Avith him who
communes with his o\Yn heart, and views with a lively sensibility the

wide- spread ruin that exists in the world through sin. By denying

the native depravity of the human character, Unitarianism begins

with arraying itself against tlic only rational account that can be

given of the obvious moral condition of human society and individual

hearts. To deny the facts of tlic case is madness, and certainly

fatal to the sj-stem, for they arc patent to every observer: to con-

fess them, and pretend to fmd their cause in something short of a

universal depravation of the moral nature of the race, is equally

unphilosophical and suicidal; for the common-sense of men will not

long permit them to refer a universal phenomenon to a partial and

accidental cause, individual religious experience, also, brings its

powerful testimony against this tenet. The soul that has, with a

full ))urpose, chosen the way of right and duty, nevertheless finds

Avithin itself evil inclinations and tendencies to forsake the paths of

virtue and holiness, which it would not were the fountains of the affec-

tions and desires untainted with moral defilements. Such a system,

it must be evident to all, cannot liarmonize the great, though some-

times apparently conflicting truths of Christianity.

The exhibition of these two great systems, in both their strength

and weakness, presents the "conflict'' in a clear and strong light.

Against some of tiie ])ositions of Calvinism not onh' docs Unitari-

anism utter severe tilings, and the human heart in its best estate

rebel, but its own advocates write terrible charges. Calvin himself

called its ill-fivoured side a "horrible decree;" and more modem
Calvinists. though often less ingenuous in the matter, have been

compelled to make the same confession. Despairing of success in the

attempt to harmonize the system with the ideas of equity and benev-

olence Avhich God has by his word and Spirit impressed upon our

hearts, its advocates resolve the whole into an awful and inscrutable

mystery. To this the chastened spirit would willingly submit were

the case only above reason; but it is rather difficult for a rational

mind to conclude that God requires our assent to contradictory

propositions. It is, however, only against the peculiarities of Cal-„

vinism that the objections of I'nitarians have any force,—and it is

in this form that they present the orthodoxy against which they

direct their most elTectivc attacks; and in these they are seconded

by a large body of Chri.stians. whose orthodoxy is as unimpeachable

as that of the most strenuous advocates of " the high mystery of pre-

destination." Relieve orthodo.xy of the clogs of predestination, and
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it need not fear the attacks of its enemies; and even ^Yith this tcr-

ril.lt' burden upon its shoulders, it has proved more than a match for

rnifarianism. This, indeed, some of the most eminent advocates

<.f that system, of tlie present age, have virtually confessed.

Another pliasc of this "conflict" is discussed at len^^th by our

author, and, 'vve think, magrafied quite beyond its rotil importance.

l?v the law of repulsions, Calvinism sometimes engenders a species

(«f L'niversalism,—a heresy that seldom flourishes except in au

atmosphere that has been poisoned by excessive doses of super-

ortliodo.xy. Still vve doubt ^vhcther any properly- informed and really

^arlc mind could entertain such a system as " orthodox Univcrsal-

JMn." iS'o example of the kind has yet been found out; for the case

cf the justly celebrated John Foster is not in point, since he -was

B gteni ultra- Calvinist, with a highly eccentric intellect, and a mor-

bidly melancholy spirit. Foster never attempted to reduce his

vagaries to a theological system, and he confessed that all the teach-

ings of the Scriptures seemed to be against them. It is not strange

that upon such a mind as Avas Foster's, the gloomy dogmas of his

creed produced the most painful results,— efiects which, even Chal-

mers confesses, Calvinism tends to produce in some minds. It was

not orthodo.xy, therefore, but its foreign appendages, that unsettled

the judgment and clouded the spirit of the great essayist.

Under the pressure of well-directed attacks upon the indefensible

pirts of Calvinism, from both orthodox and Socinian stand-points,

t^iO advocates of that system at length shifted their position, and

abandoning the "Old," originated the " IScw-Seliool Theology."

Tiiis was simply an attempt to harmonize contradictory propositions,

and by logical subtleties to bewilder the minds of its advocates and

others, so that the difficulties of the case should not appear. The
attacks from this new position upon the old theolog}' were terribly

fffictive, and quite irresistible; and for awhile, by concealing its in-

consistencies, and keeping its own antagonistic elements from actual

collisions, it seemed to have accomplished the long-sought purpose

•'f liarmonizing the apparently opposing verities of Christianity.

'^he triumph, however, was a short one; the failure complete.

Jittaining in a modified form the indefensible points of the old

th'.'ology, its corner-stone—the doctrine of original siu—was sapped,

and the whole superstructure thus made insecure. As a system of

d' ctrines, the "jSew-School Theology" is orthodoxy diluted and

'•fiia.'iculated. It gives diminished views of the divine law and its

Author
; of sin and of holiness. In its light, human depravity seem.s

'•'^5 intense; the nature of repentance is changed; conversion is

f^-^iucod to an act of the voluntary powers, and the wliolc of religion
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to a system of opinions and duties reacting upon the moral nature.

The inherent defects of this system were, of course, seen from the

beginning by not a few learned and pious divines, •who did not fail

to point out its radical inconsistencies and pernicious practical

tendencies. These disadvantages arc fully conceded by our author,

though it is quite evident that his personal sympathies arc with its

advocates and adherents ; but he ju.-tly concludes that the conflict

does not end here.

Abandoning the hope of effecting an adjustment of the "conflict"

on the basis of any of the four preceding " experiences," our

author presents two others as the only remaining alternatives. He
assumes that either we must abandon the notion that the divine ad-

ministration is agreeable to "the principles of honour and right," or

else conclude, contrary to the generally received opinion, that the

human family arc not now in the Rrst stage of their responsible

existence, but arc sufTering in this world the penal consequences of sins

committed in a previous state of being. The former, it is granted,

would effectually eclipse the divine glory, and by constituting the

Almighty an object of slavish dread, would c^uite extinguish all rev-

erential love and chastened filial fear toward him, and transform him

into a powerful and unrelenting tyrant. The very thought of this is

horribly repulsive ; and yet there is cause to believe that under the

gloomy inthienccs of the " Old-School Theology," not a few devout

but misguided }iersons have so far entertained this notion as to ex-

]jerience it? blighting curse upon their religious peace. The author

strongly intimates that its dreadful shadow for some time rested

upon his own mind, from which, indeed, he escaped only by taking

refuge in his theory of precxistence.

This theory, which constitutes the chief peculiarity of the work,

is briefly this :—The present is not the original state and condition

of our race, nor is the new-born child then first issued upon its

career of responsible existence : our souls are emigrants from another

sphere, sent into this world, as a penal colony ; or they are the dis-

eased of other worlds, sent hither as to a hospital, where means

arc provided for their recovery in the gospel of the Sou of God.«

This assumption of prei'xistence. and actual voluntary sinning before

birth, is siade the key-stone of the arch by which he attempts to

span the yawning chasui that, from his delusive stand-point, seems

to separate the imniutable truths of Cln-istianlty. The origin of

human depravity, as to its terrestrial manifestations, is thus accounted

for; though the diilioulty is removed only one stage backward, it

has, however, ever been the practice of human folly to conclude that

any dilTiculty was cflcctually ilisposed of, when it could be puslicd
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out of the present world. This theory, too, not only confesses,

but requires the most thorough and radical notions of original

(Kpravity. By a play upon the -ft'ord habit—ualng it first in its

phiiusophical sense to indicate the constitutional character, and then

in its popular acceptation for the result of a continued course of

action—he attempts to demonstrate his theory from the existence of

skillful habits, ah origine, in our natures. A ready solution is thus

afforded of all the difficult questions growing out of the prevalence

of evil, -whether natural or moral, in the present Avorld,—while -what-

ever good is here afforded is seen to be, in the highest possible

sense, a matter of pure and positive grace. To a mind affected to

morbidness by studying the crabbed problems of a partial and per-

verse creed, it is very possible that such a theory would afford relief,

and therefore be gladly embraced and earnestly defended. It was

under such influences that John Foster fled for refuge to Univer-

sahsm, a course from which Dr. Beecher has escaped (if indeed he

has so escaped) by virtue of a more hopeful spirit, and a more fer-

tile imagination. We heartily congratulate both of them on their

escape from the decretum horribile, though their temporary resting-

places are but frail and baseless structures.

A story is told of a certain fanciful writer who, having promul-

gated a well-wi-ought theory, when it was objected that it was

ojiposed to many well-attested facts, coolly replied, " So much the

>vorse for the facts." It would seem that Dr. Beecher has taken

much the same course with his theory. It is certainly not alto-

gether repugnant to some of the facts and phenomena of the case

in question, and because it brings relief at the very point where

relief was needed by him, the theory is adopted with an almost total

disregard of many of the most considerable facts and circumstances

of the subject. No attempt is made to account for the existence of

inch myri;uls of fallen spirits in another, or in many other worlds;

nor does the author seem to feel the force of his own arguments, as

applied to another sphere, against the prevalence of sin in this

'^orld, on the supposition that men are born in innocence and
rectitude of character. Nor does he even allude to the objection

which must surely arise, that a perpetuation of personal identity,

such as to carry with it an entailed responsibility, would necessarily

miply a perpetuated self-consciousness ; nor is the question ex-

amined at all whether the boasted "principles of honour and right"

tnight not forbid the infliction of the penalties due to crimes corn-

nutted in another state of existence, upon persons who are now quite

uiunformed that they ever had such an existence, or in any case com-
Oiitted the crimes whose penalties they are now suffering.
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The author's theory is produced by him as an elementary truth in

Christianity, absolutely necessary to harmonize the other great

truths of the system, or to give it practical efficiency among men.

And yet he confesses that it is not found in the Bible, nor yet is it

80 plainly implied, but that for eighteen hundred years the Church,

though constantly embarra8sed by the '^conflict" Avhich it alone is

adequate to terminate, failed to recognise it. Did he ask himself

whether all this providential arrangement answers the "demands"

of the " principles of honour and right?" Is such a state of things

agreeable to the conditions of a "fair probation?" A revelation,
o ,. . . .

whether verbal or implicated, Avhich requires a divme interpretation

to render it cognizable, till such interpretation is given is not a

revelation in reality; and hs \vho shall bring such an interpretation

is as truly a medium of revelation as was David or Isaiah. If, then,

we yield our assent to this scheme, wc must believe that, by divine

appointment, the Church was without the knowledge of one of the

most imjiortant and practically useful truths of religion—a truth

"without which the Christian system has neither beauty nor adapta-

tion, nor can the ways of God to man be justified—until more than

eighteeen hundred years after the day of Pentecost, when it was given

forth througli the logical acumen of Dr. Edward Beecher! We
would not object to the medium, if indeed the revelation is needed;

but wo fear this new mode of discovering the essential truths of

revelation may lead to difficulties. It certainly exalts the human
intellect to a coordinate authority with the word of God, so that logic

must henceforward occujjy the place hitherto assigned to none but the

explicit dicta of the Bible. Wc forbear to utter all that we feel on

this subject; nor could we preserve (as we do most unreservedly)

our confidence in the author's devout sincerity, did we not give him

the benefits of Imlac's redcctions on " Disorders of the Imagination,"

as addressed to Kassclas and his companions: "In time some

particular train of ideas fixes the attention; all other intellectual

gratifications arc rejected; the mind, in weariness or leisure, recurs

constantly to the favourite conception, and feasts on the luscious

falsehood, whenever she is ofTcndcd with the bitterness of truth.

By degrees the reign of fancy is confirmed ; she grows first

imperious, and in time despotic. Then fictions begin to operate as

realities, false opinions fasten upon the mind, and life passes in

dreams of rapture or of anguish."

We have intimated that the theory of preexistence is not original

with Dr. Becclier ; this, however, is rather in its favour than otherAvise,

since it is a maxim that whatever is new in theology must be false.

The only agency he has in the matter is the revival of an exploded
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fancy, and applying it as a solvent to the stubborn knots of modern
Calvinism. The notion of the precxistcnce of souls av;is not unkno^vn

to the primitive Church, into -wliich it was brought among many
other oriental fimcics, or deduced naturally from the (Jnostic theory

of emanations. It i^-as then adojited and propagated by Origen, in

a form and for a purpose not ^videly difforent from those of l>r.

Bcecher in the present instance. " Origen," says llagenbach, ''fol-

lowing the example of the rythagorcan and riatonic schools, as well

as of the later Jewish theology, speaks of the prccxistencc of the

soul as something real. He reconciles his doctrine with human
liberty and divine justice hy maintaining that the soul, entering into

the bodies of mcji, suffers punishment for former sins." To Ori-

gen's theory of prce.xistcnce, Tcrtullian opposed the doctrine of tho

propagation of the soul, per traducem,—a doctrine -which, stripjied

of the materialistic drapery in -which that father clothed it, is still

cherished as the true theory of the origin of souls by a large portion of

orthodo.x Christians, though Dr. Ueecher dismisses it as altogether

undeserving a serious consideration: an easy method that, of getting

by a formidable difficulty. Orjgen's fancies—of which he had many
—made but little progress in the primitive Church; and at tho

Council of Constance, A. D. 540, this one mnong other heresies

WHS formally condemned,—from which time to the present it has

been consiilcved as one of the creatures of Origcn's fruitful but ill-

governed imagination.

Having thus exhibited the grounds of the " conflict," and set forth

his scheme for an adjustment, tlie author proceeds, at length, to show

.that all other attempts to harmonize the truths of religion had sig-

nally failed. In his "Historical Outline and Estimate of the Con-

flict,"' he examines the princl[)al theological systems as to the point

iu question, and dismisses them all as "unsatisfixctory." We shall

notice but a single one. A brief chapter is devoted to "Other

Ineffectual Eflbrts at Relief," in which tho semi-Pelagian scheme of

niodern llomanism, and the Arminian theory— the as.=ociation is

significant—are pretended to be examined. He, however, concedes

(an act of justice too often neglected by Calvinistic writers) that tho

l»asis of the Arminian theory is as truly orthodo.x as that of tho

Calviniau system.,— that "Wesley and the Methodists give tho

same views of the effects of the forfeiture in Adam as was given by

Augustine and the Reformers;" and then adds:

—

"The morlificaflon of the Aupustlnlan system introduced by Amiini.in

^'vinos, is cflected hy tlu-ir doctrine that, in conseqnone of tlic d<ath of

Uirirt, a pnicinus ability is restored to all men in a sufficient degTi-e lo enalilo

wcm to embrace the gospel. This is called by Fletcber 'a "gracious Tree-
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agency ;' ami '^^'atson says that by it is communicatqd ' a power of willinjr to

couie to Clirist, even -vvhon nvon do not come,—a power of considering tfieir

ways and turning to him.' Ujmn tlic foreseen use of this power they base the

eternal decision of God as to man's salvation ; and thus anivc at the ancient

doctrine of conditional predestination, aithougli in a dilTerent way from the

semi-Pelagians and the early Greek Church."—P. 352.

To this statement of the case wc make no serious objection,

though -Nve might employ other forms of expression in stating the

same things. lie proceeds :

—

" It is not my jnirposo to enter into a discussion of the points at issue between
the Anninians and tlic Calvinists Mith reference to this doctrine. I will only say,

that under a system of real {ircexistence there is an important truth which is

verj' nearly related to the doctrine of gracious ability, although not identical

with it, but which 1 have not now time to develop.
" But my main object is to say, that so long as a forfeiture in Adam is

retained, and real prcexi^tence is denied, neither of the modifications which I

have descril)ed is effectual to meet the demands of the principles of equity and
of honour."—P. 353.

To this no other answer is necessary than ''Nan sequiturr "We

indeed differ very considerably from our author as to those "demands,"

and therefore it is not strange that" his objections strike us less

forcibly than they do him. Nor can we think that to a mind free

from any prepossessions, the Arminian scheme of forfeiture by

Adam, and restoration by Christ, would imply the least conflict with

any rational view of equity and rectoral goodness. Indeed, the

author's manner at this point gives evidence that he has found him-

self at a loss for arguments against a system which he had already

classed among " Other Ineffectual Efforts at llelief," and which,

therefore, he was compelled to find " unsatisflictory." To us, his

conclusion in this case seems to be specially inconsequential :

—

*-Thc Arminians allege that by divine gi-ace, through Christ, free-agency

has been restored to all men. Kven if this were conceded, it does not bring

them u]) to the point demandid by the principles of equity and honour; for

they still have depraved natures, and arc full of propensities to evil, which are

certain to ruin \.\\(tmif Godducs unt i?}lirjiose."—P. 351.

But, according to this system, God doee so far interpose that no one

can be ruined e.\cept by his own perverse refusal of salvation, when

offered freely and in good faith; and so the whole objection falls to

the ground. It is suflicient in this place to notice, in this manner,

the author's objections to the Arminian theory; an adequate exhi-

bition of that system we hope to give at another time.

The latter portion of the volume, for nearly two hundred pages,

is occupied by what the author terms " The ^Vrgmnent," consist-

ing of a restatement of most of the assumptions of the former por-
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tions, with variations and additions. It bears the marks of ^:^rcat

bbour and painstaking in the preparation; but as an argument it is

fi'i-blo, confused, and inconsequential,—though, from the air of satis-

faction with which its results are stated, and the positive and defiant

manner in which they are appealed to, it is evident tlmt the writer

doeiiis his positions invulnerable. It is not a very diflicult thing for

any person of an active but ill-trained mind to weave a chain of .si)j)h-

i^juis, and evolve imaginary conclusions, with a confident '•thi.refirc,''

or " thus we sec," at each stage, though the force or relevancy of the

matter is seen by none but himself. Of this kind of rampant

ratiocination we have seldom met with so remarkable an instance.

We shall not attempt to review tlus strange "argument," but onlv

notice a few of its positions. It begins by conceding that the author's

theory, which is "alone effectual to harmonize the conflicting powers

of Christianity," is not found "in express terms" in the Scriptures.

With the great body of orthodox Christians that admission must be

a fatal one; but the author seems not so to hold to the sufficiency

of the written word, as taught in the creed,
—

" That whatsoever is not

read therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not to be required of

any man that it should be believed;" but rather that "God hns so

presented to us this system, taken as a whole, that by a careful stv.dy

of it we may learn the great law of its harmonious PctioH." Of
course this all-important truth—if truth it is—can be knovni only

by such as have both the ability and opportunity for "a careful

study" of it; the rest must receive it on their faith in the infal-

libility of the logic of those who thus study it. But we arc told

that the Newtonian philosophy rests only on inferential evidence,

and therefore why may not a great religious doctrine be sustained

ill the same manner? An xmlettered disciple of Christ would an-

swer, that whatever may be the laws of the material universe, he

neither knows them nor feels any lively interest in them ; but that

his interests in the doctrines of salvation are too vital to be

trusted to a mere inference;—give me an explicit "Thus saith the

I'Ord." A Christian philosopher would reply, that though a

theory in physics may rest on merely plausible inductions, and
often is assented to when its reality is seriously doubted, yet no one

^'ho realizes the infinite interests involved in the doctrines of the

c'''5pcl could willingly consent to commit his eternal destinies to

6uch an uncertainty. In such a case we need assurance instead of

!iii inferred probability, and such a conviction as can be eff-'ctcd

fmly by the sure word of God, revealed in the heart b}' the 'Holy
spirit of promise."

'liie assumption that the Bible contains nothing incompatible

i'ouRTH Skries, Vol. ¥1.-12
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with this theory, cau avail nothing; for, in the first phvce, the

assumption is not granted, and secondly, it would not answer the

purjjose if it were. It certainly cannot be required that a revelation

intended for universal use should specifically contradict every strange

fancy that fertile imaginations may invent, nor that it should so

an-ange its salutary teachings that a perverted (not to say perverse)

ingenuity may not set up a ridiculous theory among them with

some degree of plausibility. The design of the Bible is to teach

us the truth, and thus to guard us against error; and if it has at

all given us a system of divine anthropology, then we are to receive

that, and reject all others. This is, indeed, virtually though indi-

rectly granted, since the attempt is made to show that those por-

tions ol' Scripture which have very generally been understood to

teach such a system have never till now been properly interpreted.

The strongholds of the venerable orthodoxy of Protestant Christian-

ity, and of the later Primitive Church—especially Romans v, 12-19

—

arc most earnestly and pertinaciously assailed; and all the powers

of the controvcisialist are brought to bear against the initial article

of the Kew-England Primer,

—

" In Adam's fall we sinned all,''

as though some ancient grudge against its crabbed lessons, cherished

Bince early Ijoyhood, was now finding its vent. If never before, the art

of hormeneutics received a full trial of its powers and capabilities,

the test may now be considered complete.

To the idea of a forlciturc by the human race, in Adam, of any
kind or in any degree, the author seems to be especially hostile,

constnntly and confidently assuming that such a dispensation would

be a grievous wrong to the sufferers. That to a mind accustomed

to view this subject in the light of the old theology, but over which

that system has lost its power, it should appear severe and unjust,

is not strange; but a person thus situated is in the worst possible

condition for forming a correct and reliable opinion upon the sub-

ject, as to which both his intellect and his heart have been thus tor-

tured. "We often go too far when, ofTtudcd by the apparent iniquity

of any principle or proceeding, we turn to something more congenial.

Our author's position is as far short of the truth as that wliich

he opposes is beyond it, and has the further disadvantage of oppos-

ing both Scripture and manifest facts. On two occasions at which

God, of set purpose, declared himself and the nature of his dispen-

sations to Moses, the principles of entail, both of blessings and

curses, arc explicitly avowed. See Exodus xx, 5; and xxxiv. 7.

The history of the divine judgments shows us this principle in
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action. Noah and Lot were found rip;htcous among corrupted gen-

critions; and the rewards of their righteousness caaie upon their

children. Korah, Dathan, and Abiram sinned, and the divine ven-

^'c;uicc fell upon their wives and their little ones, as well as upon

tlioir own persons. For a breach of filial duty coiumictcd by one of

tlie sons of Noah, the descendants of that sinning individual, to the

!,:frst generation, were doomed to bear the curse. ]]ut why l^^k

boyond our own times and circumstances for proof in this matter?

I)o we not everywhere find abundant proof, that in the divine mind

oar whole race appears as an aggregated unity, as well as a collection

of personal individualities,—that there is much which belongs to the

race in common, as well as much that pertains exclusively to tlie

individual? The "Old-School Theology" sinks the individual in

the community, and thus violates the first principles of moral equity;

our author rejects the community altogether, and by so doing arravs

himself against both Scripture and common-sense. Both principles

are unquestionably true, but they so modify each other that neither

way be applied absolutely. Nor can we see any difficulty in apjjly-

ing these principles to Adam's relations to his posterity, and to the

results of his tran.'^gression upon his race; since whatever was for-

feited in tlie first Adam has been either restored or compensated
for by the second Adam, the benefits of whose grace extend to all

the individuals of our race, and in such degree and efficiency as fully

to reverse the original loss in all who do not perversely reject that

{Trace.

As is usually the case with those who ride hobbies, our author finds

His theory available beyond its original purpose. Like Aladdin's
|am)), or the philosopher's stone, his theory is univcr-ally useful. In
»t.s beams the hitherto unfathomcd abyss which concealed from human
research the question of the origin of evil, becomes radiant with

I'ci'it, and its vexed problems as plain as the multiplication-table.

—

t'lough to our feeble vision the solution and the question are about
equally obscure. The notion so forcibly set forth by Robert Hall,

that "a religion ^^ithout a mystery is a temple without a God." is

'"'t unnoticed as an exploded fancy of an age of darkness, since the

'«r-rcaching logic of our author solves all mysteries, and exchani-os
f^iith for knowledge. So strange a collection of learned absurdities
;\nd grotesque puerilities we have never before encountered. Wo
'•'\''-''. in our day, examined many arguments against our settled

^"''Hvictions, and have been often compelled to hesitate, and rally our

•'^!i::hts, in order to repel the inircnious sophisms; but in this ca-c
*'' h.ivc gone over the Avhole. and found no occasion to hesitate fjr

^ ^"'Jiiiont for a reply to the strange arguments and positions of the
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author, so transparent is the fallacy in every part. To read over

these lucubrations is a Aveariness to the flesh ; to canvass them as

arguments may excite disgust or mirth, according to the state of the

reader's spirits ; but to consider them as the teachings of a learned

and pious Christian minister, can excite only sorrow in all truly

benevolent minds.

"Witli a few general reflections we must close these observations.

The book itself, with its theory and arguments,- we esteem of very

little consequence, and in itself almost equally ineflicient of good and

evil. The source whence it originates gives it transient notoriety;

but we cannot suppose that any one capable of weighing evidence

will become a convert to its theory. But its influences upon its

author cannot be so transitory. Among his personal acquaintances,

an estimable private character and many personal good quahties

may secnro a contimiancc of Christian confldence,—for often an

upright heart is yoked to a crooked intellect; but as a religious

guide and instractor, even his friends must own that he is unsafe.

His position among theological questions is all in uncertainty, beyond
what is disclosed in this volume; and surely this gives very little

satisfaction as to his views, except as to the obvious facts of human
depravity. Having placed himself so conspicuously before the pub-

lic, and in direct hostility to the settled and cherished convictions

of the great body of the Christian Church, he must expect his book

to be subjected to a searching examination, and to be met by every

legitimate form of attack,—not even excepting ridicule, if he has

made himself ridiculous, i^lo man has the right to complain when
the works which he addressed to the public are fearlessly though
fairly responded to ; nor should any turn author who is too sensitive

to be reviewed, for no amount of deprecation can protect him from

the assaults of the "ungentle craft."

The perusal of this volume has given us a quickened conviction

that the doctrine of predestination, as held and taught by high

Calvinists, cannot be reconciled with the revealed character of God,
and with the notions of righteousness and benevolence which his

word inculcates. This fault of the system was doubtless, to a con-

siderable extent, kept out of sight in the days when the authority of

creeds and the determinations of councils were generally final as to

all theological questions ; but that time has passed away, and now
each tenet or doctrine must stand or fall by its own merits. To the

deeply-penitent man the horrors of that system are the less ap-

parent, since his sense of personal guiltiness fully justifies to his

conscience the most terrible doom that might be denounced against

him, and also hides from his mind's contemplation everything beyond
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his own case. Or if at any time a thought is directed to the world,

it i3 seen " lying in the wicked one," and from its character subject

to the divine displeasure, while tiie gift of salvation is seen to be

eminently and absolutely of grace. For this cause many devout

:irnl intelligent Christians have acquiesced in that doctrine, to whom
its hard features have been horribly oftcnsive. But that to which

the newly-awakened penitent may yield assent in the immaturity of

religious experience, becomes more and more a difilculty as the

iriicwed heart grows in grace and in the knowledge of the truth.

Thus two fatally hostile elements arc found at the very basis of the

'system.

The history of Calvinian theology and its off-shoots, for the

})ast centur}-, strikingly illustrates and confirms this view of the

case. " New Divinities" have followed each other in rapid succes-

pion, and each has usuall}^ been less satisfactory, because less self-

consistent than its predecessor. Offended by the manifest cruelty

of the dark side of that system, some, in spite of the plain teachings

of the Bible to the contrary, have tried hard to believe that in some
way the blessings extended by it to the elect will be univer.-al.

Otlicrs, on account of this plague spot upon it, have rejected the

whole system of orthodoxy,—its obvious verities as well as iis

unwarranted appendages ; and in turn have found that a theological

system which opposes both Scripture and facts is foredoomed to a

transient and unquiet existence. And yet others have attempted to

cure the evils of the system without changing its identity, but have

universally found that it becomes Avorse for mending.

It is quite evident, however,—as many will be made to feel more

sensibly than ever before, by reading this volume,—that no plan of

adjustment can be proposed, with any chance of success, that fails to

embody and make prominent the manifest and mournful truth, that

the human heart is deeply and essentially depraved. This sud

truth must be confessed and recognised, and upun that foundation

must the gospel superstructure be built. The provisions for mans
redemption are adapted to none but the impure, the diseased, and
the guilty,—and such the av.'akcned sinner feels that he is; and
beyond this even the heir of salvation confesses, " By the grace of

^o<l 1 am wdiat I am." The rejection of this fundamental doctrine

lias degraded Universalism to a less offensive but equally pernicious

f'>rin of infidelity witii plain-speaking deism. It has set modern
I- niturianism adrift on the broad ocean of rationalism, upon wiiich

"le less scrupulous have gone over to pantheism, or are wandering in

the interminable wastes of a shoreless scepticism,—from which tiicir

luorc serious and discreet brethren have escaped by clinging to some
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parts of this fundamental truth. Its partial and virtual rejection by

the New-School theologians has involved their system in inextri-

cable absurdities, and deprived it of the chief excellence of the old

theology, without at all relieving it of the fatal excesses of that

system. Especially in that phase of the new theology, known as

" Oberlin Divinity," is the awful sanctity with ^Yhich the earlier

system invested the Divine ]*erson and his dispensations rudely torn

away, and the whole subject of religious truth treated with a super-

cilious flipfiancy that borders very closely on prufanity. In every

case the rejection of that tenet from the doctrinal system has been

the occasion of confusion and inefliciency. A system founded iri

error can never accomplish any reall}' valuable purpose.

Here -we must dismiss the subject, -with one or two brief reflec-

tions. The examination of this work has given us a lively convic-

tion that it is a great misfortune to be educated to false views of the

great truths of religion. Had this writer never studied Calvinistic

theology, nor been taught to view the verities of Christianity from

a false position, we confidently believe he would never have dreamed

of his baseless theory of precxistence, for he would have had no need

of it. Thus, too, would he have escaped whole years of deep mental

anguish, which haS resulted most disastrously to his modes of thought,

and to his settlecl convictions,—results which are probably rather

Jiis misfortunes than his faults. It has also convinced us that,

•while a due degree of mental independence is a real excellence, its

excess is both irrational and dangerous. A free and ingenuous mind
cannot submit itself to dictation; yet, if properly instructed, it will

be very slow to array itself against all authority, and to assume

for itself a preeminence in -wisdom. In theology conservatism is

especially necessary; for that, unlike most others, is not a pro-

gressive science,—though the changing aspects of other sciences may
require corrcspontling modifications in its outward forms. The-

ology, too, is transcendental in its character, and derived to us by
divine tradition : it is received by faith, and, for the most part, lies

beyond the range of rational induction and argumentation. Here
is Dr. Beecher's great en-or. He has attempted an impossibility,

and the result is an intellectual abortion.
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Art. II.—revival OF THE BLACK ARTS.

1. Vif Mountain Cove Journal atid Spiritual Harbinger. Mountain (Jove, Fay-

ette County, Virginia, 18;j2-3.

?. Roche^lcr Weekly American, Thursday, April lith, 18o3. A Di,''course upon the

Ancient and Modern Arts of Divination. Delivered in the I'ii^t rresluterian

Church of Rochester, New-York, Sabbath evening, March 20, 186:3, by the

Tastor.

3. A Review of the Spiritual Manifestations. By Charles Beecher, Pastor of the

First Congregational Church, Newark, New-Jersey. New-York: G. P. Put-

nam & Co. 1853.

It is not very many years since the impassioned and oracular muse

of Fcstus poured forth, in wild and burning accents, a solemn

dirge over the forgotten, and abandoned dreams of eariier fancy, and

lamented with melancholy wail the complete extinction of all the

Fupernatural arts and transcendental reveries which had beguiled

the efforts and fired the imagination of less sober and calculating

generations than our own. But the tide seems at length to be

turning ; and the ebb of the current promises to be more than propor-

tionate to its flow. After centuries of growing scepticism, whicli,

commencing in religion, extended itself throughout the whole domain

of human speculation, the civilized world is again displaying an

amazing alacrity in welcoming all the credulities and superstitions

from which it so lately boasted that it had been entirely liberated.

The infidelity which was initiated in theology by Abelard, in philos-

ophy by Giordano Bruno and Montaigne, in politics by Elie de la

B'A'tie, llobbes, and Spinoza, and in science by Galileo,—which

heralded its approaching triumph in jNIontesquieu, Voltaire, and

liousseau, fought its victorious fight in the first French Revolution,

and so recently proclaimed its definite ascendency in Strauss, and

its porj)etual reign in the Religion of Humanity and the Positiv-

ism of M. Comte,—this wide-spread and all-embracing incredulity,

^hieh has so deeply branded its mark on the earlier half of the

^
passing century, is losing its hold of the sceptre in the very hour in

^\liich it has boldly arrogated to itself the undivided and undisputed

sovereignty of the intellect. The emancipation of the human reason

from al[ authority but its own, was not destined to be a stationary

phase in the supposed zenith of its unhallowed ])0wcr. The sun

a-id moon were not to stand still for it at any Ajalon. The meri<iiau

fplendour of the self-satisfied inttdloct marked but the transit of the

line which separated by a filmy thread its slow ascent from its rapid
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decline. But the suddenness of the supervenient change is indeed

surprising. We are relapsing hy no measured regress, but by

immense "bounds, into all the alleged follies of the infant ages of

history,—into all the dreamy mysteries of medincval delusion. AYe

are hastening to repeat with equally blind confidence, but with less

excuse, the derided miracles of former necromancy and of antiijue

magic. The Black Arts, which have been so long ridiculed by

every flippant ignoramus, who measured truth by the scant capacity

of popular belief, are once more coming into general favour, though

christened with new names to tickle the itching ears of the times.

Omens have never been wholly out of vogue, nor have dreams ever

been entirely extirpated from the acceptance of the vulgar.

Astrology has not yet returned with its ancient pretensions, but we

may anticijiate their daily resuscitation, for the auguries and oracles

of the elder world have been recalled by the inauguration of the

various forms of recent divination. Astrology has never been

extinct : its public glories waned from the times of Heni-y Cornelius

Agrippa and Giovanni Bieo de .Alirandola ; but it has been cultivated

with greater or less assiduity, in secret societies and obscure cells,

throughout the late centuries.* Occasional indications of its spas-

modic vitality were alTordod to the unbelieving world by the Avritings

of l)r. Dee, ihc prophecies of Mademoiselle Le j^^ormand, and the

Almanac of Zadkiel. It is not forty years since a complete Dic-

tionary uf A.strology was publi.^hcd in London.f !Now, however,

a brighter day having dawned upon all delusion, astrology vrill

profit by the genial sunshine, and resume its preeminence among
its kindred superstitions. It awaits only the fulness of time, which

is diligently expediteJ by the renovated faith in nearly all that

amused or deluded the elder world. The caverns and dells of

Greece may be no more vocal with the mystical whispers of ancient

inspiration, but the jirophetic woods of Dodona, and the snoAv-clad

peaks of Delphi are repeated, under less poetical auspices, at

Mountain Cove, in Fayette County, Virginia; while the Cum.xan

Sibyl and her wandering sisters find strange representatives in the

Rochester girls and their numerous imitators. The statues of the

divinities may never more leap down from their pedestals in the

®Ego vul in huuc J'lem latitare per orbeni vai'lis in locis talia occulta collegia

credidorim, ut oliiu ."-ingulaivi oriiincs in arcanorum natur;c cieiiioriam sunt

instihiti, tiiiunim oiiim; stii'limn in abditis iiatui-ic cansis indnirandi:- voiiatur.

Morhofii rulyhistor, ps. i. lib. i, c. xiii, !; .".1. Late evidence to the same effect

JB fnriushod in J/'igli Hunt's nioilerni/cd version of Chaucer, in one of his notes.

t Wilson's Coiuplete Dietionar}- of .Vslrology ; lbl9; Svo. It has long tcer.

•very Bcarce.
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jacred tempjlcs, because such temples with such habitants no lonircr

exist in the civihzed regions of tliis globe ; but the more modem
fhrine, the dining-room table, with all its household gods, the plates

mid dishes, will jump up from the floor, cut fantastic c;ipers, and

whirl round in a frenzied dance, after a fashion that would have

amazed the more sober juggleries of ancient liierophants. If wc

htill abstain from less chimerical imaginations, and seek no lojigcr

:Jie philosopher's stone, or the elixir of life, it is simply because the

virgin veins of California and Australia have rendered the fu-uier

unnecessary and inconvenient for the multiplication of gold ; and

there are easier and more compendious processes imagined to rea-

lize the anticipated efieets of the latter ; which are already partially

attained by the wondrous agency of chloroform, and are always con-

Btantly promised by every nostrum advertised in the daily pa]ters.

This shifting of the currents of human speculation—this wild

transition from one extremity of thought to the appetency for its oppo-

site—this spontaneous return from the most rigid scepticism to the

most facile credulity—is not the least curious or significant jiiionum-

enon ofan age which teems with anomalies and is prolific of monsters.

Surely no human device—no project conceived by human forethought

and achieved by human agencies—could so transpose the weights in

the balance of intellect as to produce this instantaneous alternation

in the movement of the scales. It is by no intentional or conscious

tlTort of man that we can satishictorily explain this sudden eclipse

of that coolly-calculating rationalism, which had been so tediously

acjuired, and so fondly regarded as constituting the noontide glory of

the nineteenth century. Nor, if we look to the immediate instru-

ments which have been the ostensible agencies in bringing on this

miraculous change, can we readily discover anything in their intel-

l^'ctnal power, their attainments, or their prominence, to render it

more explicable. They are, for the most part, the feeble revivers

t-r exploded and nearly-forgotten dreams. ]^Iesmcr, and llill, and

^-'•igliostro passed away, leaving behind them no odours of sanctity,

^«t oidy the reputation of consummate charlatans and knaves ;
yet

die weakest witlings of the age have Avon acceptability for the endless

^liicaneries of Animal Magnetism. Gall and Spurzheim laboured

^ith but slight apparent result
;
yet peregrinating babblers, peddling

p""fcssors of phrenology, without a smattering of science, and often

''•'h transparent imposture, have succeeded in introducing phro-

li'.i'.gy into the motley inventory of the popular creed. Clairvoyance
^"d craniology proved insufficient to satisfy the growing appetite

'"I" the marvi'llous ; the new missionaries of fancy had aAvakened the

'uth which could remove mountains; and electro-biolog}', and all
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the varieties of chiromancy followed in their wake. The Rev. Alfred

Brunson's communication from Prairie-du-Cliien, on the subject of

TTcll-dijipring and divinini^-rods. introduces rhabdomancy into the

Patent- Office Reports,* and embalms this antiquated fancy in the

State ]*apers of the country. Wc have not ^vithin reach our copy

of that great magician and repentant theurgist, Henry Cornelius

Agrippa, and cannot enumerate the various modes of magic, or the

several species of crrbalistic spells, nor show how closely recent

credulity has approached, nor how far it has outstripped, in some

particulars, the much-reviled ages of darkness. But out of a list of

a hundred forms of medincval divination we detect forty which are

now practised more or less earnestly; and we have abundant assur-

ance, in the incidents daily transpiring around us, that the Block

Arts of tlie modern world promise to have as many and as sincere

acolytes as honoured those of an earlier time.

The grossest and most proselyting of these delusions is the last.

The latest state of the man possessed with devils was the worst; for

•the earlier imps had called in new spirits to themselves, and estab-

lished a petty caucus of demons within the microcosm. Thus, too,

the most prominent, as the most pernicious, of recent superstitious,

is the folly or imposture of the so-styled " Spiritualists." The
spirit of the ancient Canidias was transmigrated into the Rochester

girls, and all the sorcery of the Golden Ass of Apuleius is rendered

familiar by the practices of their school. Incantations are once more
heanl. mediums arc again required, and necromancy appears in the

full blaze of day, with more than its pristine vigour, and with end-

less theories to demonstrate its truth. Linking itself on one side

with the hallucinations of Swedenborgianism, and on the other with the

tricks of jugglers and mountebanks; associating itself with all cur-

rent delusions, and harmonizing with all forms of superstition, this

renovated phantom of the past emerges from its humble cradle as the

conquering frenzy of the day. There is nothing new in the Roches-

ter chimera: in its first inception it was only the rattling of the dry

bones in the valley of a former Jehoshaphat ; in its present ampli-

fied proportions it is only the resurrection and agglutination of the

long-bleaching fragments of mutilated skeletons. It is such a repro-

duction of the past as is given in Retzch's outline of the field of Phar-

salia. In the simpler as in the more expanded forms of the Roches-

ter mysticism, it approximates closely to many distinct types of

former superstition. The Greeks would have attributed much to

the intervention of Pan. and the unearthly sounds which were heard

in the woods of Arcadia; much would have been referred by the

° Patent-Office Ucport, ISOl. Agricultural, pp. 14-19.
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Uomans to tLo Tuscan disciples of Ta^cs; and our own untutored

oiiecstors would luivc attributed the stran*^o noises to the mischief

or uKilevolencc of the denizens of Faerie Land. In the " Balem

iiKUiilestations,"' of which Cotton Mather was such an enlightened

witness, there was a less pleasing exhibition of like phenomena;

and, about a quarter of a century ago, before the ISew-York witches

commenced the practice of their craft, before the land of Mormon
( Wayne County) was favoured with the second revelation of decrit,

si-me obscure women, of doubtful fame, in Russell County, \'a., are

said to have professed the same identical gifts, which have been

latt'ly resuscitated with such astounding cclat, and have led to

such strange and alarming results. The Kochester girls, in suc-

ceeding to the unrecognised powers of these Kussell performers,

Lave extended their trivial artifices, and expanded at the same time

the range of their professions and deceptions. Others have followed

^\ith livelier fancies and more ardent aspirations, and have spread

fthroad the seeds of the fanaticism, clothing it with new colours, and

directing it to larger aims, until, by a singular conjunction between

tlio deluders and the deluded, between the dreamers and the believers

in dreams, the Rochester pythonesses have blossomed out into the

proplietesses of a sect, the inspired missionaries of a proselyting

creed, and the living Didos of a strange colony.

Arc we bounding, by a violent and involuntary resilience, from

everything that has been achieved by the vaunted intelligence, the

arrogant pretensions, the self-idolizing civilization of the nineteenth

century V Are we floating unconsciously back on some irresistible

and refluent wave into the dreamy mists which shrouded the cradle

of human speculation? The cock lias scarcely crowed .the third

time since our science denied the existence of God, the immor-
tality of the soul, the rationality of Christianity, and pinned its

^liole faith to the mere processes of observation and induction, and

the phenomena of the narrowest materialism. Yet already we have

a n jw revelation dug out of the earth, like the Etruscan Tages. and

uitvrpretcd by men incognizant of grammar, and confessedly unable

*> read the unintelligible scratches inscribed on the golden plates

'jf the new dispensation. Mormonism, however, springing albeit

fr'-ou such an original, numbers its thousands and its tens of

' 1; in! -lands ; it has its political organization and its hierarchy; it

>' Consolidated into a fanatical theocracy; it veils the essence of an

^'i'Tucratic despotism under the forms of republicanism; exists as a

{••riiianent discord to all the institutions around it; and nurses in

*-»o desert the fervour and the energies which may result in a second

fJiarch of rejuvenated Islamism. Even at this time myriads own
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allegiance to its standard, accredit the revelation, and revere Joe

Smith as a saint and a martyred prophet. The world was disposed

to repudiate the revelation of heaven: it rushes to embrace the

revelation of earth. Already, while the total negation of the spiritual

world is echoed all around us. hosts of ministering spirits from the

realms of the disembodied dead are alleged to be in intimate com-

,

munion witli this unbelieving generation, and to hover around us,

ready at a word to do our bidding through the intervention of a

suitable medium. We may be favoured at any moment witJi reve-

lations from the world of ghosts, which are made e\'pres.'?lv at our
request ; and, on the payment of a quarter, the dead are evoked for our
Batisfaction from all parts of the dim universe of shadows. Cerbenis
has again gorged himself with an extraordinary sop, and sleeps

equally heedless of the passing spirits, and unheeded by them.
The portals of Tartarus are once more thrown Avide open ; and, in

accordance m ith the wants of travellers and the advancement of the age,

old Charon and his leaky ferry-boat are apparently superseded by a
suspension bridge over the irremeable leaves of Styx and Cocytus.
Sin and Death are no longer able to guard the entrances of hell^ and
to deny return to their captives. Hades gives up his invisible hosts
without a murmur: the ominous wall of iron, so fearfully described
by A'irgil, seems to have fallen, and has perhaps been turned into

pot-metal in consequence of the late rise in the price of iron. "We
need no Or|)heu.s now with seraphic lyre to charm back the long-
lost, long-lamented Eurydice. The Lirnbus Patnnn, and all the
other dark resorts of the unsubstantial spectres, hitherto known only
to the learned topographers of the nether regions, are now laid open
to our invocations. With the establishment of free trade, our com-
munications with the other world have been indefinitely multiplied
and facilitated. We need attempt no arduous path, we require no
Virgil as our guide, we are compelled to take no perilous journey,
in order to receive intelligence from our deceased friends, or other
shades; but the secrets bryond the gi-ave arc brought home to us
with accuracy and expedition, as fully as the knowledge of the Mis-
sissippi is conveyed to the inhabitunfs of Europe by Banvard's
panorama. AVith the cooperation of Mrs. AVhitman, whose '-social

and intellectual eminence" is duly avouched by Putnam's "inter-
preter of dreams," and with the magic virtues of a bit of silver, we are

now enabled to call up and question, at our behest, any named spirit

we may desire to spell fur us, from the three kingdoms of Dantes
Vision. It is a pity these interesting phantoms advance so slowly
in their education that they cannot get out of the horn-book into the

primer. Even the miraculous branch of gold, which was the con-
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jnring wand of J^ncas and his Sibyl, has been judiciously altered

••
to suit the times." So far as the outside barbarians are concerned,

t!io ;;littering twig has been Supplanted by the more accessible sub-

jtiiute of a small piece of current silver coin.

A change has indeed come over the spirit of the world's dream

!

l-'rom denying all that is invisible, intangible, indemonstrable, we

:tre passing, almost in the twinkling of an eye, into a rapidly-spread-

iti'j apjjcteucy for the unquestioning acceptance of every dugma

Miiich can allege these singular attestations of its truth, h'rom the

Fturdy negation of God, because w"e are denied such palpable proof

a.s conquered the scepticism of the doubting apostle, we are gliding,

without stop or hesitation, into the confident asseveration of the

inflisputable validity of our wildest and most feverish dreams. The

evidences on which the growing popular fantasy is content to erect its

most important convictions, will permit us once again to domesticate

centaurs and unicorns, hippogriffs and ki-akens, and the whole me- •

n-agerie of imaginary beasts. Intensity of conception and the pre-

determination to believe, impatience of inquiry and incapacity for

discrimination, Avill henceforAvard constitute the sole requisites for the

authentication of truth. The cumbrous processes of deduction and

induction, with the whole elaborate logic of Aristotle and Mill, may
be rejected as needless, in accordance with the crude fancy of Poe's

Kureka; and inteinal assurance, no matter how attained, may cheer-

fully dispense with the coarser and more tedious methods of external

investigation.

A change so vast and amazing as this, of which we have such

numerous and diversified indications, is beyond human achievement,

and almost beyond the range of adequate comprehension. But we
Clay recognise, through the mists which surround it, the mysterious

l.and-writing upon the wall. The kingdom of Belshazzar is doomed

:

^':ibylon the Great has fallen in the hour of its noisiest arrogance.

Mlxe, Mexe, Tekel, Upiiarsix. We detect the finger of God—
tlie manifest intervention of Providence in the crisis of humanity

—

the evident commencement of a new era, and the approaching over-

ti.row of the exclusive claims of science.

We are not of the number of those who refer every phenomenon
in nature and every event in history to the direct and immediate

iiUiTposition of Deity : we are fully cognizant of both the physical

>f^d mctapliysical incongruities involved in such a compendious

theory. We arc usually disposed to recognise the nnifonn action

<^f natural law, and the regular operation of those secondary causes

according to which the will of Heaven is accomplished through the

instrumentality of created agents. But there are times when all
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ordinary laws, -which human intcllii^ence has been able to detect, are

couiplctely at fault, and when we arc compelled to recognise the more

imminent and direct action of Providence. And the anomalies

around us in the present day arc such as to suggest the belief that

the advancing revolution of sentiment and intelligence results rather

from the divine wisdom, wiiich confounds the purposes of man, than

from any deliberate designs of human imagination.

]>iit, startling as arc the portents of the times, and undiscoverable

as may be the secret springs of change, they are yet in some slight

degree explicable. We may appreciate the character of the new
procedure, if unable to conlprehend its origin and sudden accept-

ance. The emancipation of the human mind from the thraldom

of sifpcrstition, and from the tyranny of intellectual oppression,

was not arrested when it hnd triumphed over the real evils against

which it had to cuntond; but it was prosecuted until the civilized

•world had run into dangers greater even than those from which it

had lately extriccitcd itself After weaning the adolescent intellect

of a new cycle from the dreams, the errors, and the delusions of

immature civilization, and at the same time tearing it rudely away
from many of its redeeming instincts, intellectual progress has

pushed forward its columns into the regions of anarchy and license.

Because, in the ignorant infancy of modern civilization, the mind of

niau had been undul}' trammelled by theological dogmatism, and had

been overburdened by vain imaginations, we have continued the war-

fare against the.se grieviinccs after they have ceased to be real ; we have

pursued the same direction after we have long passed the vanishing

point of the picture; we have nearly rejected all religion ; and in the

numerous dreams which we have discorded, we have too frequently

thrown away the slender substance of truth, which lay hidden under the

dense mists of former error. We were not content to continue our

blows only until the actual foe had been vanquished; but we fought

on in the same way, aii<l with increasing energy and redoubled con-

fidence, until we have exhausted ourselves, and are once more driven

back to seek repose in the easy credulity which charmed the infancy

of intellect. The struii^gle for freedom of thought has been persisted

in until the human mind recognises no authority but the empire of

individual rrason. and has arrived at the summary device of repu-

diating as false cverytliing which lies beyond the restricted circle

"fthich it has described for itself. Thus has arisen a universal infi-

delity of thought and feeling, which is only pushed to its logical

results by avowed athri.^ts ; but f<^r the last century the large majority

of thinking men must have been goaded into atlieism by embracing

the popular habitudes of thought, if they had only been thorough
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gnd consistent in their speculations. Nor was this incredulity con-

fined to religion; had it been, it might have been readily detected,

wiJ expeditiously relieved ; it extended to all knowledge, and cor-

roded every manifestation of reason and sentiment. At length wc
begin to feel the toils into which we have been unwarily betrayed

;

wo are emban-assed and fretted by the net-work of sophistry in

wjiich we have involved ourselves; but we have not the patience to

retrace our footsteps, if indeed the world ever could go back ujion

its orbit ; and we have not the logical dexterity or sobriety to unravel

the meshes in which we are ensnared. A violent and blind reaction

h the only resistance which the age can ofler ; and under its impulse

the sentiments of mankind have instinctively rebelled against the

crushing, blighting, hopeless tyranny of the mere intellect, whose

despotism is felt to be more intolerable than all the wild vagaries

of early superstition. The sentiments of humanity, shuddering at

the yawning abyss on the verge of which our modem civilization

trembled, have thrown back the fancies of enthusiasts into that

dreamy sentimentalism from which this feverish intellectual progress

originally took its departure. The tide of superstition, which threat-

ens to cast up again on the beach all the forbidden and derided arts

of former times, is the natural reaction which has ensued on the

instinctive discovery of the perils and extravagances into which the

unreined intellect had run. We regard this " Modern Spiritualism,"

and the resuscitated frenzies of geomancy and necromancy, as no
local disease, no passing epidemic ; but as the raging fever which
has naturally succeeded the long chill of man's nobler appetencies.

it is a permanent change of the tenor of human thought, which
may be guided and modified, but can scarcely be prevented. Tiie

shadow has gone back on the dial of Ahaz. Let us hope that the

hrcathing-spcll tlius graciously and miraculowsly accorded to human-
ity may be turned in time to profit, although inaugurated by all the

insane extravagances of old Bacchantes; and let us not despise the

darning because Balaam's ass has started back from the invisible

*word of the angel, before Balaam has discovered the messenger of
God.

Martin Luther was accustomed to say, quaintly, but truly, that
"If human mind was like a drunken man on horseback, who, ifprop-
]'0i\ up on one side, would f^ill over on the other. We have now a
funking exemplification of this maxim in the present manifestations
<<' intellectual development. The repudiation of early superstitions
fca;irig been carried too far threw the world into the horrors of

'•"lost universal scepticism. The native repugnance of the hu-
^a-^-n heart to the chilling desolation of unalloyed infidelity, has
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repelled it into the opposite extreme of unquestioning credulity.

Thus the march of intellect, at the close of its long summer-day's

journey, exhibits, as the result of modern illuminism, the specula-

tion of the nineteenth century reeling back with tottering steps to

the spot which it had abandoned in its morning sunshine. The
correction of this pitiable spectacle is to be sought, not in the

determinate prescription of one continuous path, nor in any artificial

restriction to an assigned course, but in the removal of that mental

inebriation from Avhich both errors, the original mistake and the

violent reaction, have alike proceeded. If we can hope to escape

from the blighting tyranny of renewed superstitions, we must
sedulously eschew the excesses and the extravagances of recent

unbelief. We must no longer limit our allegiance to science and
demonstration, but must do occasional obeisance to those higher

powers of our rational nature, instinct and faith. All extremes will

at some period run into each other: credulity and scepticism are

twin brothers ; they are the offspring of the same parents, the com-
mon product of the same age, and arc as indissolubly united as the

Siamese twins.

The process of human development strangely resembles the

machinery of a clock. The hands, which tell the passing hours and

mark the advance of time, are moved over the face of the dial by the

intricate and regular interaction of wheels within wheels, which are

themselves governed by the unceasing vibrations of the pendulum.

In like manner the changes of thought and civilization are effectu-

ated by the equally regular but more complicated wheels of the

common passions of humanity, and these are regulated by the

•slower, but not less methodical alternations of human sentiment.

The general intellect of humanity, as well as the individual mind of

man, is limited on either hand b}- barriers which it cannot transcend;

and as soon as it touches its prison-bars on one side of its cage, its

course in that direction is arrested, ;ind it flies back in the hope of a

more successful issue to the prison-bars Avhich confine its motions

on the other. Thus the world wags on, by an unending series of oscil-

lations, from one extremity of .^peculation to the opposite extreme of

fancy; and by this libration the index of human civilization is moved
onward over the dial-plate of time. It may appear singular that this

untiring vacillation of the human mind should result in the progress

of humanity; but the enigma is solved by the striking expression

of Leibnitz, that the beauteous order of the universe springs from

the fact that all nature is but the horologe of God.

Wc do not present these views as any complete explanation of the

spiritualistic tendencies of popular sentiment, nor can any theory of
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nivMlem spiritualism bo extracted from them : "we offer tlicm simply

BS a partial explanation of the sudden revulsion of sentiment ^vhich

in (lisorganizin^i; modern thought. So far as this interpretation of

the signs around us is applicable, or designed to be applicable, to the

fpecitic case of the Rapper sectaries, \;e are convinced that it is

Rcciu-ate ; and "we know that it accords with the feelings, expressed

or intuitive, of the leading spiritualists. Beneath all the rant and

raving of current supcrnaturalism, in the mysterious vaticinations

of its poesy, and in the still wilder flights of its prose, it is easy to

detect the latent inspiration which has dictated the frenzy. Jn the

number of the " Spiritual Harbinger" now lying before us, we find the

secret spring of the recent movement recognised with a precision and

even sobriety which we were very far from anticipating. In a poem,

entitled " The Heart of Unbelief," which is transcribed in the same
paper, and Avhich curiously blends something of the manner of Ten-

nyson with the fantastic hallucinations of George Lippard, we dis-

cover a distinct reference of the reaction to the previous intensity

of tlie prevalent atheism.

Strauss, in his notorious Life of Jesus, considers tlie mention

of spirits and demons as ipso facto conclusive evidence of the

Icgcndar}'- and incredible character of the gospel narratives in

vrhich it occurs. Such an inference is of course an unwarrantable

assumption ; but it is an assumption which may be addressed with

irresistible force to the rigid votaries of modern science and rational-

istic philosophy. The position was, indeed, strictly accordant vfith

the whole tenor of accredited speculation ; and it could neither be

denied, nor its invalidity exhibited, without an entire abnegation of

the most deeply-rooted convictions of the unfettered intellect of

modern times. The necessary result has been that the pernicious

mythicism of Strauss remains to this day unanswered, notwithstand-

ii'g the numerous illogical attempts of theologians, who have felt

that the whole fabric of religion, natural and revealed, is undermined

W his exceedingly dexterous attack. The secret of their faiku-e is,

^^'at it is not simply a hook which is to be refuted, but a compli-

cated and ingenious scheme of philosophy. Nor is this all : the

hal/its of mind to which the philosophy addresses itself, with which
»t is congenial, and by which it is received with the irresistible

*l'tuude of natural affinities, must be completely eradicated before

^^y criterion can be recognised by which the general fallacy can be

|i<^tcrmined. The sophistry is not confined to the doctrine, but ck-

ists still more fatally in the minds to which the doctrine is preached,

•^^ut, unconscious of the snare, the apologists of Christianity, instead

^f changing their position, reestablishing their linos, renouncing

I'OL-KTH Series, Vol. VI.—13
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their errors, and reforming their logic, fought on desperately and

hopelessly, though the ground on which they stood -was giving way
under their feet. They thus fell into fatal inconsistencies, of -which

all soon became vaguely conscious except themselves. It is no

wonder that, in such a crisis, multitudes lied from the fortress so

vainly defended, like sagacious rats running from a falling house, or

a ship about to sink ; no wonder that the knot, which the prevalent

logic was unable to loose, should be clumsily cut by those -svlio sought

some refuge and tranquillity for the mind and heart, even at the ex-

pense of logic and sense ; no wonder that, in the paralysis of reason,

in -the ostentatious impotence of the arrogant intellect, those who
were disgusted by hollow paralogisms vrhich they were unable to

evade, or yearned for the repose of settled and assured convictions,

no matter how won, nor whether well-founded or unfounded,—it is

not sm-prislng, we say, that, under such circumstances, those who
W£re harassed by the torturing uncertainties of prevailing doubt

should have recurred to all the dreams which satisfied or beguiled

the earlier generations of humanity. That which is startling, and
cannot be cxj)laincd by any cognizable laws, is the suddenness, the

rashness, and the extent of the change which has occurred.

The facts, phenomena, or hypotheses, connected with spiritual

intervention and demoniac possession, which were construed by
Strauss as patent evidence of artifice or delusion, are strangely

enough resuscitated, after the lapse of very few years, as the very cor-

ner stones of the new temple of superstition. All the world is again

invited to believe, in direct opposition to their late convictions, exactly

what the settled convictions of all the world were so recently declared

to have irrevocably repudiated. The allegations which were despite-

fully entreated by science and philosophy as puerile and ridiculous,

reappear as the very elements of the renovated faith. The last pre-

tence of science is contradicted and overthrown by the first pretension

of revived credulity. 'J'he venom of mere demonstration from im-

plicitly accepted premises is sought to be neuti-alized by the counter-

in-itant poison of a believing fantasy which proceeds from no premises

at all.

In the midst of the confusion, with the jargon of Babel reechoed

on all sides ; with the formal proclamation by Sir Archibald Alison

of a new dispersion of the human fiimily; with the prospect of a

return of the dark ages, presented in the letters of iS'iebuhr; and
with endless varieties of brilliant, seductive, or quaint theories,

tempting our adherence on either hand, it is an arduous endeavour

to preserve entire sobriety of thought, and to pursue the even tenor

of our way, without yielding to despair, or attaching ourselves to
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uiy popular delusion. It was our good fortune to detect the fal-

lacies of the reign of intellect long before they resulted in tlieir

j.rcscnt dismal spawn of multitudinous hallucinations ; and, as we

.ofused to bend the knee to Baal when the whole civilized world

was filled with his temples, and swarmed with his idolaters, we will

not now pour forth our adorations and hosannas to the Mulochs

riiid Ashtaroths, and the rest of the Syrian hive, which seek to

a.>urp his unhallowed dominion. Hoping to preserve ourselves

untainted by cither the scepticism of science or the credulity of

superstition, we will seek to discover the significance of the recent

•' spiritual manifestations " with dispassionate sobriety. The lip may
curl at the follies and antics which we are compelled to witness

;

but our judgment will be cool, and our heart sad enough as we

prosecute the inquiry. AVe have no disposition to indulge in the

unmitigated and intemperate abuse of the new lights of delusion,

which is familiar to their unreflecting and uuappreciating antago-

i.ists, because we conceive the novel errors to be not more senseless

or pernicious than the old ones ; and wc agi-ee with Lord Bacon in

tliinking that it is better to believe all the fables of the Koran, and

all the legends of the Talmud, than to harden ourselves with M.

Comte and the rigid votaries of science in the imagination that the

universe exists without a God. We know that in the ordinary pro-

f-etlure of Heaven, one general ciTor is corrected only by the tem-

porary predominance of another, and that one distemper of human
-iucy or feeling can be ejected only by the access of a new disorder;

•ui'l, though the Spiritualists are, in our opinion, endeavouring lo

cast out devils in the name of Beelzebub, the prince of the devils,

yot we are glad to witness, anywhere, and under any form, a sincere

' ff'jrt to exorcise the unclean spirits which have lately held uncon-

tested dominion over all the conquests of modem intellect.

The remote aim of the recent reaction, however latent, or how-

<;*ver grossly disguised, is itself a healthy one. The scope, which

[^u^ht to have been clearly contemplated, is far overshot by the mad
ifiipetuosity ofunreasoning sentiment : but, at any rate, the gaze of hu-

nianity is once more withdrawn from the stupid and debasing worship

t-f material idols, to the supposition or recognition of immaterial and

'''Visible powers. If " modern Spiritualism " meet with any genuine

^^•oiptance, it Avill at least render the good service of restoring to the

I" pular creed the wholesome conviction of the existence of the devil.

^ belief which had been almost wholly destroyed by the supposed

^<'>ults of imaginary science. If the devil Averc killed,—if he were

''f'»d anyhow; if he were even thrown into the pit and bound for a

•Jiousand years, a tender-hearted philanthropist, to whom the secret
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flight le confided, might woW rejoice over his fate, provided that

nobody else knew it. But in tlie present constitution of mankind,

the death of the old serpent, or the general supposition of his death,

could be regarded only as an unmitigated calamity
;
yet into this

pleasant assurance the world was rapidly lapsing, when the Spiiitu-

alists reawakened sentiments which are utterly inconsistent with

any such consolatory conviction. Every argument, as every cre-

dence, which can be alleged in proof of their tenets by the Sweden-
borgians, the Spiritualists, the Mcsmerizers, or the Clairvoyant?,

strengthens the evidence by which the personality and the vitality

of the devil are corroboratdl. This rehabilitation of "Ancient
Is^icholas," as the prince of the powers of darkness is euphemisti-

cally or cuphuistically designated by a recent writer on " Modem
Spiritualism," is, as Ave have said, no trivial boon to societ}'-. and
vrc ai-e duly thonkfal for it. But, in fact, all the vagaries and follies

of the new creeds of superstition minister, in some measure, to one

useful end: they break the despotic and blighting sceptre of the

callous, sceptical, scientific intellect, and lure us back to that inno-

cent faith of childhood when belief was more blessed than doubt,

and when the vast universe of the unknown was not ignored because

temporarily eclipsed by the petty orb of human knowledge.

What thcn'^ Do wc recognise the validity of these disinteiTcd

superstitions 'i Do wc detect an}^ gi-ains of truth in the mountains
of chafl' which rise before us V By no means. "We abhor the pre-

tensions of the soulless and licentious science of the day; but we
repudiate with contemptuous pity the endless delusions which have
resulted, and must result, from the spontaneous but unreflecting

rebellion against its degrading rule. Through all the mists of

renovated error we can see Ijy faith the orb of light, and heat, and
life, by which those mists have been raised from the bosom of the

earth. ^Ye will not venerate the clouds; we reserve our homage for

the Cause which has produced them. The truth which the former

indicate is not contained in themselves, but is implied by the simple

fact of their appearance. That truth is, that human life, social or

individual, cannot be satisfactorily guided by mere knowledge, nor

governed by the exclusive authority of the hard scientific intellect.
•' Man liveth not by bread alone, but by every word which cometh
out of the mouth of God."' ]>ecau5e a gi-eat truth may be inscribed

on the veil of Isis, and we are refused the privilege of raising the

veil, and exploring the more recondite mysteries of nature, we are

not disposed to deny the existence of any divinity behind it ; and

the world will be soon compelled, ])y the verv fervour of insane

Spiritualism, to renounce its novel fallacy that the veil conceals
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nothing but a void. This is the beneficial result which we antici-

pate from the very extravagances of modern Spiritualism.

We may advance one step fiu-thcr. For nearly two centuries all

tlio magic arts, the conjurations, the necromancy, the divinations,

tlic prophecies, the oracles, the evocations of ancient and raediaival

times, have been scoffed at and scorned as the emptiest humbugs and

the most unblushing impostures. It is noAV one hundred and four-

teen years since the amiable but weak Rollin furnished nearly the

latest instance of a distinguished man who believed, with even

dubious faith, in the demoniac inspiration of Delphi and its contem-

poraneous shrines. But, have wc not now, in the midst of the latest

civilization, in our largest cities, and in the most enlightened states,

representatives and equivalents of every former aberration which has

so long offered a target for ridicule? We may expect even the pil-

p-image of Panurge to the Pontiff Bacbuc, and the temple of the

divine Bottle, to be repeated at some early day. The fonner super-

stitions could not then have been simply the fruits of ignorance and

jugglery ; they were not the consequences of the rude fancies and

undeveloped intelligence of mankind; but, somehow or other, they

must assuredly have been the natural and spontaneous products of

the intellectual constitution of man.

Whatever truth, then, or semblance of truth, attaches to the ncw-

ficdged imaginations, must appertain in like manner, and in at least

in equal degree, to the earlier legends. The oracles of Apollo and

the prophetic cave of Trophonius can no longer be unceremoniously

treated with opprobrious neglect ; and our ancient friend, the Cu-

mx\an Sibyl, will again be entitled to a reasonable share of popular

regard. Faint indications of returning deference for these antique

types of spiritual illumination are indeed already apparent. The
cTdeals of fire and water will cease to be treated as priestly charla-

tanism, and the legislation against witchcraft may be recnacted, to

the delight of the shades of Salem bigots, with a lively conviction

that there are actual subjects to whom it may be rationally applied.

We have no hesitation in according a deeper tnith to astrology than

can be presumed for any form of modern divination. May not the

^"Hc force of Baron Reichenbach be as legitimately employed for the

conGrmation of astrology as for the theories of modern Spiritualism ".'

•'C can discover no unreasonableness in the vaguely- comprehended
^»ans of alchemy, except the folly of its direction and modes, and the

"i-'^anity interwoven with the intensity of its pursuit. AVhat aj-gu-

2*<^nt can be brought against astrology which does not oppose clair-

^'>}'ancc with ten-fold strength? AVhat objection can be alleged to

a.chomy which does not lie in a great measure against chemistry ?
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But, let us observe, although it does apparently add weighty con-

firmation to the cause of the revivers of the Black Arts, and has

already clouded the judgment of the Rev. Charles Beechcr, that all

the beliefs, -v^-hich, in late ages, have been so summarily rejected as

empty superstitions, and Avhich are no-\v thrust back upon our

acceptance, are abundantly recognised by the common law of every

land, and are accordingly assevenited at this day by thejunsprudence

of nearly every state in the Union. The provisions on this subject

have long fallen into complete desuetude, but, so far as we are aware,

they have never been forn\alIy repealed. In the ordinary text-book

of law, it is said by Blackstone that "to deny the possibility, nay.

actual existence of witchcraft and sorcery, is at once flatly to con-

tradict the revealed will of God, in various passages both of the

Old and ISew Testament; and the thing itself is a truth to which

every nation in the world hath in its turn borne testimony, either

by examples seemingly well attested, or by prohibitory laws, which

at least suppose the possibility of commerce with evil spirits."=^

The repudiation of the Bible is a necessary consequence of the

customary negation of those practices and convictions which have

been so complacently branded as mere superstitions. Nearly every

form of ancient or "modern Spiritualism," necromancy, and magic,

is distinctly accredited in the Bible, as was fully perceived both

by Mr. ]>eecher and the sober-minded and sensible pastor of

the First Presbyterian Church of Rochester. If then, we deny

them as mere follies, we are inevitably and logically compelled to

renounce both the Old and the ISew Testaments. The thaumaturgy

of Moses and the wise men of Kgypt, the Witch of Endor, the arts

of Simon Magus, the ministering angels who appeared to Abraham
on the plain of ]\lamre, to Balaam and his ass, who instructed Peter

and Philip, and opened the prison of St. Paul ; and the numerous

instances of demoniacal possession—all are cashiered as hallucina-

tions, by the same reasoning or scepticism which habitually assails

the credibility of the Black Arts, Tliis is a difficulty which is not

solved by the scientific prize-essays on natural theology, and it is

fully perceived, and turned to tlie utmost account by Strauss.

The human mind, in the full blaze of triumphant civilization,

has entangled itself in a most hazardous dilemma, from which we

do not propose to make any attempt to extricate it, until it has

acquired a full sense of the JK-peless difficulties, perils, and incon-

sistencies of its present position. If it absolutely refuses to con-

cede the possession of any truth to the pretensions of Spiritualists,

mesmerizers, oneirophants, clairvoyants, odylists, ttc, it is logically

" Commentaries, iv, CO.
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compelled to renounce Christianity and all religion, and to experience

unsuspected difRcultics in the mere domain of infidel science. If it

resolves to retain or renew its faith in Christianity, or in any sub-

stantial religion, it is invited to return to the recognition of all the

superstitions which it was so recently its pride to scorn as insane

reveries. If it adopts the latter course without restriction, it is

obliged to recur cither to demon worship or to a purely idealistic

Christianity, vamped up and modified by its own unregulated im-

aginations. To assist in the choice of this alternative of evils, or

to provide an escape from the intricacies of this logical labyrinth,

we would commend to our readers the sensible Discourse of the

pastor of the Fii-st Presbyterian Church of Kochester, dolivcrLd

in that city on March 20, 1853, and published in the llochc.^ter

Weekly American of x\pril 14. He grapples with no logical diffi-

culties—he seems hardly to suspect their existence—but confining

the range of his sermon to his immediate flock, and justly regard-

ing an ounce of prevention as worth a pound of cure, he dili-

gently collects the prohibitions contained in the Bible ag-ainst the

unhallowed rites of supernatural arts, whose existence and reality

are thereby admitted. He says that just before Moses, " the great

laM'giver, ascended Mount Nebo to die * * * he gives a com-

prehensive catalogue of almost all the arts and practices of divination

that have ever been known in the world, and solemnly prohibits

them as heathen abominations, which are sure to bring the curse of

God upon their victims." The testimony of the Rev. !Mr. Beecher

is so far to the like effect.

" Let the dead bury their dead I" We think that those who have

brought the world to this dilemma, who have perverted the evidences

of Christianity to the level of the incredulous and defective reason-

ings of science, and have thus given occasion to this arduous prob-

lem, should be the first to offer the solution of the riddle. "We have

only proposed to put into a precise and definite form the enigma of

the Sphinx, which demands a lucid answer from the cun-ent age.

The practical rule on this, as on all subjects connected with

religion, is easily given : "Be ye as little children ;" without anxiety

to compass supernatural knowledge. More than this we do not say,

however grieved we may be at the blighting effects of renovated

Spiritualism, because we are solicitous tliat the real overwhelming

Dature of the difficulty in our path should be appreciated by frcjui-'nt

nioditation and sedulous examination, before we present the expla-

nation which would be lightly thrown aside if prematurely offered,

and could not be complete until a larger experience and a more

Benous scrutiny of facts have been secured.
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But, for tlie purpose of more signally exhibiting the true signifi-

cance of the recent movements of superstitious theories and practices,

we remark that in almost every instance they necessitate or suggest

the correction of a prevalent and corroding error. The latest

declaration of the most advanced science is, that the authority of

science is the sole and exclusive rule -which the reason should obey

;

and that all truth falls ^villlin the domain of rigid scientific specula-

tion. Every one of the resuscitated su})erstitions lies beyond that

narrow circle, and is a protest against the pretension to any such

universal empire. Science had proclaimed the impossibility of

contemplating anything beyond phenomena and the la^^s of phe-

nomena ; all of these revived arts necessitate the recognition of real

causes operating behind the phenomena. Physics and metaphysics

had combined to disprove the credibility of miracles ; we have now
pretensions advanced which would render the absence of miracles

from the delivery of a revealed religion more miraculous than their

occurrence. The existence of God had been denied as inconsistent

vrith the uniformity of natural phenomena, and as unnecessary for

their explication ; we have now clouds of witnesses from the dead

—

Moses and the prophets, and more confessors than were requested

by Dives as missionaries from the grave—all ready to attest the

Divine Ik'ing, or at least spiritual essences. The immortality of

the soul had been frequently discarded as an unscientific dream

;

the legions of the angel world hover round us to restore our faith.

Spirits, ghosts, and all supernatural infiuences had been forsworn

by nearly everybody but Isaac Taylor of Ongar; thousands now
declare their constant communion with the shades of the departed.

All revelations from heaven had been denounced as fallacious im-

postures by enlightened science ; and in the same age the Book of

Mormon, notwithstanding its estrangement from grammar, was
received by numbers from the hands of the illiterate Joe Smith as

a credible revelation, entitled to the most enthusiastic welcome.

While these fancies charm the ignorant vulgar, and meet with rare

adhesions in a better class, the educated and intelligent are attracted

in a similar direction by the revival of Swedcnborgianism ; and ^les-

merism, clairvoyance, electro-biolog}', <k.c., impose on the credulity

of men of all degrees and all grades of intellect. Were we not right

in saying that the ebbtide of modern thought had arrived ? And'let
us note again that this shifting of the currents of speculation is a sud-

den, spontaneous, and unconscious reaction against the fatal results

of modern science, which modern logic was unable to anticipate, pre-

vent, or eui-e. I'or the same reasons that we acknowledge the germs
of good to exist in socialism, communism, and the other chimerical
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j.rujocts of modern social reform, Avliich ^nx) reject altogether as sys-

tems, ^ve do not slirink from declaring that the rapid resurrection

of all forms of superstition marks the revivification of human faith,

and announces the possibility, if it does not promise the reality, of a

healthier condition of future speculation. The veil of the temple of

pcience has been rent in twain; its walls have been shivered by no

conscious exercise of human power from the coping-stones to the

foundation; its shrine has been disenchanted, and the altar raised

to the sceptical reason maybe hereafter dedicated to believing faith.

The end has been consummated ; the reign of the self-su'licient

intellect is over; wo may hear again the murmurs of the human
luind, whispering with befitting humility,

—

" Make me a cottage in the vale, * *•

Where I may mourn and pray.

" Yet pull not (lo-wn my palace-towers, that are

So lightly, beautifully built

;

Perchance I may return with others there

AVhcn I have purged my guilt."

Wo may suppose that every one has perased, with a sensation of

unsatisfied wonder, Tennyson's magnificent Palace of Art; we may
also venture to suppose that some have failed to detect the currents

of significant allegory by which it is permeated. It is the poetic

and prophetic anticipation of the approaching submission of the

intellect to religion—that submission which is now inaugurated by
the rabid rout of Bacchanals—which is rushing into all the extrava-

gances of frenzied enthusiasm. The Palace of ^b't is the temple of

modern science, from which the idea of God has been sedulously

excluded: the bewildered, desponding, and despairing sovereign of

that palace is the paramount intellect, disclaiming all other authority

than its own.

In the speculations which we have hazarded we have pursued our

own course, and have scarcely touched upon any of the topics, either

f»jr eulogy or blame, which the subject might have been expected to

suggest. We are no partisans of either Aving. "We own allegiance

neither to the modern theory of the universe from which the Spiritu-

^hsts have revolted, nor to the wild imaginations Avhich the rebels

liavc set up as their idols. In accordance with our ordinary pro-

cedure, we have looked behind the signs to the thing signified.—be-

yond the phenomena to the cause of their appearance. In the decay
(•f old convictions and the crash of systems,—in the midst of the

<^nflict and confusion of inconsistent and heterogeneous theories, we
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endeavour to preserve oiTr equilibrium, and watch with sobriety the

ruin which takes place around us, hoping that from the elements of

declining and of rising en'ors we may yet witness the evocation of

a purer spirit of truth. We propose to maintain a position in the

centre of the wreck, Toady to receive instruction and suggestion from
every quarter, and trusting that when chaos is once more reduced to

order, we may not have attached ourselves to any of those types of

delusion which will be ultimately submerged. \Ve entertain a con-

fident belief that the secure platform will be strengthened and
extended by the concurrent eflbrL? of the numbers of right-feelin'^

and right-hoping men who yearn for the same results as our-

selves, who already think with us, or \a\l teach us to think more
accurately and justly with them.

We have still some fuiiher observations to add before we dismiss

the subject of " modern Spiritualism." It will be readily noticed

that the whole svrarm of renovated superstitions hang together like

bees. It is natural. Science had crystallized into one S3'mmetrical

shape the excesses and the divagations of the incredulous reason;

and it might have been expected that, at the opposite pole of human
speculation, the errors of the distempered imagination should also

cluster together. Each of the new dreams of mystical sentiment is

linked by many tics to the others; each runs into the others by
many obvious and many unsuspected ways

;
yet the harmonj' is

more apparent than real in the details. Already there are separate

school?, and we detect in the Spiritual Harbinger, the organ of the

Virginia colony, tlie gonuiuation of the principles of schism in that

wing of the mystics which it represents. ^Ve may already look for-

ward to that early day when domestic heresies in the bosom of the

new Church, and internecine feuds between the different sections of

the new hierocracy of prophets, will destroy the fabric of " Spiritu-

alism " by the internal commotions excited. The house will be

divided against itself, and must fill: the smaller devils will make
a confederate war on Beelzebub, and all will be overthrown. But
the bones of the slain will be like those which sprung from the

dragon's teeth of Cadmus : they will furnish the originals of a new
progression of human speculation. For that event we wait in con-

fidence.

It may be objected to us that we have presented no definite criti-

cism, no tangible theory, to be employed by those who incline to

Spiritualisin. or by those who are anxious to make war against it.

But it has not been our intention to furnish weapons for either

party. We stand by as spectators of the struggle, and watch with

interest the fortunes of the fight, conscious that it is a battle of
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Kilkenny cats, in which both antagonists must perish, but assured

that the good sense and sober reason of humanity will rise triumph-

ant from their common grave, and will once more resume tlie onward

j)nth of civilization under better auspices. The only competent rival

for scepticism is credulity; it is scarcely possible to discover any

intermediate ground of argumentation from which to adilress either

extravagance; with the hope that the voice of dispassionate judgment

will be heard or heeded. Let them fight on, then; we can look for-

ward with confidence to a beneficial result. We may mourn over

those whose minds are shattered by the conflict or by the access of

the frenzy ; we may lament over the poor victims who are driven

to a lunatic asylum by the fever of the laiitas}^ ; we may desire some
adequate medicine for the alleviation of such sufferings ; but we must

look beyond the present sacrifices to the anticipated blessings. Let

the two extremities of speculation fight on, then. "We wish to see

the reasonings of science, which have been so long consecrated mainly

to infidelity, once more sanctified to God; we are anxious to see at

length the noble aspiration of Bacon realized, and knowledge pur-

sued not only for the further advantage of man, but principally for

the greater gbry of God. We cannot hope to disenchant the vul-

gar mind of the irreligious delusions of science, without the aid of

a partial revolt of the popular favour to the vagaries of superstition.

Let the battle rage, then ; and when the double slaughter is ended,

the world may be content to acknowledge with humility, and with-

out too curious prying into the unknown, that there are still, and

must ever be, more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in

our philosophy, or than can be embraced within the contracted

boundaries of rational speculation.

To descend from this loftier view, and return from this inquisition

of the probabilities of the future, we cannot say that we are sorry to

have the belief, or the semblance of belief, in those dark problems

which distracted the earlier ages of the world once more partially

restored to us. We have never regarded astrology, alchemy, necro-

mancy, magic, etc., with that unmitigated and supercilious contempt

^hich has so strongly coloured the opinions and theories of recent

generations. Li all these follies or iniquities we have discovered

the earnest struggle of the human mind in the pursuit of unknown
«nd often forbidden truth. It is well that man should contemplate

the possibility of knowledge and realities transcending the limits of

acquired science, and lying beyond the sphere of his ordinary capaci-

ties of attainment. It is well that the range of his intellectual con-

ceptions should not be rigidly limited to the mere spheres of knowl-

edge which are generated by the methodical revolution of his own
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scientific systems of thought. It is desirable that the vague terrors

or the Avild hopes of conceivable but uncomprchended realities should

attract his thoughts sometimes from the actual conquests of scien-

tific speculation, and from the narrow circles of intellectual dominion,

and direct them toward the illimitable regions of creation which are

filled with the unknown, or the imperfectly known. "VVe could never

have assented to the eulogies bestowed by Lucretius on Epicurus,

even if Epicurus had aeliicvod the result for which he was com-

mended. Man cannot live by the fruits of the intellect alone : an

unsatisfied want, an aching void, is left after the mind has appropri-

ated all its possible triumphs to itself The sentiments, the heart

of man, yearn for more ambrosial food; the imagination springs

away from the hard and insufficient fact to the sublime significances

•which cluster round it, but are not contained in it. The instincts

of humanity raise their view from all that science can teach to all

that science cannot attain, but can only deny or ignore. Thus we
are led, by the very constitution of our nature, toward the indulgence

of spiritualistic fancies, and are drawn onward through the laby-

rinths of mystical lore toward those types of belief which can

receive a definite form only through revelation, and practical truth

only through Christianity. In this way,

"Through the shadow of the worKl we ewecp into the brighter day."

If all knowledge can be compassed by the orbit of science,

religion becomes an impossibility or an absurdity. To this con-

clusion the van of modern intellect had apparently arrived; to this

goal all modem speculation was obviously tending. The human
heart asked for the bread of life; the human intelligence offered it

a dull, inanimate stone. From this deception the sentiments of

humanity are turning away in disgust, and are conjuring up for

themselves a paradise of hallucinations, in which their parched and

famished spirits may revel v»-ith uncontrolled license. The blinded

eye cannot be opened to the perception of truth ; the palsied im-

agination cannot be quickened to the recognition of realities in the

spiritual world which are logically and absolutely denied by the

whole tenor of modern systems; but the merely distempered

vision may be cured, and the over-e.Kcited fancy and the heated

sentiment may be reclaimed to the sobriety of divine revelation.

Such is the change which is, in our opinion, now lifting the veil of

darkness from the science of the world ; and the prevalent follies

and excesses arc a fit retribution for past incredulity.

•-. "New times come on. A race is spriiiL'ing ur.

: That think not as their fathers thought before I"
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These, and innumerable other transitions of like kind, are at

limes effectuated by the Nemesis of humanicy,—the divine avenger

of past impieties, the heavenly remunerator of virtuous actions.

She, as the sovereign of causal change, the judge and arbitress of

sublunary events, guides the urn of chance, alternating the vicissi-

tudes of acciilent. She, when she resumes her sceptre, confounds

the multifarious devices of human will, leading the actions of men to

very different issues from those which they had contcmj>lated. JShe,

too, fettering the empty pride and vain-glory of mortals, in the

inextricable meshes of necessity, and changing the inclinations of

increase and decay, as she alone knows how, at one time crushes

and breaks the stubborn neck of intellect; at another, raising the

N-irtuous from the depths of contumely, elevates them to the bless-

ings of a holy life.

There are not many who would suspect that we were indebted for

this last paragraph to a heathen historian of the age of the apostate

Julian
;
yet such is the fact.=*'- •

akt. III.—science and KEVELATION.

There remains yet a gi-eat deal to be done to remove the discrepan-

cies between the popular religious faith and the teachings of true sci-

ence. Many good but ill-informed men seem alarmed at what appears

to them the hostile attitude of several foots and established positions

of science against divine revelation, and too easily persuade them-

selves that the study of nature, to the extent now carried, is not

conducive to religion, but that a si}' scepticism is gaining continual

vantage-ground from the daily-added new acquisitions of scien-

titic truth. It does not seem to occur to this class of persons that

their course is a reckless surrender of the stronghold of truth which

Ecicnce furnishes, and is really doing bad work for religion ; that

"Ammianus Marcellinus, lib. xiv, c. xi. §§.25, 26. " IIivc ct hujusm.xli qu'\?-

<Jam innumerabila ultrix facinorum impiovum, bonorumquc pi-ivmiatrix, ali-

fi'totics operatur AJrastia. llxc, ut rcgina causarum, ct arbiter rorum ac

li.-coptatrix, uruam sortium temperat, acciJcutium vices alts-riians : voluatatuiu-

<iU'' iiostraruni, cxorsa, iiiterJura alio, ijuaiu quo conteiKlobant, cxitu tormiJii'Sia

OiuUiplioes actus pennutamlo convolvit. Ealemquc necessitatis insolubiii r,-ti^.-

*<''ilo mortalitatis viuciens fastus tumentes iucassum, ct incrementoruni "i-.tri-

titntorumquc momenta rersans, ut novit, nunc ercctas mcntium cervices oppri-

^it ct encrvat: nunc bonus ab imo suscitans, aJ bene viveudum cstoUit."
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their feeling on the subject is an extreme and unwarrantable jealousy,

not so much in behalf of the Bible itself, as of old and heretofore

accredited interpretations of some portions of it. This is an incon-

siderate conservatism, founded, it is feared, in many cases, in igno-

rance and bigotry; and the mischief it commits on some minds is

most deplorable. Be.?ides checking the spirit of investigation,

through fear of some dreaded innovations, it induces the general

habit of dog^ged tenacity on all subjects.

But while holding this language respecting it, there are some
acknowledged palliations. Wo all feel a powerful friendship for

our principles. When long- established they become rooted, so to

speak, into every ])art of our nature ; they take no stronger hold upon

our reason or our better judgment than upon our sensibilities. Hos-

tility to them is apt to be met by a storm of feeling, especially if the

foe is likely to prove invincible. \Yhen theory, or opinion, or inter-

pretation dogmatizes ; when, disregarding the ordinary amenities of

dispute, theory makes arrogant and ruthless invasion upon theory,

demanding submission witliout show of title ; then our nature proves

to us the justice ofdeep feeling in the case, by our indignation against

the one and our sympathy for the other. But when theory is demol-

ished at one blow by ficts, tenacity has no apology ; it is then fanat-

ical and absurd. \Vc justify in this way our reprobation of wil-

fully holding on to popular Biblical interpretations that are shown
t-o be utterly untenable by the undeniable facts of science—facts of

astronomy and geology, for instance.

Another palliation is, that though this age is all alive with scien-

tific excitement, it is occupied chiefly with the utilities of science,

with its aids to wealth and advancing enterprise, and is engaged too

little, if at all, with the sublime religious truths it teaches, and the

tallying of those truths with the Bible. The ideal tendency of the

times—that which would, if permitted, seek to associate high moral
and intellectual uses with material acquisitions—is .overmastered by
the prevailing rage to transmute all knowledge into profit. This

gross materialistic clement is the atmosphere in which the masses
live and breathe. Legislation is a function suited solely to this

clement. All state encouragement to science, all authorized sur-

veys, all appropriations fur institutes, observatories, and exploring

expeditions, are made with the sole and professed motive of minis-

tering to wealth. Provisions for the pursuit of knowledge as an

end, in and for itselt', as indispensable aliment to a hungry mind, are

never thought of To talk of refresliing intellect by the pure enjoy-

ments of liberal, (juiet, and eidargcd study, is to many a sign of

lunacy. He only is the man worthy of your notice who will tell you
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of comuicrcc and of stocks in trade. ^Vords of sickly adulation arc

abundant enough toward philosoj^hy, and she is pcrscvcrin^ly courted,

but with the base design of prostituting her to mammon. iSature

opcus -wide provuices of thought to at least three departments of stu.ly,

departments that by a just distinction may be denominated the

poetry of nature, the philosophy of nature, and tlie theology of

nature. But to the first of these the amount of attention is sparing

;

to tlie second, in the sense just explained, nearly exclusive ; to the

third, scarcely notlung. It is uttering nothing new to say, that

mental character is truly balanced when a due proportion of system-

atized study is given to each of these. If the mental character of

our ago is distorted, having Cyclopean power at one point and in-

fantile weakness at others, the cause is not far to seek: it lies in

the taste, the inania of the age. ' Aims at aggrandizement and power,

at whatever will pamper purse-pride, have no appreciation of the

true, the beautiful, and the good,—no conception of the splendours

of excellence that burst often on the view of the truly cultivated

;

but they nourish a coarse spirit and taste, and darken the conscience

and the sacred relations of man to God.

It is not gi'catly surprising that men committed to conservatism

in sacred interpretation, should be cautious of innovations in such

an age. Though strenuous adherence to dogma against fact is in no

case justifiable, it is not surprising that a suspicion of the irreligious

tendency of science should still be indulged, when, in accordance

with the ruling Sjnrit of these times, many an elaborate work of

science is so desolate of moral recognitions. The devout philosophic

mind surely has occasion to feel pained when it sees in scientific

writers no avowal of divinity, of creative and upholding power, no

reverent mention of intelligent design and goodness indicated in the

works of God, no manifest mural interest in the plan of creation as

it lay in the mind of Deity. These writers arc engaged generally

with subjects in which the thoughts are pressed into the closest

neighbourhood of divine indications, to notice which, it would seem,

^cre the easiest work imaginable.

It would be unfair, however, in our partial analysis of the reign-

ing spirit on this subject, not to acknowledge a palliation for these

^'so. When the object of a writer is wholly professional—to pro-

luote, for instance, a particular branch of philosophy, for cither a

speculative or a business purpose—he may not improperly confine

^•1 his thoughts within the immediate range of his object. It may
iJot be consistent; it may, indeed, be utterly irrelevant fi-r the

writer's abstractions to show the least tincture of his religious

^mpcr. Circumstances may likewise justify the same thing in
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works of a more general character, rhilosopbic minds differ by as

many shades of mental aspect, nay, by as many varying combina-

tions of the elements of mental structure, as can -well be made out

under the arithmetical la-\v of permutations. This variety is noAvhere

so obvious as in the difFcrcut modes in which the same subjects are

treated by a multitude of writers. The articles which come from

different hands in a scientific cyclopaedia abundantly testify this.

Take for, perhaps, a familiar illustration, though not on a very ex-

tended scale, the "Natural History of New- York." It seems to

have been a natural and unconstrained mental process with some of

the writers of this great work of nearly twenty quartos, to reveal the

moral hue of their minds by dropping, without seeming to be aware

of it, an occasional easy inference of the eternal power and wis-

dom concerned in originating and fitting up our globe. With the

other writers, equally orthodox, no doubt, in essential religious faith,

it was just as natural from intellectual bent, strengthened by pro-

fessional habit, to adhere closely—too closely—to the dry details of

merely technical science. AVe can excuse this difference, because

we know it cannot be charged to any indifferent respect for religion.

We know the men. They explored and wrote under state employ-

ment, morel}' for the useful or economical applications of science

;

and however much on the same subject their views did coincide,

each writer treated his subject in his own natural way, and stamped

upon it his own mc-ntal and moral complexion.

These considerations ought, in all fairness, to be accepted as an

apolog}' fur the culd moral aspect, and for the absence of theologic

inferences, which characterize some of the productions of the ablest

scientific writers. Had their object been other than to notice the

useful or pliilosophic bearings of facts under their investigation,

this apology could not be fully claimed for them. Had it been

suited to the scope of their inquiries to offer incidentally some pal-

pable illustrations of divine contrivance, standing so directly in

their way as to be stumbled over, if not taken up and duly noticed,

not only would such writers be likely to be without excuse, but with

men of devout principles, though not of extended scientific views,

their candour would be suspected, perhaps forfeited.

There have been such writers. Prominent among them are to be

named Laplace, Oken, Lamarck, Cabauis, and Geoffrey St. Hilaire.

Till recently, Agassiz also was suspected of belonging to this school

of philosophers. Let us see how far suspicion in respect of these

writers is justifiable,—on what grounds the religious world has a

right to be intolerant of them.

They are men of chicfiy deductive habits. The point on which
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(hey stand to survey physical nature is rather in the centre of the

croat field, not at its frontier entrance, where, by the inevitable use

of moans and ends, tlioir inspection must be slow but certain, and

of necessity progressive in all directions. They scarcely add any-

thing to the domain of new truths. They make no new discoveries,

niid they pretend to none. Their province is merely to system-

atize truths and laws furnished to their hand. Their thouirhts

dwell little upon what is probable or what is possible, but almost

solely upon what is. The reality of fiicts must be settled for them

by those engaged in the toilsome labour of inductive inquiiy. It is

not their business to know by what process a new law or new phys-

ical trath is discovered; what weaiy months or years were spent

in evolving it, and. what delighted interest rewarded this toil, as

brighter and brighter the light, seen first only in gleams, opened

up till it poured itself broadly and full upon the truth discovered,

—all this is indifferent to them. Theirs, however, is no ordinary

work. To apply the logic of calculus in the fullest elucidation

of principles furnished by a Kepler or a Newton, the rarest and

most commanding deductive talent is required. Laplace, Lngi-ange,

Euler, Clairault, Somerville,—are names of highest renown among

mathematical expositors. They have developed the laws of motion,

of universal gravitation, and other incidental principles which come

\\ithin the purview of this region of science. Their labour required

the severest tasking of the most active invention, of the most tena-

cious power of inference, of the widest spirit of combination, as well

as of the most consummate subtilty in the analysis of cases and

consequences occurring on a scale too vast for comparison, but com-

mensurate only with the physical universe, whose laws they invosti-

ffitod when discovered and brought to their view. This mighty

force of intellect they were required to exert.*

r>ut wo must remember that into abstract science, in which they

>\'crc engaged, the idea of cause docs not enter. Into the origin of

principles submitted to their analysis, into the reasons for the ex-

istence of physical law, to what use it ministered and to what end?

it was adapted, it was no part of their duty to inquire. They solved

problems in relation to it, left unsettled by previous discoverers.

I"or aught that pertained to their province to consider, these prin-

ciples, truths, laws, and even the universe, might have originated

tli^-'iaselves, or might of necessity have existed always. Back of

present cognizance they gave themselves no trouble to penetrate.

It was enough for them to ascertain the law regulating the action of

'^Joso principles, then to rest on it implicitly. This, we mean, is the

^ See 'Whcwcirs General Physics.

I'ouRTn Series, Vol. VJ.—

U
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tendency of abstract, deductive science—of science requiring no

comparison with adjacent truths, but only of a confined exposition

witliin its own local fichl of truth.

Not that its cultivators arc necessarily atheists,—that they really

deny efficient First Cause, or final cause,—but that they have no

occasion to employ or refer to either in their investip^ations. The
tendency of their studies is to make them distrust all merely sug-

gestive truths, all merely rational presumptions, and every class of

inferences which they cannot reduce to mathematical certainty.

They live, and think, and labour by exactitude; and whatever

squares not with this is rejected as of no value. M\ this explains

the cold, sceptical asi)ecl of their vnitlngs ; they lack that vital,

religious warmth whicli characterizes most inductive inquiiies,—the

denial, in some cases, of apparent intention and contrivance in the

works of creation. J]ut it does not require us to believe them

entirely destitute of devout reverence for the Supreme Power; it

does not compel us to withhold all charitable judgment, and to sup-

pose them infidels from the necessity of the case. We lament their

moral reluctances—we lament their apparent apathy to everything

in nature adapted to minister to devotion
;
yet are we bound from

many circumstances to believe this to exist in appearance only,

and to charge its apparent existence not so much to their moral

temper on the subject, as to the abstract character of their investi-

gations, and to the isolated position they occupy in making their

inve.'itigations.

^luch the same explanation is to be made also for those who,

from a similar position of study, search for the true exponents of

law as discovered in less exact sciences. A great field is opened for

this in physiolog}', and its applications to kindred sciences. In the

centre of this field men have taken their post, with the view to descry

every object in the roach of their vision ; not so much to classify

them as to hunt for analogies among them that, will support plausi-

bly generalized theories. It is in their favour that they really aim
at what they profess,—that is, to be governed by rigidly scientific

conditions, and to leave theories to their appropriate fate when they

fail of these conditions.

For a time it seemed that Lamarck in his " Transmutation of

Species," and Geoffroy St. Hilaire in his " Theory of Analogies,"

had, so far as their induction extended, scientifically put to rest the

questions involved in their deductive speculations. Contemplating

unity of plan, chiefiy, in their system of nature, they had little or no

use for the idea uf final cause, or of wise and benevolent contrivance,

in the works of creation; and they therefore repudiated it. This
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ihcy bad no need to do, but to leave tbcmsclvcs uncommitted in

re^rd to it. Tbis was virtually dcnyinp; any Creator, excepting

gcitnc mecbauical cause or power inbercnt in every object to produce

itself. Whetber to cbarf^e tbis, not to blank atboism in themselves,

but to the influence of fasbionable scepticism around tbem ; wbetber

it be right or no to consider them as directly aiming at this conse-

quence, and laying a deadly blow on the spontaneous convictions

of mankind respecting their- Creator, and their relations to him

;

whether the one or the other, we cannot but sec the vicious tendency

of exclusively abstract deductive study: bow it narrows the mind in

relation to the religious teachings of nature; how it leaves men—in

a hundred cases unjustly, never illegitimately—liable to suspicion

with the conservators of orthodoxy ; bow it plays into the hands

of ill-disposed charlatans to overthrow the authority of the Bible

;

how it licenses unscientific speculations: and in the instance of

theories just mentioned, how it precipitates itself in those sweeping

generalizations, those overgone conclusions found in the notorious
' Vestiges of Creation." Writers of this cast, from their con-

tracted sphere of observation, are liable either to omit all considera-

tions of the theology of nature, or to give an indefinite and unsatis-

factory statement of tbem ; and nearly always, as a matter of

course, to incur serious misapprebensions of their real views on the

subject.

Not so witb tbe truly inductive student. The universe lies before

him a mass of incoberent facts and principles, and the problem is

to find tbeir connexion and uses pursuant to a law^ running through

and governing tbe wbole.

The work of pbilosopby here is a divine work, requiring the

iin-estigator to enter into commmiion witb the thoughts, the consti-

tutive ideas of God, impressed everywhere on his divine handiwork.

There is a certain kind of inspiration—a growing elevation of intel-

lect—beguiling the toil of tbe inquirer, as, from a suggestion here, a

hint there, and a principle yonder, be proceeds onward in bis colla-

tion of facts, and in his detection of plan, purpose, and suitableness

in them ; and as he sees successively falling into tbeir appropriate

place those regulative types of thought by which God has made and

''lill governs bis universe. The interest heightens in proportion to

the importance of the truths discovered, and to the time and labour

^^vponded in reacbing tbem. Witness tbe overwhelming joy of

Newton in several of bis discoveries. Witness the outbursts of

dolighted frenzy in old Kcplor, as month after month his mind went

up struggling and prophesying among tbe stars, till the throe great

laws he sought—since so serviceable, so indispensable to all true
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advancement in astronomy—fell into definite shape and certainty

before him. " It is now eighteen months," he cries out, " since 1

got the first glimpse of light ; three months since the dawn ; very

few days since the unveiled sun, most admirable to gaze on, burst

upon me. JSotliing holds me. I indulge my sacred fury! I tri-

umph over mankind ! The die is cast : the book is written, to be
read either now or by posterity—1 care not which. It may well

wait a century for a reader, since God has waited six thousand years

for an observer."

It is not a little wonderful tliat the pure forms of geometry, which
always were, before the human mind conceived them, and always

will be, have drawn so few intellects of highest excellence into pro-

found coraruuniou with the thoughts of Deity. "Words fail us in

our regret that Laplace and Im school, by dint of drilling in abstrac-

tions, shoidd have so frittered away their spontaneous convictions

of final cause as to see the power, wisdom, and goodness of Deity
nowhere ; while Kepler, Kcwton, Copernicus, and others, who were
greater philosophers, and carried discovery infinitely further, saw
them everywhere. This diflcrencc among philosophers and stu-

dents of nature is to be referred partly, perhaps, to moral feelings,

yet mostly, no doubt, to peculiar constitution of mind.

Geofi'roy St. llilaire, in his natural history investigations, declared,

with no disguise, that "he ascribed no intention to God." He
looked from far another point of view than to observe purpose or

suitableness of function in animals. He knew "of no part which
they had to play in nature." On the other hand, Cuvier made all

his. matchless achievements in comparative anatomy wholly on the

principle of creative purpose and suitableness, seen no matter
where, nor in what ; whether in line, process, texture, size, or shape

of any disinterred organic fragment, he had sulBcient to reproduce,

on the safest induction, the veritable form and true knowledge of

tlie functions of any animal of the old geologic world, or among the

anomalies of living natural history. His discoveries were always
in the highest degree brilliant and beneficial.

And yet these cultivators of science are not to be pitted against

each other,—the one class as believers, and the other necessarily as

unbelievers of the gi-cat scheme of religion as taught in iha word
and works of God,—but are compared with each other to show how
sadly embarrassed are the latter class, when, from their point of

observation over the works of (jod. they are led theoretically to deny
the doctrine of fmal causes in nature, but practically to adopt and
make a large use of it in the application of all their studies. There
is such a thing as adherence to unsustained dogma in philosophy
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as well as in relig;ion; and to do;:;ma, too, not intended to upset the

foundations of rcliirion, though inevitahl3'-lookinc^ toward this result.

Sometimes men of genuine philosophic spirit may assume a sjiecu-

lativc starting-point as the best, in their ju<lgment, to facilitate

their inquiries,—but which in the end, the world, if not themselves

and their charlatan followers, finds to be fallacious, ill-fitted to pro-

mote true science, and mischievous in sceptical tcndoncy.

But for all this, it is a very needless alarm which many good

people feel when they perceive infidel empiricism to bo not only

current, but also, for a time, apparently prevalent. Error of wicked

-intent always outdoes itself. Almighty Providence takes care

of truth. The laws of science are merely ideas of Deity, which he

reveals as fast as men arc able to receive them. Human error is.

but another name for human ignorance; and tliis God will dissipate

as rapidly as intellect can develop enough to comprehend the full

truth. Complaint of some of the misuses of science is proper

enough ; but an inordinate fear or fright at the seeming innov:itions

of an occasional new and startling physical truth, is an impolitic

reflection upon genuine confidence in revealed truth,—as if it may
be possible for God to contradict himself in his works and in his

word. " A truth in nature challenges belief as urgently as a truth

uttered among the thunders of Sinai." Instead, therefore, of sensi-

tively deprecating the corning up of an occasional false theory, and,

in the spirit of alarm, charging upon it a tendency against religion

—

as if religion could easily be thrown into jeopardy— it were far wif?er

not to yield to such unwarrantable timidity. Jt would be wiser,

iudeed, to regard the announcement of such theories as doubtless

providentially permitted, if for nothing else than to quicken thought

and provoke an industry that shall collect and arrange a body of

scientific evidence in favour of religion, too formidable for any

adverse theory, however plausible, to presume to attack.

What has Christianity lost by all the attempts at its overthrow

and destruction? A thousand times the stronger is it for the ordeal

through which it has passed. Had onslaughts upon the power of

Christianity never been made by Celsus, and Gibbon, and Hume,
and others, there probably would not now be within our reach

the powerful defences of Origen, and Watson, and Lardner, and

I*a!cy. Truth gains in vigour, clearness, and beauty, by conflict.

A hundred pens were instantly wielded by scientific hands to demol-

ish the system based on the surprising though plausible assumptions

[^f the author of the " Vestiges of Creation." Points of high interest

!n the theology of nature were suggested by the development-theory

^f this specimen of scientific charlatanry, which otherwise might not
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have been thought of in a ^vholc age. Aw army of inquirers have

entered the field, and nobly are they fortifying the outworks of the

great scheme of truth, physical and moral, against the attacks of

false philosophy.

You may, therefore, do no ])Ossibly worse work for truth, for

religion, for the Bible, than to sanction the outcry of an unintelligent

and uncandid conservatism against the teachings of true science.

^Ve have called up every apology we can think of for this infirmity

of good men. We have also ofiered, at some length, all palliations

due to insufficiently applied science,—to its being legitimately open

to suspicion, in some instances, with devout persons, on the score,

not of bitter intention, as is often supposed, to divorce science from

religion, but of the impolicy, in other respects, of adoptiug a point

of view in the field of scientific study, which, in the hands of third

or fourth- rate philosophers, is employed to effect such divorce-

ment.

We have seen that this position opens but a contracted view

for a survey of the domain of nature, and is fruitful of no dis-

coveries. On the other hand, those who have added most to the

world's knowledge in scientific discovery, have invariably been led

by the princijtle of final causes ; a principle founded in the ultimate

convictions of our minds that every effect must have a cause, every

design a designer,—and that wherever design exists it is responded

to in our convictions, unless they have become perverted, or have

been schooled out of us b}' the interest, the prejudices, and the pride

of an opposite theory.

By hints from this principle (Jalen was led to find the true func-

tions of skeleton an'l muscle; Harvey, the circulation of the blood:

Cuvier, the animate forms of the races buried in the ancient rock

Strata; Dalton, the laws of chemical combination; Copernicus, the

motion of the earth around the sun ; Kepler, his laws of periodic

times ; Newton, the tides, and gravitation as binding the solar uni-

verse together; and Le Verrier and Adams, from disturbances in

the track of Uranus, the planet Neptune. The tendency of studying

nature from final cau«e, is to lead the mind onward to the great

First Cause. Accordingly we find the greatest philosophers usually

humble, reverent, and devout. With them the God of nature is one

with the God of the ]]ible. Third and fourth-rate philosophers have

sometimes been sceptics: but Newton, and Boyle, and Bacon, and

Harvey, and Linnanis, and others, were never ashamed to bow to

the authority of the IVible, with their reverence and humility vastly

enhanced by their study of Heity in that "elder Scripture writ by
God's own hand."
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The most palpable and popular grounds for alarm on account of

the apparent hostility of science to revelation, are to be found in the

positions of modern geology. It is incumbent on the scientific

teachers of this age to remove the panic, and turn the current of

theological thinking to the vast resources to religion ^Yhich theology-

opens.

In all ages of the Christian era such alarm has sprung up occa-

Fionally; and new interpretations of portions of the Bible liave several

times yielded to the force of scientific fact, at a cost of the severest

mental revulsion. At one time the firmament, mentioned in Genesis

as dividing the waters above from the waters below, was conceived

to be a kind of transparent floor, on which the superior waters had

descended in rains ; and severe was the struggle here with new facts

in a developing meteorology. At another time the earth was sup-

posed to be a vast plain, terminating nobody knew where ; because

a thousand figurative expressions in the Bible were adapted to this

appearance of things. Again, on the gradual dissipation of these

illusions, the earth was admitted to be sj)herical, yet it was con-

tended that it must be stationary, and that it receives the sun's

light and warmth in his daily circuits around it: and it has

passed into schoolboy knowledge what humiliations Galileo met

with from Church authority on this subject.

These have all passed by ; and we look back with mortification

that the human intellect should ever have believed these things,

liut the same weakness is as manifest as ever, when a new scientific

truth breaks through the enclosure which human interpretation

has thrown around the Bible. Perhaps it is well that it is so. Wc
should call it weakness in no disparaging sense. "We are scarcely

entered into even the purtah when we fimcy ourselves advanced far

into the midst of the temple of knowledge. None are so consciously

knowing as the dolt; none so humble and unpretending as the most

learned and wise. The great Kewton closed his sublime achieve-

ments of intellect, appropriately likening himself to a child pick-

ing up pebbles on the beach, while the great ocean of truth lay

still before him. This is a fair statement of this world's best intel-

lectual condition. Our relative knowledge is yet inconceivably

deficient. How then can it be a matter of surprise that the

religious community is slow to receive the geological announce-

ment that this globe is countless ages older than the Bible appears

|o them to reckon it? Let it be remembered that it takes time for

it to be fully understood that the conflict of geology is really not with

Moses, but with a favourite, a cherished interpretation of the mcan-

"'g of Moses. When the struggles of prejudice, and fear, and bus-
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picion are fully over, and the geologic truth settles into general

and unhesitating belief, the religious world Avill then look back and

laugh as heartily at its own simplicity in this matter as it now does

at the follies of the age of Pope Gregory.

The issue now stands thus : According to an average chronology,

it is only about six thousand years, the popular faith will have it, since

the stars and planets, with this globe and everything in and upon it

—man, animals, plants, rocks, soil, everything—were created; and

all these came into being, just as we now see them, in the short

space of six days. Those remarkable forms called fossils, some-

times found miles deep in the solid rock, and indicating organic life

of animals having not the slightest affinity to any species now living,

offer a serious difficulty; but this is usually solved by pronouncing

them freaks of nature, or by regarding them as animals destroyed

in the deluge of 2^ordi. Any opinion of the earth different from

this is supposed to be flatly contradictory to the naiTation of Moses

;

and if this be thrown into discredit, the whole Bible may as well be,

and mankind be doomed at once to a dismal infidelity.

This with many is a very sincere opinion; and though a very

foolish one, in this age of light, is yet entitled to a respectful

hearing, to prepare it to bo patiently rebutted by foots thoroughly

established, Aviiich never have been, and probably never will be, with

good reason, called in question. Ascertained by the most laborious

induction, and by tlie highest authorities in science, these facts

extend the age of this glube to an immense antiquity. No truth

in inductive jthilosophy is scarcely more settled than this. He
who predicates an argument of assumed fact different from this,

will find no other i)lace among the savans of science than that of an

ignorant pretender. Accordingly, the theologians of highest note

are abandoning this old ground of the earth's recent origin; and

volume after volume is now issued to show how the traths of the

Bible beautifully harmonize with the truths of the great "stone

book.-'

'J'ho ground taken by geologists is, that the first two verses

of Genesis afford the whole scope required for all geologic action,

ages on ages previous to the creation of the present races. On the

details respecting the six days in that chapter geology presumes

not yet to decide. Hypotheses liave often been advanced to explain

them ; but for these geology as a science is not responsible. It is

the fundamental rule of all inductive science that no hypothesis

shall be admitted merely because, if true, it would explain the facts.

Hypothesis may excite study and learl to facts ; but the time has

probably not yet arrived when the true understanding of the days of
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CToation can be made out. Geolo;^ has no quarrel with any view

yet advanced respecting them. They may have been of twenty-

four hours, or have extended each of them to an immense epoch

:

geology only requires the declaration, " In the beginning God cre-

ated the heaven and the earth," to stand independently of the

narrative following. And no less does astronomy require the same
thing; for if the creation of the heavens were contemporaneous with

die present living races of the earth, the vaulted sky would jicrluips

have remained to this hour comparatively starless and gloomy : the

light from those distant spheres might not yet have finished their

vast journey to us.

It falls not within the province of our subject to afhrm more for

geolog}' than that the focts mentioned are settled. There are other

facts. This science is yet in its infancy ; but its investigations are

so conducted that no possible countenance can be given to any

hypothesis which is not sustained by stern and settled fact. When
fact fully sustains it, it leaves its character as hypothesis, and passes

directly into its appropriate character as science. Over so great a

field as geology ranges, its inductions will continue as long as the

world stands. There is hence a large opportunity for the plav of

imagination, for much theory, and for much quackery on the subject;

and smattcrers in geology would do well to ascertain the limits within

which imagmation is warrantable and useful. No more useful field

can scarcely be conceived for the genius and the pencil of the nrti^t to

play in, in bringing out the panorama of the different geologic eras,

restricted though they be to the onl}^ liberties which the science will

grant. A descent through an ideal section of the crust of the globe,

as far as it has been penetrated, will exhibit ages of divine econom}',

and purposes of divine power and wisdom, to which there is but little

similitude in the present appearance of the globe. This is merely

saying, in other words, that the living surface of this green earth is

but the uppermost floor of the immense scaffolding which the Creator

has been during countless ages preparing for his last fiuc in

producing man, and the races subordinate to man. In this great

preparation we may observe, as we penetrate dov.'nward, a series of

surprising adaptations to the object for which the scaffulding was
huilt. In plainer terms, submit the complete section of this eartii's

crust to close examination, and we may see the fossils therein em-
wddcd exhibiting an upward succession of improving organic types,

t'ach advancing toward the perfection which is consunmiated in man.

-nd each displaying power, wisdom, and goodness, on a scale, as to

dumber and magnitude, never dreamed of by our friends who are

so alarmed at the strides which science is takimr.
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Let ns make a descending journey through the earth's crust, so

far as yet examined. The first downward step takes us below the

dust of Adam, and beyond the limits of recorded time.* A little

further on, all traces of human remains disappear; and at each foot

of our progress thereafter, an ago Hies past. We are travelling rapidly

by the later into the earlier and still earlier cycles of a past eternity,

and yet we have but just commenced our journey,—-just in the outer-

most edge of the earth's crust, among the beds of the tertiary.

The organic types with which we arc familiar arc gradually left

behind, and we arc in the midst of the -wonderful forms of the

once animate creation in the secondary rocks. First, the beau-

tiful conchology of the chalk formation ; then the catacombs of the

great saurians in the oolite and lias; then the marsupial and the

bird footsteps in the new red sandstone; then the luxuriant

jungles, and heavily charged carbonic atmosphere of the coal

period. Passing still onward into other miles of the sublimely

ancient depths, we enter " new walks in an old field,"—the old red

sandstone, noticing the remarkable asterolepis, and seeing how-

just are Hugh Miller's theologic conclusions therefrom. We then

complete our survey of the fossiliferoiis worlds in the silurian eras,

nowhere better brought out than in our own familiar New-York
system of geology. And here we pass the last memorials of death

among the old races, because we have passed the last traces of organic

life. The night of ancient time thickens upon us as we look into

the abyss of uidcnown depths, in the primary foundations. As
rapidly as we have desccnde<l let us now retrace our steps, noticing,

cursorily, on our return, the petrified denizens of the sediment of old

oceans, and we observe an elevatory econora}'-, with an occasional

exception, in each exercise of the creative fiat. The lower forms

of organization first tippoar in the long dynasty of the brachiopods,

the monotony of which is relieved somewhat by the constant intro-

duction of new genera and species of this ftimily, with signs, now
and then, of a tendency to an organic advancement in the creation

of that most interesting of the ancient articulates, the trilobite, in

various kinds. After this the lowest forms of the vertebrates ap-

pear in the case of the fish, when a long pause occurs, and the cre-

ative tendency is apparently backward; sufTiciently, at least, to

spoil the infulel development-theory of that enticing work before

alluded to—the " Vestiges of Creation." But in immeasurable time

ahead the prod\iction of higher existences is resumed, and succes-

sively the reptilian and the mamm.ifcrous dynasties come on, till the

terminal creation, the crow n of all of earth's existences, is man I

° Harris's rre-Adamitc Earth.
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But why stop here ? Wc have ninde our descent and returned,

vitnessinf;; along the whole immense flight of our passage subjects

enough of profound thought on the power and intentions of Divinity,

in his physical creations, to occupy our finite intellects forever. To
persons recognising the moral go%'crnment of God on earth, com-

iiioncing with the creation of man, it is easy to see that God has

not ceased the elevatory exercise of his power, wisdom, and good-

ness; but that these continue still on a scale of moral magniiicence

p-cater than they Avere ever displayed in the material universe.

Tluy are less visible to the eye of sense ; but to the eye of faith,

directed by God's verbal revelations, they appear in unspeakable

Wauty and glory. It is enough for the question just proposed to say

that God's progressive work, the physical part of which was completed

in man, does still go on, but is involved in a business engaging the

interest and ministration of angels. It is the work of kedemp-

TJON.*

Here, however, our subject has reached a point where it would

soon assume a professional air not exactly suited to the purpose

of this article. We have barely epitomized the teachings of geology,

to show how the student therein, as he descends into the laboratory

of divine power, and witnesses all the operations going on there,

lias enough to make him the most devout adorer of the great Fatlier

of the universe. Every science legitimately contributes to religious

odoration. Atheism and every form of religious infidelity stand

aghast before the facts, and in the light of true science.

The truths of the Bible—not every interpretation of the Bible

—are every year gaining additional confirmation from the accumu-

lating facts of science. The duty of all is to reverence the truth,

wherever found; to search for it in the Bible by studying that

(f»7(7?>7/y none the less, and in nature by studying that all the more.

Tl'.e duty of all is to prosecute, either professionally or by pastime,

tiie subjects of science, till there shall have been done what can be

df^ne to cleanse the popular religious sentiment, on these subjects,

of all its prejudices and all its fallacies.

^ Hugh Miller's Footsteps of the Creator.
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Art. IV.—TPUE POINT OF POWER.

Aof TToii arcj, Kal ruv Koauov Kiif;o(J.

Give me where I may stand, and I •will move the vrorlcL

I ^VnCnLMEDES.

Sublime was the conception and noble the aspiration of the ancient

mathematician. But liis foct wore fastened to the Avhirlin,:::; sphere,

and there was no platform whereon he might leap and be independent

of the mundane revolutions; and where he might plant his fulcrum,

and erect the mighty lever, and rally the world-moving apparatus,

and apply the mysterious energy. There lacked the point ofpower.

The -or- was a nonentit}' ; and hence the ambitious philosopher must

sigh in vain.

There is another world, however, whose laws, though fi.^ed and

regular, 3-et tally not precisely with the arrangements according to

which the physical universe is ordered.

In this other world there is movement indeed ; and it is as real

and as constant as the everlasting revolution of the terrestrial planet.

Yet it is not a movement in one direction merely, as when Ave of

this same planet are caiTied irresistibly and forever from west to

cast. It is true there is a prevalent motion—fatally prevalent with

mankind—pervading the moral world; yet is this great and raelan-

chol}'' movement neither universal nor irresistible. A man shall

liot be borne upon its bosom without his full consent. If he so

elect, he shall spring foi-th from the revolving mass—stand still

and firm against the gravitating energy beneath him, and the

baleful rush of the attnosphere around him; or, breathing defiance

both at the one and the other, he shall move off triumphantly in the

opposite direction, and shall find solid ground and firm ; nay more.

he shall light upon the very spot imaged forth by our motto, and

not only shall the world not move this man, but, placing skilfully

his lever, and applying the appropriate forces, he shall check the

world itself in its fearful revolving, and even turn its motion back-

ward.

There is a point of power; there is, somewhere, and within

reach of every good man, a position where, if he stands perma-
nently, and acts vigorously, he shall move the moral world—and
move it toward God and heaven. Where is this point? and
how shall it be gained and held in firm and strong possession?

These arc inquiries of the sublimcst moment, and worthy the

investigation of the mightiest and i)urcst mind. The writer affects
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t.vi to have mastered so lofty a theme ; he Y.-ould only submit a few

m^u'istions as they have arisen before lu3 own view.

There is presupposed, of course, a man of ordinary or common
r.ii>.icity ; and cases of imbecility of intellect, whether constitutional

or aojuired, are left out of the account. Knowled;^^^ also is sup-

posed ; while moral goodness is to be included in the given data.

Those being given, the problem for solutiou is, to find the one po».ition

vinrc they shall be exercised at the very maximum of power ; where

llio hand's movement shall vibrate along the race, and the keys it

ni:iy touch awaken music that shall thrill through the world.

^'or let it be hastily asserted that the data specified contain the

^.;lution also. Innumerable facts ai-c every day before us that go to

falsify such an assertion. For ofttimes there stand before us strength

and beauty, combined with large erudition and moral worth withal;

while yet that polished instrument remains, through days and

years, comparatively powerless, and does but remind us in our sad-

ness that

" Full many a gom of purest ray serene

The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear

;

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Is ot that the fair combination introduced above " is born " to

comparative obscurity and inefficiency. There are no such fell

tli'stinies dooming an upright man to insignificance, and pressing

him tiown so that he shall never rise and shake himself for the ful-

iilling of Heaven's high commission. "Where, then, lies the difficulty ".'

The man is not in the precise place. The point of power is not

reached. He is like the ancient hero whose strength, while touching

^ith his feet the earth, was irresistible
;
yet whosoever would chance

to lift those feet would find him weak as other men. So the steel,

^^hcn in contact with the mysterious magnet, seems endowed with

vondrous strength for bearing up the suspended Aveight; yet if

separated, for only a little space indeed, from, its point of power,

its force suddenly subsides.

1. Commencing, then, up at the very source of every weakness and

iiifirrnity, it seems superfluous to submit that the point of power is

ijowhere within the dark precincts of transgression. However it

I'-i^y be before, yet when a man puts forth his hand to sin, that hand,

^y i^uch an act, is palsied. There was strength with Israel's groat-

t*t king ere his eye wandered, and his heart faltered ; but when lu^t

''•ad conceived, and sin was born, and innocent blood covered him.

ho grew suddenly to be the weakest of all men. Such, too, is the

Ecenery as his predecessor moves before us, at whatever time after
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he withflrcw himself from God by transgression. Behold how he

trembles before the serene and awful Samuel! See how he bows

himself in his weakness ! Contemplate the sad aftei-part of in-

efficiency and folly, till the self-same day when he lay stretched in

death upon the mountain. And who has not wept while newing the

imbecility that befel one of the very chief of apostles at the moment
Satan—who was longing to sift him as wheat—had gained an ad-

vantage over him? A frail maid, as she confronted him in that sad

hour, was stronger than he who just before had exclaimed to his

Master, "Though all men forsake thee, yet will not l!"

Nor need we limit such remarks to mere overt transgression.

They have a solemn application to all that " hidden man of the heart

"

which is seen and known only by the being himself and by the eye

of Omniscience. If this hidden man be yielded up to be, for more

or less, the lunniting-placc of pride,—if anger, wrath, malice, envy,

deceit, hatrtd, uncloanncss, or whatever kindred evils be lurking

there, then is it true that so far as such "secret sins" exist and

bear sway, just to that extent there is weakness and not power. All

these are so many fell and ruinous diseases, directly sapping the

very foundations and pillars of strength. They are themselves

strong men armed—hedging in and grappling the man, and binding

him fast witli chains; they are a brood of poisonous, deadly vipers,

and their horrid work is to crush, and enervate, and spoil the spirit,

Avhile their victory is the overthrow of every energy. Sin—all sin

—whether hidden and silent, or obvious and noisy—all is essential

weakness : the v.iigos thereof is death—the very negation of power

—

the dreary, empty, breathless region of absolute and eternal faint-

ncss.

On the other hand, there is wonderful strength whenever a man
moves finnly along the fair eminence of righteousness and holiness.

Walking there, he shall never be moved. Power—the maximum of

power—is certainly somewhere there. If the world is to be moved,
it will be from this sunny area; and here it is that a man shall

vanquish every adversary in the universe, ere these shall vanquish
him.

2. The point of power is nowhere within the regions of error.

Error is darkness. It is a dreary waste, Avhosc atmosphere is

deception and disease—whose hopes are baseless—where the feet

are stepping ever upon cnimbling precipices : where arc perpetual

stumblings, and mishaps, ami disastrous falls, and sorrows multiplied.

and spirits crushed,—and where every vigorous impulse tends straight

toward death. There is blasting at the first moment when a man
treads along these gloomy quicksands. In all its length and breadth
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it is eminently the abode of weakness. There is seen no uprising,

—no graceful and vigorous movement,—no strong and beauteous

fli<rht. There is floundering rather, and dire confusion, and inter-

minable sinkings, and death instead of life.

It is far hence—away upon the firm and impregnable field of

truth—that power lives, and where must be planted tlie world-moving

lever. It is truth and not error that is mighty ; and it is truth that

jnu.st prevail. ]Ierc is light, and one sees and knows, and his stop

i-? assured and firm ; and he is invincible, like the pillars of eternity.

2s'ay, he seems to partake of omnipotence; he is pervaded and in-

formed by infinite strength, and it is not among possible things

that he can be overthrown. It is not among possible things but that,

standing in the brilliant focus of truth, and " having no part dark,"

he shall reflect a beauty and a glory such as shall move and charm

the world. Thus Saul of Tarsus, wandering in error, groped and

stnggered like a drunken man, and there was no genuine energy or

efficiency. In aftertime, this same Saul stood high up amiJ the

illuminations of truth ; and then and there, with a sublimity ap-

proaching the Infinite, he exclaims, "I can do all things
!"

3. Again: the mysterious point for which we are searching is

not in the province of unadaptedness or unfitness. We have all

heard of such a phenomenon as that of great strength operating at a

disadvantage; and under such circumstances there is so far, of

course, a loss of power. Perchance thou hast seen a locomotive

jostled from its .appropriate track, while yet, for a moment, its aw-

ful energies were working, and its wheels of iron, in their revolutions,

were fretting and tearing the underlying sand ; and yet, though the

engine was operating in the perfection of its strength, there was

no progress, meanwhile, save what was slight or ruinous, or both

combined. So there has been full many an intellectual engine

attempting to operate aside from the paths adapted to its genius

and movement; while no more sure and certain was the failure of

the displaced and material instrument, than that of the discordant

mental action. Who has not pitied some generous youth, toiling for

long months and 3'ears amid pursuits for which he was never born,

and which he could never love ; and where he pines, and wastes him-

self, and his young life's energies seem well-nigh sacrificed? In

imother sphere this same youth would have purposed and executed

a lofty flight. The world in which he moves, instead of being a

tissue of discordances, had proved an arena of sweet and holy har-

monies : while catching their glad inspirations he would have raised

a note worthy an angel's harp.

i^'ar too numerous and complicated to be named are the unfit-
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ncsscs that, in their operation, repress human power. There is

unfitness of place ; and a man out of his place is so far away from

efficiency, lie may have all other a])pliancc3 and means; yet he is.

at best, a bound and fettered Samson. He is in some damp prison-

house, and not abroad inhaling the full vigour of his native air.

How many a prince and princess who, when in retirement, shone

with radiant and cloudless brilliancy, have afterward assumed the

throne and the diadem only to become a spectacle of wealcucss as

well as wretchedness I Or, descending to more humble stations,

how many a conspicuous agriculturist has seated himself in the

legislative halls only to be unnoticed and forgotten ! And how
many a litcraiy genius has meddled, to his disgrace, with the culti-

vation of the soil I And how many a teacher, whose crowded lecture-

room evinced his power within his appropriate province, has passed

into the pulpit only to stupify the scattered and drowsy hearers;

and how many a gospel minister has seemed some mighty apostle

here, while there his words were as idle tales I

I if, amid the sliadows of time, we have seen one of these same
shadows more sombre and melancholy tlian the rest, it seemed to be

when we have looked upon some great man cramped and bowed
down with worse than I'liilistine cords, out of which he never rose.

He was a glorious being, and made for producing wondrous move-
ments ; and there was somewhere a place for him—the genial region

where, for him, was the arena of power. Yet he never came thither

—and as he passed away he glided to the right or left; and his step

was silent, and his voice was hushed. A long eclipse darkened the

star that ought to have beamed supernal beauty over the race 1

Tliere is unfitness, too, of instrumcntnlity. What would have
proved the sledge of power in the hands of one, might be weaker
than tlic slender reed when wielded by another. So the boy David
more than suspected as he declined the proffered armour of Saul,

and made choice of other wea'pons Avherewith to confront his mighty
adversary.

And there is unfitness of vsp or action, even though the instru-

mentality be suitable. So witness innumerable fiiilures of human
enterprises, the ruins whereof proclaim the weakness rather than the

power involved.

Power—the height of power—is somewhere away from discordan-

cies and confusions. The man has attained his own exact stand-point.

He has found his centre of harmony,—whence every voice ho utters,

and every note he raises, finds its own appropriate and beautiful

response. Here it is that the man stands firm and strong,—here

every movement is as successful as it is facile and graceful. Occu-
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pving the fit position, there is not a being of the race that is not

si'ilject to feel the energy of his ann, and to be moved, more or

l(.»ss, by the mngic influence of his touch.

4. Further : no one shall realize his maximum of poAver anywhere

within the dreary realms of doubt. All along tins wide-spread

region are grim clouds, and sombre shades, and mournful checrlcss-

ncs.'^. The atmosphere seems charged with unwholesome vapours;

and ihe man, as he imbibes it, becomes at once benumbed, ami slug-

gish, and edgeless, and comparatively powerless. Thus the skilful

r;onoral, in view of an impending battle, labours to banish from the

minds of his legions the last vestige of misgiving. Thus the wise

physician, too, will aim to attract his patient from doubt, that docs

but debilitate and weaken, to the pleasing and exhilarating hope of

recovery. Everywhere, doubt is weakness in respect to the object

toward which it exists. Amid its whisperings the artist's pencil

trembles—the' author's pen moves but heavily—the pulpit's voice

fnlters—the Christian's energy tires—the benefiictions of philan-

thropy diminish—the arm of industry is unnerved—the wings of

prayer are clipped—the student's zeal languishes—every glory fades.

PoAver lives not amid this valley. It is rather a land of faintncss

and of dying ; and if ever a man shall find the position we are con-

templating, he will certainly light upon it some\vlicre aloft above

these fogs and damps where dwell firm conviction and unwavering

assurance. All along this sunny elevation, power lives and blooms

forever. Here walked in serene and solemn grandeur the Hither

of believers, as he turned away from his native countiy, not know-

ing whither he went ; as he sojourned in a strange land ;
and re-

signed to a bloody death the cliild of promise; and lived a pilgrim:

and trod the world beneath his feet, and saw clearly in the dis-

tance a better and a heavenly country—a city having foundations,

'^hose builder and maker is God. This man was "fully pcr-

fuadod;" and hence he was a man of power—standing out con-

spicuously along the ijenei-ations as one of the mightiest of all men.

There also stood his illustrious grandson, when he grappled with

Omnipotence, and when the man in his might refused to yield

•ithout the \'ictory and his name was changed to Israel, because

^ a prince he had power with God and with men, and prevailed.

The eminence the exact point of power—was attained just then.

"n that same hei'jlit stood, in aftertimc, the great Moses. There

^as he when he refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter

—find chose rather to suffer afHiction with the people of God than

^ t-njoy the pleasures of sin for a season—and esteemed the

f'Troaches of Christ greater riches than the treasures of Eg}'pt—

l""'">ii;Tn ISeuiks. Vol. YL— 13
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and endured as seeing Him who is invisible—and kept the passover

—and walked throui:^h the Ked Sea as on dry land—and lifted the

rod of God to the discomfiture of Amalek—and ascended Sinai

—

and sjjoke face to face with Jehovah.

But the instances illustratini; the connexion between fuith and

power are far too numerous for specification :
" For the time would fail

us to tell of Gideon, and of Barak, and of Samson, and of Jephthah,

otDavid also, and Samuel, and of the prophets; who, through faith,

subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained- promises, stop-

ped the mouths of lions, quenched the violence of fire, escaped the

edge of the sword, out of weakness were made strong, waxed valiant

in Cglit, turned to flight the armies of the aliens."

5. Still further : fur the point of power a man shall search in vain

amid the precincts of sorrow, care, embarrassment, discouragement,

despondency. These—all these, bear a near relation to sin, and

error, and doubt,—too near, in fact, that the weakness inseparable

from the latter should not affect, more or less, the domains of the

former. Sm-vej carefully that man as he moves amid these cheer-

less regions, ile is of noble bearing, and seems formed for great

achievements; but his cheeks are pale and wan, and his ample

forehead is furrowed, and his eyes are heavy, and his form is in-

clined, and his countenance is toward the earth, and his movement
is slow and unsteady, and his sighs arc mingling themselves with

the sweet breath of spring and his hands seem emaciated and feeble,

and his dress is careless, and some dead weight is pressing upon

his heart, and associati(ti\ 13 but the inlet of all unwelcome thouglits

—a perverted cliannel, flooding the soul with all poisonous and bitter

waters—and the world is hung ^^-ith sackcloth, and friends seem

few, and prospects <larken, and bope has died, and life is a bur-

den. iSIow count up the steps which this man has trodden into

these gloomy vales ; and then assure yourself that he has wandered

just so far from the point of power. Sorrow is weakness—weak-
ness that worketh death. The hands thereof are hands that hang

down, and the knees are feeble knees ; and every effort is as faint

as it is reluctant, and as inefficacious as it is sluggish and painful.

Alas for the influence of the " sorrow of the worfd !" Everywhere
arc its blighted victims strewn, and everywhere is their power

sacrificed ; while thus uncounted blessings—blessings that would

gladden immortality—are lost to the universe.

Nor sh'.iuld the eye fasten upon graver sorrows taerely. Even the

gentler touches of sadness or of care—the transient shades that cross

our pathway—the almost daily tunmlts that arise to disturb the

soul's equanimity—even these fail not to work in their degree
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.lobility and ruin ; and he ^vliO yields himself to their influence, for

only one brief hour, shall find his feet already slipping beneath

him. \

Power—great po^ver—d^vells not in the land of sighs and tears.

Look for it, rather, somewhere in the realm of serene and holy

happiness. It is along yonder landscape, where the peaceful sun

is slieddiug its mildest, softest radiance ; and where such demons

:i^ woe, care, dejection, and discouragement are banished afir: the

blessed abode of peace and hope, the land of holy resiguati(ni— uf

smiles, and love, and joy—where the soul springs forth unencum-

bered and free, and where genius awakes like the sun coming

forth out of his chambers, and rejoicing like a strong man to run

a race; where all the air is as invigorating as it is pure, and, amid

its deep cisterns, there floats no poisonous vapour to infect and

destroy.

The connexion between genuine happiness and commanding

power is f:\r more intimate than many philosophers— Christian

philosophers—have been ready to admit. " Great usefulness in

preference to great happiness I" Specious, it is true,—almost as

mucli so as to prefer perfect activity and health before a salubrious

and genial atmosphere. What God hath joined together let not

man put asunder. It is within the salubrious air that activity is

generated. Also, it is from within the circle of happiness that

"great usefulness" must flow forth. Hence the beckoning of the

inspired voices. " Take no thought I" they whisper. " l>c ye not

of doubtful mind!" "Cast thy bm'dens upon the Lord'.'' "Be
careful for nothing!" "Peace be unto you!" "Rejoice, and be

exceeding glad !" " Rejoice evermore !" " Hope unto the end I"

And glance at this peaceful and rejoicing man. There looks

upon thee a countenance suffused with light, and brilliancy, and

intelligence. There is fire in that eye—there is directness in thac

look—a sunny fascination in that aspect. He steps ; and his move-

ment is as buoyant and cheerful as the bird of spring. He acts:

and there is nerve, and energy, and sprightliness, and cfliciency.

He thinks ; and his thoughts are wholesome, and rational, and burn-

ing thoughts. He speaks; and his voice is a clear and wcIl-tuut.J

instrument,— and its notes awaken animation, and hope, and yj-

He writes; and his pages are luminous, refreshing, and enV^^tive

He converses; and out of the abundance of the heart tliere are

•lifTased. amid the circle, the pleasant instruction and the c:Oiu de-

light. In whatever attitude, he is impressing his mark. ^^'^ is a

rejoicing being; and because he rejoices he is powerful.

0. Once more: no man will be borne up to the maximum of
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power by the influence of low and <^rovcning motives. That there

is strength in such motives—such stren^^th as to urge on the man to

ahnost superhuman effort, and the exertion of wondrous power— it

were idle to deny. History is pregnant with examples illustrative of

such a phenomenon. At the same time, the height of human power

—the point whereon we arc to " move the w"orld "—is not thus reached.

He who rises thither must get himself up out of the mire ; he must

cease to be selfish, low-lived, or sordid. Aspiring to transcendent

strength, he must hasten to assume an elevated position in moral

virtue. He must abandon selfism, and court with all diligence, and

all skilful address, the pure and mighty impulsions that emanate from

things holy and everlasting. Celestial influences must fan him, and

voices, as if from deep heaven, must thrill through him evermore.

Earth's dust must not cleave to him—terrestrial songs must fail to

allure him ; while the man must be linked to energies that are un-

earthly and godlike. How mighty was the man of God whenever,

amid his awful ministry, his eye was single, and his spirit moved
as by the breath of infinite energy and purity! At his nod, stomis

came and went—and seas opened before him—and armed legions

vanished more quickly than the summer cloud: and he seemed

standing on this earth in the place of Omnipotence itself. But,

alas! for tlxc moment wlien another than a heavenly influence seized

and impelled his arm, and when, as he struck the pregnant rock,

he failed to sanctify the Lord God in his heart. It is true, there

was the gushing forth of waters, but weakness from that day seized

upon the mighty ; and wlic-n Israel was crossing the Jordan to inherit

the promised land, the great minister and leader had fainted. And
what was I'aul, when he no longer conferred with flesh and blood

—

and when he had done glorying save in the cross of Christ—and
when he looked not at the things which are seen, but at the things

which are not seen—and when heaven lived in him, and this world

died out of him? Where stood he then but at the point of power?
And nations listened, and idols were cast to the moles and the bats,

and Satan fell like lightning, and the establishments of nations crum-
bled to atoms, and hell was moved with "uncommon wrath,"—and
the world, with a better than an Archimedean lever, was "turned
up.vde down."

Lei the earth pause, when there is standing somewhere upon its

surface a man whoso movements are impelled by an energy sprin*'-

ing forth frcm the bosom of eternity. There are foundations laid

by some men t\-.at stretcli immeasurably awny from this planet, and
have to do with i\ world that Avill never sink or crumble: and it

were easier to compute the force requisite for moving this terres-
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trial sphere, than to sum up his power, vho, standing upon those

cvcrlastinf^ foundations, is moving and acting there.

7. It must be submitted yet again that the point of power will

be looked for in vain everywhere amid the fluctuations of a weak

and vacillating will. There arc great minds and great hearts that

fail here. Weakness of the will is essential weakness; and under

its baleful influence the feet foi-ever slide away from the point of

great efficiency and commanding power. There may be, cfttime^,

un approach to this point, and the step is rapid for a moment, and

expectation is awake, and propitious impulses are present to urge and

allure. Yet Mhen adverse impulses come in—as come they certainly

will—and other voices swell on the air, and here and there a discoura-

ging note breathes its chill chorus on the listening ear—then there is

staggering, and veering, and pausing. There is Aveakness now, as

when some beautiful and struggling engine fails in its propelling

element ; or when some tall and graceful ship trembles and careens

in the teeth of opposing gales. There might still have been progi-ess

upward—perpetual, triumphant progress ; but an essential element

was missing from the machinery. They tell us of those mighty

steamers plying, of late years, the Atlantic seas,—that, unlike the

wind- ship, they yield not exactly to the awful spoVting and up-

heaving of the tempestuous billows ; but rather, under the amazing

impulse that is forever driving them onward, disdaining to mount

the rushing wave, they dash with almost horizontal line through its

raging bowels, as if heedless of its opposition, and breathing defiance

at its power. Behold there the fit emblem of that man's movement

who is destined to reach the highest point of efficiency within the

capability of a human being. An iron will is secretly working within

him; he is langhing at what most men deem impossibilities.

There is a flintiness of face, a significant compression of the lip,

a clear, steady directness of the eye: it is the eye of the lion

springing upon his prey. There may be a conspiracy of the ele-

ments
; but thou shalt see him emerging from the storm unblanched

and unscathed. The nations may join hands in one vast and fear-

ful league of opposition; yet he shall pierce through those deep

and armed legions, and his shout of victory shall overpower th.e

hostile clamour of a world. Nay, unearthly foes, and wielding the

strength of gods, may marshal themselves against him. Yet, as on

•diat field of conflict he wrestles with principalities and powers, and

I'vcry prince of darkness, he shall not fall even then : he shall stand,

rather,—he shall prevail—he shall shake earth and hell both I

^. Finally ; and though this latest thought may seem to imply all

that has preceded, yet let us utter it distinctly,—to wit, that a man
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will never tread upon the point of power so long as he is wandering

—whether at distance gi'cater or less—away from God. ' Such wan-

derers are most of our fellow-men; and this is as truly a fact of

philosophy as of religion. He who doubts the divorcement of man
from his Maker is as deficient in understanding as he is perverted

in heart. The multitude may affect to laugh at revelation
;
yet are

they compelled to bear witness to its exceedin:^ pertinency and pro-

priety, as it declares that man goes astray from his birth—that he

is far from God—that God is not in all his thoughts—that all have

gone out of the way—that there is none righteous. Men are wan-

derers ; they are without God in the world, and hence they arc weak,

like the fragile plant that is struggling for life away from the beams

of the blessed sun—like the pom- dead hand tliat is sundered from

the vigorous body—like the branch cut off from the living stem, and

cast fortlv to wither and to perish. It is a "far country," when a

man takes up his goods and strays and dwells away from God.

The prodigal son is his apt emblem ; and there is want, and lean-

ness, and nakedness, and faintness, and bitterness, and starvation.

The Fountain of living waters has been forsaken, while the attempt

is to substitute broken cisterns that can hold no water. Power

—

the only powrr which, in comparison, is worth possessing and wield-

ing—is prostrate.

He must walk vrith God who would tread upon the high places

of strength, and grasp and retain the staff of full and perfect accom-
plishment. The cha.sm intervening between the divine and the

human must be annihilated; every discord must be hushed, to be
replaced with holy harmony and jjerfect love. There must be ab-

solute reconciliation, and profound and abiding peace. According
to the sublime language of in.<piration, God must dwell in the man^
and the man must dwell in God. These two parties—once distinct,

distant, alienated—must become leagued and blended in holy fellow-

ship and partnership. There must be—let ns utter it with rever-

ence—there must be identical breathing, feeling, seeing, sympa-
thizing desiring. The union here must be the most intimate and
vital possible. It is to be that of the branch and the vine; it is to

be that of the body and the limb,—and the divine nature is to be
transfused into the human.

And when such my.-^tcrious union transpires—when the great and
Almighty G o'l dwells with and in a man—then there is powJr \ This
is the one man that shall "chase a thousand;" this is the man that

can do all things; this is the man to whom nothing is impossible;
this is he who can say to the .<ycaminc or the mountain, "r>e thou
plucked up and cast into the d'-jiths of the sea " and it shall obev

:
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in .1 word, this is the one who has attained the rrov of Archimedes

—

and the world itself" must move beneath his power.

And now, should it be inquired concerning the means of the attain-

ment specified, it might be sufEcient to respond that the designations

above submitted—whether positive or negative—seem, so far as they

fire con-cct and adequate, to suggest of themselves such means.

Vet a remark or two additional, and bearing more specially upun

tliis great inquiry, may prove acceptable.

He, then, who purposes to stand one day upon what shall be to

him the pinnacle of power, should sit down to a protracted and most

careful contemplation or survey of himself By all the assistance

he may command—whether by his own faithful investigations, his

ponderings of the experience already gained, by extensive reading.

or repeated and judicious conversations—let him come, if he ma}-,

to " know himself." Let him submit himself to the most unsparing

anal^-sis—take in pieces, so to speak, his whole intellectual, moral,

and social constitution—examine and test each element separately

and accurately ; and arrive, if possible, at tangible and full conclu-

sions respecting every feature of his complex character. Thus he

shall see the strong, and prepare himself to retain and improve that

strength ; he shall see the ill-formed and the half-formcil, and may
set himself to a more full development; he shall see the positively

weak, and be able to apply the requisite gymnasium ; he shall delect

the discordant and confused, and may aildress himself to the v.-ork

of all necessary rearrangements ; he shall mark the overgrown and

the exuberant, and thus be prepared to perform the necessary ex-

cisions : in a word, he shall see what he is—what is his furniture

—

what is its character, its excellences, deficiencies, and needs.

This is a capital step, and one not to be dispensed with. Happy,

indeed, would it be for all science, art, and all true religion—happy

for the attainment of unwonted power—were all our academical and

professional students, and all good people, whether students or not,

to give good heed to this one suggestion. Many are the men, both

young and old, who appear to prefer every other study to the study

of themselves. Their eyes are forever turned outward; and they

P'^mder not their own natures, and never reach a proper estimate of

tlM'ir own abilities, or of the beauties or defects pertaining to such

abilities. Straight off from this neglect, as a starling-point, radiute

ten thousand erroneous j)aths, every one of which passes aside from

the glorious eminence at which this discourse has been glancing Ay,

in multiplied instances, the divergence has been wide and mournful,
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whereby -Nvhat \vas formed for wondrous brilliancy and strength has

gone out in everlasting darkness.

It is hazarded, as a second remark, that a lofty view of the capa-

bilities of a gracious man is extremely pertinent and necessar}' for

him who purposes to gain possession of his greatest power.

What thoughtful man ha.s not stood appalled at the power which,

in the history of man, has been joined with certain individuals of

the race ? And how like the exagircrations of poetry appears the

inspired presentation touching what man has done, and what he may
do! We call it a miracle, when a certain man proclaimed in the

sight of all Israel, " Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon, and thou,

moon, in the valley of Ajalon 1"—and when, at his word, the sun

paused in tlie midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down about a

whole day. So also we call it extraordinary when a certain other

man wrestled with the great God, and prevailed ; and when another

still laid hold of the arm of Omnipotence, and moved it for the shut-

ting up of heaven s Avindows, so that for successive years there was

no rain ; and when lie grappled with that arm again, and reopened

those same windows, and the heaven gave rain, and the earth

brought forth her fruit.

We need not be too careful here to inquire about what is techni-

cally named miraculous, or what is not. All this seems to matter

but little—very little. The question is. Has ever power like this

been lodged with man? It is needless to repeat that this being,

without God, can do nothing. The same exactly was true of the man
Gabriel, when, "being caused to fly swiftly," he traversed, during

Daniel's brief prayer, the inconceivable distance between the heaven

of heavens and the terrestrial city called Babylon. It is at once

admitted that man of himself is weak—weak as the dust whence he

was taken. Yet all this is not to the point. AVe are inquiring how
powerful tlie mighty God has ever made him—how powerful he is

thus still capable of being—how powerful it is consonant with his

genius to be.

And now what if one should enter calmly and solemnlj' within

the sanctuary of revelation—there, with holy simplicity, to wait

the answer to this momentous inquiry? All voices there will be

startling, and every token will be significant of a human elevation,

dignity, and power, whereof tlic contemplation is as awful as it is

wonderful. There is somewliere a suspicion that the sublime mys-
tery of "God manifest in the flesh" has never yet attracted, with

suflicient intcn>ity, the admiring study of even holy men. The Deity

has wedded himself to man as he is not joined and related to an}'

other race of created intelligences. He took not on him the nature
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of angels, but the seed of Abraham ; and the Lord of glory is God
bnd man combined. Such is the Being that has ascended far above

all heavens, that he miglit fill all things. Such is He Avho sittcth at

tliC right hand of poAvcr, who will judge the world in righteousness,

and dispense the retributions of eternity. Righteous men will see

God in their o^ra form, and will see him thus forever and ever, lie

will wear this form when they and all good beings of the universe

will cast their cro^^lS at his feet as they exclaim, " Holy, holy, iiol}',

Lord God Almighty!" It is this Being that saved men will

resemble along the undying ages that shall follow the great resur-

rection ; for the bodies of these shall be formed and fashioned like

unto Christ's glorious bod}', b}' the effectual working whereby he is

able even to subdue all things to himself. Human beings saved are

to be the nearest relatives,—and bearing the family likeness of the

King of kings and Lord of lords. The grace that " hath much more
abounded" will bear them aloft to an elevation which is at present

utterly inconceivable ; and the destiny of kings, and thrones, and
crowns, and transcendent dignity, and incffiiblc happiness, is await-

ing them as certainly as a revelation has been given.

Riveting the astonished eye on flicts like these, we seem prepared,

in some sense, for the exhibition of gi-eater power by man than

what we have ever learned or conceived to have been exercised by

angels or archangels, cherubim or seraphim ; and such, thus far, is

man's history. In the past ho has, in the name of God, cleaved

earth and sea—he has arrested the diurnal revolution '"about a

whole day"— he has shut up the heavens for years, and then opened
tiiem again—he has banished wicked spirits to their native per-

dition—and he has raised i\\Q dead to life. In the future he shall,

ni the same great name, trample on death and the grave—he shall

rise to meet the Lord in the air—he shall judge angels—he shall

reign forever.

Rut what of all this ? ]Much every way ; but chiefly, that womler-
liil. incomprehensible power is congenial with man, and with the

nature stamped upon bis being,—power in this world, and in the

World which is to come.

"R'ut is man to recnact the miracles of revelation?" Per-
h.ips so,—although we do not know this, and are careless about
tnowmg. It is sufficient to be assured that he may either do
••':>. or perform something else equally great—equally glorious

—

<'li!ally beautiful and blissful. Press not too severely the charge
^'' fanaticism, if a man record his utter inability to assijin limits to

•"•-' exultation and power of the being for whose redemption
Uut being's very form and nature were assumed by Divinity, to bo
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worn forever, and a greater ransom was paid than all the universe

besides.

Let a man, then, ponder himself,—and especially let him do this

amid tlic liirht of inspiration, as it blazes upon his history and his

prospects,—and let hlra thus imbibe the true view of his capabilities

and his destiny.

Let it be remarked, in conclusion, that he who would stand

upon the point of power should, in his mind, and resting; on infinite

streni:r;th, diligently and earnestly assume this position,—and assume

it at once.

We are not unaware that a suggestion like this is in danger of

being passed over among the vagaries of sheer enthusiasm; nor will

there be wanting those who shall count it preposterous in us to claim

for such a proposal that it is as philosophical as it is important.

It may be so that men have not even yet clearly perceived all the

marvellous prerog.-itivcs belonging to their nature. At all events, it

is quite certain that a mnn's power, as well as happiness, is affected,

to an extraonlinary degree, by one and another position of mind,

which it is possible for him suddenly and voluntarily to assume.

"What public speaker has not, at times, realized all this in vivid

exjierience, in the progress of a single discourse? It is related of a

name fragrant amid the American Churches, but now passed into

the skies, that attempting once to preach on an occasion of import-

ance, his words, for a time, dropped from his lips as mere dead and
useless words, and there Avas no opening of sweet foimtains—no glad-

some impulses—no buoyancy and liberty of thought—no eloquence

—no power ; till, at length, the good man ceased entirely—sunk upon
the sofa—and in his embarrassment and grief covered his face with

his hands. There for a moment ho sat—and the sympathizing

audience was waiting in silence, till, presently, springing upon
another position—violently assuming a different mental altitude-

he rose a second time, and launched forth upon the astonished

multitude such a torrent of holy eloquence as that, under its stran-^e

power, the vast assembly trembled like an aspen leaf, and realized

an impulse so singular and so effective as essentially to modify the

destinies of many for endless years.

Truly, man is a wondrous being ; and great things arc expected
from him by the One who formed him so " fearfully and wonderfully,"
and who knows all his gracious capabilitie.-?. "Build an ark. and
survive the coming catastrophe of the world!" he saith to iS'oah.

"Bo strong, and very courageous!" sait-h he to Joshua. " Be thou

a defenced city, and an iron pillar, and brazen walls, against all the

kings, priests, and pcojilc of Judah!" he saith to Jeremiah. "Be
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dca'l to sin and alive to God;" "Be blameless;" "Be holy, and per-

ftxrt, and entire, svantinj; nothing—illuminate all nations I" These,

and such as tliese, are the challenges breathing from lips infallible to

the cars of redeemed men and Avonien. And ivhat do such challenges

suppose—what is the spirit of these heavenly beckoniiigs t
" Seize

"

—they appear to say—"seize immediately and directly upon the

handle of power I Plant thy feet firmly, and abide resolutely, and

thoughtfully, and obstinately. Be as steel against every adverse

influence, coming from whatever source. See yom- calling; remem-
ber your position without a moment's interval. Live there, Avalk

and converse there, work and recreate there; eat, drink, sleep, and

rejoice there. Beach forth thy withered hand; in a moment, and

in the act, it shall wax into vigour and strength. Stand up upon

thy feet, prostrate one ; and as thou endeavourest, thou shalt stand,

and stand firm. Rise up and walk, thou fainting spirit I and if thou

ppringest at the word, thou shalt bear thy bed rather than thy bed

?liall bear thee. Awake, awake ! Put on thy strength, Zion I

Put on thy beautiful garments, Jerusalem I''

Human pointings seem to bid ns away along some far-reaching,

steep, and craijired path, tending toward the fair eminence we would

pain ; but the inspired voices proclaim to us that we at once, and

now, stand upon that eminence. Human philosophy discerns

uotliing but the toiling and rowing, and the cold sea heaving afir

between it and the sunny shore. Another voice peals over the

^^".^vcs, and another influence touches the labouring craft, and ira-

liifdiately it is at the land whither it was bound. Some lovely and

promised land is near us. " Possess it !" saith a startling voice

darting from mid-heaven. But the way is long—the people are

niighty—the cities are walled and high—and giants are there,

ftnd we are as gi-asshoppers. " Possess it .'" echoes that voice

^^'m; and out from amid the multitude I hear a solitary response

'^yjng, "Let us go up at once, and possess it; for we are well

able!"
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Art. v.—the rKOIIlBlTORY LIQUOR LAW.

The character of drunkenness, and of whatever tends to drunken-

ness, admits of no doubt, if ^vc take the Scriptures for the rule of

judgment in the case. It is only -when we leave the high ground

of religious morals, and come down to the comparatively low position

of merely civil order, that any difficulty occurs in treating intemper-

ance. The reason is plain enough: Churches are voluntary, select,

and elevated, professedly taking for their rule of life the j«ractical code

of the New Testament ; hut states are mostly made up of involuntary

members, have little selection of character or elevation of pur]5n-e,

and rarely if ever adopt the New Testament as the only constitu-

tional law. Hence, in the treatment of moral questions the state

must always be less efficient than the Church.

But such is and has been the character of the liquor traffic,—such

its power for good or evil, in the public estimation,—that civil

government could not pass it by. In all countries not absolutely

savage, the traffic has been the subject of legislation in some form

;

but most commonly the object aimed at ha3_ been restriction and

regulation, rather than extirpation. The excise laws—usually

tolerant enough—have too generally been an embodiment of all the

legislation on this important subject. While the use of intoxicating

liquor was deemed necessary to health, of course no greater severiry

was demanded than might be considered essential to the revenues of the

country. No punitive measures were called for, because the traffic

was not deemed an offence against the best interests of society. On
the contrary, the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors were

considered honourable pursuits, and justly entitled to the encourage-

ment and protection of the law. Licenses were issued for the simple

reason that meritorious indiviiluals—that is, individuals of "good

moral character "—asked for them ; and asked for them, too, for the

accommodation of the public at large. It Avas supposed that such pro-

visions or refreshments as a license called for, could not be denied

without injustice. So necessary, in fact, was tliis kind of commerce
that, in selecting staples for taxation, the liquor traffic was ])lacc(l

side by side Avith the salt business, the tonnage of ships, and foreign

importations. The paltriness of the expense attendant upon licen.^e.

when viewed as a hue for the j)urpose of chocking the sale of ardent

spirits, is such as to forbid our regarding it in that light. It wa.s

not designed to repress the traffic ; it could not have been designci

for such an object, for the very sufficient reason that, at the time the
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t<xci?e law was granted, the traffic was esteemed useful. Spirituous

iirjuors were ranked among the necessaries of life. They were often

n^g-.irded as a lu.xury also—thus combining two characters in the

Mine article. This double use of intoxicating drinks is still recog-

nised by the Temperance Pledge, which makes us promise that " we

will not provide them as an article of entertainment, or for persons

ill our employment."

As things stood at this period, the license law vras justified by

every consideration that can uphold any law which has for its object

an increase of the revenues of the government. It was as unexception-

able as the duty on salt, or the tonnage on ships,—fiscal expedients

that surely never were designed to produce discouragement in the

brunches of enterprise which they represent. The expenses of

j;overnment, unless collected by direct taxation, must be assessed

upon some branch of manufactures or commerce, Avhich, from its

intimate connexion with the wants of all, will most effectually equal

-

ii:c the burden. And this necessity still exists in all its force ; so

that, but for a change of public opinion, the income arising from

licensing the sale of ardent spirits would be as popular and as much

approved at this hour as that arising from the duty on salt. In the

course of Prondence, an entire revolution of opinion has occurred

touching the nature of ardent spirits, and the commerce in them.

Alcoholic liquors, instead of being regarded as an essential, or even

an innocent beverage, are now justly clecmed as one of the most need-

less and ruinous articles ever brought into public use. Alcohol, once

pronounced genial and wholesome in the highest degree, is now
known to be a pernicious stimulant and a virulent poison.

The change which pii,ssed over the public mind of this country

some years since, was more than sufficient to produce the numerous

voluntary associations that sprung up cither at that time, or not long

subsequently. But these temperance societies, diversified and mul-

'ip'ied though they were, did not possess power to crush the evil

Ji^'inst which their efforts were directed ; nor did the advance of

those societies, through successive changes greatly for the better,

rviider them competent to their task. The Total Abstinence and

^\ ashingtonian organizations failed, as did those which only exacted

abstinence from distilled spirits. The same is true of the various

orders of temperance societies having, among other peculiarities,

^-crocy as one of their elements. IsVme of them, nor all of thorn com-

biiiL-d^ have been able to suppress the liquor traffic, ^luch they have

Jono. and they arc entitled to high credit for their exertions : but there

»^ a further work to which they are manifestly incompetent. Intem-

I '-rnnce has a power for evil which is altogether beyond the correc-
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tive force of voluntary or;^anizations, constituted as toniperanco

societies have been and must continue to be. These societies cannot

clothe themselves y\-ith. civil powers ; they have no right to deal wich

property or person, except in the feeble and limited manner peculiar

to such organizations. A society for the promotion of honesty

might expel the thief from their communion, if he had by any

means joined them, but they would have no right to pursue him

further ; they would have to avail themselves of the civil law for the

infliction of adequate punis^hment, and the restoration of stolen prop-

erty. The same necessity precisely now rests upon the friends of

temperance. They have pursued their objects—the extirpation of

the traflic and the suppression of intemperance—as far as the means

in their power will go, and are now obliged to fall back upon the

civil law for assistance. Further argument and persuasion have their

uses, but they are not so much in demand at this juncture as is a

readjustment of the municipal law.

We are aware that civil law is not to bo relied on for Christian

reformation. Something more is requisite to reach the heart and

sanctify it ; but at the same time it is just as obvious that the gospel

is not always available for these slighter reforms demanded in merely

civilized society. We do not depend upon Christian morality for

the collection of taxes or the suppression of riots. A less refined

and exalted species of goodness Avill accomplish these subordinate

reforms. AVhile, therefore, we do not depend upon legislation to do

the work of religion, neither do we depend upon religion to do the

^York of k-gislaiion. The appeal to law has reference only to what

properly belongs to law ; it is no anxious alliance ^vhich the Church

is seeking to form with the state, in order to^strengthen the spiritual

by a coalition with the secular power. Societ\' is solicited to do its

own work, and that oidy. Let the civil authorities guard what

belongs to them, and the Church will ask no more. The necessities

of the case have been amply developed, and for the most part by the

Church, in the use of purely voluntary associations ; but in this

direction she can go no further, inasmuch as it is not hers to compel

by other than moral means. She may render the guilt and sliauie

of the liquor traffic as paljtable as that of counterfeiting; but in the

former case, as in the latter, she is, "and of right ought to be,"

wholly without the power of physical coercion. In a word, there

ar-e certain faults the existence and character of which the Church

may demonstrate, although the state alone can apply a remedy.

Here, however, a grave question arises. The right of the state to

interpose for the suppression of the liquor traffic is boldly denied;

and it is also affirmed that the law, if enacted, must prove a nullity,
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as its execution is believed to be impossible. Happily, at the present

tiruo, experience may be brouglit to the aid of legislation. A pro-

hibitory liquor law has already been enacted in several states, and

no unusual difficulty has attended its administration. The experi-

meut thus far is hopeful indeed, and fully justifies similar action

on the part of other states. The Maine Law, in Maine,—despite

liie wilful and shameless misrepresentations of its enemies,—is a

boncGcent fact in the history of legislation. A similar law in .Mas-sa-

cliusetts is, with slight exceptions, efiecting equally beneficial results

;

and the same is true wherever the people have had courage to under-

take this work. So much for actual results of the experiment.

Guided by these, there need be no mistake; but we are not obUged

to wait and judge of this law by its practical developments. It is

one of those obvious requirements too imperatively necessary to gain

any additional force from their efifects. An argument does not in-

crtase hunger; nor can legislation augment the instinctive grasp of

our nature for protection. However defective a priori reasoning

may be in some cases, it is abundantly conclusive here. Those

who know the nature of alcohol and the nature of man, c.muot require

to be told what will be the effect of the former upon the latter. As
well might one be ignorant of the efiects of lire upon the human sys-

teui. But the exercise of legislation and the application of law to

bociety are matters of great hnportance ; and so many causes com-
bine to mislead both law-makers and law-keepers, that it is often

necessary to state and restate the reasons which goveni. or should

gf'vern, in the enactment of wholesome statutes. We shall, there-

fore, present a brief view of the argument m favour of the proposed
lavr. In the outset of this discussion two questions, and but two,

ineetns:—1. What are the rightful conditions or antecedents of

municipal law? 2. Do these conditions or antecedents characterize

the Prohibitory Liquor Law '?

On the fii-st of these questions but little need be said, and wc
shall barely lay dov.ii a few general principles. The fallowing con-

ditions seem to be required in the enactment of municipal law :

—

1. The law should be demanded by the public good.

~. It should relate to such things as human authority is competent
to determine.

3. It should apply equally and impartially to every member of

the community.

We will now apply these principles to the law under consideration.

1. In showing that a prohibitory liquor law is demanded by the

public good, the traffic necessarily comes under review in its Icujth

and breadth. Its economical, physical, moral, social, and political
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aspects demand attention. It ^vilI bo impossible to exhaust either

of these topics, or even to give any considerable portion of the

reliable statistics ^vhich may be brought to bear upon the argument.

But we shall venture a few remarks upon each point :

—

(1.) The cost of intemperance has never been fully estimated,

and never can be by human powers. Its boundless ramifications

of waste and ruin set at defiance all but the Infinite Mind. The

cost of this trafiic involves a great variety of particulars : as first,

the materials wasted in the manufacture of ardent spirits ; secondly,

the money paid for the article when manufactured and brought into

market; thirdhj, the loss of time, and disqualification for business,

occasioned by the use of such lifjuors; fourthly, the expense of

criminal and civil prosecutions made necessary by the crimes and

poverty engendered by the trafiic
; ffthly, the sickness, pauperism,

decay, and idiocy consequent to the inebriate himself, and to most or

all connected with him.

Some of the items in this catalogue are overwhelming. We have

no means of e.stiniating the vast amount of grain and other materials

consumed in the manufacture of intoxicating liquors, and therefore

must of necessity pass over the first and most egregious loss to the

public. ' \Vhat nund)ers might be fed on the grain destroyed by a

single distillery in the course of a year! But as we have no data

for calculations of this kind Ave pass to the second particular—tlie

cost of the article when manufactured. A very careful hand pre-

pared, a few years since, the following statement of the quantity of

liquor drunk annually, and the amount paid for it,, in the countries

here named :

—

Gallons. Cost,

France 1,0^3,793,!^J4 S23 J,.333,3_'a SS

Great Britain 284,041,9.32 17(!,L'31,G40 3^

Sweden 22.jOO,0<>0 i59.a40,00O (.VJ

Prussia 30,000,000 39.900.000 00
Unitea States 80,024,182 3.-,793,127 OJ

These incredible sums, be it remembered, are to be added to the

loss sustained by the waste of grain in the process of distilling.

But taken alone, these sums are nearly equal to the entire annual

revenue of the countries respectively above named; and when we
add the loss occasioned by the destruction of valuable grains in the

manufacture of alcoholic beverages, the expense far exceeds the

cost of government in any country on the globe. The annual

consumption of ardent spirts in Ireland alone, is twenty-three

million three hundred thousand gallons, the cost of which, as it

reaches the consumer, cannot be much, if any, less than thirty-five

million dollars ; and this enormous waste of money and of bread-
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etuffs was actually going on while the country received donations

from abroad to prevent the starvation of its inhabitants. It is

tnie that the extraordinary labours of Father Mathcw diminished

the whisky revenue for a time ; but the traffic has recovered from

this check, and will probably flourish more than ever unless gov-

ernment interposes.

LofS of time and disqualification for business arc matters obvious

enough, but their results are not easily classified in the form of

i;tatistics; i\iQ: former item, however, is usually of far less conse-

quence than the latter. The innumerable disasters growin^^ out of

into.xication form a melancholy chapter in the domestic and public

history of this country,—a chapter of heart-breaking woes whi-ch,

though costly in the extreme, are nevertheless more tolerable in that

respect than in any other. It is almost profane to enter upon an

estimate of pecvmiary losses in this connexion : in the presence of

•hath and disgrace, the heart recoils from the consideration of an

injury so trifling as the loss of money.

A very large proportion of all the lawsuits in this country origin-

ate in the use of spirituous liquors. Certainly more than half, and

in all probability more than three-fourths, of our criminal suits are

traceable to this one cause. Those who know the cost of administer-

ing justice, will readily perceive what a draft is thus made upon the

finances of the state. There is great paucity of information as to

the proximate causes of crime, and the more so because intemperance

is not allowed to be pleaded in extenuation of guilt : but we have

some light here. In ISoi Mr. Samuel Chipman made a lleporr,

founded on a personal examination of all the jails and poor-houses

in the several counties of the State of jNew-York. From this docu-

Uient, than Avliich none more reliable or more important to the cause

of temperance has ever been published, it appears that at least throe-

fourths of all the inmates of the jails and poor-houses of the slatt

^'Crc decidedly intemperate, and in all likelihood wyie brought there

through intemperance. We will present an exhibit of the jail statis-

tics of a few counties, selected at random, but from difTcrent parts of

tjio state. It will be understood that the numbers, with one excep-

tion, represent only the committals for a single year:

—

'"'"y. Whole numlwrui jail. Teniivrato. I>jublf»l. lotunpor.l..

•VUny (one month only) 114 lo 17 S2

>!'"'?bany 57 ... S 49
i;r»rnc. ."..... IS ... ?>

1">

'••''n'f'ia '.;!'.!:!. "... .15a VI 17 1-4
"fKiiucr '.......'..;.. 49 5 7

•''

"tturio 69 7 12 W
f^"«

"'.".'.".".'.'.".'..".'..'.!.!!!
21.3 30 48 IS-'i

s'lctns 7Q 9 C Co

^'ouKTii Series. Vol. VI.— 1G
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The other counties of the state exhibit the same appalling ratio

of inebriates among their jail commitments ; and we are warranted

in assuming that the other states of the Union, if examined in like

manner, would present a similar result. In the arrest, trial, and

imprisonment of these criminals, a heavy expense is, of course, un-

avoidable. But there is another class of suits,—a species of litiga-

tion provoked by the fumes of alcohol, and urged on by a constantly-

stimulated madness, till proud estates sink in ruin. By this infmi-

atcd resort to law have many independent fortunes been absorbed

in bills of cost.

On the loss resulting from disease and other poverty-producing

consequences of intemperance, we can do no better than draw upon

the above lleport once more. The counties shall be different from

those selected before, and the showing confined to poor-houses

only ;

—

CounL'i, Whole No. in r<yir-hoMa. Temjxrats. Doubtfal. IiiUir.periU.

Cayutra 221 70 9 142

Duchess 442 29 60 354

Niagara 1C4 22 29 113

St. L<awrencc 154 14 50 90

Ulster Ill '-4 4 103

Chenango 103 20 14 74

Washiugtou 94 16 35 43

Thus it is soon whence we derive the greater share of that abject

poverty which has to seek refuge in the public alms-house. It is

caused by the wasting iufluence of a traffic that first robs men of

their reason and character, and then of their money.

"With these five sources of drainage to individual and national

wealth, all in constant operation—and all not only without any

rcmunorating advantages, but, on the contrary, fraught with im-

measurable collateral evils—how can the people fail to demand a

prohibitory liquor law ? or how can any say that such a law would

not be for the best good of society?

(2.) The physical cfTocts of the traffic are precisely such as might

have been expected had we known the deleterious nature of alcoholic

potations. It was ignorance alone that permitted the hope of beneficial

results from the use of so pernicious a liquid. While intemperance

kills with its accustomed despatch, we shall never need the testimony

of physicians to confirm our impressions of its deadly character. The
medical faculty, however, have with great unanimity united their voice

to that of the public at large against the excessive use of intoxicat-

ing beverages. We shall not trouble the reader with statistics here

;

it would be lighting a candle to search for the sun. A pathway
where all is death eannot be made more revolting by any array of

facts. The reeling, blear-eyed, bloated, ghastly- visaged thing calle.l
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i <irunkard, is but the shadow ofa man—a cruel mockery of humanity.

It is impossible that a being through ^vhosc veins is coursing in

gbundance a fatal poison should have health. No one •who has the

sli'htest knoAvledge of intemperance can require to be told that it3

inevitable result is death. ISurcly if this single effect of the traffic

could by any means be evaded or mitigated, one of the most com-

manding reasons for a prohibitory law would no longer exist. But

no, it may not be; the inebriate is doomed to perish as the victim

of his depraved appetite, and there is no relief for him short of an

abandonment of his cups. We charge upon the traffic, therefore,

the certain, if not the intentional, destruction of all inordinate con-

sumers of ardent spirits.

}lut even what is called the temperate use of alcoholic bevemges

la fraught with death. While the drunkard plunges deliberately

into the vortex of ruin, the moderate drinker, though his appetit-e

may never get the mastery of him, is in an enfecblcil and imperilled

physical condition. The ratio of mortality among temperate drink-

ers is known to be much greater than among those who practise total

abstinence. The poisoi»)us, debilitating effect of alcohul unnerves

the system, and prepares it to fall a prey to any invading disease.

Health tables shuw the difference between the use and the disuse of

intoxicating liquors. We shall borrow an illustration here from

Dr. Carpenter's valuable Prize Essay on the " Use and Abuse of

Alcoholic Liquors." We will only observe that the favourable

health reports of certain regiments in the East India service as

compared with other regiments in the same service, led the doctor

10 search into the hygienic causes which controlled these reports :

—

" The followhig returns are of value as sliowing tlie proportion of sicknev*"

between the members of temperance societies servin;:: in India, and the

Kiidiors not members of those societies ; the average diiily number of men in

liO'piLil of each clasps being stated for each of the first si.\ months in 1838,

*rid the percentage being calculated with reference to the strength of each

division :

—

1
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Thus it appears that, on tlie whole, the dally percentage of invalids amon"
the tonipcrancc societies was but 3.G5, while in the remainder of the troops it

was 10.2, or nearly three times as great."—Pp. 86, 87.

It is well known tliat these temperance societies, though they

'prohibited the use of distillcLl liquors alto^^ether, did not; ^Yholly

exclude the use of fermented beverages ; and if societies thus im-

perfect conferred such ailvuntages, what may we not expect from a

law that sliall exclude all kimls and all qualities of these nefarious,

death-dealing stimulants '!

(3.) The moral effects of the traffic are disastrous in the extreme.

While the keenest eye and the most indulgent appreciation can

detect no good resulting from it, none can dispute that in a great

variety of instances it is productive of immense evil. We have not

space for details, but the following general effects of the trafSc suf-

ficiently indicate its bearing upon the question of morals : 1. It leads

almost inevitably to drunkenness, which is a crime of the highest

enormity as judged by the law of God, and by all riglitly-con-

stituted human laws. 2. It incites three-fourths of all the overt

crimes committed in civilised life. This ^t does by inducing and
ministering to a morbid excitement, by dethroning reason and
depraving the ap}>ctitcs, until the individual loses all self-control and
all sh;uno, and winds up his career by perpetrating acts which place

him in the cell of the felon or the grave of the suicide. The reader

who wishes to see what proportion of the culprits in our jails are

intemperate, is requested to turn back a few pages and examine the

first table which Ave (piotod fi-oni Chipman's Report. Any amount
of statistical conOrmatiun might be had if it were necessary.

3. DJesides being a general excitant to crime, it incurs the guilt of
wasting the best gifts of I>iviue Providence, and the noblest endow-
ments of the human constitution. Time, money, health, intellect,

character, are all sacrificed, either directly or indirectly, by this

abominable business.

(4.) We have long thought that the social evils of intemperance
would alone justify a much more stringent law than that recently
enacted by several states. The family is a legal institution, and as
Buch ought to have the protection of the law^: and, in our opinion,
the state neglects its duty as often as it subjects this sacred institu-
tion to tlie cniel and bestial domination of the drunkard. What sight
is more common than that of a wife and children hurried into the
depths of wretchedness, if not into di-ath itself, by their natural pro-
tector—an intoxicated, infuriated husband? Now we contend that
as the family exists by authority of law, the law shoidd guard
its own creation, and not suffer it to be broken down bv the brutal
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conduct of any of the parties to the family compact. iNlust the

wife remain to be slaughtered, starved, disgraced, by her s-vvorn

protector? Must tender babes and prattling children be given up
to the brutal ravings, the deep poverty, the filthy, profane, besotted,

delirious presence and management of a drunken father? These
evils will readily be acknowledged to be great; but there are others

still more intolerable. We see not the full measure of the bhght

and curse which intemperance inflicts npon the family, till we view

the drunken father as the iraniediate agent of reproducing hi.s own
crimes in his own offspring; nay worse, for his children too fre-

quently not only inherit his impure, tainted blood and criminal

tendencies, but are doomed to idiocy. It is known that by f;ir tliC

greater part of the idiots born in this nation are the mifortunate

offspring of a drunken parentage. But it may be said these are

extreme cases, for which the traffic is no more responsible than the

marriage institution itself is responsible for occasional abuses. ^V'e.

of course, admit that even good things may sometimes be abu.-ed,

and that it would not be fair to make the liquor traffic suilcr tVir a

merely incidental outrage; but facts show, beyond all contradiction,

that what we have stated is the common result of the traffic, and

that any better condition of families participating in it is only an

exception to the general rule.

But apart from the family altogether, the social intercourse of the

world is poisoned and degraded by intemperance. Those who were

conversant with the social gatherings and public assemblies, other

than religious, twenty or thirty years ago, know well the dreadful

scenes enacted in consequence of the use of intoxicating liquors.

Then the means of intoxication Avere everywhere present, and their

constant use kept society infested with brawls and demon-like con-

flicts, such as must ever be unknown among a thoroughly temperate

people.

(5.) One of the strangest features of the traffic in spirituous

liquors is its legality, is' ot withstanding it has been for years a

f^ct, "known and read of all men," that the making and vending, as

well as the drinking of ardent spirits, tended directly to the irretrieva-

ble injury of the public in various ways, yet up to this hour, in a gi-cat

majority of the states, no prohibitory law has been enacted. We
cannot account for this neglect except by supposing appetite and

avarice combined to arrest the course of legislation. But we doubt

if even these could have induced such long forbearance, had it not

t>een for a lingering impression that the traffic was in some way
useful— if not wholly so, yet enough to screen it from instant

destruction.
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There arc two considerations—one relating to the excise law, and

the other to the traffic itself—which render a longer continuance

of the rum business ineffably ridiculous. All our excise law con-

templates is revenue : licenses are sold for money, and the money

thus obtained goes into the general fund for the maintenance of

government. A pittance is secured in this manner ; but what are

we to think of the rationality of government, when for every dollar

so obtained, at least a hundred, and perhaps a thousand dollars

must be expended in criminal trials, poor-houses, and pauper taxes,

damages to persons and property, and general losses to society V

What government can afford to raise money in this Avay? What
people can endure such taxation ? Yet this is only the better side

of the affair. Alcoholic beverages are unquestionably a powerful

incentive to crime ; and what right has the state to enact laws against

crime, and then furnish, or authorize to be furnished, an article that

shall induce innumerable violations of the law? Why legislate

against sin, and then instigate the practice of it by spreading a

crime-producing liquid through conmiunity"? This seems to be

either a shocking absurdity, or a refinement in cruelty. We main-

tain that consistency, not to say common decency of conduct,

requires that our law-makers should make drunkenness a valid plea

for all the wrong-doing to which it leads, or else withdraw their

sanction from the business of drunkard-making.

Such arc the incontestable evidences that a prohibitory law is

demanded by the jiublic good. We venture to affirm that no law

now on the statute-book of any state has been called for by a

stronger array of facts than we have presented here. Take what
other law we will, and if we inquire into the reasons for its enact-

ment, we shall fmd them neither more numerous nor more weighty
than those which demand the su^tprossion of the traffic in spirituous

liquors. The crime of murder is no exception ; for that impoverishes

no one, disgraces not its victim, propagates no baleful appetites, in-

flicts no guilt on the soul of the murdered man, plunders not the

goverament, and brutalizes not those whom it consigns to the tomb.
In all these respects ordinary murder is less a crime, and less re-

quires the interposition of law for its suppression, than the wretched
traffic in ([uestion. It follows, thorrfore, that we should have a pro-

hibitory liquor law, or else repeal all law, as none of our existing

laws have any pertinency if the reasons for this have not the

requisite force.

2. We have now to ascertain whether or not humcm authority is

competent to enact a prohi})itory liquor law. A law mi"-ht relate to

things not properly cognizable by man ; and indeed there has been.
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6rst and last, no small amount of legislation on topics which, from

their abstruse nature, lie beyond the j^rasp of finite power. Of this

character are laws which assume the rei^ulation of religious belief.

Hence toleration in matters of faith has proved not only the wiser

course, but the only course consistent with the existence of civil

government. All governments and political institutions that attempt

to force uniformity of creed, are no other than priestly tyrannies.

The reason is obvious enough: man is too ignorant of doctrim-s,

and of the capacities of the soul, to justify his enacting any laws

compelling uniformity. Without malignity pr carelessness, great

wrong might be done through the total incompetency of the law-

making power. There is also a class of things which, from tlicir

insignificance, as well as from the perfect manner in which they are

provided for by instinct, or by the natural poAvers of mankind, should

never be made the subjects of legal enactment. The mode of walk-

ing, the mode of eating and drinking, the kind of apparel, and the

place of residence, are instances in point. Now if this temperance

law were, for these or other reasons, placed beyond the supervision

of human government, it would be an idle display of authority; and

the least that could bo hoped from its enactment would be that it

might do no harm. But that it does not belong to either of the

above classes, and is not by any means excluded from the legitimate

province of legislation, is sufficiently evident. The traffic has always

been regulated by law. Those engaged in it have enjoyed the same

protection in person and property as other citizens : and the vending

of alcoholic beverages has long had the special care of government,

because of the revenue derived from it. We must, therefore, either

admit that the state has erred in presuming to tax the traffic, or else

acknowledge that the subject is entirely within the range of legisla-

tion. Yet this is not the only way in which the government has had to

do with the traffic. Debts for intoxicating liquors have been as col-

lectible as other debts, or if not it was no fau|t of the law. Ilail the

business been deemed contraband, and every sale worked a forfeiture

of the article sold, or a fine, or imprisonment, the result must have

remained the same, so far as oiu- argument is concerned ; for it would

have shown that the state had assumed to act in the premises. The

opponents of a prohibitory law cannot be permitted to shield them-

selves from a restrictive statute by going back of all former prece-

dents,—by denying at this late hour what they never dcnidi before,

namely, that the state has a right to grant license. If there is

wrong in bestowing political recognition upon the traffic, it is Avon-

derful that the wrong never was discovered Avhile the law contem-

plated only tolerance. It was not till prohibition became probable
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that the traflic was considered as lying beyond the rightful province

of civil law. This is suspicious, and reminds us strongly of the

Hudibrastic couplet :

—

" No rogue e'er folt the baiter draw,

AVith good opiniou of the law."

But conclusive as might bo the evidence drawn from immemorial

usage, we arc not obligod to depend upon it. Such is the character

of the traffic in question, that it not only may be, but inevitably must

be, in one form or another, the subject of legislation. It has to do

with the business, the government, and the preservation of society.

Nothing that enters largely into all these different interests can

avoid legislative interference. The fact or relation of citizenship

carries with it an inalienable right of protection; and when the

making, or vending, or using of spirituous liquors infringes upon

that right, the state is bound to interpose for the relief of the sufferer

and the fulfdment of its own obligations. Again, if the rum-traffic is

not such that it deserves to be treated as a nuisance, the state ought

to defend and foster it as it does other pursuits. Unless this aid

is extended to the business it cannot flourish, because people will

not invest their capital wiiere the collection of debts has not the

sanction of law.

iSot a single statute enacted by this or any other government is

more completely and indisputably within the customary limits of

legislative authority. The prohilntory law has to do with the very

interests that have occupied the attention of legislatures ever since

the enactment of laws was confided to such assemblies. We could

not legislate at all witii reference to civil order, if this class of sub-

jects was eliminated from the programme of legislative proceedings.

Milk might be saturated with arsenic, and meat might be putrid

with disease, but law could not abate the evil ; swindling and rob-

bery, violence and nmrder might obtain on every -hand, but there

would be none authorized to arrest these abuses. Such must be the

condition of things where the right to prohibit the manuHicture and
sale of alcoholic stimulants is denied.

We shall not be understood as saying that all laws enacted by the
legislature, Avhile acting strictly within its proper limits, are right,

and should be obeyed. Far from it. Authority is often perverted,
and legislative authority quite as often as anv other. The subject
may be right; but if the action of the law-making power is wrong,
such action is without authority. Legislatures must not only keep
within their sphere, but act properly in that sphere, or their rules

have no binding force.
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It is one thing to forbid the manufacture and sale of spirituous

liquors, and another to forbid the use of them 'svhcu made. ^Ve may
jirohibit the sale of diseased meat, but it would be superfluous to

jix-'S a law against eating such meat. The reason of this distinction

i< (juite obvious. Where the consequences of wrong-doing are

cliicily confined to him who does the wrong, it is needless to super-

u'Ul restrictive legislation, I'rovidence having made retribution so

immediate and effectual that human interposition, in the grave form

of law, is seldom requisite. The instinct of self-preservation is usu-

ally sufficient to prevent this species of crime. We do not enact

laws against suicide, nor against self-mutilation, for the simple reason

that nature abundantly teaches people not to commit these sins.

IVoper instruction is all that any sane individual can be supposed

to need in relation to such things. But the traffic in alcoholic bcv-

t-rag.'S does by no means belong to this class of wrongs. The evil

fffocts of the business are always pernicious to those engaged in it;

)ct the mischief in its aggregate passes over to others. The
manufacturer and the vender aie units, but their dealings are with

thousands. They camiot limit the disastrous consequences of their

lushicss to themselves, else the public might pass these offenders

hy, as it does those whose ofTeuces produce their first and most

disastrous effect on the immediate agent of the crime. Tried by the

standard we have now named, both the tippler and the drunkard

Jti.iy safely be left to other restraints than formal legislation.

They injure others, irretrievably, it is true, but not mitil themselves

lavi; fallen into the deepest misery and disgrace.

We, however, reach the source of intemperance so completely by

extirpating the traffic in spirituous liquors, that evils growing out of

the use of such liquors are cut off without specific enactment. If

the fountain fails, the stream must cease ; drunkenness cannot con-

linue when the means of drunkenness arc at an end. It is the traffic

^l"ne that makes drunkards; and hence, in this war against intem-

Ixrance, we need only bring law to bear on what law has always regu-

Litod—namely, manufactures and trade. The destructive character

*^»' thu business under consideration has been demonstrated to the

'^lisfaction of all impartial inquirers, and indeed is so obvious, that

'•'^in those engaged in it no longer attempt to justif}' themselves by

-i'l'caling to the consequences of what they do : their dependence is

' the law which authorizes their action. It is the traffic that kills,

^•'•'i there is no occasion for an experiment in legislation. Either

f;'-'Vcrnnients should not pretend to regulate trade, or they should

••'^ii.sh a commerce so directly subversive of the best interests of

*^-<--iety. Every legislative body to which the evils of intemperance
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are known ought instantly to define its position ; there is not the

slightest ground for hesitation or delay. If it be right to oppose

wrong, then it is right to prohibit the liquor traffic.

Tiiat the public good is the supreme law, has long been an estab-

lished principle of legislation in all . enlightened governments. A
maxim so fundamental cannot be called in question without destroy-

ing the entire basis of political in.stitutions. But as an inevitable

corollary from the above wo have this proposition,—That government

has a right to jirotoct not only itself, as some have said, but those

under its care. Hence the right to suppress a vicious traffic is, and

must ever be untiucstionod. The only ground of controversy lies

in a difference of opinion as to the nature of the business against

which legislative aid is invoked. In the present instance diversity

of opinion is out of the question, because the trade in alcoholic

beverages is fraught with evils too momentous to be overlooked by

any one, however careless or prejudiced. There remains, therefore,

no valid reason for an hour's delay; the law should be passed at

once, and b}' every law-making power on the globe.

So palpable is the evidence in favour of a stringent prohibitory liquor

law, that it is dlffi(;ult to reconcile any evasion of the question with a

decent regard to the public welfare. Procrastination looks like con-

sjiiracy. When not only widowhood and orphanage, but humanity

itself in oil its boundlessly varied conditions, implores the law. how

can the legislature withhold the boon, and yet be guiltless?

Were there any disposition to retaliate, or to go to extremes, a far

more effective statute might be demanded. This abominable traffic,

if judged by its effects, will be found to have a blacker character

than is at all common in the annals of human wickedness. A law

which should place the making and selling of intoxicating drinks

among felonies of the highest class, Avould not deserve to be

considered unduly severe. We send the counterfeiter and the thief

to the penitentiary, and their fate, however it may be regretted, is

not thought improjjerly severe; yet, on any just comparison of

offences, the crimes of these men will appear as mere peccadilloes

when contrasted Avith the diabolical outrages perpetrated by the

rum-traffic. 1'aking facts for a basis, a simple prohibition of the

nefarious business, backed by oidy such penalties as ajipcal to

pecuniary intero.-t rather than loss of character, must be rciiarded as

highly forbearing. We fear the eflbrt is too indulgent for success,

and that a sterner enactment will be required.

3. The third requisite in the case is complete applicability.

Legislation cannot well be wrong when it relates to man as man;

but class-legislation, or laws made for persons rather than charac-
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tors, arc almost inevitably corrupt. A rule of conduct not adapted

to the race is too circumscribed for the ends of justice and public

ordor. Laws that take hold of classes only, or that treat society as

if the institution of caste was in force, are not demanded by the

;;oncra1 good, nor can they be executed without tyranny. Such

laws are foisted upon the community by power simply ; that is to

say, they are an abuse of the legislative function. In conlirmation

of the position we have assumed it may be remarked :

—

(1.) That all law springs from want. The whole of civil polity,

however diversified in form, is but a creation dictated and made

necessary by the nature of man. He is a being whose consciousness

of individual weakness will always prompt him to form alliances, and

to environ himself with the safeguards of law. In a word, he cannot

dispense with government, so vital is it to his welfare ; but then it is

e(^ually requisite that government should be unpervertcd. Govern-

ment may be—indeed must be—a positive curse, if not restricted to

jifopcr limits.

{'!.) That such legislation as is dictated by human wants must have

the highest authority and the most perfect adaptation, since those

wonts are of God. and speak as from him. AV^hen the people feel

diat their necessities require a given enactment, speculation is at an

end; the success cf such a law is not problematical. A statute that

meets the Avnnts of all has every claim that can belong to law.

(?,.) That no law can be superfluous or mischievous if carefully

adjusted to society as a whole. As our wants are the origin of law,

so are they the rule of legislation and the guaranty of success.

Now, prohibition is grounded on a common necessity; the demand

is as universal as the susceptibility to injury from intemperance. It

i<, therefore, not in any sense a special enactment. It is no inno-

v^ition, no experiment. Substantially it is altogether common-place

:

and would be so considered by every people who cultivate the love

of virtue, were it not for the lingering hallucination of former years.

The traffic was once esteemed a blessing, and honest men pursued

it luider this erroneous impression ; but the error has been detected,

and such as are disposed to know the truth cannot liiil of being

^"oiiviuced that both justice and humanity imperatively require the

^•usino.^s to be abandoned. Honest men can no longer engage in

•^"eli a work, or countenance it in any shape. If the trallie vas pro-

hictive of no other evil to the consumer than the mere loss of his

money, all upright minds would scorn it,—they would abhor to tako

»n'>ney in exchange for a wortldess commodity ; but how niueli more

-'•horred and detested nmst the traffic be, when the article sold is

understood not to liavc even the negative virtue of harmlcssncss,
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but to carry devastation aad death to a vast majority of all who use

it I It is utterly impossible that any community should sanction a

business of this kind unless ignorant of its true character; the

instinct of self-preservation ^vould guard them effectually against

such a practical enormity. Whore any law exists, it must take

bold of so palpable a violation of all rectitude as the traffic in alco-

holic liquors is known to be by those who do not guiltily shut thoir

eyes to the light. And were it not for custom, which has neutral-

ized, in a great measure, the tendency to make general laws available

for specific purposes, we should hardly need any further legislation

on the subject. All laws against crime are, in fact, laws against

the manufacture and sale of intoxicating drinks. Men engaged in

this business might with propriety be arrested under any statute

protective of the rights of society. Their busine.'^s is a war against

society in every conceivable form, and to the utmost extent that vice

can prey upon virtue. There are crimes, or rather forms of crime,

so monstrous as not to be named in legislation. Take, for instance,

the murder of near relations—parricide, matricide, fratricide. Kone
of these arc specifically forbidden by our laws, for the reason that

their very enonnity makes it self-evident that they could not be

tolerated among a J)eople abhorrent of homicide in all its forms.

If, therefore, wc enact a law against swindling or murder, and apply

that law rigorously to the man who simply cheats or kills, it is a

mockery of all justice if we do not also apply the law to him who
not only cheats and kills, but degrades and pollutes the soul of his

victim.

The prohibitory legislation now called for is only a provision

dictated by that instinctive desire for safety which is common to

human nature. It is only such a protection as originates necessarily

in every government where the wants of humanity are consulted

rather than insatiable avarice and brutal ap])etites. 2so legislation

not wickedly circumscribed can possibly spare a traffic the etiects of

which are so unmistakably pernicious. The hazard, if any there be,

is not in legislating against it, but in delaying to act. A prohibitory

law cannot be enacted too soon.

The course of reasoning which we have pursued makes it unnec-
essary to appeal to autliority in support of the argument; but were
there occasion for aid of this kind, it is at hand, and the enemies of

reform must acknowledge that it is of the most decisive character.

The general right of government to prohibit such uses of property as

would create nuisances, and to restrain all demoralizing and injurious

pursuits, is a conceded fact, ^'o jurist of respectability would haz;ird
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his reputation by denying a truth so entirely self-evident ; but not-

withstunding this admitted principle some have held that prohibition

would conflict -with the federal government, to ^vhich the right of

regulating commerce belongs. This question, however, was set at

re:jt long ago, by the men whose duty it is to determine such points.

Suuie years since a suit was brought into the Supreme Court of the

I'nited States, to test the constitutionality of prohibitory laws passed

by several of the states. These laws -were far less im[iortant than

the Maine Law, though they had the same general object in view,

and were stringent enougli to embarrass commerce somewhat. In

giving his decision Chief Justice Taney said:

—

"If any state deems tlie retail and internal traffic in ardent splrit-i

injurious to its citizens, and calculated to produce idleness, vice, or dckiudi-
cry, I sec nothing in the Constitution of tlic United States to prevent it fmui
R'giilating or restraining the traffic, or from prohibiting it altogether, if it thinlis

prt)per."

The other justices of the court fully concurred with this opinion,

and expressed themselves in language equally plain. Justice Catron

said :—

" If the state has the power of restraint by license to any extent, she lu3

the discretionary power to judge of its limits, and may go to the length of pro-

hibiting sales altogether/'

Said Justice Grier :

—

'• It is not necessary to array the appalling statistics of misery, pauperism.

and crime, wliicli have their origin in the use and ahusc of ardent spirit<.

The police jiower, which is exclusively in the state, is alom; competent to the

Correction of these great evils; and'aU incafurcs of n.-iraint or prohibition

r.ecessari/ to effect that purjjosc, are irithin the scope of that authorili/."

The entire constitutionality of the law is thus placed beyond a

doubt, if the highest legal authority in the land is capable of decid-

i'lg the question. But with most who are enlisted in the temperance

Cause the sanction of a still higher authority is requisite. They are

governed by the law of God, and cannot stoop to a wicked tniflic.

I'Or f:!il to seek its extirpation, whatever maybe the estimate placed

^'pon it by human jurists. We have not thought it best to bring

t>ut, in this article, the strong reasons which the Bible presents

a.zaijist intemperance, and in favour of its prohibition by the civil law.

The occasion does not demand it. Those reasons, moreover, have

t'l'^ir appropriate bearing elsewhere. We surely can find good cause

f'T removing nuisances, arresting pickpockets, confining the dangor-

O'ls, and protecting the exposed, without appealing to the Scriptn/' -.

Common-sense, apart from revelation, is fully equal to these iumi-
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ble services in behalf of humanity. Religious considerations are

pertinent when the ^\ork to be done is a little elevated above the

dust.

We had intended to meet some of the objections usually urged

against a prohibitory law, but our limits will not permit; nor, on

further reflection, do those objections seem to merit a formal answer.

He that reasons in favour of vice from the difliculties of virtue, must

be aware that he saps the foundation of all morals, for every virtue

has its difliculties. We can hardly conceive how the most studied

contempt for moral excellence could find a stronger expression than

in the language of objectors to this law. It is characterized as " arbi-

trary—based on falsehood—antagonistic to commerce—destructive

to agriculture—invading the right of property—opposed to the Bible

—impracticable." Now there is no law, human or divine, but what

may be objected to on the most or all of these grounds ; and would

be, by wicked men, were it not that such objections avail nothing.

Our law against murder is quite arbitrary, interfering at times

essentially^ with personal liberty; the law against nuisances is de-

cidedly antagonistic to all commerce in nuisances, and destructive

to agriculture in so far as it supplies any materials for the manufac-

ture of nuisances ; the law against trespass is a serious invasion of

the right of property, and so also is that compelling the payment of

debts ; the law against bigamy is clearly opposed to the IJible, for not

only was a plurality of wives permitted, but in certain cases it was

positively enjoined, as appears from Dent, xxi, 10-14; and more

particularly Deut. xxv, 5. Our laws of every kind against crime

have been found impracticable at some times and in some places.

They either could not be enforced at all, or only to a limited extent.

Infractions are always occurring, and neutralizing influences are per-

petually at work. And what is more, the laws of God, which none

will accuse of being needless rcfinenients in legislation, or an injudi-

cious exercise of power, are subject to precisely the same contingency;

they arc, in fact, even more contemned and disregarded than human
laws. It follows, therefore, that the non-enforcement of a law is no

reason why the law should not exist, though it may be a very suffi-

cient reason for devising better executive measures.
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Art. VI.—a THEODICY.

J Theodicy ; or. Vindication 0/ the Divine Glory, as manifested in the Conftituticnx

and Government 0/ the Moral World. By Aleeut Taylor Dledsof., Professor,

4c., in the University of Mississippi. New-York: Carlton & rinllips. 1853.

Hlre we have a goodlj volume of three hundred and sixty-five

jia;;cs, octavo,—well bound, of fine paper, with broad niar;^in3,

large and clear type, and leaded,—just such a specimen of book-

making as almost tempts one to read for the pleasure of the exercise,

and to continue reading till weariness denies him further pleasure.

Blessings upon the men that make such books ; and happy are the

authors— " so far forth "—whom they introduce to the public ; and

happy are the readers that have only such books to read. Cut the

reviewer's business is with the contents of the volume rather than

its dress; though, very possibly, even his proverbial acerbity may
be mitigated by these things ; for if " good looks buy nothing in the

market," they sometimes avail somewhat in a court of justice; and

why may they not at the bar of public criticism ?

Tiic favourable impressions thus begun are deepened by the style

of the composition, which is pure, plain, and forcible English, at once

natural and easily understood. As subjects of the kind here discussed

arc rather out of the usual range of thought and conversation, it is

sumctimes supposed that any verbal statement of their propo-sitious

must seem harsh, and difficult to be understood by the unpractised

reader; but we confess that the perusal of this volume has shaken

our former opinion, that the abstrusities of mctaph3'sics are inherent,

and not merely incidental ; and has half-inclined us to charge such

writers as Kant, and Coleridge, and even good Dishop Butler, with

darkening the themes they attempted to illustrate by a jargon of hard

words and crabbed sentences. ^Ve have no doubt the reader will

concur with us in the desire that all our metaphysics may be done

into good plain English ; nor would we object to their being garnished

^'ith the more modest flowers of rhetoric,—a thing which la here

seen as a fact, and therefore proved to be a possibility.

The author's conduct of the argument is also highly commendable.
It is rather remarkable, that upon the abstruse questions of meta-

r'O'^'t'"', ^vhere the clearest intellects see only diml}*, we often find

men dogmatizing the most confidently, and showing themselves the

»no8t Intolerant of dissent. Among the objectionable practices of

such combatants is that of deducing some odious and ridiculous
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result from a -writer's premises, and then holding him responsible for

such inferences. Though ^Yc cannot entirely exempt this -writer

from the ccusuro here implied, yet we may say that it applies to him

only in a modified degree, lie very generally treats his antagonists

respectfully, even while he assails their positions -with all the force

of his logic. AVith equal taste and judgment, after adducing his

arguments, he usually submits his cause -without proclaiming his

triumphs, real or imaginary, Avith a flourish of large -words and

strong assertions. The earuescnoss of the debate ceases to be

offensive when it is seen to be both honest and courteous.

The subject of the volume is comprehensively stated on the title-

page,—a transcript of which stands at the head of this paper; and

tlic work itself is an earnest, thorough, and fearless discussion of the

profound and often perplexing theme of the moral government of the

-world: and iPwc arc compelled to confess that the writer has not

wholly avoided the errors into which his predecessors have fallen, we

ma}- also claim that he has disturbed the repose of many prescrip-

tive errors, and demonstrated some highly important truths. One
could scarcely expect that an original and independent thinker, who,

after seizing upon certain leading truths, sets out to frame a system

agreeable to tiicir requirements, would construct the whole of the

same chosen and tried materials. It is not pretended that no part

of this treatise is made up of imperfectly considered matter, though

it bears indisputable evidence that it lias cost its author whole years

of thought and earnest intellectual endeavour.

The author of this volume has not been hitherto Avholly unknown
as a writer, having some time since scut forth a treatise covering a

part of the more general subject which he here discusses. By all

who know that work it will be expected that this attempt to harmo-

nize the various and often apparently variant elements of the subject

taken in hand, will not proceed according to the method of Edwards
and the necessitarians. The further fact that this volume bears

the imprint of tlic principal Arminian publishing house of the coun-

try, may lead some to suspect that it is but a restatement, in a new
fonn perhaps, of that side of the interminable controversy of the

"Five Points." Such a conclusion, however, would be not only

premature, but unjust to both the author and the publishers; for

while he holds himself quite independent of all previous systems.
Vi'hcther theological or philosophical, the publishers are not to be

held accountable for the opinions he advances. As to the author's

antecedents, so far as they have any bearing on the subjects he dis-

cusses, he lias sufficiently informed us in the Intmdiiction. At
first he was more an Arminian than a Calvinist though his views
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wore yet too crude and imperfect to constitute a self-consistent sys-

tem. But even then he -was without any strong prejudice against

the system he least favoured ; and with his advancing experience he

vas so much gratified with the personal piety of tlic Calvinists, and

ik-hghted with "the great masterpieces of reasoning which Calvinism

has furnished," that he at length embraced it as the truth. Still

his mind was not at ease, as there still remained unexplained diffi-

culties in his chosen system, which, after occasioning long and pain-

ful struggles of thought and feeling, resulted in the rejection of the

system as a whole, and the adoption of an opposite one,—thougli not

altogether that of its former opponents. These things, he thinks,

have been specially favourable to a successful prosecution of the

S|»eculations to which this volume is devoted,—an opinion in which

wc do not fully coincide.

A condensed analysis of the work will best set the subject before

the reader. Two great truths are recognised and conceded through-

out—to wit, God's absolute perfection, and the existence of evil

:

and to show the harmony of these two truths is the purpose of the

work. Evil exists under two principal forms,—moral evil, or sin

;

and physical evil, or suffering. This distribution is earned into the

plan of the book, which consists of two " Parts," devoted severally

to the discussion of these two departments of the subject; and these,

with an " Introduction," maintaining the practicability of the object

taken in hand, and a " Conclusion," consisting of a summary of the

preceding arguments, make up the volume. Part first is distributed

into seven chapters, severally discussing these propositions, namely

:

1. "The scheme of necessity denies that man is responsible for the

existence of sin ;" 2. It " makes God the author of sin ;" 3. It

"denies the reality of moral distinctions;" 4. "The moral world

not constituted according to the scheme of necessity;" 5. " The_

r»-lation between the human will and the divine agency;" G. "The

existence of moral evil, or sin, reconciled with the holiness of God;"

and 7. " Objections considered." The second " Part" has five chap-

ters, severally entitled: 1. "God desires and seeks the salvation of

''h men;" 2.'" Natural evil, or suffering, and especially the suffering

<'f infants, reconciled with the goodness of God;" 3. " The sufferings

t-f Christ reconciled with the goodness of God ;" 4. " The eternal

punishment of the wicked reconciled," v.tc. ; 5. " The dispensations

^-f the divine favours reconciled," &c. These chapters arc sub-

*^i\'ided into sections, each devoted to some specific but subordiuate

proposition, tending to prove or illustrate in detail the more general

"^no to which the chapter is devoted. An inspection of this sum-

*^»ry. vre think, will not fail to convince the reader of the excellence

l^'ouRTu Series. Vol. VJ.—17
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of the plan of the work. As a whole it is simple, yet comprehen-

sive; its divisions are natural, and its classification philosophical;

thus securing all necessary fulness, with much conciseness and com-

pactness of structure. It will also be seen, from the subjects of the

several chapters, that the autbur shuns no questions on account of

their intricacy, and that his discussions relate to some of the most

profound themes that ever engaged the human reason. How he

succeeds in his bold attempts will appear in the sequel.

The question of " the possibility of a Theodicy" arises naturally

at the commencement of such a treatise. This subject is happily

stated in the introductory paragraph, agreeably to the author's view

ofit:—

" How, under the govornnicnt of aa infinitely perfect Being, evil could have
proceeded from a creature of his own, has ever been regarded as the great

difliculty pcrtiiiiiirin to the intellectual system of the universe. It has never
cca*ed to puz/lt- and perjilr.v the human mind. Indeed, so great and so obstinate

has it seemed, that it is usually supjiosed to lie beyond the reach of the human
faculties. We shall, howi;ver, examine the grounds of this opinion before we
exchange tlic bright illusions of hope, if such indeed they be, for the gloomy
forebodings of dc.^i»air."—1'. 11.

He confesses that all his predecessors in the same enterprise have

failed ; that J"*hto attempted to solve the mystery, and was unsuc-

cessful ; that Ijcibnitz exercised his unequalled powers upon it, but

left his "Essats de 'J'hcodicce" only a fruitless essay; and that

Calvin, Descartes, and Edwards, each tried his powers upon the

diliicuit tlicine, and loft it as dark as ho found it. Still he thinks

there is ground to hope for success, since "the cause of their failure

may be traced to the en-ors of their own systems, and not to the

inherent difiiculties of the subject." The true theory of the physical

universe was not discovered till after many ineffectual efforts had been

,made ; and this he conceives is an analogous case. The analogy.

however, is very imperfect ; for were we certain that that great prob-

lem is indeed solved,—which is very doubtful,-—still the unlikencss

of the modes of inquiry, and the utter dissimilarity of the subjects,

preclude the idea of a close analogy. Natural science is inductive,

and therefore accretive; theology is traditional, and so admits of no

augmentation : and a theodicy is so completely dependent on the-

ology—that is, on the direct teachings of God's word—that wherever

the word of God is, there are at least the elements of all the theodicy

within the compass of human reason. The subject of the first chap-

ter of Tart first is subhtantiiilly the same that has agitated and

divided the Christian world ever since the times of Augustine and

Pelagius. The chief objection against the scheme of necessity, as it

"was involved in the theological system of Augustine—called Calvinism
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fincc the Reformation—has ever been, that it exonerates men from

all just responsibility for their actions. Men intuitively associate

tKnver and responsibility in the relations of prevenient condition

aii<l necessary consequence: the separation of these is the very

essence of tyrann}-, and therefore cannot be supposed to exist in the

divine government. And since the scheme of necessity denies that

iiion have really any power of action, it must also remove from them

iho rcsponsibihty of which such power is the necessary condition.

These elementary truths are conceded by the advocates of the

scheme under notice, some of whom admit the inference and deny

the existence of responsibility in man ; while others endeavour so to

modify the scheme as to make it consistent with such a degree of

|)Ower as may carry with it a just responsibility. With the fonner

wo have nothing to do at present, since they concede all that is here

attempted to be proved, and their positions come under notice in

another place ; the coexistence of an absolute and universally efficient

providence, and human responsibility, is the problem here discussed.

In ihc original Pelagian controvers}'^ the philosophical aspects of this

question were but little regarded, and the freedom of the will was sim-

ply affirmed and denied as a theological tenet. The lleformers were

more pliilosophical ; and both Luther and Calvin acknowledge the

original freedom of the human will ; but contend that this was among
the things forfeited by Adam in his federal character, at the fall.

Still they concede a kind of freedom to the will of man in his fallen

estate, which they jnakc the ground of a personal responsibility,

—

that is, the absence of all external compulsions, leaving the will free

to act out its own volitions, though these are determined with abso-

I'.ito certainty by the native bent of the soul. JNor is the scheme

the flimsy and absurd thing that some have taken it to be. That

our volitions are free in their action is a matter of personal con-

sciousness
; and it is universally granted. But in many cases both

fre-i-dom and necessity may be predicated of the same tiling in dif-

ferent relations. A man may be said to be free to go out of his

o^^ n house and walk abroad, if the doors are open and there be none

to hinder him ; but he is not free to do so if he is prostrated by

*:ekness. He is free as to his external circumst<ances, but not free

^v reason of his personal condition. But real freedom, such as

'^••"v entail a just responsibility, must be more than relative,—it im-

r'-^'^ the absence of all and every form of restraint, whether actual

'^ I'rivative. If, then, we grant that the will is free because ite

^tjlitions are not compelled by anything beyond itself, but is etiec-

tuvHy determined by its own depraved instincts to the evil and

"ft-i^inst the good, its freedom is only relative and not real. But, say
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the advocates of this scheme, if the soul is so cfiFectually inclined to

evil that it has nopov,-er even to choose the good, that depravity itself

is its great fault ; for surely that state of the soul -which enslaves it

to sin cannot excuse the sins to \vliich it gives being. The holy law

of God condemns " all unrighteousness," v\-hcther manifested as the

attribute of a person or of an action ; and in relation to persons it

predicates guilt of all, of ^vhom the divine kno^uledge first predicates

"unrighteousness." This objection to the scheme of necessity ap-

pears, therefore, to be not '^vcll founded ; and further, if it proves

anything, it proves too much. For if the fact that the vill is neces-

sitated by its own moral tendencies removes all moral properties

from its volitions, then are lost spirits no longer responsible agents

;

nor is there any moral Avorth in the Avorship of a seraph, or the love

and gratitude of a glorified saint,—since all their acts are thus neces-

sitated.

It is no difilcult matter for the Augustinian thus to overthrow his

Pelagian antagonist ; but -when he has done this he is as far as ever

from the end of his troubles. His fortress may be impregnable from

without, and yet it is untenable. If we grant that the heart is thus

depraved and the will enslaved ; and that the depraved volitions of

such a being arc really unholy, and therefore objects of God's dis-

pleasure, the question will still force itself upon the mind as to the

proper location of the responsibiUty for this state of things. To
escape the force of this objection the Ileformers, and their suc-

ceesors in the faith, endeavour to cover themselves under the

hypothesis of a real existence of all the individuals of the human
race in Adam ; or such a representation in him, that while to him
personally was given the power by virtue of which human respon-

sibility is justified, the consef[uenccs of his abuse of that power have

come upon his posterity. AVe shall not delay to examine this strange

position, which has been a thousand times set in its true light. A
qualified representation of mankind in Adam is not denied, and a

modified responsibility for his actions is also conceded ; but we can-

not but think that these extreme views of the case are favoured only

because they seem to afford relief from greater difficulties. IS' or does

this reach the whole of the difficulty ; since the scheme includes

Adam's acts in its iron bands, as well as those of his posterity, and
so removes the responsibility from the whole race together. If,*there-

fore, as is granted on all hands, freedom is an essential condition of

responsibility ; and if, as is claimed, all human volitions and actions

are really necessary, though relatively iVee, then is man not " respon-

sible for the existence of sin."

So long as the advocates of the scheme of necessity maintained
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their system in its integrity, and adopted ^vith it its logical con-

goqucnces, it "was at least a self-consistent Avholc. The fatalists—the

only rigidly consistent necessitarians—used it to annihilate all re-

sponsibility, and to efface the distinctions between right and wrong.

The hardy Keformers employed it to explain the method of grace

according to their system of adamantine predestination. Eut
modern Calvinists, finding the stronghold of the Reformers unten-

able, have conceded the freedom of the individual will as the ground

of his responsibility. But as they go no further than their prede-

cessors have gone in this matter, they only attempt to cover a ditii-

culty in the confusion of a false logic. We have already seen tho

insufficiency of this merely relative freedom, as a ground of respon-

sibility, and therefore those seeming concessions amount to nothing.

A freedom that shall devolve responsibility upon its subject must be

real as well as relative—positive as well as negative; since the

method of restraint is not the matter in question, but the fact itself.

,

3]ut this freedom of the will is as stoutly denied by Edwards, and by

all consistent Calvinists, as by llobbes or Spinoza. These last indeed

were the better practical logicians ; but they maintained their logic

at the ex]iense of all virtue and moral excellence; while the mighty

energies of the great metaphysician of New-England were taxed to

their utmost in the vain attempt to reconcile a real responsibility

with only a relative freedom of the will.

Wc fail entirely to discover any advantage in the scheme of

necessity, as it has been modified, over that which it had as it came

from the hands of Calvin and his fellow-reformers,—who indeed

recognise that degree of freedom in man, but speak of it as merely

a shadow of real liberty without any of its real value. If the voli-

tions arc determined by some cause over which the will has no con-

trol, what does it avail to say that the will acts freely in obedience

to that cause ? At best the will is only the instrument by which the

disposing cause operates, and its volitions beloiig to the will only

as the work belongs to the instrument : and surely an instrument is

not in equity a responsible agent. To this objection, though a vast

amount of learned labour has been devoted to its examination, no

satisfactory answer has been given; and it may now be safely

assumed that none is possible. At this point the most effective

as.^aults have been made upon the necessitarian system. In a

purely logical discussion of the subject, conducted agreeably to the

i'- lid- material psychology that leavens our English literature, it

ujight be difficult to overthrow the scheme of necessity as set furth

and defended by the mighty genius of Edwards. To appeal to the

consciousness against it avails nothing; for that S3'stem asserts the
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freedom of the vrill so far as that can be an object of consciousness

:

the effectual motives, we are told, impinge upon the ^vill at a point

beyond the mind's range of perceptions. And -vvho can say this is

not the case? True, a better psychology shows the baselessness of

this whole scheme; and were it properly inaugurated, it would

speedily and forever finish this interminable controversy, with its

misty metaphysics, by recognising the self-active powers of the

will, which spurn all foreign interference with the disposition of its

volitions. But even under all the disadvantages to the cause of

truth growing out of the old psychology, the citadel of error is un-

tenable.

Let it be granted that all the volitions are necessarily determined

by predetermined causes, Avhich act upon the passive will to produce

its volitions, and by the same law of necessity result in actions. In

this way one finds himself inclined to piety and devotion, and an-

other to sensual pleasures and vicious pursuits : each necessarily

—

though without resistance, for he can make none—performs the work

assigned him to do; or rather each becomes the passive agent of a

secret power that works by him as that power directs. And where,

then, rests the responsibility in the case?—upon the passive agents,

or upon llim who controlled them in their actions by the secret

" counsels of his own will ?" If it is absurd and monstrous to

charge this iniquity to God,—as we confess it is,—then, since the

reasoning by which this conclusion is reached is unimpeachable.

we arc compelled to believe that the premises upon Avhich the whole

system is built arc filse.

In the second chapter the author undertakes to show that " the

scheme of necessity makes God the author of sin." This indeed

is clearly implied in the argmnent of the first chapter; for if man's

responsibility for his actions is removed because they are necessitated,

that responsibility is carried back to its necessitating cause, which is

God,—and therefore if there is sin in the action or volition, God
must be its author. Isor has tiiis tendency of the scheme escaped

the notice of its advocates, the more unscrupulous of whom have
used it to prove the unreality of moral distinctions, Avhile others

have vainly struggled to avoid so terrible and yet obvious an infer-

ence. The earlier Reformers, however, were not careful to evade
this conclusion. Melancthon employed it as an argument to prove
the absolute bondage of the human will ; and Calvin is quite impatient
toward those who iiesitate to accept the most extreme results of the

doctrine of absolute predestination. In one sense, indeed, Calvin
held that God could not be the author of sin ; that is, that it is

impossible for a being of essential holiness to originate unholiness
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or sin. This, however, is only a necessary constitutional want of

adaptation arising from his absolute moral purity, hut it indicates

no disapprobation of sin. Accordingly, when in his sovereign good

pleasure he determined that man, who was made in his own moral

image, should become depraved and fallen, he employed Satan to

effect that purpose.

But Calvin was too good a reasoner to fail to perceive that in

such a case, though Satan was the agent, God himseU' was the prin-

cipal, or the procuring cause. If the reader should suspect that

those statements are too broad, we would refer him to Calvin's

Institutes for our justification ; and the marginal references in the

volume under notice will aid him in finding the right places. I'ut

the offensiveness of this conclusion is not all that may be urged

against it. At this point Professor Bledsoe well observes :

—

"If Cahnn's doctrine be true, God is not the author of sin, ina.'imuoh a." he

made man pure and upright; but yet, by the same power which created liira,

ha3 he plunged him into sin and misery. Now, if tlie creation of man wii!> a

sinful nature be inconsistent witli the infinite purity of GM, will it not \>r dif-

ficult to reconcile with that purity the production of sin in man, after his crea-

tion, by an act of the divine omnipotence?"—P. yO.

Calvin's great purpose seems to be to exalt the divine sovereignty

to the most absolute degree; and in doing this he appears almost

wholly reckless of all else. So jealous is he on this point that he

cannot hear a word of any such freedom of man's will as can, in any

sense, remove him beyond the immediate direction of the divine

omnipotence in any act or thought of his life. And yet to escape

the other horn of the dilemma into which he had brought himself, he

is compelled to award to Satan, in his fall, that very freedom which

he denies to man as wholly incompatible with the sovereigntv of

God.

We must pass very rapidly over the author's strictures on the

attempts of Leibnitz to escape the results of the scheme of neces.-ity,

especially that part of it which seems to make God the author of sin.

Leibnitz was a realist, and by applying that fanciful system to this

subject he educed the existence of evil from the e?sential nature of

things ; which, though brought into actual being by a wise and in-

finitely holy architect, have nevertheless brought with them their

original perversities, from which arise moral depravity and actual

sin. In this way it is shown, that though sin is an inevitable neces-

sity in human character and actions, yet God is not its author, since

its origin is seen to be, not in the divine volitions, but in the ctornal

nature of things. He ought, however, to have informed us why iliese

perverse abstract forms, which m their development have been the
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occasion of so much actual harm, were not permitted to remain in

their harmless state of abstraction.

But upon this topic, as upon most others, Edwards's scheme for

avoiding the difficulty in question occupies the largest share of the

author's attention. That subtle and acute metaphysician saw very

clearly the whole subject, and grappled vigorously with its difficul-

ties. Ilcre we may again avail ourselves of the comprehensive and

concise language of our author:

—

" According to the sy.>tcni of KJwanls, as ^^•clI as that of his opponent?, sin

•would not have been comniittcl unless it were permitted by God. But in the

scheme of Edwards, the a_irenfy cf God bears a more intimate relation to the

origin and e.vi.stcnce of sin than is implied by a bare permission of it. ' God,'

says he, 'di.-posfs the state of events in such a manner, tor •svise, holy, and most

excellent ends and purpo-rs, tliat sin, if it be jiennitted, or not hindered, will

most certainly and infallildy follow.' And this occurrence of sin, in conse-

quence of his disjiosinG; and ordcrino; events, enters into his design. For
Edwards truly says, that 'if Go<I disposes all events:, so that the intallible

existence of the events is decided by his providence, then, doubtless, he thus

orders and dm-icies tilings Inu'i-inrjUj and on tlcsir/n. God does not do what he
does, nor order what he onlers. accidentally and unawares, either t-i'lout or

beside his intention.' . . . Xow here the question arises, Is this doctrine con-

sistent with the character of God ? Is it not repugnant to his intinite holiness ?

We affirm that it is; Edwards declares that it is not."—Pp. 98, 99.

All these objections, however, are anticipated and discussed by

that great metaphysician, und his various positions fortified by ar-

guments which we may presume were satisfactory to himself, what-

ever may be the case with others. It should be remembered that in

all his discussions of the divine efficiency in human actions, he con-

stantly assumes the existence of sin in the world. His scheme,

therefore, cannot avail to elucidate the origin of evil, but only to

explain the modes of the divine administration in relation to it as a

fact in the dominions of the Ahniglity. That sin exists cannot be

denied ; and if one philosophizes on the subject at all, he must either

conclude that it exists by God's permission while he might have

prevented it, or else against his will, because he cotild not hinder it.

Of these formidable alternatives Edwards cliose the former; and we

regret to huve to add. Professor ])ledsoe chooses the latter. For our

own part, we are compelled to believe that upon this stibject all

philosophy is at fault. That evil exists in the world we knovr, and

that the divine perfections are absolute and infinite we stea'lfastly

believe ; the relation of these two great truths to each other we do

not pretend to explain. Here reason fails ; and we confidently com-

mit the whole subject to the divine direction with implicit and cheer-

ful faith. The question of the origin of evil is an abyss in which

the most profound intellects are as completely beyond their depths
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xs the most shallow. Faith iiavi;^atcs this abyss, while reason

is submerged in attempting to ford it.

Leaving out of the account the whole question of the origin of evil,

nnd recognising its actual existence, the scheme of Edwards is

c.ipablc of at least a plausible defence, as to its merely theoretical

aspect. Here the distinction between sin in its essential being,

and sinful acts, must be clearly noted. To bring sin into being is

to become its autlior; and this is not, by that systi-iti, in it.- applica-

tion to human aflairs, charged to God: but so to dispose of things

th.it sin already existing shall be developed in actions is quite another

thing. Hence, we are told that the divine providence may so dis-

pose aflfairs as cortainl}' to educe the pjraise of God from "the ^vrath

of man," without making him the author of sin, or involving him in

any criminal complicity with it; and that whatever of human deprav-

ity is not so overruled, is restrained. It is possible that this kind

of hair-splitting may satisfy some minds; but we confess that we
End no pleasure in it. It is timo thnt human reason had learned

its own weakness, and consented to confess there are many very

plain and incontrovertible truths in the divine dispensations which

it can neither gainsay nor comprehend. Had Edwards gone no

fm-ther than to maintain the reality of the divine providence, he had

done well; but after- doing this he proceeds to bring tliis great and

inscnitablc mystery within the limits of his own attenuated meta-

physics ; and by doing this he has exposed his whole syttem to the

most serious assaults. He assures us that when God incites and

employs in his service the sinful propensities of men or devils, their

vorks are not sinful as to himself, because they are so incited and

employed for wise and holy purposes. To this—though it must

he confessed that it looks very much like making the end sanctify

the means—one might assent if it were carefully guarded against

any possible invasion of men's real free agency ; but that is Just

v.-hat, of set purpose, is not done. The necessary inference, then,

must be—and this is the infercTice drawn by the more unscrupulous

necessitarians—that after all sin is no great evil, since it is often use-

fully employed, and its excesses are eflectually guarded against by
the sovereign providence of the Almighty. This view of the case

is vividly exhibited in the following paragi'aph, which is worth a

Volume of mere speculations on abstractions :

—

• "If the philosophy of Etlwanls be tnie, no eood reason can be
a "i.^ncd Avhy iiu'ii i^houlil restrain tlicniselves from the oomuii.viion ot'sin ;

l-r,

•^n_ tliinrrs consickTod. God prefers tlie slii which actually exi-.ts, and infalliMy

'•rlnjr* it to pass. He pirfcrs it on account of the great irood lio int.-nd;» to

dure from it. "Why tlieu should we not also prefer its oxistcnoo ? 'jfl is

*^'Teroign; he will permit no more sin than he cau and will render subservient
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to the highest good of tlic univcrsi! ; and so much as is for the highest good he
will bring into existence. W'liy llioa sliould we give ourselves any concern

about the matter? Why should wii tear that there may be loo much sin in the

world, or why should we blame other men for their crimes and ofl'ences?"

—

P. 104.

It seems, then, after all our concessions, in which very probably

some of our readers wjll think wa have overdone the matter, that

this scheme—by ascribing to God'.s providence an absolute and uni-

versal efficiency in human affairs, and follorcing this into its logical

consequences—makes God the author of sin, and so efiectually defeats

itself

The third chapter charp^cs the scheme of necessity -^'itli denying

the reality of moral distinctions, and discusses that point with much
force and earnestness. Of the soundness of the charge we have no

doubt, and onl}' wonder that any who have examined the subject

shoukl have failed to sec this, whicli probably would not have been

the case had not thoir ]>orcoptions been obscurcdby their preposses-

sions. iS'or has this tendency of the scheme been denied by all

its advocates. It i.s well known that Spinoza, and the fatalists

generally, use this scheme to prove the illusory character of all

moral distinctions. Still we are not prepared to join in the praise

of the suj)erinr loiiic of that class of sophists, since the conclusion

to which they come is a very obvious one; and the readiness with

which they pjasp it indicates rather a want of renrard for morality

than an unu.sual degree of mental acumen. Like their predecessors,

the ancient »Stoics, these fatalists employ their doctrines chiefly to

give license to their own lusts, and to break the restraints of virtue

by proving it to be a mere phantom of the imagination. These are

the anarchists of the moral world, who would prostrate all law that

they may revel without restraint among the moral and social desola-

tions. Logicians they may be, but of that class, however, who assume

their premises without proof and then persist in following out their

conclusions regardless of their absurdities. The only good use that

can be made of them, is to sot them up as beacons to warn others of

the dangerous nature of the system by which they have been ship-

wrecked.

Much the larger portion of this chapter is occupied with an

examination of Kdwards's scheme for reconciling the doctrine

of necessity with the reality of virtue and vice,—or of the moral

distinctions denominated good and bad. ]Jut Avhilc the author

succeeds very well in placing his antagonist in a disadvantageous

position—and in opposition to his own positions in other instances

—he is, we think, less successful in his attempts to solve the dilTi-
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cultics of the subject agreeably to his OAvn theory. Edwards insists

tbat in all beings possessed of moral natures—that is, of Tvhom the

attributes rigftt and wrong may he predicated—a moral character

umst be presumed. Accordingly, •when God made man with such a

constitution, he was of course either morally good or bad ; and as

oothing corrupt or unholy could proceed from the divine hand, Ave

must conclude that by a kind of necessity man Avas created holy.

In this "original righteousness," agreeably to this :;chcme, consisted

that "image of God" in Avhich avc are told Adam was created,

—

wliich is said to have comprised a real "righteousness and true

holiness." So far, it seems to us, Edvrards proceeds safely, and in

accordance witli the teaching of the Scriptures, lie errs, however,

in making man, after his creation, just as passive in all that he docs

or becomes, as he Avas in the Avork of his creation ; for if indeed the

;^ood and the bad in human character and conduct are equally the

result of divine eihciency, avc must conclude not only that God is

the author of sin, but that our distinctions of good and evil are illusory.

Our author readily succeeds in conA'icting the scheme of necessity

of the charge he had brought against it; but Ave are compelled to

dissent entirely from his reasoning on this subject, lie begins by
confining the whole of moral good and CA'il to the actions of free

moral intelligences, and asserts that "there can be neither virtue nor

vice in the breast of a moral agent prior to his OAvn actings and
doings." Now if the words here used are construed according to

the author's own definition, given in another place, they announce a

mere truism ; for in that sense " virtue " and •' vice " can be predicated

only of actions. But this is not his meaning. He uses these terms
as denoting abstract qualities, and as synonymous Avith the kindred
but not always synonymous terms virtuousness and viciousncss.

Again: to speak of a moral "agent" that has never acted, is cer-

tainly not strictly philosophical; for only by acting can any one

become an agent. It is evident, hoAvever, from accompanying
remarks and illustrations, that by the phrase "moral agent," our

nuthor intends to designate only a being of Avhom moral properties

laay be predicated ; and if so Ave Avould humbly but firmly dissent.

K moral distinctions are found only in actions, then not only is the

"agent" without them "prior io his OAvn actings and doings," but

^subsequently also, if the human being has no moral character and

'I'lalitics in himself, and distinct from his actions, then whencA-er lie

ecases to commit sin, for any cause ichatcrcr—Avhether from ina-

hility, or weariness, or sleep—he ceases to be a sinner. Uetwoon
tuo first positions of our author and that of his mighty antagonist,

^<i must therefore choose the latter; for to us nothing appears
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plainer, or more agreeable to both reason and Scripture, than that

a rational soul, made after tlie divine image,—from the necessities of

the case, and -wholly iudepondont of its own agency, because anterior

to its actings,—has certain moral characteristics which are developed

•with the growth of the mind. If man comes into existence with a

moral constitution, he inust have a moral character also ; for to sup-

pose a nature or entity without a character is absurd. This nature,

which in a man since the fall has ajtpcared under the form of a

moral depravity, though neither actual sin nor positive guilt, is of

the nature of sin, and it is most certainly obnoxious to the divine

displeasure ; and, by virtue of this native depravity, both actual siu

and positive guilt certainly result, unless its tendencies are prevented

by divine grace. It should also be observed that actions do not im-

part a moral character to their subject, but his character determines

that of the actions, just as the fountain gives character to its streams,

or the tree to its fruit.

We find similar confusion of terms, leading to like fallacies, a

little further forward. " The truth is," he remarks, " that a virtuous

act docs not requn-e an antecedent virtuous disposition or principle

to account for its existence; nor does a vicious act require an

antecedent vicious principle to account for its existence." Can the

author mean that men perform really virtuous or vicious actions

without any disposition to do so ?—or is the question concerning the

antecedency of disposition? P.ut the very nature and office' of a

disposition supposes that it is antecedent to that as to which it is a

disposition. We confers that here he is too hard for us,—that his

positions appear not simply incorrect, but palpably absurd. He is,

wc are aware, an earnest advocate of the real and original freedom

of the human will, and herein we agi-ce with him; but surely he

must have a strange idea of the nature of the will, if he can thus

separate it from the dispositions in which, we hold, resides the whole

of the moral character. And then how can that which has no moral

character, nor any prevenient disposition to good or evil, perform a

moral action at all ? If, therefore, we understand the term will in its

philosophical sense, as embracing the whole intelligent soul—the nic in

its most absolute manifestation,—then is it simply absurd to separate

it from its essential properties and conditions : for a will without a

disposition is a contradiction in terms. But if by the will is meant
only the volitions,—that which Coleridge calls the surface will.—
then is his position manifestly incorrect, since volitions are but

results of the will's disjiositions carried one stage forward: and

they depend entirely, both for their existence and their character,

upon the "antecedent dispositions or principles" of the will itself.
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Tho theological consequences of this removing moral qualities

frvun tlie person to his acts, and of denying that there can be holi-

r.cs? or unholiness prior to, and independent of the acts and deeds

ff tlio subject, are at once extensive and ruinous. Of course, under

this theory there can be no such thing as "original or birth-sin;"

and the penitential confession of the Psalmist, that ho T>-a3 shapen

in iiuquitij, and conceived in sin, m.ust be interpreted agreeably to

thi." Socinian system, as relating to the actions of his parents, and not

to his own depraved nature "prior to his own actings and doings."

Then is it alike absurd to say that Adam was created in holiness,

or that his posterity are born in sin ; and the whole system of theo-

l'->gical anthropology must be adjusted on the basis of the Pelagian

philosophy. There are some bitter ingredients in the scheme of

predestination which we greatly dislike; but as an alternative for

this we would choose it nevertheless. But, thanks be to God, we
are not compelled to have either of them.

Nor can we at all agi-ec with our author s notions as to the charac-

ter of those original and involuntary impulses, by virtue of which

ve entertain certain definite sentiments toward objective moral

properties. His words are :

—

" The first man, by means of his intelligence, could contemplate the per-

f'Vtions of his Creator; and doing so, he could not but feel an emotiou of
aluiiration and doligLt. But this fuling -svas not his virtue. It -was the

r.'itural and nccesiarv result of the organization Avhieh God had criven him.''

—

i'. 120.

Here is again a confusion of terms—a playing upon words—by
reason of which the same proposition may be both true and false.

Ifhy "virtue" is intended that heroic quality which is exercised in

('Vcrcoming difficulties, and resisting temptations to evil, it is very

cbvious that there was no virtue in the "admiration" and "delight"

in God which swelled the bosom of Adam in Paradise; nor is there

^'V in the adorations and praise of seraphim and cherubim. Put

^iil Professor Bledsoe also affirm that " there is no moral cxcellenco

in these feelings ?" Does the fact that such emotions are " the natural

and necessary results of the organization that God has given" them,

take away all the virtuousness of these holy exercises? Love to

^od is itself only an emotion, and in certain conditions it is an

involuntary and irresistible one ; and yet we had fondly supposed

that it is the highest manifestation of holiness in a creature. We can

C'.'ncoive of a degree of holiness of heart which may render the ^vill

^uipletely subservient to its tendencies,—when piety shall become
t*ic necessary habit of the whole mind. Such we. presume is the

"iie with all spiritual beings that dwell in the beatific vision ;
and
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yet we canuot doubt that the an;^cls arc holy beings, and that v.hen

they do the will of God, they do well, and act virtuously.

While, therefore, we fully concur in the truth of the proposition

with which this chapter be^^ins, we dissent from both its arguments

which we have now noticed, and from its conclusions which we sub-

join, to wit :

—

" 1. No necessitated act of the mind can be its virtue or its vice.

" 2. In order that atiy act of the will siiould partake of a moral nature, it

must be free from tlio dominion of (rauses over which it can have no control,

or from whose influence it cannot depart
" 3. Virtue and vice lie not in the private state of the sensibility, nor in any

other necessitated state of the mind, but in acts of the will, and in habits formed

by a repetition of such free voluntary acts."—P. 131.

From all which we dissent, toto calo* The qualities designated

by the words viilite and vice do not originate in the volitions, but

reside in the interior will,—the intelligent soul,—and thence impart

their own characters respectively to the acts of the will. Essential

holiness, which is the highest form of virtue, dwells in infinite ful-

ness in the divine nature. Thence it is derived to man, who was

made in the di\ine image,—that is, in concreated virtue. Of this

holiness in his creatures Cod's law approves, because it is conformed

to itself, and for the opi'osite cause it condemns whatevfr is unholy.

This essential and indwelling virtue operates as a virtuous disposi-

tion, and at length manifests itself in virtuous actions. But in all

cases, wherever we detect the action of real virtue, wc must refer it

to the laill itself, and not to the acts of the will.

We shall detain the reader but a little while with the considera-

tion of the fourth chapter. Here we find much to approve and very

little to condemn, and heartily concur in the truth of the leading

proposition, that " the moral world [is] not constituted according to

the scheme of necessity." The arguments upon this subject are

compact and forcible, and very generally satisfactory. The funda-

mental error of the author's theology, arising from his philosophical

misapprehensions, may indeed be traced even here, though not in an

offensive form. His objections to the psychological basis of Calvin-

ism are well taken, and both clearly and forcibly stated. We only

regret that he has not been more successful in his attempt to develop

a better system.

Kear the close of this chapter we have a condensed summary of

the author's objections to the scheme of necessity, which we trans-

cribe, as a forcible and felicitous statement of the whole case :—

^^ We cannot concur in this broad dissent. Mr. Bledsoe means "necessitated

oft extra;" and in that sense we deem his positiona correct.—Edit.
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" But we have clearly shown, wc trust, that the prand demonstration of the

coccssltarian is a sophism, whose apparent force is owing to a variety of

f.iU50s:— First, it seeks out, and lays its foundation in, a false psychology;

iilontifying the Icelings, or alfcctions, and the will. Secondly, by viewing the

o|{K">site scheme through the medium of this false psychology, it reduces its main
r»»--ition to the pitiful absurdity that a thing may proiluce itself, or arise out of

nothing, and bring itself into existence; and then demolishes this absurdity by
liH.nc! Thinlly, it reduces itself to the truism, that a thing is always as it is;

und being intrenched in this stronghold, it gathers around itself all the com-
ti,.,n-M'n5e and ;ill the reason of mankind, as well it may, and looks down with

K'vereign contempt on the feeble attacks of its adversaries. Fourtlily, it for-

tifies itself by a multitude of false conceptions, arising from a hasty ap[>lic;itiou

cf its universal truism, and not from a severe inspection and analysis of things.

Kiftlily, it decorates itself in false analogies, and thereby assumes the implying

opix'arance of truth. Sixthly, it clothes itself in deceptive and ambiguous
phraseology, by which it speaks the language of truth to tlie ear, but not to

liic sense. And, seventhly, it takes its rise in a false method, and terminates

in a false religion."—Pp. 164, 165.

The subject of the fifth' chapter is one that has generally been

esteemed peculiarly difficult; and not a few have declared it in-

capable of a complete elucidation. Many of the clearest thinkcrd,

while maintaining that many things are well known as to both the

human will and the divine agency in human affairs, nevertheless

have believed that their line of contact cannot be definitely drawn

;

Mid wo confess that with this view we entirely agree, and all the more
strongly from the impressions made by reading this volume. Eut
this is not our authors notion of the case. He remarks :

—

"To describe these two spheres with clearness and precision, and to deter-

mine the precise point at which they come into contict without intersecting

cwh other, is still a desideratum in the science of theology. "\\'e shall endeav-
our to define the human jiower and the divine sovereignty, and to exhibit the

harmony subsisting between them, in such a manner as to supply, in some
tfuall degree at least, this gi-eat deskleralum which has so long been the
rvj>roach of the most sublime of all the sciences."—P. ICS.

While we entirely doubt the possibility of what is here promised,

tut nowhere performed, we also deny that it is a " desideratum." or

JiJstly any reproach to the science of tlieology. The discussion

tiiat follows consists of an examination of the Pelagian and Augus-
tinian " platfonns," in which it is shown that the diverse stand-points
t>f the disputants, as fixed by their diverse experiences, led to their

Jiscrepaut observations :

—

^.*' Thus, the complex fact of consciousness, consisting in a state of the scr
•'•''-y and a state of the will, was viewed from opposite points bv Pelaglus a

•^'Jgustine. The voluntary pha«e of it was seen bv Pelrigiu?,"and hence

scnsi-

d

'ocame an exclusive and one-siiled advocate of free-agency ; the passive side
*-«s beheld by Augustine, and hence he became a one-sided and exclusive
*dTt)oate of' divine grace. If wc would posse.«s the truth, and the whole truth,
*e must view it on all sides, and give a better interpretation of the natural
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consciousness of the one, as well as the supernatural consciousness of the other,

than tlicy themselves were enabled to give."—Pp. 177, 178.

But we look in vain for this " better interpretation,"—or at least we
find none here that meets the difficulties of the case, by defining the

line of contact of the two " spheres ;" so that we are still compelled

to trust something to God's superior wisdom.

The sixth chapter discusses that knottiest of all the questions

that ever perplexed the human mind,—that of the existence of evil

under the government of an infinitely wise, benevolent, and almighty

Sovereign. So difficult has this question appeared to most who have

considered it,—profound thinkers as well as devout worshippers,

—

that it has generally been given up as a mystery, which God has

purposely revealed as a mystery, to teach men their own littleness,

and to incline them to trust in God. Atheistical fatalists make use

of the fact that evil exists, to prove that there can be no such Sov-

ereign of the universe as theists pretend ; but wc deny their inference

by denying thoir ability to judge in the case : otherwise we see not

how to answer them in such an argument as our author frames for

them :

—

" Sin exists. This is the astounding fact of which the atheist avails himself.
He has never ccasod to contend, that as God ha? permitted sin to exist, he was
cither un.tMe or unwilling to prevent it. God might easily have prevented
sin, says h.-, if he had clionii to du so; and therefore his love of virtue is not
infinite, his holinejs Ls not unlimited. Now we deny this conclusion, and
assert the infinite holinc.-s of God."—P. ISO.

Wo, too, "deny this conclusion;" but wc find ourselves able to do

so only because we are convinced that, as the subject is beyond our

powers of investigation, any conclusion by mere inferences must be

unworthy of confidence. All attempts to meet the atheists on other

grounds have signally fiiiled. The only ones that seem worthy of

notice are those which propose to accoimt for the existence of the

present mixed state of affairs, as a system of optimism. But let not

the reader be deceived by the high sound of the name into the sup-

position that this " optimism " has any gi-eat degree of positive good
in it. It is only the best of a rather hard set of alternatives; and
one may well exclaim that, if this is optimum, save us from pessimum.
Leibnitz's optimism admitted evil into the world as the result of an
eternal necessity in the nature of things, over which the divine will

has no control
; and this seems to be substantially the theory of some

of our modern theosophists, though their metaphysical expositions

of the subject are especially inconclusive. The optimism of Calvin-
ism, as set forth by Kdwards, makes the divine will the disposing
and originating cause of evil, but with the controUiu'T desir-n to make
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the present evil the occasion of ultimate good. " All events are

orJcred for the best," says Edwards, "and the evils -which wc suffer

aro parts of a great system conducted by almighty power, under the

direction of infinite wisdom and goodness." This hypothesis—it is

n'Hhing more—coincides with the scheme of necessity as held and
taught by the same theologians ; and is, of course, obnoxious to the

many and insuperable objections urged against that scheme. If, as

wo arc told, that which appears as evil in its isolated state is found

to be good when seen as part of an harmonious whole, then its evil is

only relative, while in reality, and "on the whole," it is good. This

is indeed a theory of optimism which every twinge of pain and

every visitation of sorrow assures us is only a theory. It would be

difEcult to convince one who was suffering from neuralgia or the gout,

tliat all he feels is only another form of pleasure ; and especially would

the awakened penitent hesitate to believe that his sins are, " on the

vhole," all for the best. That may be a sublime scheme to con-

template which rears its head to the highest heavens, but rests its

foundations in the lowest hell : to the spectator it may seem very

symmetrical ; but to the sentient beings, whose place in this " har-

monious whole" is in the "blackness of darkness forever," it, very

probably, would seem quite otherwise. As a system, it has the

advantage of great simplicity, which it gains at the expense of all

moral beauty and excellence. It may exalt the majesty and power

of God; but at the same time it obscures all his moral perfections,

and presents him to our conceptions as an almighty tyrant.

But much as we dislike the optimism of the necessitarians, our dis-

relish of that of the pseudo-Arminians is still more intense. If it

only declared the fact, that the creation of free moral agents, such as

men arc, made sin a possibility, and that the transgressor is respon-

sible in the premises because ho is free, we would gladly assent to it.

But if we proceed a step further, and attempt to ascertain why God
made man liable to such a fearful possibility, we honestly confess

tliat the subject is too deep for our line; and because the most

acute minds—including Professor Bledsoe—have been bewildered

i»i the theme, we are compelled to believe that the subject is an

inexplicable mystery. Not so, however, thinks our author, who

fancies he sees the whole subject clearly. But we have read and re-

ft^d his argimients and illustrations, and find ourselves never the

*^iser. Yet his whole manner of proceeding indicates great sincerity.

^y\ an unshaken confidence in the goodness of his cause. The posi-

tion of his antagonist is fairly stated, and his own openly assumed:

*^d then a war .of both offence and defence is commenced and vigor-

ously prosecuted. lie thus endeavours to meet their objections:

—

i-'ouRTii Serie.-?. Vol. YL—18
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" Supposinpr God to possess porfoot holiness, he -would certainly prevent all

moral evil, says the atheist, unless his jiower were limited. This iulerenre is

drawn from a false premiss; nauu'ly, that if God is omnipotent, he could
easily prevent moral evil, and cause virtue to exist without any ini.x.ture of
vice. This assumption has betjii incautiously conceded to the atheist by his

opponent, and hence his arnrumoiit has not been clearly and fully refutc-J.

lo refute this argument with p>.T(oct clearness, it is necessary to show two
things: first, that it is no limitation of the divine omnipotence to say it caniiut

work contradiction ; and sccuailly, that if God shouM cause virtue' to exi^t in

the heart ofa moral a','ont, he m-i .-.ild work a contradiction. We shall endeavour
to e\-ince these two things, in order to refute the grand sophism of the sceptic,

and lay a solid foundation lor a genuine scheme of optimism, against which no
valid objection can be urged."—I'p. 192, 193.

Of the " t^yo things " hero stated we probably have a less ele-

vated notion tlian the author ; for to us the fost seems to be only a

jini;Ie of words, and the second obviously untrue. To affirm that

God cannot work a contradiction, is itself a sophism ; for it is the

same as saying lie can[not c/n] and [not do] the same thing,—that
is, to affirm notliing twice over, as any one may see by examining it.

God cannot make a circle with the properties of a square; for a

figure with the properties of a square is not a circle, and therefore

the declaration is only that God cannot make a circle that is not a

circle,—he can[uot c/o] and \_)i()t do'] the same thing.

As to the second " tiling" we join issue with our author directly

and in form. We deny that it is any contradiction to affirm that God
can " make virtue to exist in the heart of a moral agent ;" we affirm

that he does this as a matter of fict. " Virtud"" is here spoken of in

the sense of moral goodne?s, or holiness,—for only as a property as

distinguished from an action can it be predicated of the heart at'all

;

or if this is not the meaning, then are terms used without the most
remote adaptation to their purpose. We grant that sometimes the

author seems to have in view not essential virtue, but ^^rtuous action,

when he uses the term in question; and he even teaches that the

soul may be " endowed with the noblest attributes," and yet these

endowments " are not its virtue." The question at issue is not on

the meaning of a word,—whether " virtue " means " the possession

of [certain] moral powers," or " the proper or obedient exercise of

those powers ;" but whether Gi.>d is able to create a moral agent so

endowed that his obedience and active holiness shall be inevitably

certain. Wc believe that he can do this ; and that myriads of happy
spirits now rejoice that they were so created and endowed;, and that

the redeemed of our world who, dying in infancy, are made the passive

and non-willing subjects of sj.iritual sanctification, will forever re-

joice that God caused true holiness—the only genuine virtue—to

exist in their licarts " in another way than by moral means.'' To
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as it seems very plain that the property of the heart which produces

all holy afToctious and exercises, is itself essential virtue, without

n-forence to the mode of its productiou. Ileal freedom of volition-

ary action is not an essential conditioii of moral a^^ency, though it

js of a just responsibility. To constitute a moral anient it is only

necessary to have a soul of which the properties, good and bad—in

thfir moral acceptation—may be predicated, and the power of act-

ing under its moral impulses. "With such, for aught men can see,

(lod might have peopled his universe, and so forever have precluded

tlie possibility of sin. AVhy he has not done so, he has not informed

us, and therefore we do not know.

The optimism promised us by our author tmiis out to be rather a

sorry affair. The evil that exists cannot be denied ; but we arc

coolly informed, for om- consolation, that the state of things is as good

as God could make it. He would have had no sin in his domin-

ions, could he have had things to his liking; for although he is

oumipoteut, yet,

—

" As sin is possible, then, tliough omnipotence is pledged to prevent its

existence, it is clear that it cannot "be regarded as a limitation of the divine

power.
" God hates sin above all things, and is more than w'lUing to prevent it

;

^nd he .T'tually does so, as far as this is possible to infinite wisdom and
power.

" God does not choose sin, or permit it as the means of the highest good, as

if there could he any higher good than absolute and universal holiness; hut it

f')mes to pass, because God has created a vorld of moral agents, and thcv
have transgiessed his law."—P. 201.

We must leave the reader to make his own deductions from these

passages, simply remarking concerning the final declaration, in

^liich the author seems to think he has explained the origin of evil,

t!:at this docs not meet the question.—which is not by what process

did sin become a contingency in human affairs ; but why did a holy

^-•od, Avho "hates sin above all things," so constitute his creatures

tliat sin was originally a possibility, and eventually a reality with

tiiem? But this question is only deferred; he presently meets it

directly,—and in answering it, he makes out the existence of moral

<'\il to be, "on the whole," a very good thing. He shall state the

•^se himself:—

** It may be said that we have not yet gone to the bottom of the difhculty

:

'''at although omnipotence could not deny tiio capacity to commit sin to a

:i..r.nl agent, \_wc do not grant this,] vet God could prevent moral evil, by
•'•.!ii>;n;T to create any being who he foreknew would transgress his law. . . .

"
'u- did he not, in this way, spare the imivorsc that spectaele of crime and

nLTing which has boon prcsontoil in the history of our fallen race ? To this

*e answer, that Go<l did not choose to prevent sin in this way, but to create,

•ho World exactly as he did, though he foresav/ the fall and all its conse<iuences

;
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because the highest good of the universe required the creation of such a tcorlJ,"

[with its consequences, of course]—P. 203.

Surely if so much good has come from the existence of sin,—good

that could have been reached in no other way,

—

\\e must believe that

infinite wisdom and benevolence had an efficient hand in its produc-

tion. An agency, upon Avhich, as an instrumental cause, rest the

foundations of the throne of God, and the best interests of all orders

of intelligences, was certainly never left to the contingencies of hu-

man volitions, without the determinative interference of the divine

providence. And if this is oplimism, we beg to be let alone in the

present mixed state, a^vaiting in cheerful expectation the develop-

ments of a higher state, and quite satisfied with such assurances as,

"I shall behold tliy face in righteousness; I shall be satisfied when

I awake with thy likeness." We have too strong a disrelish for sin

to consent to believe that it is among ihc essential agencies by which

the empire of the Almighty is sustained, and that the salvation of

angels and the "spirits of just men made perfect" is effectuated

onl}' by its existence and results. And we fail to see any single

advantage in this scheme of necessity over any of its rivals, against

which our author argues so conclusively. On this subject it is no

difficult matter to overturn any and all opposing schemes ; but to

set up a couuier scheme is to expose one's self to equally effective

attacks.

There is an argument in favour of the usefulness of sin, 07i thi:

ichole, sometimes inadvertently used by those who would earnestly

reject the details of any such .scheme of optimism, that demands a

moment's notice. We arc told that the incarnation of the Son of

God is the divinely ordahied means of reveaUng the divine person

and the glory of his name to all his rational creatures ; and it is fur-

ther assumed,—tacitly, and often inconsiderately,—that, but for the

fall of Adam, there would have been no incarnation : thus making
the introduction of sin into the world a necessary anterior condition

to all the glorious results of the incarnation. We object to this,

first, because if indeed the incarnation were a result of the fall, we
have no right to assume that the same glorious manifestations could

not have been made by other means. It is going a little too far to

assume that the resources of Heaven are not adequate to all contin-

gencies
; and that in the failure of these resources, sin must be brouglit

in to make up the defect. But we deny the right of any to assume
that the incarnation is the result of sin in the world, and that it was

not among the original designs of the Father of mercies in the cre-

ation of our race. Any such assumption is wholly gratuitous,

and any inference made from it is without a solid foundation.
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Tliou;:;h thQ sufferings of the incarnate God were caused by sin, -we

irc slow to believe that his incarnation itself was only an after

Uiought, brought in upon man's apostasy. As so, this dismal

jrchcmc of optimism proceeds by unwarranted assumptions and

complicated sophisms to dishonour God, and cast a lurid shadow

over man's destiny.

The final chapter of this " Part " examines such objections as seem-

ed to the author most likely to be urged against his scheme. I'irst

among these is, that it may be objected to as " new theology," 'which

indeed is a just ground of suspicion, though not a direct objection.

In such a science as theology, which was perfected by its groat

author nearly eighteen hundred years ago, no truths really new can

be brought forth; though we might conceive of the possibility of

bringing old and neglected truth out of the i-ubbish of error in

which it had long lain concealed and forgotten. We do not

think, however, that our author should be troubled or otherwise

affected by the notion that his scheme is a novelty; for it was

examined and rejected by the primitive Church more than thir-

teen hundred years ago. The objection that it limits the divine om-

nipotence is, we think, well taken; for all the attempts of the writer

to dispel this necessary inference from his premises are wholly un-

fcuccessful. An omnipotence that cannot do whatever a rational

mind may conceive as a subject of power, is no omnipotence at all.

Nor is the author any more successful in repelling the objection that

his scheme " presents a gloomy view of the universe." Indeed, he

virtuiilly grants as much, but thinks his not quite as bad as that of the

Calvinian necessitarians ; and we feel no'wish to judge between them.

That it is obnoxious to the charge of exalting the pride of the hu-

man heart, seems to us undeniable ; and this itself is a fatal objec-

tion. In demolishing the structures of his rivals the author shows

no little force, as well as much ingenuity in detecting their fallacies;

^ut, as a builder, he is as unsuccessful as any of them.

We have confined ourselves to the first "Part" exclusively in

^hat we have thus far vrritten, and we have neither the space nor

•he presumption to proceed in the same manner to the end of the

volume : nor is that needful, as the same general characteristics, both

ijof.d and bad, that have been noticed in the portion discussed, pre-

vail in about the same degree and proportion in the remaining part.

TliO leading sophism of the former part—to wit, that virtue or hoh-

•i^'^3 cannot be caused to exist by divine power—is carried into this

I'^irt as a premiss, and of course it leads to some strange conclusions.

•^8 often happens, the author's opposition to the scheme of necessity

*iid its terrible results, drives him away frum the basis of gospel
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ti'uth upon •which that scliemc has been unhappily built. 'The deter-

mination to bring the ^v]lole subject of the divine administration to

the bar of reason and philosophy, lays upon him the necessity of

forcing some things into strange positions and unr^ptural relations.

We have read this volume with much interest, and, we may add.

with much satisfaction as to its general properties, whether of com-

position or argumentation ; and. while dissenting from the writer's

theory of the origin of evil, and from liis notions of the nature of the

divine government, we arc far from condemning the work as a whole.

It will provoke thought in the minds of all who read it, and properly

appreciate its subject and arguments; and, if it finds the requisite

humility in the reader, even its errors will be harmless. The book

is just what might be expected as the result of the horrible scheme

of predcstinarian necessity ; for we differ ^rith the author as to the

supposed influence of liis intellectual history upon his fitness for

the inquiries in which he has engaged. The deformities of the sys-

tem he opposes, whon fiirly seen by the mind that had embraced it

as the truth, often produce such an intense hatred of it as to impel

the individual to the opposite extreme. Accordingly, we find that

many of the most zealous promoters of Universalism and Unitarian-

ism were once Calvini^ts ; but unluippily, in rejecting the errors of

that system, they have also abandoned its basis of gospel truth. Evan-

gelical Arrainianism has more to dread from this class of persons

than from all its ancient enemies. "We heartily congi-aiulate our

friend on his escape from the iron net of Calvinian necessity, and
we consider the intense dislike of that system which he everywhere
manifests a veiy natural antl altogether venial state of feeling; but

he must not expect that we shall, at his bidding, cast away our an-

cestral faith,—the genuine Arminianism of the Bible,—though much
of its substance has been held by Calvinists. The zeal of a neo-

phyte is proverbial, and perhaps not discreditable to its subject : yet

it is not always to be tru,sted as a rule of judging and acting.

"We may repeat, in closing, a remark made in substance in another

place: Ours is an age of free thinking; we rejoice that it is so,

though we arc very sensible that there is danger in the exercise.

This danger, however, is not to the cause of truth, but to the indi-

vidual speculators who may become bewiMered or lost in the mazes
of their own irrational or unwise dogmatizings; or, overcome by the

greatness of the themes they vainly attempt to comprehend, settle

down in an Ciiually unphilosop.hical scepticism. The theology of

the times demands anew adjustment; it must have it, and we ex-

pect soon to sec this needed work accomplished. The hasis of the

old orthodoxy is immovable; but its suj-erstructure is fimlty, and must
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be remodelled. But we Avnnt no new theology; "the old is better."

>\-)r are we prepared to reject all, or the chief part of the theology

of modern Protestantism. AVhatevcr destiny may await the name

of Arminius, his theology is destined to become the catholic faith

of the Church in that state of glorious development upon which the

Church is just entering. The thing immediately needed at this

Junctiu-e is such a delineation of that theology, upon the basis of the

Letter psychology of the age, and agreeable to the plain teachings nf the

i^criptures, as shall neither hesitate to accept of whatever is there

tiught, nor presume by unwarranted inferences and deductions to

fnpplement its fancied defects. The hand that shall prepare that

work must be guided by an understanding over which the mcphitic

clouds of a {\\lse system have never cast their deadly influences, and

impelled by a heart whose lively experience of the fearful demerits of

fin, and of the freeness and abundance of the grace of the gospel,

sliall have caused to coexist in its deep interior consciousness a

j^onuine penitence and a lively faith in God. That there are such

among us we have no doubt ; may wo not also hope that some such

one may speedily perform this good work2

Art.VIL—THE GROUND AND METHOD OF HmiAN
KNOWLEDGE.

Essai tur les Fondcmcnis de nos Coniiaissances et sur les Caracteres de la Critique

Pliihsophique. Par A. A. Cour-NOT, Inspecteur General de I'lnstruction Pub-

lique. Paris and New-York.

The author of the work before us thinks "philosophy" too much
aeglectcd by the cultivators of the sciences, and endeavours to re-

store it to a share of favour. And to this end he thinks it requisite

^ try to prove it to be something different

—

essentially and pcrina-

nenthj different—from science, in opposition to the French opinion

tif the day, that they are one at bottom.

In this subsidiary proposition, whether as a means or as a doc-

^ne, it will be indicated in the sequel that ]M. Cournot is mistaken.

"Ut by a fortune, not unfrequent in the history of speculation, the

tnd he aims at is subserved no less by his critical survey of human
knowledge; for though he does not, and cannot prove that tr"c

pliilosophy is a sort of knowledge fundamentally distinct from real

"^icnce, he, by his generally excellent delineation of the former,

'itifulds its bearing on the latter as an indispensable coadjutor.
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The critical metliod of the author—-nhich means the absence of all

method—-will apprize the reader of the impossibihty of a succiuct

analysis of the treatise. AVe can only take the topics in the random

order of the chapters—comiectinfr them, however, when it may
casually be feasible; connecting upon occasion the separate results

by provisional comments ; in fine, collecting at the close those

broken threads of explanation at the same time with the author's

fundamental error above indicated, into the unity, of a single sys-

tematic clew.

The author commences properly with the discussion of knowledge

in general, which he finds founded on illusion or on reality, the

reality being subdivided into relative and absolute. In all phenomena

>ye can know thoroughly only iha form; the substance is to us mys-

terious, perhaps unattainable. But on such properties as spring

from form, we may reason competently notwithstanding. With

little knowledge of the constitution of either light or of crystalline

bodies, Ave have a systematic science of catoptrics. In utter ignorance

of the molecular construction of a drop of water, we act and reason

on the formal laws of hjdi'ostatics and dynamics; and this because

all properties proced from "form," only more or less immediate

or accumulative. In fact, this universal homogeneousness is pre-

cisely what makes it possible to reason safely from a partial

knowledge of phenomena. For if such properties as may be known
were not congeneric with the unknowable, no doubt the conse-

quences of the former would be sometimes found at fault: if what is

called substance had any properties inherent in itself, and thus con-

trasted, like the mother conceptions, with those of form, it must be

manifest that, in their absolute exclusion from om- computations, we
should never have ascertained a law, or explained a form, of physi-

cal nature. The very fact, then, of having done so, and already so

extensively, is proof positive that the moot knowledge of the intimate

nature of matter or substance were an attainment no less supei-flu-

ous than it is impossible.

The cause of this impossibility the author well assigns in the

following limitation of human knowledge :
" We conceive clearly

that all perception, that is to say, all knowledge implies a subject per-

ceiving and an object perceived, and consists in a relation between
the two terms."—P. 3. A false appearance of such relation, through
some derangement of the subject, is that which M. Cournot terms

illusion. The perception of it as it exists really he considers a true

phenomenon ; and this, in fine, may be distinguished into relative

and absolute—the latter being a reality which may be conceived

mentally, but without hope of actually attaining it. The thi-ee divi-
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lions are exemplified familiarly in the following case. When a

passenger, on board a river boat, imagines seeing the land in motion,

the perception is an illusion, a false appearance; and it proceeds

from a distm'bance of the normal state of the percipient, the trans-

portation of his body through space, -without the exercise of mus-

cular action, and which the senses, made to look abroad, refer

mechanically to the object. When his eyes report the motion of a

man who walks the deck, the perception is, on the contrary, a phe-

nomenon or real appearance. Yet this reality may be but relative

to the system of the boat: the motion of the promenadcr may be

right opposite in direction, and just equal in velocity, to that of the

vessel, and then the result would be real fi.\ity in relation to the

shore. But then, again, the shore's fixity is merely relative to the

earth; it is in rapid and double motion with relation to surrounding

space. In fine, the earth, which is in turn in real repose as to the

sun's centre, is yet in motion, with the solar system, by a more

absolute degree of reality, around a centre still ulterior, and so on

v.-ithout kno^vn end. It is the ultimate of these gradations of rela-

tivity that M. Couraot, while allowing it to be unattainable, pro-

nomices to be quite conceivable, and so denominates the '"absolute"

reality.

In all this there appears a number of inexactnesses. In the first

place, the highest possible degree of objective reality could not con-

ceivably be otherwise than relative still to the percipient. The
author, in asserting the contrary, must have deceived himself by tlie

supposition of an intelligence placed external to the human subject

as well as to the object. ISfor, in the next place, does the progi'cs-

8ion of reality, above exemplified, take place at all in the line

of " absoluteness," or the knowledge of " things in themselves ;" but

in the accuracy or extension of our perception of their relations to

u?- The conception of the earth's repose, for instance, was not

absolute in even the ancients, as the author would seem to argue

from their unconsciousness of its real motion : so far otherwise, that

the conception, while it was relatively real, was, on the contrary,

regarded as ahsolutchj an illusion. And such are, similarly, all our

notions of rest or fixity in the universe—the sole phenomenon, real

or relative, (including perception itself,) being motion.

This latter error discloses further that the author is, on the other

''•'ind. scarce less unhappy in the definition of illusion thou that of

absoluteness. He confines it, as we have seen, to the subjective

t«rm of the relation; whereas we have just observed it may be

equally occasioned by the objective. So true is this, that the two

sources divide the modes of hallucination—the subjective errors
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being the cause of insanity, the objective of idiotism. The perception

of the intermediate line of relatii>n and reality is what Me practically

term sense, and philosophically science.

The interconnexion of the a,:i;;rcgate of such relations in the

universe supplies the subject of the second chapter, under the

title of "The Reason of Things."

Reason, like the term judgment, idea, perception, is employed

ambiguously; it sometimes signihcs a faculty inherent in the mind

perceiving, at others it denotes a principle residing in the things

perceived. The occasion of this ambiguity in the ontological vocabu-

lary, and Avhich has puzzled so long the \\riter3 upon logic and meta-

physics, we have just suggested in criticising the author's origin of

illusion, and in extending it, alike, to both the terms of perception;

for the interchange between the notions ^YOuld produce, a fortiori, an

interchange or a community of name. And the common fact of this

community is, by the wiiy, a confirmation of our amendment of the

theory of cognoscencc. As to the import, however, of reason, the

author well defines it thus: "The faculty of apprehending the

reason of things, or the order according to which facts, laws, rela-

tions—the objects of knowledge—are concatenated, and proceed

from one another."—P. 120. Here i\xQ term, though it seem accorded

at once io subject and to object, is reserved effectually to the rela-

tion, the correspondence between both factors. And such is also the

naturol remedy which time and science will administer gradually to

all the similar ambiguities of language; their oscillations between
the subjective and objective points of view will subside into the fixed

and single designation of relation.

But this reason, or harmonieal relation of phenomena, the author

further Avell distinguishes from the ideas o^force and cause. " The
feeling of muscular tension suggests to man the idea of force, which,

being associated with the notions of materiality driven through the

senses, becomes the basis of the entire system of the physical sciences.

As to the idea of cause, the metaphysicians have cavilled enough to

leave it plain, that it proceeds from the intimate feeling of man's

activity and personality, ami is transferred by him spontaneously
into the workings of the exterior world. Whereas, for reason it is

impossible to assign a psychical, a subjective origin."—P. 30.

And then he goes on at length to explain reason by examples. P>ut

this would all have been unnecessary had the author conceived fully

the profound import of his own distinctions, just transcribed, or

could he recognise the consequences of his definition of human
knowledge. For, in truth, force—which is the generalized expres-

sion of life—represents the objective and primitive explanation of
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hnturc; cause—which is the generalized expression of will—repre-

gcnts the subjective and second conception; what, then, could

reason be but the principle of the relational explanation, which is

proci'sely what ^I. Cournot writes a long chapter to define in-

ilifTerently?

He discusses with no deeper insight the Aristotelian classifica-

tion of causes, which is perfectly resolvable into the system just

Fii;^ested; but in this he does no worse than all iiis predecessors

on tliat moot subject, not excepting even Aristotle himself He
thinks his notion derives more light from the "sufficient reason" of

Leibnitz. He criticises, notwithstanding, this famous principle

V ith some acuteness. The epithet " sufficient " he thinks superfluous,

as reason 77iust be sufficient, for otherwise it would not be a reason.

The principle itself he also notices to be negative, but does not

thence conclude it to be nugatory. Yet it clearly seiwes no pur-

pose to say that all things have a reason, since the only question

can be: What each special reason is? But M. Cournofs very

creditable admiration of its great author must have disguised from

him the somewhat Germanic naivete of this pretended method.

From the order of things in space, the author passes to their

order in time. But in tliis he does not recognise a similar ampli-

tude of harmony. On the contrary, he thinks the general succession

of events to proceed in series often linear, and independent; of each

other. The crossing or conjunction of two or more of these alien

series would be the basis—an objective basis—of the doctrine of

chances.

This doctrine is of two kinds, or rather two degrees of applica-

tion; it investigates impossibility and improbability. The notion

of impossibility (which does not here, however, go so far as to imply

nn utter contradiction, but merely that which never happens) is

a;;ain divided into mathematical and physical. That the only white

ball among an infinite number of black ones should be fii'st extracted

hy a blind man is a mathematical impossibility. That the concus-

sion of two round bodies, rushing aimlessly through space, should

r^ss exactly through the centres is a physical impossibility. The
alleged difference between the cases is represented by a heavy body,

^hoso self-support upon its apex is deemed a physical impossibility,

although the iact of equilibrium be mathematically very possible.

As to the doctrine of impmbahility, or probability, it is irrelative,

toth in division and defmition to the preceding, so that mathc-

iJiatical p)-ol)ability is the measure of physical possibility; as is

rhysical probability of philosophical certainty—to which the author

rrocecds accordingly, as wc shall find in the following chapter.
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On the subject of the present chapter, M. Coumot, as a •\vTitor

of much distinction on the mathematics of calculation, is quite at

home. It is, therefore, ^vith due diffidence that we adveuture

some objections to his philosophy of chance, of ^vhich the foregoing

is a condensed abstract. We have, however, the high support at

once of Hume and of La Place, of whom the former defined chance

to be " our ignorance of tiie true causes," and the latter explained

probability (another ai--pect of the same thing) to " relate in part to

om- degree of knowledge and in part to our degree of ignorance."

,
Whereas M. Cournot assigns to chance, as we have seen, an objec-

tive reality, and sa3's that even boundless knowledge would not

eliminate it from the course of natui-e.

Yet his ultimate principle of the conception, we mean mathe-

matical impossibility, he rests upon ivfrnitude, as in the in-

stance of the black balls. But what is infinity but a negation, a

mere name for our positive 'ignorance ? To the savage a small num-
ber is a similar infinity, which he accordingly expresses by referring

to the hair of his head. Still less could chance be real, then—be

other than our ignorance, in what is termed physical impossibility.

The author errs not only as to the import of the term chance, but

above all in his exposition of the idea. To find this objective

realit3^ he assumes series of causation which would be absolutely

independent of each other. We say assumes, for of the propo-

sition he has scarce attempted a serious proof He even makes
an indirect surrender of the question. For in defining his dis-

tinct series as "developing themselves parallelwise or consecu-

tively, without exercising the least influence upon one another,"

he adds in a parenthesis, "or (what comes to the same to vs)
without exercising on each other any influence at all appre-

ciable:'—?. 51. Here, we see, is the alleged objective independence
of the series allowed to vanish into the subjective capacity of the

percipient ! The concession does not comprise the less for being

shut in by a parenthesis.

But in addition to all this, the hypothesis is inconsistent, on the

one hand with the author himself, and on the other with sound phil-

osophy. M. Cournot is a firm adherent to the doctrine of chances

:

but that theory consists in holding that, upon a sufl^cient num-
ber of trials, a law of certitude may be discovered among events

the most seemingly casual. Now, whence this law, if not from inter-

dependence immediate or original? The author also, in the preced-

ing chapter, had insisted upon the principle of such an interdepen-

dence among all things in space, and takes for the motto of his book

this phrase of Pliny : Harmonica ratio, qucc cogit rennn naturan%
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iibi ipsi congruere. Now, how could the distinct series, which

be pretends to be independent, become emancipated from the action,

or at least the impulse of this fundamental harmony? and if they did,

how could they afterward compel reciprocal congruity? Here is a

dilemma which even hj^pothesis could not elude. But the hypo-

thesis of M. Coumot is opposed, moreover, we have said, to sound

science; for it is a scientific axiom throughout inanimate as well as

r.riiiuate nature, that all causation, all progression in the order of

time, is a development or si/ste?natic transformation of order in

Bpace.

To incur this mass of blunders, both logical and philosophical, a

man of i\I. Cournot's eminence must have been under some strong

delusion. He was probably distracted by the common prepossession

of an imaginary lawlessness in the primordial dispersion of matter.

Mr. Mill, in his Sijstem of Logic, flounders lengthily upon this ques-

tion, and leaves it finally in a worse condition than that assigned it

by despised theology: for theologians find in the Deity an explana-

tion of the distribution—a sort of principle of concentration, if not

of order ; whereas Mr. I\lill, who would doubtless scorn as simply

infantile this grand doctrine, resigns the original constitution of the

universe to rank chaos. The present writer, with a deeper insight,

both mathematical and philosophical, displays a consciousness, how-

ever dim, of something better. Remarking (p. Co) that the '" notions

of extension and motion are insufficient, and must always be so, to

account for all phenomena ;

" that there are many, such as the moral

and mental acts of living beings, which can onjy be reduced to rule

by the calculations of the theory of chances, he observes that this

most extended application of the science of number goes far to jus-

tify the ancient apothegm of Mundmn regimt nvmeri. He restricts,

indeed, the observation still to " secondary causes." 15ut had he

followed the extension of the law of number not only forward, but also

backward to its primordial and peculiar province in the state called

cliaos, he had doubtless never theorized upon the objectivity of chance

in nature The firm conception of this first of laws as in itself a

fond of order, while the highest effort of the human mind, perhaps,

•s the last requisite of complete science.

The "philosophical probability," which is the theme of the next

chapter, being made dependent, like the mathematical, on the exist-

(•nc'i' of chance, need not. now that such an existence has been cx-

clulod, be discussed. How ill, in fact, it merits notice, is exhibited

'^'•'^idca directly in the author's own definition of the idea. " It is,''

^}'8 he, "a subjective and variable probability, which sometimes

excludes doubt and begets a certainty sui generis, and which at other
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times appears no more than a mere vacillating gleam ;" and he terms

it philosojj/ucal, " because resulting from the exercise of that superior

faculty by -which we extricate the order of nature."—P. 98. If this

have any definite meaning, the superior faculty alluded to is, on the

contrary, simply the mind's unit//, •which makes us fancy, till we find,

this order; and the "subjective and variable probability," is merely

dawning evidence, which lights the way for the application of con-

scious method.

Not improperly, then, docs the author associate in the same chap-

ter with this probability the treatment of induction and analogy, lie

also treats them tolerably, judged comparatively with most writers.

He commences by remarking well that " the two methods are ?nuch

alike, and arc not always to be distinguished from one another." He
cites the cloudy and even clumsy definition of both by Kant, and
points out easily several species of non-included inductions. But,

besides, in even Kant's idea, we do not, he adds, "see quite clearly

what difference there is between attributing to a thing, by induction,

what belongs to another thing of the same kind, or concluding, by
analogy, that it possesses the quality wliich has been found in aia

object of the same genus."—P. 93. After discussing some other

opinions, he states his own in the following terms :
" Consulting et}'-

mology, which is almost always the best of guides, we should in

Strictness understand by analogy a process of the mind which rises,

by the observation of relations, to the reason of those relations, for

want of being able to descend from the immediate conception of

principles to the exjdanation of the relations which proceed from,

and are contained in tiiem ; whereas induction is more especially the

process of the mind which, instead of stopping short on the immediate
confines of observation, pursues its onward route, prolongs the line

described, yields, so to say, for some time still to tiic law of motion
which was impressed upon it, but not in a blind and necessary man-
ner; for reason tells it why it would be wrong in resisting, and takes

the charge of fully justifying Avhat might have been in the beginning
no other than a mere instinctive tendency."—P. 95.

Kemarking by the way that tiiis tendence instinctive is the iden-

tical " superior faculty " above paraded, it must be owned that M.
Cournot's definitions are not vastly clearer, in either expression or

conception, than those of Kant. They are, however, more correct

at bottom, as may be indicated in few words. In the first place, he

notes a close resemblance between induction and analogy, and alludes

to even several sorts of induction. The truth is, tliaiTboth analogy

and all the other methods proper arc but progressive modifications

of induction ; modifications that result conjointly from the complexity
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of the subject-matter and the proficiency in positive knowledge of

llie investigator. In the next place, this distinction is in reality

identical with that the author makes between induction and analogy.

The latter, he says expressly, proceeds upon relations, pursuing

backwards their law or reason, but stopping short with the observed

facts ; whereas induction runs beyond, but whether also upon rela-

tion, he eludes saying, and from the obvious motive tliat he did not

know distinctly. A word of explanation will give him sigiuficance

and even system.

Induction, in its primary form, takes the name of enumeration, as

corresponding to the first and simplest of the laws of nature, which

is number. It here proceeds upon single qualities, whether subjec-

tive or objective, and in a line without direction, and consequently

without felt limits. This, we see, is just the character of M. Cour-

not's so-called induction, as well as also (in a singular aspect) of

his calculation of chances, which answers literally to the specific

term enumeration; for this pioneer method is still the same in its

application to moral statistics as when first applied to the mathema-

tics, which had doubtless also their epoch of " chance." Analogy,

which is the second of the forms of induction, proceeds accordingly

upon relation; that is to say, a double quality, or the conformity

between two qualities of the same object or phenomenon. Kcsting

firmly in its two abutments, and presenting the notion of a trans-

verse line, the subject-matter of analogy appears complete within

itself; whereas the basis of enumeration, supported only at one of

its ends, leaves the mind that yearning for the complementary ex-

tremity of the relation which M. Cournot calls "instinctive tend-

ency" and "philosophical probability."

His definitions, then, contain the fragmentary marks of truth, as

fur as ho goes, and only needed the light of principle and arrangc-

incnt. Having mended his imperfections, let us try to fill up his

deficiencies by noticing briefiy the remaining stages of induction.

Enumeration and analogy, proceeding equally upon resemblances,

in the former among mere qualities, in the latter among relations,

must go on of course like parallel lines, without ever meeting or en-

closing a system, and could only institute a crowd of isolated and

fnipirical generalities. The system or enclosure which the human
iJiind had been throughout aspiring to, in its endeavour to take in

llie order or the aggregate of phenomena, became now practicable,

tiirough these two preparatory results. The problem was to find a

iiicthod of combining the disparate pairs, which would by propaga-

tion end with weaving the sensible universe into one tissue. \\ o

lave defined, then, and even denominated, a priori, the syllogism.
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Pursuing; the author's likening of enumeration to a line, -sve might

call analogy a surface, and syllogism a solid; containing thus the

three dimensions indispensable to real constructions. !No doubt the

pedant and the sciolist "will smile disdainfully at this comparison;

but we beg to say that the exposition is not intended for their intelli-

gence. If our presumption should ever swell so near a level with

their own as to inspire the hardihood of undertaking to inform

them in anything, we sliall take care to be better furnislicd with

famous names and with learned .references, than with argument,

analysis, and science.

The foregoing forms of induction compose the system of logic

proper, the province of whicli is to trace the harmony of things in

space or coexistence. This accomplished, the same three processes

are reapplied, in the same order, to the exploration of the different

harmony of things in time, succession, and creation. Here they may
be named specifically, in accordance with their modified uses, obser-

vation, instrumentation, experimentation : the first proceeding, like

enumeration, upon individualities, but no longer, like it, passively,

spontaneously, superficially, but now actively, inquisitively, intro-

vertedly ; the second employing the analysis between the properties

01* rather relations of certain instruments and the physical objects to

be explored; the tliird, in fine, combining, like the syllogism, its

predecessors in an effort to produce the compounds of nature. From
the main character of the phenomena of tliis second order, which are

all interior, and enfoldotl in the complications of creation down the

plane of time, the triad of methods is named collectively the analytic

system. But these interior and exterior views of nature would be

still dissevered, and in precisely the like predicament as that of

analogy and enumeration. And just as these had been combined,

we saw, by a third method, into system, so a third system is in time

requisite to harmonize the two preceding, to compose the statics and

the d}Tiamic3 of the universal organism into the unity of nature and

the solidarity of science. This, in accord with its destination, is

named the synthetic system; and the modifications which it im-

presses on the three forms of induction are termed deduction, clas-

sification, and science.

This exposition could not possibly be otherwise here than abstract

;

to exemplify, however succinctly, its several steps, would take our

entire space. We are happy, therefore, to be able to refer to the

work before us for a rich variety of examples to the purpose. In-

deed this feature is its main fault, or (if you will) its excellence, as

a composition. M. Cournot is tediously partial to arguing by cases

and explaining by instances—denoting a mind of rather complete
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jcioiitific knowledge and discipline, than of originative power or of

ratiocinative cneriry.

]It> launches, notwithstanding, into the highest and boldest specu-

lations, as, for example, in the ensuing chaiiter, into the theory of

final causes. His conclusions, too, upon this subject are perhaps as

sound as was compatible with his hypothesis, above refuted, of acci-

thiitul causation. Excluding the notion that the universe was made
f.r man, he restricts the operation of the illusory '" design *' within the

limits of each order or organism of creation, and seems to hold that

the diversity of these creations must be the result of a successive

superinduction of foreign causes. But it is strange he should not

note that, although independent causes might happen to be suc-

cessively so far conformable to one another, that their effects would

offer also a regular series for two or three terms ; the improbability

of a continuance must have long become an impossibility, (even ac-

cording to his favourite calculation of chances,) before completing

the progressive series already established in the works of nature.

This regularity of the effects of course refutes a random causation

;

which is, moreover, disposed of above by other arguments. We may
add, however, a concession of the author himself to the same effect.

and which the general lack of comprehensiveness, if not of coherence

in his logic, left his profound knowledge of mathematics free to

5tatc:

—

"If we siippoic," says bo, '-a sporadic mass of material particles, dibtributcJ
irn-j^'iilarly at all di-=tances from each other, and moving v.ith any velocities what-
»-WT, bnt submitted besides to forces wliich attract ttiem towards each other, it

mii«t happen at the expiration of a sufficient length of time that those particles
*!11 be agglomerated Into a body of a regular figure, of whicli the rc:rular move-
ment of rotation and of translation -will be a sort of mean between tlie dltTorent
in^ivemcnts of the divers particles in the sporadic state. Onler will thus rise

•poiitaneously from the bosom of primordial chaos."—P. 1 06.

But where, then, is the place or origin for your pretended " inde--

p<'ndcnt causes?" For what is true of the formation of a single

^y from the atomic state, can be no less so of all the bodies in the

universe, which form, in fact, progi-essively, comets, satellites,

planets, suns; but sporadic particles of a superior complication,

•^or is it necessary (as the author must be mathematician enough
to know) to compromise the two conceptions, completely positive.

'^'i tnatter and motion, by postulating the metaphysical entity of a
' 'rcc of attraction ; for attraction is but motion towards a vortex or

^ centre.

The author hitherto in his discussion of the probabilities of our
•knowledge has treated only of the inferences or conclusions from
rfcoivod premises, taking for granted the reality of the premises

J-OLUTii Series, Vol! VI.— 19
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themselves in the existence, such as we perceive it, of the external

world. But this existence has been contested, and so he now proceeds

in turn to apply his tests of probability to that preposterous objec-

tion.

A refutation of the subtle sophistry of Berkeley and the German
visionaries is quite possibly not yet superfluous, even to philosophic

readers, and M. Couniot's long chapter of detailed criticism on the

subject may thus be one of the most edifying in the book. He, how-

ever, neglects the only argument that could be absolutely peremptory,

though it is no other than his own definition of all knowledge. For

this consisting (as he says truly) in a " relation between two terms,"

it follows inevitably that all knowledge, from the lowest sensation to

the highest science, implies the existence of both those terms, infers

the objective as well as the subjective world ; on the other hand, from

either term we cannot, in absence of the relation, infer the existence

of the other, and may even deny it. Now, this precisely is the con-

dition of that epoch of the human mind, in which the abstract

notion of relation is in the rudimentary state of attribute, re-

stricted concretely to either abutment under name of " faculties
"

.or of "qualities," iuiagined both to be inherent, exclusive and occult.

Your ontologist, accordingly, who takes his stand on either side, can

prove at least to thn.sG about him that the other side is but a phan-

tasm, and that one half our world of knowledge contains the whole;

while a brother sophist, on the opposite side, does just the contrary

no less conclusively. Thus did Fichte, for instance, posted on the

Bubjectivc term of knowledge, exorcise from out his Ego the raa-

terittl universe, and even the Deity; while Schelling, stationed upon

this universe, resolved the Ego into his Absolute. But when the

intellect becomes mature enough to recognise that it can know quite

nothing of either objective or subjective side save as supporters of

a relation, then this speculative thimblerigging is at an end.

Still the notion of relation, though thus conclusive of the external

world, may not be forcibly convincing if considered only singly. If

its two constituent elements of qualities ond faculties could be dis-

covered to present a scries among themselves, and so with the others,

•the demonstration would of course be multiplied progressively at

every stop. It was probably this application of his everlasting the-

ory of chances that has suggested to M. Cournot the freshest idea in

his book. The series just supposed has of late been actiiallv estab-

lished among the " qualities," tlie objective end of the relations ; and

accordingly, the result of this scientific series has been to rout on-

tology from physical nature to its sole asylum in the mind. Now.
the suggestion of M. Cournot would again dislodire it from this last
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retreat, by recognising some sort of series among the " faculties."

We cite in full his observations upon the subject:

—

*' Above all, (tliat is, the arguments the author has adduced,) it Is necessary to

distini^uish that suhordinadon ainotuj our facnldcs which can almu; suj)ph/ us a
coiK'rol of, and a clew to, seeming contradictions. For want of this distinction

there is no possibility, properly speaking, ol" philosophical discussion : there k
but an endless niultiplication of pretended j)rlmiuvc and irredui.ililo 'liietd;'

but incessant afipeals to the criterion of Tommoti sense,' which is eipiivaicnt

to the niuUiplication, in ])hysics, of occult (pialitics, and is a procedure quite
repugnant to theoretical organization."

The latent conformity of this just criticism to the principles above

laid down, as those distinctive of the metaphysical philosophy, will

be found striking. The primitive facts and common sense are a

palpable hit at the Scotch school, and its still more wretched race

of French followers for the last half-century. But the panacea to

all this trifling, the subordination among the faculties, is not ex-

pounded, we shall see, with great precision or profundity:

—

"It is a prejudice common among enlightened people that man, hoiag

unable to judge but by the aid of his taculties, cannot, therefore, be in a po.si-

tlon to criticise those faculties. But if man has several facultie.-', if they b€

oniered liicrarchioally, and not simply associated, the faulty individualil\ ot'lhc

a priori judgment disappeai-s. Now, the explanations given hitherto, with those

wlilch are to follow, uill render evident, at least we hope so, the lact of this

serial coordination. The senses are but the Instruments of the reason: and or

man att;iins a knowledge, through tlic medium of the senses, of the causes of

error inherent in the implements of his own creation, so he may, under cer^

tain conditions, attain assurance of the causes of error which might rcaldc in

the natural implements at the disposal of his reason."—P. 173.

This, wc see, is sufficiently meager and misty. The points to be

ei5tablishcd Avere distinctly and successively these : first, the fact of

the subordination; second, its order; and third, its operation. The

fact is proved by nothing which the author had presented hithorto,

and but (as will be seen) quite indirectly by any evidence in the

sequel. As to the order, he scarce attempts to trace its term^. save

in the senses, which are, moreover, not the faculties in question.

His conception ofthc operation may be observed in the passage cited,

^lu're he speaks of reason as the corrector and controller of the

•'ibjcct senses. Lut, aside from his omission of all the mental

faculties proper that intervene between the reason and the senses,

^^vliich are physical organs,) he might be asked for the corrector and

controller of reason in turn, which, being supreme of all the faculties,

^ould be left absolute at the head of the scale, and could thus be

»'"gucd by a metaphysician to be as "occult" as any of the roftt.

All rrs.'e, M. Oournot, with his habitual modesty and candour, avows

*^istrust of his resources, in expressing only a hope of doing better;
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and the mere suggestion of the idea, even as a logical expedient, and

more especially as a foundation for the positive science of mind,

would leave his work, in this particular, without a rival, or a prede-

cessor, with only one, but a decisive, cxc-ption.

In an essay which Avas published some two or three years since

in this city, and which was consequently too outlandish, and has

continued too obscure for M. Cournot to have ever seen, or even

heard of it—this graduation of the mental faculties had been estab-

lished systematically, and determined in the double aspect of subor-

dination and of operation. Even application had been made of the

result to the purpose aimed at by M. Cournot, as may be seen from a

single sentence of the diircussion: " \Vhile the modes of mind were

considered as isolate, to explain one was to explain all, or rather al!

appeared alike inexplicable, as was shown in fact by Hume, and is,

indeed, the nature of all elementary individuality; but link them in

relation, and let the relation be progressive, and the progi-ession be

complication of a unity, and there Avill thenceforth be a three-fold

necessity for an external and continuous cause."*

The author of this passage (which is proved at large in his open-

ing chapter) had then done more than, has been designed, or rather

desiderated by M. Cournot. The latter sought merely a mental series

in which the terms would be irreducible, (in natural consonance

•with his mistake about the physical series also.) and of which the

efticiency as an argument for the external world would bo nearly

nugatory, and the existence, as a scientific formula, absurd; for

among faculties essentially difierent a logical series were, of course,

impossible, nor could they prove, however combined, beyond their

arithmetical amount. Jjut, on the contrary, the sort of series

characterized in the last extract, composed, not of pretended facul-

ties, but of positive relations, essentially homogeneous and sys-

tematically complicate, in exact harmony with a counter-series

established also in the physical world—this mental series, we say,

left nothing to be desired, or, perhaps, imagined, in either the

cogency of its demonstration or the legitimacy of its principles.

Nor Avas reason, as the supreme term of the scale, left here expo.=ed

to the objection adduced above against the loose arrangement of

M. Cournot. For studying this and all the faculties," the book
referred to has supplied a method which is not merely quite original,

but looks extravagant. Representing the mental faculties for "pro-

cesses," as he terms them) as not developed in the individual, but in

the species, the author argiie.-« that the physical history of this collec-

tive individual may exhibit, to the contemplation and the criteria of

'' Vestiged of Ciyilizatiou, p. 68.
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the philosopher, the world of mind in an objectiv it ij no \ess complete

th:in the world of matter. Tliis would cut off at "one fell swoop"

all our subjective " idols of the cave," and lay the basis for a science

of ethics and psychology.

M. Cournot. in the ensuing chapter, proceeds to specialize his

er.de of faculties, mider the jumbled heads of Senses, Images, and

Ideas. His criticism on the senses is of real value in itself lie

shows, for instance, that only two of them—those of hearing and of

fight—make any direct contribution to real knowledge; the otliers

serving but as reactives to apprize us barely of the presence of certain

bodies, without giving us any notion of them. So far, then, the soph-

isms against the certitude of human knowledge, from the deception of

the senses, would be excluded ; and from the nature of the two remain-

ing, which the author further shows to be identical, their reports arc

of mathematical reliability. " They are," sa3'S he, " homogeneous,

and procure the same representations of homogeneous knowledges,

namely, the representation of space and the knowledge of the n-Ia-

tiuns of magnitude and geometrical figure—the representative effi-

ciency being in each of these two senses attached to the fo7-m, and,

independent of the matter, of the sensation, rutione fonna cl von

rutioiw. matcrifry—P. 2'29. It would follow, then, that all our

knowledge must be at bottom a knowlege o'l form ; and, in fact, to

form may be resolved all the real phenomena of nature.

Passing now to the outer world, the author discusses, in several

chapters, 1. The motion of bodies, of matter and force, and the

categories and classification of physical phenomena; '1. Life and

the physiological series; 3. The ideas of space and time; 4. Ab-
stractions, entities, mathematical ideas; 5. Moral and cesthetic

ideas; 6. Continuity and discontinuity. The order is not objec-

tionable, save the place of time and space, which should precede or

form part of the first division. The nomenclature is doubtless meta-

physically barbarous ; and so is also, more or less, the distribution.

I>ut the meaning, duly portioned under three generic heads, pre-

sents the Cosmical, the Vital, and the Intellectual kingdoms.

Upon each of these departments, the author's views are quite

advanced. But though intelligent and full of instruction, there

is nothing absolutely new. Respecting bodies, he well refutes the

scholastic distinction revived by Locke, between the "primary and

secondary qualities" of matter; and shows that there are only certain

qualities more fundamental than the rest, and that the latter may be

J^ll, in turn, conceived, in regular gradation, as resulting, only more

and more remotely, from the primordial. After an excellent dis-

cussion of the fundamental categories, the general law of this grada-
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tion, throughout the entire realm of nature, is concluded to " consist

in passing from phenomena more general, more simple, more funda-

mental, more permanent, to phenomena more particular, more com-

plex and more changeahle."—P. '205. From the comprehensiveness

of this conclusion, and the observed absence of any striking novelty,

demanding either praise or blame, \ve may pass over the suc-

ceeding heads. The last, however, or that upon Continuity and

Discontinuit}', we must stop to commend particularly. Jt descants

admirably on the nature and the functions of the idea of Number

;

which it ranges properly, but inconsistently, ^vith what preceded,

at the head of the scale, or the most absolutely fundamental of the

scientific laws of nature. This di.^position, Avith the whole series of

the special categories of the author, we shall meet again with in the

second volume—to which we now proceed in order.

The first chapter is on Language; a subject tolerably introduced

by the exposition, in the preceding, of the chief difficulty of verbal

expression. This consists in the continuitif of the modifications of

phenomena contrasted with tiic physical discontinuity of the words

of language. This deep discordance between the objects and the

instruments of all expression is to be remedied only by a logical

combination of the latter—a combination that begins spontaneously

in the grammatical art of syntax, and is scientified in tliC dialectical

synthesis of composition. For composition, in the large and ele-

vated acceptation, is a science; it is more than this, it is tlie logic

which Lord Bacon styled t!ie science of sciences ; it is a copying

of the grand and graduated unity of nature. Hence it is that one

of tiic deepest of the searchers into this nature, and the most eloquent,

without exception, of her painters, we mean Buftbn, declared, at

sixty, though a model of style, that he was only then beginning

to conceive the infinite perfectibility of the art. Hence it is

that all great thinkers, when imbued thoroughly with the spirit

of science, are found so strenuous, as it were, to tessclate into

counter unity with that of nature the fragmentary elements of

language: they can never put pen to paper till they have fixed

the bearings of the special subject ; nor proceed, in its discussion,

from one division to another, any more than from sentence to sen-

tence, without a transitive connexion. While, on the other hand,

the herd of writers, whose stock of knowledge is but " odds and

ends," arc always reaily in beginning and rapid in proceeding; for

the monitor within them, the matters to be represented, being all

commciitcments or conclusions or cross connexions, as you may
take them, there is no place for hesitation or deliberation in the

premises.
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The author makes another observation on a point of style, which

xrcll exposes a vulgar prejudice on the subject. It is deemed fault}'

in a writer on philosophy to employ ima2;cry. " Jiut far," says M.
Coumot, " from being a fault, it is a fruitful artifice, by aid of which

we remedy the natural defects of language, and make it concur

indirectly to the presentation of abstract ideas to which it could not

be directly adopted. Since it is a fundamental law of the mind that

it cannot elevate itself to the conceptions of the intelligible but

through the medium of sensible signs; from the moment that

language in itself becomes inadequate to this expression, it is

absolutely necessary to appeal to other signs. These signs arc

chosen from among the phenomena of the external world, and also

those that pass within ourselves. The former we take particularly

from the phenomena of extension and motion, because these are the

most simple, the most fundamental—those of which the image has

the greatest representative clearness of all the jihenomcna subjected

to the law of continuity—and because the obstacles to the dirrct

expression of our thoughts by language, proceed mainly from the

dispersive discontinuity of vocal signs," etc.—Vol. ii, p. 12.

In fact, to remedy these obstacles—affecting chiefly, however, such

writers as iiave new ideas or new distinctions—there arc imaginable

but three methods. 1. To draw upon the dead languages \ov a

neologistic jargon; 2. To take refuge in analytical abstraction; 3. To

breast the difficulty with the common fund of words, by the skilful

disposition of dialectical combinations, by the legitimate extension

of grammatical analogies, and finally by the employment of terms

popularly representative of images themselves descriptive of the new

conceptions to be unfolded. The first was the resort, for example,

of Bentham and of Kant, and, in a small way, of Sir William

Hamilton. The second, which is doubtless preferable, was the

choice of M. Contte. But Uie laftt was the course adopted by

all the masters of the "granih style'"—by Plato and by Cicero,

by Buffon and by Bossuet, by Bacon and by Bolingbroke. Is

it not curious, but characteristic, that the shallow dogma thus

refuted should be mainly propagated by the metaphysical and

minute critics of both Xorth and i^^outh Britain, in face of the fact

that their acclaimed paragon of all philosophers, this very Bacon, is

raore full of imai^cry than not merely all their other philosophers,

but even all their poets ?

And for our part, we deem this grand style of his a better evi-

dence of his great genius than the mass of fragments, as full of

absurdities almost as truths, which are called his pliilosophy. Future

ages, in considering these, would ask with wonder whence^ the fame
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of Bacon, but that these a/res will be too intelligent not to discern.

in his writinga, the giant clothing of the vast conceptions ^Yhich he

could not work into a system. JJut the inspiration of this C3'clopean,

and yet concise and continuous strain—whose thronging images are

read for argument, and not fur ornament or illustration—is that pre-

cisely above assigned as the mark and law of scientifio genius, the

strenuous effort to preserve and picture the varied unity of nature.

For if .Bacon's doctrine has failed to realize the most immortal of

his own precepts, his style at least is constructed truly ex aiialogia

universi.

Returning to ^I. Cournot and his rather meager sketch of language,

we hasten on with him to the next chapter, which treats of Logical

Definitions. We find here, also, for the most part, nothing but an in-

telligent enlargement of the fine fragment of Pascal, Sur iEsprit

geomctriqvc. The author dwells, however, with some freshness of sug-

gestion, on the prt'rc<iuisito of " logical etymologies ;" by which are

meant those fuudanicntal radicles in each idiom which, themselves

inexplicable, serve to cuu^^titute all definitions in that special tongue.

These postulates of definition (so to speak) are also shown to be of

great consequence in the construction of a universal languoge

—

this being, in fact, the aspect in which M. Cournot takes the subject,

and which e.\cu.-es the apjiarent vagueness of his survey.

The contents of the following chapter (which is the sixteenth of

the work) have mucii more novelty of view and more fertility of

suggestion. The topics treated are entitled: "The Linear Order of

Compo.>ition, and Logical (Jonstruction and the Syllogism." The real

import of the former lu-ad is a new phase of the assigned obstacle to

the sufTiciency of oral language, from its vocabular discontinuity.

As the title denotes unconsciously, it is the linear transformation,

succeeding duly to the mnncral condition. But our space forbids

us to enter at large upon this topic.

We are, fortunately, also dispensed from dwelling on the second

article, which he calls Logical Construction and the Syllogism ; for

what lie means is but a certain fragment of the general system of

mental method, even us he lugged into the previous section another

portion, named Classification. To show, however, how superior to

Mill and others are his separate views, we may cite, for instance,

the following remark upon the syllogism. After noting that, in the

case wherein the major proposition is but the summary expro.-^iou

of a number of observed particulars, the conclusion can undoubtedly

add nothing to our knowledge, and the syllogism is not inference but

interpretation, he proceeds to say, as truly :
"

If. on the contrary,

.the general truth (/. r. the major proposition) be conceived as per-
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ft«ctly independent of the particular and secret forms ^vhicb the general

wid abstract idea may assume—as being, not tbe logical ri:svmr,

but the ground and principle of tbe particulars—then tbe syllogism,

wliirb expresses tbe subordination of our judgments, in a manner

coiiformablc to tbe intrinsic relations of tbings (or according to tbe

onicr in wbicb facts depend upon eacb otber, and trutbs emanate

from eacb other) really becomes a means of extending our knowledge,

iiiJ advancing tbe knowledge of tbe properties of particulars, by a

suitable application to them of general ideas."—Vol. ii, p. j>l.

This is particularly far in advance of British logicians, iSortb or

Sjuth, who either, like Whateley, extol tbe syllogism as a universal

iiietbod, or denounce it, Avith tbe Scotch school, as a mere pctiiw

pnncipii. Yet M. Cournot would be at a loss, we think, if called

on for the rationale of the formation of, and tbe distinction between,

the two descriptions of general premises, or why tbe latter sort

alone extend our knowledge a pnori. Tbis higher philosophy

tif tbe subject has been spontaneously unfolded by tbe cxpo-

^ition in the foregoing pages. It there appeared that tbe pri-

mary form of induction, named Enumeration, proceeds upon tbe

Kort of particulars we call qualities; to these it gives a com-

mon name, advancing pari passu Avith observation, and may give

;ho predicative form of a general axiom of tbe like extent; but

this induction controls no further than tbe enumerated particulars,

and for the reason that no particulars (and more especially the

<las3 in question, being of all the most exclusive or elementary)

infer eacb other: here, then, is M. Cournot's first description of

Ujajor premises, and which the syllogism may expound, but not

extend. Again, the second of tbe assigned stages of induction is

Analogy, of which we have seen tbe proper basis is relation ; but

rt-'lution contains by essence an independent generality, and will

infer, of course, its own two terms, with their other properties, witb-

<'Ut experience: here is also the other category of tlie author's major

premises, the "general trutbs, quite independent of particular and

concrete forms," and which may serve " to extend our knowledge by

tlioir particular application." In fine, the exigencies of both forms

stood originally thus : Enumeration collected particulars, w itbout

^<<^nding their relations ; Analogy supplied relations, Avitbout explor-

•";; tbe subject terms : the surplus of the one was thus the deficit

"f t!ie other, and tbe double remedy a combination of their resources,

'ho exploitation of these resources defines precisely the proper

•unctions, as tbe combination does the exact form, of tbe syllogism,

^-H before remarked; and is also well recorded in tbe etymolog}' of

^•ic name, and, wo may add, as was required by tbe general law of
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all progression, in which the final term of each triad must be a com-

position of the two prccedin;;.

So simple, succinct, and systematic is the explanation of this mass

of questions, on whic-li whole libraries continue yearly to be written

but to worse confound it, when one is led along the path of history

and nature by the light of science I

But M. Cournot is not yet done-"{rith us on the subject; he still

expatiates, in the following chapter, upon "Analysis and Synthesis."

His observations will, as usual, be of interest and value when con-

fronted with the explication above advanced. What he says, for

instance, of synthesis, will be seen to coincide essentially with the

exposition just now developed of the syllogism. In form, both the

things are in fact identical, as are, of course, the final members in

all three systems of induction—the analytical, as well as the logic.il

and the synthetical. The subject-matter only varies, and progres-

sively—the syllogism being the logical synthesis, a synthesis by

words; experimentation the analytical synthesis, a synthesis by

things ; and science the synthetical synthesis, or syllogism by lavs.

The same identity of form and diversity of matter prevail in each

of the two preliminary scries of the three systems, and which the

author has confounded crudely in his conception of analysis. But

the correction may be now intrusted to serious readers.

Of the closing chapters, the first considers the " Contrast be-

tween History and Science," and supplemcntarily, " The rhllosophy

of History ;" the title of the next is, " The Contrast of Science and

Philosophy," and supplemcntarily, '• The Philosophy of the Sci-

ences." It will be seen that this double rubric comprises, more or

less confusedly, the leading question of the author, as we signalized

it at the outset, to wit, the difference between philosophy and science.

Let us see, then, if its direct treatment be not inconsistently more

scientific than could be augured from the antecedents of the discus-

sion.

Tiiis is not the case at least in the alleged contrast between sci-

ence and history. We have here again a leaven of the original error

about " independent causes " and the objective reality of chance.

These, according to the author, would be distinctive of the province

of history; while the conjoint series and their consequences would

compose the field of science. The present, he agrees, involves the

future, but not the past ; and from this he concludes the future to

belong to theory, the past to history. ]iut this antithesis is a more

subjective sophism. For, aside from accidental causes,—a notion

above refuted, and which, moreover, were it founded, must affect the

future as well as the past,—what had been history at one " present"
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becomes science at another; and his fixed boundary thus floats, a

•Hdiii^-scalc, according to the march of knowledge. And this is the

real difference between the subjects. M. Cournot, in transporting

it into the order of external nature, feels entitled to criticise Bacon

for having placed it in the human faculties, making memory the

organ of history, and the reason that of science. But this \>a3,

of the two, the lesser error; for, if the faculties be considered, as

M. Cournot himself desires they should, as but successive transforina-

tinns of the same sole faculty of knowing, the Baconian scheme would

indicate a mere degree of knowledge as the difi'ercnce between the

jirovinces of history and science.

For the rest, it should be added that this error in the " first con-

coction," or, (to speak less professionally,) in the system of M.

Cournot, has not affected the intelligence of his description of both

departments. Of science especially the following outline is richly

worthy of transcription :
" Science is knowledge logically organized.

But logical organization or systematization is comprised under two

principal heads—first, the division of the subjects and the classifi-

CJition of the objects to which the scientific knowledge relates

;

second, the logical concatenation of the propositions, which pennits

the number of the axioms, of the fundamental hypotheses, or of the

data of experience, to be reduced to the lowest possible, and autho-

rizes us to extract from their whole contents by deduction, provided

only we control the process by confirmative experience. It follows

hence that the scientific form will be so much the more perfect, as

^ve shall be able to establish divisions more distinct, classifications

better determined, and gradations better demarcated in the succession

of relations. Whence it also follows that to increase knorcleJgc and

to perfect science arc not the same tiling ; for science is forwarded

by the conception of a happy idea Avhich better arranges our acquired

knowledge, without enlarging their actual mass ; whereas a science,

in being enriched with new observations and new facts, incompati-

ble with the principles of order and classification before adopted,

niny lose proportionably the perfectness of its scientific form."

—

ly 190-1.

Here is a hint to your men of " facts," whether statisticians or

t'xperimenters. who do not doubt that they alone are the real contrib-

utors to science; whereas at best, they are merely, in the very

analogy of our subject, but historians, too often chroniclers, of its

I'reliminary phase. It is strange that this succession of the grades

of knowledge in all subjects, which M. Cournot has described so well,

''ionld not have rid him of his profession. One of the causes, wc
•should conjecture, was that the two subjects of his alleged contrast
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are the two extremities of a series of three terms, aud that the

middle having been omitted, the resulting void presents an oppo-

sition. What this middle term is Avill be disclosed in the ensuing

chapter.

Of this, the subject is, the "contrast between Science and Philos-

ophy," which ]M. Oournot introduces in these terms:—"Science

departs from certain ])rimordial notions, common to all men, and

combines them to constitute a body of doctrine by means of the sole

forces of reason; or it collects observations, experiments, facts by

means of which it elevates itself to the discovery of the laws to which

are subject certain orders of phenomena : Philosophy disserts upon

the origin of cur knowledges, upon the principles of certitude, and

seeks to penetrate into the reason of the ultimate facts which sup-

port the edifice of the positive sciences."—P. 21G.

These definitions need little correction to be just enough, empiri-

call}'. In that of science, the "primary notions " refer to the section

of mathematics, and confirm the backwardness betrayed so fre'juently

in the true ])hilosophy of science and mind ; for it seems the author is

not aware that the pretended axioms of mathematics are real induc-

tions of our instinctive experience, and that they difier from the results

of our mctlwdizrd experience but in greater obviousness, simplicity,

and universality. Such is also the explanation of the feeling of

necessity which is alleged to characterize them in distinction from

the laws called physical; the latter, being less common, appear less

uniform in comparison, whereas the former, which are fundamental,

do not allow us to de.<cry behind them any higher laws than might,

by contrast, in tin-n taint them with a seeming casualty. The few

Avho pen^'trate this conimon barrier by the solvent of analysis find,

as the author must have known, these axioms so far from necessary

as to seem absurd. His second distinction, in the same definition,

restricting science to " certain phenomena," (doubtless excluding the

mental or moral,) is another phase of the same, oversight: an over-

sight, in fine, which lies in the attribution of the laws of nature, of

the gradation of necessity, of knowability, or of casualty which

appertains to the imperfect knowledge of the age or of the individual

;

and on the other hand, arises here, not from a difference of faculties,

but from the objective graduation of complication; that is, of diffi-

culty, which progresses down the scale of laws, from the mathemat-
ical along to the mental. This illusive tendency to take the objective

for the subjective, and reciprocally, and to constitute one's self or

epoch the gauge and touchstone of knowledge and certitude, are the

distinctions of the metaj.hysical philosophy. And that this is what

the author means, in fact, is shown expressly by his definition, which
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Jcacribes philosophy as pursuing the origin, the end, and essence of

U»o facts of science.

Jle has joined, then, an irrelevant issue -with the parties ^vhom he

censures for confounding this philosophy -with science. They never

do so when they know anything of science or of philosophy ; they, on

the contrary, are rather prone to disavow its real services. The

j.hilosophy they mean is a positive knowledge of the laws of nature,

i.iciitical in substance with that possessed by the several science.?,

lut more extended and systematic than that of any, or of all together.

They are, therefore, right in notion, which is all that we contend for;

uc abandon them to M. Cournot's reclamations about the name : we

do not see what can be gained to science by the superfa-tation of an

appellative so fraught with obloquy and ambiguity as the term phi-

losophy. But, on the other hand, our author should have determined

this dispute of v\"ords, before inditing a long chapter or his whole

treatise beside the question. Had he commenced with the declara-

tion that the philosophy he meant to vindicate was what is commonly

called metaphysics, his position would have been clear ; nor would the

difference which he contends for between this subject and science

proper have been then contested, however the value which he gives

the former might be denied. This is recently too much the fashion

vith the mere fragmatists or pedants of science, and has been coun-

tenanced by even some of its philosophers : but, in the latter, it is

Jiiainly a rhetorical expedient, used to batter down abuses by an

opposite excess. Metaphysics, then, or rather, generally, philosoph-

ical speculation, deserves and needs the reJiahilitalion of M. Cour-

not; but not exactly "in manner and form" (as the legal phrase

is; as he imagines. The time is come then, when, in fuliilment of

our engagement at the outset, we should try to rectify this funda-

tacntal aberration of the work, and complete the means of giving it

connexion as well as explanation.

As was explained in our sketch of method, the earliest elements

of human knowledge consist in feelings and in qualities ; that is,

f'jcis subjective or objective: the record of these isolate facts is the

'udimental state of history. By the habitual concurrence or recur-

f<?iice of some among them, the mind is later led to ask itself the

"^»«e of the connexion: this inquiry is the germ of philosophy.

The cause, of course, conceived as something distinct from the things

C'nnccted, is sought for ages in one or other of the terms, until these

^ro, by experience or otlier analysis, resolved in turn into mere ag-

Srog.ites of similar connexions ; the mind, expanded by this eidargo-

^^icnt, and corrected also of its illusion, then recognises the abstract

^nd of a relation ; that is to say, a portion or a result of a general
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order: this conception of relation, independently of its terms, is

the fundamental form of science. Here we have, in three sentences,

a consummate epitome of the career of the human intellect, both

past and possible, throughout the universe. The plan needs but

extension through the planes of space and time; the succession of

the assigned stages remains unaltered and universal.

Thus history, expanding through space, takes the names of geog-

raphy, cosmography, v.^o. ; extending through time those of natur.il

or of civil history, according as the facts recorded relate to nature

or to society; and the "philosophy of (either) history," when the

two orders arc conceived together. Thus philosophy, traversing

space, is called mytholog}'', astrology, A:c. ; viewed in time, or the

successive and causative order of events, it is theology, (of course

the dogmatic, not the divine,) metaphysics, (fcc. ; embracing space

and time at once, or coexistence and succession, it takes the name
of philosophy proper or positive, that is scientific. Thus science.

in fine, unfolding its feeble germ of relation through the plane of

statical phenomena, is called the arts of numbering, of land-meas-

uring, d6c. ; when later, ramifying through the dynamical, it takes the

forms of the several methods, both of the logical and analytic sys-

tems; carried conjointly through both the planes, it assumes the

systematic harmony characteristic of the various sciences, mathe-

matical, physical, social ; and ends, after rejecting the arts and
methods as a disused scaflblding, with interfusing all the special

forms into one great cosmical conception, which unites the

history, the philosophy, and the science of the phenomenal uni-

verse.

M. Cournot has still three chapters, of Avhich the subjects are as

follows: first, The Coordination of the Sciences; second, Psychology;
third, E.xamination of the Principal Systems of Philosophy. This

post-position of psychology-, as a sort of scientiiic outline, betrays

again the metaphysical condition of the author's mind. His criti-

cism on the subject is, however, excellent on the whole, and well

adapted to unroof its "caves" to the day of positive investigation.

To this end he insists again on the subordination of the ment;il fac-

ulties. But all the good things of the chapter as well as also of

the following, will have found their clew and comments in our pre-

vious explanations. There remains, then, for a closing word, but

what Khould close the work of M. Cournot, the coordination or clas-

sification of the sciences.

Commencing with the essny of Bacon, M. Cournot remarks rightly

that the only part of that celebrated scheme, of any lasting value, is

the fundamenUl tripartite division into history, poetry. sci(;nc-e.
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In fact, it coincides substantially, -vnc sec, -with the foregoing series.

The first and third terms are identical ; and our definition of philos-

ophy, as the pursuit of things unuginary, corresponds no less ex-

actly to Bacoa's poetry, ^N-hich is its stage of art, and which he founds

upon the mental faculty of imagination. ZS'or -was the nature of all

tlircc terms more meritorious than their number, which is the scien-

tific formula of all progression. Not that Bacon had the least idea

vf jixogrcssion in the premises, or perhaps even of the statical prin-

ciple of his division, as above evolved: its relative accuracy was due

mainly to his large sagacity.

Nor should we censure the defect of science when we find D'Alom-

bert, a century after, distorting grossly the same partition, against

every notion of science and sense. According to him, the order of

knowledges is—histor3% philosophy, poetry; and that of the corre-

sponding Hiculties—memory, reason, imagination ! What a notion of

progression, or even of history, must the man have who makes imag-

ination succeed to reason, and poetry posterior to science ! (for sci-

ence is what the celebrated encycloptedist meant by " philosophy,"

which was the title of preeminence at that day.) This preposterous

intervorsion well exemplifies how very recently the human mind, in

even its leading organs, has put off the swathing bands of infancy.

M. Couruot points out others, in the body of the scheme, which offer

similar improvements upon the errors of the Baconian model. Yet

M. Cournot, alas for critics! is not free himself from those very

faults ; but let us first despatch the remaining subjects of his

criticism.

These are the systems of Benthara and of Ampere. Both are

justly censured for manner as well as matter. The bifurcate mode
of division, which is common to the two, M. Cournot reuiarks, as a

fact, to have failed egregiously in the organic sciences; but the rea-

son (which he docs not sec) is, that it mutilates the law of progres-

•ion, which, in these sciences, becomes more paramount in strict

proportion to their higher complexity, and makes the tri])licate

division more indispensable. Besides defects of manner, Bentham's

«>jbjccts and nomenclature are also deemed by M. Cournot to be

"jftcu gi-otesque. And, in truth, Bcntham knew nothing of science,

»nd Was no hand at even system, his genius being exclusively ana-

'Vtical. Ampere was, on the contrary, by accurate knov.lcdgc of most
of the sciences, enabled to dissemble better the radical vice of the

^'ifur&ition. Moreover the general order of his scheme is consonant

to nature and history.

By the by. is it not curious that M. Cournot, himself a Frenchman,

«hould, in circumnavigating the world of knowledge, and criticising
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its leading; philosophies, -with their principal sj'stems of classifica-

tion, have never mentioned the name of ComteV But the doctrines

and distribution of this treatise evince, moreover, a very honest and

utter unconsciousness of the existence of the positive system. Wc
do not trace a single theft from, or allusion to, Comte's -writinii^s,

save the mention of social physics, as proposed to substitute the

term psychology—a substitution made by Comte in his principal

VN'ork. Wa arc glad, of course, to find no thefts in the filching fashion

of Dr. WhewcU, and feel assured that M. Cournot is far above such

dissimulations. But, at the same time, ive nmst say with frankness,

that few things short of this procedure could be more discreditable in

a philosopher, or more denunciative of his incompetency, than to un-

dertake at the present day to make a survey of human knowledges,

in com})letc ignorance, real or affected, of the Philosophic Positive.

M. Cournot betrays the consequence in his. own attempt at

classification, of which the fundamental series is as follows:

—

Religion,— Art,— History,— PiiTLO.sopiiY,— Science. In the

first place, he improves, indeed, upon D'Alcmbert, and even Bacon,

in not referring the several terms to respective faculties of the

mind. But this was, we fear, a virtue due less to theory than

to necessity. ]Io was probably unable to determine the subordina-

tion, which, he desires so nnich, among the faculties, to suit the

requisites of his scheme. What seems confirmative of this conjec-

ture is, that he rcphices the triad of faculties by five "forms of

development," which he calls sijncrasies or tonpcramcnts, and which
correspond to the foregoing categories of his series. But the sub-

stitution, however forced, is no less a passage from the individual

to tlie broader basis of society or the species, and is thus a real

transition toward the cyclopicdic point of view, as will be shown
when we have pointed out the faults of the partition.

The blunders of M. Cournot, though not so coarse as those he

justly censures ii\ D'Alcmbert or mistakes in Bacon, arc much more
numerous. He destroys the trifurcate principle by the addition of

two terms; he, moreover, int(>rverts the order of the supererogator}-

members ; he finally promotes the latter to the rank of being coequal

with the following terms whi<:h, in truth, include them as subor-

dinates. For instance, art, so far as it is knoiriedi^f in dis-

tinction from action, is so truly history, that. this connexion wa^
first the origin and destination of the system of castes, which are

hereditary histories of the treasured mysteries of the several

tnidcs. The scheme of M. Cournot, then," accumulates the errors

of confusion, redundancy and intervcrsion; and all this, in the sim-

ple aspect of a logical composition. But considered as a basis for
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the classification of human knowledge, it shares, with Bacon and

l)'Alembert, the still more serious misconception of taking natiure,

and therefore knowledge, by the wrong extremity of the scale.

The merits of the author are well exemplified in the following

airangement of the general sciences, which retains nothing, we see,

of the "temperaments" except the number.

1. Mathematical;

'2. Physical and Cosmological

;

3. Biological, or Natural History;

4. Zoological, and the various branches of the Symbolical

;

5. Pohtical and Historical.

We speak in praise of the general succession of these stages,

not of the distribution or denomination. The author admits himself

that he so far tallies with Ampere, as he does also with M. Comte,

from whom Ampere, in fact, had copied, and who, however, works a

better distribution into six categories. But M. Coumot, in the

ramification of each of these in his synoptic table, diverges largely

from his predecessors, and with some improvement. The schemes

of Bacon and D'Alembert were an indigested hodge-podge, often

jumbling sciences, arts, and even absurdities together. Those of

Bcntham and Ampere, while preserving better the distinction

between arts, sciences, and some intermediate term, which they do

not settle, yet so run out their everlasting subdivisions upon sub-

divisions as to be utterly a wilderness—the one scholastic, the other

I'oJantic. M. Cournot has brought all this to very moderate dimen-

sions; though still we think as far in excess of what is retjuisite or

right, as M. Comte is in defect, who speaks of nothing but the

sciences.

Perhaps a medium, more or less " golden/' might be hit off in the

following wise. Corresponding to the three general gradations of

knowledge, namely, History, Philosophy, Science, its respective

i'pccial forms, set in separate compartments, would be embraced by
the heading : Arts, Institutions, and Systems. A single stage or

two of subdivision is as far as theory should carry each, under pain

f'f frittering away the unity which gives them scientific substance,

and bewildering the student in addition. They should also follow

hi the order stated, it being that of their development, and which is

turned topsy-turvy, by the way, in M. Cournot's table. But above

^-1. and in all partitions, the trifurcate principle should be applied
t'J them, as that alone which can render faithful to nature and to

history their absolute and interchangeable progression. By inter-

changeable, we mean the passage, for example, of art into institution,

*nd the procession of such institution at last to science. Thus

t'ouRTH Series, Vol. VI.—20
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politics are, with the priesthood of theocracy, an art ; in riper ages,

as in our own, they advance into institution; by and by, they avIH

undoubtedly be science. In a word, all sciences have begun with

being arts, and all arts will end with being sciences.

To conclude, then, with exemplitying, in point of method and of

moderation, the foregoing precepts for the tabulation of human
knowledge, we subjoin the following specimen, applied to the prin-

cipal of the great divisions, and which ia normally a combination

of the two preceding, we mean that of Science.

Generic.

SCIENCES.

Specific.

Akithmetic,
Ai,GEnn.\,

GnOMKTKY;
Meciiaxics,
ClIEMISTUY,
Mlnekalogy

;

HOTANY,
Biology,
Ethology.

STRONOMY

GEOLOGY;

SOCIOLOGY.

Type

NATURE.

There is nothing in this diagram, in point of subject or of nomcu-
clature, that is not familiar to scientific readers. Such will, doubt-

less, need no connncnts to discern if its innovations be indeed im-

provements upon the long line of its predecessors.

Ar.T. \ail.—SHORT REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) "77ic United Slates Grinncll Expedition in search of Sir John FranJdin, by

E. K. Kane, ]\I. I)." (Xtw-York : Harper & Brothers; Svo., pp. 532.) If

the Grinncll Expedition was unsuccessful in its aims, it has certainly been

fortunate iu its historian. Dr. Kane has a dear eye, a sound judgment, and

an indomitable energy—qualities which fit him admirably for such service as

that -which he here describes : and to the description itself he brino-s a facile

and accomplished pen. Arctic e.xpoJitions have been -written of before ;
b-jt

certainly never so avcU : the book ii as full of attraction for the general reader

as for the man of science. Wc hope to present a full review of it hereafter.

This book had just received its last touch from the finishing workmen at

Messrs. IIarpek's in December, lSo3, when the fire broke out which levelled

their grand establishment to the dust "We cannot permit the first occasion

offered us to pass without a -^N'ord upon a loss so disastrous, not merelv to the

energetic men whose long career of intelligent industry had reared tl;o

'greatest book-making establishuKnt in the country, if not in the world, but

also to the republic of letters and to the general public. Long time must

elapse before even the almost limitless enterprise of Haiu-er & BROTur.n.s

can raise again above the ruins of Franklin Scpare a fabric so stately, a busi-
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n-Tii so vast, and machinery so perfect as could be seen there kst December.

It r(7/ be done ; of that there can be no doubt : nay, the reconstruction will

outvie the original edifice : but even years of labour -will not replace the un-

(yiuntt.'cl volumes that stood upon their shelves, or fill up the gap in the supply

of jtublic literature made by that destroying fire. The demand for books is

pvaicr at this day in America than it has ever been before among men ; and

if the true liistory could be written, we think it would be clear, that no small

]ort of tiiis demand is due to the men of this gi'cat publishing firm, w])o have,

I y their skill and industry, called out tlie veiy tastes which they have been

firemo>t in supplying. A glance at the Catalogue of the ^Icssrs. Uaiiper

will show that it contains a list of books in every department of literature in

^alue unequalled for the purposes of general culture (with the exception of

tlse novels—a branch continually lessening in importance) by any catalogue

ever

(2.) " The Old Bretcery" (New-York: Stringer & Townsend, 1854; 16mo.,

I'p. 304) is a modest and simple record of one of the most heroic achieve-

njonts of modern times. A few Chi-istian women have changed a locality, the

very name of which was, but a few years ago, the synonym of vice and crime,

into a field of Christian labour and triumph. The book is written by " ladies

of the mission," and shows how, and with what success, they have applied the

principles of Christianity, in the most orthodox sense, in the work of moral

and pli_\>ical reform. In the language of their preface, " the thrilling incidents

rcconlcd in this little book exhibit cases of reformation which no human pbi-

Ifisophy can explain or account for. And they are not fictitious stories, but

facts, the truth of which hundreds arc ready to attest—all going to prove

that the gospel is still, as in the beginning, ' the ix)wcr of God unto salvation to

every one that believcth.'
"

(3.) ''Tke Lost Prince, by Jons H. Haxson," (New-York: G. P. Putnam &
Co., 1854 ; 12mo., pp. 479,) is an exhibition of facts tending, in the opinion of

tlie author, to prove the identity of Louis XVIT. of France and the Pcv. Elca-

?cr \VillIams, missionary among the ludians of North America. Mr. Hanson

r.eotllcssly embarrasses his argument with a long preliminary sketch of the

f"rench revolution, calculated at once to repel every republican reader. If

^\{ the volume were cut away, the remainder would be a better work than

t'"? whole. One thing is certain : it has never been prorcd that the child who
^<-<\ in the Temple was the Daujihln : "M Bcauchesne's argument fails in the

uiost vital points. Another thing is clear, namely, that Eleazer Williams is

^- Indian. As to his identity with the Dauphin, our conviction is that it is

hi-hly probable, though not yet demonstrated.

(<•) " 7'^e Life and Experience of a Converted Infidel, by John ScAnLETT."

(N'ow-York: Carlton & PhiUips," 1854; 18mo., pp. 274.) This is an auto-

^ ''>^Taphy of a nunister of the New-Jersey Conference, whose experience has
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been so marked as to justify it? publication in this form. There is little of the

skill of practised autliorcraft in the -work ; but it has the higher merits of sim-

plicity and directness of style, and truthfulness of matter. Mr. Scarlett, In

early manhood, fell into the so<.'iety of the lower class of infidels that infested

New-York and its vicinity some twent^'-fivc years ago. He imbibed their

opinions and remained under their inlluenee for years. The steps of his eon-

version arc stated with great clearness and simplicity in this volume. Ijis

establishment upon the "better ibundation" of Christ and his apostles was

soon followed by a call to jireach ; and his first attempt, under bad guidance,

is graphically described as follows :

—

'

" While a young convert, I liad been enticed by a friend, who believed it to Ic

my duty to preach immediately, to make trial of my preaching talents. Tho
Methodist Protestant Churcli in Mulberry-street was the place appointed to test

my call to the ministry. It had been given out that I would preach on the

evening of a ^aM>ath, and curiosity led many there to hear the sermon. I was
advised by the friend to raake no preparation, and I obeyed the instructions to

the letter. The time for preaching arrived, and my friend and the preacher sat

together in the juilpit ; but no text had yet come to be preached. I was en-

couraged not to I.e alurnii-<l, for that would come whenever I would open my
mouth to preach, mid surely I did not want to use it till tht-n. After singing and
praying, I rose to c.jmnienoe jircaohing. I opened the Bible, and began to^reaJ
in order to find the te.xt, which I was informed would fasten on my mind when-
ever I should come to it. It was the last chapter in Mark's Gospel ; and as no
text seized uj^jn me. I seized upon the sixteenth verse. My preaching state of

mind by this time was not the most delightful, but I did'tlie best I could. I

began by saying: 'My friends, believing is a thing that ought to be done, and
it .'..ught to bv- di ae soon, and you must all Kdieve. Now to believe a thing is to

—to beliecc a thing. To be damned is not to believe, and to be saved is to 1j<:

tared. I fetl uncommonly bad. my friends. I don't know what I am saying
myself. I do hopi> that somebody will come up here and preach, for I believe

/ am not called.' 1 sat d..wn, but the seat was too high ; I wanted to be out of
siiht cf the c-ngrogation. One source of relief to cheer my drooping spirits was
left n.e, hnvevt-r. t.. C'>n-ratu!ate myself with. While go'ing home that nicht.
and being c.-.ncealed by the darkness and the crowd, I heard s'ome apprentice boy
say, 'Well, I believe the preacher is a good man, although he does not know
much!' This was some comfort."

His next attempt was made under better auspices :

—

"One day. unler much heaviness and temptation, I received a letter from the
Rev. Mr. Cookman, urging me not to smother my convictions of a call to the
ministry if I had any. His wor^ls were to me ominous, alarming, and timely.
To receive such a letter, at such a time, under such circumstances, from such an
instructor, on such an importaut sul.ject, seemed to me providentiah Grace ani
providence, like two wheels, exactly correspond in their union, motions, and
designs, woi'king together in accordance with the will of God.

'•My past preachiug I could nut forget, while meditating on Mr. Cookman 's

letter. A new preacher was s.-nt to us by the conference, and I soon bocauie
acquainted with him. I f)und him kind; but my heart failed in an endeavour
to make him acquainted with my trouble about preachinc One day, in peculiar
tenderness, he said to me: 'Dear brother, have you not had impressions of j'our

probable duty yet to preach the go-i'd? Have you not seriously anticipate!
that you might yet be called lo ix.'ercise your talents and gifts in tins waw'
I said something iu reply, aiiil with much emotion bid him good morning. M
another interview with this minister I had explanations given me on the call to

the ministry, temptations and trials coimected with it, supporting and qualify-

ing grace pronuscd. and advice and instruction imparted that 1 desire never to

fjrget. He put things in a proper train, in order to give me a trial at preachiug.
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I w«s adviso".! by him to write out my sornioii, an'l submit it to his inspection, if

1 c'lukl feel fn.-e to do so. I C'>:iiplieil, iiu'l \vu,s toKl it was creditable. I was
•.!.ia ailvioed to use it in the pulpit, as it would holp \n> to overcome mj'cmbar-
rn-^ment. I did use it in tlii.s way, and preached one other, immediately s^ucceed-

iii;r the first sermon, with the written copy before me. This wan in compliance
wiih the judicious advice of that prudent minister, to whom I shall alv.-aya feel

/roat indibtidness, as an instrument in the hand of God for introducinc; mc
into the field of labour, the consequences of which are of vital importance.
In remembrance of his wise counsels, painstaking, and perseverance, ni)' prayer
!.« ihut hc_may be continued long a useful and beloved member of the Xew-.Jor-ey

CViifurence, while the memory of his unworthy brother shall hold in in.iv;; = iag

endearment the name of the Kev. Thomas M'CarroU."

^^'c commend this autobiography as worthy of a place among the multitt'do

of sketches of a similar sort which Methodism has produced. It is specially

aiLipted, from its simple nan-ativc, its pleasant vein of anecdote, and its sound

moral and doctrinal spirit, to attract and benefit ycung readers.

(J.) " A Memoir of Richard Williams, by James Hamilton. D. D.,'"

(New-York: Carlton & Phillips; 16mo., pp. 270,) is the record of a life

<levout and self-sacrificing to a rare degree. jVIr. "Williams was a yoi;ng

English surgeon, who, up to his thirty-first year, " regarded Christianity as tor

the most part an absurdity-." A severe illness brought conviction ; conversion

soon followed, and he became a member of the Wesleyan Methodist Church.

in which he afterward did excellent service as a local preacher and class-leader.

In 1850 he united himself with Captain Allen Gardiner in a ^Mission to Terra

del Fucgo. This determination was hastily made, and -was attended with

the sacrifice of all that he held dear : for the love of Christ he gave up a good

income, and postponed for a long period the most cherished prospects of his

heart. The mission was ill-planned, ill-manage<l. and ill-tated. Seven men.

with only sL\. months' provision, were left in the winter of 1850-5! on the

inhospit-able coast of Terra del Fuego, with no home on the land, and two

sin.all shallops for abode and safety. In six months they were all dead from

exj>osure and famine. The story is a terrible tragedy. AVhilo our sober

judgment cannot but condemn the planners of the mission for indiscretion, and

even for fool-hardiness, yet to Mr. \VillIauis, who otlered himself to the service,

relying upon the wisdom and judgment of others, we owe the deepest sym-

pathy and the strongest admiration. His faith and love were unexampled.

Tlie martyr £Lge of the Church appears to be returning again ; arid the blood

of the mart\TS is the seed of the Church.

('>•) Among the many voices which in the nineteenth century have protested

out of the midst of Roman Catholicism against the strict Papal system, and the

endeavours of the Ultramontane party, perhaps the most jiromiaent place

'•li'iuld be assigned to the new work of Protl-SiOr Lr.u, entitled > Warnunf]

fonJen Xt-uerungen und U;beiircilningen in dcr Kathol. Kirche Dcutschlands"

(I.uzcrne, 1 853.) The author is acknowledged among the Catholics as one of

'-lie most distinsiuished scholai-s of Mulder, and is the only one among them who
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does not side at present witb tlio di'cid.-d Ultramontanists. A canon andprofessor

of theology at Luzerne, Swit/oilaiid, he opj)05ed the introduction of tlip

Jesuits, patronized by the Groat Council of the canton, and demanded by the

majority of the people. He prevailed U|X)n the clergj- of the canton, likev.iNO,

to unite in liis protest. After the Jesuits were banished, Leu became again pro-

fessor of theology, director of th(^ educational affairs of the canton, and Provost

of the Collegiate Church ; so that he ranks among the prelates of the Roman

Catholic Church. His present work is highly interesting, as the tendencies of

the Ultramontane jjarty can of course be better shown by one inside, especially

by a prelate, than by an out-ii<ler. He treats of the -worship of the A'irgin Maiy

with particular reference to the " ^larlologle" of Oswald, Professor of Dogmatics

at the Seminary of Paderborn, a young writer not without talent, but who by his

undisciplined zeal has been led to tread the same path which led the scholastics

90 far asti-ay. Like theni he dares to discuss, quite seriously, and with quota-

tions from all possible seiences, the sirjlUum virginitalis, vulva reserata ct nnn

reserata, sanjuis nicustruus, i!ce., in order to prove the now universally adopted

doctrine of the iinmariilula ronrejitlo. Certainly in no point is the Infallibility of

Catholicism more exposed to attacks than in the history of the worship of ]\Ian-

;

even St. P.ernard, tlic greatest t/(;c/o;- ccf/cA-w in the Medla'val Church, opposed

the doctrine of the conceptio immdcnlala as an unauthorized innovation, and no

theojogian of any repute was found to defend it. So it is very easy for Leu to show

that such doctrines are in striking contrast with all tradition ; but it is not so

easy to remain under such circumstances a Catholic one's self, as he professes

to be. For when, a few years ago. the present Pope inquired of all the bishops

of the Catholic world their opinion about the conceptio immnculafn, scarcely any

dared to oppose it, and oidy a few uttered a slight doubt on the feasibility of

proclaiming it a dogma. So the Church of the nineteenth century is almost

unanimously in lavourofwhat the Church of the thirteenth centnry just as

unanimously rejected. 'J"he Murk coiitains also a very interesting chapter on

Jesuitism. "While the bulk of the Catholic party is so strongly prepossessed in

favour of the Jesuits that the admission of any charge against their order is

usually looked upon as a sianof bad CatholicL«m, even at Pome some works arc

published in which the order, at least as it was at the period of its dissolution

by Pope Clement XIV., Is strongly censured. Thus the recently-publl.-bed

Life of Clement XIV., by Augn>tiri Thciner, a German priest at Rome of

high authority, justifies the snpjiression of the order by the Pope ; and the

work of Cretlnean Joly, the cntliuslastic admirer and historian of the order,

was put on the index. J-cu gives some other interesting facts concerning

this quaxrel aiuong the Jesuits at Rome ; but in the conclusion he draws he

is quite mistaken. He unplores the Pope's interference to abate the zeal of

the Ultraraontine party, especially the bishops of Germany and France, and

advises the governments accordingly. Just as well might he advise them to

appoint a wolf to guard the sheep against other wolves. Pope, bishops, and

Jesuits are at this time more in harmony than they have ever been bet'ore,

though they uuay differ alx>ut the best way of explaining embarrassing facts of

times gone by.

Leu's book is an interesting illlI^tratIon of the decroasir," vlfjour of the

Catholic opposition against Rome. 'J'hirty years a^ro. almost the whole
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Catholic literature of Germany was engaged in a bold struggle against

lloinanism: even the iutallibility of the general councils was denied. But
tlicy lost ground year by year. Kow the iJcruiosIans are silenced. Ilirscher

has yielded to the Pope's condemnation of his work ; and Leu, whose tone

is even more moderate than that of his predecessors, will not succeed
better, but will probably submit his firm convictions, the Iruit of the

.«tii<iie3 of an entire hie, to the judgment of an Italian priest far inferior in

•icionce to German scholars. JNIeanwhile the strictest Ilomish scntiiuenta

begin more and more exclusively to prevail throughout the Catholic ChurcL
In no period has the I'ope had more obedient servants among the priests.

)\'e add here, in confirmation of the foregoing statements, two speciiueus of

this new Catholic literature.

The first is " Telzel und Lutlier, von Valextixe Grone, D. D." (Sc>est.,

1853.) The author endeavours to justify Tetzcl, the famous seller of indul-

gences, whom till now even Catholics have not dared to defend. He is of

opinion the best measure for the welfare of Germany at that time would have

l>cen to burn Luther and his adherents, and to smother the whole lleformation

by force. The Protestant periodicals of Gcnnany recommend the perusal of

this book to their readers without any commentary; the £ilsehood of the

Romish system cannot be better demonstrated than by such trasli.

The other is ^'^ Die Theologie der Vorzcit vcrtJieidlgt, vou J, Klevdgea',
Priester der Gesellschaft Jesu." (Miinster, 1853.) The author, who is at the

head of the Jesuits, being one of the four assistants of the order, pk-ads tlio

causae of ancient Catholicism against all iunovations, especially against the

attemi)t of Hermes and ILrscher to teach dogmatics and ethics in a form

more according to the wants of the present age and science. The book has

met imiversal approval among the German Catholics, and is indeed the ablest

apology that can be written for so desperate a cause. Klcudgcn belongs to

tlic first class of men which the order of the Jesuits at present commands;
tlic MTiters of the order, now, are far behind what they were two and three

centuries ago.

(".) Clemens, Dr. Fr. J., " Die Speculative Theologie A. Giinthers wid die

Kalh. Kirchenlehre." (Koeln, 1853.)

Balzer, Dr., "Nene Theologische Briefe an Dr. A. GUntker Ein Gericht fiir seine

Anlidger." (Bjjeslau, 1853.)

Clemens, Dr., Fr. J., " Die Ahiceichvng der Giintherschen Specidalion von der

Knthol. Kirchenlchre." (Koeln, 1853.)

Knoodt, Dr. P., " Giinther ujul Clcinens" (Wicn, 1853.)

From the vast spread of philosophical literature in Germany, and from the

great cfiects produced by it in the literary movements of all Europe, it is

natural that Catholics also should be inciteil to attempts to have their repre-

8''ntativcs among the philosophers. These attempts, however, have met with

anything but success. The only men among the German Catholics wlio have

{.'.lined any consideration as philosophical writers have been reproved by thi^'irowu

CLurch. Franz von Lauder, the greatest of them, preferred, at the close of his

^«, the Greek Church to the Iloman Catholic. Uermes, whose works bad
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such influence that tlic great majority of the Catholic scholars, especially the

professors of the universities, even many bishops, became adherents to what

was called the Hennesian school, could not escape the anathema of Rome. The
only survivor of the Catholic pliilosojihers. Dr. Anion Giinther, although lon^

suspected as to his orthodoxy, has bcoii sjxired, however, since by him and his

friends alone has some life bct-n restored to the rotten Church of Austria.

But the struggle al)0ut his works has recently been inflamed anew, and it is

cert^iin that his speculations, like tliose of so many other learned and pions

spirits, will be suppresseil by the authoritative command of St. Peter's. Jis the

subject of this struggle, viz., how far the speculations of Giinther are in ac-

cordance with the Catholic dogma, is not of great interest to non-Catho!ic

readers, a few words on the authors of the above-named works will be sufficient

Di: Clemens is a layman, professor of philosophy at Bonn, and a leader of the

Ultramontane party in Germany ; but a man whose ability is not equal to his

zeal. He was a member of the I'arliament of Frankfort in 1848, and before

that time made an attcm])t, too hard for a greater scholar, to defend the

authenticity of tho Holy Coat of Treves. He does not attempt to combat

the system of Guntlior by pliilosophical arguments, but confines himself

to shon-ing its incomjiatilnlity with the dogmas of the Church. The t^\o

defendant's arc prie.<t.-> : the lii-st, Dr. Bulzer, Canon and Professor of Dogmatics

at the University of Breslau ; the other, Dr. Knoodt, Professor of Philosophy

at the University of IJonn. The first was evidently unable to stand the

attacks of Clemens, and therefore Professor Knoodt came to his succour.

He is a highIy-<'Mltivatv;d a'hol.ar, and few philosophers have a larger attendance

at their lectures than he. Ji^very line of his treatise shows his superiority

over his Catholic opponents; but, in spite of his skill, he undertakes an

impossible f\sk in endeavoring to show that the endeavours of Giinther in

adorning tiie ancient dogmatic Catholicism with modern science can be ad-

missible in the Catholic Chm-cli. It may be added, that Dr. Giinther is a

priest of Vienna, whose writings, on account of their abstruseness, are acces-

sible to professional j/hilosoj)her3 only ; but they are popularized by his inti-

mate friend the canon, Dr. Kmanucl Veith, by fai- the most distinguished and

favourite preacher of Catholic Germany. They have been publishing together

for several ycai-s a yearly philosophical periodical,—ij'^/ia, Philosophisches

Jahrhuch, (Zter Jahrgang, 1853,)—in which they explain their system.

(8.) "Liberia: or, Mr. Pcijtnn's Erperiments, by Mrs. S.J. Hale," (New-
York : Rarpcr & Brothers ; 1 2mo., pp. 304,) is a lively nan-ative of a Virginia

family, who made many efforts to improve the condition and character of

their slaves, and finally sent them to Liberia. It is a cood* Colonization novel.

(9.) Berridc.f. of EvKiiTON was one of that noble band of English cleruy-

men who imited with John Wesley in his groat work of the last "reformation
in England. Tliroughout :Mr. Wesley's Journal, his foith, his zeal, and his

Buccess are mentioned in terms of the highest praise. He was noted for wit
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^ well as wisdom; and abundant proofs of both are to be found in his

*^ Christian World Unmasked," \fhic\i has just been reprinted (Boston: Gould

fc Lincoln; ISmo., pp. 207) with a brief memoir of Dr. Guthrie. "We regret

iLit the American editor has deemed it necessary to expunge " some words

and phrases on account of their excessive quaintness, or lack of dignity ;" wc

tliould greatly prefer the old wine in the old bottles. But, as it is, the book

is a stirring appeal, calculated in the highest degree to rouse nominal or

liackshdden Christians.

(10.) " The Relirjions of the World, and their Relations to Chrisdayut}/, by F. D.

Maurice, M. A." (Boston: Gould & Lincoln, 1854 ; l-2mo.,pp. 2']2.) Tliis

book contains the substance of Mr. ^Maurice's Boyle Lectures for 1815 and

lislG. It treats, in order, of ^Iobammedani?m, Brahminism, Buddhism, and

of the Persian, Egyptian, Greek, and Roman ^Mythologies, seeking for what

fragments of truth may be found in each, and showing the relations of all to

Christianity. It abounds in those broad and general views which are so

cLaractcrlstic of Mr. Maurice ; while, at the same time, it is disfigured by the

fame vague mistiness, both of conception and expression, which mars all his

other writings.

(11.) " The Philosophy of Faith, by the Rev. J.E. Cobb." (Louisville, Ky.;

sold by E. Stevenson, 1853 ; 12mo., pp. 42-4.) This work is divided into three

parb, of which the first treats of the nature of taith ; the second of its fruits

;

and the third, of its relations. At the very beginning it is laid down that

Christianity is a supernatural system, not only in its extraordinaiy historical

phenomena, but in its principles and their internal intlueuce. On this basis

the author's exposition of faith is invidnorable. The book abounds in clear

and compirehensive* thinking, and is a real and substantial adtlition to our

theoloir\%

(12.) "Lectures to Youiuj Men, by W. G. Elliott, jr." (Boston: Crosby,

Kichols Sc Co., 1854; 12mo., pp. 190.) Those lectures (originally addressed

to the young men of the author's Church in St. Louis) have already rvached a

tliird edition. They treat of Self-Education, Leisure Tune, Transgrcs.-ion,

the Ways of "Wisdom, and of Religion, in an earnest spirit, and with great

force of expression. The author belongs to the more advanced and evangelical

rank of Unitarian ministers.

(13.) "God icith Men: or, Footprints of Providential Leaders, by Samcel

Osgood." (Boston: Crosby, Nichols & Co., 1854; 12mo., pp. 209.) The

•ihn of this book is to give " some idea of the course of the Divine Revelation

through the representative characters of both Dispensations;" e. g., Abraham,

Moscs, Solomon, Paul, &c. It is characterized by a strong sympathy with ijood

t^cn of all classes and creeds, while at the same time it leaves the author's

theological position in no uncertainty or doubt. lie belongs, like Mr. Elliott,
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among the advanced Unitarians : upholding the supernatural character of

Christianity, insisting upon personal religion; but di;nying the divinity of

ChrLst in the sense in which it is held by tlic orthodox Church.

(14.) " The Prophets and A'/nv.v of the Old Testament, by F. D. ^LirniCE."

(Boston: Crosby, Nichols & Co.; Timo., j)p. 4G6.) This volume contains a

series of sermons preached in the cliaptd of Lincoln's Inn, forming a continua-

tion of the '' Lectures on the Old Tt'stamcnt," noticed in our pages a year or

more ago. "Mr. Maurice interprets the Old Testameut literally; and finds in

it an interpretation of some of the greatest difficulties in history, and in the

condition of the Avorld around us. lie believes—and sets forth in this book

—

that God's government of the Jews was not more real and substantive than is

his government of England this day ; and that the story of the Prophets and

Kings of the Old Testament is as directly applicable to the modem -world as

any Covenanter ever dreamed. There are many rich and valuable tniihs

expressed in the book, and more suggested ; but it is a pity that here, as in all

his writings, ^Nlr. Maurice's vague and dreamy- style should so lessen the im-

pression of his thoughts.

(15.) TiiERE is no really scientific treatise on Homiletics an the English

language. Nor is the want adcfjuately supplied by Dr. Skinner's recent

excclk'nt translation,—" IfomiU'lir.s ; or, the Theory ofPn aching, hy A.YiyET,
D. D." (New-York: Ivison & Phinncy: 18.54; 12mo., pp. 524.) Like all

"Mnet's writings, it aboumls in acute remarks and original suggestions; and it

is abundantly wortliy the study of every preacher and student ; indeed, it is

better than any I'.nglisli !xv)k on the subject. But it is still only a semblance

of what Vini-t would have made such a work, if prepared fully for the press

by Liia-Jclf. It is compiled from the manuscript notes of his lectures, pieced

out by extracts fi-om the notes of his auditors; and bears evident marks of its

fragmentar}- origin. Nevertheless, as we have said, we commend it to all

preachera and students.

Akt. IX.-EELIGIOUS AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

CSriassicol anh ilTisrcllancous.

EUROPEAN.

LETTERS OX RECEN'T EUROPEAN LIT- notice,—appears agaiu, upon his favonrite

FPATFRF subject, in A reli<jioiii hUtory of the Slavii:

rni-c : (Uistoin: IMiqicusc d--^ Ptu}-l<i

LETTER ir. li'laici, par le Comte Vaij:kia>" KeasixsRI-

„ . , .„. Ait.c une fntroiluction, prxr jr. Jf'^le L'A'-~
Pakis, .Tanuary 1, 1^.4.

fc;^„j p^^;^ . ^ ci.'rbul!ez, New-York :

CotTVT Keasinski, the author of "Pan- Ilctor Jioamnr,^:) This subject is of
ttavitm and Gcrmauinu,"—a publication great importance in itself: the spiritual

which attracted, a few years ago, no little state of the various fragmeuts of ihii
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juangely wretched and scattered race is

known a» vaguely as their political con-

djtion ; more imperfect still is American

luowlcJ^'C of the long succession of vicis-

tituJes through which they pnssed to

Ih.ir present relations to the Christian

iccH of Europe, and to the faith of Mo-

JitmiueJ. And yet the people, to whoso

».:ti;al and historical crei;ds we attend so

little, are as a race (that is, a nruion

proj-er) the most numerous of F.urope

—

c-'unting now, according to Krasiuski, no

ffwer than eighty million souls.

A book awaking such attention, and

inpplying the needed information, has,

besides, special interest at this moment.
The ambitious views of Russia are based

cutiroly on the race in question, and her

instrument is their religious condition.

This condition may be fortified or modi-

fied, the author thinks, so as to form,

Dear the source, the only efficacious bar-

rier against the Muscovite dominion of

entire Europe. To urge this project is,

iuJeed, the practical or mundane moral of

his hook, whUe, no doubt, his motive is

the patriotic one of getting I'oland to be

made the nucleus. Both these purposes

may lie apprtciated without comment.
But there is a moral of a still higher

order which may well escape the general

reader, seeing the author has not sug-

gested it himself, save in a suigle iu-

•tance.

This principle is stated formally in the

Introduction by the zealous D'AuLigne,
fbo supervised the publication of the

French version. " One of the most im-
portant lessons," says he, " which this

ki>tory may teach us, and which the
»uthor himself has signalized, is this :

that nations advance in tlioir develop-

ments, moral, political, and intellectual,

in proportion to the progress which they
•Hike in spiritual religion ; whereas they
tvlrygrade invariably in each of those
three respects when the religion of spirit

pives place to the religion of form—to the
hierarchical, traditional, and ceremonial
'iligion of Rome. The Papacy enervates
*^'^ abases the nations ; the gospel, on
the contrarj-, fortifies and elevates them."

Nothing can be truer as a statement
*>i J'trC, or more opportune and salutary as

• w'u-wn for our times. But as a principle
^' philosophy, the doctrine of the editor,

•' well as of the author, is erroneous and
toiskading. This doctrine, which is now
K<dumiuant with politicians as well as

tjcnlogians, conceives the intellectual
pfosress as a result of the religious. L'-ut

the converse of the proposition would be

nearer the exact truth. It would be

truer to say, the intellectual is the cause

of the " spiritual" progress ; or, stricter

still, that both are one and the same es-

sence in successive stages. What the

writer terms " s/x'nViia/ religion" is but

the mediate or transition form between

the sensuous worship of the Komish ritual

and the rational religion of moral sci-

ence. Thus it is that the i'rotestant re-

ligions appear to cnm".- the ijitt-llectual

progress, of which they are but an an-

terior manifestation. Both jihcnomena

are co-eirecis, which act r.;ciproc:Uly on

each other, but owe their movement to a

comj/lex series of external causes. With-

out attention to these real causes—which

the reigning doctrine discards—it is im-

possible to prove a progress in either re-

ligion or intellect. This, of course, is no

embarrassment to Roman Catholic theo-

logians, who deny progress entirely. But

Protestants should be careful not to leave

their premises exposed apparently to con-

tradiction with facts observable upon the

siuiace of the religious history of Euro-

pean nations.

For examjile, (if, as they assume, the

Protestant or " spiritual" religions imply

a corresponding ripeness of the public in-

tellect,) how are we to conceive the origin

of the Hussites in Bohemia, and of Prot-

estantism generally in the northern states

of Europe ? M'ere the Bohemians of the

fifteenth century more intrlhctn^l than

the Italians now? Were the Teutonic

and Slavonic nations, who remained sav-

age down to the middle ages, more ad-

vanced in intellect in the sixteenth

century than France or Spain are even

at this day, though besides inheritors of

the Grseco-Roman civilization ? The suit-

position is, in tither case, a maniffst ab-

surdity; and yet it is involved in the

habitual reasonings on this subject. The

only step made in explanation of this

anomalous class of facts, is to refer them

to distinctions of race. This might, i>er-

haps, be brought to jiass in the declama-

tion of politicians, or the newsi>aper

panegyrists of Anglo-Saxon superemi-

nence." But theologians are the more de-

b.arred from it, inasmuch as implying a

severalty of human ajnciei, it really in-

volves them ia an impiety w hich they re-

pudiate of course in principle. To the

true solution of these high probleius the

present history supplies materials, how-

ever the authur shows the conmion uucuu-

sciousness of any similar applicability.

Before referring to them, let nie state

the two positions which they go to
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establish. These are, 1st. That the

Protestant spirit was introduced hy refu-

gees from the south ; and, '2d. That the

northern countries, from the doiihlo cir-

cumstance of thtir distance from K'jnie,

and their subsisting seuii-barbarisin, af-

forded liberty for its expansion. These

two concurrent principles explain, if jus-

tified by history, the preocloiKC and pe-

culiarity of the Reformation to the north

of Europe, \\ithout suiii'osiii-^' tlmt its

populations, whether Slavonic or Teutonic,

had been superior or even equal to the

Latin nations in mental proirrcss.

The present liistory is rich in facts to

both etiects. >Vith respect to tlic mi-

gration, wo find the rise of llus< prepured

by large uunibors of the Waldenses from
the south of France, wlio for three or

four centuries had taken refuse both in

Bohemia and r»Luid. Even Waldo him-
self, their founder, came to settle in the

former country, accordiiiir to l)o Thou
and other writ.rs. In 13:50, the iu<inisi-

tor of Uohcniiii reported that collections

were made for the \aud0i9 of Italy, and
that the contributors si'oke of these here-

tics as being their brethren and masters.

.•Eueas Sylvins maintained, in terms, that

the Hussites were, in very fact, bnt an
ofTshoot of this imported sect of the Wal-
uenses.

No doubt the Lutheran Reformation,

which followed a century after Huss, had
been impre;,'natod from like sources, and
jiartly, in turn.bytlie scattered Hussites.

In rine. the utniost tut-llcrimil evolution

of that rdi^-ious movement—so eilreuie,

indeed, as to have seemed a heresy to the
" heretioj "—wa? intro<luced and or;^aniz-

cd iu Poland by successive teachers

from the Latin countries. M. Krasinski

tells 113 that rationalistic I'nilarianism

had been here prep ired, iu the lirst place,

by Sorvetus, a Spanish physician, and

after by Pastoris, a Reljian pritst : then

by Stancari, an lt.ilian, who was Hebrew
Professor in the College of Cracow, l«.'fure

it was regularly constituted by S>cinus,

who was also Italian. This was jw-rfectly

in accordance with the scale of intel/ectiml

forwardness.

The comparative barbarism of the

northern states of Europe is attested

equally, th.iu:;h quite unconsciously, by
several statements of the present nar-

rative. l'..'hi.niii>, fur example, after the

discomfiture of tlie Hussit"'S. became, un-

der Ferdinand II., from havinc: been ab-

solutely Protestant, as absolutely Uomnn
Catholic within the space of fifteen years'

A reliijion of native growth, or in mental

harmony with the professors, is never

altered, with this abruptness, by an entire

people unless semi-barbarous. The sa!i;e

condition gave occasion to the like vi.-is-

situdes iu even England, where the p<q.i;.

lar religion was seen to change with tlie

succession of the monarehs. >L Kri-

sinski, indeed, thinks that this could

have been equally expected in the mc-t

forward of the southern nations—for in-

stance, France. Would not the Fre-.r.h.

he asks, have become I'rotestant, had

Francis I. but so decided? The shortest

answer is, that Francis I. inclined de-

cidedly in this direction, until he s:uv

that the resistance was too general and

stern. And this resistance was owing in

part to a distinction which I shall pres-

ently note.

M. Krasinski supplies other evidences,

that the Protestant or "spiritual" rt>-

ligions were not, spontaneous emanations

of the mental progress of the uorthc-rn

nations. He mentions several instance;

of the adherence of those populations to

the sort of heathenized Christianity which

still subsists among the Russians. Ihit

so little is he sensible that this can

milii.ate against his principle, of a pro-

gressive correlation between the grade if

intellect and form of religion, th'Xt he

relates the following fact as, on the con-

trary, confirmatory. Iu the middle of

the last century, at the commencement
of the present, and even so late .is 1>43,

there were discovered, through the south

of Russia, some small communities oi

Christians which corresponded, severally,

with the P.aterians, the Millenarians, and

the Gnostics of the primitive Church.

Rut these, instead of indicating an advance

upon Romauism, attest a contrary rtlaj so.

Moreover, his so-called Gnostics would

have retrograded further still, or, to spe.ik

more properly, have never advanced b-^-

yond a sort of spiritual heathenism, ii'

they professed, as our historian says, tlie

doctrine of the metempsychosis. H'^

overlooks that the metempsychosis of t!:^"

primitive Gnostics was essentially ditii''-

ent—was a generalized transformation—

of that attributed to Pythagoras. 1 m-')'

note you, however, a specimen of ih>-'

creed of those Russian Gnostics, as dtliv-

ered to a provincial governor, under

Catharine's i>ersecution.
" Cod is one, but one in the trinity-

This holy trinity is an inscrutable bein-'.

The Father is light, the Son is life, the

Holy Ghost is peace. They are mani-

fested in man—the Father by mcmonj. tbe

Son by rcaton, the Holy Ghost by i''-
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The humnn soul is the image of GoJ ; but

liii imai?o is nothing but memory, reason,

tn<l will- 1'1'e soul existed and liad

Ullcn Wfore the creation of the visible

• or'iJ ; it is this fall that is recounted in

iho story of Adam and Eve, which, like

wM other jiortious of the Bible, should

bo t;ikea alle!,'oricallv. ... In the begin-

ning' the soul's full was occasioned by the

» iroumstance that it contemplated itse/f, and

c^'inmoucfd to love itself alone, thereby

ibanJouing the contemplation and the

lovo of God through irilful pride

The soul is placed in the present life as

in a place of purification, in order that,

clothed in the llcsh and abandoned to

its will aud reason, it may choose between

f ^od and evil, and thus obtain pardon of

its primary sin, or incur eternal torment.

When a body is prepared for us in this

T.orlJ, our soul descends from above,

ci>mes to take possession, aud the man is

I'.ien called into existence. Our body is

the house in v.-hich the soul is received,

aud in" which we lose all memory and
falling of ^\hat we had been before incar-

nation," &c., A-c.—P. 271, Note.

This, it will be seen, is not the met-

empsychosis of Fetichism, no more than
it was strictly the eoucoptiou of the an-

cient (iiio?tics. Its intellectual position,

M placing purgatory iu this life, is less

advanced than the Catholic reason, which
requires it hidden in the unkno^vn future

;

wlureas the Gnostics were in advance of

the ancient orthodox Church—I mean, of

c-.'urse, in philosophical development.
The name, also, of the Ilussian sect, im-

l-3rting urestlers of the spirit, (Doukho-
''irzi,) suggests a Hindoo grade of religion,

^ti lov,- as this was in comparison, it was
beyond the Russian peasantry, and so

"•list have been an importation from the

•juth. This, accordingly, our author at-

l^'^ts himself historically. Aud when
f' fiigees from Papal persecution reached
l^as far, and founded sects amid the
fuik'it of the northern nations, what may
l^e Hot conclude the numbers and the
iniluouee of the hunted heretics who
*2'ust have settled in the intermediate
and more forward States? This would
•l«o explain the birth-place of such men
*» Kepler aud Copernicus.

It was these heretics, then, aud their

J^-siendants, by the llesh aud by the
'l''fit, that prepared the uiirtheru nations

I'f the rise and prevalence of Frotcstant-
'"'1. Aud these populations were the
'" Iter tli3p'>srd from another circuni-

"*>ite, above alluded to, quite independ-
*"t of the proper merits, either moral or

mental, of the new religion. With the

Slavonic and Teutonic races the Reforma-

tion was a temporal protest, in vindication

of three of tlie interests which men hold

dearest in this life, and which require the

least development in the possessors to

conceive tlu'ir value—I meau their inde-

pendence, their money, and their lan-

guage. The long struggle between the

Papacy and the Germanic empire was an
eS'ort, on the part of the former, to reduce

to temporal, as well as spiritual vassalage,

the various individual states of the con-

federacy. The levying money fur indul-

gences was the first grievance attacked

by Luther, as was the shipmouey by

Hampden, and the tea-tax by the Ameri-

cans. The native idioms of the north

were also menaced by the Latin language,

which were both exclusive in religious mat-

ters, and often dominant in civil aftairs

;

and hence the earliest cry of the reform-

ers was for the Bible in their native

tongues.

On the other hand, the south of Europe

was quite dissimilar in these respects.

The people revered the Latin as tradi-

tionally the tongue of their ancestors, and

manifestly the mother of their actual

dialects. In money-matters they were

probaldy so well accustomed to be plun-

dered, at the same time by their native

priests and their feudal masters from the

north, as to bo less sensitive to the pro-

cedure. As to the national independence,

it was manifestly ia no danger in the

formidable monarchies of Spain and

France. In fact, the latter in particular

had early raised an express barrier, not

alone to the pretenslous, but to tJie pecu-

lations of the Pope, in the famous " Liber-

ties of the Gallicau Church."

There is, finally, a third position, on

which depends a" full solution of this

grand historical problem as to the re-

ligious division of Ivirope. The relative

freedom of the north, as on the outskirts

of the Christian empire, and the asylum

which it thus atlbrded to developed intel-

lect oppressed v> ithin, would by themselves

explain quite probably the special birth-

places of Protestantism, and would do so

without compromising its claim to mental

superiority, which lay undoubtedly and

enormously the other way. But as the

spirit of revolt was thus lutensest in tlie

south, without a corresponding ratio ot

the Papal power for its compressiou, it mu^t

also have prevailed in some one or oilier

of the Latin states, and in spite, K^sidrS.

of their assigned distinctions, from the

Teutonic, unless there had been some stu.
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more powerful and precise difference be-

tween the Sections.

This difference iu fact existed, and
just coext«nsively with the phenomenon

:

the reader will determine whether it was
adequate to the effect.

Throughout the Latin nations the aris-

tocracy icerc ftjreiyiiera ; lliey h;ul to lean

upon the priests as much for temporal

as spiritual safety ; they thorofore lunt

themselves to Rome, aj-,iin-t the I'luple

and the nation. In all the nation> of the

%ictrth, (with the sule exception, iu [lart, of

England—whore, however, the }\i)rniaus

also were of kindred stock,) the aristoc-

racy were nativn: tliey therefore sided

v;ith the nation acr.iin ;t the clercry and
the i'ope. But in all natinng and all re-

volts, the aristocracy have been the power
to lead the pci.ple to great or durable

achievements. For example, in the case in

question, it was the aristocracy who, iu

Boliemia, avenged so nobly the death of

Huss, and beat back Kurope from their

little territory. They were the jiarty

who, in Germany, sii[i;p'.'rl<d Luther from
the first, and maintained a war of gener-

ations in viinlicati.n of his doctrines

;

and they did so, because they formed the

class to whom these di-'ctriiies were most
intellic;ible. C^nijinte, tiien, not alone

the absence from, but al<o the positive

opposition to, all reli^^iou-; reformation by
this great agency throui,'hoot the south,

and you will fee the nature and the ne-

cessity of the strange difference in ques-

tion.

I am not aware that this explanation

had been hitherto sug^'ested, and have
been carried beyond my limits by its

supj)Osed no\elty and certain im[)ortance

toward a due understaiuiin.' of the work
before me, and, I think, most others, on
the same great subject.

The disquisition will, in fact, allow me
to be brief in recommending you another

recent publication on the same theme, and
in part the same topics. It is called,

" Reformers before the lUformation ; or,(J(r-

son, John Huin, and the Council of Cuu-

tta/ice. (Ref'ortnateurs avaut la Ilefonii du

loth Siccle : Gerson, Jean IIui>s, a la

Concile dc Coiistancc ; aire dts cotuiJtra-

tions sur VEglise Gullicaue d'puis I'; grand

Schitni jv/qxjJ a not Juurn. J'tr Ernxk d'.

Bonncckose. Ptxris: Hector Boasange ; New-
York, 134 Pearl-street.) It relates the

origin, the character, and the proceedings

of this famous Council : its origin in the

partition of the infallible Church among
two or three " anti-popes ;" its character,

as first substituting for the despotism of

the Papacy the constitutional authority of

an assembly ; its proceedings, iu the dep-

osition of the tkree occupants of the

chair of Peter, and iu the infamous con-

demnation of John Huss and .Jerome of

Prague. There is also a lively narrative

of the resulting Bohemian wars. In fine,

the rise, the privileges, and the present

position of the " Gallican Church " are

exhibited with high intelligence and lib-

erality.

M. Bonnechose, without the semblance

of a sectarian in any sense, writes in the

spirit of the reformer he has made hi»

hero. He seems to hope for the Protcitnni-

ization of the French people ; but he uiges

it v.iih candour, with moderation, and

even with management, and only in tiie

uiterest of morals, intelligence, and p.v

triotism. I may mention as a fact that

is surely creditable to the French govern-

ment, and gives assurance against excess

in the present clerical reaction, that this

writer against popery and eulogist of John
llus.-. is librarian to the emperor at Ver-

sailles.

<Sl)cologicaI.

EUROPEAN.

Messp.s. Cl.vp.k, of Edinburgh, will im-

mediately publish the last two volumes of

the Foreign Theological Library fur lb."i3,

namely, Ulsh.ausen and Ebrard on the

Hebrews, and tiieseler's Ecclesiastical

History, Volume IV. ; also, the Fuurth

Volume of Ilengstenbcrg's Chri>t.dogy,

translated from the edition of the origiual

just published. The alterations in this

edition are so great, as almost to render

it a new work ; while it is satisfactory to

know that the change is one lor the bet-

ter. This volume commences the second

scries of Clark's Foreign Theological Li-

brary. The works at present in contem-

plation for this series are the following :

—

Baumgarten's Apostolic History: or,

The Progress of the l)evclopment of the

Church from Jerusalem to Pome. Trans-

lated by the Rer. A. J.W. Morrison, A. M.

Rtior on The Words of the Lord Jesus.

L'llman's Reformers before the Refor-

mation; translated by the Rev. Robert

^leazies, of Stoddam.
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Two or more volumes of Selections

ftetta the StuJLen und Kritikcri. Trans-

\tui by the Uev. Dr. W. L. Aleiandcr.

Kcil's Commentary ou Kings. Trans-

Utfil by the Uev. Dr. Murphy, of Belfast.

Koil's Commentary on Joshua.

Isomer on The I'erson of Christ.

Thi're can be little doubt that this

New Series will comprise many works of

the highest value and interest.

Tin: first volume of Dr. Dornor's "LcJirc

rgn dcr Person Cliristi,'' Containing the

kiUory of the doctrine of Christ's person

durinc: the first three centuries of 'the

Christian era, has been long enough be-

fore the puhlic to establish its reputation

»s one of the grcatesu theological treatises

of the age. We have just received the

first instalment of volume ii, carrying

the history down to the period of the

Ill-formation. The concluding portion is

promised in due season.

" Florea Ritriini Latinorum, ed. D. W.
RrmniEiER,'' (Scaphusise, lSo3: pp.

o',2,} is a collection of choice extracts

from the Fathers, designed to bo read in

schools, and to train boys in the Roman
Catholic faith. A collection of early

Latin and Mediaeval hymns is appended

to the volume.

We have received the second and third

• parts of Fhitzsche and Geimm's "ATurs-

trfiMite-s JJcrt/'.tisrhes Handbuck zu den

Ajiocri/phen des Altcn Testaments," (Leij)-

lig, 18-J3,^ containing the Exposition of

Tobit, Judith, and the First Book of the

Maccabees. The whole work will be

completed in six parts, and will form,

when finished, the most convenient com-
tiiectary extant on the Apocrypha.

Dr.. K. R. Hagent.ach's " Leitfadai zmn

Chrittlichcn Rdiijionsuntcrrichte " (Leip-

si,j, 1S53: 12mo., pp. 2;'>4) is one of a

class of books common in. Germany, but

»!rao5t unknown here. It is a Manual of

Christian knowledge for the use of

'ic.0?*—not Sunday schools, but gjiii-

ni-via and grammar schools.

1)e. F. C. B.vCTv has collected the re-

mits of modern ultra-rationalistic criti-

fiitii on the early history of Christianity
into a volume, "under the title of "Da»
OKrut,.ntf,uni und die ChriMich'-. Kirche d,r
«''« eraten Jahrliund-rte," (Tubingen,
1^^3: 8vo., pp. 504.) The book, of

iontio, is worthy the attention of all triti-

"' students of the history of the apostol-

ical age : but there is no other sense in

*hieh we can recommend it.

Among the new works in theology and
liiblical literature announced on the

Continent of Europe are the follow-

ing :—

Eiblia veteris Testament! aethiopici T.

I. sive Octateuchus Aethiopicus instruiit

Dr. A. Dillmann, Fasc. I. Qui continet

Genesin, Exodum, Loviticura cum appa-

ratu critico. (Eeipzi'.; : 4to., p[i. 11>^.)

Einhorn, Dr. D., Das rrlmip des Mo-

saismu? und dessen Yerhallniss Eura

Heidenthum und rabbinischcn Judeu-

thum. 1 Till. (Leipzig: sv,,, pp. -:s.)

Hupfeld, Prof. Dr. H., Die Quellen der

Genesis und die Art ihrer /usamraen-

setzung. (Berlin: 6vo., pp. 2:.'4.)

Ueltzeu, G., Constitutioues apustolicac.

Textum graecum recognovit, pr.aefatus

est, annotationes criticas et indices sul>-

jecit. (Rostock : 8vo., pp. 25-i.l

Umbreit, Dr. F. W. C, Die Sundc, Bei-

trag zur Theologie des Alten Testaments.

(Hamburg : 8vo., pp. 134.)

ScHtNKEL, Dr. Daniel, Evangelische

Gengnisse von Christo. Predigtcn iiber

Obschnitte aus dan Evanrjelium Johannis.

(Heidflberg, lSo3 : 8vo.^ pp. -'07.)

GK.*.Krz, Dr. H., Geschichte dcr Jodcn,

von Untcrgang des jiidischen Staatcs bis

zunc Abschluss des Talmud. (Berlin,

lSo3 : Svo., pp. 5G2.

Reiche, Dr. J. G., Commentarius criii-

cus in N. T. quo loca graviora et diiKoi-

liora lectiouis dubiae accurate recensentur

et explicantur. T. I. Epistolas I'auli ad

Romanos et ad Corinthios duas continens.

(Gottingen : 4to., pp. 405.)

"^Eschyli S^ptem ad I'hehaf, srholamn

in usumecUdit Fi;iu. RiiiCHLLirs." (Eiber-

feld, 1S:.3: 8vo., pp. 70.) This is a

very neat edition. It contains the text

according to Hermann, with a collection

of various readings, and the old scholia

from the Medicean code'x.

"/ri((arc/i'« Veryleichcnde LihentUsclrti-

tHiijfn, Volume I., (Leipsig, 1S04 : ll.'mo.,

pp. 212,) is a new edition of the text of

riutarch's Lives, with a German version

in parallel columns. The first volume con-

tains " Thcmistocles" and " Camillus."

" Studia in ArUt'Aclia Li'-roa Mrlaphyiiieo*

coUata, scripnt Giii.. CmusT, Dr. I'hil.,

(Bcrolini. 18:>3: bvo., pp. 128,) is a col-

lection of acute observations npon the

text of Aristotle's Metaphysics, with pro-

posed emendations. A good index of

locorum emondatorum is given.

Ax attempt at solving the great prob-

lem of the origin and limitations of

huniaa knowledge is given in "Ali'jc

meiner Theii der ErhcnutnMchrc von I>r.

Tn. Jacob." (Berlin, 1853: 8*o., pp.

138.) It is a close, logical treatise, worthy
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the attention of all who arc engaijcd in the

study of philosophy.

We give together the contents of the

principal Eeviews, foreign and Ameri-

can :

—

Mercershurg Qiiartcrh/ Jicvinr, (Cham-
bersbiirgh, Va.,} for January :—I. The
Spirit of the Age : II. The K-sential Na-
ture of Christianity, and the FunJaiuental

Law of its Action : III. The 1 Hitch Cru-

sade: IV. The true Ilulatiouof ('li(.tiu.>try

to Physiology : V. The Land of Ulcssed-

ness.

Ecnnylical Review, (Gottysburc;h, Pa.,)

for January:—I. Honuloiics : 11. Notes

on Prophecy: III. The I'hui of Jcsu;

:

rV'. The Unity of the Lutheran Church:
V. A Treatise on Biblical Criticism: VI.

The New Testament, Ac: VII. The Ele-

ments of Individual Sjiiritual Life and
Development, Ac: Vlll. Inlidelity; its

MctaniorphosLs, Ac. : IX. Our Theological

Seminary.

VinrfrgrxliH JUvirir, n'nston.) for Jan-

uary :—I. The lUl.le a Suthcicnt Revela-

tion from God to Man : II. The Arguments
of Analogy: IIL The Conllictof Ages : lY.

The Kind and Amount of F.videncc neces-

sary to establish the iVi.-irines of Endless

Hell Tormcul5 : V. Christ, the Light of

the World and the Life of the World.

iSoutJiTn Jf:lh'/'li*t Qiinii'r!)/ JiCricic,

for Januarv :—I. The CoK ri^l^-can View of

the Atonement : IL Zeehari^ih : III. The
A=ccllcal I'evtion of P.ir^oal's Late
Years: IV. The E\ils of Infant i'.iptisin :

V. A Critique on Dr. L. Pierce's \'icw of

Church Government : VI. A IHscourse on
the Life and Character of the Kite Kev.

Ikzckiah G. Leigh. D. D. : VIL On the

Existence and Characteristics of .\ngel3 :

YIII. Brief Previews.

Xorth-Atti>'rif<m Ilcvitir, (Boston,) for

January:—I. P>unsen's }Iiii|"dytus and
his Age: II. Wayland on l>r. Judson:
III. M. Gironicre and the l'hili{>[iine

Islands : IV. J. S. Mill on the Theory of

Causation : V. The Life and IVatb of

Uuis XVIL: VL Grote's llislnry of
Greece : VII. Memoirs of Francis Horner:
Mil. A Fri.ntier Missionary and Loyalist

:

IX. E;irly French Poetry : X. Memoirs of

Robert llant^ml, Jun.

ISroirnnon I Qnart'-rljj Jirvlfir, (Boston.)

for Jaiiu.iry :—L Uncle Jack ami his

Nephew: 11. Schools of Philosophy: IIL

The Case of Martin Kozta : IV. i'uu go
too far : V. Six Months iu Italy : VI.

Literary Notices and Criticisms.

Christian lievieic, (New-York,) for Jan-

nary :—I. American Baptists—Their Dis-

tinctive Principles and Religious Progress

:

II. Layard's New Discoveries at Nineveh
and Babylon : III. Sir William Hamilton's

Discussions: IV. Thomas Do Quincey:

V. The Conflict of Ages : VI. Wayland's
Memoir of Judson : VII. Literary No-
tices : VIII. Literary Intelligence.

Edcrlic Jlevicxc, (London,) for Decem-
ber:—I. Flourcns 0:1 the Instinct and In-

telligence of Animals : U. Bleak-House :

IIL Sights and Sounds the Mystery of the

Day : IV. Burmese ^Mission ; Memoirs of

Dr. Judson : V. Shakesperian Criticism

:

VI. The Life and Martyrd im of Savon-

arola : VII. Pearson on Iniidelity.

Lonrlon Quarterly li^sview, for Decem-
ber :—I. Orient.al Discovery ; its Procrress

and Results : II. Natural History of Man

:

III. The British and Foreign 'Bible So-

ciety : IV. i\Ionkish Literature : V. Cap-
tivity of Napoleon : VI. The Dukes and
Cardinals of Guise: VIL Alf^rd's Greek
Testament: VIII. Autobiography: IX.

Our Australian Possessions.

Weatminxter lievicw, (Loudon,) for De-

cember :—I. Constitutional Reform: H.
Propertius and his Contemporaries : III.

Jjiglish Religion : its Origin and Present

Types : IV. Science at Sea : V. Arnold's

Poems : VL Life and Doctrine of GeofiYoy

St. Ililaire : VII. England's Foreign Po-

licy.

Cliiinlian Rememhranccr, (London,) for

January:—I. Census of Great Britain,

ISJl : II. St. Alfonso do Liguori's Theory
of Truthfulness : III. The French Pulpit

and the Court of Louis XI\'. : IV. Bishop
Kaye on the Council of Niccea: V. Ali-

son's Europe from the Fall of Napoleon

:

VI. Maurice's Theological Essays.

Qnnrlcrhj I^victr, (London,) for Jan-

uary :—I. Life and Works of Gray : H.

Humboldt's Cosmos—Sidereal Astrono-

my : HI. Missions in Polynesia : IV. M.

Guizot : V. Religion of the Chinese Reb-

els : VI. Castren's Travels among t'ue

Lajips : VII. Memoirs of King Joseph :

VIII. Turkey and Russia.

Fkiinhurgh Ikiieur, for Janu.iry :—I. Lord

John Russell's Memorials of Mr. Fox, and

the Rockincrham Papers : II. The Blind—
their Works and Ways : IIL VnhV.c

Works in the Presidency of Madras:
IV. Ecclesiastical Economy : V. Educati-U
fur the Rich and Poor : VI. Thackeray's
Works: VII. The Machinery of Parlia-

mentary Legislation: VUl. The Ottoman
Empire.





THE

METHODIST QUAETEELY EETIEW,

JULY, 1854.

Art. L—the POSITIVE RELIGION : OR, RELIGION OF
HUMANITY.

1. Ripnbliquc Occidentale. Ordre et Progres. Discours sur I'Ensemblc du Poiitiv-

ismc, ou Exposition sommaire de la doctrine philosophique et sociulc proprc a la

grandc Ri-puhliquc Occidentale, ccmposce des cinq populations avancics Frun-aise,

Italienne, Germaniqiic, Britanniqiie, ctEspagnole, toujoiirs soUdaircs drpuis Charle-

magne, Par Ai'guste Comte. ^iuteur dii Systtme de Philosophie Positive.

Keorganiscr sans (lieu ni roi, par le Cultc Systdmatique de I'llumanito,

Nul u'a droit qu'd faire son devoir.

L'csprit doit toujours t-tre le ministre du ca:ur, et jtimais son csclavc.

Paris : A la libraire Scientifique-Industrielle do L. Mathias, 10 Quai Mala-

quais, .Tuillet. 1S-4S. 1 vol., Svo.

2. Ri'publiqne Occidentale. Ordre et Progres. Vivre pour autrui, Cati'chisnic Po-

iitiviste, ou Sonmaire Exposition- de la Religion Univcrsellc, en on:e etiircticns

systcmatiqiics cntre une Femme tt im Pn'trc de VHunianite. Par Aucuste

CoMTE, iS:c.

L'.imour poxir priticipe, L' Ordre pour base, Et le Progres pour but. Paris.

Chez I'Auteur : 10 Rue Monsieur-le-Prince, i'C. Octobre, 1S52. 1 vol. 12mo.

3. Systeine dc Politique Positive, ou Traits de Sociologic, Instiluant la Rel'gicn de

VHumanitL Par AuotJsxE Comte, &c. Paris, vol. 1, Juillet, ISul ; voL 2.

Paris, Mai, 1S52.

Fi'.OM the philosophy of M. Comte we proceed to his religion. We
liave estimated, to the best of our ability, his speculative merits as

the reformer and legislator of the domain of thought ; wc now pro-

ceed to examine his pretensions in the realm of practice, and are

rofpired to estimate him in his novel mission of self-authorized

pfophct and self-constituted hierarch. If, in the prosecution of this

infjuiry, we refrain from indulging in either the ridicule or the sarca.-m

^'hich he continually provokes, we trust that our forbearance will not

^c misconstrued. The temptation to such a procedure is constant

and inviting ; but in the grave discussion of a vast and ingenious

theory, we disdain to use the weapons of guerrilla controversy

FouKxn Series, Vol. VI.—21
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which M. Comtc almost thrusts into our hands. Our object does

not admit of the sportive graces and the fascinating levities of

literary recreation: mc have undertaken the arduous task of

tracing to their fountain-heads the streams of Positive delusion,

and of reconducting the -waters of truth which are mingled -with

them, through new channels, to spread verdure and freshness over

the very lands which they now cover with miasma and pestilence.

We have taken the trouble to copy in extenso the long title-paire.?

of the first two works mentioned in our rubric, because the effect

contemplated by M. Comtc in his proposed regeneration of a social

system, alleged to be oftotc, is therein exhibited in miniature in

his own language, and a faint foreshadowing is thus afforded of the

scheme about to be advocated by him. We have not even omitted

the mottoes and devices, although their explanation and develop-

ment must be sought in the body of the treatises ; for those constitute

the most significant part of the brief programme, and form the phy-

lacteries which ho has bound around the brows of his renovated an'l

depurated Humanity. These apophthegms of Positivism furnish a

consistent vestibule to the interior of the temple, and prepare us

beforehand for that heterogeneous jumble of profound thought, of

sagacious morality, and of eccentric hallucination, which encompass

us on all sides as soon as we penetrate into the mysterit;s of tic-

fane. They beckon our fmcies onward from the dry precision and

phenomenal abstractions of the Positive Philosophy, and invite thciu

to regirais smiling beneath a less rarified and artificial atmosphere,

where the natnml jday of human instincts, and the spontanoou.-

ebullitions of human foiling are no longer to be confined in the void

of an exhausted receiver. Adhering by the watchword of " Order

and Progress." to the spirit and conclusions of his scientific investi-

gation, M. Comte points us by his other countersigns to the mysti-

cism of sentimental reverie, and gives an unchecked rein to the

frenzy of the imagination, by proposing to "reorganize without 3

God, as without a king, the institutions of society, by the sole aivi

systematic worship of Humanity itself" But, in this attempt f"

regulate the functions of the moral universe, and to circle around

the great globe of iuimun action, it is Phaethon who has abandonC'I

his natural footludd ujm.h earth—not Apollo, who has descended from

heaven, to mount the chariot of the sun, and guide the fiery courser-

of light around the mbit of the world. M.Comtc has assumed a

task beyond his powers; but, in arrogating to himself the vrork of ^^

God, he has strangely divested himself of the more earthly a'-i

human attributes of his yirevious philosophy.

The wide discrepance between his earlier and his later labours—
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hot ween the Positive Philosophy and the Positive Politics, with its

Iiitioductiou and Appendix—is startling in a mind of such logical

texture as belongs to M. Corate. AVith singular steadiness and

Hiliriety he had pursued, in the Covrs de Philosophie Positive,

an undcviating train of thought through the long succession of

the sciences; and had maintained, ^vith scarcely any perceptible

faltering, the same harmony of development, the same logical

coht'rence, (or solidaritc, to borrow the recent and convenient

Frciich phrase,) even in the elaborate creation of that new
science which he had sketched in such grand and masterly out-

lines, as the climax of his own labours, and the crown of all human
research. But, with human frailty, he relaxes his grasp on the

thread which had guided him through the labyrinths of scientific

speculation, at the very moment when he proclaims that his system

is definitely established, and projects the reorganization of society

ou the basis of his scheme. This discrepance may, perhaps, be due

to the customary incompatibility of the philosopher and the man of

practical prudence ; or it may be more appropriately detected in the

narrowness and insufficiency of his original premises, wliich com-

pelled him to exclude from all recognition the overruling dominion

of Him by whom "princes rule, and nobles, even all the judges of

tiie earth;" whose hand planted the foundations, and sustains the

I'abric of society, no less than it " hung the round globe upon nothing
;"

and whose wisdom "set his laws upon the great deep, that it should

not pass his commandment." This exclusion—a foregone conclu-

^ion, by the way, and therefore in dereliction of the fundameutiJ

principles of the Positive Philosophy—necessitated also the nega-

tion of all those vital and indefinable links by which God has chained

his creatures to himself; and it has predetermined the repudiaciou

of all knowledge, and the rejection of all doctrine, which may not be

embraced within the limited sphere of strict science. But its own

penalty waits upon the sin, and has in the present instance mani-

festly overtaken it. M. Comte's procedure had loft the future de-

velopment of his system without a support, at the very time when
ti'O immense theory, which had been so carefully evolved, was to be

tr.iii>ferred from the pliant realms of speculative analysis to the com-

p'ex and intractable realities of practical construction. The original

'T^'r thus ripens at length into fruit, and impairs the continuity of

^ven the theoretic exposition, by refusing to yield the requisite aid

*""» the final application of the .<ystem.

it is natural that the primitive defect should become glaringly

raanifost just at this crisis, and not before; for it is always in the

process of transferring theory to practice that the deficiencies of the
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former reveal themselves even to unreflecting minds. As long as a

doctrine is confined to speculation, it is not diflicult to conceal from

others, as well as from ourselves, the iinperfections of the material

and to cover over with deceptive semblances the insecurity and

•vyeakness of the foundations ; but whenever it is tested by experience,

or is transmuted into a scheme for actual employment, the latent

errors are instantaneously exposed. In all such cases, the difBcuIty

of previously detecting the fallacy will be proportionate to the

greater or less amount of truth Avith which it may be incorporated.

The larger the quantity of truth, the greater will be the probability

of the concomitant error escaping notice. We have already ac-

knowledged that the Tositive method is correct and available, so far

as strict science is concerned; and that it is legitimately applicable

to the full extent to which the subject-matter will admit of rigid,

scientific coordination ; and we have discovered that its radical

fallacy consists in the attempt to make science universal, and to

deny all other than scientific knowledge. Hence, we have no reason

to be surprised that the inherent error of M. Comtc's premises should

manifest itself openly by a rupture of his logic only when he pro-

ceeds beyond the range of pure science to the complex details of

practice.

In the commencement of the Politique Positive, M.< Comte
urges the importance of acknowledging the logic of instincts.

Rightly and acutely, avc think : we did virtually the same thinz,

before him, and perhaps more correctly, in the first essay of thi.>

series : but the Po?itivi.=;t must reconcile the admission of the logic

of instinct with the requisitions of a system of rigid phenomenalism.
The ta?k is not an easy one : others may conclude with us that it is

impossible of achievement. But the very recognition of instinct—

cspeciallyof instinct cajiablc of subserving the functions of reasoning

—appears to us the admission of a fact which cannot be harmonized
with any purely phenomenal interpretation. How can this instinct

and its processes be discerned V By observation and e.xperiment
;

Only in a slight degree : for in this case both of these borrow tlo

light of ex-planation entirely from the premonitions of individual

e.xperience. But experience differs from experiment in this im-
portant respect, that it is an act of consciousness depending upon
no arbitrary and prearranged coordination of circumstances: it i-^

intrinsic, not extrinsic; a modification suffered by the indindual,
not an observation of general external phenomena. To use tlu'

Kantian plu^ses, so loosely employed by M. Comte,—experience is

subjective entii-ely in its character, experiment mainly objective.

Without pressing against Bositivism the ridicule and scorii whi-.h
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are lavished in the first volume of the Philosophy, on the alleged

fallacy of the phenomena of consciousness, and the impossibility of

tlio internal observation proposed by the Scotch Psyciiologists,—we
say that this recoi^iition of instincts, which can be ori;!;inally recog-

nised only by consciousness, is at variance with the spirit of Posi-

tivism, or of the Positive Philosophy ; because every act of cou-

sciousnesa necessarily implies a reality behind the phenomena
perceived, and a real agency or cause antecedent to the perce[)iion,

and incapable of being included within the sphere of phenomenal
explanation. This is the ignuf.um aliquid which precedes ail

knowledge, and all possibility of knowledge; which is more real

than all the shadowy phenomena which it rellects; and which
evinces the existence of the agent prior to the manifestation of the

act. If we might recur to the significant but seldom understood

technicalities of early schools, we would say that the admission of the

validity of the logic of instinct necessarily admits the substantiality

of the natura /laturans, as the previous condition, sine qua non, of

the phenomenalism of the natura naturata. It is this inevitable

recognition of something which we are assured by consciousness is

more than a mere phenomenon, which is, in our estimation, fatal to

any scheme of pure phenomenalism. It matters little that the vari-

ance may be represented as single, remote, and anterior to the formal

evolutions of science : if it exists at all, it annihilates the pretensions

of the system. Moreover, it appears single and slight merely because

it is here presented only under one aspect, and with reference to the

particular inconsistency into which M. Comte has been unavoidably

betrayed. But this little discrepance, this unclosed and irremediable

chasm between the two hemispheres of knowledge, scientific and

practical, presents the entraiice-gate for the logical introduction of

all that immense but amorphous domain of knowledge which M.
Comte has rejected and denied. At the same time, it brands with

the mark of sophistry such previous rejection and negation. It

dindes Positivism, like a house divided against itself, and thus

luruishes in the body of the system the irresistible solvent which

tiiust disintegrate and destroy the whole elaborate creation.

It would be sufliciently easy to give a more popular and more
generally intelligible exposition of this discord between the two

parts of Positivism ; but we are more anxious to furnish the

argument in the form wliich can be least impugned than in that

which can be most cursorily appreciated, i'or the latter purpose.

J»nd for the reader unused to philosophical speculations, the proof

t-f the inconsistency may be condensed into the statement which

tvery one can verify by his own meditations,—that to recognise
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instincts or sentiments is to acknowledge {;\cts on the strength of

consciousness; that to admit the facts of consciousness, which are

individual, is to recognise something more, and something more

real than phenomena, ^Yl^ich are general ; and that to receive any-

thing more than phenomena alone, is at variance with the exclusive

limitation of all knowledge to phenomena and the concatenations of

phenomena.

The inconsistency which we have been illustrating is inevitable on

the part of M. Comte, and springs not less from the strength and per-

spicacity of his intellect than from the original defect of his premises.

Reference to his own ropcateil expressions will amply show that the

consecution of the sej)aratc links in his chain of thought is as follows

:

The social disorder of the day is due to the prevalent intellectual

anarchy ; the intellectual disorganization is attributable to the undis-

ciplined supremacy of the intellect; the sole dominion to which the

intellect can or ought permanently to be subject, is right feeling and

well-regulated sentiments ; the only means of effecting the orderly

governance of the sentiments is by constituting their dependence on,

and obedience to, a supreme and superhaman authority—a God, real

or imaginary, worshipped under the name of a divinity, or adored under

some disguise. J Jut a God, or the equivalent of, or the substitute for, a

God, could not bo proposed as a phenomenon discovered by observation

or experiment. The spontaneous recognition and adoration of deities

in all ages of the world might be represented as an historical phe-

nomenon, but not so could the divinity himself who was to be offered

as the object of belief and of individual adoration. Aristotle and the

schoolmen had confined even the application of the categories and
predicables to es.sences lower in the scale of being than God ; M.
Comte had declared natural theology to he the beginning of atheism

:

the mere processes of phenomenal science were inadequate to the

discovery or acknowledgment of the Supreme Existence : the only

evidence remaining whieh was available was the testimony of that

spiritual nature of man, which formed its inferences under the strong

compulsion of the sentiments, and not by those purely intellectual

and partially explicable j.rucesses of reasoning by which the suc-

cessive stages of phenomenal science had been constructed. Hence
arose the necessity of admitting the validity of instinctive logic—the
reasoning of the sentiments.

The magnituilo and the essential character of the step taken by
M. Comte, in this tardy amplilication of the principles of his philos-

ophy, arc partially concealed from himself and his readers by the

tenor of his expression, lie naturally restricts his new postulate

to its narrowest enunciation ; but, while it has aided him in the
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(Joiiionstratiou (!) of the new supreme being, Tcho is henceforward to

f.rcsidc over the fragmentary universe of Positivism, it has necessi-

Mtcd the construction, at the ultimate end of his hicrarchal scale,

of a seventh science,—Mprals, or the science of individual man. On
ihis little interpolated thesis the whole superstructure of Positive

uiorals rests; as indeed all moral science must be planted on an

equivalent foundation, and all moral action regulated by its tacit

acceptance. The extensive importance of the new position thus

lecomes manifest; but the position itself, in its most general and
correct expression, is only the asscri^on that there is a principle of

faith or belief, distinct from scientific knowledge, which precedes

uud is essential to the validity of the latter. Thus the error in the

original demarcation of the base of the Positive Pliilosophy, and its

subsequent correction, ostensibly en passant, by M. Comte, testify

to the truth of the positions indicated by us in our article on Philos-

ophy and Faith, in a former number of this Review, and also bear

\vitness to the justice of the principles by which we have hitherto

been guided in our estimation of Positivism, and to the strengtii of

the exceptions which we have taken to its philosophy. In this way
the recognition of the logic of instinct, however truthful and sagacious

in itself, is the entering wedge of dissolution which produces an

irretrievable rupture in the body of the system.

Having exhibited the nature and the reason of this inconsistency,

we recur to the religion which is sustained by its moans, and for the

sake of which it was introduced. The ultimate aim of M. Comte's

^^liole labours is the restoration of social harmony, order, and wel-

fare, by the determination of the conditions of social health, and

the consentaneous creations of sociological science. ]>ut, as the

actions of men are dependent upon their opinions and their practice,

regulated by their knowledge, it was expedient to criticise the whole

circle of the sciences, and to inaugurate an intellectual regeneration,

as the instrument to be employed in any ameliorated social organiza-

tion. As, however, the connexion between knowledge and practice

13 not immediate, and science does not determine the employment
of its facilities, or insure their application to legitimate and just

t'uds, it was necessary that the purified science should be employed
in the constitution of the societies, framed in accurdance with the

Sociological theory, under the superintendence of a spiritual regeu-

<-'i"ation, which alone could insure permanent and healthy action.

In these three terms—the spiritual regeneration, the intellectual in-

stauration, and the social renovation—we have the succession and the

dependence of the elements that enter into any complete and general

reform. These three factors are also represented in the favourite
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device of Positivism: "L'Amour pour principe, I'Ordre pour base,

et le Progrcs pour but."

The spiritual revival is the bond of union by which the other

two arc ordered and combined; and hence it may naturally bo

represented as subsequent to the instauration of the sciences, while

it is necessarily preliminary to the redress of social grievances. Its

position, however, in M. Comte's elaboration is determined by other

causes. It appears to have been an afterthought forced upon his

notice by the practical requirements of any social reorganization.

But, independently of this consideration, moral science is in his

arrangement postponed to the end of his hierarchal scale, and was

not, indeed, contemplated at all in the original establishment and

criticism of that scale. It is worthy of note, that this arrangement

necessitates a schism of the science in M. Comte's exposition, and

thus reveals a defect in the hierarchy or classification itself; for,

although it is thrown back to the extremity of the chain, that por-

tion of it which embraces the religion necessarily precedes the

establishment of the dofiaito theory of Sociology. If, however, we

conceive the religion of Positivism to be a late concession, as many
concurring circumstances compel us to believe, and as M. Comte pro-

fesses the separation of moral science to be, we might justly nssign

to the conclusion of the Sociology in the Cours de Pldlo^ophic

Positive the appropriate place of both the moral science and the

religion, and thus perceive the reasons which determined the order

in which the religion is e.Khibited. Under every view of the case,

then, we may reoiiily detect an ample explanation of the episodical

introduction of the Positive Religion between the Philosophy and

the Politics.

It would be unpardonable, however, to overlook, by any exclusive

attention to the intrinsic reasons which prescribed this arrangement.

the extrinsic influence to which M. Coratc refers its suggestion.

This is the interlude of his attachment to Madame Clotilde de A''aux,

through whom, he says, " he became the double organ of humanity;"

from whom he declares tliat " the chief inspirations of his sentimental

creed and their best ex[»ression have both proceeded ;" to whom he

applies two Italian verses—the one originally addressed by Dante to

his sainted Beatrice, the other by Petrarch to his living Laura

:

Quella, che 'uiparadisa la mia mcnte,

Ogui fii^so pi'ii-ior dal cor ui'avulse

;

and for whom he claims the honours of sentimental canonization

accorded to the poetic flames of Dante and Pctrarca. We have no

reason to doubt the entire efficacy of this amatory intermezzo in
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c.ri;;inatlng and characterizing the Kcligion of Humanity : the traces

of the origin are sufhciently perpetuated in the lineaments' of the

creed. But it merely furnished the occasion for the recognition of

the preexistcnt necessity, and suggested the mode of its solution.

Wc can readily apprehend that the intimacy of alYoction Avhich Hnked

M. Comte by "an exceptional bond of constant purity" to his

"angc meconnue," his " sainte interlocutrice," his "chaste com-
{•aguc immortelle/' recalled his mind from its dreamy Avauderings

and illuminated his vision so as to enable him to perceive, to feci,

to realize the necessity of something more than shado^vs to interpret

the realities and movements of life and action. And, though \\-e

may exclaim with Tibullus,

Heu sero rcvocatur amor, seroque juvcntas,

Cum vetus infecit cana senecta caput,

yet, there need be no hesitation in admitting the influence as-

cribed by M. Comte to the affectionate instruction derived from

his brief association -with his ''CmiTicnte coUc:j;uc." It fanned

into a flame the slumbering embers of passion ; it revealed to him

the almost unsuspected and ignored empire of sentiment; it

disclosed to him the springs of human action at the moment
\vhen his whole intricate machinery required a motive power; it

unveiled the image of superhuman authority at the crisis when

its admission was indispensable. We are thus disposed to com-

bine the objective suggestion with the logical demands of theory,

in accounting for the interposition of the Ileligion of Humanity

between the Positive philosophy and practice; and to assign

to the former the occasion, to the latter the necessity, of its

introduction.

If, however, an accepted religion be an essential element in the

constitution of society, it is equally essential for its healthy organiza-

tion that the religion accepted or proposed be sufficient, reasonable,

^nd comparatively true. The history of former ages of the world pre-

vents us from insisting upon the qualification of absolute truth; for

such a requirement would render the provisional efficacy of the heathen

creeds wholly inexplicable, and would be inconsistent with the appa-

rent testimony of facts, which seem to indicate that, in a temporal

point of view at least, the sincerity of the belief is in general a more

ii^portant characteristic than the relative truth of the doctrine. But
tlie same history, and also the tenor of the Positive Philosophy,

press upon our notice the recognition of the necessity that the later

or substituted religion must be more true, more pure, more compre-

hensive than the creed which it is intended to supplant, if wc assent,
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as we do without hesitation, to tlic maxim appropriated by Positiv-

ism, "On nc dctrvit que ce qit on rcmplace" we must admit also

that, to justify or achieve the destruction, the institution presented

to replace the ruin must be more complete and valid than the struc-

ture removed. M. Comte conlidcntly flatters himself tliat he has

fulfilled this condition, and boldly proclaims the definite establish-

ment of the Positive Religion by the absorption, expansion, or anni-

hilation of all previous systems of divinity. He conceives it to have

been his peculiar mission to resume, complete, perfect, and recon-

struct the spiritual authority which was only conceived in outline in

the middle ages ;''= he professes to have eliminated irrevocably the

idea of God, in order to establish in its place a definite unity both

more complete and more durable ;t he also asserts that Positivism

has irrevocably eliminated Catholicism, as well as all other theolo-

gisms;J and. in characterizing^ th.e successive complexions of spiritual

dogmas, he declares that religion, first spontaneous, next inspired,

then revealed, finally becomes demonstrated in Positivism.§ If

these pretensions be wholly untenable, we must reject the chimerical

construction as a fantastic dream.

A brief cxamiiration of the Positive Religion in its separate parts

will dissijiate altogether the delusion, and show that the whole body

of this Humanitarian theology is only a spectral and phenomenal efflux

from the Catholic system, which it strenuously condemns, and which

it is designed to overthrow. AVc shall discover that the various

parts of this novel fantasy are only grotesque or ingenious carica-

tures of Catholic or Chri.stian dogmas, like the distorted shadows

which are projected from real substances upon incongi'uous surfaces

by the flickering and uncertain lights of artificial luminaries. AVc

shall find that, however the features of the old creed may be deformed

by the quaint manipulation of the new idol-monger, they constantly

reappear as the ghosts of their former selves. Any efliciency, there-

fore, which may be supposed to reside in the Religion of Humanity,

must appertain in a Innher degree to the Christianity which is

intended to be cashiered. Every claim, consequently, which is urged

in behalf of the modern reverie, is an involuntary testimony in fiwour

of the ancient revelation. In so far as iM. Comte repudiates the

divine authority and supernatural origin of the Christian dispensa-

tion, he plants the foundations of his new structure on inferior and

less stable grounds. His scheme is obnoxious, virtually, to all the

objections which, justly or unjustly, he alleges against either Chris-

® Syst. de riiil. I'os., vol. ii. p. xxx.

t r>isc. sur I'EnsemMe du Poshivi<me, p. 323. Syst. de Phil. Tos., vol. i, p. 329.

I Cat«k;hismc rositivistc, I'rcf., p. xiv. § Syst. Pol. Pos., vol. ii, p. 7.
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(i.itiity or Catliollcism, the only form of Christianity which he

liabitually contemplates : it derives from its prototype, but in a very

inferior degree, the plausibility and semblance of efficacy ^vhich ifc

possesses; and it is liable to all the infirmities -which belong to an

arbitrary and conjectural theory. It inconsistently challenges for a

travesty what it nncompromisingly refuses to the original.

To exhibit the agency of these strictures in a more unclouded

li^ht, we shall venture into the labyrinth of the details of the system.

Fortunately, the logical appetencies of M. Comte's habitual thought

proviile us with sufficient clows to guide our footsteps. The Tositive

Kcligion is declared to consist, like all others, of three distinct but

connected parts :
" le dogme, le regime, et le cidte,"*—or doctrine,

discipline, and worship. These divisions are transposed and e.'?-

hibited in a more .logical order in the Catechism,t as doctrine, wor-

ship, and discipline. In the larger acceptation of these terms,

M. Comto considers them as embracing the whole S3'stem of Positiv-

ism, the Sociology being regarded as cncom])as3ing the circle of

sciences, the special domain of intellect; the Sociocracy extending to

all action, aggregate and individual ; and the Sociolatry regulating

all the sentiments of the heart. j To estimate them at present on

this scale would be to repeat much of our former labours, and to

auticipate our proposed future criticism of the Sociology proper. It

is obvious, however, that the tei-ms admit of a narrower usage, and

nuty be limited for the occasion to the purely religious aspect of

Positivism. In this stricter signification we design to consider

them. ^Ve shall, accordingly, confine our attention to the direct

characteristics of the religion, the nature, and attributes of the new

object of adoration, the forms and purposes of the worship, and the

functions and duties of the priesthood.

M. Comte naturally enough suspects that the introduction of a

religion into a system of professedly phenomenal science, may be

calculated to startle his votaries and admirers, and ho very prudently

addresses himself at the outset of his Catechism to the removal of

this stumbling-block from the credulous mind of his catechumen.

Indeed, war against gods and against all theologies had been a

constant aim of his philosophy ; the same hostility is denounced

^;ranist the same adversaries in the Politics and the Catechism; and

ho has traced on his banner as his battle-cry, " Organization, with-

'^ut God or king, by the worship of Humanity alone." The war has,

however, changed its character : before, it was the aggression of a

foreign foe; now it has dwindled into an internecine feud. He is

ostensibly contending against every form of theology, but the weapon

' ^jret. Pol. Pos., vol. i, p. 402. f Cat. Po.<j., p. 22. J Syst. Pol. Pes., vol. i, pp. 402,403.
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of offence is now only a spurious theology itself. No wonder he

deems it necessary to conjure a\v;iy, by any and every hocus-focus

procedure, this flagrant discrepance, and to reconcile his acolytes to

the inconsistency which he unconsciously feels, while he most ear-

nestly disavows it. Ko wonder that all his admirers and followers, with

the exception of the facile catechumen, who, even at the time of her

early decease, had not professed herself in the temples of Humanity,

and the fcvy congenial, regenerate individuals, who swallow tl/j

creed without comprehending it, in their blind devotion to the prophot

—no wonder, -wc say, that, with these exceptions, the religion should

have been rejected as a fantasy and an inconsistency by all the di.^

ciples of Positivism. Wc are just as little surprised that M. Comte
should devote the first exercise of. his self-assumed papal functions

to the fulmination of anathemas and excommunications against those

who refuse to accept the religion, but claim to be Positivists on the

strength of their acceptance of his philosophy.* He is right, and so

arc they. Indeed, we hardly know which perversity of error is the

most to be admired. Positivism cannot be extended to practice

without a religion ; but o??y religion is at variance with the philoso-

phy. There is an inconsistency in the introduction of any religion,

and there are many inconsistencies in the promulgation of such a creed

as is proposed; but those fallacies are somewhat retrieved by their

absolute necessity. There is a still grosser inconsistency in antici-

pating practice without any religion, and in adhering to the philoso-

phy for the sake of the support it is supposed to lend to infidelity.

when a closer examination might have shown to the pupils, as it has

proved to their teacher, that the original base is too narrow and arti-

ficial to sustain, without enlargement, any complete fabric of-

knowledge. On the sharp horns of this dilemma of incongi'uities.

M. Comtc and his heretical recusants are ludicrously suspended;

and there they must respectively hang until they are ready to

drop into the bosom of a more just and more comprehensive philoso-

phy. Wc have likened Positivism to a house divided against itself;

the expression was not designed merely as a passing metaphor,

and at length we have arrived at the practical illustration of its

reality.

Without stopping to undertake the hopeless and undesirable task

of composing this family dissension, we may estimate from it, and

the causes which necessarily originated it, the propriety for prefix-

ing to any formal exposition of the creed an attempt to dispel the

cloud of diflicultics which hangs around the very conception of a

religion as a part of Positivism. It is evident, at the first blush,

° Troisit-me Circulaire Anuuelle. 3. llomOre Co. (31. Janvier, 1S33.)
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thrxt even an apparent conciliation between the two can be obtained

only by borue modification of the customary si^i^nification of the terra

religion, and by some dexterous legerdemain of verbal ingenuity.

The pliant proselyte, who, in the Catcdusvie Posiliviste, di^^chargcs

throughout the dialogues the functions of a Greek chorus, rather than

the part of an anxious searcher after truth ; and who, like the chame-

leon, displays only the hues of the leaves it feeds upon, foreshadows in

all cnses the doubts and d'#w*iUi«m tlw niml of the tcachor, not those

in her own, or suitable to any distinct character. She commences her

interrogations by very pertinently inquiring how the univers:il doc-

trine, which rejects all supernatural belief, can persist in terming

itself a religion. The sacerdotal respondent replies by denying that

the word, according to its etymology, has any necessary a]<titudc

for denoting what is ordinarily understood by it,* and thus indivcctly

intimates that it does not of itself imply any preternatural credence.

He then hurries on to declare the functions and conditions of religion,

the manner in which the phrase may be trimmed down to an adajita-

tion with Positivism, and the range of Positive Faith. AVe do not

intend to be beguiled, like 'M. Comte's novice, from the true issue,

by entering into a discussion of the consequential and subsidiary

positions, -with which we in part agree, recognising in them a j.nr-

tial exposition of the truth.^ "We revert to the point which lie has

ingeniously sluned over—to the nature of religion and the significance

of the term. It is remarkable, as a contrast to the view apparently

taken by M. Comte, that Lucretius, in his celebrated outburst in

denunciation of religion, one of the very earliest passages in which

the word occurs, uses it explicitly to express the supposed croduiity

and superstition appertaining to a belief in supernatural things.

I'hroughout the classics of heathen Rome, the idea of superhuman

derivation and usually of superstition is implied by it. Nothing of

cojirse is to be learned relative to its primitive meaning by descending

to the Christian fathers. The early Greek tongue furnishes no cor-

responding, and we doubt whether it possesses any equivalent term;

for eiot-Seia relates only to worship. Under these circumstances

it is certainly a forced and arbitrary procedure to imagine from

etymology an original meaning different from that manifested in the

earliest use of the phrase. Moreover, we doubt -whether the ety-

' As M. Comte's languajrc is indistinct, and invites a great diversity of inter-

pretations, witliout scciirin5 any precision, we quote his own words: "Ce ncm,

ma chore tille, n'offrc, en etlL't, d'apr^s son ttymologie, aucune solidarito avcc lea

opinions quelconques qu'on jKiut employer pour atteindre le but qu'il dcii^-Tic."

— Cat. Pos., p. 2. This fluitanoy of utterance, if we may use the phraio, is iticlf

suspicious.
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mology intimated rutlicr than asserted by M. Comte is the correct one

:

if it ^vcl•e, we should have expected reli<j:otiu to be used instead of rc-

ligio. But, conceding this point, in an inquiry into the meaning of .i

tenn in habitual use, about which there has been an almost unaniniuus

agreement of all who emplDved it for many ages, it is unwarrantable lo

turn from consentaneous usage to any fancied propriety of a conjec-

tural etymological sense. And, though it may be perfectly true that it

is a function of religion to introduce an harmonious synthesis between

knowledge and action,* and also to regulate each individual and

unite each to his manifold neighbours,! this is but a part of its

functions, and by no nicnns excludes the admission of a divine

authority. Nay, these purposes may seem to imply the recognition

of such supremacy, and, in our estimation, necessitate it. ZSor is

M. Comte's testimony, cimsistently interpreted, very fiir behind this

declaration. He says that " either to regulate us or to stimulate us

to community of sentiuicnt, to bind men together, religion ought first

of all things to subject us to an external power, whose irresistible

suprcm.acy can permit no uncertainties.'"; This notable statement

supplies a transition to the consideration of the new supreme being

of Positivism, to whom we shall pay our attentions, as soon as we

have noticed the slightness of the reasoning which satisfies 'SI. Comte
in rejecting supernatural belief from the essence of religion, in de-

fiance of all usage and all history, and as soon as we have again

impressed upon others the singular celerity with which M. Comte
touches an<l abandons the first difiiculty which the Positive Religion

prescnt.=5. He allegt-s, that hitherto the means have been mistaken

for the end in the euiploymeut of the term. It has not been so; but

the means themselves had a special influence and merit, which he

has overlooked. He himself confounds the end with the means, and

conceives an accidental end. important though it be, as the sum of

the aims of religion. The error naturally springs from the unchris-

tian and irreligious temper of his philosophy, and as necessarily

generates the fallacies of his proposed regeneration. The unity

which he hopes to effectuate i.s at best only speculative, but in reality

illogical : it apparently complies with the requisitions of a theory,

but must be wholly inoperative in regulating the Avill. or stimulating

any sentiments but those which may be set in motion by the imagina-

tion. It wants the overruling authority whicii commands the

adhesion of the intellect, and prescribes the obedience of the heart.

To exhibit this defect in its clearest light, we pass to the object

of Positive adoration—the new supreme being, who is to be trans-

«> Cat. Pes., p. 2. Syst. Vol, vol. ii, p. S. j Cat. Tos., pp. 2, 7. Sjst Pol., \oL U, p. 9-

X Syst. Pol. Po3., vol. ii, p. 12.
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fcrred to the throne of the deposed Jehovuli. This is Humanity,

whose place is curiously asserted to have been hitherto usurped by

God.* The first iutimatiou of this new idol (tMoj/.ov, spectre—M.

Comte denies to it the designation of divinity) is found in the

Discours stir VEnsemhle du Posilivisvic The conception and its

development arc subsequent to lS4.iJ, in the summer of ^vhich year

he gallantly wrote to Madame Clotilde De VaiL\, that "when modem
social organization should have assumed its true character, it would

be to woman alone that the knee of man would bow."i' We may
fairly attribute to her influence the recognition of the necessity of

religion, and consequently the necessity of supplanting the uld creed

by a novel one; but the seminal principle which was forced by

artificial fires to germinate into the substitute for a god, may be per-

haps detected in the concluding volume of the Positive Philosophy.

"Man, so termed," says M. Comte, " is in reality nothing but a pure

abstraction; there is nothing real but Humanity, especially in the

world of intellect and morals."! Hence, when it was necessary to

seek an extrinsic power as the fountain-head of spiritual domination,

he invested with supreme attributes the chimerical essence v.hich

appeared to be the only reality in his universe of shadov.-s. What has

become of the old abhorrence and repudiation of entities, with which

Positivism commenced its march?

There is nothing more interesting or instructive in human specu-

lation than to trace the genealogies and affinities of successive

dogmas, and thus learn the generations of error. M. Comte borrows

largely, though often indirectly and unconsciously, from the schools

of German Tr;inscendentalism. He frequently appropriates a special

doctrine of Teutonic stock, regardless of its original setting, and

ignorant of its descent, and incorporates it with his creed by that

marvellous power of assimilation which characterizes any phe-

nomenal system. In the present instance the obligatit)n to his

neighbours beyond the Rhine may be sufficiently direct, but the

pedigree of the tenet is intricate enough to entitle it to the honours

of nobility or notoriety in virtue of the number of quarterings it

bears upon its shield.

When Kant and Jacobi, in their divergent rather than dissimilar

modes, represented the certainty of knowledge as relative to the inJi-

vidual, and dependent cither upon the logical processes of his intel-

lect, or upon some more recondite springs of his nature, all certainty

became of course limited to the individual, (as was clearly evinced

in the philosophy of Fichte,) and consequently the convictions or

" Syst. I'ol. Pos., vol. i, p. 2G1. f Syst. Pol. Pos. CompU'wcnt dc la

Dedicace, vol. i, pp. xxii, xxxix. \ Cours de Phil. Pos., vol. vi, pp. <>'•>'-, ti9i.
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demonstrations of one mind could offer no obligatory claim to the

assent of another, and were therefore in some measure paralyzed

and rendered unsatisfactory. This is a defect in all strictly relative

theories of speculation, but a much grosser defect furnishes the

parallel in all absolute schemes. It is a defect, too, to be acknowl-

edged rather than removed, and is due not to the error of the doc-

trine, but to the frailty of the human mind. But the schools of

systematic speculation are not content to leave an insoluble diiTi-

culty unsolved: amid the mists of the incognizable they viill grope

for cognizable foundations for certainty: and hence the successors of

Kant endeavoured to discover a stable basis for knowledge beyond

the fluctuating equilibrium of his theses and antitheses. They -would

reconcile the antinomies of the human mind. Another step in

philosophy was taken to convert the special, isolated, and endoge-

nous certainty of the individual into the semblance or the reality of

objective and generic truth. The step thus necessitated was indi-

cated by Fichte, and taken more boldly by llcgel and Schelliug.

It was to merge the individual in the species, to turn humanity

inside out, to give substantial reality to a mass by multiplying and

consolidating monads, which were now asserted to be shadows; it

was to regard the historical concatenation of the successive genera-

tions of humanity as the only complete representation of man; to

treat the individual man and the individual mind as only a frag-

mentary and illusory portion of that one great whole ; and to attrib-

ute the only certainty anil reality of human knowledge and life to

the efHu.K of those ffualities from the chimerical and conjectural

aggregate. ^Mr. Stallo, who some years since offered himself to the

American people as the expositor of the philosophy of Hegel and

SchcUing, and invited them to disport themselves in the nebulous

labyrinths in which he had lost himself, uses similar phrases to

M. Comte :
" ]Man is mankind," says he ; and again, " Man is but a

tone in the grand universal harmony, a word in the entire language

of the Spiritual, the whole revelation of which is mankind."* In the

same spirit, Strauss represents religion as nothing more than the

varying and mythical expression of the consensus of the instinctive

sentiments of humanity. It is natural enough that the Pantheists

and Idealists, who had turned the Godhead into a shadow by dissi-

pating his substance and attributes through the universe of thought

and matter, should attempt a similar procedure with respect to

human intelligence and action. But is it not singular that M-

Comte should come from the arid walks of strict science, and fresh

from the anatomy and physiology of his biological studies, and

° Pliilosopliy of Nature, pp. 150, 148.
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elevate this attenuated, ideal, and purely imaginary llumauity into

the sole image -worthy of Positive adoration? Yet all errors are

confluent in their excesses ; and extremes in speculation as well a3

in action run inevitably, though insensibly, into each other.

J>ut where is the demonstration or the dcmonstrability of the

existence of this head of a religion, which, deriding spontaneous,

inspired, or revealed creeds, professes to be itself demonstrated?

M. Comtc probably anticipates that the habitual recognition of

humanity, in its familiar acceptations, will insure its ready admission

in its novel import. iVnd it might do so on a cursory view; yet

this is all that gives even a passing plausibility to the now imagina-

tion. A moment's consideration reveals to us the rirtifice, and

shows that the only evidence adduced or implied by way of demon-

stration is a mere verbal tour-dc-force, differing only in mode, but

not in spirit, from the apology offered for constructing a religion.

Assuredly M. Comte is unfortunate in his fabrication of creeds,

and his manufiicture of a God. But he denies the appellation of

deity to his incorpuscular humanity, although he designates as a god-

dess woman, whom he regards as the best t3'pe of humanity. \Vc

have a very high respect for the tender and delicate veneration with

which he contemplates the functions and attributes of woman; but

we cannot suffer either his gallantry or our own to wile us from the

true issues presented. Whether M. Comte accords or refuses the

name of divinity to his new supreme being, we are obliged to con.~idcr

his Humanity as the God of Positivism and Positivists,—albeit a

most false god. A verbal negation, or a verbal quibble, will not

destroy a virtual asseveration. The monkeys of Pegu, the elves of

the Ashantees and Maudingoes, the cats and dogs of the ancient

Egyptians, and the sun, moon, and stars of Saba\ins, are as strictly

gods, relative to the opinions and mythologies of their respective wor-

shippers, as is the true God with relation to the true religion. If

M. Comte's objections to all theologisms apply to all these forms

of belief and superstition, they apply also to his own imaginations,

vdiich as rigidly constitute a theology; nor can he extricate his

Nouvel Eire Supreme from the category of the divinities and

theologisms, which he professes to have deposed, by any logical

chicanery or verbal legerdemain. The Humanity of Positivism must

''C either a God or nothing—not even a significant tci'm. In the

fjrmer case it may be an arbitrary imagination ; in the latter it is

only a wild nightmare, a hallucination conjured up by the dreamy

perplexity of distempered thought. In cither event, it is as incon-

sistent with the principles and conclusions of Positivism as it is

inefficient to accomplish the purposes desired.

Fourth Series, Vol. VI.—22
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"Were v.e disposed to refute M. Comte by reasoning from the

obvious absurdities of his positions, rather than by the employment

of the more arduous but more cogent mode of exhibiting their in-

herent inconsistencies and defects, vfc might affix the character of

false divinity to his Humanity by the simple process of enumerating

its alleged attributes. No man in his senses, -^vhether Christian

or heathen, pretends to tho comprehension of God—whether it be

the true God or false gods. "A God understood would be no God
at all;"* "for there shall no man sec God, and live." The appre-

hension of God through the partial cognition of the divine attributes,

real or supposed, is the only kno^Yledge of divinity which is vouch-

safed to men from any other source than revelation.f The Positive

religion, then, agrees with all others in confining its interpretation

of its supreme being to the exposition of its alleged attributes ; and

these attributes arc nothing but a repetition and travesty of those

assigned by Christians and all monotheists to their Supreme Being.

Can we, then, be mistaken in asserting that M. Comte's Humanity
must be ranged in the category of gods, and that his religion must

be regarded as a theology ? Doubtless, both the divinity and the

creed are false, arbitrary, and fictitious ; but they essentially apper-

tain to that very class of conceptions which, throughout the whole

Positive chihoration, are declavt'd to be cashiered as effete, and they

full into all those jtrcteuded contradictions (real in this case) Avhich

they profoss to remove.

The laanncr in which the parallelism between the characteristics

of the new supreme being and those of the true God is sustained, is

curious and ingoiilous—but the ingenuity displayed is only of that

low order which is tikiU'ul in producing parodies. The first attribute

established is the unity of tlic new goddess.; This is supposed to

result from the cap;ibility of reducing the universal order—the general

hierarchy of phenomena to the order of human apprehensions. § In

other words, tlic Positive faith arrives at its true unity, objective

and subjective, in necessary accordance with its regular evolution,

by condensing the aggregate of real laws around the collective being

which immediaiely regulates human destiny.
j| The unity of the

Supreme Peing is thus depentlent simply on the possible unity of

human conception—a singularity not difficult of achievement, if,

like Positivism, we commence by ignoring and excluding everything

which tends to produce contradiction of thought. At best, this is

* Sir William Hainilton's Discussions, (tc, p. 15, note,

flxiibnit/.. Diss, de Conform. Fi^l. cum llatione.

I Cat. Pes., p. UG—cf. S>st. iVl. I'os., vol. ii, p. 63. § Syst. Pol. Pos., vol. ii, p. 50.

II
Syat PoL Pos. vol. ii, pp. C-O, 57.
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merely a stunted Cartesianism ^vhich is returned upon our hands

;

but if we examine further, we shall find that it is infected -with

worse characteristics. The identification of the objective with the

.subjective ; or, more correctly, the absorption of the former by the

K'ltter, besides the vagueness of its mysticism, is objectionable as

constituting a violent transition from the material reality—the exter-

nal phenomenon, ifyou please—to the ideal interpretation. It vaults

at one bound over the chasm which separates phenomenalism from

transcendentalism, and effects the leap, like the flight of the angels

of St. Thomas Aquinas, without passing through the intermediate

ppacc. Thus Positivism, which was phenomenal sensationalism at

the outset of its career, becomes mystical idealism at its close. The
apparent unity, which renders M. Comte's thesis plausible, is the

general unity of the abstract conception of humanity, in the familiar

acceptation of the term, as employed to denote collectively the suc-

cessions and concurrences of human developments. But the im-

pression produced by the ordinary usage cannot be legitimately

extended to its novel and extraordinary applications. It can only

originate a play upon w^ords, but never justify a valid inference.

Supposing that this deified Humanity were not the mere hyposta-

sis of an abstraction, the crystallization of a dreamy entity, what

unity could be imagined in a supreme being growing by irregular

accretions, receiving constant accessions of new members, and in-

corporating into his essence his select adorers, and even favoured

specimens of the brute creation? Nay, further; M. Comte assures

us that the superior orders of carnivorous brutes each tend to con-

struct their own supreme being, and are prevented only by the

aggressions and supremacy of man.* Where, then, is the intrinsic

unity? It can exist only in the arbitrary determination of the idea,

not in the essence of the supposed being.

To this shadowy phantasm— this Fetich of the introspective

imagination—we are required to pay the tribute of homage, prayer,

and gratitude, because this Nouvcl Etre Supreme is supremely

beneficent, and furnishes all our blessings by its sagacious providence.

That the world, at any period, owes its condition, good or evil, mainly

to the influences of all preceding civilization and corruption, we are

ready to admit as cordially as M. Comte is anxious to assert it-

Ihit it would be impossible to establish the beneficent intention,

\^hich constitutes the essence of beneficence, except in some excep-

tional individuals, or in a few nire ages. As to the providence of

bumanity, it is preposterously at variance with the lessons of his-

tory. A scanty band of philosophers, scattered through the suc-

' Syst. PoL Pos., vol. ii, p. GO.
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cessions of time, have endeavoured, usually "with vain efforts, to

anticipate and order the future; but scarcely a single generation of

men has ever been able to foresee or consciously predetcnnine the

events or condition of a future time. They have been fully occupied

with ministering to their own imminent needs. True, the instincts

of humanity and its actions are not confined simply to the present

:

the}' range into the future, prim.irily from selfish anxieties for them-

selves, secondly, from the d;.sire of benefitting their immediate pos-

terity. But, if the distinction did not seem too finely drawn for vul-

gar application, we might assign the mainspring of this tendency to

the fact, that there is no apprehensible present in which to work, and

for which to labour. While we write, the present is already van-

ished into the past ; it is w^ith our j^esterdays, and has joined the

years beyond the llood. !No; the beneficence and providence which

M. Comte ascribes to humanity lie entirely beyond its circle : they

are no part of its properties or essence ; they are only its accidents,

and borrowed from an extrinsic source ; they appertain to the nature

of Ilim who constituted human instincts, human sentiments, and

human powers ; who regulates human events ; who breaks athwart

human schemes and designs, educes good out of evil, and shapes his

own ends out of our rough-hewn plans. The semblance of truth in

M. Comte's attribution of beneficence and providence to humanity,

and which give plau.-ibility to the delusive parallelism, is the obvious

result of a higher power, and an unconscious testimony to the ex-

istence of a real and divine Kuler of the universe.

This new supreme being is declared to be immeasurable and eter-

nal;* but its immensity is certainly limited by terrestrial space,

and even on earth by the division which parts the gi-eat Avaters from

the dry land ; and its eternity is derived from neither infinite nor

undefinable duration, but merely from its undefined continuance.

It is declared to be the origin of all power and all knowledge, not as

the fountain-head of movement and intelligence, but simply as being

the aggregate and receptacle of past action and discovery. ]!sever-

theless, its omnipotence is confessedly limited by the immutable and

extrinsic laws of nature, and its omniscience is confined to the nar-

row range of phenomena, and their colligation into theories. We do

not think that M. Comte ventures to assign perfection to his dream.

This is one inconsistency which he has, wc believe, escaped; for

what perfection coukl be ascribed to a being who becomes "suffi-

ciently formed"! only after the lapse of ages, and by the incorpo-

ration of successive generations of his servitors ? But perfectibility

is his great characteristic
;
yet even this is only a finite process, not

«> Syst. Pol. Pos., vol. ii, p. 59. f ^yst. Pol. Pos., vol. ii, p. 82.
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in<lcGnitely continuous : for, if ^ve understand the Positive theory

uriglit, tlio inauf^uration and subsequent realization of Positivism

constitute the last possible steps of human advancement ; and con-

sequently the idealized Humanity admits only of amelioration in

its retrograde parts, and extension and cnlarL^ement in time and

space by the incorporation, digestion, and assimilation of animals

and men. This new Dragon of Wantley does not, however, gorge

down women : they are exempted from this fate, or denied this

blessing; and for the reason that their identity is totally lost in the

existence of men. Their principal mythological function is to afiwvd

the best and purest representation of the great Essence,* and on the

festal days of Humanity to provide from their number a symbol to

t}^ify it to the crowd. We know the debates occasioned by tlie

Mohammedan exclusion of women from paradise ; and joctise

irreverence has considered that the intimation, " There was silence

in heaven for the space of half-an-hour," is entirely irreconcilable

with their admission into the place of beatitude ; but M. Comte

prevents by anticipation any such biotty discussions in the Positive

Church, by declaring them incapable of assimilation, and assigning

them an intermediate position between Humanity and men.f Hence-

forward, they are to be regarded as a little more than man,—a little

less than nothing.

In the whole of the parallelism between Humanity and God—and

it is pursued through all the changes of attributes—there is a constant

recurrence of such amusing fancies, and a constant repetition of

artificial contrasts and shadowy comparisons. ' We cannot trust

ourselves to the temptations which a minute examination of the

various details would present. The inducements to laughter and

ridicule are too inviting; and in inflicting condign and merited

castigation on a wild fantasy which disgusts and irritates much

more than it amuses, we might be unconsciously guilty of dcst-crut-

ing a subject which we would mention only with the highest venera-

tion, but which is worked into the tenor of M. Comte's exposition

^ith revolting indecorum.

In the same spirit in which the lineaments of the supreme being

have been borrowed from the attributes of God, the other doctrines

of Christianity are parodied and reproduced. The fundamental

principle of Positive morals

—

vivre pour autrui—or the conver-

sion of egotism into altruism, J. is just a more abstract enunciation

of the Christian prescription, to love one's neighbour as one's self

It is true that M. Comte examines and estimates the respective

" Cat. Pos., p. 207. Syst. Pol. Pos., vol. ii, p. G3. f Sjst. Pol. Po3., vol. ii, p. C3.

t Cat Pos., p. 149.
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merits of the two maxims, and of course gives the verdict in his own

favour. But we are under no obligation to agree with him ; and we

cannot but regard the Positive tenet as a mutilation and extravagant

distortion of the Christian precept. We make no observation at

present on the excellence and the elevation of the aim thus proposed

by his philosophy : its consideration in this respect belongs to the

estimation of his scheme of social regeneration. ^Vo note it now

simply to indicate its consanguinity and virtual identity with the

commandment of that Cliristianity which Positivism was designed

to overthrow.

The Christian doctrines of the immortality of the soul, the sanc-

tification of the rigliteous, and the reprobation of the wicked, re-

appear in quaint guise in this novel religion. When this mortal

life is ended, the unending spiritual existence commences for each

individual: after playing his part for a while as a being, he becomes

after death an organ of Humanity, and transforms his objective ex-

istence into a subjective *

—

illusion. If he has faithfully discharged

his duties, and devoutly ministered to the service of Humanity, he

has the ineffable satisfaction of entering as a component mist into

the cloud of Humanity ; if he has neglected the religious exactions

of the creed, he is formally denied this incorporation, and is rejected

forever. The more peculiar canonization of the saints, and the more
flagrant condemnation of the chief of sinners, we reseiTe for later

notice.

When we look to the admission of religion into the Positive

scheme, after all the anti-theological declamations of the author, and
contemplate the character of its doctrine, and the attributes of the

supreme being which has been imagined, we cannot but regard it

as an involuntary but strong testimony on the part of a bitter adver-

sary to the necessity of the true religion, and to the existence of the

true God. ^Vc do not think that we do any violence to the nature

of the evidence thus furnished, when x>o conceive it to be a confir-

mation of the faith of the Christian, and a valid refutation of all the

sneers of the infidel. iS'or do we think that we push the advantage
thus yielded too far, when we claim it as an effectual abnegation of

the exclusive pretensions of the Positive Philosophy, and as the

virtual dissolution of the whole scheme.

Returning from the notice of details to the estimation of the rela-

tion borne by the Religion of Humanity to present or past mytholo-
gies, we are struck with the singular conjunction of heterogeneous

extremes which takes jdace through its instrumentality. The Hu-
manity to be adored is borrowed, as we have shown, from Hegel and

''Syst. Pol. Pos., vol.ii, p. Gl.
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i^chcllin^. The appropriation has probably been facilitated by the

theory propounded by Leroux in his treatise De I'Hiimanite ; or

the idea may have been cau^i^ht up from the shattered fragments of

German metaphysics Avhich float through the atmosphere of recent

French speculation. The mystical investment of this transfigured

Humanity in the robes of the Chi-istianity -which lias been cashiered

as mythical, has been possibly aided by the -work of Strauss, uhich, if

ve mistake not, was translated into French, shortly before tlie pub-

lication of the novel doctrine, by M. Comte's then eminent friend

and colleague, M. Littre. But, through whatever channel derived, it

is obvious that the outline and the features of the Positive Supremo
Being and the details of the dogmatic theology of Positivism, are

plundered from Christianity. A third element is, however, added

to the Christianity and infidel idealism thus united together; and

for tliis addition we must recur to the earliest ages of heathen super-

stition, and the first dawn of pagan philosophy. The former ago

is represented by the return to the worship of animals, in a grosser,

because more conscious and less concrete form, than it was practised

by the Fetichists and ancient Egyptians ; the second age is renewed

by the inversion of the early Greek doctrine of nnima inundi—the

Ilumanity of M. Comte being only the converse of that f;incy, enter-

tained in consequence of that introversion of the human mind which

was before explained. Thus, here again all extremes meet and

embrace each other—and yet, we are assured that this chaotic,

amorphous, and heterogeneous chimera supplies the sole unity which

is consonant with the nature of the human mind, the appetencies of

the human heart, or the scientific interpretation of external phe-

nomena. We will not trust ourselves to characterize such a crude

enormity in the terms which it provokes.

AVe pass from the doctrine, which has been only briefly examined,

to a still more cursory notice of the worship, and the spiritual

organization. On the latter we shall not dwell, because it interlaces

itself too intricately with the scheme of social reconstruction; and

with the former we will not tarry, because it is purely a freak of the

imagination,—a symbolical and semi-poetical extravaganza. Some
notice, however, of both we are obliged to take.

The first aim of the Positive worship is the development of sub-

jective life, with a due recognition, however, of its necessary subor-

dination to the objective and phenomenal world.* That is to say,

the rigid rule of science having been constituted, the first act of fiitii

is its transmutation into sentimental mysticism. In the simplest

and most ordinary application of this principle, to the suitable revivi-

«* Cat. Toa., pp. lo4, 159.
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flcation of the cherished dead, their "cerebral evocation" is to be

aided by the dctermiuation of the place, the seat or altitude, and the

dress, peculiar to each.* The interesting catechumen naturally

enough detects hero the absence of any necessity for '.' the great in-

stitution of prayer," and seeks to be enlightened on the subject. She

is assured in reply that this could not have been omitted, as it con-

stitutes the principal condition of any -worship whatsoever, and that

Positivism satisfies the T.-ant much better than Catholicism, and puri-

fies the institution at the same time that it develops it.f The

Positivist prays, we arc told, for the sake of airing his best affections,

and may entreat noble advances, Avhich are thus almost assured.

The worship of Positivism thus becomes a species of ambiguous

Pietism, addressed to au ideal object, and practised merely for the

sake of giving an imaginary exercise to the sentiments. 'SVe might

have considered this as a plausible recommendation of the study of

novels and romances, but it is a curious exposition of the efficacy

of prayer. It displays, however, the tendency of Pietism to de-

generate into a more selfish reverie, and its aptitude for conjunction

with any creed. It easily merges into an intellectual opiate, and

like the Oriental bang, is indulged in, not for the sake of any per-

manent results, but in order to generate the imaginary satisfactions

of inebriate halhicination. It lights up the phantasmagoria of senti-

mental dreams ; but its influence can extend no further than to pro-

duce indolence and apathy in waking thoughts and actions. Can

we be mistaken, then, in attributing an eminently mystical character

to the liL-ligion of Humanity V But, observe that even this Pietistic

aspect is derived from ccrtiiin sectaries of the Catholic Church ; and,

indeed, M. Comtc manifests hi multifarious modes, and often by

explicit declarations, his partiality for the mystical effusions of the

Catholic sentimentalists.

By the felicitous combination of signs and images our thoughts

and sentiments are directed with fervour toward the special objects

of adoration, and tiiese will bo gradually multiplied by the habitual

practice of the worship, so as to eventuate in a closer communion
with "the final evocation"— the Supreme Being of llumanlty.t

Thus the worship divides itself into two parts, private and public;

the former preceding the latter in accordance with the general law

of the Positive Hierarchy, and being subordinate to it, inasmuch as

the more general succeeds but transcends the more special, through-

out the whole distribution of Positivism.

The private worship is divided into personal and domestic; the

one being characterized by the worship of guardian angels, the other

°CaUros., pp. ICO, l6o. j Cau Pos., p. 170. J Cat. Pos., p. 172.
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by the institution of nine social sacraments* In both cases, we are

a;;:un reminded that the whole organization of the Keligion of Hu-
manity is a caricature and attenuation of tiie doctrines of the Roman
Church. It is from that source that these j^uardian angels descend,

tliough in their selection, functions, and attributes, there is an evi-

dent retrospection to the Lares and Penates of the elder Jlomans.

These pocket-gods are to be the best personifications that each may
be individually able to assign to Humanity. They are to be in

general the mother, wife, and daughter, though a substitution for each

of the three is allowed where circumstances I'cquire it. Thus the prin-

cipal angel is alone common to both sexes : each of which must bor-

row from the other two complementary (or complimentary) angels.

t

So far as this fantasy reveals the instructive veneration for family re-

lations, and so far as it only disguises the affectionate respect which is

due to woman, we have no word of dissent to offer. iS'ay, rather, in

a time like the present, when the graces and duties of home arc

habitually depreciated and too frequently disregarded, when the

voluntary homage to be paid to woman is disgustingly replaced

by clamours for woman's rights, we are happy to recognise, through

the haze and the delusion of M. Comte's religious creed, a just and

delicate estimation of woman's mission, and the reverential courtesies

with which she should be surrounded. Here we approve : we endorse

most cheerfully the testimony of the English lady, quoted with well-

placed pride by Isl. ComtcJ But with this om* approbation must

end. When he sublimates respect into religious adoration, and

refines the metaphoi-s of rhetorical gallantly into articles of theo-

logical faith, we can no longer assent; we can only smile at the

folly, the fallacy, and the thin illusion which we are obliged to

condemn.

A censure of the same sort, though less relieved by approval, is

invited by his institution of the nine social sacraments. These, too,

are borrowed from Romanism, though he has deemed even the pon-

tifical number insuflicicnt for his extended purposes. ' He endeavours

to atone by their quantity for their deterioration in quality. The
iiine social sacraments are presentation, initiation, admission, destina-

tion, marriage, maturity, retirement, transformation, and incorpora-

tion.§ The first, or presentation, corresponds to Christian baptism,

^hc new-born child is solemnly presented to the priest, who receives

''rom the parents their engagement to train him up suitably to the

5=ervicc of the godilcss Humanity. Godfathers and godmothers arc

confessedly borrowed from Catholicism ; and from the same source,

" Cat. Pos., p. 1S3. t Cat. Pos., pp. 183-7. | Syst. Pol. Pos., PK f., vol. i, p. 21.

5 Cat. Pos., p. 193.
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though without the same acknowlech^ment, is taken the practice of

iniposin;^ a saint's name on tiic new member of the Church.

Initiation is the substitute for confirmation, and is accompanidl

Avith rchgious instruction. It is ordinarily to take place at the

age of fourteen, but may be postponed or refused, -when the religious

instruction or conduct of the child has not prepared him sufEciently

for the rite.

Admission is an interpolation. It takes place at twenty-one, and

is the sanctification of the festal ceremony -which has been long

observed by the noble and wealthy of Europe on the heir's attain-

ment of his mnjority.

Destination -is avowedly an extension of the Catholic sacrament

of Holy Orders, and is to be applied to the selection of a trade, an

occupation, or a profession.

Marriage is sufficiently intelligible to dispense with an}' explana-

tion. But wo may observe that M. Comtc has elevated a con-

tingent expediency, suggested by the crowded populations of Europe,

into a religious prescription, when he assigns the ages from twenty-

eight to thirty-iivc as the proper matrimonial age of the man, and

after twenty-one as tiiat appropriate to the womnn.
Maturity is the rej)etition or reduplication of the sacrament of

presentation, and is designed as the counterpart of the Eucharist.

llctirement is a novel institution, intended to characterize the

withdrawal of the man in declining life, at the age of sixty-three,

from active occupations ; on which occasion he nominates his suc-

cessor, thus in part reviving the castes of the East, in part the usages

of the mediieval guilds.

Transformation corresponds to extreme unction, or the funeral

sers'ice of Protestant societies.

Incorporation takes place seven years after death, and is an

enlargement of the lloman Catholic canonization of saints, extending

it to all good citizens. In another point of view, it may be regarded

as the transference to earth and man of the final judgment to be

pronounced, according to the Christian faith, by God upon the fate

of all at the general resurrection.

13ut this general incorporation—this sacrament after death—ad-

mits a more special and honourable form, in regard to the principal

benefactors of humanity. They are solemnly deified, and succeed

to the niches occupied by the mediicval and other saints: while

those by whom society has been injured are as formally stigmatized

•with perpetual opprobrium. The germs of this institution were

manifested in the Course of Positive Philosophy, but they have

sprung up in the Positivist Catechism into an umbrageous scheme,
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sentation of Humanity is evidently the resuscitation of the Virgin

Maiy.

The Roman Catholic Churcli is the only form of Christianity

recognised by M. Comte as still possessing the semblance of efficacy

and validity; but it, with all other forms of Christianity, is continu-

ally declared by him to be ejj'ctc. Yet the Avhole framework and

complexion of the Positive Religion is only a copriccio rung on the

same time. Tf, then, Christianity is virtually extinct in all its

phases, the Rohgion of Humanity, which is only the spectral imago

of one of them, must be still more inefficient. Yet, strange to say,

this inconsistency is not suspected by M. Comte ; or, rather, he fancies

that thus is established that definite spiritual authority which the

middle ages made an admirable but vain effort to construct. And,

indeed, it is solely from these artificial analogies with Christianity

and Catholicism that the new creed derives its feeble pretensions to

plausibility. It addresses itself to intellectual and spiritual asso-

ciations already entertained, and by the appearance of harmony with

them it achieves what little acceptability it may possess. But it

offers only the shadow in place of the reality : if men will not be

governed by the supreme authority of God, or be obedient to the

real or supposed revelation of his will, what moral coercion can give

any infiucnce to the adoration of Humanity—the vague, dreamy,

intangible, inapprehensible generalization of the abstraction of self'

Drowning men, it is said, will catch at straws. ]M. Comte's temper

and philosophy were both impassively atheistical—we cut through

the (juibble by which he would repel the designation;—but the neces-

sities of praciiee imperatively demanded a supreme ruler of the uni-

verse, and he has set up this figment of moonshine between him ami

the abyss into which he is sinking. Through the golden mists of

sentimental reverie, through the haze of intricate and artificial delu-

sion, the Positive votaries, if they do not worship the efiluencc of

self, in its Humanitarian expansion, can only concentrate their

adoration on the person and memory of the founder of Positivism—

the constructor of their theory, the prophet of their creed, the

creator of their god. If avc may judge from the indications afibrdfl,

such a result would scarcely be unsatisfiictory to M. Qomte, and it

would at any rate have the merit of communicating reality t^

what is now only an imaginary film. That great traveller, Gulliver.

in the course of his wonderful jjoregrinations, found certain sagss

who were busily engaged in bottling sunshine, which was afterwar.l

set free to ripen cucumbers. !M. Comte devoted himself for some

years in like manner to the incarceration and preservation of

moonshine, which is now offered as an elixir of life for the prcven-
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tion and .illcviation of all social maladies, and for the cultivation of

all sentimental virtues. We cannot express more definitely our

estimation of the Keligion of Humanity. The cloud is so vapory,

50 attenuated, so gilded with colours reflected by the opposini; sun,

that it defies distinct apprehension.

It is a very different case, hoAvever, when we leave the creed and

turn to the organization of its ministry. Here all is precise, system-

atic, cognizable. Any dream or delusion may be available to priest-

craft; any fantasy furnish the excuse for a rigid hierocratic dom-

ination. The ministers of Brahma and Buddha, the Mngiuns of

Persia, the Bonzes of China, and the sacerdotal caste in Egypt had no

advantage over M. Comte in tlieir creed, except in the sincerity of

its believers. But, if Positivism can be swallowed as a religious doc-

trine, and can supply any food whatever for the appetencies of faith

to cling to, it may in like manner sustain the new hicrocracy, which

is very minutely and elaborately organized in advance.

We should do no injustice to the priesthood of Positivism, if we

were to say that Brahminism afforded the only adequate type of its

hicrocracy; we should certainly pay it the compliment desired by

M. Comte if we termed it a revolutionized and dcreligionizcd Pap.ioj.

It differs from the first in having a Dalai Lama, or supreme head,

now represented by M. Comte himself, and in Bot acknowledging

the distinction of castes: it differs from the second in not admitting

the election of its Popes, or requiring the celibacy of the clergy ;
for

it leaves the nomination of a successor in the hands of the Pontiff.

It returns toward Brahminism by suggesting and f^icilitatlng the

introduction of an equivalent for castes; and it agrees with the

Papacy in almost all respects, though anticipating a still more exten-

sive and universal domination.

The^ sacerdotal order of Positivism reveals the conception of an

absolute hierarchy, transcending in the elements of its authority all

the hierocracies of the East, and appropriating the designs ot the

Ilildebrands and the Gregories only to extend them. By the union

of intellectual and spiritual knowledge, and the approjiriatlon of in-

tellectual and spiritual instruction, the dream of the ]Media.n'al Pa|'acy

is amplified into more than double its wildest volume. AW power,

or the motive-springs of all power, are concentrated in the Church;

the execution and the determination of the details of execution are all

t'^.at is left of the populations ami their rulei;^: and this terrific cui-

bodiment of all valid authority is rendered still more dangerou.-^ by

the autocratic monarchy to which the whole organization throughout

the world is subordinated. In the middle of the nineteenth century,

the only mode of renovating society—of regenerating the sentiments,
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of removing the anarchy of the intellect
—-which M. Comte can dis-

cover, is the revival of a spiritual despotism more crushing, more
exclusive, and more arbitrar}-, than anything the -world has jet seen.

The father of Positivism pretends tliat his system is founded upon

the lessons of all past experience,—upon the conclusions of all his-

tory ; but he has certainly read history in a very retrograde manner,

when his studies conduct \\\\n to the imagination of an hierocratic

thi'one for himself, -where he may sit in more splendid and despotic

isolation than even the Dalai Lama of Thibet can pretend to do,

though he professes to be a god.

We have not entered into the details of the sacerdotal organiza-

tion, and do not discuss the propriety of uniting the secular and

spiritual education in the sam.e hands, or the ministry of science

with that of religion, because these are questions of deep importance

and wide range, irrespective of Positivism, and ought not to bo ex-

amined in cunnexion with such a passing dream as the Religion of

Humanity. They cunnect themselves, moreover, so closely Avith the

general theory of society, that if we examine them at all in connexion

with Positivism, we must postpone the inquiry until we consider the

Sociological scheme.

It will readily be observed from the slight sketch which we have

given, that the Positive priesthood is only an expanded and thinly

disguised resuscitation of the Pioman hierarchy. We conceive our-

selves, therefore, to be fully sustained in the criticism with which

we commenced this notice—that; the only originality to which the

Religion of Humanity could pretend, Avas of that kind which was

ingenious in the invention of parodies. This whole episode—its

god, its doctrine, its rites, and its ministry—can be regarded in no

other light than as an unseemly mockery and desecration of Chris-

tianity. To us this scheme which dethrones God to elevate an altar

to Humanity, which rejects Christ to inaugurate the mission of 31.

Comte, and which wildly arrays the shadow of Christianity against

the substance, is more repulsive and revolting than cither the out-

rageous blasphemy of Voltaire, or the transcendental mythlcism of

Strauss. Fortunately, it caix lay no claim to either the wit of the

former, or the deceptive profundity of the latter: it can neither be-

guile the fancy nor seduce the reason. Every one, who reflects for

a moment, must see through tlie transparent gauze by which tlie

delusion is barely veiled, and must estimate the tawdry puppet at

its intrinsic worthlessness.

The Positive Philosophy was unquestionably a sagacious, in-

genious, and profound theory, though it embraced only a partial

view of the truth. The Positive Sociology is as indubitably a bold
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anil penetrating attempt to discover and apply the lavrs of social

organization. But the link by -which the necessary connexion be-

tween speculation and practice is sought to be established, is equally

frail and fanciful, and is spun out of nothing but cobwebs. It is

wliolly inefficient to aid the transition, for the sake of which it is

introduced ; it would be almost unnecessary to add, that it is utterly

futile to inaugurate the spiritual authority which practice is ackuowl-

cilged to require. Throughout it is vain and transitory as a passing

dream of the night; and if it imposes upon the credulity of any one,

it can only be in consequence of a predetermination to be deceived.

It may seem strange and inconsistent that a philosopher of great

learning, and of vast compass of speculation, should have so far

fallen from \\\s high estate as to promulgate seriously such a flimsy

device as this Religion of Humanity. We shall dispute neither the

strangeness nor the inconsistency; but we may add that such lu-

dicrous fallacies are necessarily incident to all forms of infidelity,

when these are pushed to their extreme developments. It is much
more important to note the barrenness and baldness of this illusion

as an infallible assurance that the tide of rational scepticism has at

length fairly begun to ebb. The Positive Philosophy alone was

dangerous to the interests of Christianity: the Positive Ptcligion

removes the film which had beclouded the eyes of credulous infidels,

and cither remits them to the worship of the shattered i^lols which

they had abandoned, or compels them to return with humility to the

genuine revelation which they had scorned.

The whole influence of the Positive Religion, with sensible minds,

will be expended in convincing them of its own inefficiency, and the

consequent inefficacy of Positivism as an all-embracing scheme;

and in confirming their faith in their God and their Redeemer. It

has only unveiled to the eyes of the multitude the abyss which was

previously divined solely by those accustomed to philosophical

speculations ; and its sole demonstration has been the exhibition to

«ih of its inability to fill, to bridge, or to pass it. Its signal failure

is the doom of Positivism; and heralds the coming day when the

rejection of Christianity, and the indulgence of Rationalism in

roliglon, will be universally recognised as the attributes of a mind
^tak, vain, presumptuous, illogical, and incapable of sustained reflec-

tion. Such a day is approaching ; we pray for its early advent : and

^"hcn at length its morning sunlight streams unclouded over us, we
i^iiiy avow with pleasure that the darkest hour, which announced the

proximity of another morn, was closed, when all that M. Comte could

propose as the substitute, the antagonism, or the antitype for Chris-

tianity, was the poor and impotent device of a Religion of Humanity.
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Art. U.—our RELATION TO PUBLIC OPINION.

*' A man's foes shall be they of his o^vn household." Strange and

startling words ! ^Icmbcrs of the same household enemies to one

another ! A fomily,—^Yhcro tlie infixncy of all has been nourished at

the same fountains of life, -with a common blood coursing in their

veins,—torn by discord, rent by strife, and burning with bitter feuds I

The domestic sanctuary a prey to jealousy, hate, revenge, and all

tmcharitableness ! "Whither, then, shall we direct our regards for

mutual love and good-will? AYlio shall bear the name of friend, or

feel the generous glow of kindling affection? A man's foes in his

own household, beneath tlie domestic roof, lurking within the family

enclosure I What a picture of horrors for the imagination to con-

template ! "What a human hell to prefigure and antedate the raging

fires of perdition

!

And yet this is no fancy-piece. Recall the age in which these

words were uttered by the Saviour, and the ages following it in

immediate succession. Multitudes were betrayed to the torturing

and murderous ])Ower of the public authorities, both of Judaism and

heathenism, by their nearest and dearest relations. Brother inforn^.od

against sister. Sisters revealed the hiding-places of their Christiau

brothers. Children exulted in their successful treachery toward the

authors of their bring. The husband ruthlessly betrayed to destruc-

tion the wife of his youth and the companion of his age. And (can

human hearts believe it?) mothers thirsted, like evening wolves, for

the blood of those very pieces of themselves, the children whom they

had carried in their womb, nursed at their breasts, watched over ia

their infancy, guided in their youth, and trained up to manly

strength and vigour.

Ah, but those stem ages are over ! Yes ; but human nature

is not over. The words of our motto afford a striking example of

that breadth and comprehensiveness of import, which belong to the

moral propositions of the ]>ible, in a degree to which no mere

human composition even approaches, and which so eminently adapt

the Holy Scriptures to the instruction of all ages of time, and to all

the classes and conditions of men. They announce a universal fact

of humanity. They reveal a ]>rinciple which as truly belongs t'""

the moral elements of our nature in this age, as in that of a Herod

or -a Nero. Its developments, indeed, are different; but its essence

and its destructive energy arc the same. It no longer inforu^s
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a;^ainst a child on account of his religious faith. It does not con-

struct engines of torture, to wrench from the heart of a father his

ilcarest hope. It docs not kindle fires to consume one's OAvn iiesh

aiiJ blood, as a sacrifice to the demon of superstition. I3u^ it does

that which, if less violent, is perhaps even more dangerous. It dis-

j^uises its poison in honey. It comes in the drapery of a good angel.

Its M'capons of attack are a specious, but damnable philosophic

Jo^^ma, a witty innuendo, a social glass, a ticket to the tlu'utre, a

cunning device of thrift, a lax creed of morals, a profane jest, an

unchaste picture, a sparkling but licentious poem, an impure romance,

a well-framed double meaning, delicate to the ear, but redolent of

lewdness to the heart, a mere negation of goodness and piety, and a

long train of similar unsuspected but soul-destroying influences.

There is scarcely a family in which some of these agencies are not

busy at their work of death. There is not a school, not a neighbour-

hood, not a city, not a community of any sort, where their venom

is not seen and felt.

In such a state of things, with what a melancholy emphasis may
we apply the words of our Saviour to our own times and circum-

stances :
" A man's foes shall be they of his own household." This

is the som-ce of the greatest part of the wickedness which infests the

world; it results from nothing so much as from the evil sentiments

and evil e.Kamplc of associates. There is no fountain of moral

'langcrs so prolific, none so much to be dreaded, none to be so care-

fully shunned, as blind conformity to the opinions and practices of

others.

The declaration of om- Saviour, cited above, with these reflections

upon it, suggests the general subject of our relation to public opinion.

Our subjection to this potent influence, the danger thence arising,

the duty of independent thought and action, the proper source and

standard of our moral judgments, and the necessity of a rightly-

oducated public opinion and conscience, are topics which touch our

interest in its vital parts, and are ever seasonable, ever appropriate,

ever important.

it is an old proverb,—embodying, like most of these sententious

formularies, the result of ages of observation,—that a man may be

known by the company he keeps : the instruction of which is, that

we ought to be discriminating in our choice of associates; for what

^hnj are, they will make us to be. xVn intelligent observer of men
^vill draw from the manners of the child the manners of the parents.

Without ever having seen them, he will tell you what arc the ordi-

li^ry tones of their voice and expression of their features,—whether

K'^ntle and smiling, or stern, querulous, and forbidding,—with almost

FouiiTii Series, Vol. VI.—23
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as much certainty as if he were among their intimate friends.

"What imparts that charming sweetness of voice and demeanour to

the chili.h-en of Friends, but the mild and subdued maimers of the

Society of Friends ? The very beasts of high northern latitudes,

naturalists tell us, are almost all white, from conversing with the

perpetual snows of their frozen climates. So have vre seen a young

man enter the navy of our country, full of horror at the awful pro-

faneuess of- the service, and in less than two years of association

with the scenes and manners of a man-of-war, we have listened to as

chilling oaths and imprecations from him as ever fell upon our ear

from human lips.

The power of this principle of assimilation from social contact

is strikingly and painfully displayed in our places of education.

Here, scarcely a day passes in which some wickedness, some low

principle, some act of more than doubtful morality, is brought to

light, for which the ever ready excuse is, that all the scholars say or

do the same thing. Pupils, of every grade, are the veriest slaves of

each other's opinions, the veriest imitators of each other's conduct,

the veriest echoes of each other's principles. So also are the throngs

of young men who crowd our great cities, as clerks and apprentices,

and, indeed, most young persons in every position and pursuit of Hfe.

But why extend our proofs and illustrations under this head'.'

Who does not know and confess that an alliance with bad men
makes bad men ? that the companionship of the wise begets wisdom ':

that the life of the pure reproduces itself in its associates ? and that

the sonety of tlie learned refines the taste, exalts the understanding.

and enlarges the knowledge of those who enjoy it?

Argument is not the thing that is wanted here—it is feeling. It

is a deep and constraining conviction of the danger. The peril is

known ; it is confessed ; it cannot, indeed, be denied. But it is not

realized ; it is not felt. Would that it were given us to portray the

danger in such vivid colours as would touch the heart, and persuade

the young to escape from the impending ruin.' " Forewarned, fore-

armed,'' is an apothegm pregnant of salutary meaning in reference

to this as to other dangers.

We once knew a young man, of high intellectual and moral

promise. He had a solid understanding, a quick, moral perception,

and such advantages of education as our best academies afford.

Both his parents were consistent Christians, and he was the child

of mnny prayers, of many counsels, and of many hopes. At the agf

of fifteen, fresh from the pure scenes of a Christian home in the

country, with the dew of maternal prayers and counsels on his heart,

he went to learn the business of a merchant in one of our great
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cities. He entered a large and respcctaWc mercantile establish-

mcut. He was full of good principles and good resolutions. The
right and the just were words which had witli liim a meaning and a

power; but he soon found that such principles, and a conduct col-

formable to them, were at a discount among his new associates.

A leer of contempt from one, a curl of the lip from another, a pro-

fane sneer from a third, and a loose morality in all, were a sore tri;;!

to his virtue. He withstood the battery manfully for a tin;o. bu:

the thousand appliances of a seductive and treacherous di»si[.atiua

were at length used with but too fatal a success. A breach waa

thus made upon his principles—an entrance efiected into the citadvl

of his moral character. His descent soon became rapid: iiis

wicked companions now became his idols, to Avhose low and

evil opinions he bowed down, in as real a worship as ever the

followers of Moloch or of Baal paid to those cruel divinities. To
gain the good opinion of persons such as these, or to avoid their

ridicule, he overcame his best aifections; he hardened his eon-

science, he broke the hearts of his dearest earLlily friends, he giJLVc J

the Spirit of God, calling him to a better mind; and within the .-j.uce

of three brief years, at the sunny, hopeful, opening age of eighteen,

he sunk io the dishonour of a drunkard's grave, and to the tic«.per.

darker shame and terror of a drunkard's eternity. Such, an i Sv)

dreadful is the danger of a departure from the counsels of parental

wisdom and love, of a weak surrender and abandonment of j^ri;;-

ciple, of a facile compliance with the opinions and practices of the

thoughtless and profane.

The only safeguard against such perils lies in forming our

opinion upon conviction, and in acting with a fixed, supreme

regard to principle. We are exhorted by an apostle to be "root-

ed and grounded" in moral goodness. There is no "short and

easy method'' of reaching such a result. It is a high and he-

roic achievement, a work of self-discipline and of "patient con-

tinuance in well-doing." But it is an achievement worth the cost.

How is it to be accomplished? Read the lives of men who have

become eminent in goodness, and the means will become clear as

the midday sun. It is a remarkable feature in the history of all

such men, that they have early entered into the depths of their own
soul, and have deliberately framed series of resolutions, more or less

e.xtcnded, thus mapping out, as it were, beforehand, the voyage of

hfe. They have been like the architect, the merchant, arid the

voyager, who carefully count the cost of their respective under-

takings, and laboriously gather all the needful lights, that they may
form their opinions intelligently, and lay their plans with prudence.
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President Edwards framed seventy resolutions, all of them before he
was twenty years old, as the ^vc\it landmarks and guides of his life.

How far the energy of these early resolves diffused itself over Lis

subsequent career—hoAV far these purposes of holy livin;:^ contributed
to the exalted piety for which he was conspicuous, the intellectual

grasp and vigour which distinguish his writings, and the renown in

which his name and memory are held by the whole Church, the
judgment-day will alone reveal. Go ye and do likewise; reiioct,

deliberate, seek light from above, and settle, intelligently and firmly]

the principles on which your futm-e life shall be regulated. j5o

right, because it is right; shun wrong, because it is wrong; act

justly, though the heavens fall ; and then rest in the assurance that

you will not lose your reward. You will have it in self-respect,

you will have it in peace of conscience, you will have it in the honour
of men, you will have it in the approbation and favour of Heaven.
But the only true source and standard of right opinions is to

be found in the Holy Scriptures. Human nature is. after all.

of itself, essentially weak. And nothing shows its weakness more
than this perpetual craving after some guide and support out of
itself,—this living upon the judgment of others rather than our
own. Such, undoubtedly, is the weakness of our nature, that it

does absolutely need some e.xteraal direction and assistance.

Idolatry had its source in this deep consciousness of our bein^.

All writers agree in tracing its original to the deification of deaTj

men, who had been eminent in lifo'for strength of will and vigour
of action. The reverence felt toward these men, the habit" of

leaning upon them, and a certain indefinable hope of some subtle

transfusion of their qualities to the worshippers, led to the erec-

tion of temples, and the payment of divine honours to their mem-
ory. But there is as real an idolatry now, as when the Greeks
and the Komans bowed down to the thirty thousand di\dnite3 of

their mytholog}-. Its object, too, is substantially the same,—men.
either truly eminent, or fancied to be so. The Moloch of our faith

is public opinion, popular judgments, the thoughts and whisperings

of our neighbours. The " mind of the street " must be sounded, the

opinion of the town must be taken, before we can venture upon a

new coat or a new dress. The idolatry remains ; the form only is

changed.

Human nature must, then, have something out of itself to lorin

upon. This is settled in universal experience, and confirmed by t;.o

voice of all history. The question is. Upon what shall it lean .'

The choice lies between two objects,—God and his word, or men
and their opinions. Reader, we hold up these two several objects
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to your observation. Regard them; study them; ponder their

qualities, excellencies, assistances. Stren^^th and weakness, wis-

dom and folly, virtue and vice, life and death, arc here set before

you. Make your choice; make it deliberately, thoughtfully, with

prayer,—and the result cannot be doubtful. The " law and the

testimony"—the truth and power of the living God—must carry it

over those veriest nothings,—popular caprice, popular applause, and

popular censure.

i'inally; we ask the reader to contemplate the importance of a

rightly- educated public opinion and conscience, together with the

means of securing so invaluable a blessing. Since men are sucli

echoes of each other in their moral opinions and practices, a:.d

since they are likely ever to remain more or less subject to this

potent influence, it becomes a point of transcendent monieni

to enlighten their judgments, to elevate their principles, and to

purge their manners ; and this reformation must begin where the

evil to be overcome has its source,—in the family and the school.

Greater attention must be given" to the reality of things ; less to

their shows and semblances. The young must be trained to attend

more to the substance of objects than to those fair appearances w\vA\

lure but to cheat. They must imbibe with the milk of infancy, an I

continue to mingle with the food of childhood and youth, the nolle

sentiment, that

" Worth makes the man, the want of it the follow ;"

that a good head is of more value than its covering: that a go:>d

heart is better than a graceful carriage; and that a life without a

stain, a character above reproach, though the shell be roughly clad,

and the manners lack a courtly polish, is a possession above the

price of rubies. INleu's moral judgments are out of joint; they are

framed upon sinmlacrum, as Carlyle would phrase it,—upon mere

semblance and seeming.

These reflections point to a reform in our methods of education.

More of a religious element must be infused into them. There is a

morbid dread of religion in our schools, to call it by no worse a

name, which is of baleful influence and augury. Men are scared by

the spectre of sectarianism. "Don't mention a God or a future

^orld to our children, or you'll make them Methodists, Baptists.

I'rcsbyterians, Congregationalists, Churchmen, or something else as

bad." This cry is as senseless as it is impious. Is there not uui:h

common ground among Christians of difiering creeds? Is not tno

common ground the broadest and most important? Do not all

Christians receive the essential doctrines of revelation,—the divine
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origin aud authority of tlic Holy Scriptures, the bein^ and peifcction?

of God, his moral govcrnuiciit of tlie A\-orkl the fall and redemption

of man, his accountability, the obligation of a pure morality, and

the doctrine of a future judgment and endless retribution? lUit if

religious instruction in schools necessarily involve denominational or

sectarian teaching, then wc say, without hesitation, let such instruc-

tion be given. The narrowest, blindest, and most intolerant bigotry

of sectarianism is better than iuridelity, -whether it come in the bvM
and open form of old English deism, or in the more insidious aud cap-

tivating guise of modern transcendentalism. It is better, also, than

that utter indifference and insensibility to religious truth, so common in

our day, which are but one remove from infidelity itself. Education

without religion is education without its essence. To give men knowl-

edge, and leave them immorality, woidd be but an equivocal boon.

Eather, Ave might say, it would be to put into their hands an instru-

ment of mischief, and supply stimulants to the use of it. It would

be offering, not bread, but poison, to the eager appetite of the rising

generation. Access to the tree of knowledge was once purchased

by exclusion from the tree of life. Be it our endeavour—surely not

an impracticable one—to commingle, in loving embrace, the foliage,

flowers, and fruits of these twin sisters of paradise. The true

dignity of man consists in a severe morahty, in self-control, in

humility and moderation, and in the voluntary performance of all

his duties to God and his neighbour, lleligious education is, con-

sequently, the first want of a people. "The end of learning," says

the groat JMilton, "is to repair the ruin of our fust parents, by

requiring to know God aright, and out of that knowledge to love

him, and to imitate him."

But what a mass of false perceptions, false judgments, and false

principles, in morals, is exhibited in almost all our schools! It

would be a curious research, as Dr. Arnold suggests, to gather up

the several points in a character which boys resj)ect and admire, in

order to show what a crooked rule they walk by. In the true scale

of excellence the order is,— first, moral perfection ; secondly, force

of understanding ; and, thirdly, physical strength and dexterity. At

school this order is reversed. The most active and expert player is

the best fellow ; the cleverest scholar comes next in the scale : while

the best boy, with nothing hut goodness to recommend him, rises

but little above contempt. The habitual breach of duty, even, is

countenanced and upheld. Everywhere else but in schools, it is

but a natural feeling that it is disgTacefid to do our business ill;

that it is contemptible either to have no employment, or, having one,

to neglect it. f\ot so in these scholastic communities. Ucre the
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origin and authority of the Holy Scriptures, tlie being and perfections

of God, his moral government of tlie world, the fall and redemption

of man, his accountability, the obligation of a pure morality, and

the doctrine of a future judgment and endless retribution"? But if

religious instruction in sciiools necessarily involve denominational or

sectarian teaching, then we say, without hesitation, let such instruc-

tion be given. The narrowest, blindest, and most intolerant bigotry

of sectananism is bettor tlum iuri<lclity, whether it come in the bvM
and open form of old English deism, or in the more insidious and cap-

tivating guise of modern transcendentalism. It is better, also, than

that utter indifference and insensibility to religious truth, so common in

our day, which are but one remove from infidelity itself. Education

without religion is education without its essence. To give men knowl-

edge, and leave them immorality, would be but an equivocal boon.

Rather, wo might say, it would be to put into their hands an instru-

ment of mischief, and supply stimulants to the use of it. It would

be offering, not bread, but poison, to the eager appetite of the rising

generation. Access to the tree of knowledge was once purchased

by exclusion from the tree of life. Be it our endeavour—surely not

an impracticable one—to commingle, in loving embrace, the foliage,

flowers, and fruits of these twin sisters of paradise. The true

dignity of man consists in a severe morahty, in self-control, in

humility and moderation, and in the voluntary performance of all

his duties to God and his neighbour, lleligious education is, con-

sequently, the first want of a people. "The end of learning," says

the great Milton, " is to repair the ruin of our fust parents, by

requiring to know God ariglit, and out of that knowledge to love

him, and to imitate him."

But what a mass of fdse perceptions, false judgments, and false

principles, in morals, is exhibited in almost all our schools I It

would be a curious research, as Dr. Arnold suggests, to gather up

the several points in a character which boys respect and admire, in

order to show what a crooked rule they walk by. In the true scale

of excellence the order is,— first, moral perfection ; secondly, force

of understanding ; and, thirdly, physical strength and dexterity. At
school this order is reversed. The most active and expert player is

the best fellow ; the cleverest scholar comes next in the scale ; while

the best boy, with nothing hut goodness to recommend him, rises

but little above contempt. The habitual breach of duty, even, is

countenanced and upheld. Everywhere else but in schools, it is

but a natural feeling that it is disgraceful to do our business ill;

that it is contemptible eitiier to have no employment, or, having one,

to neglect it. iNot so in these scholastic communities. Uerc the
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contrary often happens; idleness is a priory, industry a reproach.

We have heard of a college student v\ho, from an afi'ectation of

^cuhis, Viould ask what the exercise of the hour was in the recitation-

room, after having spent the day in idleness, and toiled at his lesson

much of the preceding night, under his bed, Avith the light behind

the covers, lest it should be knoAvn that he sat up at niglitl Such
n man, one would think, must despise himself for the rest of his natural

Hfe. But the most fcarfid laxity in the code of school morals is the

estimation in which falsehood is held. Lying is far from being con-

sidered as hateful a vice as the Holy Ghost teaches us to regard it:

but little disgi-ace is attached to it. It is fearful to contemplate the

amount of direct falsehood, of unfair concealment, of deceitful repre-

sentation, and the long train of similar wickedness practised with-

out compunction or shame, often with exultation even, by school-

children.

Nothing but the simple, plain, earnest teaching of the word

of God can change this sad state of things to a better. That

divine word is quick and powerful. Its influence upon the under-

standing is as healthful and invigorating as it is upon the heart;

its quickening energy as great upon the intellectual as upon the

moral perceptions. It is the great and controlUng agency to be

emplo3-cd in the production of a better public opinion, a sounder

public conscience, a higher standard of public morals, a purer and

healthier action of the public heart. In the accomplishment of so

desirable and excellent a result, religious education, based upon the

Bible, is the one thing needful. Other measures may change and

subside, as the national mind changes and subsides beneath them

;

but this is a measure which creates the national mind, and which

insures, by its firm and broad substructions, the solidity, harmony,

and durability of the whole social structure. It is the bond of our

union, the charter of our liberties, the ward and keeper of our con-

stitution; the palladium of our happiness, our safety, and our

right. It seems to us that there is m-gent need of a reform in

tliis matter. We want a stronger infusion of gudliness into the

sources of public sentiment; a gi'cater use of direct, plain, and

earnest Bible teaching, both in the family and in the school.

Here, Christian brethren, is a great work; a work to which every

Christian man and every Christian woman must put their shoulder

and their heart. Say not that you ai-e too obscure and insignifi-

cant for the labour. God works by small as well as by great iu'.nu-

nicntalitics. Gideon and his three hmidrcd, armed with their

pitchers and their lamps, and bearing a divine commission, shall

discomfit and put to flight the swarming hosts of 3Iidian. God
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magnifies his own povrcr by the feebleness of the means as accom-
panied with the splendour of the result. He accepts a prayer or a
sigh, and pours the treasures of his goodness on a nation in return

when royal gifts are wanting.

Art. lU.—ENGLISH GR.ODIAR.

1. The Grammar of English C,rammnrs,ivilh an Introduction Historical and Critical;
the tuhole methodically arrnui;,d and amply illustrated; u-ith Forms of Cor-
lectins and of I'arsin'^', Improjnuties fur Correction, Examples for Parsirtg,
Questionsfor E.ramimilion, Exercises for IVriting, Observations for the Mvanctd
Students, iJceisions and Proofs for the Settlement of Disputed Points, Occ.isiond
Strictures and Defences, an Exhibition of the several Methods of .indlysis, and a
Key to the Oral Exercises: to tchich are added Four Appendixes, pertaining
separutily to the Four Parts of Grammar. Bj" Goold Bnowx, formerly Pi inciuaf,
i-c. Autlior, .Vc. New-York: S. S. >!c W. Wood, ISjI. Svo., pp.' 102S.

2. Vte English Language. Bv ]{oiiu;T GoRDOX LATiiAM, M.D., F. 11. S., kc. Third
Edition, revised and greatly enlarged. London : Taylor, Walton, 1- Maberly
ISoO. Svo., pp. GOO.

^

AVE have selected the two works whose title-pages stand at the
head of this article, not fur the purpose of formally reviewin- them
in particular, nor because wo intend wholly to condemn or wholly to
approve either of them. We j^rcscnt them rather as foir specimens of
the two modes of treating the English language now in vogue, ^[x.
Brown i.s a thorough-going practical grammarian of the° orthodox
school. The most rigid empiricist will find no new-fangled terras
or notions here to offend him. The author is a teacher of grammar
himself; and his book is a complete repository of grammatical
items. The old fible of Apollo and the critic tells us that the
cunning god rewarded a diligent collector of all the faults and
errors m a certain work of fame by presenting him with a bag of
chaff, from which he had directed him to cull out all the wheat.
We hope .Mr. ]5rown will receive some more substantial com-
pensation for the immense labour he has been at in this work.
He has certainly gathered instances enough of false grammar (so
called) to make his fellow-grammarians of every age and clime from
whose works he has collected them, stand aghast at the siidit of
their own heresies. Wo have more than a suspicion, however, that
if his own book were served in the same way, a pretty handsome
sum of the like coin might be paid back to him. What a great
pity it is that teachers cannot follow their own rules ; but so it seems
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to be, even in grammar : out of some five hundred authors, whose

various gi'ammatical works are enumerated in the " condensed cata-

loi;ue" prefixed to this volume, none appear to have escaped the

keen scent of* tliis hunter, but all have furnished their quota of

"errors" to garnish the pages of " The Grammar of English Gram-

mars." Verily, common mortals had better at once give up all

idea of "speaking and -writing the English language correctly,"

seeing that the very professors of the "art" have so universally

failed.

The -work of Dr. Latham is of an altogether different stamp, lie

treats the language etymologically, tracing each form to its source

in the Anglo-Saxon dialects, and thence deducing its grammatical

power and construction. This is certainly, so far as it goes, a

rational mode of procedure. But etymology in this sense is not

grammar ; and it does not follow because a word was a certain part

of speech, or had a certain grammatical character in a particular

language, that it must be the same in a kindred or derivative one.

Ours is the Eng;Ush language; and its grammar must neither be

confounded with that of the Germanic dialects on the one hand,

nor the Romaic on the other. Still the etymological plan of treat-

ment is proper as a basis, and when rightly carried out and applied,

we may hope to see something like a correct system of grammar
spring from it.

Thus far of the particular works before us. We shall now pro-

ceed to examine grammatical principles in the light of these works,

and only refer to them incidentally in the discussion.

In the first place, then. What is English gi'ammar itself? The
following is the definition furnished us in the books :

" English

grammar is the art of reading, writing, and speaking the English

language correctly."

—

Gram, of Gram., p. 131. Now we under-

take to say it is no such thing, in any one of these particulars.

Let us analyze the definition. As to what the English language is,

we are all agreed. How do we learn to " speak " this language ?

Evidently by imitation, in our infancy. English grammar, then, so

far as this part of the definition goes, is the instinctive imitation of

articulate sounds as signs of ideas. But is this a just statement of

the science ?—is this any part of what we understand by the system

of grammar? Who ever dreams of this in defining the subject?

Bfhold the little grammarian in petticoats, receiving from the unpre-

tending mother, or perhaps from the illiterate nurse, lessons in this

sublime science, whose very fundamentals puzzle the most erudite

brains! But, possibly, the word "correctly" may have been over-

looked in our criticism : let us add that to the definition. It will
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then amount to this,—that the child has to be retaught at school

%vhat he has incorrectly learned in the nursery. Or perhaps the

infantile prattle, or fond nurse's "baby talk," is to be dropped fur

the more dignified style of books. And how is this translation

effected? Is it by calling to mind the dry rules of Mun-ay or

Brown? Kot at all. It is still the same imitative process. The
boy uses the same phrases as those around him, just as he borrows

their accent, without ever tliiuking of grammar. There may be

some inaccuracies in his language, (and who, even of the most cul-

tivated, is v.ithout some faulty habits in this respect ?) but in the main

he uses pi'oper forms of speech. At all events, if he ever learns

to speak correctly, he does so by imitation, or from his reading, and

not artistically, nor from his grammar. And then, as he ascends, in

maturer years, to the higher range of declamation, or perhaps be-

comes a public orator, how does he improve his " art of speaking cor-

rectly?" He may perhaps occasionally recur to his grammatical

rules to correct some of the grosser faults that have become habitual

with him,—or, ratiicr, that are conventional in colloquial life ; but in all

the nicer points where grammar, as above defined, is needed, if any-

where, he S!mj)ly consults the general practice of others, and con-

forms to usage. In short, he passes from his imitative "grammar"

to imitative "rhetoric," and is equally unconscious of "art" in both.

Moreover, "speaking correctly" just as much includes propriety of

tone, manner, and emphasis, as it does articulation : here, then, the

sweeping definition brings in elocution and half-a-dozen kindi-ed

sciences nnikr grammar.

Again; the definition is not a whit more correct in regard to

" reading and writing correctly." Penmanship is certainly no

part of grammar; but it is included in the defmition. Aside from

this inaccuracy, the definition fails for precisely the same reason that

it fails as to " speaking." AVriting necessarily follows reading in

acquisition, but precedes it in practice: the forms, powers, and

application of letters must be learned, before they can be intelligently

employed, and written before they can be read. But neither read-

ing nor writing contains an}' new clement of grammar: they are

merely modes of speech ; the words, ideas, language are the same,

—

the outward symbol alone is changed. If, therefore, grammar has

not been acquired or practised, as such, up to this point, it cannot be

developed in these operations. The grammar pertains to the lan-

guage itself, and not to the mode of representation. Our conclusion

is now reached,—that grammar does not consist in correctly read-

ing, writing, or speaking, whether considered separately or laken

together.
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Uut it will probably be said that the process delineated above is

onlv tliC practical application of grammar; and that the knowledge

which the child thus silently imbibes, or gradually and insensibly

ac'iuires, when reduced to form and exhibited in systematic rules, is

uhat constitutes proper scholastic grammar. This wc admit ; and

precise!}' for this reason do we object to the definition, its terms limit

it to this very jjractical affair. It is called an "art."' Mow art in its

very nature respects practice ; it grows out of it, and cannot subsist

without it. An art is any profession, emploj-ment, or operation

that requires skill in its performance. This skill is the result of

habit, which depends upon practice. Invention may improve an art

by rendering skill more available ; but experience alone can really

increase the skill. In this view, therefore, grammar can be

called an art only by confining it to the above practical routine.

ISow we do not suppose any one will think of calling that gram-

mar, as intended to be covered by the definition. If it be, we might

as well discard our text-books, for we know their whole contents

before they even reach us,—they are unavailing for any pmpose.

Here lies the radical error of the definition; it mistakes the sphere

and office of grammar,—which is not to enable persons practically to

use their mother tongue aright, but to exhibit and classify the prin-

cipifs v.hich unconsciously guide them in that use. In one wurd,

grammar is not an art at all.

AVhat, then, is English grammar? We answer, simply, Grammar
is the science of language ; and English grammar, of course, is the

science of the English language,—just as arithmetic is the science

of numbers, and not the mere process of computing them; and

astronomy the science of the heavenly bodies, rather than the ability

to calculate eclipses. A science is a systematic viev,' of any branch

ofknowledge ; and herein grammar differs from the general familiarity

with the facts and details of language, acquired in infimcy or from

observation : the one is knowleclgc simply,—undigested, practical,

and unconscious,—till called into use : the other is developed under

definite and harmonious laws, theoretically and intelligently com-

prehended : the one takes cognizance of the jyAtvio/zit/uz merely ; the

other treats of the principles of which these are the index.

This distinction we conceive to be of fundamental importance, and

wo therefore dwell particularly u]ion it. Having stumbled at the

very threshold of their work, grammarians have been lame through

the whole of it. They have incorrectly defined the subject uf which

they propose to treat, because they have actually misapprehended

it ; and hence they have proceeded to discuss it in a manner quite

aside from its real nature, and the wants of their readers. True
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and proper pjammnr they have ^vholly ignored. They have ex-

hibited an intinity of abstract propositions, arbitrary rules, dogmatic

excei.tions, and stale examples; but the genius and' spirit of the

hinguagc they have never iufjuired about : they present to the stu-

dent a dry skeleton, -Nvith the absurd expectation that he -will thence

picture to himself the living form clothed Avith grace. They have

mistaken their ofTice : it is not to teach us our native language, nor

how to use it,— that wc knuw already, Avithout their aid; it is to

show us lohi/ we use it thus, and hoii) it came to be what it is. If

wo were foreigners, attempting to learn English, there would be

more propriety in their jiruposal ; but even then we should proba-

bly find an easier way of acquiring it, namely, by association with

those who speak it. We can only account for the formal farce they

palm off in lieu of the life-like drama, by attributing their mode of

procedure to a fiishion <lerived from the course usually pursued in

teaching the dead languages. These have generally been set forth

in didactic treatises, detailing the forms and powers of the words,

and adding practical rules and examples to direct the tyro in their

use and combination, very much after the manner of a guide-book for

a traveller in a region that he has never before explored. All this is

well enough in such a case : indeed, we are inclined to think, notwith-

standing the (.>lleiiil(.rfianism so prevalent of late in these studies, that

for persons of mature jud;_'inent, who can grasp these generalizations,

and memorize the details, it is the better method, because more direct,

expcnlitious, and thorough—the rules serving to associate the facts

together; but for younLrer minds the imitative plan is rapidly sujjer-

seding the other,—and in the most approved text-books of this kind,

the artificial system is only retained at all, because of the impossi-

bility, from the nature of the ca.^e, of fully providing the means for the

natural process, and also for the purposes of the higher culture of

which wc have spoken. ]*ut to attempt to transplant this dry, enun-

ciatory system into one's vernacular is the most preposterous and use-

less thing in the world. It is only rehashing, in a very unpalatable

form, a savoury and wholesome dish on which the scholar has fed

from infancy ; nay, it is extracting from the mental growth the aliment

that lias been digested and assimilated, and bottling it up in a mum-
mied state.

It will, doubtless, be claimed by grammarians that, although youth

may be orally acquainted with the langu;ige, and may in general he suf-

ficiently correct in the use of it fur practical purposes, they still need

to study it, in order to get a just idea of its relations to other lan-

guages, and to be able to compare its elements with each other; in

other words, to obtain a full, analytical, logical, and systematic view
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of it. This is quite true; but we have shown that the prevalent mode
of torching grammar docs not set out uitii this object in view, and

we shall in the issue still more fully prove that it entirely fails to

accomplish it. It is in order to this very end that we demand a more
poicntific exposition of the principles of the language ; and that these

gjiail be treated in the same manner us any other science with whose
outward phenomena we are in daily contact. A history of the facts

of natural philosophy, for instance, showing that a stone thrown into

the air will return again to the earth, that water will only run down
hill, that the sun revolves around the earth every day, and the like,

would be considered a very inapt and frivolous work to put iuto the

hands of youth : they must be furnished with a treatise expounding

the laws under which and by virtue of which these things take place,

and apparent anomalies and contradictions must be cleared up:

in short, that instinctive demand of youth, as to the "why" and the

" wherefore '' of things, must be satisfied. l''rom the neglect of this

vital point, grammar has become a mere collectionof dry technicalities,

by wiiich the student is enabled, indeed, to talkvery flippantly of nouns,

adjectives, and verbs, and quote, parrot-like, a rigmarole of rules,

paradigms, and observations, without ever once gaining an inkling

of the rationale of the language he is mechanically dissecting. The
whole affair is a system of noiacncJatnre, merely, by which certain

words are recognised as those labelled by the names of the several
'^ parts of specch,"and marshalled unmeaningly, to and fro, across

the automatical chess-board of grammar. iS'ow names are Avell

enough, and we do not object to a nomenclature, provided it is natu-

ral, simple, and philosophically correct ; but we insist that it shall

have some significance, and that those who use it shall understand

that significance. Especially do we demand that terras be not put

Dor mistaken for ideas ; and that the student be not amused with a

mere flourish of dialectics, when he ought to bo grappling with the

realities of philology.

It may be objected that gi-ammar, such as we have pictured it,

would be too abstruse and difficult a study for youth. To this we sim-

ply reply, If it is too difficult for childhood, let it be reserved for

uiaturer years. Do not waste the precious time of early instruction

in lumbering the mind Avith trash, when there are other studies that

liiight properly occupy it. We admit that language, thus consid-

(Tod. is a somewhat recondite study ; but do not on that account, we
L^'^g, resort to the quackery of '" knowledge made easy,"" so as to miss

the real knowledge itself. The science of language, we conceive, is

a sort of "mixed" metaphysics, holding a middle position between

pure philosophy on the one hand, and practical phenomena on the
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other. The word is n. plu'sical fact, the tliovght is the mental

counterpart; and it is the province of grammar to trace the con-

nexion betv,-een them, and to follow each in its windinp;s and changes.

No wonder, then, that the study should be somewhat intricate, and

require some acumen. It? difficulty lies in its nature,—and, by

prematurely demanding it of minds unprepared or unable to fathom it,

grammarians have been compelled to substitute, in fact, a very

inferior and empty form of knowledge in its place, in order to make

it at all practicable. And yet, how have they succeeded? Have

they, after all, made grammar a pleasing or profitable study for

youth? We can all speak feelingly on this subject from personal

experience. Is it not the most stupid and uninteresting study of our

recollection? We have ourselves, in our childish days, thrown down

our book in utter despair of ever obtaining a rational com})rehen5ion

or full mastery of its interminable categories of gender, number, and

case, of mood, tense, and person, with their anomalous irregularities,

its arbitrary, prolix 'Tulos" and definitions, with their crossing and

recrossing exceptions, observations, and remarks.—all to be '"got by

heart." And yet we were no more unsuccessful than others in our

efforts : indeed, we became at last quite adepts in grammatical sword-

play, so much so that we were allowed to remain in our seat as a

sort 0^ corps dit reserve, while the class were reciting, and only called

upon in cases of special difficulty ;—which important item we may be

allowed to state without the imputation of vanity, when we add. that

nevertheless, up to our riper years, we remained, according to our

present light, in utter ignorance of the most essential principles of true

grammar. Ye shades of youthful hours, murdered piecemeal by tor-

ment over the pages of Murray and his fellow-tyrants, how do ye cry

out from a thousand graves nirainst the unnatural outrage ! Truly, any

system of instruction that has one grain of common sense in it, how-

ever difficult it might be, could not be more tedious to the young

scholar than the contfuts of our ordinary grammars. On the con-

trary, we are persuudvd that the method we propose would not be half

so ditlicult, if presented in a clear and simple manner. The student

would be delighted and cheered on, from step to step, by the /lev

ideas acquired, instead of being bored and discouraged with old

facts clas.-^ified under unintelligible formula} and immcaning distinc-

tions. Starting with what the child already knows and admits, lie

would readily be led on to the investigation of its historvand reason?;

and when these were acquired he would find himself truly master of

his native language.

But to proceed with our examination in detail. True to their

notion of teaching tiie neophyte the particulars of the languiige,
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our ^ammarians next present him with a catalogue of the letters of

the alphabet, and enumerate the po^vers and sounds of each,—all

tvhich information he has long since obtained from the spelling-book.

The various styles of letters are duly set forth, as if the tyro T\-cre

about serving an apprenticeship as a printer. IS'ot a word is said

about the origin of these letters ; for aught the student discovers,

they ma}' have dropped from the clouds, or have been used in j)re-

ciscly the same form by Adam in penning the literature of Jvlen.

The only real piece of news given in the chapter, is that certain

letters are called vowels, and the rest consonants : why they are so,

the reader is left as much in the dark as ever. He is only told that

the respective names signify that the latter cannot be pronounced

without the former,—a statement which phonography vrould in a

moment convince him is entirely false. Then succeeds the division

of syllables, by which the letters are sorted out into parcels that

nobody recognises in speaking or writing, and are useful only to the

compositor, when he has to break a word at the end of a line. In

spelling only, that most notable exercise, in which the scliolar has

usually graduated before he is allowed to enter the university of

grammar, is this specially important; and here, to the infinite vexa-

tion of the catechumen, it is pertinaciously insisted on, even to the

repetition, at each successive syllable, of all the preceding ones, until

the sesquipedalian polysyllable assumes the formidable prolixity of

the story of " the house that Jack built." And yet, after this pro-

cess has been repeated daily, for half-a-dozen years or more, upon

all the wovlIs of the language, when the scholar comes to "write cor-

rectly" these same words in his weekly theme, he will make the most

notorious blunders in some of the most common of them. Why is

this? Evidently because we never spell in speaking, and he has

not been accustomed to spell in writing : by a false system his car

has been trained, but not his eijc. If he had been require<l to write

the words propounded for spelling, instead of enunciating them in

syllables, he would have become familiar with them in their correct

form. Hence it happens tlwat not one in a hundred, even of those

^vho have spent their youthful years in constant attendance at school,

is able in after-life to pen a letter without committing some unsightly

errors of this class. So much for " orthography."

We cannot stop to notice particularly the thousand and one

inconsistencies and absurdities current under this head; but there is

one method of " murdering the cpieen's English," so outrageous, and

hecuming so fashionable, especially in this country, that we are con-

Strained to comment upon it. Wo mean the system of spelling

proposed by Noah ^Vebster, whom many, particularly the New-
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Englandcrs, deem the only "standard" author on this subject. In

lighting upon this name Mr. Brown has evidently pounced upon a

favourable quarry; and he indulges his taste for criticism ^vith all

the gusto of 0^ "vulture on a defenceless carcass. We cannot do

better justice to both, nor to the public, than to quote from the

Introduction to the Grammar of English Grammars, pp. US, 119 :

—

"13. The liistorj' of /)/-. irf.//'^fr, r\sapraniniarian,issinaular. Heisremark-
able forliischangoablcne.^s, vft [he is] always positive ; lor his inconsistency, yet

\'ery learned ; for Iiis zeal » to correet popular errors,' yet often himselferroneous

;

for his fertility in resources, yet sometimes meager; for his success as an author,

yet never satisfied; for his boldness of innovation, yet fond of appealinir to

antiquity. His crnuinnars arc the least judicious, and at present the least

popular, of his works. 'J'iiey consist of four or five different treatises, which lor

their mutual credit should never be compared : it is impossible to place any
finn leliance upon the autliorlty of a man who contradicts himself so much.
Those who imaL'iuo that tin- last o[)iuions of so learned a man must needs be ri;,dit,

•will do Avell to wait, and sec what will be his last: they cannot otherwise know
to what his instruLtiims will finally lead. I'"xpcrience has alreaily tiiught him
the folly of many of his })reiended improvements, and it is probable his last

opinions of Kiiglish irraumiar will be most conformable to that just authority

with wlilch he has ever been tnmjicring. 1 do not say that he has not exhibited

ingenuity as well as learning, or that he is always wrong when he contradicts

a majority of English grammarians ; but I may venture to say, he was wrong
when he undertook to disturb the common scheme of the parts of speech, as

well as when he resolved to spell all words exactly as they are pronounced.
" 1-1. It i> not connnnnly known with how rash a hand this celebrated author

has sometimes toueheil the most settled usages of our language. In 1 790, which
was seven years alter tlic appearance of his first grammar, he published an
octavo volume of more than four hundred pages, consistincr of Kssays. moral,

historical, p'llitical, and literary, which might have done him credit, had he not

spoiled his book by a grammatical whim about the reformation of orthorfrapliy.

Not jicrcelving that llngli-h literature, multiplied as it had been within two
or three centuries, had acquired a stability in some degree corresponding to its

growth, he foolishly imagined it was still as susceptible of change and iuij)rovo-

ment as in the days of its infancy. Let the reader pardon the length of this

digression, if, for the sake of any future schemer who may chance to adi>pi a

similar conceit, I cite from the [)reface of this volume a specimen of the author's

practice and reasoning. The increnious attorney had the good sense quickly to

abandon this project, and content himself with less glaring innovations : else he

had never stood as he now docs, in the estimation of the "public. But there is

the more need to record the example, because in one of the southern states

the experiment has recently been tried again. A still abler member of the

same profession has renewed it but lately; and it is said there are vet remain-

ing some converts to this notion of improvement. I copy literally,' leaving all

my rea<1ers and his to guess for themselves why he spelled '^urilers" with a tr

and "r/.'i'/iy" without.
" 15. ' During the course of ten or twelv veers, I hav been laboring to cor-

rect ]x>pular errors, and to as.-ist my yung brethren in the road to truth and

virtue: my publications for theze purposes hav been numerous; much time

haz been sj-ent, whicdi I do not regret, and mmh censure incurred, which my
hart tells me I do not dezerv.' * * * 'The reeder wil obzerv that the

orthography of the voluin iz not uniform. The rcezon iz, that many of tli"

essays hav been published before, in the common orthography, and it wouitl

hav been a laborious task to copy the whole, for the sake of changing the
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spoiling. In the essays rlttcii within the last veer, a considerable chancre of

spelling 17. introiluccd by way of txpfriniont. This liberty waz taken by the

writiTS before the age of Queen Klizabeth, and to this wi- are indebted fur the

preference of nio<lern spelling over that of Gower and Chaucer. The man
who admits that the change o( homlionde, im/mle, yjonc, mo nefh, into husband,

Thinfl, gone, JHon'Ii, iz an improovment, must acknowledge also the riting of

hdth.breth, rang, tung, 7nun(h, to be an improovment. There iz no alternativ.

Every possible reezon that could ever be olfered for altering tiie spelling of

wards, stil e.xJsts in ful force; and if a gradual reform should not be made in

our language, it wil proov that we ai"e less imder the intlueuce uf reezon than

our ancestors.'

—

JS'oah M'chster's l^ssaijg, Prtf.,'^. xi."*

''To this scorching, but just criticism, we may add that contained in the

minority report of tha Hon. James W. Beekman, the able chairman of tlic Com-

mittee on Literature, presented July 7th, 1S51, to the Senate of the State of

New-York, on the question of introducing Webster's quarto Dictionary into the

common schools. We have room only for a few extracts :

—

"'Webster,' says an able critic, 'began his career as a lexicographer by spellinc;

words as they are pronoanced

—

aker, 9oe, Hand, Htcldy, tcimmen, lethcr, imnr/in; he ended
by making a diotionury, valuable for its definitions, scientific terms, oKl and obsolete

words, and generally f^r iis etyniolo:^its—although these were somttiines fanciful, and
sonictiraes adapted to a speciiie purpose.'

"No Amerioau ^vriter3 of ennnence spell by its rules. Neither Irvine, nor L.incrrift,

nor Bryant, nor Hawthorne reco'jrnises its autliority. The clK-.q) ]iulili<.Mtinns '.f the

Harpers ha\e doui; more to create provincialisms—a literary evil from wliich .Vnn-rii-.a

h;is hitherto escaped—than any one who h:As not given attention to the sniiject wdtiid

K-lieve. .Should the State of New-York add its imprimatur, we may have, ere Ion-,',

expurgated editions of the ' Wars of Granada,' or of ' Twice-told Tales,' of tlie ' rili.';im"3

Progress.' or the 'Vicar of AVakefield,' done into American prose—the spelling curtailed

iu the lUoonier style, to the most utilitarian and bandy-legged prDportions, and .1

•crebrous claudication,' to use Websterian English, jingling in every line.

"•Webster's career,' says Edward S. GouM, in a letter to the chainnan of your c'lni-

mittee, ' was a mistake, because based on false assumptions. He on^i'itHil that the laii-

iruaao' needed nformation, and that he w;is able to reform it; the latter blunder being
Jar the greater of the two. He began forty years or more ago on the extreme of his

own theory, and his first false step was to mistake the dutie* of a lexicograj.her, whe^e
province is to rrconl, not to I'^/islntr; to say what the language is, and not what it

should be. Webster assumed the right to make and alter in conformity to his own
views: and assuming that superthious letters were an orthograohical evil, and that con-

formity between the spelling and the pronunciation of words was an ortho;rraphical
<!' >ideratum, he almost went to the extent of our contemporaneous phouographers.
Finiling, however, on experimer.t, that this would not do, that the storm of erifiei-ni he
had provoked was more than he or his book could bear, he becran to modifv to sitit the

frities. He published, in a course of years, five different Dictionaries, .all in retreat

fri)m his original ground, and stopjjed modifying only when he sto[>]>cd breathing ; and
tis literary heir, and successor, and son-in-l.iw.'Goodrich, thL.ks it stran,'.' tin.t cvery-

tf'dy is not satisfied with these coi\cessious on the part of Webster!—as if a shopkieper
«tre to demand five dollars for an article worth one dollar, and then, after chaifi ring,

*nd finally and gradually fivlling to two dollars and fifty cents, cite the fact of his Liking
03" half of this first price to prove the two dollars and"fifty cents must be cheap.

"'The present ditficulty with Webster's l»ietiouary is.' its l"t.i/ icant of a ^rinc'p'r.

To s[«ll words as they are pronounced, and strike oiit all superiluous letter.s, althou:.'h

radicalism and folly, is still a principle of action ; but to abandon that, and vacillate

capriciously between that and the previously reeigniscd system, is mere quackery and
irresolute nonsense, and its tendency, when at all countenanced, is what we see—a cou-

f"i>ion in orthography, such as w.ii not previously known since the citubllahinj of the

lAii-uajre by Johnson.
"'Webster's rules are both arbitrary and capricious. He changes, for exanip'e,

'hfttre into theottfr, because, he says, w"ords ending iu 7-f, adoptct! from the iVeii a,

must be transposed into er; yet in the derivative he transfers the cr, that is. the ttrmina-

t»on,back again to make "theatrical." Here the derivative Joes not control the pnuii-

!''•«. A^ain, he changes dt/oiice into def.nse, because the derivative t/./eM»"C reiiuirej

the «. There the derivative does control the primitive,
'""e changes dintil into distil/, "because the derivative distiller, &c., requires the

Fourth Series, Vol. VI.—24
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The editor of the last c<lition of Webster's Dictionaiy has Avisely

expunged nearly all the remaining Websterisms from it, so that it is

now a tolerably correct representation of the English language, in

respect to orthography : another pruning would probably erase the last

relics of his ofliciousncss, -and leave his disciples to return to their

proper language as used by the rest of the world. \Ye are not writing

a review of that work ; we have introduced it only as bearing upon
orthogi-aphy. Wc will therefore dismiss it, merely remarking that

language is a conventional thing, yet it has its laws ; a mere out-

vrard analogy ought not to control it : history and literature have

made it what it is, and no single smatterer nor set of smatterers have

a right to meddle with it. Whatever is good in Webster's altera-

tions, will be found not to have been original with him ; and the

rest-is mere quackery. Good usage is the only standard in such

questions; and the man of taste will eschew all provincialisms and

schoolisms. The language is what literature has made it; and any

one who does not conform to this, docs not write English. It is not

a question of fancy, but of fact. Where good usage itself varies,

philological analogy ought to decide,—but conceit never. Such

new-fangled forms as hi<rht, center, fullness, &c., are as much a

blemish in mudorn ]>rinting as the old-fashioned ones,—puhlick,

hooke, itt, Occ. would bc; or even the imaginary ones of phonotypy,
—sifur, hcvun, ar, <ko.

The second division of English grammar, we are informed, is "Ety-

molog)'." And here we certainly may expect to find somctliing said

about t!ie historical dt-rivation of the language, and the primitive forms

of its words. r>ut no, not a bit of this ; such is not the province of the

etymologist, it appears. "Etymology treats of the different parts

of speech, tcith their classes and modifications," by which last term

is meant the " inflections or changes in the terminations, forms or

doubled." Here again tho (l.rlvutivo controls the primitive; but he does not chan?e
the forge* into for-c», althoii.-li th.' <lfrivative /ory.^in-/, itc, ret^uires the double t; so

that tht-ro, .'till airain, tlu' iloriintive does not oontnil tlie primitive.

"'He strikes the u from mnuht, bi'oause it is superfluous ; he strikes the » from honour,

favour, &c., bt'cause it is RU(ifrlliMus; but he doos not strike the o from «rriov». conr<i;jr,

&.C., \vh« re it i.< as suinTfluuiu. H'> strikes out / from trarolhr, S:c., boL'ause it is nip.r-

flous ; yet he spells fj-rrff.nt, t^irillnte, &c., with two Ts. He spells profit with one /, yet,

with t&e ineonsistenev that marks all his career, he does not strike the st-cond / from

froffrr. It is true he is right in this last forbearance, but he is, as everywhere else,

inconsistent.

"''Hie sum of the matter i-s, that Webster was a vain, weak, ploddincr Yankee,
ambitious ti> l-j an .\in.riean .loliu-on. without one subst.intial qualitieation for the

nndert^ikin;?; and ihu .VuuriiMn pulJie have i:,'nored his pretensions. Une publish- r of

note has ad'ptid hi, ortl-n.-rapliv, l.r,-.vu-.' he publisht-s his dictionary, and onn n.»<-

paper editor of note has dour th.' s.mie tliiii'; ; but lieyond these two estaUlishmfuts
neither of which can claim any authority us umpires in a literarv question, WL-b-^tcr's

orthography i< as unpopnl.ir as it is nl>"minat)le ; and I hardly know hnw our biris-

lature could do a prvater wromj to popular education than by inflicting WebbU'f'*

radicalism on the rising generation."*^
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senses of some kinds of words."

—

Grammar of Grammars, p. 213.

Truly, tlicse "modiQcations" are very comprehensive, and yet very

indolinite. And then, what is to be said about these "parts of

speech,'' besides their classification and modifications? Nothing,

that we can perceive, e.xcept their names and significations ; and

what these are we shall see presently, The whole series of defini-

tions is confused, partial, and bungling, and has no inherent mean-

ing; their pm-port remains to be made out from what follows, and.

when discovered, has only the force of a terminology that revolves

^nthin itself For instance, the '" parts of speech" arc defined to be
" the several kinds or principal classes into which words are divided

by grammarians ;'' as if there were no natural basis for such a divis-

ion. Let us see whether there be or not.

The " parts of speech," then, " in English are ten"" [in number], &c..

enumerated as usual. These certainly may be considered as " the

several kinds " of words, although we shall endeavour to show that they

are not all distinct kinds; but they as certainly are not "the princi-

pal classes " into which words are divisible. There is a division more

general than this,—a proper grammatical one, of which they are sus-

ceptible,—namely, into declinable and indeclinable; or, (in English.)

more properly, mto principal (comprising the noun [or personal pro-

noun] and the verb) and accessor!/, (consisting of the adjective class,

[including the article, adjective pronouns, and the participle,] and all

the particles,) [that is, the remaining parts of speech.] ^Ye will take

them up in succession.

"An article is the word— ' the,' ' an,' or 'a'—which we put before

nouns to limit their signification."

—

Grarn. of Gram., p. 218. Now,
waving all' minute criticism upon the phraseology here, which

strikes us as exceedingly awkward, we find this definition, or rather

description, radically defective and erroneous in several respects.

In the first place, it does not distinguish an article from an adjec-

tive, which (as well as many other parts of speech) is often " put

before nouns to limit their signification." In the next place, an

article does not " limit the signification " of nouns at all, it only limits

Uicir extension : the noun man in the two phrases, " A man," "T/;c

Kan," does not signify a different object, for they may be identi-

cal; it means in both cases a class,—but the article a shows that

any individual, indifferently, of that class is referred to, while the

article the indicates a particular individual. In the third place, the

definition seems to state that we always put an article before a noun
*hen we wish to limit its signification ; which is so far from being

^fue, that we not infrequently prefix one in order to enlarge the mean-
•Dg

: such is the effect with all proper names ; as " Hercules," an indi-
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vidual, " a Hercules," any very strong man. ]Many nouns, again, are

not used without an article, at least in the singular number ; as, icorld,

sky, {skies is less significant than the sky,') &c. Finally ; "the word
the, an or a," is sometimes not an article at all, as in the curious

phrases: " The sooner the better," ''The while," " The more the

merrier," " The deuce you do," 'Olany a man," "A great many,"
" Twice a year," " Alack a day." " A fishing," " An hungered," •' An 't

please your honour," k.Vc. It is probable that granimariaus only in-

tend the latter part of the abow definition to serve as a description of

the use of the article, and tliey should therefore place it as a subsequent
remark by itself. What precedes must be the definition proper; it

amounts simply to this,—that "an article is one of the three words,

the, an, or a," which would at least have been intelligible. AVe doubt
the propriety of making the articles a distinct part of speech, since

their etymology and use both show that they are essentially adjec-

tives, of the kinds usually termed numeral and pronominal'; biit if

the current numenclature be retained as the most convenient, let it

be correctly stated, that it may be properly understood.

The definite article is said to consist of the Avord the, and the

indefinite of the word an or a. The terms are incorrect and inap-

propriate. For instance, in the phrase, " Tlie man who does so

deserves to be hung," is the individual more "definitely signified," or

less so. than in the phrase, " A man who does so deserves to be hung?"'

or is either e.Kprcssion more definite than to sa3% " Men who do so

deserve to be hung V" The difference, if any, is too slight to hang
a fundamental classification upon. Again, Ave are told that tlte is

definite, because " it denotes some particular thing or things." Is

a particular lion meant in the proposition, " Tlie lion is a noble

beast V" 2s 0, it is said, but a particular kind of animal is meant.

"We reply, the same is true in the proposition, " A lion is a noble

beast;" and yet Ave are told that a or an is indefinite, because "it

denotes one thing of a kind, but not any particular one." Such

sentences are of constant occiu'rencc, and sorely try the common
sense of the grammarian Avho is seeking consistency in the applica-

tion of his theory. We do not deny that there is a sense, or rather

degree, in Avhich the is usually definite, and a indefinite: but it is

too vague and variable to be of any value as a ground of logical dis-

tinction. The so-called article an (apocopated into a) is evidently

derh-ed from the same root as one, and in all the cognate dialects of

thelndo-Gcnuanic group the article and the numeral are identical.

In the modern European languages only is the indefinite article

expressed, being understood in the ancient tongues before nouns

not otherwise indicated to be taken definitely. The article the is
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etymologically related to a lar^c family of demonstratives, v.-ldch

most clearly appears in the pronouns this and that. Thus the cor-

responding Greek ^vord t6 is ahvays used as a demonstrative pro-

noun by Homer ; and the German das stands for the neuter form yf

both \vords. (See also the Anglo-Saxon forms, uses, and afhnities

of both articles, in Dr. Latham's treatise, p. I'l'J. In Sophocles'

Greek Verbs, p. 9, the same element is evolved from the Greek,

but the application is carried so far as to become in many cases

fanciful.) This simple clew to the derivation of the articles casts a

flood of light upon their varied and intricate uses in our language, and

is the only key to their grammatical classitication and elucidation.

We would pursue the explanation had Ave space; but, as we have

not set out to write a grammar, we must forbear. Even Mr. Brown

is constrained to acknowledge, " that an or a is nearly equivalent in

meaning to the numeral adjective one, bt\t [is] less emphatic ; and

that the is nearly equivalent in meaning to the pronominal adjective

tJiat or those, but [is likewise] less emphatic."—P. 219. It is quite

characteristic that, after having been brought so near the trae theory

of these words, he should yet stoutly insist upon their entire dis-

tinctness as parts of speech, and even disdain to give the reader the

slightest idea of their etymological connexion.

Next in ori|cr comes the Noun, for which we have the following

definition :
" A noun is the name of any person, place, or thing, that

can be known or mentioned."

—

G. Brown, p. *230. It will not do.

forsooth, to call a noun " a name" merely,—which is all that the word'

means or amounts to in the end,—because that is too indefinite, and

other parts of speech may designate various qualities, states, acts, or

relations, as well ; hence is added, " of any person, place, or thing."

But it is still found defective, because qualities, acts, and relations

are neither "' persons, places, nor things," objectively considered ; and

there are certain words, such as nobody, nothi/iir, and the like, that

elude the grasp of the definition ; hence another addition, '" that can

be known." And as people are apt to discuss numy matters about

Tvhich they know very little, a final clause is added, to include

these also, namely, " or mentioned." And now, after having under-

gone as many emendations as Dr. Franklin's famous hatter's sign,

the definition is found to answer the purpose—with those M-ho fail

to perceive that it presupposes the very information which it sots

out to give :
" the name of any thing that can be

mentioned," is simply the name of anything that has a name ; and,

therefore, this whole appendage to the "name" is quite nugatory.

In our bumble judgment, a noun is any -word that may stand as the

subject of a proposition, (or, if you please, of a verb ;) and by
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this sign, we apprehctitl, the student after all leanas in practice to

distinguish it from other kiuds of Avords. This, ayc believe, is the

only true graintnaticul drfmition of a noun that can be given,

because it begins at the foundation of the sentence, and pursues the

natural method of logical analysis. A noun and a verb—the subject

and the predicate—arc all that are essential to constitute a projjosi-

tion, the embodiment of a communicated thought; all the other

•words represent subordinate iileas, and are, therefore, ranged about

these in dependent and collateral relations. Viewed in this light, syn-

tax and etymology (that is, Avhat are usually so called) are insepara-

ble; the definitions and forms of words at once indicate their con-

nexion, just as the shape of natural bodies shows their design and

place in the system of creation.

With regard to the classification of nouns into proper and com-

mon, wc will here only remark, that in strictness it is only " proper

names" and the abstract nouns that come under the usual grammatical

definition of a noun; since other "common nouns" designate some

class of objects, and not " any person, place, or thing," individually

considered. The modifications of number and gender we shall also

pass over without comment, the English language being so simple

and logical in these respects, that no "art" of grammarians has

been able to twist it into very serious anomalies. As to person and

case, hoM-ever, we arc unable to acquiesce in the usuJl treatment of

nouns. That pronouns have these modifications in full we admit;

,but we cannot see why they should, on that account, be attributed to

nouns likewise. For instance, a noun cannot be used in the first

person without a pronoun preceding it, to indicate the speaker.

Tliis, on the common theory, involves two inconsistencies : first, if

*• the first person denotes the speaker" in the noun itself, the pronoun

cannot be necessary likewise for the same purpose; and again, if

"a pronoun is a >vord used instead of a noun," they ought certainly

not both be used together. The truth is, that because the noun has

no first person of itself, tiic pronoun, which represents that person,

is prefixed to express it ; while, at the same time, the addition of the

noun, as in all other ceases of apposition, serves to render the pro-

noun more explicit and emphatic. All this is proved by the fact,

that the noun may be entirely dispensed with, but the pronoun

cannot. In the alleged second person of nouns, this is even more

strikingly true, except that, as the imperative mood usually dis-

penses with the subject- pronoun, this, as -well as the noun to -^hicb

it refers, may disajtpear in a direct address. If "the second per-

son" be a modification of nouns at all, it is rather a case (called the

vocative in kindred language) than anything else; but even this i?
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unnecessary, as in English this is more properly a mode of construc-

tion in the sentence, like the nominative absolute, or an iuterjec-

tiou. Nouns, therefore, are always of the third person, and this, of

necessity, since, from their nature, they are the object spoken of.

Cases, in Kn^dish ga-ammar, are detined as "modifications that

distinguish the relations of nouns or pronouns to other words."

—

G. Brown, p. '247. They are enumerated as three—the nominative,

possessive, and objective. Now, wherein consists the "'modification

that distinguishes" the first and the last of these from each otiier, in

nouns, we have vainly endeavoured to discern. That tlmy are

placed differently in the sentence is true, and the same might bo

said of adjectives and many other words ; but the words in both re-

lations are the same, and the distinction is a needless one. AVe claim

that no " modification" should be admitted as a case, unless it shows

itself, as a general rale, by a corresponding change of form. The
word •' case" itself signifies this, and its use in all other languages is

limited to some regular mode of intlection. If the nominative and

objective, although precisely of the same form in all nouns, arc la-Id

to be distinct cases, because they are differently related in the

sentence, then, on precisely the same grounds, we ought to adopt

all the Latin and Greek cases ; nay, since we are not limited by any

change of termination, as in those languages, the Engligh cases

must be made a dozen or more, so as to include all the various con-

structions of syntax. The objective case, as such, belongs only to

the personal pronouns; and even with these, a closer examination

shows that it is quite as often a dative case; as in the phiases,

" Give 7ne the book," "Point thcjn the way," etc. The same is true

of nouns ; as, " Give John the butter." It is of no avail to attempt

to resolve these constructions by supplying the preposition to; that

makes altogether another sentence of them, and one that is not so

good English
;
yet it leaves the pronoun or noun a real dative still.

Etymology also shows that these dative forms, of the pronouns at

least, are original and proper, coming directly as such from the

Saxon ; indeed, it seems to show that our so-called objective forms

are no objectives at all, being in all cases supplanted by the true

datives. (See Latham, p. 237.)

The possessive, however, is a true case, indicated by a change of

termination, and regularly running through the declension of the

cognate dialects. The apostrophe does not show a contraction for

his, as commonly supposed, but simply stands for an elided ': ; as

man's, originally ?nanes or viannes, booJc's for bookes in words

ending with e, it is inserted for the sake of uniformity ; as time's

for times, to distinguish it from the plural. In the pronouns, on
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the contrary, this case disappears, the so-called posscssives his,

rnij, c^'c, beiii^ clearly adjectives, and the intensives niine, ours, i\:c.,

standing for the noun and adjective at once.

Before leaving the noun, -we must briefly advert to a peculiar

property of the English language, -which appears particular!}- idio-

matic in the use of this part of speech : we mean ^vhat Dr. Latham

calls the convertihUity of its words,—that is, their power ofbeing freely

employed as various parts of speech without any change of form or

accent. Li other languages, even of the Germanic stock, this is

usually done by means of derivatives, which differ from the primi-

tive by certain terminations, combinations, or prefi.xes: and this is

also systematically the case with the English; as good, goodly,

goodhncss, <!!cc. But, besides this, we have a large liberty of

directly employing nouns, es{)ecially as adjectives, verbs, &c., and

vice versa ; as '"Whitewasliing," '' A fancy sketch," "The lo-hercs

and the lo-thcrcs," " The blue-stocking class," " The vie and the

7iot-}nc," " A gond-for-nothing fellow," "An z/and an 0," "Down
with him !"' " To hcttcr his condition," " The ups and doir72s of life,"

A:c. These conversions are more frequent in colloquial life than in

books. They are even extended to words domesticated from foreign

languages ; as, "A loud Ajhch,'" "An omnibus line," "They encored

him," "All of the millionaire grade," &c. It is from overlooking

this convertibility of words in the English language, by virtue of

which many parts of speech become actually changed into others,

without any outward alteration, that grammarians have invented a

thousand nice distinctions and ingenious constructions by ellipsis

and what not, altogether foreign to the simple structure of the

language, and occasioning infinite perplexity to the student.

The next "part of speech" in order is the Adjective, for which

Mr. Brown (p. '2hl) gives us the following definition :
" An adjective

is a word added to a noun or pronoun, and generally expresses

quality." The expression '•added to" is altogether vague: it im-

plies that the adjective follows the noun, whereas it usually precedes

it; it implies at least that the two words are closely adjoining,

whereas in many cases they are widely separated by intervening

correlative terms; it also implies that the adjective is always of

secondary importance, whereas it frequently contains the chief idea,

the noun being really the addition ; as, " The good man is happy."

Again, the expression is not discriminative: a noun is "added to"

another when it is connected in apposition or by a conjunction;

adverbs are frequently "added to" nouns by way of qualification;

and participles are almost always so. Finally, the expression is

practically fallacious: adjectives arc oftentimes "added to" verbs, as
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in predicates ; e. g., " The man is good.'^ They may regularly stand

in place of the nouns they qualify, as, " The good arc happy ;'' and

they not infrequently stand alone and absolutely, as ''Good!" In

ehort, this expression is no definition at all, but a mere translation

of the Avord " adjective," and a ver}^ defective one too. The ocZ-

jcctcd clviuse, "and usually expresses quality," is a mere appendage

that ought to have followed as a remark ; for it is too uncertain to

1)0 of an}' other value. Eut even this definition is not consistently

adhered to by the grammarians who propound it: various words,

which are adjectives to all intents and purposes, are called attributo-

uouns, pronouns, participles, parts of verbs, and almost everything

but by their correct names. But upon these and other details,

such as the Hibernicism of the " three degrees of comparison," (of

which the first contains no comparison at all, and the last is beyond

comparison,) we have not space for further comments.

The Pronoun ne.xt engages our attention. It is defined to be a
" word used instead of a noun."

—

G. Brown, p. 282. Indefinite and

wrong again: indefinite, because many other words may be u.-ed

"instead" of nouns (as above shown) without becoming pronouns;

wrong, because the noun itself can but seldom be used for the pro-

noun which is supposed to stand " instead " of it. This last

objection is true in the case of all the so-called adjective pronoun=,

(to say nothing of the contradiction involved in the very name.)

such as ivho, ivhich, tJiis, all, any, none, &c., and is equally apjtli-

cable to the so-called possessive case of all the personal pronouns,

and even the other cases of those of the first and second persons

;

for who would understand the sentence, " The boy loves the hoy's

book," to be equivalent to the sentence, " The boy loves his book ?"

or what noun could be substituted in the sentence, '" I love?" We
have left, therefore, as the only true pronouns, according to the above

definition, those of the third person in the nominative and objective

cases. A correct definition should include all the personal pronouns,

(of these two cases,) and exclude all the rest as being mere prouum-

inal adjectives. A pronoim is a word that stands as the sign of the

first or second person, or represents a noun in the third.

The Vei-b follows next in order. This, we are informed, (G.

Brown, p. 316,) " is a word that signifies to he, to act, or to he acted

Jtpon.''^ Here the same tautological mode of defining "in a circle"

IS observable, as in the case of the noun: a verb is employed, as

such and by way of example, in the very gist of the definition itself.

It would not do to say broadly, with m.any, that " a verb is a word

that signifies action, hcing, or passion," but it is a word that puts

these ideas in the form of a verb,—that is, with the word to prefixed.
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But is this correct after all? Docs " J love" signify either '-to be,

to act, or to be acted upon".'" The student ^vill find it difTicult to

tell which of these it means, and the scholar will see that it means

none of them ; it merely expresses a certain stale of mind in the

spteaker. It is impossible to define a verb in this manner without

ouuraerating every species, with all its modifications of form. We
conceive a verb to be, simply, ajiy -word that viaij stand as the pred-

icate to a noun.

Passing over the classification of verbs in their different gram-

matical kinds, we will consider their voices, ??wods, and fr-nses.

]Now, with regard to all these, we lay down the broad principle that

there is no proper "conjugation" except in the svaple forms; tlio

compound forms of verbs arc only apparent, because perijjhrastic

modes of conjugation. "\\'c might treat any circumlocutory phrase

that may stand for an a<ljective, or any particular modification of a

noun, as these parts of speech, with as much reason as to parse these

assemblages of words as single gi'ammatical terms. Hence the con-

fusion of three pro.sent tenses active, for instance, as "/ love'' '"/

do love," " I (un lovins; ;" as if these were an}"- more identical than

a dozen other combinations,

—

e. g.,
" / continve to love," " I am in

the habit of lovi/ig,'^ v-tc. "We would reject all these auxiliary

forms, as being separate modes of speech, and resolve tliora into

their natural grammatical elements. As we held in regard to nouns,

so we hold in respect to verbs: there are no grammatical "accidents"

to be recognised, which do not show themselves by a systematic

change of form in the single word itself. The English verb, there-

fore, has no j)ropcr passive voice, except the present participle, (e. g.,

loved, which must not be confounded with the same form in the

active voice, as " 1 have loved ;") and it supplies the rest by employ-

ing the verb to be in connexion with this. So of the compound
tenses of the active voice, the perfect, pluperfect, and the futures, as

also the entire potential mood. There is, we protest, no more reason

for inserting those furmuhu in the paradigm of the verb itself than

a score of other moods and tenses that are equally in use. "I do

love" means simply. " I do the thing called loving ;" " I have loved"

means " I have done [that is, J j)ossess in completion] the thing called

loving;" "1 tvill love" means "I will do the thing called loving;"

" I might love" moans " I mis;ht do the thing called loving." In all

cases these auxiliaries are to be parsed as simple verbs, and the ap-

•pended force of the primary verb is either a participle attributed to

the subject, or an infinitive depending upon the auxiliary. ^^lany,

we arcmware, who liave been accustomed to view our verb in the

light of the prolix and extensive paradigms of the Latin and Greek
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languages, will be startled, and perhaps demur, at the meager rem-

nant to which the i'lnglish verb will thus be reduced ; but we con-

tend that it is in accordance with the simple grammatical structure

of our language, and sustained by the analogy- of all the cognate

dialects. In this respect it greatly resembles the Hebrew, where a

few simple forms are made, by a variety of combinations, to answer

the purpose of all the moods aiid tenses,—the "conjugations"' of

that language having the force of derivative verbs. The following

is a synopsis of all the true forms of the verb love, for instance :

—

AcTivK. Passive.

Mood. Tense. Number and Person. Sole Form.

r r
c-- (1 love.

Indkatize.

Present. \ lai . ,^
j^^.^^

Plural (throushout) . . . love.

Preterite. ;2 .S»iy«Z«r . :. lovedst.

The rest loved

Imperatite. Present. "^

\pbiral'

\

^*^^^' '^

c, T J- S Present (throutiliout) love. ^
Su}>j'.cnctne.

jp,,,,,,-,,^ H
>

l^,.,j, |^
Infinitive. Present love. -i-

r, , • • 7 S Pre'ient lovincr. "^
Partu-iples.

\p,.^^^,if, 1^,.,j: ^

Even this list might be greatly reduced : the subjunctive mood is

being fast supplanted by the indicative, of which again the second

person singular has nearly given place to the second person plural,

and in that common form is identical with the imperative : .so that

for practical purposes, in regular verbs, there may be said to exist but

four forms,

—

love, loves, loving, loved,—which constitute the entire

variety in use. How much simpler and more intelligible to the

student would such a paradigm be than the interminable one invented

by ordinary grammarians, and required to be repeated by rote, as if

it were a magic spell. So much for the distinction in the forms of

the diflcrcnt "modifications;" let us sec if their meaning be any

more clearly and accurately distinguished.

" Moods are diflferent forms of the verb, each of which expresses

thebcing, action, or passion, in some jiya?7/c?</t;r manner."

—

G. Brown,

p. 322. Yet " the infinitive mood .... expi'csses the being, action,

or passion in au unlimited manner."

—

Ihid. And it is added,

" without person or number ;" by Avhich is more properly meant,

"without any distinguishing sign of person or number. " The indica-

tive mood .... simply indicates or declares a thing," (ibid. ;) tliat is,

in no " particular manner." Yet this mood, like all the rest, often

asks a question, without declaring anything ; unless we use a rcGne-
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ment, and say it declares something interrogatively. " The potential

mood"—a sheer interloper
—

" .... expresses the power, liberty,

possibility, or necessity,'" iS:c. ; and why not, also, the propriety, de-

termination, hazard, authority, &c. ?

—

e. g.,
" I dare go," " He sii.\ll

do it," " I WILL go," " You oi/qht not do so," &c., ifcc. " The sub-

junctive mood .... represents the being, action, or passion as con-

ditional, doubtful, or contingent."

—

Ibid. So does the interrogative

mood; and so might any other mood, provided it had the word (/

prefixed. " The imperative mood is that form of the verb which is

used in commanding, exhorting, entreating, or permitting."

—

Ilnd.

Ergo, the following " forms of verbs," examples respectively of each

of the above "uses," are instances of the imperative mood: "Thou
shall not steal ;" " 1 charL^c you do it ;" " I pray you let me see it

;"

" You may go." And w hy not, as well as, " Let us go V"

"Tenses .... distinguish time."

—

G. Brown, p. 32G. Since by

common consent there arc but three essential distinctions of time,

past, present, and future, we should naturally expect a like classi-

fication of tenses. Xot so with grammarians. They do not even

recognise these as primary distinctions on this subject, nor arrange

the more complicated forms as secondary, but give us "six tenses"

at once. " The present tense is that which expresses what now

exists or is t:iking place," (ibid. :) as, " I sail for Europe to-morrow,

and a?}i goim^ to visit Rome ;" " As soon as he gets there, he is to

let me know;" " When wine is in, wit is out;" " Men often mistake ;"

"Y'ou take the right-hand road, and it brings you there;" "The
curtain rises, the play hcgi/is ;" "Brutus gices Cxsav the last fatal

stab." (^ucre—in the present imperative, subjunctive, and infinitive,

is there anything represented as "now existing or taking place,"

beyond the mere command, sup{)Osition, or abstract idea? A'^ain,

"the i>npc}-/cct tense is that which expresses what took place or

was occun-ing in time fully past," (ibid. :) e. g., we presume, " 1

saw him but this instant;" " God 7nade the country, man made the

town;" ''Were I young, [or old,] I should feel'as you do;" " They

that weep, as though they wept not." This tense, however, is more

accurately defined than the others : it would have been more correct

to say that it denotes time past simply. The English language has

no proper future tense; hence it regularly uses a circumlocution.

and sometimes borrows the present tense in cases of \'ivid repre-

sentation, as above,—just as does also the preterite tense occasionally.

called " the historic present." This naturally results from the fact

that time present is passius;, and consists of but a moment, when

past and future meet. "The perfect tense," on the contrary, it

seems, is less perfect than the /«iperfect, for it only " expresses what
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has taken place -within some period of time not yet fully past,"

(ibid.;) €• g-, doubtless, "1 have often 7net him." But we need

not dwell upon this and the other compound tenses ; they clearly

express the complex idea resulting from the addition of the tense of

the auxiliary to that of the proper verb, and it is only by thus

analyzing them that they can be rightly explained. This appears

still more strikingly in the so-called potential mood, Avhere there is

an utter confounding of time in the various tenses as exhibited in

the grammars, i'or instance, vrhere is the "time fully past," or,

indeed, any time past, in the sentence, " I would go if 1 could ?"

These auxiliaries are defective verbs, in Avloich the tense as hero

exhibited is a sort of conditional future, and must be carefully dis-

tinguished from the proper preterite of will and can, in the sentences,

"He AVOULD go, although I warned him;" "I could not stir, for 1

was bound ;" " Then, in his frenzied moments, how he would rave I"

Similar discrimination must be exercised with regard to shall and

should, may and might. We now pass on to a brief consideration

of the particles.

"An Adverb is a word added to a verb, a participle, an adjective,

or another adverb, and generally expresses time, place, degree, or

manner."

—

G. Brown, p. 401. We here notice the same ambiguity

and vagueness in the expression " added to," that we animadverted

upon in the definition of the adjective. An adverb is often rather

"added to" a noun, than to its verb; e. g., "When quite a lad, I

used to do so." At other times adverbs are not "added to" any

other word, but stand quite alone; e.g., "Yes,^' " No,''^ "Moreover,"

&,c. Now, to our mind, the facility with which the other particles

become adverbs, and the reverse, or all become mutually inter-

changeable, shows that the adverb ought to be regarded as the radical

part of speech, of which the others are only modifications. For

instance, pr(ipositions : " G et i/;;*," " OjT" shore ;" conjunctions: "YeC

higher," " Hence you see," " Till noon," " You have seen him,

then?" "So that," "If I could but catch him;" interjections: "In-

deed!" "Ah me!" "0 the blissl" "Alas for him!" "Well!"

Etymology, and a comparison with other languages, confirm this

position. The comparison of adverbs is a pure figment of the gram-

marians : the apparent comparatives and superlatives may all be

luore naturally resolved into the corresponding forms of the primitive

aJjectives, used adverbially; and this view is strengthened by the

fact, that where they are not formed by merely prefixing the adverbs

more or j/wst, less, least, very, &c., to the simple adverb, they do

Dot take the adverbial termination at all ; e. g.,
" He acted wiser," or,

**jnore wisely" not " wiscrly," or "wiselier." The only instances
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of a proper comparison are, sooner, soonest, oftcner, oftenest, rather,

and some forms in the old poets ; these are formed by analogy, or,

perhaps, from adjectives now obsolete, but they are too isolated to

constitute a basis for a general principle.

"A Conjunction is a Avord used to connect -words or sentences in

construction, and to show the dependence [of one] of the terms so

connected [upon the other]."

—

G. Broicn, p. 409. The same

purpose, vic might add, is serveil by all relatives, and b}' many
adverbs ; indeed, almost any part of speech or combination of Avords

ma}' be employed as a conjunction, or the natural sequence of thought

may supply its place. The definition is too broad, and might include

all connective.'', Avhethcr particles or copula}. As to " the dependence

of the terms," their mere juxtaposition shows the fact of the de-

pendence, and their arrangement in the sentence usually shows the

mode of it. The natural significance of conjunctions themselves is

wholly ignored; the student is left to imagine that they add no

idea to the sentence. There is not the slightest allusion to their

inlierent sense, e.xccpt in the ?vo/z-sensical classification into copukr

tive and t//6Junctive conjunctions.

"A Preposition is a word used to express some relation of differ-

ent things or thoughts to each other, and is generally placed before

a noun or a pruuoun."

—

G. Brown, p. 41G. So, we might say, is a

conjunction also "used to express some relation of different ....

thoughts to each other," and many other words might bo put in the

same category :
'" so7nc relation of thoughts," is a very wide phrase.

The ctymuJKgy and original use of the prepositions show that they

were prinuirily intended to express a local "relation" of motion,

direction, or position, and that this passed over by an insensibly

figurative a])p]ication to a secondary causal sense of agency, pos-

session, etc. From, by, to, in, th rough, Slc, have continued in both

senses; while others, as of, (originally off,) for, (literally, in front,

as representing.) cVc, are used only in the latter. \Vhen they

e\-press a l(i'j:ical relation, that is, between complex ideas, this class

of words become conjunctions; when they express a subjective rela-

tion, that is, between a subject and a |)redicate, they become adverbs;

it is only when they express a collateral relation, that is, of a sub-

ject or predicate to some additional object, that they arc proper

prepositions: e. g., "Men used manuscripts before the art of print-

ing was discovered," (where "before" is transferred from place to

time;) "lie lived before me," "He rode before me," "lie went

before."

In all this discussion, our space and design have limited us to a

notice only of general principles, and a few cases for the purpose
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of illustrating them ; these Ave wish to be taken as samples only of the

defects of modern grammars, and the modes by Avhich they might be

avoided. Our criticisms have mostly been .expended upon the ilrfuu-

tions, because these are the most prominent and fundamental points.

We have selected those of G. Brown as being, on tiic Avhole, per-

haps, the best of any that proceed upon the common plan. We
may be spared the examination of those of other grammarians, when
we find this consummate critic himself remarking of them, " A
majority of all the definitions and rules contained in the great multi-

tude of English grammars which I have examined are, in some
respect or other, erroneous."—P. 101. Certainly, with these warn-

ings before his eyes, we might have expected him to avoid these

errors, even if this had to be done by abandoning the whole system

with which they are incorrigibly bound up. AVell may he repeat the

exclamation of Scaliger, "^Notliing is more unhappy than the gram-
matical definer!"

—

Ibid.

Had we room, we should continue our criticisms through Syntax
also, where we should find the ordinary system of grammar eipially

defective and inconsistent; but we must dismiss this branch of

grammar with the single remark—which is alike ap]>licable, indeed,

to every department—that all grammatical statements, and espe-

cially the general propositions, shouLl set forth the essential prin-

ciple involved, and all the details and apparent departiu-es should be

explained into conformity with it. The maxim is inadmissible

here, that "exceptions strengthen the general rule:" a single well-

founded exception wholly vitiates the rule, because it proves it false.

Grammar has its fixed and certain laws, as much as chemistry or

any other science; and if a rule does not hold good in a given

instance included under it, it either shows that the rule is wholly

untrue, as having no real law for its basis, or that it is so incorrectly

stated as to cover an example that properly comes under some other

law which the rule infringes upon : in either ease the correct prin-

ciple is missed. There may be apparent exceptions, irregularities,

and anomalies, but it must be shown that they are apparent only.

This mere assorting of words and forms into parcels, as may suit

arbitrary "rules" and "definitions," and then packing away the

nonconforming cases into a list of " exceptions and observations,"

ought never to be accepted or taught as a substitute for grammar.
>V e had also intended to dissect the process of " parsing," as pre-

scribed "in the books,"—"formules" and extended specimens of

^'hich are given, even to satiety, in Mr. Brown's ponderous treatise.

The true method of parsing, that which begins by analyzing the sen-

tence into its logical elements, and treating the subordinate clauses
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and words in accordance with their relations to these and to each

other, he passes over with a very sli;;hting notice. "We feel too

much disgust, however, at the recollection of the operation in our

own case, and too little patience at the observation of the practice

in others, to be able to speak calmly of the routine usually renardod

as the meritorious exercise of parsing. It is the veriest muss of

trash that ever disgraced the school-room ; we can only compare it

to the stereotyped stupidity of tlic Chinese disciple, as he frames

his theme by ringing changes upon the dicta of Confucius, and

fancies this is leariiing.

But we rejoice to perceive that a better day is da\vning upon
English gi-ammar. The disputes and mutual criticisms found in the

popular treatises on this subject have conspired with their palpable

errors and inconsistencies, to undermine the confidence of many
teachers in the system itself, which is so uncertain and assail-

able ; and the community arc becoming very generally dissatis-

fied with all grammatical text-books that proceed upon the old

plan. Other Avorks, pursuing the natural and only true method,

that of etymological analysis, are beginning to be written and
studied. They arc but initiatory, it is true, and they approach

the subject cautiously. It is evident that the real grammar of the

English language has been hitherto unwritten, and modesty becomes
those who enter the field. We do not know of any one treatise that

fairly meets the rer|uircments of the case; but we could mention
several, Avrittcn by authors on both sides the Atlantic, that are

clearly approximations, or rather introductions, to the needed work.

As far as they go, they arc correct in plan and principle. When
the details shall have been well defined and settled by these and

further labom-s in the same line, a proper foundation will be laid.

on which we may hope ere long to see arise a well-developed and

symmetrical system of the science of the English language.
When such a work does appear, the present treatises will speedily

and forever be consigned to oblivion.
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Art. IV.—JACQUELIXE PASCAL.

Jacqueline Pascal : or, a Glimpse of Convent Life at Port-Iloijal. From the French

of M. Victor Cofsix, M. Prosi'kr Fauc.ere, M. VtNET, and otlur sources.

TrauslateJ by H. N. With an Introduction by W. R. Wii,lia:hs, 1). D. New-
York : Robert Carter S: Brothers. 1S.j4.

" When the heavenly choir were returning home, after having sung

on earth the advent of the Lord Jesus, one of them, the Angel

Peace, entreated to remain on earth, and cooperate -snth the gospel.

But there was no resting-place for her in any habitable region, since

everywhere, every foot of land worth possessing was the object

either of violence or jealousy; and she needed some quiet place

whither to retire at seasons and refresh her wearied spirit. So there

was allotted her a small place in tlic desert; and her presence made
it blossom as the rose." So runs the apologue; and those who arc

acquainted with the history and character of the institution in which

Jacqueline Pascal closed her earthly days ^vill be at no loss to

apply it.

In a former number we gave a general view of Port-lloyal, but

the present publication allows us to enter its doors, and gives us a

clearer insight into the routine of its daily life. It is a compilation

of two works by M. Cousin and M. FaugOre upon the Pascal family,

is introduced by the Fiev. J)r. Williams, and closed by an essay

from the late M. Vinet.

Struck by the beauty and intelligence of three young children

who surrounded their father in his audience-chamber, Cardinal

Richelieu remarked that he would make something of them. The
haughty favourite could never have divined that all these children

would live to seek higher honours than he could bestow, and to

count as dross the patronage for which others sighed.

Etienne Pascal, a learned and excellent man, was descended from
an ancient family in Auvergne. His domestic affections were strong,

aiid his interest in the moral and mental culture of his children im-

ft'Oiitting. Clermont, their birth-place, is a city in the then prov-

ince of Auvergne, which now comprises the departments of Puy dc

l^ome and Cantel. It may be a question with the physiologist how
i^'r the native region of 1he Pascals had an influence in producing
*he strongly-marked characteristics for which each of the family wa3

<«istinguished. It is a mountainous country, proverbial, we are told,

' for the obstinacy of its inhabitants." The Puy de Dome, under

i'ouRTH Series, Vol. VI.—25
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vrhosc shadow he was liom, is the mountain on which the experiment

recommended by Pascal for determining the weight of the air, and

its influence on the heiglit of the mercury in the barometer, was

carried into eflcct.

In the year 1628, Etienne Pascal lost his wife, and two 3'ear3 after

he removed from Clermont to Paris for the education of his children.

The elder daughter, Gilbcrte, afterward Madame Perier, was a most

superior and exemplary WDiaan, whose tender care for her young broth-

er and sister did all that was possible to supply a mother's loss. It

is to Gilbcrte's sketches of her distinguished brother, and her sister

Jacqueline, that we are principally indebted for our familiar acquaint-

ance with them. Jacqueline, however, was the sister closer allied in

heart and mind to Blaise, and the one who exercised the greater

influence over him. Prom her infancy she was distinguished for

extraordinary personal attractions, precocious genius, and gi-eat

sweetness of temper. She was six years old when the fomily

removed to Paris, and Gilberte dwells with lively fondness upon her

pretty manner and winning ways at that period of her life. "When

she was seven years old her father requested Gilberte to teach her

to read. She found it a difficult task, until the interest of the child

was awakened by one of those fortuitous circumstances that some-

times decide the bent of a character. Jacqueline hearing her sister

read some poetry, attracted by the melody of the rhythm, told her

that she would try to learn if she would teach her out of a verse-book.

The request was complied with, and from that time rapid progi-ess

was made. '"If the nose of Cleopatra had been shorter, Antony
would have kept the world," remarked the sententious Blaise. Had
Jacqueline found a less accommodating teacher, her rare talents

might never have been elicited. From this time poetry became her

passion; and she began to compose "not bad verses," savs hor

cautious sister. We find Jacqueline soon after engaged with throe

little friends in the composition of a play which was performed

before a large audience, and exceedingly admired. The report of

her genius reached the court-circle, and the attendance of the child

was requested at the royal palace of St. Germain's. There she

found tiiat remarkable character, Louise d' Orleans, better knovni

in history as La Grande Mademoiselle, a woman who blended a

superabundance of tolly and vanity with so much good sense and

bravery that her father pronounced her the worthy representative

of her gvandfather Henry tlie Great. ^YhHe waiting the sunrnviis

of .Vnne of Austria, Mademoiselle requested Jacqueline to make

some verses ujjon herself and ^ladame Ilautefort. The child com-

plied, and wrote two appropriate epigrams. We may imagin"'
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Madame llautefort the more inspiring subject for her muse. She

was a yomig lady of engaging maimers, and so coiTCct in her deport-

ment as io have gained, iu that corrupt court, the sobriquet of Sainte

llautefort. The queen treated Jacqueline >vith great consideration,

and gave her frequent invitations to the palace, -where siie some-

times had the honour of attending her majesty when she dined in

private. When she "was thirteen years old a volume of her poems
was published, Avith a dedication to the queen. A celebrated poet

of the day, after some strictures upon the book, adds,

—

" But genius lifts thee common rale3 above,

Fair child of song."

Even at that period we find her impressed with the conviction that

her gift of song was a sacred talent intrusted to her by God, "for

which she claimed no merit, but ascribed all the glory to him."

At this time the elder Pascal became obno.xious to Cardinal

Richelieu for the fearlessness with which he remonstrated with liim

for his illegal seizure of private property to carry on the war with

Spain^ He was probably not the less earnest for being himself a suf-

ferer. Threatened by the arrogant favourite with the Bastile, Pascal

concealed himself for three months. But upon hearing that Jacque-

line was dangerously ill with small-pox, he returned to the house

to remain with her at every hazard. She recovered, but with the

loss of her beauty, on which she wrote some verses full of piety and

good sense. In them she thanks God that her hfe had not '• faded

like an April morn," and blesses him for the scars upon her face,

because she views them as the impress of his hand. As we read

her little poem, we wonder at the union of so much taste and sen-

sibility with the childish feeling that led her still to take pleasure

in "her trinkets and her dolls." Soon after Jacquehne's recovery,

a play was to be performed for the entertainment of the cardinal.

It was composed by Madame Scuderi, a fashionable ^^Titer of the

day, whose poems and interminable romances abound with unnatural

and exaggerated sentiments. Gilbertc reluctantly consented that

her sister should take part in the exhibition, at the urgent entreaty

of the Duchess d'Auguillon, and then only in hope that the attrac-

tions of the child might soften the cardinal's heart toward her

father. Nor was she disappointed. The marvellous little girl acted

iicr part admirably. The father was not only forgiven, but S'-ion

after presented with a ])roritab]c and honourable office in Pouen,

''^hich he filled with his usual uprightness and integrity. As an

evidence of his probity, it is related that he discharged his secrc-

^0'. ^'•'ho was also a relative, for receiving a louis-d'or as a bribe. Ho
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found tlic records of his office in f^cat confusion, but, -with the

assistance of his son, he soon succeeded in placing them in a satis-

factory condition. It was to expedite this business that Liaise

invented his celebrated calculating machine.

The Pascals probably found llouen a pleasant dwelling-place.

The "city of a hundred towers" has given birth to some of the

most illustrious names in France; and Pierre Corneille at that time

resided there, and was a frc'iucnt guest at the hearth and board of

the Pascals. He is not said to have been a great conversationaHst,

but the genial qualities (d' the family, united to so much genius and

cultivation, must have drawn from the poet many an immortal

thought. lie took a lively interest in the opening talents of Jacque-

line, and persuaded her to become a competitor for a yearly prize,

offered by the city for the best poem on the Conception of the

Virgin. It was adjudged to her, but, whether from modesty or

indift'ercnce wc cannot tell, she was absent when it was to be pre-

sented. Corneille, however, received it for her, with an impromptu

speech of thanks in Jacqueline's name. Afterward it was carried

to her with drum and trumpet.

Gilberte thus speaks of Jacqueline at this period of her life :

—

" Thou'jli !=1ic wrvs then fiAccn, she was a? frolicsome as a little child, and

still found much amu-.-mcnt In her dolls. We used to scold her for this;

but had i:rc;it dillL'ultv to L'ot her to give up her childish plays, -whioh she

much pnterrod to tlic di.-ti!i;juished society of the town, although she received

general admiration."— P. 11.

We cannot think of the authoress of a poem that excited the

whole city of llouen, and in which the greatest dramatist of France

took a lively interest, staj'ing at home to play with dolls, without

reiterating the assertion of Joanna Baillie, that

" A sirnplo heart with subtle spirit join'd.

Makes suL-h ft union as

May pass for curious and unnatural."

Jacqueline was fifteen when her sister Gilberte man-ied M. Perier.

a man in every respect worthy to become a member of the Pascal

family. At this period of her life, notwithstanding her full convic-

tion of the importance of true religion, she exhibited a degree of

alienation from it, and even expressed contempt for some of it^

observances. It is certainly no matter of surprise that the discern-

ing mind of Jacqueline saw the folly of Papal forms, and became

disgusted with tliom.

The time had now arrived when, through a chain of God's prov-

idences, this remarkable family were brought to feel their accounta-

bility to him for the lot>y powers with which he had enriched them.
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St. Cyran, the imprisoned director of rort-Royal, had his captivity

iu the Bastilc at one time shared by a priest named Guillebert.

Few persons ever came in contact ^vitli this man of God v,ithout

imbibing something of his heavenly spirit. Hard and haughty

hearts melted before the cross • which he exhibited to their view;

the ambitious became lowly, the careless devout. Guillebert was

not an exception. "When released from his confinement he poured

forth strains of fervid eloquence that attracted crowds of li.^ftincrs

to his church in the little village of Rouville. ^Members of parlia-

ment, with other distinguished persons, came from llouen, and took

lodgings on Saturda}^ night that they might listen to his voice on

the ensuing day.

Among his converts were two noblemen, "brothers, belonging to

the numerous family of Bailleul." They had made the study of

anatomy and medicine the amusement of their leisure hours, when

they learned, through the preaching of Guillebert, that they were

bound to use their acquired knowledge for the benefit of their fellow-

creatures.

They attended the elder Pascal for n. dislocated limb ; and while

attending upon his body they also ministered to his soul. ^Madame

Perier writes :

—

" The edifWng discourse and exemplary lives of their visitors made my
father, brother, and sister wish to read the books which had aided them in

obtaining so great a degree of holiness; and this was their first auiualntxinee

with the works of Jansenius, M. de St. Cyran, Arnold, and olhei's, that were
of gi-eat service to them." •

"We do not think the translator of this work is correct in her

statement that Blaise was the first to " rest his whole hope of sal-

vation on the merits of his Redeemer;" for two years afterward,

Jacqueline, in allusion to her brother's conversion, writes to her

sister :

—

" We entreat you never to forget this ; nor let a day pass -without reviewing

God's dealings with us. lie has not only made us kindred in Christ, but

children of one father in a twofold sense, since, as you know, our father's con-

version preceded ours. Ought we not to be astonished at God's mercy in

thus doubly allying us, both in emblem and rcalit>- ? For, as we have often

remarked when with you, corporeal things are but the types of spiritual, and
Gol employs visible things to represent those which are invisible. The view
of the relation between the things of nature and those of grace takes in a wide

rancTL'. of profitable thoughts, and demands our frequent and serious attention."

—r. 101.

Blaise Pascal was twenty-three years old at this time. 'J'he

world had considered him a model of purity, for no outward sin had

Bullied the beauty of his daily life. Yet not until now did he find
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Christ as the Redeemer of his soul, and attain that saving faith

Tvhich made his ensuinj^ life so railiantly beautiful in Christian ma,i;-

nanimity and gentle resignation to the will of God. The twin-sister

of his soul soon became a partaker in " his new-found joy," and from

that time they Averc united by a threefold cord. It was a beautiful

union; and surely God did not intend that, as was too soon the

case, it should be violently torn asunder. In the same year M. and

Madame Pcrier visited JJoucn, and "became the subjects of a

similar change" to that which the rest of their family had known.

The whole Pascal family then placed themselves under the ministry

of M. Guillcbcrt. The strictest of our ^^lethodist fathers required

of their converts no more simplicity in externals than he. Madame

Pcrier s daughter tells us how cheerfully her mother complied with

the requisitions of her spiritual director to lay aside her ornaments

and the trimmings on her dresses. She informs us, also, that she

never put those (lecorations upon her children which she herself could

not conscientiously wear; for she stripped them of the ribbons.

laces, and silver-embroidered dresses in which, when left for a short

time under her care, it had pleased their grandmother te array them.

From that time the young Periers wore only gray camlet ; and their

mother incurred considerable expense in taking thera to Paris rather

tlian leave tlu-m with their grandmother, lest associating with chil-

dren of worldly views should mar the simplicity of their character.

No half-way measures did the Pascals use: no compromise with

duty was ever made.

At this period of her life Gilberfce must have been in the full

bloom and richness of that beauty which her daughter speaks of; and

.we can imagine her dignified and unostentatious appearance in the

dress of sober-coloured material which her conscience prompted her

to wear. Several years after this, when Madame Perier lay dan-

gerously ill, dacqueline writes of her in words that recall to mind

one of the most beautiful of Milton's sonnets. She says:

—

" Let her hope to go in ^vIth Iliin to tliat blessed marriage, since she neither

sutl'cred her lamp to become extinct by quitting the -ivays of God from the

time o( lier ciUr iii'-e on tliom, n-jr has she bought oil of those who sell, by

listening to the llatterlfs (;f f.il.-e guides, but has'taithtuUy {)rescrved the tmo

oU of gi^ce shed abroad in her heart by God's Holy Spirit."—P. 152.

After much devout and caniest preparation, Jacqueline Pascal,

for the first time, partook of the communion in 1G4G. " Wc may

believe that she tiion really received the influences of the Holy

Ghost," writes her sister, " since her character from thenceforward

was completely changed."

From this period every communication from the f:;mily accords
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in piety of tone. Blaise is breathing out some of those fervent sup-

pUcations which have come doNvn to us, and Jacqueline is calling

upon her sister to pray for her with her whole heart, as well as offer

up thauksp^ivings on their brother's account. He, prostrated by
illness, only asks for perfect and unqualified submission to the will

of God. These petitions were fully answered. With serene patience

he endured his distressing maladies ; and when, owing to an obstruc-

tion in his throat, he was obliged to swallow nauseous medicines

drop b}' drop, he never uttered a complaint. " Make me to glorify

Thee in my sufferings, knowing that without them I cannot attain

unto glory, and that thou, my Saviour 1 didst choose to be made
perfect thereby. The marks of thine agony once revealed thee to

thy waiting disciples, and thou dost still set on thy followers the

seal of tribulation," were some of the utterances of his heart.

Soon after, Pascal, accompanied by Jacqueline, went to consult the

physicians in Paris. Her letters from that city show us with what

interest she entered into her brother's scientific pursuits. They
speak of Descartes, Hobert, and lloberval, the savans of the age,

and give details of their various conversations. This visit decid<'J

the desiiny of Jacqueline's life. She then became acquainted with

M. Singlin, the pious director of Port-Royal, and after a conversa-

tion witli him, in which she expressed the breathings of her soul after

perfect consecration to God, she came to the conclusion that it v/as

st tliAt retreat she might, to use her own words, " become wisely

pious."

Kever had the piety of this institution shone with a brighter lustre

than at this period of its existence. Long-contumed persecutions,

from a power that demanded the sacrifice of truth and conscience,

had done much to emancipate them from a slavish obedience to its

authority, and to ingraft upon them what Alnet calls " an unconscious

Protestantism." The spirit of the whole bod}' was evinced in the

simple reply of Gertrude do Valois to the Superior, who threatened

to deprive her of the sacraments, and to have her- body cast ujion a

dunghill, because she would not sign propositions which she knew to

be false: "I do not tliink your lordship will be able to discover any

place to cast my body, where my Saviour cannot find and raise it

Jp at the last day." The institution in which such a sentiment was

openly expressed, might well be denominated the " hotbed of heresy
"

oy the infuriated Jesuits.

'We, as Protestants, cannot fail to discern grievous errors in the

creed of Port-Royal, and are compelled to allow that even there

invocations to the saints were professedly practised. Rut in the

latter part of its existence we hear little of a behef that always,
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indeed, seemed to sit very loosely upon them. The appeal in their

extremity is to God, tlu-oiigh the Saviour, and the saints in the

calendar are seldom named. Error there met with an antagonistic

influence in the Scriptural knowledge that was so fully difTused, for

the Uible was constantly read, and the mms were exhorted to com-
mit portions of it to memory. The Constitutions say,

—

" Let them try to fill the treasury of their minds with God's word, which is

more desirable than trold or precious stones: so will the languishing llamc ol'

devotion in their souls he (juickencd by contact with that divine'' truth, tor

the word of the Lord is iuU of lire."—P. 90.

From the nuns and recluses we find letter after letter, such as the

stanchcst Protestant might write; and we must ever feel, with

Vinet, that the piety of Port- Royal was " spiritual, actual, and sin-

cere. It had no toleration for sublime fantasies; the virtues it

practised were useful and salutary; it aimed at justice and charity

in its relations with mankind ; and its morality is no exact, ingenious

mechanism, but a living, pliant reality."

Such was tiic monastery which Jacqueline desired to enter. But
her f.\thcr could not endure separation from her, and peremptorily

refused his consent. So far from rebelling against this decision,

Jacqueline's friends at Port-lloyal insisted upon her obedience to it,

and the corrosjiondence which passed between them at the time shows

their noble and magnanimous characters in bold relief Although

not permitted to take the veil, Jacqueline after this had no connexion

with the world, except through '• the golden link of charity." She

consulted tlie directors of Port-Royal upon every point of con-

science, upon ever}' act of her life. We mourn over the austerities

to which she doomed herself, and over the false views of Christian

duty that led to her seclusion from the family by whom she was so

dearly loved. Yet wo are glad to hear that she nursed them ten-

derly in illness, and if she would not contribute to their amusement,

that she still made it her happiness to extend to them every kind-

ness ; that she busied herself in works of mercy to the sick and suf-

fering, and that her separation from the world neither soured her

temper, nor made h^r manners austere.

A letter, from which we have before quoted, written by Jacque-

line about this time, seems to bear the assay-mark of her brother,

and shows us how perfectly her mind was the reHection of his own.

One sentence appears particularly characteristic of the author of

Les Pensees :

—

" "We ought to consider ourselves as criminals in a prison hung around with

Sictures of our Liberator, and the necessary instruction for obtaining our frec-

om. Yet it must be owned that these' holy hieroglyphics cannot be do-
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ciphored without a supernatural linht ; for the very thinc'S which speak of G(xl,

and manifest his glurj- to tho?e who know and love him, serve to hide hira

from those who know him not."—1*. 101.

At the su^p^estioa of an ecclesiastic -who frequently visited her,

Jaciiueline translated a Latin b3-mn, -u-liich is given us in an English

dress. It is remarkably fine; and we cannot enough regi-et the

decision of M. Singlin, ivho, ^vhen consulted by Jacqueline ujx>n the

propriety of continuing her translations, replied that the lot of \vomi:iu

uas humility and silence, and even assured her that she should

"hate her genius." Surely the pious father forgot that every crea-

ture of God is sanctified by the word of God and prayer. Our fi-el-

ings rebel against the sentence that hushed the golden harp that

sent forth such sweet and solemn music, and forbade the consecrated

use of the talents which God had bestowed. Yet, in our age of active

exertion and extensive charity, may we not learn a lesson from the

deep humility and entire self-negation of the Fort-Royalists ? They

were accustomed never to speak of themselves, their exertions, or

rehgious attainments. They did not desire credit, nor seek distinc-

tion even for eminence in piety. They let their light shine bufurc

men not by sounding professions and assumptions of religious supe-

riority, but by the purity of their daily life, and the sweetness of a

heavenly temper. While they aimed at a continual remembrance of

God, in looking to him, and referring everything to his will, they

carefully shunned whatever might have a tendency '" to foster self-

complacency," a desire of distinction, or a love of applause.

The spirit they inculcated is admirably expressed in the following

language of The Mere Angelique :

—

" Nothing is more easy than to deceive ourselves as to the grounds and
intents of the heart in those actions which, when once performed, consti-

tute a choice for lite. The motive was perhaps pure which first inspired it,

and because the same outward course remains, we are too apt to tkitt<T our-

selves that the same internal devotion, zeal, and singleness of heart, still con-

tinue; whereas, too ot'ten. the habit by which a course of life is continued, is

wholly ditlerent from the choice by which it is established. And ifthe human ht-.irt

be so corrupt that even an apostle found it necessary to seek (.onstant aid iVoni

above, and that the inner man should be renewed day by day, do not let us

flatter ourselves with vainly trusting to a dead and formal adhesion to those

Works we once adopted from spiritual and living fiith. . . . Examine vour
hearts : there is an indolent retirement from the world which originates in a
niisanthropic absorption in our own concerns; there is a melaucholy retire-

ment which is grounded on disai)pointed self-love; and there is a philosophic

retirement which has its basis in pride and contempt of others. Far diii'crcnt

fr<Dm all these antichristian dispositions is a genuine religious retirement. Iho
Christian's seclusion is founded on a deep experience of the corruption and

diX'eitfuluess of his own heart; nor is it deserving of that holy name unlesiS,

while lie comes out from among worldly men to wait upon Go*! in silence, and to

renew liis strength, either iu solitude or by the example of his saints, ho alsO
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asslfluously and dillL'cntly labours by liis industry and talents, as well as by Lis

E
ravers, to servo to tlio very utmost, even tiiat secular society which conscience

as'led him to (j^uit as associates."—J/'^mo/rs of Fort-Ro'jal, vol. i, p. \\>b.

In the autumn of IGol tlic elder Pascal was seized with his last

illness, and Gilbertc relates how assiduously Jacqueline attended

her father day and night, and how, when her presence was not

needed in his room, her time was spent in incessant prayer on his

behalf, in words that recall the tender lines of Crabbe :

—

" Still long she nursed Lira ; tender thoughts meantime

Were intcrchangeil, and hopes and views sublime.

"With him she jTay'd, to him the Bible read,

Soothed the faint heart, and held the aching head.

She came with smiles the hour of pain to cheer;

Apart she sidiM, alone she shed the tear

—

Then, as if breaking from a cloud, she gave

Fresh light, and gilt the prospect of the grave."

Etienne Pascal died in September. We give the following extract

from a letter written by his son upon that occasion :

—

" Let us, th<'n, viow death in Jesus Christ, and not without him. "\Mtho.ut

Christ, death is naturally an object of detestation and dread. In Christ all is

changed, and death bocnmes lovely, holy, the object of the believer's desire

and joy. In Cliri>t all tiling's are pleasant, and work together lor our g'Xxl.

Death is no exi-.-ption, fir Christ sullcrcd and died that he might sanctify

death and sorrtjw. As God and man he experienced the two extremes of

majesty and meanness, and, in so doinjj, sanctified everything save sin, and

became an example to us in every condition."—P. 125.

And now, deprived of the father whom he had so loved and rever-

enced, and separated by distance from his elder sister, Plaise turaed to

Jacqueline for consolation and support. But her determination to

leave the world uj.fwi her father's death had been fully formed, and

the Pascal spirit was ever unyielding and inflexible. His anguish

was extreme when informed by Gilberte of Jacqueline's purpose.

lie shut himself up in his room, and refused to look upon the face

from which he was soon to ho forever exiled. The account that

Madame Perier gives of these circumstances is very touching; the

more so from the almost Scriptural simplicity of manner in which

they are related. When the morning amvcd which was to separate

Jacqueline from her friends, as sternly as if the hand of death bad

beckoned her, her sister writes :

—

" She rose, dressed, and went away, doimr this, as she did everything el:;0,

with incon<eivab!e calmness and evenness of spirit. We did not say i:o<>.l-bye.

for fear of Wnvj, overcome, and I turned aside from her path whiu 1 saw that

she was ready to depart."— 1'. 12!).

Thus, by sacrificing the tender affections of the heart, Jacqueline

Pasca,! persuaded herself that she was doing God service. \Vhat a
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monstrous perversion of duty to leave a world that she was so qualified

to improve and enjoy, and a brother whose liappiness Avas so dependent

upon her, under the idea of uuikini^ herself mure holy and acceptable

to God! Still hoping to throw an impediment in the wa\- of her

sister's becoming a nun, Pascal made some difliculty in regard to

the dowry which the monastery usually received upon tht> reception

of a novice. This touched the proud spirit of Jacpi'jline to the

utmost. She had yet to learn the heaven]}- meekness wliich, united

to so much genius and strength of character, made Angeliiiue Ar-

nauld so preeminently lovely: 'Oly gi'ief became so violent that 1

wonder how I ever lived through it," she passionately exclaims. In

vain JM. Angelique advised her to leave her relatives to manage

her fortune, and to think only of her approaching profession. She

was so unhappy at the idea of entering the convent as a pen-

sioner instead of a benefactor, that she begged to be admitted as

one of the lay-sisters. These are nuns who perform the menial

offices of the convent, and are in reality its servants. Jacqueline's

request was refused, and her brother, finding resistance unavailing,

acted with his accustomed generosity, and settled a handsome dowry

upon the institution.

In ^lav'. 164'2, the convent-gate closed upon Jacqueline Pascal

forever. No mention of the ceremony has been found among the

records of Port-lloyal. Their principle was to avoid ostentation

and display upon these occasions, as well as upon every other. Even

the imposing ceremonial of removing the hair of a novice was not

practised there, lest she might regret the sacrifice in after-life : but

a little was merely cut oft' at the ends.

Three years after Jacqueline's profession, her brother joined the

recluses at Port-Eoyal. There they met only at church, and their

intercourse was merely by letter. The tenor of Pascal's life at

Port-Koyal is fully known. In his retirement he forged those

keen and polished shafts which caused the Jesuit order to reel and

bite the dust with wrath and agony. xVnd there he collected and

arranged materials for a noble temple, ofwhich a few precious stones,

carved and chiselled with exquisite precision, have been preserved.

Soon after Jacqueline's entrance into the convent she was appointed

Sub-Prioress, and Mistress of the Novices, an honourable but labo-

rious situation. She attended to the religious and general education

of "the Sisters of the White Veil," particularly explaining to them
" the solemn nature of their obligations, and their need of continued

prayer and effort if they desired to grow in grace, striving to imbue

them with a delight in solemn communion with God, and a true sub-

mission to his holy will.''—P. ST.
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Port-Royal bad long before Jacqueline's entrance been noted for

the admirable education bestowed in its schools :

—

" The truths of Christianity were there solidly and luminously taught tlic

minds of the pupils ivcrc thoroughly cultivated ; and where they perceived tlic

germ of peculiar talents, tin; education they received under the sisters oftlic
Arnaulds and the Pascals was tar did'erent from that which any other public
system of education ever elsewhere afforded to ladies."

—

Memoirs of Port-
Royal, vol. i, p. 200.

The Arabs say that a tree becomes fruitful by looking upon an-

other: so v,-e may imagine Avhat enduring effects continued inter-

course and communion ^vith the Port-lloyalists Avould have upon the

youthful mind. The words of such instructers must indeed have
"kindled as they fell;" and it is no wonder that their pupils were
everywhere distinguished for the purity of their lives as well as for

the superiority of their acquirements. Jacqueline's letters to her

relatives at this period are written in a cheerful tone, and breathe

the most undying love ; a love, she tells them, resembling " a fire

closely pnckcd together, which diffuses the more heat because it does

not waste its strength over a large surface." We should wonder
that she makes no allusion to the persecutions of that period, if we
were not aware that the rort-Koyalists made it a matter of con-

science to preserve a profound silence respecting their injuries ; and
were e.xhtn-ted never unnecessarily to speak of their own concerns,

and then in as brief a manner as possible. " This barrier," says

Vinet, ''is never threatened either by the dearest interests or the

most profouml emotions."

We find Jacqueline Pascal the obedient nun and the passive re-

cipient of the opinions of her Church, until forced into collision

with it by what she considered an " imperilment of the truth."

Then, standing face to face against a power which demanded the

surrender of the human will, and aimed " to smelt soul-ore into one

solid mass," all the n.-bjoness and intrepidity of her character was

fully evinced. The much-talkcd-of formulary drawn up by the coun-

cil, sanctioned and cnfuroed by the clergy, and submitted to by

some who had hitherto been pillars for the truth, was condenmeJ
both by Jacqueline and her brother : he, in Paris, and she, at Port-

lloyal, unknown to each other, lifted up their voices against ic

He afterward yielded
; but no excuses for expediency, no fallacious

reasoning moved her; and, to use her own idea, she turned from

truth itself "when painted in the colours of falsehood."

" What are we afraid of? llanishmont for the nuns, the seizure of i>roporty,

prison, death, if you will
; but are not these thinijs our glorv, and ought we

not therein rather to rejoice ? Let us cither give uj^ the gospel, or let us carry

out its principles, and esteem ourselves happy in suffering for the truth's sake-
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15ut we may perhaps be cast out from the Church! True ; and yet who docs
iifit know that none can be truly dotarhcd from the Church except by his

own will ? The spirit of Jesus Christ is the tie that binds his members to him-

self", and to one another."—1'. 215.

She elsewhere writes :

—

*' 1 know very -well that the defence of truth is not woninn's business; thoucrli

in a melancholy sense it may be affirmed, that when bl.-hups seem to have the

cowardice of women, 'svomcn oucrht to have the boldness of bishops. And if

we are not to be defenders of the truth, we can at least die for it, and suffer

everything rather than abandon it."— P. "J 19.

M. Arnaukl, woni out T\ith the persecutions that had broken up

their scliools, scattered their nuns, and imprisoned their directors,

thoui^ht that a compromise, TS'hich -would give them a little repose

after the storms of so many years, Avould be allowable ; but Jacque-

line continued firm, and wrote bim one of the most noble and fear-

less letters that ^Yas ever dictated by the heart of woman. She and

the Prioress of Port- Royal, Deschamps, at length stood alone in their

opposition. But after a letter from Arnauld, in which he endeavoured

to overcome their objections, their signatures were at length extorted,

but not without a protest, " in order to clear their consciences in

^ome degree." How ineffectual these concessions were, the utter

.doraolition of Pori^-Royal attests. It scarcely delayed its doom, and

the life of Jacqueline became the costly sacrifice.

" She .died of grief because, under the guidance of her brother, with the

great Arnauld, and the distinguished members of Port-rvoyal, she had con-

sented to a transaction esteemed proper by them all, but in which tlic exqui-

site delicacy of her moral sense detected a slight evasion. How much mingled
strength and weakness in such a death I yet it was not the Christian, hut the

woman, who sank overwhelmed by the weight of her own courage."—P. "2-18.

She passed from the sorrows and anxieties of earth to the peace

and serenity of heaven, on her birthday, 4th of October, IGGl, aged

thirty- six years. M. Angelique was gathered to her Father's house

two months before. Of Jacqueline, M. Singlin from his place of

concealment thus writes: " \Yhcn God takes them in so holy and
happy a frame of mind as was hers, 1 have reason to praise him, and

therefore to rejoice. jMy only sorrovr is because I know there is a

void in your house which it is impossible to fill;" and Angelique

St. Jean, at that time the very soul of Port-Royal herself, exclaims

:

" Alas I I had hoped great things in all our present and future trials,

for her whom God has taken away lest we should lean on her too

nmch."

Her brother followed her on the succeeding August ; and thus,

as Vinet beautifully remarks, were shattered ''two precious vases,

kv the mighty workings of truth, genius, and feeling within them,

-^'he covering was too frail to resist the internal pressure."
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And now Gilbcrtc is left, the hist of her father's family, with
radiant memories of the dead^ and Cliri^tian hopes for thc"^ living.

These hopes were fiilfdled ; for in after years her daughter writes :—

" Such was the life of all the members of my family. I am left alone
They all died iu iuuuoval>!o love for the truth'. I may sav, as di.l Sinioii
IVlaccabeus. the last of all his Lrothers: -All inv relatives and brethren have
died in God's service, and the love of hi^ truth ;'l am left alone, and God Ibr-
bid that I should ever think of renouncing either.'"

Happy Margaret: thus standing upon the verge of heaven thyself,

with all thy loved ones beckoning thee from thence. The bitterness

of death is gone, and the sorrows by which thy heart was riven have
made for thee a chaimel of consolation and of joy.

In reading the work before us we have been struck with the stroD^^

resemblance between the Pascal and the Wesley family. Both po3°
sessed the same concentration of purpose, the same simplicity of

motive, the same love for the truth, and the same indomitable will.

John AVesley, rejecting the living of Epworth against the arguments
and entreaties of hi.s father and brothers, stands side by side with
Jacqueline Pascal, turning away from the prayers of a brother who
loved her as his own soul, when she felt that her vocation was for a
monastic life. Both of tliem refused to succumb to spiritual despot-
ism, when its mamlates warred with the voice of God within their

souls; and, like Susanna Wesley, Jacqueline, at every risk, would
have refused to respond to the prayer that involved tlie recognition

of the title of one whom she did not consider to have a legal right
to his position as king.

Jacqueline Pascal was taken from the evil to come. The full

fury of the stonn that hung over the convent burst upon it im-
mediately after her death. The nuns were placed in such rigorous
captivity that in several instances it resulted in loss of life.'' The
recluses were threatened with the Bastile. and hunted from place to

place. M. Singlin died of the hardships he endured.

And now the valley of Port-Royal is desolate; the site of its

noble buildings is scarcely discernible. The fiat, " Haze it, raze

it, even to the foundations thereof," was remorselessly executed.

Lovely wild-flowers wave over prostrate arches, and cover the

desecrated graves of its saints, as if nature would veil the ruin which
man has made. No sound save the sighing of the win.l and the'

note of the londy bird is heard; for even the'soft music of the little

stream is hushed by the profuse vegetation that crowds its cliannel.

But is the mission of Port-Koyal ended V Can this noble baud of

confessors and martyrs have suffered and died in vain ? We cannot
BO believe. The leaf falls from the tree to fertilize the soil ; the
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dew rises to heaven, and returns in sho\Yers " to cover the broad

fields with golden grain."

"What seeds of life that day were sown

The heavenly watchers know alone :"

and as seeds that for hundreds of years encased in darkness have

afterward distended, and sprouted, and brought forth blossoms, so

we trust that the love, the devotion, the unshrinking faitli of the

Port-KoyuUsts may yet yield a noble harvest to the Christian

Church. Reuchlin, a German Protestant, has written a History

of Port-Royal; and St. Peuve, "one of the most distingui.<licd of

the living critics of France," is now occupied with a similar task.

We have no doubt that the writings and examples of these fmincut

saints, when thus made familiar to us, will kindle a brighter flame

of devotion, and "impart a leaven of new life throughout the entire

commonwealth of Christianity."

The founder of our Church, with his large Christian heart,

delighted to dwell upon the piety of Gregory Lopez and Pe Renti.

He loved the image of Christ wherever manifested. And we in his

spirit may rejoice to know that, in the one song that has no dis-

cordant note, many will imite with us who have not called them-

selves by our name, nor worshipped after our manner ; but who "arc

built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ

himself beins: the chief corner-stone."

akt. v.—bishop ASBURY.

Journals of the Rev. Francis Jsbury, Bishop nf the Methodist Episcopal Church.

3 vols., 12mo., pp. 524, 492, o02. New-York: Carlton i' Phillips. 1851.

We congratulate the friends of the ]Methodist Episcopal Church
upon the appearance of these volumes. It is a singular fact, that

although Francis Asbury is the most distinguished man that the

Methodist Episcopal Church has ever produced, and the most im-

portant ecclesiastical personage that our country has ever seen ; and
although more than thirty-seven years have passed away since his

decease, a full memoir of his life yet remains to be written. Numer-
ous and urgent calls have been made for it; and several attempts

have been made to meet them; but with singular want of success.

The reasons of this are two : First, adequate materials for such a

memoir were not to be had, until very recently ; secondly, a fair
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estimate of the character of the man, and of the relative position

that he Avas entitled to hold in the ecclesiastical history of the coun-

try—until the recent extraordinary and unlooked-for developments

of his wonderful labours—could not be made, lie TN-as one of those

few men whom his own generation could not appreciate. The men of

his time did not know who was among them. The goodly proportions

of his loftj and apostolic character were more than they could com-
prehend. It has remnined for the men of another generation, who
are now the eye-witnesses of some of the results of his wisdom and

toils, to do him justice. Those memoirs will, probably, appear in

due time ; and, until then, we commend our readers to the perusal

of the interesting volumes before us.

One volume of these Journals was published during the author's

lifetime,—first in numbers,—although not under his own inspection;

and also the first number of the second, with the intention of pub-

lishing the whole volume—a purpose not then carried into effect.

The remainder were not published till 1S21, five years after his death,

when the whole were issued by Messrs. Bangs ct Mason, then agents

of the Book Concern of the ^lethodist Episcopal Church, in three

volumes, octavo. Though much pains were taken with the edition, and

it was probably niade as perfect as circumstances then admitted, yet it

was full of fiTors and inaccuracies, and was far from giving entire

satisfaction to the numerous friends of the distinguished author.

This first edition was never extensively circulated, and has long since

been out of print. Somethhig better was much needed.

This desideratum is at length supplied in the volumes named at

the head of tiiis article, lu these we have an elegant and accurate

edition of the Journals, upon which no pains seems to have been
spared, and whicli cannot but be read with pleasure and satisfaction

by the friends of our Church, and indeed by all persons who feel in-

terested in that much-neglected branch of study—the ecclesiastical

history of our country. The writer lived duiing the most important

and eventful period of our history,—namely, from the commence-
ment of our troubles with the mother country to the close of oiur last

^•ar with Great Britain. It was during this period that all the load-

ing denominations of the country became fully organized in their

present form, and the ecclesiastical as well as the political interests

of the country were placed upon a firm and solid foundation, from
•which has arisen the great prosperity of later times. This de-

partment has hitherto been almost wholly ignored by most writers

on American history, because they were ignorant'of it, and in-

capable of appreciating its value and importance; but this will

not always be. And it is also to be further noted, that the author
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of these Journals travelled more extensively, and conversed Mith a

larger number of persons of all classes, from \Vashin;^ton—-with ^hom
he was personally acquainted—down to the humblest dweller in the

log-cabins of our extensive frontier, than any other man of his time.

Jle usually passed through nearly the entire extent of our country,

from north to south, besides crossing the mountains to the borders

of western civilization, almost every year, especially after ITC'S, when
he held the first conference in the tlien District of .Maine.

Mr. Asbury's Journals extend from the meeting of the conference

held in Bristol, England, August 7, 1771— so famous in the Calvinistic

controversy of the times, and at which he received his appointment

from Mr. Wesley as missionary for America—to December 7, ISIO.

within a few months of his death, a period of upward of forty- four

years. They also contain notices of his early life, previous to that

event, interspersed throughout the volumes ; and also an account of

his concluding labours, and of his death, which cannot but draw tears

"even from ej-es unused to weep." This edition, unlike the former,

also contains that most valuable appendage to all large work?,—

a

closely-printed index of twenty-six pages ; which must have cost no

small amount of patient labour, and will save much to the reader.

To whet the appetite of our readers for a thorough perusal of

these journals, we subjoin the following sketch of the life and charac-

ter of their venerable and apostolic author :

—

Francis Asbury was born in the parish of Handsworth, about

four miles from Birmingham, in the county of Staffordshire, England,

August 20th, 1745. His parents, Joseph and Elizabeth Asbury.

were in humble circumstances, and of steady and consistent piety.

They were Methodists, and their house was long a home for the

preachers, and a place of meeting for the members of the society.

Joseph and Elizabeth Asbury had but two children,—Francis aud

ISarah. The latter died in her inf\mcy, which aflliction seems to have

been the means of leading Mrs. Asbury to repent-iTice, and to seek

those consolations of divine grace of which she so much stood in

need at this time. Thus was a gTcat good brought out of a seem-

ing evil ; for the death of that infant made the spiritual life of thou-

sands in distant regions of the earth, the most of whom were then

unborn.

Francis was now the sole care of his parents ; ani.i, according !•->

their humble ability, they were not wanting to him, but brought liim

up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord." His pious mother

however, seems to have been the most prominent in this work.

Young Asbury was the subject of serious impressions when but a

child at school, when—on account of his religious turn of mind, of

Fourth ISeries, Vol. ¥1—20
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the piety of his parents, >vho "were accustomed to invite devout

people to their liouse, and of the fact that he ^vore a vhite smock

frock, which bore some resemblance to a clergyman's surplice—he

was called "the parson.'" He was converted to God when thirteen

years of age, and the grace he then received he ever after retained.

The Rev. Alexander Mather, a distinguished name in the annals of

Methodism, (afterMard one of the first presidents of the Briti'^h

Conference,) was then stationed on the Staffordshire Circuit, which

embraced the place of young Asbury's residence, and thus had a

hand in the formation of the character of one who was to tower lar

above him in ecclesiastical dignity and extensive usefulness.

At this time also young Asbury was accustomed to meet in class

at AV^ednesbury, to meet in band at Bromwich-heath, and attend

church at \Vest-Jkom\vich, near the seat of the Earl of Dartmouth,

so celebrated as the munificent patron of Dartmouth College, Ilau-

over, N. IT., whose name it bears, and who, as a British statesman,

also figures somewhat largely in our colonial history. Here he

hoard such men as Kyland, Stillingfieet, Talbot, Bagnall, !Mansfield.

Hawes, and Venn, under whose able ministry he seems to have

profited. The Ilcv. Henry Venn stands prominent among the Cal-

vinistic party in the Church of England, in the great revival of the

last century, and was the author of the once popular treatise called

" The Complete Duty of Man." A'"enn lived long after the humble

gardener's son, who used to listen to his evangelical teachings in the

AVest-Bromwich Clmrch, had risen to the episcopal dignity and to

eminent usefulness in the new world. He died in 1707. aged

seventy- three. The Rev. Wm. Ryland, also of Sutton Co-fields, at-

tracted by the early ])iety and promising talents of young Asbtuy.

gave him advice, and lent him books : and thus also assisted in the

formation of a character which was to shed its sweet and mellow

light upon unborn millions in the distant regions of the Western

hemisphere.

When Mr. Asbury was a child, his parents removed to a village

called Barre, about a mile and a quarter from the place of his birrii.

In this vicinity he was sent to a school kept by one Arthur TaykT,

of whom he speaks not in the highest or most affectionate terms.

Like mostof tiie lower class of English schoolmasters of that time.

Taylor beat his pupils much, but taught them little. His severiti*.-?.

said Asbury, '"drove me to prayer: and it seemed to me that <.'>"i

was very near to me." When Dr. Fisk visited this place, in 1"'-'"

after the lapse of eighty years, a school was still kept in the sauio

room.

About the time of his conversion, young Asbury was apprenticed
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to ono John Griffin, a chape fih?r. A "chape" is the catch of a

buckle. Ivather a small business, one would suppose, for such a

man; but as small as it was he made but poor progress in it, for it

is said that he was but an indiflerent mechanic. The fact is, he

was called to another work, upon which his mind was solely intent,

even at this early period. Even from the time of his conversion

Lc was accustomed to hold meetings for reading and prayer amonw
his companions, until they assumed such an asjtcct of importance

as to call down the persecutions, of the Avicked in opposition to

them, upon which those at whose houses they were held refused

to accommodate them longer. He then withdrew them to Ijis

father's house, where he was sure of both sympathy and protection

;

and here, under his pious and juvenile exhortations, some were con-

verted, and found peace with God.

After having thus exercised his youthful gifts in this private

way for some time, when about sixteen ho became a local preacher,

and, to the amazement of many, appeared in a more public manner.

As calls were now numerous, and as his master was very indulgent

to him in his work, he now went far and near, visiting various places,

not only in his native county of Staffordshire, but also the neigh-

bouring counties of Derbyshire, Warwickshire, and Worcestershire,

where are nov,- large and flourishing societies.

Of Mr. Griffin—who seems to have possessed sufficient piety and

good souse to appreciate his promising character, and who most

evidently sympathized with his youthful evangelical labours, and in

whose house ho was treated rather as a son, and an equal, than as a

servant—he speaks in terms of great respect and affection. "Whether

this good man ever lived to witness the elevation to which his early

protege fmally arrived, we have now no means of knowing.

At the Conference held in London, August 18, 17G7, when he

was just twenty-two years of age, one year after the formation of

the first class in New-York, by Philip Embury, and one year

before the erection of the old John- street Church, in that city,

—destined to be one of the scenes of his early labours in the

new world,—he joined the itinerant connexion, under Mr. AVesley,

and was appointed, with James Glassbrook assistant, to the Bed-

fordshire Circuit, the scene of the gospel labours of John Bunyan.

and of the sorrows of the pious Lady Russell, a century before ; and

since distinguished for the large number of its pious and devoted

ML-thodists.'

In 170'? he was appointed alone, and, of course, in charge of the

polchester Circuit, which shows the confidence Mr. Wesley reposed

m him, even at this early age. Where he was stationed in 17G0 and
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1770 wc have no means of knowin_c;; but there is presumptive evi-

dence that in the first of these years he -vwas in ZSJorthamptonshire,

and in the second of them in JIampshire, in the south of England.

It will be remembered tliat it was at the Conference held in

Loudon, in 1770, at which he was probably present, that the fa-

mous minutes on justilication were adopted, which gave rise to the

great Calvinistic controversy, so famous in the history of Method-

ism, and called forth the inimitable Checks to Antinomianism,

by the saintly Fletcher, by which the doctrinal character of

Methodism has been so materially affected on both sides of the

Atlantic. We have thou_c;ht it most providential and opportune

that these minutes should be published, and this controversy should

commence, just at this time, in order to give the right direction to a

mind Avhich was to mould the character of the largest and most influ-

ential Protestant Church in the new world, and, through them, their

brethren also of all other denominations.

At the Conference held in Bristol, August 7, 1771, also rendered

memorable by the proceedings of the Rev. ^V alter Shirley, and some

of his friends, in op])Osition to the minutes of the preceding year,

he received an appointment as a Missionary to America. Mr.

Richard Wright, a young man Avho had travelled but a year, and

concerning wh<'m we have but little information, was appointed iv

accompany him. They sailed from a port near Bristol, September '2,

and arrived in Phihidelphia on the 27th of the following month.

We presume th;it tin u- accommodations were not quite equal to those

afibrded by the sidondid packets and palace-like steamships of the

present day; f»r during this longvo)'age of upward of seven weeks,

their friend.^, by whom we prc.^Aune their outfit was furaished, having

forgotten their beds, Asbury's Avas composed of two blankets spread

- upon the bare boards. Time, however, did not pass unimprovcJ.

They preached to the crew, on deck, every Sabbath, in addition to

which Mr. Asbury employed himself in some pious reflections

suitable to his circumstances, in the study of the Scriptures, an^l

in reading some of the works of JN orris, Bunyan, Edwards, and Mr
Wesley, and also the Life of De Renti. Time, with him, was a

niost precious commodity, to be most diligently used for the goo'.l

of man, and for the glory of God.

Cpon their arrival in I'hiladolphia. they found Mr. Pilmoor en-

gaged in his appropriate work, while his colleague, Mr. Boardniun

was similarly engaged in >«'i.'w-York. These two gentlemen v.jrc

the first regular missionaries to America, and had now been in ti:e

country two years. In the evening they attended at St. Gcorgo's

Church, where Mr. Pilmoor preached. "The people," says Mi'
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Asbury, " looked on us with pleasure, hardly knowing how to show

their love sufficiently, bidding us welcome with fervent aSection.

and receiving us as the-angels of God."

He tarried in Philadelphia but a few days. On the 0th of

November he set out for New-York; and, stopping to preach in

various places in New-Jersey and Staten Island, on his way. he wns

five days in reaching that city ; where, said he, " 1 found ilichard

Jjoardman in peace, but weak in body."

At this time NcAv-York was mostly confined to the lower end of

3Ianhattan Island, below the Park, and contained about twenty-Hve

thousand inhabitants, with seventeen places of worship.—of which

the Episcopalians had three, the Dutch Picfornied tliree, the Luther-

ans two, the Germans (the German lieformed, wo presume) one,

the Presbyterians two, and the Seceders, the Baptists, the Moravians,

the French Protestants, the Methodists, and the Jews, each one.

Soon after his arrival in New-York he says, " My brethren seem

unwilling to leave the cities ; but I think that I shall show them tlie

way." And show them the way he did. Up to this lime nothiug

important had been done out of the cities, except what Mr.

Robert Strawbridge had done, single-handed, in Maryland. But
when Mr. Asbury was stationed in New-Y^ork, he was accustomed

to visit the adjacent country in ^Vestchester County, and on Lonj
and Staten Islands, preaching almost every day, even in the depth

of winter, and when debilitated by disease; and when subsequently

stationed in Philadelphia, Baltimore and Norfolk, previous to the

war, his usual practice was the same. From those places the

V'Tord of the Lord, in his mouth, " sounded out into all the region

round about."

This peculiar policy, which guided his administration in' this

country for nearly lialf a century, has shaped the entire character

and condition of ^lethodism in the United States and in Canada
to this day. Li Great Britain, the labours of the ^Methodists were

the most needed in the large toAvns and cities, the population

of which has relatively increased the most rapidly during the last

century. To those places, therefore, their labours have been mostly

confined, and there He their numbers and their strength. But in

tliis country the very opposite was the case. Here, the country

population was then the most destitute, and was also destineil.

relatively, to increase to an extent that was impossible in the old

^orld. Here, therefore, our richest harvests were to be reaped.

^\ ith that keenness and comprehension of vision, possessed only by
great minds, these facts seem to have been seen by Francis Asbury

;

and to the country, therefore, he turned his attention, as the most
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invitinp; and promising; field,—and kept it turned to the country to

the last year of his lonp; and useful life. Subsequent results have

shown that he was not mistaken in this matter. Plence our numeri-

cal strength, unlike that of our British brethren, lies in the country

;

and although by far the most mumerous Church in the nation, our

numerical superiority docs not appear in any of the cities of the Union

with the exception of Baltimore, and perhaps of Cincinnati. What,

indeed, would be the rural population of the United States, especially

out of 2sew-England, without the powerful presence and working of

Methodism

!

About the first of April, 1772, Mr. Asbury left New-York, in

•which he had spent the winter, for Philadelphia ; and we are intro-

duced to an attempt to plant Methodism in the capital of the Puri-

tans, and which now claims a passing notice. Meeting with Messrs.

Boardman and Wright in l^hiladelplna, the former pro])Oscd a plan

of future operations, which Avas, that he should go to Boston, Mr.

Pilmoorto Virginia, Mr. \Vright to New-York, and that Mr. Asbury

should remain in Philadelphia for three months. This proposal most

fully agreeing with his notions of the aggressive nature of Methodism,

and with his earnest desire for an enlargement of the work, he says,

"With this 1 Avas well pleased."

The ship in which C. Wesley took his passage for home, from

Charleston. S. C, in 173G, was compelled by the ill-conduct of

the captain, and by stress of weather, to put into Boston, -where

she remained a month in the fall of that year. Mr. Wesley Avas

treated with great kindness by certain friends whom he found in

this town, and preached several times in the two Episcopal

churches then in P>o?ton, both of Avhich—King's Chapel, Tremont-

street, and Christ's ('hurch, Salem- street—are yet standing. He

also received invitations to preach in the country; but was com-

pelled to decline on account of illness. And noAv, after the lapse

of thirty-six years, boliold one of his co-labourers from the old

world appears in the metropolis of New-England as the herald of a

free salvation, au'l as the representative of the rising sect then

" everywhere spoken against."

At the time of Mr. Boardman's visit Boston contained about

seventeen thou.-and souls. Avith about ten Congregationalist churches.

three Episcopal,—the two above-mentioned, and also Trinity, i'^

Summer-street, built in 17.".7,—two Baptist, both of Avhich stood in

Salem-strect, a Erii'nd.s' meeting-house, Avhich stood on the avc.-:

side of Congres.-3-street, and a Sandenianian chapel, Avhich Avas

located in an alley, somewhere near the centre of what is noAv called

Hanover- street.
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The pious and accomplished Thomas Prince, tlie junior pastor of

the Old South Church, had been gathered to his fathers in peace.

His colleague, the venerable and apostolical Sewell, had also died but

three years before, after having attained to his fourscore years.

>»'early the -whole of that generation, of which he was one of the last

representatives, which had received Mr. Whitefield so enthusiasti-

cally, in his first visit, in 1T40, had passed away, and another, which

knew but little of their doctrine or spirit, had taken their places.

So powerful had been the reaction of "the great awakening" of

thirty years before, and so rapid and thorough had been the spread

of the Unitarian leaven in that town, that even the Rev. Mr. Cundy,

the pastor of the First Baptist Church, in the beginning of the latter

half of the last century, was suspected of being tainted with it. It is

to be presumed that there Avas not a clergyman in Boston, at this

time, who could fully understand the doctrines preached by Mi-.

Boardman, or sympathize with him in his evangelical labours, except

the pious and able Dr. S. Stilhnan, who had been settled as the

pastor of the First Baptist Church as successor of Mr. Condy, in

1764. " The candlestick" in that place yet shed forth no dim or

uncertain light.

Besides all this, the minds of the people of Boston were exceed-

ingly engrossed Avith politics, which, in consoquonce of the attempts

to enforce the Writs of Assistance and the Stamp Act, and other

obnoxious measures of the home government, were now rapidly

assuming a more serious aspect. The British troops were already

quartered in the toAvn. The massacre of citizens in State-street,

two years before, and the unpopular acts of the royal governors,

Bernard and Hutchinson, had influenced the Bostonians to the high-

est pitch of excitement, so that they were probably but poorly pre-

pared to listen to that evangelical: message which the humble 3Ieth-

odist itinerant came to bring them.

That under the above circumstances Mr. Boardnian should meet

^vith any success at all, in this mission to the children of the })i]grims,

is almost wonderful ; but, as is characteristic of the history of the zeal-

ous and indefatigable ^lethodist itinerant, he did meet Avith success.

Obtaining the use of a place of worship, he preached the doctrines of

free grace to those AA'ho came to hear. Some believed " the glad ti-

dings," were happily converted to God, and, in accordance Avith the

invariable usages of Methodism, were formed into a society. What
^vere the names of the original members of this first Methodist society

in New-England, and Avho were its " leaders and stewards," has never

been transmitted to us. But howe\-er noAv unknoAvn on earth, avc

trust that the names of some, at least, Avere dulv recorded in the
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" book of life," and will be read to the assembled and elect Church

in the great day.

But this infant society, around whose short but mysterious his-

tory so much interest seems to linger, was doomed to extinction.

Such was the distance of Boston from Philadelphia, which was then

the centre of operations,—such was the great scarcity of preachers at

this period, and the numerous and pressing calls in other directions,

—and such, especially, were the increasing political excitements of

that period, conseciuent upon the passage of the Boston Port Bill,

by which the town was shut up, and which was presently succeeded by

the battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill, the siege of the town

by the American troops under Washington, the departure of two

thousand of the inhabitants with the British troops, in March, 1776.

and the subsequent long and protracted war, by which the preachers

were prevented from performing any regular labours east of the

Hudson,—that the little society, failing to receive the attention

necessary to its existence and prosperity, was scattered abroad.

Thus endovl the fir.st attempt to establish AVesleyanism in the capital

of New-England; and two other attempts were to be subsequently

made before success was to be finally realized.—namely, by the

Rev. Mr. Black, of Halifax, N. S., in 1784 ; and by Jesse Lee, in

1700-1.

On the lOih of October of this year ^Ir. Asbury received a letter

from Mr. Wesley, appointing him General Assistant, that is. super-

intendent of the whole work in America ; and requiring a strict

attention to di.-^ciphne, which had been much neglected, in con-

sequence of which the work had suffered. He immediately took his

station in Baltimore, and. while performing the ordinary duties of

a circuit preacher, attended also the quarterly-meetings of the cir-

cuits in that vicinity, and superintended their concerns for the next

half-year.

In June, 1773. Messrs. Thomas Ftankin, G. Shadford. and T.

Yerbmy arrived from England, with Captain Webb, at whose

earnest solicitations they h;i<l come, and who accompanied them on

the voyage. Mr. Kankin was a Scotchman by birth, and being the

oldest'travelling preacher among his colleagues, having joined the

itinerant connexion in 17G-2, he was appointed superintendent of the

whole work, and was charged with more ample disciplinary powers

than had been committed to any of his predecessors. Mr. Asbury

seems to have yielded him his authority with great satisfocrion, gkid

to be rid of the oppressive responsibility attached to so important

an office.

On the 14th of July in this year the first Conference was held in the
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city of Philadelphia. But seven years had elapsed since the formation

of the first class in the city of New-York, and four years since the first

regular missionaries—Mostrs. Boardman and Pilmoor—had arrived

in America. Thus far the business of tlic connexion had been trans-

acted at the quarterly-meetings, and in the piivatc conferences of

the preachers. The whole connexion now embraced six circuits,

extending from New-York to Petersburg, Ya. ; ten preachers, of

whom but two were native Americans; and eleven htnuhvd and
sixty members of society,—of which New-Y'ork and I'hiladclphia

had each one huncbcd and eighty, New-Jersey two hundred, Mary-
land five hundred, and Yirginia one hundred. The session of this

Conference occupied but two days, and its minutes fill but a single

page.

By this Conference jMt. Asbury was appointed in charge of Bal-

timore, with three other preachers ; it being, even then, the largest

cii'cuit in the connexion. Such was the increase of the work, that

two meeting-houses were erected in Baltimore during this conference

year,—the fjst at Fell's Point and the other in the town; and the

prominent and influential position which Baltimore Methodism then

assumed it has ever since retained.

Presently the sound of war was heard in the land, and men began

to make preparations for the coming contest. The B evolution was

a season of trial, although not of depression, to the Methodists as

well as to others. Messrs. Boardman, Pilmoor, and Wright had

returned to England in 1774. Mr. James Dempster, who Avas a

graduate of the University of Edinburgh, and who arrived in the

fall of the same year, in company with ^Ir. ilodda, and in 1775 was
• stationed in New-Y'ork, soon after left the connexion and joined the

Presbyterians ; and, upon the breaking out of the war, ^Vlessrs. Kan-
kin, Shadford, and Ilodda, being royalists, were compelled to return

home. Mr. Asbury, of all the English preachers, alone remained.

He thought it would be an eternal disgrace to forsake in this time of

ti'ial the thousands of poor sheep in the wilderness, wlio had placed

themselves under the care of the Methodists ; and fully sympathiz-

ing with the cause of the struggling colonies, he resolved to remain

and share the sufferings and the fate of the infant connexion, and of

the country.

But this resolution cost him much. After ]Mr. Bankin left, tlic

superintendcncy of the societies again devolved upon him ; and,

owing to the severe troubles of this stormy and eventful period, he

often found it difllcult to perform his duties. Like many religious

people of those times he was, from conscientious scruples, a non-ju-

ror, as were all the other Methodist preachers, and also many of the
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clergy of the Episcopal Church, who yet chose to remain in the

country. As their character and motives were not understood,

they were exposed to much suffering and persecution. The Kev.

F. Garrettson and Joseph Hartley were imprisoned on the Eastern

Shore of Maryland; ]Mr. Chew, also one of the preachers, being

brought before the sheriff of one of the counties of the same state,

and required to take the oath of allegiance, replied that scruples of

conscience would not permit him to do so. The sheriff then informed

him that he was bound l)y oath to execute the laws, and if he per-

sisted in his, refusal, no alternative was left but to commit him to

prison. To this the prisoner answered very mildly, that he by no

means wished to be the cause of perjury, and was therefore per-

fectly resigned to bear the penalty. " You are a strange man,"
said the sheriff; " I cannot bear to punish you, and therefore my own
house shall be your prison." He accordingly formally committed

him to his own house, and kept him there three months. In the

course of this time tliis gentleman and his wife were both converted

to God, and joined the Methodist society.

On the liOth of June, 1776, Mr. Asbury, notwithstanding his

extreme prudence, was arrested near Baltimore, and fined five

pounds; and in March, 1778, he retired to the house of his friend,

Thomas White, a judge of one of the courts of Delaware, where he

remained comparatively secluded for ten months. Although his

movements were now circumscribed, yet he was by no means idle,

and remarks that it was " a season of the most active, the most use-

ful, and the most suffering part of his life." Indeed, it was two years

before he presumed to fully leave his retreat, and to travel exten-

sively in tlie performance of his duties as superintendent; when
the authorities becoming convinced that there was no treason in

the Methodist preachers, but tiiat their scruples were of a religious,

not of a political nature, and that they were merely intent upon
preaching the gospel of peace as humble evangelists, they were per-

mitted to exercise their functions unmolested.

Mr. Asbury now left his confinement, and made tours through

Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina, attending the conferences,

of which there were now two, visiting the societies, confirming the

souls of the disciples, and directing and encouraging the preachers in

their arduous work ; being sometimes in the vicinity of the belligerent

armies, and a painful witness of the sufferings and sorrows of our

then afllicted country.

He seems, finall}-, to have clearly foreseen the result of that fearful

struggle ; a result which experienced and sagacious statesmen on the

other side of the Atlantic, as well as many sensible men on this,
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couki not foresee, an<l for which the best patriots in the land Lad
abundant reason to fear. In one place, speakincr of the nimour that

R reinforcement of troops had arrived from England to prosecute

the V ar, he says :
" But -svhat can they do, except they send an aruiv

of one hundred thousand men ?'' Mr. Asbury. beinLi well acnuainttid

with both the people and the country, well knew that their subju-

gation was utterly impossible but by a perfectly overwhelming force.

The Church of England in this country, although she had cni'-yed

the advantages of an establishment in five of the states, was ncarlv

ruined by this war. All the other denominations, except perh;i|)3

the Baptists, seem to have made no g-ain in numbers, while thev

evidently lost largely in other respects, as we have never hcar'd

of a revival among them all, of any importance, during the whole of

this period; yet the Methodists, holding themselves aloof from both

belligerent parties, and confining themselves wholly to their appro-

priate work, flourished as much during these times as in any period

of their history. Although the preacliers were sometimes unable to

keep their circuits, on account of the marching and counter-march-

ing of hostile armies, yet, promptly returning to their work as soon

as obstructions were out of the way, they enlarged their borders on

all sides, except the north, where they were prevented from passing

the Hudson by the British, who held possession of Xew-York up to

the close of the war. The results of their humble and pious labours

during this period were, that from ten circuits, nineteen preachers,

and three thousand one hundred and forty-eight members in society,

in 1775,—at the close of the war, in 17So, they had thirty-nine cir-

cuits, eighty three preachers, and thirteen thousand seven hundred

and forty members; and, instead of being exhausted after such

severe labours and fearful struggles, they felt fresh and spirited, and

ready to enter new fields, " white to the harvest," that were inviting

them on every hand.

But this was not all. "While we were thus engaged in a bloody,

expensive, and protracted war—while the soil was invaded by

a powerful enemy, whose arms were now almost everywhere vic-

torious—while the cuiTcncy of the country was in a state of utter

prostration and ruin—while the inhabitants of the land were still

divided by violent intestine commotions, which added the horrors of

a civil war to the other evils under which we were suffering—while

f'ur Church Avas yet in its infancy, its members amounting to a few

thousands, and those generally poor, ami divided by a controversy

respecting an important practical question in ecclesiastical polity,

the administration of the sacraments by lay preachers— while

we were yet without a regular Church organization, and while it
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was not yet certainly known liow the struggles of the nation and

the trials of our conucxion would finally issue,— yet, in this

gloomy hour of one of the most gloomy periods of our national

and connexional history, Francis Asburyhadthe boldness to project

a literary institution for the education of our rising youth, which

finally came out a college. John Dickins, afterward our first book-

agent, drew up the plan, and Messrs. Long and Bastion, who resided

on Fish Paver, North Carolina, were the first subscribers.

The building of this proposed institution was not commenced till

17S5, when it was located in Abingdon, Md. It was of brick, one

hundred and eight feet long by forty wide, and three stories high; and

occupied the summit and centre of a lot of si.x acres, conimanding

a beautiful panoramic view of the Chesapeake Bay and of the sur-

rounding country. It was opened on the eighth, ninth, and tenth

days of ])ecember, 1T87, Mr. Asbury preaching each day,—the

dedication sermon on the Sabbath, from 2 Kings iv, 40 :
" thou

man of God, there is death in the pot 1" On the 4th of December,

1705, after this infant college—which was called Cokesbury, from the

names of the two bishops, Coke and Asbury—had cost the Church

about £10,000, it took fire from some unknown cause, and with its

library was burned to the ground.

Dr. Coke being in the country at the time, suitable building; were

immediately i)urcha5cd in Baltimore, being the best in the cit}-, and

a similar school was opened with all expedition, to which tvro hun-

dred students at once repaired. But in a year, to a day, from the

burning of the former, this school also took fire, on the Sabbath,

while the people were assembled for worship, and was consumed,

together with the church and parsonage, with which it was connected

These two severe losses couijiletely discouraged Bishop Asbury, and

he felt compelled to mournfully exclaim, " I feci convinced that cm- call

is not to build colleges!" He was right; it was not at that time. Our'

call was then to another work, namely, the conversion of souls, and

the organization of spiritual Churches. Hence, no further attempts of

this kind were made till the founding of Augusta College, Ky., and

of the ^Vilbraham School, Mass., thirty years after; since which

many similar institutions have gone into operation among us, and

now prosper.

This brief history will suffice to refute the slanderous supposition

that the early Methodists vvere inimical to learning. We thus see

that it was not so. They merely esteemed something else, namcl}'.

godliness, as of more importance ; and, therefore, like the apo-tUs

before them, without despising letters, gave more attention to the

formation of Christian Churches than to the establishment of iusti-
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tutions of learning; and in the peculiar circumstances in which they

were placed \sc now most fully approve of their course.

But to return from this digression. It may be asked, How were

men raised up to carry forward this great work, during the stormy and

troublous period ofour Revolution ? We answer, that we hardly know.

All of the most prominent and influential of them, except Mr. As-

bury, were raised upon the spot, and in the mode in which the great

majority of Methodist preachers have been called to their work,

and fitted for it. And yet such men as J. Dick ins, Y. Garrettson,

John Tunnell, Caleb Pedicord, and William Gill, who were among

them, for ministerial talents would have honoured the Church of

God in any age and in any nation. Dr. Coke, himself educated at

Oxford, a ripe and elegant scholar, and a minister of the Establish-

ment, and who had perhaps seen the most of ministerial life, on both

e sides of the Atlantic, of any man living, pronounced them the ablest

ministers that he had seen in Europe or America ; and their works

show that this testimony was true.

We have now arrived at a most important event, both in the life

of jNIr. Asbury and in the history of American ^lethodism—the

(Organization of the Church. Up to this time, the ]\Iethodists had

considered themselves as members of the Church of p]ngland, the

preachers as mere laymen, and the societies as without a regular

and complete Church organization. But the war had made great

changes. As it separated the colonies politically from Great

Britain, so it separated them ecclesiastically. The connexion

between the Church of England at home and the Church of Eng-

land in the United States was forever dissolved, and the authority

of the bishop of London, who M'as their diocesan, was no longer

recognised; and the patronage of the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, which had supported all the Epis-

copal Churches in the country, as missions, except those in the

towns of Bcston and JSewport, in the cities of ISIcw-York and Phila-

delphia, and those of the establishments of the South, was wholly

withdrawn. A large proportion of the clergy Avere royalists, and

were compelled to quit the country. Those who remained could

not conscientiously take the oath of allegiance to the new authori-

ties : and some of them, as they would not submit to the imposed

restriction of omitting the accustomed prayers for the king and the

royal family, ceased to officiate.

The establishments of Maryland and Virginia were both pros-

trated by the war; and mournful and deplorable, indeed, are the

pictures which a writer of their own, Dr. Hawkes, draws in his his-

tories of the Protestant Episcopal Churches in those states. In
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Pennsylvania, at one time during; the war, there was but one der^-
man, the Kev. Dr. \V. White, rector of Chrisfs Church and St.

Peter's, Philadelphia, who continued in the exercise of his functions.

At the time of the ordination of JJishop Provost of New- York, in

17>7, there were but si.\ or seven clor^'yniea in the whole of that

diocese, while the oldest Episco[>al Church in xsew-England, King's

Chapel of Boston, had fallen into the Arian heresy: and numerous

others, in various parts of the country, had become wholly extinct.

And, further, the episcopate had not been obtained by the Episcopal

Churches in the I'nited States at that time; and as the other denomi-

nations had successfully resisted the appointment of a bishop, and

the establishment of episcopacy in the colonics, it was questionable

whether such an ecclesiastical officer would be tolerated in the

country at all. Great and serious difficulties attended the organi-

zation of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States;

and \t was not until ''uly, 17^8, that it was finally effected. It was

not till the jicneratiou of revolutionary times had almost wholly

passed away, and the present generation had come upon the stage

of action, that she began fully to recover from her dreadful and

long-continued prostration.

In these pressing exigencies the Methodists were left to take care

of themselves, and of the great and growing work which God had

committed to their trust ; and they did so, showing themselves most

fully comj)etent to the task. They applied to their spiritual father,

Mr. Wesley, for assistance: for although the authority of the bishop

of Lou'lon ha<l wholly ceased in America, that of Mr. Wesley had

not, but was as fully and as cordially recognised by the thousands

of his children in the new world ;is ever. As Mr. Wesley and all

bis people here were Episcopalians, what they wanted, of course, Avas

an episcopacy; but an episcopacy adapted to the peculiar nature of

their plan,—namely, an itinerant episcopacy. Indeed. Mr. Wesley

was in the full exercise of all the episcopal powers at home, and so was

Mr. Asbury in this country, except in the matters of ordination and

the administration of the safvamcnts ; and that. too. to an extent not

possessed by any of our bishojis at the present time. !No violent

changes were to be maile by tlie substitution of Congregationalism,

or Presbyterianism, or a clerical aristocracy, in which none of them

believed, for a plan that already existed ; but what was wanted was

simply a regular and complete form to be given to a .system which

was already in the full tide of successful experiment, and which had

the entire confidence and affections of both preachers and people. .

Accordingly, on the -Jd of September. 17^4, Mr. Wesley ordained

Thomas Coke, late of Jesus College, Oxford, Doctor of the Civil
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Law and Presbyter of the Church of Eii,:;land, who had been, in

cormcxionwith him for several ycavs, superintendent of the societies

in America; and K. Whatcoat, who had fbrmerly been a circuit col-

league with the Rev. A. Clarke, and who was afterward elected bishop,

in It'oO, and Thomas Vasey, as presbyters,—with instructions to

also ordain ]Mr. Asbury to the episcopate. He also abridged the

13ook of Common Prayer, with forms of ordination for three orders

of ministers, for tlic use of the American societies; ami dismissed

his envoys to their transatlantic work with his apostolical benedic-

tion.

Dr. Coke and his colleap:ues sailed from Bristol on the ISth of

September, and arrived in Xew-York on the 3d of November; and

on the loth of the same month met ^Ir. Asbury, for the first time,

at a quarterly meeting, at Barrett's Chapel, Delaware, where the

doctor communicated to him and to the preachers present the desii^n

of his coming ; and, upon consultation, it was resolved to call a special

General Conference, to meet in Baltimore at Christmas.

Sixty, out of the eighty-three preachers then in the connexion,

accordingly met on Christmas eve in Baltimore, and proceeded to

their work. Although appointed to the office by Mr. Wesley, who
was the acknoAvledged father of the connexion, yet ^Ir. Asbury
would not accept of the superintendency unless elected by the

suffrages of his brethren, which was accordingly done by a unani-

mous vote; upon which ]^r. Coke, with the ehlers present, proceeded

to ordain him by imposition of hands, in which they were assisted

by the Ptev. ]\Ir. Otterbcin, o German minister of Baltimore, and a

particular friend of Mr. Asbury. The Book of Common Prayer

was also adopted, with twenty-five articles of religion; and also a

Book of Discipline, consisting of thirty-five sections, and which con-

stitutes the basis of our present constitution. Thirteen preachers

were elected to elders' orders ; and thus was the work of organiza-

tion for the present comj)lcted.

In 17S5 Methodism was introduced into South Carolina by Mr. As-

bury in person, accompanied by Henry \Villis and Jesse Lee. Li

ITSG it was introduced into Kentucky, by James Haw and Ben-

jamin Ogdcn ; and tAvo years, after, ]\Ir. Asbury crossed the moun-
tains, to superintend the progress of the work, and to acquaint

himself with the wants of the country. In ITSS it Avas introduced

into the country north of the city of 2S'ew-York, and east of the Hud-
son, as far as Lake Ciiamplain, under the leadership of the apostolic

Garrettson, who liad already been the pioneer of the work amid tiic

Bnows of Nova Scotia; and in 1TS9 it was successfully introduced

into New-England, by the zealous and indefatigable Lee. Such
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a. rapid extension of tho work of God, by men who were witliout

state patronage and without connexional funds, and who were called

to contend with the privations arising from the deep poverty of them-

selves and of the country at that period, as also the opposition

arising froDi the ignorance and prejudices of the people, we think

that the world has never seen since the apostolic age, except it be at

the lleformation.

In 1791 Bishop Asbury visited Kcw-England, for the first time,

and held a Conference at Lynn, Mass., in a church which had just

been erected, and v.hich we believe is yet standing, although now
used for another purpose. This place was made the centre of opera-

tions in Kew-England for many years ; and from thence sounded out

the word of the Lord from the ocean to the lines of Canada, and

from the t^t. Croix to the Green Mountains. Bishop Asbury was

highly pleased with the appearance of ^New-England, and with the

prospects of the caut^e in the land of the pilgrims; and was accus-

tomed to visit it in his episcopal tours, every year afterward, to the

close of his life, with the exception of 1797, when he was prevented

by ill health, and appointed the apostle of ISTcw-England ]Method-

ism, the lie v. Jesse Lee, to take his place in the conferences.

Li 1792 there arose a great schism in the Methodist Episcopal

Church. It was kd by the Rev. James 0" Kelly, a popular and

iniluential preacher in the south, and is hence called the O'Kelly

schism. It was occasioned by the refusal of the General Conference

of that year, upon mution of ^Ir. O'Kelly, to grant an appeal from the

bishop to the Conference, in the case of the appointments. However
safely such a rule as this might work where all the preachers were am-

ply provided for, as in the British Conference, yet in this country, and

especially as our Church was then situated, it would have prostrated

the power of the episcojiacy, and must have proved perfectly ruinous to

the connexion, as it finally did to the schismatics who adopted it. It

was said that thfre were also two secret causes for this move of Mr.

O'Kolly's,—nan)cly, the Arian heresy and disappointed ambition.

Although but two travelling preachers Avithdrew at this time, yet

in the course of three years the Church lost upward of ten thousand

of her members, being about a sixth of the whole number. This

was one of the gloumiest periods in the entire history of the Meth-

odist Epi.=-copal Church. But, during the whole of it, the hearts of

Asbury and his zealous colleagues seem never to have filtered

;

but they (luietly puv.sued their way, and waited for better days.

The seceders formed themselves into a Church ; and hoping to

secure a measure of popularity which might otherwise be denied

them on their own positive merits, they called themselves '' Ilepub-
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lican Methodist?." But it was of no use; like most others of the

same conduct and of tlio same character, they came to naught in a

few years,—and but little more was heard of them.

But adhesiou to principle is always best in the end; and so it

proveil in this case. These fearful wastes in the Church were soon

destined to be repaired. In 1707, under the labours of D. Dunham
and of 11. C. "Wooster, a revival of great power and extent broke out

in Upper Canada. In 1799 it also appeared in still greater power

in Kentucky,—atAvhich time both camp-meetings and the Cumber-

land Trcsbyterians had their origin. From thence it spread into the

.Middle States, and then north and south, and soon became common
throughout the whole nation. These were the palmiest days of Meth-

odism. The revival continued without inten-uption to the last year

of our last war with Great Britain, 1814, when it seemed to have been

brought to a close by the political troubles of the times. During

this flourishing period the Church increased from fifty-six thousand

six hundred and sixty four to two hundred and fourteen thousand

three hundred and seven members, and the number of preachers from

two hundred and ninety-three to six hundred and seventy- eight.

Seven years before he died Bishop Asbury was permitted to

witness an event which must have given him the greatest satisfac-

tion, in view of the future prospects of ^Methodism. This was the

formation of the delegated General Conference at Baltimore, in 1S08,

at which the constitution of the Church was finally perfected by the

adoption of the six restrictive rules.

Since 1790 a General Conference had been held every four years,

to which all the preachers in full connexion were eligible ; but as the

Church had now greatly extended, and as the number of the preach-

ers had also greatly increased, it was impossible for but very few to

attend from the extremes of the work, which gave those conferences

in the vicinity of the place in which the General Conference was

held, by bcinj; able to send a gi-eater number of members, a vastly

preponderant inlluence in tile councils of the Church, and which, by

right, did not belong to them. This was a serious evil, and one Avhich

threatened serious consequences ; and at first it was hardly known

how it could be disposed of But it was finally done by the forma-

tion of a General Conference to be composed of delegates from the

several Annual Conferences. This, as it was perfectly equitable,

.vwe entire satisfaction to all parties.

In ISOO the episcopacy had been strengthened by the election uf

Hev. R. ^Vhatcoat as the colleague of Mr. Asbury, with equal epis-

copal powers. He having died in 1S06. the Ilev. W. M'Kendree, a

very distinguished preacher of the Western Conference, and who

Fourth Series, Vol. VI.—27
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had been a prominent actor in the late p;reat revival in that

country, Avas elected to fill his place at this Conference. Both of

these appointments were exceedingly af^reeable to the feelings and

to the wishes of Bishop Asbury ; and with both of these colleagues

he lived and laboured on terms of great intimacy and friendship.

Bishop Asbury was never married. He gives in his Journal the

followinr^ defence of his bachelorship. Under date of January 2(Jth,

1804, he says:—

" If I should <lie in celibacy, whioli I think quite probable, 1 pive the follow-

ing rea-soiis for what can scan-fly be called my choice. 1 was called in my four-

teenth year, and beiran my public exercises between sixteen and seventeen. At
twenty-one I travtlled, and at twenty-six I came to America. Thus far I had

i-easons enough iur a sini;Iu life. It *sas my intention to return to Europe at

tliirty year? of acre : but tlie war continued, and it was ten years betbre we had

a settled and la-tinjf peace. This was no time to marry, or to be given in

marriage. At thirty-nine I was ordained superintendent bishop in America.

Among the dutie-* imjxised on lue b\- my oflicc was that of travelling exten-

sively ; and I could hanlly find a woman with grace enough to enable her to

live but one week, out of the fifty-two, with her husband. Besides, what right

has any man U) take tiic advantage of the alfections of a woman, make her

his wile, and by a voluntary absence subvert the whole order and economy
of the marriage state, by separating those whom neither God, nature, nor the

requirements of civil society permit long to be put asunder r It is neither

just nor gciuTous. I may add to this, that I had but little money, and with

this little I ndmiiii-ti.Ted to the necessities of a beloved mother till I was fifty-

Boven. If J have done wrong, I hope that God and the sex will forgive me.

It is now my duty to bestow the pittance I have to spare upon the widows and

fatherless childn.'n and poor married men."

We now approach the period of Bishop Asbury's death. He had

lived to see his ailopted country pass through two wars; to see

its political independence secured, a general government success-

fully organizerl, the reputation of our people fully established for

bravery, patriotism, energ}' of character, superior intelligence and

love of social order, and occupying an honourable and prominent

position among the nations of the earth. To this result, so far as

moral powers are conccrucd, we think his own herculean and exten-

sive labours and powerful influence had contributed above that of

any other man. He h;ul also lived to see the Church pass safely

through two schisn^s by which she had been perilled; and increased

from four regular travelling preachers and a few hundreds of mem-

bers, to more than six himdred and sixty ministers, and upward of

two hundred thousand members
; and from being confined to three or

four points in some of the Atlantic states, now established in every

state in the confederacy, and also in the British provinces of the

North. His constitution had never been strong, and from his first

arrival in this country he had often suffered from painful and dis-

tressing attacks of disease ; but he had continued to travel and
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preach, and to pvcsicle in the conferences, even Avhen he was some-

times unable to dismount from his horse without assistance—the

indomitable spirit within constantly rising:; superior to the frailties

of its earthly tenement Avithout.

But the weary wheels of life were, at last, to stand still. The
last entry in his Journal was made December 7th, 1S15, wdiile

travelling in South Carolina, to which he had come from a tour in

the Western Conference. His health now began sensibly to fail

until he became more like a walking skeleton than a living v.v\n

He continued to journey, however, till he reached Uichmond. \'ii.

where he preached his last sermon on Rom. Ik, '28, on Sunday
March 24th. lie was carried from the coach into the church

and set upon a table in the pulpit, from which he delivered his

message, of nearU^ an hour in length, being unable either to

walk or stand. From thence he journeyed to the house of his

friend, Mr. George Arnold, in Spottsylvania, Virginia, hoping

to be able to attend the General Conference to be holdeii in

Baltimore, }*Iay 2d. But he was unable to go further. This

truly apostolic bishop had presided in his last Conference, and had

read out his last list of appointments. Consumption had finally

marked him for its victim. Being now perfectly conscious of liis

approaching dissolution, and informing his friends that he was

about to die, they asked him if he had anything to communicate ; to

which he replied, " That as he had fully expressed his mind in rela-

tion to the Church in his addresses to the bishop and to the General

Conference, he had nothing more to add." His work was now fully

done. The next day his speech failed, and on being asked by his

travelling companion, the Rev. John Wesley Bond, " if he felt the

Lord Jesus to be precious, exerting all his remaining strength, in

token of complete victor}-, he raised both his hands." A few mo-

ments after, as he sat in his chair, with his head reclined on the

hand of Mr. Bond, witiiout a struggle, and in great composure, he

breathed his last on the Sabbath, the 31st of March, ISIG—a fitting

day for the toil-w^orn veteran to enter into his rest. He was seventy

years of age, fifty- four of which he had spent in the work of the

Christian ministry—forty-five of them in the United States, and

thirty of them as senior bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

" The memory of the just is blessed."

Having said thus much respecting the life of this venerable man,

it only remains to make a few remarks respecting his character.

1. ilis Piety. This was steady, solid, and consistent, and with-

out the least taint of austerity or fanaticism. He possessed a mighty
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faith, a lively hope, an ardent love, and a flaming and fjuenchlcss

zeal; a patience that -was never tired, a long-suffering that was

never exhausted; an upright intention, great sincerity of disposition,

and an untiring devotion to the interests of depraved and afflicted

humanity, and to the cause of his Divine Master. On this point

there is no mistake. Like all good men he had numerous enemies,

who Avere ever watchful and vigilant, and who were not wanting iu

the closest attention to all his movements ; and whatever they may
have thought or Said of that peculiar ecclesiastical polity of which for

so long a time he was the head and the most prominent living repre-

sentative, yet no one ever succeeded in fixing a stain upon his

moral or religious character.

2. His Intellect. In him perception, memor}', and understanding

•were so admirably- combined as to produce the r|ualities of good

sense and of soundness of judgment in great perfection. Of the

imagination there was a deficiency, and a consequent want of refined

and accurate taste ; but we are inclined to the opinion that this was

rather owing to his neglect of that important faculty, so conspicuous

in the two Wesleys, than to the want of the faculty itself. Life, to

him, was such a severe matter-of-fiict aflair, that he could not stop to

cultivate mere taste. Like all truly great men, he possessed great

strength of will, which knew not how to yield, but to the calls of duty

and the demands of principle. This was one source of his great power

over other men. lie was conversant with the Holy Scriptures in

their original languages, and was well and extensively read in works

of science, biogra})hy, history, and theolog}'-, especially the latter,

which was his forle, as it should be of every gospel minister. His

notices of books, in his Journals, especially previous to 17S4, are nu-

merous ; and how he found time while performing the duties of a cir-

cuit ])reacher. and afterward of a superintendent, engaged in long and

frequent rides over the worst roads in the nation, often with no other

acconnnodations than tho.-^e afforded by the log-cabin of the squatter

and frontier settler, to read so much, it is somewhat difficult, as in the

case of Mr. ^Ve5ley, to tell. But he did it. Like Baxter, he could

say, when asked where he was educated, "As for my faults, they

'are a shame to no university, for I am of none ;" and, like Baxter,

he possessed a weU-stored mind, and could everywhere point to the

proofs oriiis apostleship in the Lord.

3. His Character as a Preacher. His sermons were sound, in-

structive, and edifying, abounding in matter and in evangelical

sentiment; but they were not brilliant. Indeed, his mode of life

did not admit of his forming those habits of composition necessary to

a finished and first-class pulpit orator. Yet his sermons were not
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destitute of poivcr. It is mentioned as an extraordinary fact of one

of the gi-eatest preachers of modern times, Massillon, the Bishop

of Meaux, that, in the delivery of his sermon on the lleprubates,

his hearers unconsciously half rose from their seats to shake otT the

horror of thinking that they might possibly be of that number.

But Asbury has done even more than this. lie has raised his

hearers quite off their seats, absorbed "with the importance of his

theme ; an instance of Nvaich occurred -while he ^vas preaching in

Winchester. N. II., in ISIO.

4. His Gift of Government. In this he is without a compeer in

this coimtry. No man can even pretend to compare with him for a

moment. The most of even eminent ministers in the Cnitcd States

have been confined to single congregations. Others liuve unly

presided over small and inconsiderable dioceses, containing so few

churches as to admit of their being rectors of single parishes at the

same time. The labours and influence of none, with but very few

e.xccittions, and these mostly among the Methodists, have extended

beyond three or four states. But here is a man who was the pa.stor of a

flock which fed upon a thousand hills,—from the snows of the Canadas,

"where summer hurries through the skies," to the sunny v^outh,

where roll the waters of the Gulf of Mexico, and from the Atlantic

Ocean to the Mississippi,—all of whom he held together again.>!; a

thousand opposing forces, and attached to his person and ufllce,

and paternally governing them by moral power alone. Such a

spectacle the world has never before seen, not even in the persi^n of

Wesley, and probably will not again for many years to come.

5. His Laboriousness. We have seen, in part, what he was as a

student, a labourer in the local ranks, while employed also as an

humble artisan, as a preacher in charge of a single circuit, as

a general assistant of the societies in America, under Mr. Wesley,

and afterward as stiperintcndent of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. But let us contemplate him a little more attentively for a

few moments. At one time we see him holding a Conference be-

tween the waters of the Kennebeck and the Androscoggin, and

directing the labours and encouraging the hearts of the small band

of hardy itinerants in that distant field. We then see him taking

his rapid flight throitgh New-England, preaching as he goes, and

anon he is preaching to crowded congregations in the city of New-

Vork, composed partly of the children and grandchildren of those

to whom he had there ministered, in colonial times, forty ye;irs

before. Again, we see him ministering to devout and enthusiastic

multitudes in Baltimore, and stopping for a few days to refresh

himself in the society of a select circle of opulent and refined
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and pious friends in thut hospitable city and its environs. Then
yre beliold him crossing the fords of the broad I'otomac, perhaps for

the fiftieth time, and hastening do^Yn through the piny woods and

cotton fields of the distant l:^uuth to the Avaters of the Savannah.

Presently avo behold him scaling the heights of the Blue llidge and

the summits of the Allegliunics, sometimes in company vi'xih. par-

ties of armed emigrants, sleeping in the woods at night, and

descending into the valley of the great West, where the waters flow

toward the setting sun, and which is now the fertile and happy

home of prosperous millions. Kext we discern him, and before the

year has rolled its round, beyond the waters of the xsiagara and of

Lake Ontario, and, in view of the beauty of the country and the

fertility of its soil, exclaiming, " Surely this is the land wliich the

Lord hath blessed 1" In these extensive tours all the duties of his

responsible and important ofhce, great and small are alike to him,

and are equally attended to. At one time we behold him presiding

over the deliberations of a Conference, and appointing a hundred

men to their several fields of labour ; and then preaching to a few

poor people gathered in a schoolhouse of an Atlantic state, or in

the humble log-cabin of a western settler on the banks of the Ohio;

stopping to pray with a poor family far away from churches and the

public means of grace, with whom he has taken a frugal repast of

"hog and hominy;" and then arresting his course, as he goes to

feed thousands, to ]^oint some poor African, whom he meets in his

journeying in the fir South, to '' the Lamb of God who taketh away
the sin of the world." During all this time he also keeps a journal,

in which he records the events of the passing moments, and also con-

ducts an important and extensive correspondence. Truly, like the

great apostle to the Gentiles, he was "in labours more abundant."

G. Finally, taking liim all in all, we have no hesitation in saying

that Francis Asbury was the most distinguished and important eccle-

siastical character that this country ever saw. Of Washington and

his compatriots it might be said, that some of them, in some things,

were his superiors. General Greene possessed superior military

talents, Wa3^le possessed a more impetuous courage, Hamilton
possessed more brilliant i)art3, and Lafayette possessed a more
ardent and disinterested attachment to the cause of human liberty;

but no one of them possessed that peculiar and fortunate combina-

tion of all those powers which gave Wa.shington an acknowledged supe-

riority to thom all. and pointed him out as the man born to command.
So of Francis Asbury. This country has seen men superior to

him in many points. Cotton Mather and Thomas Prince were his

superiors in learning: Edwards and Pwight were more eminent
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thcolo^^ians, and Gilbert Tennant and President Davies were better

pulpit orators ; but take him all in all, there is no one of them, nor

anv one else whom this country has produced, who possessed that

peculiar cou)bination of gifts, and endowment of rare qualities,

which give this humble Methodist preacher that i)0?ition among

American divines which Saul occupied among his brethren. AVhat

Washington is politically in this country, Francis Asbury is ecolc-

siastieally—without a compeer. To God bo all the glory. Amen I

akt. VI.—the philosophy of induction.

It has long been the fashion to decry the logic of Aristotle, because,

its legitimate use not being understood in the mediceval schools, it

served to divert the minds of men from the study of nature, and set

them whirling about in dialectic circles to educe the principles of

science and the laws of the universe; and Bacon and Des Cartes

have been lauded to the skies, because they taught that Isature re-

veals her laws only in the passing phenomena of matter and mind,

as presented to the senses and the consciousness, which mu.-ft be

carefully analyzed and then generalized by the process of induction.

A comparison has been made between the orgauon of Aristotle and the

organon of Bacon,—or, to speak more precisely, betvreen the method

of deduction and of induction,—altogether to the disparagement of

the former, until at length it has come to pass that it is no longer

regarded by many as of vital importance to scientific investigation,

while induction is considered as not merely an indispensahle au.xiliary

to the discovery of new truths and principles, but as the only funda-

mental process of inference—the only process by which, from filets

"perceived by the intelligence, you can advance to the determinatioa

of the laws and principles which are the objects of science.

It is remarkable that, notwithstanding the exaltation of induction,

since Bacon directed the attention of philosophers to it, no thorough

attempts were u^ade to expound its philosoph}-, and to institute

its canons until very recently. Dr. Whewell, Mr. John Stuart Mill,

Br. Henry Tappan, and ]M. Comte have supplied the desideratum

by works profoundly investigating the whole subject of logic, and

particularly induction. "We have, therefore, the means by which we

may sit in judgment upon the question, and render an enlightened

verdict.

The particular aspect of the question, which it is the design of
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this paper to examine, is clearly presented in the following remarks

in Cousin's critique of the pliilosophy of Locke. Cousin wonders,

as well he may, that a leader in the sensual and Baconian school of

philosopliy should so far be warped from his appropriate sphere of

thoui^lit, as to lose sii;ht altogether of induction as one of the legiti-

mate modes of knowledge, while, at the same time, casting contempt

upon the syllogism as the proper type of the reasoning process

!

" Thus in'iuitioii iiinl ilomoiistratiou are tlic (lilTorcnt modes of knoMled^e,

accotxling to Locke. Hut are tliere no others'? Have vve not knowledjre

which -we acquire luitlier Iiy iiituitiou nor demonstration ? How do we acquire

a knowledge oftlie laws of external nature ? Take wliioh you please, ^cavita-

tion for instance. Certainly there is no simple intuition and immediate evidence

here, for exjieriuient.s muUiplied and combined are necessary to aive the

slightest law ; and even this will not suflicc, since the slightest surpasses the

number, whatcNcr it he, of exporimeitts t'rom which it is drawn. There is need,

therellnv, of an intervention of some other operation of mind besi'les intuition.

Is it dcmon^tl-ation V Im{X)s-ible, for demonstration is the perception of the

rehitjon bitwccn two ideas by means of a third; but it is upon the condition

that the lattrr shoidd be more general than the two others, in order to embrace
and connect thcni. To demonstrate is. in the last analysis, to deduce the par-

ticular ln»m tlie general. Xow, what is the more general physical law from

which gi-;'.\it.ition can be deduced'? We have not deduced the knowledge of

gravitation tVom any other knowledge anterior to it, and which involves it in

the germ. How, then, have we acquired this knowledge, which we certainly

have? and, in general, how do we acquire the knowledge of physical laws"?

A p!i<'iiiMi;enoii having been presented a number of times, with a particular

chara<ttT and in particular circumstances, we have judged that if this same
phenomenon should occur in similar cii'cumstances, it would have the same
char.tcu-r; that i.s to say, we have generalized the particular character of tills

plienom'.'ii";!. lii.-tead of descending from the general to the particular, v.'e

Lave as.'cr.dfd from the jiarticular to the general. This general character is

what-wc call a l.iw: this law we have not deduced from a more general law or

character ; we have derived it from particular exiieriments, in order to transfer

it beyond them. It is not simple resumption, nor a logical deduction; it is

wliat we call incliiction. It is to induction that we owe all conc^uests over

nature, all our discoveries of the laws of the world."

This clear and eloquent exposition of the order of thought in the

two processes of deduction and induction, as it has commonly been

apprehended, enables us to present, without danger of being mis-

understood, the problem which we wish to solve, viz., that tlieve is

no fundamental ditVerencc between induction and deduction ; but in

both cases the mind jiroceeds from the more general to the less

general, or from the general to the particular; and that the opposite

process of proceeding from the particular to the general is utterly

impossible. All inference, I maintain, is of one kind—it is deductive.

You may take as many particulars as you can gather together, and

they will be perfectly barren of any consequence, unless you can

attach them to a general principle. You may sum them up, and call

it generalization; but you can never infer a universal law, you can
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make no scientific generalization by means of them, unless 3-ou can put

them upon some broader general principle than that which ynu -wish to

educe from them. Take the instance of scientific induction referred

to by Cousin, that of the law of gravitation, and analyze it thoroughly,

and you Avill see that it is at bottom deduction. A philosopher

observes a material substance—a body—say, an applo, fall to the

ground ; he observes another body, a leaf, in like manner disengaging

itself from the tree and following the apple ; ho casts a stone into the

air, it takes the same direction ; he casts a feather upon the \vind3,

and, though for a time it is resisted by the currents of air, yet, when

these obstacles cease, it directly in like manner tails to the earth.

From these particulars, he observes that it is the material substance

in these different bodies that exhibits the phenomenon of falling to

the earth, and not any particular qualit}' of the apple, or the leaf, or

the stone, or the feather—and this is his anal^'sis. Thereupon he

proceeds to infer that all bodies—all material substances—in all

parts of the globe will behave in like manner ; in other words, he

infei-s the law of terrestrial gravity. This is his induction. He
seems, indeed, merely to proceed from the particular to the general

;

but how? by what authority? on what ground? To answer this

question is to solve the problem of inference.

Dr. Whewell, who has elaborated this point, says that the conclu-

sion is not a mere summing up of these particulars, and of all

known particulars of the same nature; it is something more—a con-

ception, which, while it expresses these particulars, tmnscends

them—it reaches all possible cases of the same kind. But how do

we get this conception ? He says we leap to it :
" Induction mounts

the ladder by a leap, which is out of the reach of method." Cut,

then, it can turn round and verify itself by descending the ladder,

step by step, by the deductive process. But how do we make the leap ?

By a sort of philosophical " sagacity—a scientific instinct," which is

the rare gift of some superior minds. But this explains nothing.

Now, if this inference of the general law from observed particu-

lars be a legitimate procedure, and it cannot admit of any solution,

then it must be regarded as ultimate, and we may call it induction,

and mark it as the opposite of deduction. But it happens that wo
can analyze the process in this instance and in all instances of in-

duction, and this analysis will show that the subtle movement of the

reasoning f\\culty from the particulars to the general is upon the

broad basis of a universal and intuitive principle, and thus the

vrhole process could easily be put into the form of a syllogism, with

the principle for its major premiss, and these observed particulars

for its minor premiss.
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Happily the desired analysis of this process is furnished to our

hand by Mr. Mill, Avho not only j^oes Avith Cousin in maintaining that

induction is one fundauientul mode of investigation, but advances

far beyond him, contending Avith great ability that inference is

always fundamentally from particulars to generals, and that deduc-

tion is only an intermediary process, which may be resorted to for

convenience, but is of no avail for original discovery.

• And here I can scarcely refrain from remarking how happily

opposite systems conspire to advance the light of truth 1 By their

conflict they bring to view the vital points of inquiry, and clear the

ground for those who would approach to determine the merits of the

case. If Mr. Mill has taken the wrong side of this question, yet it

will ever be to his praise, that his thorough comprehension of the

subject, and his precise and candid statements have placed the con-

troversy in the clearest light ; and if logicians differ, it will not be

because the point in dispute is misapprehended, but because their

different systems of philosophy drive them to opposite conclusions.

Hear what he says :

—

" Wc must fiPJt oh.-k^rve that there Is a principle implied in the very state-

ment of what iixlu-jtion is, an a^siiiuption v;'\i)x regard to the course of nature

and i\w onler of i!;o universe, viz., that there are such things as parallel cast-s,

that what liapjx'ns once will happen again, and not only again but always."

—

VoLi, p. 3 70.

It is evident that Mr. Mill has thoroughly elaborated the opinion;

for he has ^irofoundly criticised the statement of it as made by

lleid and Stewart, viz., that it is an intuitive conviction that the

future will be as the present. He remarks :

—

" Time, in it.-? nn'Klifieation of jiast, present, or future, has nothing to do either

nrith the WA'wi it.--lf or the grouud.s of it. "\Vc believe that fire will burn to-

morrow, because it burned to-day and yesterday; but wc believe on precisely

thcs;une ground-; that it burm-d before we were born, and that it burns at this

\CT\- dav in Ctn-hiii China. It is not from the past to the future, as past ami

future, that we inti-r, liut from tiie known to the unknown, from facts observed

to facts unobserved, tV>>m what we have perceived or have been directly con-

scious ol", to what ha- ixH come v.ithin our experience. In this last predica-

ment is the wholi! n-giun of the future, but also the vastly greater portion ot

the present and the p;t-t."

Thus i-xv his criticism is just; but in what follows he denies that

this principle is intuitive, and herein lies the whole error of his

system. 11 is empiricism forbids him to acknowledge that any uni-

versal principles, even the first principles of mathematics, arc

intuitive. He says:—

" "Whatever be the most pmpor mo<lc of expressing it, tlic proposition that

the course of nature is uniform, is tlu- luridameutiil principle or general a.xiom

of imluctlon. It wi>uld yet be a great error to consider this large generaliza-

tion as anv exi>IanatIon of the inductive process. On the contrary, I hold
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it to be an iiiatance of Induction, and iiuluftioa by no means of the most
obvlou:^ kiml. Far from bi-in^' tho Hist iiuliK-tiou ^vt• make, it i> one of the

la>f. or, at all event-?, one of th<i>o which atv latest in attaininjx strict philosoplii-

cal acciirary. As a general maxim, indeed, it has seareely entered the minds
of any but |)!iilos<ij)hcrs, nor even by them, as we jhall have many 0[i])urtuni-

tlfs of rem.iikiivjr. have its extent and limits been always ju-tly cnnreived. It

is this priiKi[>le. though so far from being our earliest induetion, whirh mu^t be

ronsidered as our warrant for all others in this sense, that unless it were true,

all other inductions would be fallacious."

Thus this ingenious reasoner disclaims ^liat he at first socuied

to affirm. He disclaims making this principle any explanation of

the process of induction as being founded upon it, or proceedinj^

through it ; but he now regards it as only the sine qua non of cor-

rect indilction, so that no induction could be valid Avere its truth

not admitted 1 And why ? Because he thinks this principle is

itself an induction, and this not the earliest in science. But if so,

how could tlie earliest inductions Itavc been made if their truth de-

pends wholly upon this as their '"fundamental principle?" And if

itself be an induction, how could it be made at all .' It then must

have been founded upon itself, or else here is one induction, ami that

the greatest of all which is not formed on this principle. Good
reason in these paralogisms to modify his statement ! But take his

qualified statement, that this late induction is the warrant of all

other inductions, then it follows that all scientific inductions up to

the time when this Avas formed, were without an}' warrant; and that

warrant itself is without any warrant, except it be warranted by
itself; and if this be impossible, then itself and all other inductions

warranted by it are without authority I

But if we read on, we shall find that what he calls " warrant in a

certain sense" is what all who believe in deductive reasoning, will

call proof:

—

" Archbishop "Whately has well remarked that every induction is a syllogi?m,

^N'ith the major premiss supjjressed ; or (as I prefer to e.\j)ress it) that every
induction may be thrown into the form of a syllogism by supplying a maior
fuiniiss. If this be actually done, the principle whicii we are now considering,
that of the unitbrmity of the course of nature, will appear as the ultimate major
J|reniis3 of all inductions, and will, therefore, stand to all inductions in the rela-

tion in which, as has been shown at so much length, the major premiss always
stands to the conclusion, not contrihutinij at all to prove it, but being a neces-
.sary condition of its being proved, since no conclusion is proved in which
there cannot be found a true major premiss."

But why will not Mr. Mill allow tliat a true major premiss of a

true syllogism proves its conclusion ? Because the major premiss

contains tlie conclusion, and itself was formed by the addition of par-

ticulars, or iniluction from particulars of which that very conclusion

^as one. Passing this for the present, it is enough for our purpose
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that he admits that the principle of the uniform course of nature is

the foundation of every induction in tlie very sense in -SNhich the

major premiss of a valid arp;umcnt is the proof of its conclusion.

The question now is, Where did we get that fundamental prin-

ciple ? It is absurd to consider it an induction, as we have seen, on

Mr. Mill's own principles; it must then be a deduction or an intui-

tion. It cannot be a deduction; for, as Mr. Mill has clearly seen,

that would suppose a principle beyond it, more general, from which

it was derived. It is an intuition, and is given by the reason in its

primitive unfoldings, and on the very fii'st occasion of the recurrence

of any cause whose eQ'ect we have experienced, or of any cause

similar to that primary cause. We see its manifestations in the

very first rational actions of the child. Let the child put his finger

upon a coal of fire, and he learns by experience that it causes pain.

Can you get him voluntarily to touch it a second time? He sees

another similar coal beside it; can you get him to touch that? He
will no sooner touch the second than the fii-st. Why not, seeing

that he has no experience, but that the first coal was once the cause

of pain? He knows by experience nothing about its power to burn

a second time, and nothing at all about the power of the second coal

to burn. The only explanation is, that his reason obliges him to

conclude as he docs ; and this law of the reason, this principle of

mental order, when rendered into language, is the belief that like

causes produce like eflocts. It is the province of the philosopher to

look at this nrce.<sary movement of the reason, and to abstract from

it the axiom involved in it, and to lay it as the basis of all formal

disquisitions upon the laws of nature. But the child is guided, nay,

he is governed by it in all his future inductions. It transpires in

the reason iuiuicdiatcly after that great first principle of causality,

that every event has a cause, which is as early as our first conscious-

ness of sensation, and which is the occasion of our primitive ideas

of the externid world, and of God, the cause of causes, and lays the

foundation of all science.

Nor is the principle of uniform causation involved in the human
reason alone; it belongs as much to the instinct of animals of every

grade—the fish, the bird, the insect, seems infallibly guided by it.

It pervades the whole animated world, and without it, it would rush

on instant destruction. Indeed, the instinct of animals goes beyond

this, and reveals the caus.itive character of many objects before

any experience can take place of their power to bless or to harm.

It is not 60 with man; he must test everything himself, or be taught

by those who have tested. A babe will as soon put his hand into a

flame as snatch at a bouquet of fiowers ; he will chew the deadly herb
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as fearlessly as the lamb Avill pluck the tender grass. This fact has

been noticed by Mr. llunic, ^vith an eagerness Avhich characterizes his

devotion to empiricism, ile then takes occasion to ^vouder, with

an air of delighted scepticism, how it is, after learning thus the par-

ticular character of causes, we can infer they will continue to pro-

duce the same effects.

'' All our roa.-oning on mutters of fact secuis to be fouiuleJ on rauso and
effect. l>y means of this rL-lution alone we can tjo beyoml tlip i\i(K-nec- of our
memory and senses. H you were to ask a man why he believes any niitu-r

of fact which is absent; ibr instance, that his friend is in the country or in

France, he would give you a reason, and this reasun would be some otiiiT fa't,

as a letter received from him, or a knowledge of his tbrmer resolution. A ni.ui

finding a watch, or any other machine on a desert islanfl, would conclude tliat

there had once been men in that island. ^\J1 onr reasonings concerning 1'h-ls

ai"e of the same nature If we would satisfy ourselves, therefore, con-
cerning the nature of that evidence which assures of matters of fact, w«.- nu:sc

inquire how we came at the knowledge of cause and effect. I sliall venture to

atiirm, as a general projjosition, which admits of no exception, that the knowled-.'C

of this is not in any instance attained by reasonings a priori, hut arists entirely

from experience, when we find any particular objects are conjoined with each
other. Let any object be presented to a man of ever so strong natural rc-a-on

and abilities, if that object be entirely new to him, he will not be able l>v ;!ic

most accurate examination of its sensible ijualities to discover any of its cauMjs

or effects. Adam, though his rational faculties be supposed at the very lirst

entirely perfect, could nut have inferred from t!ic llui<lity and transparency of
water that it would suffocate him, or from the Hglit and warmth of fire that it

would consume him."

All this vre see no reason to dispute; but when he advances to

the conclusion that it is by repeated or customary experiences that

we discover the uniformity of causation, we find him as blind to tho

real Avorking of the human reason os he would be blind to the opera-

tion of animal instincts, if he should afhrm that all animals, like man,

discover all noxious food and other hurtful causes by experience.

But let Mr. Hume speak for himself upon this point :

—

" As to past experience it can be allowed to give direct and certain infbnna-
tion of tliose precise olyects only and that ])recise period of time wiiicii f. U
under its experience ; but why this experience should extend to future times

and to other objects, which, for aught we know, may be only in appeaninrc
similar, this is tho main C[uestion on which I insist. The breail which I for-

merly eat nourished me ; that is, a body of such sensible qualities has induced
secret powers. But does it follow that other broad must also nourish me at

another time, and that like sensible qualities must always be attended with like

secret powers ? The conse(pienee seems to be no wise necessaiy. -\.t lea.-t,

It must be acknowledged, that there is here a consequence drawn by the mind,
that there is a certain step taken, a process of thought, or inference, which
wants to be explained. These two propositions are far from being the s.inie.

I have found that such an obji-ct has always been attended with such an e'.Ve. t.

and, I foresee, that otiier objects, Avhicli are in appearance similar, will ije

attended with similar etlects. I shall allow, if you please, that one pro[Kk<ItIou

may justly be interred from the other. I know, in fact, that it alwa\s i.- in-

ferred. But if you insist that the inference is made by a chain of rea-oning,
I desire you to produce that reasoning."
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Eureka I good Mr. Hume, v,e Imve found out that reasoning, that

connecting principlo -which you despaired of finding. It h^y just

before j'our eyes when you penned the observation that one prop-

osition is always inferred from the other. Do you not sec that

you here struck upon a hiw of the reason by which it is necessitated

to operate thus, and that this law evolves the axiom, like causes pro-

duce like effects? or, as it is generally state<l, the course uf nature is

uniform. AVhat men always think and must think is a primary and

essential truth, an ultimate principle of reason.

But jMr. Hume has objected to this origin of the principle.

"Were it the otf*]>rin;x of tlic reason, an intuition, it would be a.s per-

fect at first, anil tV<',m cmo in>tanfc, as after ever so long a coiAse of expe-
rience. But tlio ca.*c i.s far otherwise. Nothing is so like as eggs; yet

no one, on ac<onnt of this apparent similarity, expects the same tiiste and
relish in all of tlu-m. It is only alter a long course of experiments in any
kind that -we attain a firm reliance and seturity with regard to a particular

event. Now. where Is that process of reasoning which from cue instance

draws a oonchi.>I'>n so dlrterent iVoni that which it infers from a hundred
instances, that ari' nnwi-o dillorent from that single one? This question I

propose as much tnr the sike of instruction as with an intentiiv.i of raising diffi-

culties. I cannot tinil, I cannot imagine any such reasoning."

It would be easy to turn off this question with a joke, especially

as the example of the eggs is so egregiously puerile ; but it is due

to the candour of .Mr. IJume to treat it seriously, nay to admit that

the question is one of great iniportance, and leads to the true science

of inducti'^n. It is not true that bodies having the same or similar

qualities produce different etrects.—the eggs that have a different

taste are different in some particidars, and this is usually suffi-

ciently manifest in eggs; and if your eyes fail to see it, a micro-

scope will abundantly reveal it. Just here, opens to our view the

appr.ipriate sphere uf induction as far as it may be properly dis-

tinguished from dciluction: its office is to analyze phenomena

—

to mark the different qualities of objects, and to ascertain their pre-

cise effects; but wiion you have certainly determined what qualities

in any case produce what effects, one single instance of causation is

sufficient for the widest generalization. Show me the property of

tiie magnet which afti-acts irun, and I hesitate not to predict, that

whenever and wherever that quality appears, in like circumstances

it will be followed with the same effect. But if I have not been

careful in my observations, and mistaken some other property for

the real one, theu most certainly I shall make a false prediction, and

the event will expose the error. It is not in the reason, which

assures me intuitively that like causes produce like effects, but in

my observation. «

Science is under no greater obligation to any writer of the present
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an;e than to jNIr. John Stuart Mill, for the profound and elaborate

exposition of the grounds and process of induction ^vhich he has

};iven to the world. " There is no event," he remarks, " happeniu;^

in the universe, which is not connected b}' an invariable sequence

with some one or more of the phenomena wliich preceded it.'"
—

" If

WG' knew all the agents which exist at the present moment, their

collocation in space, and their properties, or, in other words, the laws

[or modes] of their agency, we could predict the whole sub.-c'iucnt

history of the miiversc ; at least, unless some new volition of a

power capable of controlling the universe should supervene. .Vnd if

any particular state of the universe should ever recur a second time,

(which, however, all experience combines to assure us will never

happen,) all subsequent states Avoidd return too, and history would,

like a circulating decimal of many figures, periodically repeat itself.

Jam redit et virgo, redount Saturnia regua,

Alter erit turn Tiphys, et altera quiB vohat Argo

Delectos lieroas : eruut quoquc altera bella,

Atque iteruin ad Troiam ruaguus miitetur Achilles."

iSuch undoubtedly is the order of the universe, with the single

e.xception of the frec-Avill of moral agents. But Mr. Mill makes no

such exception ; for he holds that human volitions ai-e so far con-

trolled by motives, that a man's actions as inevitably result from his

character as any effect follows a cause,—and if we thoroughly knew
his character we could certainly predict how he would act in any

supposable case. But this Ave repudiate, for this reason, among
many which cannot now be mentioned, that the same view must

apply to the divine mind ; and then it would follow that the uni-

verse, like a circulating decimal, actually has been, and will be pro-

duced and destroyed, again and again, forever. For God is the

same in character ; and if, when nothing was but he, his power

produced the present universe, it was but the type of a past and a

coming eternity. Plato's reminiscences are resurrections; and not

only the ideas that now are have been before, but we ourselves, the

iTorld's millions, and all their various histories, have been before as

now, and will be as they now are, again and again, forevermore. But,

aside from free agents, the idea of Mr. Mill is as true as it is sublime

;

and it illuminates and explains the problem of induction. The law
of causation binds together the universe, and its only difliculty is to

discover that chain amid the shifting, and veering, and multitudinous

phenomena that move about it and upon it ; but if you can strike

that chain at one point it will vibrate throughout its whole direction.

''The order of nature, as perceived at first glance, presents at every

instant a chaos, followed by another chaos. We must decompose each
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chaos into sinr^le facts. "We must learn to sec in the chaotic antecedent

a multitude of distinct antecedents, and in the chaotic conseijucnt a
multitude of distinct consequents." What then ? We have to deter-

mine uhich particular antecedent is followed by which consequent, and
which consequent is produced by which antecedent ; then, by the sim-

plest ratiocination, whose major premiss is the principle of causality,

furnished by the reason, we j^encralize the fact, or, in other words, infer a

law of nature. To make the requisite analysis we need to observe and

experiment ; and we require no aid but the simple rules of arithmetic,

except in those cases where the effects of various causes are mixed
together, as the curvilinear motion of the rocket, which is the result

of various causes. Here we require the aid of the higher matlie-

matics to determine the proportion in which the causes mingle in

producing the efiect. ]3ut all mathematics is deductive. Hence,

nowhere in induction, throughout its whole circuit, can you find any

new principle of inference. Inference, therefore, is always one and

the same ; it is a passage of the thought from the more general to the

less general, or to the particular; and never vice versa, from the

particular or from particulars, however numerous, to the general.

I repeat, you may sura them up, and call them by a general name

;

but that is no inference, no induction, no proper generalization.

Thus, it is demonstrated, that the process by which we discover

the laws of nature is fundamentally a deductive process ; and that

we are as much indebted to the reason for the major premiss, as we
arc indebted to experience for the minor premiss.

It is owing to a mi.sapprehension of the intuitive developments of

the reason, that some modern philosophers have rejected the syllo-

gism as a t^'pe of ratiocination. They suppose its major premise is

a general truth obtained by a summation of particulars; and, con-

sequently, to deduce one of these particulars from the general, is to

reason in a circle. But great as the mystery of the reason may
appear, we hold it to be the source of general principles, and it gives

them to us as by revelation. So struck was Cousin with this fmic-

tion of reason, that he seemed well-nigh beside himself, and almost

ready to bow down and worship it as a portion of tlivinity ; and Pla-

to, at the dawn of philosophy, declared, " It is the gift of the gods to

man, which, as I conceive, they sent down by some Prometheus in a

blaze of light."' But it is no enthusiasm to say, that the reason is

the brightest aspect of the image of God in man. Were the human
mind destitute of this power of intuition, it would be impossible to

^•indicate the logic of Aristotle. This he clearly saw and stated ia

his exposition of the process of deduction. Indemonstrable truths, ho

affirms, .make the basis of all reasoning ; for if your premises be
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demonstrated, then thc\' must have been demonstrated by soraething

beyond them, and il" tliey were demonstrable though not demon-

strated, it only extends the chain indefinitely back. Hence there

rau3t be indemonstrable truths at the foundation of every reasoning

process, or it is without foundation. And these indemonstrable

truths are particular intuitions of sense, of consciousnes.s, and of the

reason,—and, also, the general intuitions or principles of the reason.

Thus sense gives ut direct knowledge of the qualities of bodies,

consciousness of the phenomena of mind, and reason ideas of sub-

stance, space, time, cause—right and wrong—and the principles of

causality, mathematical principles, &c. The principle oi' contra-

diction—namely, a thing cannot be and not be at the same time

—

Aristotle considered the first of these indemonstrable principles,

Avhich lay at the foundation of demonstration.

The error of the schoolmen, which plunged them into the vorte.\ of

abstract speculation, was in the supposition that all truth lay wrapped

up in a priori principles, and could be educed by ratiocination: they

failed to perceive that they yielded no conseipienccs of scientific

value, but as they were attached to facts. Bacon reclaimed science

from folly by turning her eye upon the actual phenomena of nature.

Jjut it is an illusion as great as that of the scholastics, to suppose

that facts can of themselves give science; for they are as incon-

sequential without the principles of intuition as these arc barren

without them,—they lie scattered about like pebbles on the shore,

until they are bound together by some a priori principle or

general truth: then we see in them the path of the mighty

laws that clasp and encircle the universe. A falling apple sheds

a ray of light through immensity, and a drop of rain mark-

ing the clay pours its illuminations down the chasms of a past

eternity.

And is not here the answer to Mr. Mill's earnest inquiry: " Why
is a single instance in some cases sufficient for a complete induc-

tion; while in others, myriads of concurring instances, without a

single exception, known or presumed, go so little way toward

establishing a universal proposition?" The difierence in the cases

is that the former stands in the relation of cause and eflect. and the

latter does not. "Whoever," he adds, "can answer this question

knows more than the wisest of the ancients, and has solved the

problem of induction." Let him add the true theory of the origin

of primary axioms to his own incomparable analysis of induction, and

he may demand the palm. Take away the a priori principles from

induction, and you cover with clouds the whole process, and the

long array of the sciences dependent upon it ; restore these ideas,

FouKTii ISeries, Vol. YI.—2S
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and the movement is attended with certainty, as far as certainty can

belong to human knowledge.

I say as far as certainty belongs to human knowledge; because,

after all, it must be confessed that absolute knowledge is not for

man. In its very depths, what is our knowledge but faith? When
we talk of certainty, what do we mean ? Certainty for an individual

is but his necessary belief; human certainty is the necessary and

universal belief of the race. In heaven itself, certainty is absolute

only in the Thi-onc of Light ; the knowledge of the loftiest arch-

angel nearest that Throne is but a cloudless belief, forced upon his

understanding by its own subjective laws. God only knows, and

knows he knows,—Gud only is light.

This leads us to remark that the problem of induction being only

a question of causation, it matters not what theory any one adopts in

respect to second causes, if he admits that no event is without a

cause, and like causes produce like effects. To us there is no more

difficulty in supposing that God has put a causative power in nature

distinct from his own, than that he has constituted nature, matter,

and mind distinct from his own essence. If matter exists with its

various elements distinct from the divine nature, though not inde-

pendent of it. why may we not suppose that God has endued it with

a motive property as well as other properties ? Secondary causes

are the general belief of mankind as well as secondary natures.

Still, you may take either hypothesis,—you may think it was the

electric lluid which struck the oak when it fell blasted and blazing

with lightning, or you may regard it as the stroke of the divine

thought or volition, and think that all other events are, in like man-

ner, the extemporaneous movements of the all-pervading mind of

Deity. Yet if your reason obliges you to believe that they

proceed upon the principles of causality, then induction is the

same, and the certainty of its results is the same. Proceeding upon

a priori and empirical data conjointl}^ the process is not to bo

doubted—until the faculties of observation and reason are doubted

;

and when they are doubted the mind is ruined, and the light of

knowledge is set forever.
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Art. yn.—miscellanies.

AiJ'Jrcss of the General Conference of the JfethoiUst episcopal Church,

to the- British Conference.

" Reverexd and Dear Brethrek,—It has caused us deep regret that -we have

received no communicatioa from your venerable body in reply to our letter

transmitted through Dr. Dixon, who, four years since, so ably and acceptably

pcrfonucd the duty of a representative from your Conference to ours. But, as

wc cannot believe that your failure to write to us arose from any diminution of

fraternal regard on your part, and must attribute it only to accident, we cannot

allow the opportunity afforded by our assembly in General Conference to pass

without renewing to you our assurances of Christian affection and brothtrly

sympathy. We rejoice to believe, and wc account it one of the distinguishing

marks of the divine favour, that Methodists ihrougliout the world are on." in

heart and feeling; and we wish especially to cherish and preserve the niist

intimate relations with your body, and with the Wesleyan Methodists of the British

empire whom you represent. We greet you, then, again, in the name of oar

common LorJ, as brethren beloved.

" The want of a letter from you has been, to some extent, supplied by the vi-it

of the Kev. Axsox Gkee.v, Delegate from the Canada Conference to the Wes-eycxn

Methodist Church, Avhose ample and lucid statements of the aS'airs of the Con-

nexion in Canada have been received by our body with lively satisfaction. Mr.

Green also gave us some informal statements with regard to your Conference

and Church, and assured us that your atfection for u? remains uuabated.

•' It is with unfeigned gratitude to the great Uead of the Church that we have

to report to you continued growth and prosperity within our borders. The last

four years of our history have been signally marked with the divine fivvour. The

'Lord hath been our stay; he hath brought us forth also into a large place.'

His • wonderful works which he hath done unto us cannot be reckoned up in

order : if we could declare and speak of them, they are more than can be num-

bered.' There are, however, a few points of special interest to wliich we can

brietiy and thankfully advert. You will rejoice to learn that the peace of vur

Church has been unbroken for the last four years, and that the labours of our

ministry have been abundantly honoured with the divine blessing. The increase

in our membership during the period named has been ninety thousand two hun-

dred and forty-six ; and that increase has been progressive, as follows: in the

first year, about seven thousand ; in the second year, about twenty-three thousand

;

in the third year, twenty-seven thousand ; and in the fourth year, about thirty-

two thousand. We are happy to say, also, that we believe that, throughout the

Church, there has been a growth in spiritual life and Christian zeal ; and, espe-

cially in many quarters, thei-e has been awakened a new interest in the doctrine

*nd practice of Christian holiness.

"Our enterprises of Christian benevolence have also been more amply and

fenerously sustained by our people, during the last four years, than ever before.
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There has been a progressive advance in our missionary contributions, far more

than proportionate to the prowth of our numbers : the amount raised in 134S-9

being about eighty-seven tiiousand dollars ; in 1840-50, about one hundred and

five thousand dollars; in 1SjO-o1, about one hundred and thirty-three thousauil

dollars ; and in 1851-2, a)>out one hundred and fifty-five thousand dollars. And
our Committee has anticipated a further growth of missionarj- zeal among our

people, by appropriating two hundred thousand dollars for the outlays of the

next year.

"In the Sunday-school «lepartment we have a siniilarly gratifying prosperity

to record. We have now enrolled ninety-three thousand five hundred and sixty-

one officers and teachers of Sunday schools ; four huudred end seventy-three

thousand three hundred and e!evi.-n scliolars ; and one million two huudred and

sixty thousand five hundred and fifty-eight volumes in the Sunday-school libraries.

In the circulation of religious books and periodicals there has also been a marked

improvement ; and, with our large means for preparing and circulating a whole-

some literature throughout our country, -we hope for still greater results in the

future.

"Our home-work is extending with unparalleled rapidity over this continent.

On our western or Pacific coast a vast empire has been opened to our labours,

and we h.ave end'javourcd, as far as our means would allow, to enter into it and

cultivate it. Two Conferences have been formed,—the Oregon Conference and

the California Conference; and we have already within the bounds of those

Conferences nearly sixty ministers in active service. We have, also, just

directed the establishment of a Book Room, and of a weekly religious journal, in

San Franci?eo.

"We tiike great pleasure in calling your attention to the success.which has

attended our work among the German population of ovir country. We have now

nearly one hundred and fifty ministers and ten thousand members among them,

many of wh^ni aix- converts from Komanism. Some of the ministers converted

here have lx-<n biciit buc-k to their father-land as missionaries ; and we have great

cneoiir.ip-nn.iit in tin; iru-sent state and prospects of our work there.

"Within the last year our senior bishop, the Uev. Elijah Hedding, D. D., has

been removed by death. lie closed a long life of devoted and acceptable service

to the Church by a happy and triumphant death. His name is held among us

as a synonyme for all that is pure in virtue, lofty in intellect, and complete in

Christian chamcter uud life. At the present session of our Conference our

Episcopal Board has K-cn strengthened by the election of four brethren, high in

the esteem and confidence of the Church,—the Bev. Drs. Levi Scott and Matthew

Simpson, and Bcv. 0. C. Baker and E. B. Ames.

"We have heanl informally, with great regret, of the agitations that have

existed in your h-Ay f->r some years past, and sympathize fully with you. We
rejoice in the confident V>«.'liif that Methodism in England is so strongly roote 1

in the ntfcctiuns of the jicople, and, what is more, so surely protected by Divine

Frovidence, that it will only flourish the more after these storms are over. We
have no doubt that in this, as in nil things, you 'commit your ways unto the

Lord, and trust al-o in him;' and, therefore, we are assured that 'He will

bring forth your righteousne-'-s as the light, and your judgment as the noon-

day.'

"May the Lord who 'loveth judgment' uphold you in your integrity, and ect

you before his face forcTer!
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"We are, tlear brethren, in behalf of the General Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church,

—

» {Signed,) " BEVERLY WAUGII,
"THOMAS A. MORRIS.
"EDMUNDS. JANES,
"LEVI SCOTT,

" BUhopi of the Mahodint EjiUcopal Church.

"JOSEPH M. TRIMBLE,
" Secrctartf of the Confrmct.

"Boston, May 29th, 1652."

- Eepl]/ of the British Conference, 1853.

"Reverk.nd axd Very Dear Brethkex,—Your Address, dated May 29th, lSo2,

has been received by us at this our Annual Assembly with the most grateful

satisfaction. We regard it as a si^ecial testimony of that unfeigned brotherly

love which you maintain toward us, and which you have not suffered distance

of place, interrupted intercourse, or any other occasion, to destroy or abate.

Permit us to assure you, in return, of our sincere and undiminished affection for

jou, and of our joy in all that relates to your prosperity. May 'the Lc»Kr> God

of your fathers ' and ours continue to protect and guide you in all your ways

;

and, large as are the members already gathered around you by the agency of

his grace, may lie 'make you a thousand times so many more as ye are. and

bless you, as he hath promised you 1'

'• The declaration of your ready love is heightened by the consideration that,

at the time when it was penned.you were not in the possession of any letter from

us in reply to your acceptable adilress by the Rev. Dr. Dixon, and that you

could scarcely fail to construe our apparent silence into some measure, at least,

of blameworthy forgetfulness and indifference. Yet it was not so. The Address

which you conveyed by our honoured representative was duly plact;d in our

hands, and read in our Conference. It was heard with feelings of the truest

esteem and attachment. An answer to it was prepared, and, as far as we can

ascertain, regularly despatched. You may find a copy of that answer, following

your own Address, in our printed Minutes for the year 1849. By what means it

failed to reach its proper destination, we arc, at this time, unable to discover.

Will you please to accept this as an explanation of what could not but awakta

your surprise? C>ur desire is to cultivate intimate Christian relations with our

beloved brethren in the AVestcrn hemisphere, as well as in all other parts : and

to your own sentiment we heartily respond,—that 'Methodists throughout the

world are one.'

"We have listened to the intelligence which you communicate concerning the

state of the work of God among you, with fervent emotions of gratitude to Him
from whom all our good proceed.s. The untroubled peace which ' the Lord of

peace himself has given you for so long a space of time, the abundant succt-ss

which you have enjoyed, and which severally appears in the increase of your

numbers, accompanied with so observable a growth in spiritual life and ble^.-^ing;

in the enlarged liberality ofyour people, as displayed especially in their contribu-

tions to the support of your great missionary agencies; in the multiplied instru-
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mentalities of your Sunday school an«.l other kindred or accompanying institu-
tions : in the extension of your labours to populous lands, not until lately vi:;ited

with heavenly light
; and in the fruit of .«ouls which you have gathertd among

the German population interspersed through the United States;—these, and all
other things of a like kind to Avhich your Address refers, cheer our spirits, and
raise our hopes. During the time that such recitals were hiid before us, mauv
felt, and some expressed, the peculiar fitness and significancy of Solomon's lan-
guage, 'As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a far country.'
Our prayers are offorod tl.nt, !f.! who lins so graciously visited you, may guard and
maintain his own cau?e, and may so plentifully pour out his Holy Spirit on the
widely-spread regions in which you dwell, that ' the wilderness and the solitary
place may be glad.' tliat ' the desert may rojoice, and blossom as the rose;' that
it may 'blossom abundantly, and rejoice even with joy and singing;' that 'the
wilderness,' in a '.vord, may be ' a fruitful field,' and that the ' field,' already made
'fruitful' by the Lokd's bounty and blessing, may, amid the richer effusions of
heavenly grace, be ' counted for a forest.'

"For several years wo liave been exercised by manifold trials and adversities,
and have had to mouru over the removal of many from us who, we once hoped,
would have been ' our rejoicing in the day of the Lord Jesus.' But we trust that,
iu these painful and unexpected circumstances, we have endeavoured to 'submit
ourselves unto Gud ;

' to repose all our trust in his power and love ; to fall back,
with entire uures-rve, on the principles of our fathers ; to seek for a more copious
baptism of the Spirit of Christ; to prosecute our proper work in charity and
peace,—and to wait. Wc are humbly resolved, in dependence upon God, to pre-
seiTC inviolate the system of doctrine and disdpline which has been confided to us,
' by h.iiionr and di.'^honour, by evil report and good report, as deceivers and yet
true ;' and wo are looking for days of more abundant good. Signs of hope have
not been withheM from us, even in our most discouraging circumstances; and
these signs are now multiplied. Never did we, as a body of Christian ministers,
enjoy a larger m..a-iire of mutual harmony and lo%'e. We feel that we are one.
Tokens of reviving np]>eur in many pans of the work in our own country; and
the intelligence which has been communicated to us during our present sittings

of the prosiKirity of religion in France, which now has its own separate Conference,
and in other lands abroad, lias greatly cheered us. The missionary province of

our lub«jurs has always presented to us scenes of peace and growing fruitfulness

:

and it now, more than ever, invites the hopes and efforts of our evangelical zeal
To all this we would gratefully add that the spirit of a more than ordinary
liberality has desc.-iidid on our people; and that improved facilities are likely

Boon to be supi-licd for the removal of pecuniary difficulties, and the furthel-

estcnsioa of our l.ibours.

'•It is our earnest pur[>ose, as we are assured that it is also yours, to keep in

Tiew the great d.sign of Methodism amid all our plans and movements, not t)

entangle ourselves with the ])artie3 and affairs of this life, but to please Him
who hath called us to be soldiers in his army, and to war a good warfare for him ;

to promote experimental and practical Christianity in the earth; and. in pur-

suance of this object, to use ' the weapons of our warfare ' which ' arc not carnal,

but mighty through G.«i to the pulling down of strong holds:' this is our grdt
concern. Let Us still agn e to follow the steps of our honoured predecessors, to

imbibe a larger portion of tlieir spirit, and to rejoice in the prerogative that we
are permitted to 'enter into their labours.' The time of active exertion hastens
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to a close. ' Our fathers, where are they ?' Many dear and honoured men among

us, like your own excellent Bisliop IKildin.L', have passed to their rest; but they

have bequeathed to us an example worthy of all imitati'in. May we follow them,

as they also fc^llowed Christ; and may our 'end,' like theirs, be 'peace
I'

"Our C\>nforcnce of this year, now swiftly drawing to a conclusiou. has been

one of preut unanimity and peace ; and its public nlijrious services have been

marked by more than usual manifestations of truth and grace. Wc shall soon

proceed to our several spheres of labour, in the cheerful expectation that 'the

Lord will be with us;' and we trust that the coming year will be a year of

blessing. ' Ueturn, t) Lor.D, how long? Make us glad according to the diiys

wherein thou hast afflicted us, and the years wherein we have seen evil. Let

thy work appear unto thy servants, and thy glory unto their children.'

"With our affectionate wishes and praters for your continual and abounding

prosperity, we are, reverend and very dear brethren, yours, in the bonds of

Christian peace and love,

"JOHN LOM.\S, PrcfuUvl,

"JOHN FARRAR, Secretary.

"Bradfokp, Jugust lOth, 1853."

II.

HORACE BINNEY WALLACE.

TO THE EDITOR.

January^ ISM.

Dear Sir.,—Last night the January number of the Metho-list Quarterly Review-

reached me, and I have just read this morning with melancholy interest the

fragment of the late Mr. Wallace's letter to you. It is certainly a remarkable

production, and merits the commendation which you have bestowed upon it. The

whole tenor of the epistle gives me a very high opinion of both the character and

the intellect of the writer, and enables me to sjTupathizc cordially with the

eulogies and regrets expressed by M. Comtc on the occa.-:on of his early death.

The letter exhibits a masterly appreciation of the Positive rhilosophy. its merits,

its limits, and its defects; but it also affords abundant evidence that the estimate

of that philosophy, which is briefly indicated, was derived, less from the exact

mode in which it was pi-opounded by its author, than from the manner of its

reception by .Mr. Wallace, as modified, restricted, and purified by the transmuting

and assimilating powers of his own mind. His remarks appear sometimes more

appropriate to Positivism as it was literally interpreted and accepted by himself

than as it was specifically designed by M. Comtc. This is a venial error uito

which quick, penetrating, and generous minds arc frequently and uncon-fiou^.y

betrayed. Thoughts, which arc suggested to themselves in the c-'urse of th..ir

reading, are ascribed to the authors whose views have awakened tlioni. The

spontaneous reflection is supposed to be an independent and external picture on

the glass which merely returns the impression to the source whence it had pro-
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ceeded. Had the life of Mr. >Yallace been prolonged, and had it ever been mj
good fortune to meet him, he might have been surprised with the extent of the

consonance between his general views and mine; though we might,' perhaps, have

etill continued to differ slightly in our interpretation of the Positive Philosophy.

This gratification has been denied me ; and the pleasure and instruction, which

it might have afforded, have been revealed to me, when the knowledge can only

excite vain regrets. In justice, however, to the memory of Mr. Wallace, no less

than to myself, it is imi)ortant to remember that his letter seems to have been

written with only my first paper on Comte before him—without the assistance or

elucidati'.'ns which the sub^o-iu-'iit parts of the criticism might have rendered,

and without reference to the article on Philosophy and Faith, (Meth. Quar. Rev.,

April, ISjI,) which furnishes the key-note to my whole procedure, and lays down
the fundamental positions on which such philosophy as I may possess is estab-

lished. That article was not designed simply as an indej-endent essay. It was

written as a part of tlie criticism of Comte, and intended to be an introduction

to it; nor do I think that the validity of my strictures on Positivism can be justly

appreciated, except by the previous acceptance of that essay as a criterion, lu

that first article, toj, are contained, I believe, the germs of a sound and partially

new philosophy, calculated to sustain Christianity instead of being antagonistic

to it, as nearly all other metaphysical methods liave proved to be in their ultimate

development.

The time hns passed for any comparison of my views with Mr. Wallace's for

any other purpose than to elicit a just appreciation of Positivism from the con-

trast This may still be done, and may still be important, as the system is now
rising into more prominent note, and assuming a more popular aspect by its

introduction to the Knglish-reading public through the medium of the two
abridged translations of Miss Harriet Martineau and Mr. Lewes.

Mr. Wallace's favourable estimate of my criticism is gratifying to me, as bear-

ing testimony to the imjKirtance and general accuracy of my views, by indicating

the agreement with them, in the main, of an intelligent man, who had long raade

the subjt^ct his si-.-cial study. That agreement, in nearly all essential particu-

lars, is much more intimate than he was able to suspect; for he has not always

understood me rightly, and his conclusions were necessarily defective, as he had

only a part of my critique before him to comment on. So far as theve was any
misunderstanding of what was immediately submitted to his consideration, I

must take the blame of the misinterpretation to myself; for there must have been

some obscurity or insufficiency in my expression to mislead a man of his evident

candour and perspicacity.

He is, however, i«erfectly correct in supposing that I had originally under-

estimated the importance of M. Comte's great law of the Hierarchy of the

Sciences. I appreciated and admired it as a luminous and profound guide to the

classification of the sciences themselves ; I recognised its great value as an

exemplification of the successive stages of scientific development ; I apprehended,

as fully as himself, the .service which it was calculated to render in determining

and explaining the characteristic changes and expansions of the ascending

sciences, which he has su vig.ruusly pointed out ; but I did not at first discern its

intimate relation to the Positive method, or its necessity as an essential part of

the system. I have since discovered and rectified my error. It is, perhaps, going

too far to term this law •' tlic key-stone of the Conn de Philosophie Positiic," for

It is a corollary from the first law of Positivism—the law of the three states—

a

fonsc<juepce yihkU M, Ciimte apj>arcntl/ does not perceive. Cut it is uncjucs-
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tionably one of the grand laws of the system, and is the intcnnediate principle

—the tuioma medium—through which the phenonienalieni of the fundamental

law is communicated and applied to all the euccc-ssions and details of the

sciences.

The perusal of the first volume of the Systcmc de Politi(jitc Pusitivc convinced me

that I had attrlhuted too little importauwj to the Law of the Hierarchy, when I

regarded it chiefly as a mere method of classification. In a connected, condensed,

and thorough examination of the whole scheme of Positivism, which I wrote in

outline a year ago, though it has not yet been published, I corn'Oted the imper-

fection of my former view, reduced the law of classification to its natural depen-

dence on the first law, exhibited its importance, its mode of dt-vclopmcnt, its

partial truth, and its defects, and introduced what 1 deemed to be its reetitica-

tion, in a more detailed and consistent arrangement of the ethical sciences. So

much of that essay as relates directly to the Hiirarchic da Sci-uiccs I would gla lly

append to this letter; but the extract would be too long, and its validity and

significance would be only imperfectly recognised, if this solitary member were

rudely torn, as it necessarily would be, from the organic Ixuly of which it forms

a part. I can only give here the table of the sciences as it results from the rigid

development of M. Oomte's law of classification, which necessitates their ai'range-

ment, with or without any solution of continuity, in two series.

A. COSJIOLOOY.

I, Mathematics. Propajdeutic to Physical Science.

II. Astronomy.

III. Natural Philosophy—a vague and undistributed body of science, including

Barology, Thermology, Optics, Acoustics, Electrology, and possibly some other

branches.

IV. Chemistry.

V. Biology—or the operation of the general laws of nature in ao individual

organism, as modified by life. This science, as explaining the phenomena of

spontaneous action, firms the transition to the sciences which treat of intelligent

and voluntary action, and is intermediate between Cosmology and Anthropology.
.»

B. AXTHKOPOLOGT.

L Logic. Propaedeutic to the Ethical Sciences—embracing Metaphysics as

an Introduction or Api^endix.

IL Deontology, or Ethonomy.

III. Political Philosophy—including Universal Jurisprudence, the Theory of

Government, Political Economy, Statistics, &c.

IV. The Science of History

—

Dytiamique Sociale—which must logically precede

the philosophy of social organization, as the facts must bo collected and observed

before inductions can be made, or generalizations established.

V. Sociology proper—which applies all of the above sciences to the interpre-

tation of social action and the regulation of societies, as integral organisms, with-

out regard to specific forms of government.

There is something arbitrary and artificial, I admit, in the arrangement of the

second scries of sciences, but M. Comtc acknowledges this to be an incident of all

8Uch classifications ; and the table is exhibited not as absolutely true or satisfac-

tory to myself, for, like Positivism, it excludes the descriptive sciences, but as

the result arrived at by the rigid application of M. Comte's second law. It will

be observed, too, that Theology is omitted—but of theology there can bo no
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strict science, as it rests npnn revelation and divine prescription, not upnn
human demonstration, and lays its foundations upon faith, not upon observation,

experiment, or reasoning. "In passing from the Cosmological to the Anthropo-
logical series, there is a break in the application of M. Comte's law on this

an-angcment. But invert the second series and the continuity is maintained in

the same manner as it is preserved by M. Comte; but then his law must be

applied in an inverse sense, which he is not conscious of having done himself.

Of course, each series rcriuires for its perfect apprehension a thorough acquaint-

ance with tlie other: eitlier niny take precedence in the order of their stmJv, but
not indifferently; the times and concomitant condition of the intellectual world,

and the relative state of the Ethical and Physical sciences, must determine
which should have the priority; and, in the case of individuals, some influence in

the decision of the question must be accorded to the purpose and design of their

studies. In Aristotle's day the study of Physics might appropriately take the

precedence of the study of Kthics for the improvement and extension of the

latter; in Bacon's day, it was exactly the reverse ; in our time we may recur to

the order of ,\ri;t'nle ; and some centuries hence Anthropology may be the proper
preparation for tlie amelioration of Cosmological science again. This epoch is,

perhaps, closer to us than I have sujiposcd. But neither Cosmology nor Anthro-
pology can, as rfn entire system, be permanently entitled to priority of con-

sideration.

I have suffered this digression to lead me too for from Mr. Wallace's letter.

With the explanations which were given above, I fully assent to his interpreta-

tion of the signiticuncis and differences of the separate sciences, as manifested
by the api'licatii..n of the law of classification. But he entirely misundcrsto'}"!

my recognition of a sp'cies of knowledge, lying beyond the range of science, and
unattainaMe by scientific processes. Had he ever known the article on Philoso-

phy and Faith, Vfore referred to, he could scarcely have fallen into this miscon-

ception. I never dreamed of excepting the philosophy of society from the juris^lio-

tion of science. The attempt to bring the former within the domain of the latter

I regiird.-d as the loftiest of .M. Comte's achievements. Like Mr. AVallace, I had
been engaged myself iu a similar endeavour for years before I had seen or heard

of M. ComteV labours; and there is a singular coincidence between some of his

positions, and even expressions, and many passages written by me before I had
aJiT ac<^iuaintance with his works. Like Mr. Wallace, too, I had taken f:>r my
companions and advi.-crs, liurke, Montesquieu, Macliiavelli, and Vico; but 1 had
added to their number Plato, notwithstanding all his socialistic vagaries, Fran-

ciscus Balduinus, Bacon. Filangieri, nn4 Aristotle, whom I valued above them
alL In all that I have written relative to M. Comte, I have most cordially ai>-

proved of his extension of science, under the form of the historical method, to

the theory of society; and 1 have spoken of this as his crowning triumph. I

even went so far beyond what Mr. Wallace supposed to be my limit, that I ex-

pressed the b<:lief that a positive treatment might be, in great mea.'^ure, applied

legitimately to Metaphysics. The knowledge beyond science, to.which I referred,

consisted v( all tho^e imjiulsivo and instinctive convictions which determine our

affections, and fn^iuently our actions—a knowledge which loses itself in faith,

and forms the basis of all reli-ious Klicf. For I differ equally with Mr. Wallace

and M. Comte in regard to the possibility of demonstrating religion. A demon-

strable religion is. to my apprehension, a palpable absurdity, and a contradiction

in terms. A real, valid, and cfhcacious religious conviction must repose on faith,

not demonstration. To attempt to found it upon the latter is to imitate t!;o
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impious daring of the buililcrs of Babel, nwl can result only in a worse confu-

sion. The conviction, implanted by faith, may be deepened, extended, and inten-

sified by confirmatory or corroborative evidence: it cannot l>e established on

human proof, nor does it admit of demonstrative reasoninir, except from prem-

ises previously received from faith alone. Where was the use of revt-Iation. if

Christianity could be proved conclusively by human reasuuin^? li-lief would

have then been an inevitable necessity, like the assent to a mathematical truth

:

it would have been a purely intellectual exercise, and no trial of the heart of man.

Besides reliarion and morals—thinss whioh I consider inseparable in jrr'.Tii-".

and only dissociable in theory by the barbarous mutilation of both—1 r».vi..Tii«-il

as beyond the reach of science the principles of all knowledfrc and neti..n; and

in this position I am fully sustained by Aristotle, who is still the ;^rvat<-?t

mind and the highest authority on such subjects produced in all the a?es of

humanity. I also recognised as beyond the present range of science all that n'-bu-

lous, floating mass of general and instinctive belief in relation to matters of prac-

tice, in which points of truth glimmer like the isolated stars in the Milky Way re-

vealed by the telescope, and out of which, in the process of time, and by further

study and discovery, new increments are added to science. I did not attempt to

define the limits of this unscientific knowle<Jgc, for it was negatively denued by

including all that science could not or did not embrace. I was rLductant tD com-

mit the folly of attempting to define the undefinable and the indefiuito.^ -'ihat

which is crooked cannot be made straight, and that which is wanting cannot t<

numbered." But the distinction between science, actual or possible, and that

knowledge which does not admit of scientific arrangement, seems clear entiu;:h to

my mind, and was sufficiently exemplified in the article on I'hilosophy and faith

to acijuit me of the guilt of such a gross blunder as Mr. Wallace has, fr^m u:i*-

apprehension, attributed to me. It is true, that in the Ethical branches of

science I would assign a jnuch ampler scope to deduction than in rhysics: but

this predominance of synthesis over analysis in tlicse departments is [ r^.icriU-J

by Aristotle, commended by Bacon, and has met with the approbation of M. Co::itc

in his later work.

If I did any injustice to the first law of Positivism, the error was scarcely of

the sort supposed by Mr. Wallace I admitted that the procedure of the mind in

philosophizing might be distinguished into the three modes designated as theo

logical, metaphysical, and positive. I objected to the employment of these terms,

and also to the erection of this succession into a universal, complete, and aP.-conirro-

hending law. The objection to the term theological has been approved by .Mr.

Wallace, who is entirely right in considering it a mistake on my part to supp-jsc

that it was employed by M. Comtc aa synonymous with religious. The distinc-

tion between the two, in his employment of them, arbitrary and illegitimate as

that employment is in both cases, is sufficiently illustrated in the Sustcmt Je

Politique Positive and in the Catfchisvu Positivisle—works publi>he<l subse-

quently to the composition of my criticism, which, however, prove only the more

conclusively the ingenious impropriety with which the term theological is apjdicd

to the first mental state. I must think that Mr. Wallace suftcred himself u> I'c

misled by his own more correct views of philosophy, when he faucietl that the

three states were not intended by M. Comte to be reciprocally exclusive of laeh

other in the scheme of Positivism ; and that the Positive mode was not Jt^iirr.'^l

to absorb the other forms, as the rod of Aaron swallowed the serpents of iLo

l-J^yptian magicians. Mr. Wallace saw truly, as I saw, that in point of fact tho

three modes might bo coexistent, not in the same subject, but in the sauic mia J,
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and might all posf^ess equal truth within their respective orbits, •without either

of the others ever becoming entirely absorbed by the Positive method. This

perception of his own he has too hastily transferred to the Positive Philosophy,

is one of its characteristics. But M. Comte had gaid, " De la, trois sortes de

philosophies, ou de Bysti'mcs pcndraux de conceptions sur I'ensemble des pht-

nomenes, qui s'exclucnt mutui.'llcinent."

—

Phil. Pos., vol. i, p. 3. And this dec-

laration is reaffirmed on every possible occasion, and under the great-.st

variety of expression. This I do regard as the assertion that the theological

and metaphvsical methods of philosophy are transitional, and are destitute of

truth—except that partial and evanescent truth (dn-a, not u/.i,deia) which may
serve a provisional purpose until science has conquered their domain. Now, I

believe that much of our knowledge must always Ix; founded upon faith, not on

science or demonstration ; that part of it always must be established by deduc-

tion from the first principh'S received by faith, and must hence be metaphysical;

and that, therefore, science, which arrives at its premises by induction, can

never exclude the other modes entirely, or itself occupy the whole sphere of

knowledge. In this position Mr. Wallace might not have agreed with me, as he

entertained the hope of Christianity being rendered demonstrable; but it ap-

proximates very closely to an agreement with him, so far as his immediate objec-

tion is concerned.

That M. Comtc understood his first law in a different sense from that in which

it was interpreted by Mr. Wallace, is evinced by his exclusion and repudiation

of logic and metaphysics, no less than by his own express testimony. But Mr.

Wallace declares himself unable to follow my meaning when I spoke of M. Comte's

entire negation of lo^ic and metaphysics. The difficulty must have proceeded

Bolely from his having construed loi^ic in its loose, popular acceptation, as equiva-

lent to reasoning, while I used it in its strict sense for the science of reasoning.

Assign the former meaning to the woixl,and his censure is perfectly just; assign

the latter, and it is altogether inajipropriate inasmuch as M. Comte does deny

most explicitly that logic is a science, or separable from the concrete acts of

reasoning. ^ILil. I'os., vol. i, pp. .''.:^-40.) It is excluded from his table of the

sciences, and is declnre<l to be cajiable of appreciation only in its concrete forms,

which arc foreign to logic, pr.iperly so termed; and, moreover, mathematical

science is assumed to bo the model of reasoning, to the exclusion of the guidance

of logic But my views on this subject were developed in the second part ofnij

criticism on M. C<.'nito'8 Philosophy, (.Meth. Quar. l!ev., April, 1S.J2, pp. lSi>-3.)

•which, apparently, had not been seen by Mr. Wallace when he wrote his letter;

and which nii.L'ht have lo 1, if seen, to a considerable modification of his strictures.

Is it not possible that he might have seen it after his letter was written, and, in

consequence of the correction of his former views which it suggested, that he might

have retained that I'ttcr unfinishod in his portfolio? It must be said, however,

that M. Comte is not nltrigothi-r consistent himself in his remarks upon logic, using

the term too vaguely, and receiving it in one sense, while rejecting it in another,

without rigidly distinguishing between its two significances. Moreover, he has

given much greater credit to logic in his second system than in Lis first. It is

possible that this uncertainty and indecision may have caused me to take a too

partial view of his <h.!trine on thU topic, and to press my objections further

than was either necessary or appropriate.

With the points already elucidated, my denial that Bacon was the apostle of Posi-

tivism is connected. Bacon received theology, metaphysics, and the Aristotelian

logic; he acknowledged the truth of Christianity, and believed in revelation; he
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nJmittei.1 the existence of unscientific kuowleJcre bcjond the sphere of intel-

lectual domonstratiou, or even of complete interpretation. All these positions I

Lave established in the course of my writing in your Review ; and, as each of these

tenets is inconsistent with Positivism, as proposed by M. Comte, I refused to con-

sider Bacon as the founder of the system, although it was elaborated by a

development of one-half, though only half of his doctrine.

Bacon was no more a Positivist than Mr. Wallace himself. Mr. Wallace

deemed himself to be one, and naturally enough considered Bacon so. But. in

the Baconian Philosophy there are many essential parts which are incompatible

with M. Comte's scheme, and which are cunscijuently rejected by him; and Mr.

Wallace accepted Positivism only by adding to it a belief in Christianity, and
denying that it is necessarily an atheistic or infidel system. But M. Comte con-

tinually repeats that science and theology, Positivism and Christianity, are ab-

Bolutely incompatible. And he is entirely right : a s3-stem of pure and exclusive

phenomenalism necessitates the repudiation of revelation, and cannot be logically

combined with Christianity. In this respect the logic of M. Comte is more correct

and unerring than that of Mr. 'iVallace. It is true that a pLilosophy approxima-

ting to M. Comte's, and agreeing with it within a certain limited range, may be

conceived, which shall not be inconsistent with Christianity; but this would not

be the Positivism of M. Comte, but a new, distinct, and more enlarged philosophy,

6uch as I have been endeavouring to indicate. If Mr. Wallace's reception and

interpretation of Positivism were logically correct, I should myself be a Positivist

;

if, as I think, they are invalid, he agreed with me, or I with him, in the accept-

ance of a different philosophy, which incorporates the greater part of the Positive

Philosophy, and is, in reality, a modernized and Christianized Aristotelianism,

accordant in the main with the scheme of Sir William Hamilton.

These are all the topics of dissent indicated in Mr. Wallace's letter. The

observations made upon them show in reality a more intimate accordance be-

tween our opinions than he supposed, and dispel almost entirely the apparent dif-

ferences. Some discrepances might have still remained, but tiiey would probably

have been unimportant, for the whole tenor of his remarks points toward the

goal which I have been striving to reach. 1 need not say that 1 cordially endorse

his comments on M. Comte's hieratic pretensions and new religion; but he

appears to me to have underrated the Systrinc dc Politique Posilive as a whole

—

very likely in consequence of never having liad the opportunity of studying more

than the first volume, which is filled with the ro<lomontade of the Ileligion of

Humanity. But it affords me sincere satisfaction to perceive the intrinsic simi-

larity which existed between his views, aims, and doctrines, .ind mine ; and to

bear testimony, now that he is beyond the nach of praise or blame, of tlatt-ry

or censure, to the justice, sagacity, profundity, and comprehensiveness of his

criticisms, though they sometimes proceeded upon an imperfect or erroneous

apprehension of my real opinions. I do trust that all the fragments of his

^Tilings will be gathered up and published. I would rather feed upon the broken

breail from such a table than upon the stalled oxen of such pompous and imbecile

philosophers as Whewell, Morell, and the juvenile Eclectics, French, English, or

American.

I subscribe myself.

Yours Terv sincerely,

G. F. H.
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Aet. YIII.—letters on recent FRENCH LITERATURE.

LETTER in.

Pabis, 1354.

A HTDROGEAPnio eng'inocr of the French Marine, M. Gaiissiu, %\;ts --tnt,

some time ago, to muke a phj-sical survey of some of the Polynesian I-laiids.

During hi? sojourn of four year? lie was led, by philosophic curiosity, to turn

his intercourse with tlie natives to tlie account of studying their infant

idioms. The result w;i,-i anes>ay, which he prepared, in 1852, in competition

for the Volney prize of Linguistic, and which obtained besides the "croAvn"'

prize of twelve hundred francs, with a special commendation of tlie Aca-

demic committee. {JJu fJinlecte de Tahiti^ de c^lui des Ile^ Marquises, et ea

general de hi Luiguc Pi'hjni^ltnnc: ouvrage qui a remportd en 1S02 la prise

de linguistique fonde [lar Volney. Par L. Gaussin, Ing^nieur Ilydrographe

de la Marine. Paris : Firmin I)i(lot. New-York : Hector Bossan^^e.) He
now submitj? it to tlie judgment of the public. The signal merits of the

work as a faithful record of the subject, and the early stage of Janguan^e

which this subject represents, deserve alike that I should sketch you a brief

anal^'sis. My notice will proceed :

—

1st. Ou the description of the Parts of Speech, or of the modes which
correspond tathe>e divisions of European languages;

2d. Ou the fornw which appear })eculiar to the Polynesian

;

3d. i)n the r«.rieetions and the system of the author.

1. Jsoun.—As with us, the Polynesian nouns are proper or common, save

that the latter correspond alike to our substantives, our adjectives, our verbs,

and even si)metimes our adverbs. The adjective, which thus appears to have

no special form, i- >;ui.plied by the addition of one noun to anotiier ; and this

procedure, by quuUjicution, results, progressively in the production of compo-
sition at the SiUiie time in the words and the ideas, from the sim[>le notions

and the single sylbbles of the original condition. The distinctions of gender,

too, are obtained in a similar manner, ]«y the addition of the names for man
and for woman ; just as in English she and he are applied to some animals for

the same jmrpose. Tiiey are founded in Polynesian upon sex alone, accord-

ing to tlie amb.'ir, alth-)!i;:h he mentions a third form employed to designate

the human specie-^; and this is probably but one of the branches of an ante-

rior division of objects, (corresponding to the American Indian,) into animate

and inanimate. The variations of intensity, commoidy known as the degreed

of comparison, exist but in a rudimentary st^ite. The notion of number is

obtained by the s;iino procedure as comparison, and all the other mo-atiui-

tions. by tiie addition of another noun; but in Polynesian the noun which
quahrte.t t'le >ingular is a noun of nudtitude, and the result not a i-lural. but

a collective doiguation. Tiie cause i-, that the conception of i)liirali:y i--

abstract, while collectivity is concrete and visible to sense.

Pronoun.—There are personal, possessive, and interrogative pronouns;

but no relative, because a logical connective. The personal are placed by

the author in the class of nouns proiter, because, hke these, tliey refer to
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objects, not to relatione, as vvitli us. These pronouns! have three numbers

—

the singuhir, dual, plutul; or rather the latter is a trial, that is, denotes no

more than three objects. Here, -vve see, is a refinement upon that classic dual

form which is still accounted a perfection, because encountered in the Greek.

The truth is that both belong to the age of inl'antilo imbecility, when the

eavago cannot number, and so not name, beyond two or tliree. And tiie

proof of this is patent in the Polynesian dialects, where the dual and trial

forms still betray their composition from the corresponding nuuK-rals sub-

joined to the radical prunouns.

Article.—The Polynesian has two articles, the definite and the indeiinite;

but unmodified, as in the English, by gender, number, kc. M. Gaussia

interjects them in a rather miscellaneous category, to which he gives tlio

title of "Substantive Enunciations"—defined as "serving to place the noun

in a condition of predication." To this he also refers the pronouns demon-

strative and possessive, certain adjectives of number, &:g. ; while evcii the

pronouns personal dilier only in the kindi-ed property of " rendering the

predication concrete." The meaumg of this junjble of our syntactic subdi-

visions, and which the author does not clearly 5ee through, will be suggested

in tlie sequel.

Verh.—The verb and its appendages he similarly groups together under

the general designation of "Verbd Enunciations." In fact, the verb in

PoljTiesian does not differ from the noun in form. It is even sometimes

predicated or "enunciated" by the articles; but usually by a set of parti-

cles appropriate to the purpose. By tliese, which are still emi'loyed in

the condition of sejiaration, are expressed the so-called accidents of number,

teuse, and mood; that is to say, so far as yet developed, namely,—of the

tenses, the future and the past; of the moods, the optative and the imper-

ative—the indicative mood and the present time being still confounded Avith

the radical form. Among these particles of predication the author also ranks

preeminently the representative of the auxiliary verb to be. But this is like-

"wise withoiit mood or tense, and a mere exponent of the verbal function;

not unlike the particle to, which marks in English the infinitive mood. In

short? the auxdiaries m Polynesian are but the articles of the verb, as the

articles are the auxiliaries of the noun.

Preposition.—The prepositions are but fcAv in number, the relations they

denote still fewer, and the objects which they govern corporeal. The rek-

tions are: of origin, of dependence, and of destmation; that is. the begin-

ning, the middle or continuation, and the end. So that the savage proceeds

by instinct, in his expressions of the work of nature, on the same principles

Avhicli the analysis of the philosopher prescribes to art. And the reason is,

that all true art is but a reproduction of the course of nature. These thrt-o

relations have in Polyne>ian a distinct set of signs, accordingly as conceived

actively or passively. For example, in our active and passive forms of the

verb transitive, there is Jcpcndtncc alike of the object and of the agent upon

the action. The dependence of the agent we express, in the passive, by a

preposition ; while, in the active, we make the object depend directly on tho

verb. But the PohTiesian interposes, in this case too, a preposition; only

varied to denote a different conception of the dependence. Thus, (to take
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the author's instance,) histeafl of saying, " I love my husband," a wife will say,

in Polynoian, " I love to my hubband." xVud tlio reason, as well as noce-sity of

this, is jiluin. The verbs licre have not only neither an active nor a passive

form, but are as yet not oven distinguished from the nouns. The active ten-

dencies of the relation toirard the object and //'o/zi tlie agent mu;t there-

fore be diiferenced and dcuotod by prepObitious. And tlie same is true, for

similar reason:?, of the passive point of view.

This distinction between the notions of motion and rest, or, as LIjc author

scientilically calls them, tiie dynamical and t!>e statical, pervades, he tells us,

the whole idiom and the ide;i3 of the Polynesians. But this is, in fact, the

principle of the i)riiiiordial division of gender into animate and inanimate,

which I suspected him of overlooking. And the suspicion Is too well con-

firmed by the quite imperfect recognition of it which he manhVsts in liis

description of tbt-so prepositions.

Aiherl.—The adverbs in Polynesian are of place, time, and direction; or,

in the enviable Frencli expression, orientation. To these few relations are

they contiiied, in fact, with all savage and simple peoples. But in the

present case, it is observable, according to the author, that the adverbs are

of the nature of the pronouns and proper names; that they designate con-

crete notions, and not relations. I however feel persuaded that there is here

a double error—an error, on the one hand, respecting the small extension of

the idea of relation which can be possible to such a people ; an error, on the

other hand, respecting the real import of what we style their proper or

concrete names. The latter is evinced, in fact, by the author's own arLrn-

ment to prove the adverbs to be connatural with proper names: it is, be

s.iys, that they are, like them, found acconipauicd by articles, or what he

names enuuciarive i)articles; for the proper names in Polynesian are so

determined, as well as the common. But this is because they really are

descriptive rather than denotative—designate less an object than a rela-

tion. Hence, in fact, the need of luuiting them, to denote an individual.

The prefixation, then, of such particles to adverbs also infei-s, undoubtedly,

analogy between the two cla-scs of vocables : but the analogy consists, on the

contratT, in both alike implying relations; not, as the .luthor assumes aud

argues, individuals or concrete notions. And this conclusion, drawn more-

over from an evident prepossession as to the functions of the proper names

in European languages, appears to be confirmed and was perhaps caused

by an illusion of observation, which indeed mystities the matter throughout

the work. lie interpret.s the notions abstract and concrete of the Poly-

nesians in the ordinary i)hili)M>phical acceptation. But in such a sense the

savage h,is no abstract names whatever; even those accounted most so, in

their infant idioms—the general terms—are but repetitions of individual

apidications. The truth, however, is, that though the concrete objecLs are

alone in view, tliese terms signify effectually thtrir analogical relation. And

so the Polynesian advcrl'S. while meant to name a place or epoch, refer

essentially to the relation K'tween those objects and the speaker. The over-

sight of this unconscious involution of the relation in one or another of its

individiwl aud material tvrms, is the second error above imputed to the

author.
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Coiij unction.—Tlie conjunctions are extremely few, nml derived, the author

sftys, from throe sources. The most siiniilc arc sui>i)lied by the proposition?;

as the function of the preposition is in fact to connect word.-*, while that of

the conjunction Is to connect sentences, the passa^'o from the former to the

latter is entirely normal, like that, for instance, of the adverbs of place into

those of time. The second expedient is a periphrasis, which might bo called

a eonjunctional phrase ; in like manner as there are also prepositional and

adverbial j)hrases. The third supply is from the particles of " verbal enun-

ciation,"' of all of which the virtual import is the verb to le; and thi.- iu lact

is so well conjunctive as to have got the technical name of " copula." These

several sources of the conjunctions are therefore probably well assigned

;

although the autlior's explanations are here, as elsewhere, insuilicient.

Interjection.—There are, it seems, in Polynesian, but two or three interjec-

tions. But is not this in contradiction with a certain linguistic theory which

pretends the interjection to be the earliest of the jiarts of. speech, and that,

moreover, from which proceeded all the others in succession ? for, if so, it

should be found in a proportional abundance in the conii)aratively infant

idiom of the Pol}Tiesians. The conflict, says M. Gaussin, is but apparent.

"In the boginulng, there was no distinction between the words resix^nding

to our sentiments and those recalling the images of the external world. At

this stage of the development of languages, there was neither article nor

particle of any sort : the words -were thrown together, so to say, one after

the others. Subsequently, to enunciate the modifications of time and

place, to give expression to tlie relations between ideas, each distinct lan-

guage had recourse to means particular to itself, but proceeding, doubtless,

from already existing materials.- These modifications, these relations, bt-uig

also applicable to ideas derived from the two sources, (subjective and objec-

tive,) the division was not still established among the corresponding terms.

This is nenrly the condition of grammatical development in which we find

the language of the Polynesians at this moment. In other words, it otTers

but few or no interjections, precisely iccaiise most of the words are modelled

on this part of speech^ and that, enunciated separately, they may often le

regarded as in reality no other than interjections.'^''—Pp. 220, 227.

The conflict then is turned to a confirmation ot^ the theory. This results

enfficiently from the author's explanation, in spite of the habitual inexactness

of his analysis. I hasten, therefore, to my second head of comment on tho

book, and which regarded cert:\in fonns Avhich he ra.akes peculiar to the

Polynesian.

2. Among these are the two classes named of " prefixes " and of " suf-

fi.xes," of which the treatment follows after the regular forms, in distinct

cliapters. 15ut they are both of the s,ame nature as another category

called "determinatives," which is placed, however, at the other end of the

scale. The same is true of the " enunciatives," whether " substantive "' or

" verbal," in which descriptions are jumbled the article, the pronoun, and

the verb. In fine, a form, interposed between the preposition and the

adverb, under the title of "possessive adjectives," is also kindred to this

large family. In addition to this wild dispersion of things Ave presently shall

find congeneric, among the forms thus alleged peculiar to the Polynesians,

Fourth Series, Vol. YI.—-29
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there is, moreover, an omission of our old acquaintance, the adjective. Its

presence i?, however, indicated incidentally by the author, who says repeat-

edly that nouns substantive, and even others of the parts of speech, may be

made adjectives bj post-position to other nouns. These various disorders of

arrangement and defects of discrimination appear the result of a -vatem

which only serves to confuse the writer.

3. This system—if a simple series of generalities can be so called—is the

Positivist theory of language. The three terms of M. Comte, namely, senti-

ments, images, signs, are expanded by our author into the following ii\o

gradations: "1st. Sensations or concrete images—that is to say, applying to

something real and dotcriuiuate; 2d. Sensations or rude [Irute-'^] iraagos. but

independL-nt of the being or the object; 3d. Immediate metaphors of sensa-

tions or of images—called immediate, to distinguish them from metajihors

by comparison; -ith. Simple signs of ideas; 5th. Logical signs of thought

or grammatical forms.''—Pp. 58, 59. This, it is quite clear, is no improve-

ment on the master, in either j)hilosophy, explicitness, or perspicuitv. On
the contrary, it only throws the subject into chaos. "Who understands, for

instance, it? distinction between "sensations or concrete images" and "sen-

sations or rude images?"' "What, moreover, are themselves these rude, or

should I call them hrut<.\ images? for I must own I find the epithet untrans-

latably nonsensical. What mean even the concrete images, since all images

of course are concrete? Are any images whatever quite convertible with

sensations ? And suppose so, are there no sensations besides images? Fur-

ther, mct^iiihors—immediate or otherwise—are not vocables, but only an

extension of their application. But why go on to canvass what is obviously

an utter hodge-jxidge of redundancy, deficiency, and confusion i "With"

such a table of the elements of language before his mind, how shotdd the

author not have exhibited tlie imperfection of analysis which I have found

rayselt" constrained to notice so repeatedly in his work?
I should add, however, in justice to the learned body who "crowned"

this essiiy, that the theory wa.^ not inserted at the time of their examination.

The author seems indeed, to liave known his men, if not his theory, better.

He prudently contined himself to observations and examples ; or, if he now
and then appealed to i)rinciples, they were the principles of French gram-

mar. By this economy his composition displayed an air, in part factitious,

of sobriety, j.racticality, and research, which well adapted it to obtain favour

with the judges of the academy; for, be it wisdom or be it weakness, it is

notorious that these gentlemen have an aversion to speculation that is. iu

my opinion, not unnatund. A legislature of the intellect can judge impar-

tially of new fact.s, because these imply but industry or opportunity ; but a

now theory is sure to bristle every man of them into hostility, for it pretends

to a philos.^pliieal, if not a mental superiority above, not merely each in i.'ar-

ticnlar, but even the ntrirregate corporation. No novel theory "should, tboro-

fore, venture to brave this double amour propre, nnle.-s, indeed, it were com-

pletely i.n-e^istibie. It w.is probably this calculation that advised the author

of the work iu question, in first submitting it to the academy, not to present

the foregoing system; and ho did wisely, his speculations being, we see,

not perfectly overwhelming. It was only in giving tlie essay to the public
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that tliey wore inserted, and acknowlcdj-'od to take their origin (I have shown
how monirrolly) frotu if. Conite, whose proper system is, besides, a theory

less of linguistic than of psychology.

To vindicate tliese strictures I will briefly sketch a substitute, which, at the

same time, may prove the value, in relation at least to statistics, of the work
before us.

Every theory of general grammar should bo based distinctively n[)on v:oi-'h

—the psychical substrate of the ideas belonging properly to other ^ci.-nccs.

But words must be of ditll-ront kinds, according to the rer[uisites of di-cour-e.

These requisites can be, in number as well as order, but the followinL':

—

1st. To designate the objects or tlie notions to be communicated; '2d. To
distinguish them from interlocutors; 3d. To reconnect them, in the linoar

scries of succession which is organically indispensable in discourse, so a.*? to

recompose the specific conception of the speakerin the general comjirehen-

sion of the hearer. There must be, then, three general descriptioas of

vocables, to wit,—denominatives, determinatives, and conjunctives.

Again, the things to be denominated are, in turn, of three species; and so

are, consequently, the determinatives and conjunctives. There are sensations

of things within the speaker, I'crceptions of tilings without him; in tlni\

conceptions of relation between both those elements of all knowledge. There

must, then, be subjective names, objective names, attributive or relational

names; or, as the grammars call them, interjections, nouns substantive, and

nouns adjective. A corresponding subdivision of the determinatives yields

respectively, the pronoun, the article, and the participle—tlie former having

a subjective, the second an objective, and the third a relational import. In

fine, the series of conjunctives [)resents an equally strict conformity with the

pref>osition, the conjunction, and the adverb—the first connecting sulyects,

(the suhjtctirc terms of the proposition :) the next connecting copulas, that

is, the substantive or objective terms; the last connecting predicates, or the

relational terms. Here is, then, a positive and ijuitc spontaneous confirmation

of our deductions a priori from tlie necessities of discourse. This new arrange-

ment of the parts of speech exhibits further the internal evidence of certain

harmonies made immomorially the rules of syntax, but never explained, and

of which the principal will be found indicated by the lines in the following

diagram :

—

Denominatives: Interjection — Substantive — Adjective; 1

Dftcrminatives : Pronoun — Article — Participle; j-Verb.

Conjunctives: rreposition — Conjunction — Adverb. ]

The theory is that these several members- of the philological series arise

prn;,rre^sively, in this double order, at the same time vertical and horizontal,

and are also formed from the interjections by the simple proce>s of reduplica-

tion. A full analysis of this pri>codure would to>t the truth of the foregoing

Mieme, and would present the i)roper occasion of bringing psychology to aid

philology, as every lower and anterior science is the fittest evidence of tho

succeeding. But such a t;isk, however succinct the performance, would

need a volume, and would, moreover, involve additional development of the
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diagram. I can at present but note some changes in the distribution of cer-

tain vocables, made still inoro nece9.>ary by this change in the common

arrangement of the parts of ppccch, and which will help us to an explana-

tion of the grammatical phenomena which M. Gaussin deems the most

anomalous in the Polynesian idiom.

He finds the adverbs of plare, time, and direction in abundance, while

the conjunction is represented but by two modified prepositions. But this

would be in contradiction to the arrangement in the scheme, which pre-

supposes <iuite the contrary pro[.oriiou of devulopmout. It would, moreover,

not well consort with Avliat the author himself states, generally, that^the

dialects of the Polynesians are found at present in the stage of determina-

tives. haA-ing scarcely advanced to the sTOthotic series; that is, being, as he

describes it, "without *7/nf(rJ." But both the conflicts will be removed by

the restoration of tiie "adverbs" in question to their proper place and

denomination between the pronouns and the articles; a place, besides,

a'=^Mgncd them clearly by their etymology in all languages, and the suspicion

of the more sajracions of our grammarians of the classic tongues. The trans-

position will leave the Polynesian language with no adverbs proper; and

our author says it lias none, unless the vocoTiTes above new-named. The

anterior term, too, of the conjunction is scarcely emerging ; and the preposi-

tion, we "have seen, appears in but a few of the simplest apphcations :
all con-

ditions in exact conformity to the progression of the assigned series, as well

as also to the social stage of this infont people.

The 5-ccond onlor, named of determinatives, is, on the other hand, de-

veloped largely, although not yet to the full extent of evolving the article or

the verb to be. Tlio latter are, in fact, the ultimate generalities of the series.

Thev are both supplied in Polynesian by the "enimciativc particles,"' and

sometimes bv the same ]iartioles alike. This inditierence would intimato a

kinship between the clashes, in accordance with their juxtaposition in the

diajrram. And, in truth, the verb to be is but the article of the participle, as

thearticle is but the similar auxihary of the substantive—that is to say, a

word determinative of its positive existence. For both the participle and

the noun are mere abstractions without those prefixes; as is equally the inter-

jection even, I may add, without the pronoun. From the accretion of the vari-

ous vocables of ntVixation or determination around the nouns of the primary

series, cxpres.-i\ e. all of them, of modes of quality—namely, subjective objec-

tive relational—resulted the well-known forms called composition and inflec-

tion, to be themselves resolved in turn into the syntax proper of the final series.

This slight example will servo to show what a variety of novel views may

be laid open bv a curious scrutiny of the foregoing schemes, and by then apply-

in'» it to the seeming anomalies' of the Polynesian idiom. Most of these—as

M. Gaussin represents them to our wonder—would, I engage, become qtiite

natural to the reader. lie would see, for instance, why the prououu, in

Polvnesian, refers to snhji.'.-tive, and never to either objective or ai^stract

nouns, (p. 12J5;) why tho article, both definite and indefinite, the numeral

nouns, the demonstrative, possessive, and partitive pronouns might be das-od

in one category, which he, too, entitles "determinatives," (p. 14!>;) why all

varieties of this description involve the idea of the article, (p. 162 ;)
why ah
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the particles ho terms ''ominci;itive" have the import of the verb to be,

(p. 203;) why, oripnally, they were names of a su[torlor fjcnernlitij,—which,

through this quality, became auxiliaries as well for (toiijii^Mtin;^ as iletermin-

i„rr^—(p. 219.) ^c.^ ice. By the same procedure, the studious reader migfit

reach spontaneously the rationale, as little known, ])crhap«, of certain rules

of our European syntax. That, for instance, whieh says the ailverb is

employed to modify the verb and adjective is well elucidated by the tliird

column of the diagram. So is also the definition that e.\poun<ls the adverb

as "without a regimen and self-signiricant"—in sole exception (^ave the

interjection) to the parts of speech—explained as strikinirly by the free

position of both these singular exceptions at the opposite extremities nf the

grammatical scries.

In conclusion, ]!.[. Ganssins book is full of interest in point of subject, and

seems of general reliability for observation as well a-^ statement. The style li.as

all the French clearness; is so clear, indeed, as to dis^emble the undercurr(.nt

of confusion both in idea and in arrangement. Nor is the work at all a dry

one, considering the theme and the scientific prudery of the author. \Vitho;;t

principles of his own, or a general system from any source, he, however,

filches in the common axioms of general grammar with such adroitness, as

seems to freshen from time to time his statistic details with new retlection.

Though useful rather than agreeable, and sound rather than profound, the

work is one of the most interesting nnd instructive on primitive language.

The author speaks with favotu-, and even acknowledges some oblig.'itions

to a recent treatise on the same idioms by an American, Horatio Hale-. He

also mentions a translation of the Testament into Polynesian, of which the

honour of the execution is awarded to the Methodist Church.

I HATE to call your attention to a new treatise on Social Science, {Qu'e-^t ce

que la Science Social? Par Coi.ins. 2 vols. Paris: Hector Bossange. 25

Quai Voltaire. New-York: 138 Pearl-street.) ^L Colins (or "Colins"

barely, as he styles himself majestically) is a general officer in retirement for

now some twenty years at Paris. All this time and all this leisure, witli the

opportunities of the locality, superadded to the preparation of a Frencli mili-

tary education, ho has converted to the meditation of the social probIc:ns

of our eyioch. He may bo still remembered in Aine'-i'-a. to which he made

a flying visit, in connexion with a project which shows his enterprise, il not

invention. He proposed to take otf Napoleon from St. Helena in a balloon

!

but the emperor's brother, then residing at Philadelphia, declined the otler,

on the ground that the illustrious prisoner did not desire a covert escape
:
and

M. Colins came otY with thanks for his chivalrous project and his pains and

perhaps also the decoration, which it seems he bears, of the Legion ot Hon-

our. But the remoteness of this date implies, you see. a length of years sutli-

cient to chasten down the spcculativo ardours of youth, which moreover

usually commence, oidy in men of genius, with balloons; and this experui.u-

is attested positively by a reference in the present work to certain pai'crs on

a reform of the public administration, which M. Colins had the courage to

propose to the government in the year 1810. Another sign, and j-erhaps

still more certain, of intellectual superiority is, that while always an adherent
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of the republican school of politics, he has attaclicd himself to none what-
ever of its various factions in tlii.s city. The natural consequence is, that he
has boon loft to live and labour in obscurity, with but a few select followers,

including a Belgian cx-Prinie ^linister. The last I specify as a third and final

indication of his merits; for when the concCit of a prime minister allows him
to put himself to school in i)olitic3, it is assuredly no small compliment to the

teacher.

^yell, all these pronii?iug antecedents, which had been detailed to me by the

bearer of the book, would have i)0ssibly failed to predispose me to read at all

the book of ^[. Colins ; for to the current run of speculations on the subject of

politics I have taken a nausea ; and then the title
—" What is Social Science?"

—seemed here to savour of the quack or pamphlet. It should be known,
therefore, tliat the author has disclaimed its ownership, refernng it to a sug-

gestion of Girardin, of the Prosse newspaper—to whom, in fact, it bears an

unmistakably filial likeness. But the balance against these prejudices was
determined by two circumstances. One is, that the bearer, as alluded to, of

the books w:is no otlier than His Excellency Major William Tell Poussiu,

late Minister PlenipoteTitiary of the French Bepublic at Washington; and
the other, that the work was not presented me for public notice ; but, as a

letter which accompanied it from the author expressed it flatteringly, to

request my private opinion as a fellow philosopher on such subjects. Here,

you see, was quite enough to touch a vanity less susceptible to intellectual

and European deference than that of Jonathan ; and so, of course, I could do
no otlierwivo that set forthwith to jjoruse the book. But the perusal of a

single page would have been sufficient of itself to recommend the work to

patieut examination. For the present I shall say, hoAvever, but few words
of its general tenor, as the scheme is waiting a third volume for its comple-
tion ; and this is to present the theory, which, if at all according to adver-

ti'^emeTit, v.ill riclily merit that I should lay it before your readers in a sepa-

rate article.

His theory, in fact, is promised to carry social renovation to the length

of bonding that Ulysses's buw of the reformers of the day—I mean the radi-

cal extirpation of jiaupenMn ; and not alone of the material, hut the " moral

pauperism " also, as the author justly designates the popular ignorance. For
all this hLs panacea is srioice—social science ; which he rightly understands,

however, as involving all other sciences. In the systematic proclamation of

tliis really sovereign and sole remedy, M. Colins is indubitably in advance of

M. Comte, who, on the contrary, has turned to preaching a sort of vulgar mys-
ticism. But in the article of proof their relative positions may be inverted;

and as the one ha.s started {jrinciples which he abandons in their consequences,

so the other may repeat these consequences without furnishing the antece-

dents. ]5ut of this we can be fairer judges on the appearance of the final

volume. Meanwhile, however, I may add (though not, of course, to justify

this dubitation, ]>ut. on the contrary, to stimulate American interest in the

•work) that M. Colins undertakes to "demonstrate'' the immortality of the

soul; not the subjective or humanitarian immortality of M. Comte, but tho

good old objective immortality of theology. This would even seeui a main-

spring in his system of " social science." 0/ this system we have, moreover,
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toward the end of the second volume, a certuiu specimen, which has' I own,
not impressed iiie favourably. It is entitled and introduced by the author

liimself in the following wise :

—

"As a supplement to our knowledge respecting the actual state of society; as
a scale of cduiparisuu with the different Utopias vLieh we liave criticised already,
and will criticise again; and as a transition to the society of the future, we prih
ceod to exhibit:

1st. The general theory of Taxation.

'Jd. The general theory of the organization of Properly.

od. The general theory of jissociations, whether Jiational or niunicii>al."

These expositions have eardi much interest, much oridnality, and .-ome truth

;

but the exact quantum of the latter element I do not undertake to scan at

present, in advance of the integral examination of the system.

The volames before me leave no doubt, however, of the author's merits as

a critic. Indeed, I greatly suspect that criticism, not construction, is his

forte. He lingers in it through the entire first, and the greater portion of the

second, volume. In this survey, most of the publicists of the day of all

diversities—from the French Emperor and the Archbishop of Paris, on ihe

one liand, down through the defunct Doctriunrians to the extreme left of tlie

reddest Socialists—are corrected or confuted with a masterly facility. For

this alone the work would be of value in America. And the manner is not

less excellent than the matter. The brevity without obscnrity, and the sar-

casm without gall, have made me laugh as much as Sancho's apothegms in

ripping open his master's visions.

Ara-. IX.—SHORT EEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) We had looked with some interest for the account of Bishop Ives's

conversion, expecting to find in it some plausible reasons—some form at

least of logic—in justification of his course of conduct. But " The Trials of a

^^nd in its prof/ress to Catholicism, by L. SILLI^^A^- IvE^i, LL. D.," (Xcw-

York: Sadlier; 1854; 12iuo., pp. 233,) is the weakest possible rehash of old

views—of theories and arguments refuted over and over again. It can have

no force whatever except against High Church Episcopahans : and even against

them, though Bishop Ives mir/ht have made an invincible argument, he has not

talent enough to do It. How a man so clearly narrow and feeble in intellect

could ever have been elected a bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in

the nineteenth century, is a problem for Episcopalians to solve.

(2.) "/s- it Possible to r.xal-e the Best of Both Worlds? by T. Br.vxF.Y."

(New-York: R. Carter & Brothers ; 1854; lSmo.,pp. 287.) This is a "Lec-

ture to Young I\Icn," expanded into a volume, full of practical wi:«loni. Its

aim is to show that the present life may be made happy, beautiful, joyous, and

fruitful; and at the same time that the best interests of the future life may
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be only the more abundantly secured thereby. Not that one can serve both
God and mammon ; but that tlic very same principles which must be em-
ployed in order to gaiu the otlier world, He at the root of all substantial

success in this.

(_3.) ''Discourses and Sa>/ing.=i of our Lord Jesus Christ: a Series of Expo-
sitions, by John Browx, LL. D." (New-York : R. Carter & Brothers ; 2 vols.,

8vo.; 1854.) These valuable Expositions have already reached a second
edition in this country. Of Dr. Brown's charactenstic merits and detects as

an expositor we have betbre spoken ; and the present work is about of the

same stamp with those tliat have preceded it. The E.xpositions are true

old-fashioned Scottish lectures, embracing exegesis, comment, interpretation,

exhortation, and historical illustration ; and allowing the author to sav any-
thing he pleases if it be only about his theme. Dr. Brown uses lar"e licence,

and makes very large books. They are crowded, too, with matter: most of i:

excellent, much irrelevant If these volumes were reduced to half their bulk
they would be increased in value,

(4.) ".-1 Hisiori/ of Greece, by "VA^illiam S.mith, LL. D." (Xew-York:
Harper & Brothers; 1854; 12mo., pp. G5S.) This is a school history of
Greece, prepared by a man more highly qualified for the task than anv other.
It is founded mainly upon Grote, as, indeed, any such book prepared in these
days must be. Its great merits, whon compared with other school histories, lie

in the iact that it views the republics of Greece from a republican stand-
point, and that it treats, aniply enough for practical purposes, of the history
of literature and art—topics which are almost entirely omitted in the ordinary
school bo^.ks. The present edition has had the careful revision of Professor
G. W. Gn-enu, wlio has adapted it for use in American schools, by addino-
Heeren's geographical summary, and a series of synchrouitic tables in an
appendix.

(5.) " The Parish Side" (Xew-York: Mason Brothers; 12mo., pp. 258) is

a book suggested by " Sh;idy Side " and " Sunny Side," and is an attempt to

portray, '• in a few sketche-s, some of the excitements, lal ours, and trials,

experienced on the Parish Side." In point of skill in conception and execu-
tion it cannot compare with its predecessors: its main value consists in the
light it sheds, incidentally, upjii the more private features of villaire life in
New-England. It is in many cases inaccurate, and provincial in lan^a^e.

(6.) ''Baptism: a Treatise on the Xature, Perpetuity, kc, of the Initiatory
Ordinance of the Christian Church, hy Thomas 0. Su.MMEns." (PuL-hmoml.
J. Rarly; 1S53; ]2mo., pp. 2.-, 2.) This volume ditfers from ordinary book.^
on the subject, in treating at .^ome length of the "Administration of Bap-
tism," and of- the " Vso of Baptism,"—points rarely noticed, or if at all. verv
inadequately discussed, in the current treatises. It dilfers from them also, and
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very happily, in the clearness of its arrangement, in the aptness with which the

joints of the discussion fit each other, ami in the discrimination with which

imi)ortant points are brought out strongly, wLile minor out-s are comparatively,

thrown into abeyance. The first chapter treats of the nature of Baptism,

showing that it is at once a federal rite of purification, and also the rite of

initiation into the Christian Church,—" necessary to salvation, as no one can be

saved Avho neglects a known duty ; but not so necessary but that a man may
be saved without it, if nothing but invincible iguorancoor insuperable obstacles

occasion the neglect." Chajiter ii sLov.s that baptism is of jxrpi tual obli-

gation in the Church; and chapter iii, that the Scriptures require it to be

conferred upon infants as well as upon believing adults. This chapter is

elaborated with great care, and is forcililc and convincing, not only in ila direct

proofs, but also in its replies to Anabaptist objections. Dr. Summers takes

the ground, clearly and strongly, that children are members of the Christiun

Church. The fourth chapter gives a rapid historical sketch of the various

views that have prevailed with regard to the validity of lay baptism, &c., from

the earliest period to the present time. Chapter fit\h treats of the ' !Mode of

Baptism " at length, and with gi'eat ability. The sixth and last chapter, on the

" Use of Baptiiui," is one of the most valuable in the book. Dr. Summers holds

that baptism is not regeneration, nor its necessary condition or instrument; but

that it subserves the threefold purjxjsc of signifying to us the mercy and grace

of God—of ratifying our title to covenant blessings, and pledging our discharge

of the corresponding obligations—and of ministering to our sanctiGcation. Ho
rejects the Calvinistic theory, that only the children of believing parent^ are

to be baptized ; and shows, at the same time, that it is inconsistent with the

fundamental principle of Calvinism as such. In an appendix Dr. Summers

reviews Howell's " Evils of Intant Baptism," with keen discrimination and

with some severity. "We cordially commend this little volume as one of the

best simimaries of Christian doctrine on the subject of baptism that has come

under our notice.
H 1 >l

(7.) "John Howard and the Pi'ison World of Europe, by Hepworth
Dixox." (New-York: 11. Carter & Brothers ; 1851; 18mo., pp. 401.) 'Mr.

Dixon has succeeded better in this work tlian in liis Life of William Penn.

It is a little strange that the preparation of a popular lilc of the great f)hilaa-

thropist should have been left for Mr. Dixon ; indeed, though eveiy one has

talked of John Howard, few knew anything authentic about him. The author

has used all diligence in collecting the materials for this volume, and has worked

them up into a narrative generally clear and attractive: presenting Howard's

character and actions with great tairness and fulness before the reader. There

is one striking deficiency, however : Mr. Dixon has not enough of the Christian

element in his own mind to appreciate fully its inlluence on Howanl. In this

respect he is like Southey writing the life of Wesley. The defect is to some

extent supplied in an introduction to the American edition, by the Rev. K. W.
Dickinson, D. D., in which the Christianity of Howard is shown to have

been the root of his philanthropic zeal, and the support which kept him up

during labours atid perils so enormous.
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(8.) Carteu's Fireside Series is intended to include interesting and unex-
ceptionable stories, narratives, and dcsciii)tions for the young. The last issue
that has reached us is a very pretty volume, including tht^ " Woorlcutter of
Lehanonr (pp. 152,) and " 21,e Exiles of Lucerna," (pp. 21.-]; R. Carter &
Brothei-s, New-York.)

(9.) ''Successful Men of Modern Times." (Xcw-York : Carlton & Phillips;
1854; ISmo., pp. 207.) The word "successful" is used in this book in its'

worldly sense, but in the h,.<t worldly sense. Its examples include tj-adesmen,
artisans, inventors, artists, scholars, statesmen, &c., and the means bv which
each triumph v-as achieved arc recorded for the instruction and cncoura'-ement
of youth.

°

(10.) " The Eternal Day, by the Rev. H. Bonar," (New-York: Carter &
Brothei^^; iSmo., pp. 219,) is composed apparently of lectures, such as [Mr. Bonar
has been in the habit of publishing, at intervals, for some years past. This vol-
ume contains an anticipation and description of the occupations and joys of the
future life, expressed in florid and by no means concise language.

(11.) We have befljrc mentioned with commendation Dr. Lardner's "Hand-
books of Natural Philosophy," and have now to name the " Third Course,
inchidrng Meteorology and Aslronomy." (Philadelphia: Blanchard & Lea;
18o4; 12mo., j.j). TCs.) Books on these subjects soon become ob.^olcte, from
Uie rapid succe.-.on of new discoveries; the present volume brings the tacts
up to the latest dates. .Vs popular treatises, these books are unrivaUcd for
clearness, lulnes<, ami method; and the copious index, applvin- fo the whole
three volumes, guvs to the series the character of a compeudious cyclopcedia
of Astronomy and I'liysics.

(12.) ''History of tne French Protestant Refugees, by C. Weiss, Professor of
History, &c., translated by H. W. Herbert." (New-York : Strin-er .^ Towns-
end

;
1854

; 2 vols., 12mo.) The design of this work is purely historical, not
polemical; and it is therefore of the greater value from the force with which
It incidentally bears np>n the Romish svstcin of propa-atin- Cliristianitv bv
persecution. The fn>t l^.k takes up the historv of the Protestants in France
from the promulgation of the Edict of Nantes bv Henrv IV., and carries it on
to the tmie ot the revocation of that edict by Louis XIV. The most illustrious
name:, m French h.<tory, and the purest families of its old aristocracv, fi-ure
in Its pages as relormcrs: ahx». that so many of them were afterward 'seduced
from their allegiance by the attractions of a court from which Protestantism
eOectually ex.-lu.lod them

! The remaininjT books follow the fortunes of the
three hundred thousan.l noble exiles-warriors, statesmen, scholars, artisans,
and merchants-who abandoned the land of their birth and their love, sooner
than aban.lon their Cod. The dillerent emigrations are treated in order,-
first, those to Prussia, then that to i:ngland, America, Holland, Switzerlan<l, and
the Se-andmavian countries. The work is executed in a most thorou-h and
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scholarly manner; all the sources of information, public archives, &c., in

Kngland, Switzerland, and Holland having been {HTsonally examined by
Professor Weiss, who has had greater opportunities for the t;\.-k than have ever
before been oflered. We cannot speak of the merits of the translation, not

having the original book before us ; but it is generally fluent and easy. There
is a coi)ion3 appendix on the Huguenots in America, which adds greatly to the

value of this edition : making it, in lact, a much more complete book than

the translation by another hand recently published in England. The oriijinal

" Edict of Xantes" and its " Hevocation," with many other state-j)apers con-

nected with the history, are also subjoined. On the whole, the Avork is one of

the riehcft contributions to the history of Protestantism that has ajipeared of

late years.

(13.) " jRemark-able Examples of Moral Recovery, edited by Adel Stkvens."
(New-York: Carlton & Phillips; 185-1; 18mo., pj). 190.) This little book
contains a scries of narratives—all tacts from real lite—designed to show the

power of the grace of God in reclaiming even vile ottenders, under the most
unpromising circumstances. Tliere is one ver>- remarkable account of recovery

from intemperance that is worth the price of the book.

(14.) " 2'lic Church and the Ministry, by William S. Graysox." (Louis-

ville: Morton & Griswold; 8vo.,pp. 102.) IMr. Grayson has a mind of rare

acutencss; and if his style M'ere equal to his j)Ower of ihouglit, his -vvritings

would make a decided impression u[)on the theology of the times. As it is, we
fear that his crude mode of setting forth his thoughts will restrict his books to a
very narrow circle of readers. But it is our duty to say that this book is no

mere repetition of old commonplaces ; it is a fresh, earnest, and vigorous inquiry

into the forms of Christianity, with particular reference to the constitution of

tlie Christian ministrj-, and the doctrine of the ajiostolical succession. His

positions are, 1. That the Scriptures are the constitution of the Church of

Christ ; 2. That whenever Christian people organize themselves according to

this constitution, they are the Church of Christ, lie holds that episcopacy. is

taught in the Scriptures as a cardinal element of Church organization; and
therefore he is an Episcopalian. But lie does not hold to the a|)Ostolical suc-

cession ; and theretbro he is a Mttlchlist Episcopalian— not a ibllower of the

Church of Pvome or the Church of England. The pamphlet deserves a wi«lcr

circulation than it is likely to receive.

(15.) " The Constitutiojwl Text-Bool" (New-York : C. S.Francis & Co.; 18.'>t

;

12mo., pp. 50.1) might with much more propriety have been styled ' Selections

from the writings of Daniel Webster, with an Appendix, contninim: the Con-

stitution of the United States;" for, out of the wliole book, four hundred and
thirty-six pages are occupied with pas.^agcs from Webster's speeches, many of

which are, in our judgment, anything but just and adequate expositions of the

constitution.
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(16.) ^^Dr, Grant and the Moutitain N'^slorians, by the Rev. Tiioinias
Lauhie." (Boston: Goul.K^ Lincoln; 1SJ3; 12iuo., pp. 417.) The topics
of this book make it intoiesting in <p\t^i of unskilful handling. Dr. Grant was
a man of much character, and admirably fitted for a work requiring not only
piety, but sagacity, firmness, and courage. The book gives a lair sketch of his

life and latours, with a good deal of information about the Nestoriaus. In the
hands of an artist, It would have proved one of the most attractive books of the
time : even as it is, it is a most valuable one.

(17.) Lv our number for April, 1853, we noticed with commendation '' Pas-
toral Theology; or, th,-; Theory of the Evangelical Ministry, by A. ^'i^'et,"

translated by D. Skinner. We arc glad to see that a second edition of the

work has been already called for. (New-York : Ivlson & Phinney; 12mo.,

pp. 387.)

(18.) ''The Wur<h of Jesus" (New-York: 11. Carter & Brothers; ISmo.,

pp. 131) Is a series of practical religious lessons founded on sayings of our
Lord, and Intended to form daily readings for a month. They fire very full

of comfort and instruction.

(19.) One of the last labours of the venerable Willtam Jay, of Bath, was
the preparation for the press of a course of '-Lectures on Female Scripture
Charac'tr^;' (Xcw-York: K. Carter c^ Brothers; 1854; 12mo., pp. 351:)
indeed, while the last sheet was passing through the press, the man of God
was summoned to his rest. He died December 27, 1853, aged eighty-four.

The lectures here given were delivered nearly fifty years ago, while the author
was in tlie opening piinie of his powers; and they have the fre-huess, ease of
style, and spiritual life whkh characterize all his practical writings.

(20.) " lura; or, the Child of Adoption" (New-York: Carter & Brothers;
12mo., pp. 31G) Is a sort of religious novel. The heroine is a misslonarv's
daughter who comes back from the East to get an education under the charire
and patronage of an every-d.iy American familv, in which she meef^ whb
much klnduoss and many mishaps. liy-and-by she blooms out Into a lovely
girl, and finds, Ux), an uncle who had defrauded her out of a large fortune.
Very pious, verj- accomplished, very beautiful, she is all that a model heroine
ought to be; and finally marries a fine cousin, a young preacher, and "ocs
ofl' with him into mi<.!.;nary life. The story is weU told, and some very
elFectlve i)oInts arc made. On the whole we doubt the utility of this class of
books.

(21.) :\I.GfizoT has furnished another Instalment of his "History of the
English Revolution," wlmh Is translated under the title of the " l/istory of
Olieer Cromwell and the English Commomcealth, from the Execution of
Charles I. to the De.tth of Cnmwdl." (Philadelphia : Blanchard & Lea ; 1854

;
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2 vols. 12iuo.) It is marked by all the well-known merits of M. Guizot'a

Btvlc—clearness of arrangement, aptness of expression, and moderation of

feeling. At the same time it is not a full and true history of Cromwell: wide

and romprehensivc as M. Guizot's historical knowledge is, and careful as he

has IxH-n in the u^c of his materials, he is not competent to write that history.

He ajiplies, throu^^hout,thc ma.xims and the methods of the school of politicians

of whiili he has long been the brightest ornament, to the acts of a man and the

events of a time in which that school would have found itself entirely out of

place. The book, nevertlieless, is a valuable contribution toward the history

of one of the greatest men—if not the greatest man—that England has pro-

duced ; and, at the same time, is full of interest from the strong umlertonc

of severe criticism upon Louis Napoleon's usuq^ation that pervades it throngli-

out.

(•22.) " Pwylc Tints of Pom, by Baylk St. John." (New-York : Riker,

Thorne, & Co.; 1854; l2mo., pp. 446.) This volume contains a great deal

of pleasant writing about the ways of men in Paris, by one well aeipiainted

with that city of cities. Though much of the work treats of comjviratively little

things, it contains some discussions of the gravest topics; and the author shows

that he has thought as well as observed. He comes to the conclusion that the

chief explanation of the calamitous vicissitudes of the social history of the

French is to be found in their general disregard, both practical and theoretical,

of the sacredness of marriage.

(23.) " The Life and Labours of St. Aurjtigtinc" (New-York: J. C Riker;

1854; 12mo., pp. 150) is a translation, admirably made by the Rev. T. C.

Porter, of a sketch of Augustine by Dr. Schafl", originally published in the

"Kirchcn-freund." It is not olTercd as a complete monograph—the doctrinal

part of the subject being hardly touched upon—but is designed rather for

the general reader than for the scholar. It is clearly conceived and vigorously

expressed.

(24.) " The Tiro Records, by HuGn ;MiLLKr.," (Boston: Gould & Lincoln;

1854 ; 12mo., pp. 46,) is a lecture explaining and reconciling the two histories

of Creation—the ^Mosaic and the Geological. AfttT giving a clear statement

of the schemes of Chalmers and Pye Smith, and showing their inadequacy in

the present state of geological science, Mr. jMiller states his own,—namely,

that, "if taking the ^losaic days as equivalent to lengthened periods, we hold

that, in giving their brief history, the inspired writer seized on both those

salient points that, like the two great lights of the day and night, would have

arrested most powerfully during those periods a human eye, we shall find the

harmony of the two records complete." The lecture is marked by Hugh

Miller's Avcll-known admirable powers of conception and description.

(25.) "7?«ssia as it is, by Coukt A. De Gukowski," (New-York : D. Ap-

pleton & Co. : 12ino., pp. 312,) certainly gives a clearer account of the int' rual
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condition of Russia, ami of tlie orgai)ization and operation of the government,

tlian we have seen elsewhere. The author is a scholar, has been a man
of action, and has had a wlrle experience in political life, subterranean and

other. But his mind is full of the dream of Panslavism, and all his facts are

drawn up in array to prnvo that this dream is a reality. Tlie book is written

more In the tone and spirit of the old Pacrau idea of the St^ite and of races,

than of Christian civilization. Count Gurowski believes that Czarism has

reached its zenith in the person of Nicholas, and that, from tliis point of cul-

mination. It must begin to decline. lie paints the present character of

Nicholas in very dark coloui-s, and considers that his personal tendencies, and

even the enonnity of his puwer, are signs of the approaching and hastening

decay. He finds grounds for his theory in the state of the nobility, the army,

the clergy, the lourjeoisie, the peasantry,—in short, in every class of Russbn

society. It appears to be his opinion that Russia will conquer in the present

war; and that, with the possession of Constantinople, the destinies of the

nation, of Czarism, and of Kurope, will enter upon a new phase. The work is,

we repeat, written to serve the interest of a special theory; but, if the reader

will keep that fact in view, and make suitable deductions on account of it, he

will find here a hrgc amount of valuable and well-dii];ested iutbrmatlon.

(26.) "yl Plea for Infant Baptism, by the Rf.v. Moses Hill, A. M.," (New-

York.: Carlton & rhillij.s; 1S,U; 18mo., pp. 143,) is a brief, clear, and forci-

ble treatise. Tlie jilan of the argument is,— first, to show that the Abrahamic

covenant is continued into the gospel dispensation ; and, secondly, that Infants

are therefore entitled to baptism as members of the Church. AVe are glad to

see books of this class multiplied ; and hope that the time Is nut far distant

T.-hen both the theory and practice of our Church with regard to children will

be jrreatlv amended.

(27.) Mkssus. C.\RTKri & P,uotiiei{5 have issued a new and neat edition of

^^ Emblems, iJivine am! Moral, by Fk.\xcis Quarles." (1854; 12mo.,

pp. 323.) Xo one who knows tho keen wit, the evangelic piety, and the

poetic genius of quaint old Quarles, would be without a copy of his famous

book, even at great cost : and it is here otlercd in a form at once pretty and

cheap.

(28.) Ix Rohn's Illustrated Library (New-York: Bangs, Brother & Co., 13

Park Row) we have a new edition of'- Dante, translated into Jinrjlish Verse,

by J. C. Wiur.nT, M. A.," (12mo.. pp. 4C0,) with an introduction, notes, and

Flaxman's illustrations, engraved on steel. For general reaflin'^ this Is. per-

haps, the mo>t convenient edition of Dante now extint in Knglish.— In the

Standard Library we receive " The Carnfns of Maddaloiti," an interesting

account of the vieissitudes of a noble Neai.oHtan family, "combined with the

hlstorj' of Naples during the period of its subjection to Spain; Including many

details of the Masaniello rebellion, which have not before been brought into

notice."—The Antiquarian Library furnishes us, for the first time, with an
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English version of the " Ecclesiastical History of Ihu/land and Xomianrhj, by

Okdkkicls Vitalis;" (2 ao1>., 12iuo.) OnJoricus was a monk of the

twelfth century, horn in England, l)ut educated in Nonnandy. Ilis history is

a medley of facts, traditions, adventures, and letters, brought together almost

without j)lan or order; and yet, according to M. Gui/.ot, •' no hook contains

so much and such valuable information on the history of the eleveatii and
twelfth centuries, on the political state, both civil and religious, of ?ociety

in the west of Europe, and on the manners of the times, whether feudal

uionastie, or popular." 1'hc tranilalion is made from the Paris editlc.n com-

menced in 1838.

(29.)' " J;i Historical Text-Bool- and Atlas of Biblical Gcof/raphi/, by Lyman
Coi.KMAN." (Philadelphia: Lljipincott, Grambo & Co. ; large Svo., pp. 310.)

As a manual on the subjects indicated by its title, this work is far beyond any-

thing heretofore published in English. It contains eight maps of the Bible

lands, showing their condition, political divisions, &c., at the ditTerent

periods of their history. The maps are founded on Kiepert's,—the best e.xtant,

— with such modifications as later travels and researches make necessary.

The text consists of two Parts,—the first, treating of the Old Testament; the

second, of the Xew,—and, under each, the history and geography are treated

together, as they should always be studied. To read history without geography

is to put out one of your eyes.

A rapid glance at tlie work in all its parts, has sufficed to show us its

remarkable adaptation tor use in instruction. There are points in which we

think the author has erred in his conclusions, but they are of minor interest

;

and it is more Important for us to press the value of his book upon teachers

than to criticise it minutely. One would think that in a Christian land the

history and geography of the Bible would form a main branch of study for

youth; yet '• what school or academy, even wlien proposing a course of study

peculiarly select and religious—what college or theological seminary even
•—includes in its plan of study tlic geography and history of the Bible ?" The

pretence that text-books are wanting can avail no longer; here is one in every

w-ay adapted to the object. Xay, even any " I^ble or Sunday-school class

might study this book with sufliclent thoroughness, by appropriating to it one

lesson in a 'week for a single year." We hope it will find its way into our

Christian families, and into our schools of all classes, as the best aid to a knowl-

edge of the facts and places of the Bible.

(80.) " The Withered Leaf" is a beautiful memorial of a lovely child—early

developed both in heart and mind, and early taken home. It is at the same

lime a lesson to parents as to the true metliod of Christian nurture.

(31.) ''^^abcl Grant" (New-York: R. Carter & Brothers; 1854; ISmo.,

pp.346) is a very pretty Highland stor)-, illustrating the Cliristian graces in

their effect upon tiimlly life. It may be placed with entire safety and advan-

tage in any child's hands.
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(82.) Thfre is a new poet in England, Gerald SIassey, who was born in

May, 1828, at Trincr, in lltTts, the son of a canal boatman. At eight years of

age he went into a silk-factory, and toiled for years from five in the morning

till half-past six in the evening. Hear his own description of his child-life:

*' Having had to earn my own dear bread." he says, " by the eternal cheapen-

ing of flesh and blood thus early, I never knew what childliood meant. I had

no childhood. Ever since I can remember, I have had the aching fear of

want, throbbing in heart and brow. The currents of my life were early

poisoned, and few, inethinks, would pass unscathed through the scenes and

circumstances in which I have lived ; none, if they were as curious and pre-

cocious as I was. The child comes into the world like a new coin with the

stamp of God upon it ; and in like manner as the Jews sweat down sovereigns,

by hustling them in a bng to get gold-dust out of them, so is the poor man's

child hustled and sweated down in this bag of society to get wealth out of it

;

and even as the impress of the queen is ciTaced by the Jewish process, so is

the image of God worn from heart and brow, and day by day the child recedes

devil-ward. I look back now with wonder, not that so few escape, but that

any escape at all, to win a nobler growth for their humanity. So bhghting

are the intluonoos which surround thousands in early life, to which I can bear

such bitter testimony." His mother taught him to read the Bible, Bunyan,

Crusoe, and Wesleyan tracts. At fifteen lie came to London as an errand-boy

;

and now, hr the first time, books were plenty, and he soon began to live in a

new world. lie read at all times and in all places,—-at the bookstalls, in the

shop, in bod, even till two and three o'clock in the morning. Soon after he

began to write verse, his mind opened for the first time to the miseries of the

social state of England, as seen from the workingman's point of view. "New
power came to me with all that I saw, and tliought, and read. I studied

political works,—su<h as Paine, Volney, Ilowitt, Louis Blanc, &c., which

gave me another clement to mould into my verse, though I am connncod that

a poet must sacrifici: much if he write party-political poetry. His politics must

be al>ove the pinnacle of party zeal,—the politics of eternal truth, right, and

justice. He must nnt waste a life on what to-morrow may prove to have been

merely the question of a day. The French Revolution of 1S4S had the great-

est eflect on me of any circumstance connected with my own life. It was

scarred and bloo-l-burnod into the very core of my bemg. This little volume

of mine is the fruit thereof."

«' The Ballad of linhc Chrislabel, with Other Poems" (London : Bogue

;

pp. 165,) is a collection of Massey's pieces, which had been generally pub-

lished in cheap journals, tuch as " The Spirit of Freedom," " ITic Christian

Socialist," &:c.,—journals little known in the so-called respectable circles. He
has but two themes, Love and Freedom. His lyrics of love are full of ten-

derness, and have many passages of exquisite and unrivalled beauty. Savage

Landor says that many of M.issey's thoughts and expressions remind him of

Shakspeare in the b.-t of his sonnets; to ourselves, the new poet seems to be

a cross between I'.rirn-i an.l Shakspeare. He is full of faults, and some of

them are very grave ami weighty ; but he has the true creative facultA-, a mind

teeming with images, an exuberant and even excessive fancy, a music of
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rbj'tlim» und a strength of nerve unrivalled in recent times. The chief poem
in the volume is simply an account of the birth, brief life and death of a child.

We destroy the cU'ect by separating any of its single gems from the rich setting

of this almost perfect poem. The liabe Christiibel is born of poor parents, and

throws a gleam of Heaven's Hght into their humble home.

"But she was one of those tvLo come
With pleiJjrt-il promise not to stay
Long, ere the angels let them sti-ay

To nestle dowu in earthly home.

"And, through the winflows of hor eyes,

We often saw her saintly soul.

Serene, and sad, and beautiful,

Go sorrowing for lost Paradise."

The following stanzas, on the death of the child, are exquisitely tender and
touching :

—

"In this dim world of cloudinn: cares,

AVc rarely know, till wilder'd e\'es

See white wings lessening up the skies,

The angels with us unawares.

"And thou hast stolen a jewel. Death !

Shall light thy dark up like a star,

A beacon kindling from afar

Our light of love, and fainting faitli.

"Through tears it gleams perpctualh-,

And glitters through the thickest glooms,
Till the eternal morning comes

To light us o'er the Jasper Sta.

"With our best branch in tondcrest leaf,

We 'vc strewn the way our Lord doth come ;

And, ready for the harvest-home.
His reapers bind our ripest sheaf.

"Our beautiful bird of light hath fled:

Awhile she sat with fdded wings

—

Sang round us a few hoverings—
Then straightway into glory sped."

The Poems of Freedom are full of fiery vehemence; sometimes, indeed,

terrible in wrath
;
yet the poet's spirit of love even here prevails over his

despair and bitterness. The following has the true lyrical ring and rh\-tlim :

—

"THE CHIVALRY OF LABOUR.

" Uprouse ye now, brave brother-band,
With honest heart, and working hand;
We arc t.ut few, toil-trioJ, and true,

Yet hearts beat high to dare and do:
And who would not a champion be
In labour's lonllier chivalry?

Fourth Series. Vol. YI.—30
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' We fight ! but bear no bloody brand,
We fijrht to free our fatherland :

We ii;rlit that timilcs of love may glow
On lijis whore curses quiver now !

Hurrah I hurrah! true knights are we
In labour's lordlier chiralry.

" ! there be hearts that ache to see

The day-dawn of our victory:

Eyes full of heart-break with U3 plead,
'

And watchers weep and martyrs bleed

:

I who Would not a champion be
lu labour's lonllier chivalry?

"Work, brotlicrs mine ; work, hand and brain ;

We'll win the golden a.w again
;

And love's iiiillennial morn shall rise
In hisjipy hearts, and blessed eyes.
Hurrah 1 hurrah! true knights are we
In labour's lordlier chivalry."

The followln;: miLdit have been written on our own soil, in view of the

passage of the Nebraska liill :

—

"TODAY AND TO-MORROW.

" IHgh hopes that burn'd like stars sublime,
Go down i' the heavens of freedom ;.

And true hearts perish in the time
We bitterlicst need 'em

!

Lut never ^^it we down and say,
There's nothing left but sorrow;

We walk the wilderness to-day.
The promised land to-morrow.

•'Our birds of song arc silent now,

^
There are no flowers blooming 1

Yet life beats in the frozen bough,
And fri-edom's spring is coming!

And fn-edom's tide comes up alway.
Though we may strand in sorrow;

And our gixnl bark, aground to-day.
Shall float again to-morrow.

^Thnnigh all the long, dark night of years
The jK'oplc's cry ascendcth.

And earth is wet "with blood and tears;
liut our meek sutlerance endeth !

The few shall not forever sway,
The many moil in sorrow:

The powers of hell are strong to-day,
But Christ shall rise to-morrow.

"Though hearts brow! o'er the past, our eyes
M ith smiling futures glisten

!

For. lo! our day bursts up the skies:
I>an out vcur souls, and listen !

The world n.lla freedom's radiant way.
And ripens with her sorrow :

Keep heart
! who War the cross to-ilay,

^hM wear the crowu to-morrow.
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" youth ! flame-earnest, still aspire,

AVith eiicrdes iiiimort:il!

To many a luaven of flesire

Our yearning oi)es a portal I

And thoujrh aj:e •\vearies by the way,
Ami hearts break in the furrow,"

We'll sow the golilen grain tu-ilay,

—

The harvest comes to-morrow."

" Builil up heroic lives, and all

Be like a sheathen sabre,

Ready to Hash out at God's call,

chivalry of labour 1

Triumph and toil are twins ; and aye
Joy SUDS the cloud of sorr^^w ;

And 'tis the martyrdom to-day,

Brings victory to-morrow."

We conclude this hasty notice in the language of "Walter Savage LanJor:
" Here ii such poetry as the generous Laureate will read with approbation

;

such poetry as Jeffrey would have tossed aside with derision, and as GilTord

would have torn to pieces with despair. Can anything more or better be said

for it ?"

(33.) Chakles Dickeks's " Child's History of Enrjland" (New-York : Har-

per & Brothers; 2 vols., ISmo.,) of which we spoke ver)- favourably some time

since, is now completed by the publication of the second volume. It brings the

story down to the revolution of 1G88, and is a model of history-writing for

children

(31.) " The Dietetics of the Soul, by E. von Feuchterslerex, M. J)."

(New-York : C. S. Francis & Co. ; 1 >S54 ; 18mo.. pp. ".'14,) is a series of fragTuent5,

rather than a connected treatise, upon the regimen of the moral powers and

their relation to physical health. It abounds in acute and valuable observa-

tions—sometimes, however, stated too stix>ngly, and, in a few cases, extrava-

e;ant]y. To the more thoughtful and cultivated class of minds it will be very

acceptable and suggestive.

(35.) " Orr's Circle of the Sciences" (Fhiladelphia : Blanchard & Lea; 1854)

is to contain a series of treatises on every branch of hunuin knowledge, pub-

lished in parts. The first and second numlx;r arc before us, containing a

treatise, by the editor, on the nature, conjiexion, and uses of the great depart-

ments of human knowledge, and another by the Editor and Professor Owen,

on the physiology of animal and vegetable life. If continued in the same spirit,

the work will be very valuable.

(3G.) "We are late in receiving " The Life of Henry B. Basram, D. D. LL. D., by

the Rf.v. M. M. IIknki.k, 1). D. (Louisville: bklortou c^ GHswold ; l-Jmo.,

pp. 402.) The preparation of this biography has been made a difliciilt task

to Dr. Henkle, by the want of suitable material. Dr. liascom kept no diary;

except during a few brief periods, and the writer has been able to gather but
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scanty information from other sources. It is, nevertheless, a very interesting

book. The early strugp'ks of the poor hoy to prepare for the work of the
ministry amid all possible forms of discouragement—the constant and self-

sacrificing cftbrts of the man to sup{)ort a feeble father and his helpless family

—the. triumphs and successes of tlic popular orator—these arc themes that

kindle the writer, as they will animate the reader. But the impression of tlic

book on the whole is a sad and paintul one. Dr. Bascom's difficulties, pecu-
niary aiid other, commenced in early life; he tore the burden without com-
plaint through life, and died at last under its pressure. It is clear enough that

he had litde or no financial talent; and his peculiar manners and habits, as

described by his biographer, were not calculated to make him "a man of many
friends."

Dr. Henkle seems to be satisfied that Dr. Bascora did not recite his sermons
from memory ; and even that he did not elaborate the language of separate

passages, and commit them. V\q have always been of a ditl'erent impression,

and remain so still. It is a little unfortunate that Dr. Ilcnkle should quote

(p. 21 8j a passage given in a newspaper as a specimen of Bascom's elwiuence,
which is taken, almost verbatim, from Watson's Sermons, (vol. i, pp. 66, 67.)

(37.) '• Chnrle.< Roussrl" Qs<iyr-Yovk: Carlton & Phillips ; 1854; 18mo.)isa
very pretty story, illustrating the advantages of industry and honesty, and
even setting forth a higher moral, abridged from the French of Torchat, author
of the admirable sketch entiUed " Three Months under the Snow."

(38.) '' Advancfd Latin Exercises" (Philadelphia: Blanchard & Lea; 1854;
18mo., pp. 162) forms a part of Schmitz & Zumpt's excellent "Classical
Series." The present volume confciins exercises for practice in writing Latin,
and also lessons lor reading, extracted from Cicero. The rules of order and
syntax, mainly from Zunipts' Grammar, are too cumbrous for practice in ele-

mentary instruction.

(39.) '' Select Speeches of Kossuth." (Xew-York: C. S. Francis & Co. ; 12mo.,

pp. 345.) This volume consists mainly of Kossuth's speeches in America,
condensed and abridged by Kossuth's express sanction.

. It has become the
fashion with the sham democracy of America—that democracy which upholds
slavery at home and sympathizes with all sort^ of despotism abraad—to under-
value Kossuth's t;ilents no less than his political sagacity. This book is enough
to shame the whole trllx', if su<h a thing could be. It conUiIns more true
oratory, more profoun.I politiral wisdom, more far-reaching insight into the
course of events, than any book of sj.eeches ever published to our^knowledgo.
Alreaily many of Kossuth's predictions have been translated into history, and
before the year closes many more will be fulfilled.

(40.) Messrs. CAnLT(X\ & Piirixirs have just issued a new and neat edition

of"77,(f Dctctrine of (he Trinity ; or, a Check to Modern Arianism, by the

Rev. IIikam [Mattisox, A. M." (18ino., pp. 162.) This compact little
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trvatise is especially adapted to the views of the so-called Christians, but is of

value in the general tontrovt-i-sv with anti-Trinitarians as well. It deserves

even a still wider circulation than it has already received.

(41.) ''Home Truths, by the FvF.v. J. C. IIylk." (New-York: Qarlton ik

Phillips; iSmc, pp. 292.) This little volume contains a scries of lectures to a

country con;j;regation, by one of the most liiithful and jmngent preachers of

the gospel now alive in the Church of England. It is full of fire, spirit, and

evangelical feelin".

(42.) " Pim.MPS, Sampson & Co., have reprinted the '• Critical and Mis-

cellaneous irr/'im/sof T. Xoox T.vi.roCKD," (Boston: 18-04; Svo., j>p. 175,)

with additional articles never before publijhed in this country. The recent

death of the genial author will attract many readti-s to this collected and now

tolerably complete edition of his miscellanies.

(43.) ^'Despotism in Aincrira, by Ivicn.VRD HiLDin-.Tir," (Boston : J. P. Jew-

ett & Co.; 1S54; r2mo., pp. 307,) is an inquiry into the nature, results and

legal basis of the slaveholding system in the United States. After an intro-

duction giving a historical sketch of the progress of democracy in America,

and showing that the northern states are in fact democratic— at least appro.xi-

mately—and the southern aristocratic, ]\Ir. Hiklreth treats his main subject

under five heads: first, the relation of master and slave, in which he sets forth

the origin of slavery, the dominion it gives to one man over another, the means

of resistiiuce on the part of the oppressed, and the perils to both parties of so

unnatural and so unjust a relation. The second chapter treats of the political

results of the slaveholding system, as affecting the security, liberty, oiiuality,

education, and military strength of the dominant class in the slave states.

Chapter iii sets forth its economical results, with reference to wealth, agricul-

ture, manufactures, &c.; and chaiitcr fourth shows its personal results upon the

character and habits of the privileged and unprivileged classes. Tlie fifth

chapter is a close scrutiny of the le^al basis of the slaveholding system, with a

demonstration of the unconstitutionality of the Fugitive Slave Law of ISjO.

The book is a repertory of fact and argument on the wliole question ;
and

though we find views and opinions in it (apart from the main question) from

which we diller fundamentally, we yet hope it will be widely circulated both

in the North and South.

(44.) "//(>/on/ of the Apostolic Church, icitha General Introduction lo Church

History, by PiiiLiP Sciiaff." (New-York: C. Scribner; 1854; Svo^.,

pp. 084.) Our readers are well prepared to judge of Professor S.^h.itrs

competency to write Church History, from his very able contributions on that

subject to our own pages at different times. . The present volume is, in our

judgment, unquestionably the able>t history of the Apostolic CInirch that has

ever been wrilteu. "Wc have given a brief judgment of it before in its Ger-
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man dress
;
the present translation, by the Rev. E. D. Yeomons, gives not only

a true version of the original, hut preserves its spirit, character, and spriirhtli-

ncss to a degree very rare indeed in translations. With this generafand
strong commendation profixod, we must state certain points of e<iually strong
objection. His theory of or-inio development, legitimately carrie<l ojt. T-iil

lead ultimately and inevitably cither to Komanism or to infidelity. Dr. SchatV
docs not carry it out logically and e.vlusivoly ; but takes along with it a full

belief of the fundamental doctrines of Chri.stianity as overruli'^ig eleuionts in

history
;
but others may be more consistent, and in their hands his'"doctrine will

be very dangerous. In consequence of this theory, Professor Schali" is everj--

where disposed to deal leniently with Romanism, and even to aj-ologize for
some of its greatest errors and vices. The dream of absolute historical unity
must be carried out, even at the expense of the facts of history and the laws
of rehgious morality. JSome of the most objectionable passages" of this edition

arc not found in the (ierman. The reader who undei-stands these positions,

and is able to guard him-^elf against their perilous seductions, will find in this

volume, as we have already said, the fullest and most sc-Ientific account of the
Apostolic Church, and the best Introduction to general Church Historj- that
has ever been published in any language.

(45.) Thk publications of the Methodist Sunday-School Union, under the inde-
fatigable hand of Dr. Kidder, have been even more tlian commonly prolific and
valuable during the la.t .[-aartcr. Among them are " The Gral: and Ea.<(ern
Churches," (18mo., pp. 220.) a very- timely book, giving, in a brief but clear
form, an account of the history, faith, and' worship of the Greek and Russian
Churches. It will be seen from this br^ik how little will be gained to Chri^tianitj-

by the triumph of Czar Nicholas in the war he is now so unrighteously uruini-.—
'TrianUij Appetih" (ISmo., jip. 232) is a collection of wise advices upon^he
conduct of life

; needing no other recommendation than the name of •• Old
Humphrey," which appears upon its title-page as author.—" The Dihlc in Manij
Tonyues" ( 1 Smo., pp. 2 1 0) is a literary biography, so to speak, of the Bible : and a
liistory of its translations and versions in ancient and modern times. It gives, in

brief, a large amount of religious and historical information.--" Old Edinburgh"
(18mo., pp. 20.S) is a series of interesting historical sketches of events happen-
ing at the ancient nu-tn.pMlis of Scotland.—^'.-I/^^ranJe/- the Great" (iSmo.,

pp. 20S) is one of the admirable series of historical books for the voung i)repared
only for the London Keligir.ns Tract Society.—" Remarkable Escapes fro.n

Peril" (ISmo., pp. 171) illustrates the providence of God bv a number of
strange but well-autheiiticateil facLs.—" Australia " (18mo., pp.'207) is a sketch
of the scenery, natural history, and resources of that remarkable countrv. with
a glance at its gold fields—tlie be>t account of Australia, in small compass, that

has come un<l.>r our notice.—- Old Cn,;/" (ISmo., pp. 21 G) is an authentic
tale illustrating the advantaL'cs of rural life, and the danizers and exiHX'ures
of factory operatives in New-Kngland. This little book we read through at a
sitting; and found ourselves well repaid. It is, however, marred by frequent
provincialisms of expression.
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(AG.) Ik llie German contains many books for children as pure in moral tone

and excellent in plan as " The Xei(/hhour's Children," (Philadelphia: Lind.-ay

& Blakiiton, 1854; ISino., pp. 2GC,) we shall iJe" f;lad to see the treasure

drawn upon more largely. The translator (Mrs. Sarah A. Myers) has rare

aptitude i'or this kind of work: tho narrative runs on as snio<jthIy and grace-

fully as if the work were an original. Our young readers will do well to find

out her books as they come from the press.

(47.) " Sketch of li€v. Philip Gatch, prepared by Hon. Jonx ^M'Lean." (Cin-

cinnati : Swonnstedt &Poe; iSmo., pp. 185,) is an account of one of the

fathers of Methodism, prepared, to a considerable extent, from his owji jour-

nals. It is put together without much order or method, but the intrinsic

interest of the subject carries the reader along with the narrative. "We give

the concluding paragraph of the book, inserting one litde^onl of our own in

italics :

—

"Will Methodist preachers nol forget their collefre lessons, and study human
nature, by learning the method of tlie pioneers of Methodism? This method,

pursued by devoted lives and sanctiiied hearts, will subdue tho world.''

Our emendation, we think, improves the sense of the passage, but not its

form.

(48.) " Xonh and hi.^ Times : by the Rev. J. M. OL:\rsTEAP, M. A." (Eo.-ton

:

Gould & Lincoln, 1854; 12mo., pp. 414.) This book contains a series of lec-

tures on the antediluvian and earlier postdiluvian periods of history; treating

of several of the leading questions of the present day, such as the extent of the

Deluge, the Death Penalty, the Origin of Language, and the Unity of the

Human Tlv:Cr Mr. Olmstead gives a fair resume of the literature of each of

these topics, and argues temperately for the conclusions to which he himself

has come.

(49.) ^' Famil>/ Prayers, by the author of 'Morning and Night "Watches."'

(New-York: Carter & Brothers; 18mo., pp. 35C.) This volume contains a

form of prayer for every morning and evening of the month, with a number

of occasional prayers. It is, in most respects, the best work of its kind that

we have seen ; the prayers are not too long, nor too Ibrmal, nor too familiar.

But for a tinge of Calvinistic theology- pervading the book, we could recom-

mend it without reserve for the use of families in which forms of prayer are

needed.

(50.) ".4 Month in England, by Henry T. Tuckerman," (New-York:

Pvcdfield, 1853; r2mo., pp. 243.) is the title of a scholarly book, not oftitivel,

but of descriptions of the choicest spots in England, seen " through the

medium of the associations we derive from English authoi-s." It is, in fact, a

scries of highly-finished essays on British places, men, and arts—grouped about

topographical centres.
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(51.) Thk last voliimu of Bohn's "Classical Librarj-" which has reached U3

contains ''The Trealu>i's of M. T. Cicero, on the Nature of the Gods; on

Divination ; on Fate : on the Republic: ami on the Laics." (New-York : Bangs,

Brother & Co., 13 Park Kow.) The version here used is principally a revision

of Barbara's translation, jjublishod in 1S41.—The "Standard Library" gives

us Smith's " Theory of Mural Sentirneut^" in a now edition, with l^ugald

Stewart's Biographii'ul and Critical ^Icnioir of the Author. In the " Ecclesi-

astical Library" we have a reprint of" The Ecclesiastical History of Socrates

Scholusticu.<" (1 vol., 12mo., pp. -119.) Wo have also received " The Politics

and Economics of Aristotle, translated by Edward "Walford, ]NL A."

(Bohn's Classical Library.) The translation is founded on Ellis's version,

carefully revised ; and prefixed to the version we have Dr. Gillies' Introductory

Essay and Life of Aristotle. There is no ancient author so well adapted to the

intellectual wants of this age as Aristotle ; and his Politics especially contain a

mine of practical wisilonu In the present volume the mere English reader will

find a version so carefully and accurately prepared as to place him almost in

the position of those who can read the original. In fact, with few exceptions,

the translatiuus given in Bohn's Classical Library combine literary accuracy

with readableness to a di-gree very rare in such works.

(52.) ^^ Harry's Ladder to I^eaming" (New-York : Harper & Brothers) con-

tains a horn-book j)njfu5ely illustrated, with a large collection of nursery-

rhymes, and little >torlos for children. It is full of attractive cuts, and is

admirably adapted to tempt children to learn to read.

(53.) " A Selection frnm the Con-espondcnce of Thomas Chalmers, D. D."

(New-York: Ilaq.rrvS: Brothers; 18">3; 12mo., pp. 504.) There are some

meti concerning whom we wish to learn everything that can be known; and

Dr. Chalmers is one of thmi. The letters given in this volume are throughout

characteristic of the fervid enthusiastic feeling and discursive mind of the great

Scotchman.

(54.) ^' Hi<tory of the City of Xew-Yorl; by David T. Valkxtink."
(New-York: G P. Putnam cS; Co.; 1853; Svo., pp. 504.) Mr. Valentine

enjoys very gJ-eat adv.intagt-s for the prosecution of the work he has undertaken,

namely, to trace the jirogrt-ss of the city of New-York in such a manner as to

illustrate to the readfr of the present day its gradual development from a wil-

derness condition, through itd maturing stages, as hamlet, village, and city.

The present volume carries the history down to 1750. It Is very minute in

its accounts of tiie early si-ttlers and their ways, and abounds in details full of

interest to New-Yorkers.

(55.) " Glad Tidimjs, by the Rev. W. K. Tweedie, D. D., (Boston : Gould

& Lincoln; 1S54; ISmo., pp. -275,) contains a scries of Daily ^ledltatlons,

designed to foster pci-sonal religion, considered not as a theory or a doctrine,
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but as taught to the individual soul by the Holy Spirit. The brief expositions

of Scripture here given are generally rich in spirituality, and full both of

instruction and comfort.

(56.) Fou thirty years the name of Sir Hudson Lowe has been the .synonyme

of vulgar barbarity. Promises were made, again and again, during liis life-

time, that lie would publish a complete vindication of his conduct at St.

Ileloiui ; but tlie unfortunate man lived long enough to find hiui-clf deserted

and neglected by the very British cabinet whose tool he had been, ami at last,

old, weary, and despised, he died and left no sign. At last an attempt has

been made to remove at least a portion of the obloquy that rovers his uuliappy

name, in a '^History of the Captivitij of Xapoleon at St. Helena, from thr Letters

and Journals of the late Sir Hudson Lowe, by William Forsytji, M. A."

(New-York : Harper & Brothers ; 1853 ; 2 vpls., 12mo.) !Mr. Forsyth, through-

out this ebborate work, is the adcocale of Sir Hudson Lowe ; but it had been

better even for the fame of his client that his plea had never been published.

The book only relieves Sir Hudson by throwing the odium of his barbarity toward

Kapoleon upon the British government; but a high-minded man would never

have taken the post of gaoler to the conquered Emjieror, under such regulations

as those which were put on the Governor of St. Helena. It is clear, moreover,

from the book itself, that mean and cruel as the Prince Regent and Bathurst

showed themselves, their severe rules were aggravated in the execution by Sir

Hudson's low and narrow-minded conceptions of his duty. Like every l)ook

written about Xapoleon—from whatever point of view—the book is even

fascinating in interest.

(57.) PiEr.EE ToussAiXT was born a slave in St. Domingo, and died a

respected citizen of New-York, full of years and of honours. His life was a

beautiful specimen of Christian purity and self-denial. The record of it, given

in the " Memoir of Piore Toussaint," (Boston : Crosby, Nichols & Co. ; 1851 ;

18mo., pp. 124,) is written in the best style of the author of " Three Experi-

ments of Livinnf."

(58.) " ^n'moirs of John Ahernetluj, F. Pt. S., by Gkoroe M'Ilwain." (New-

York : Harper & Brothers ; 12mo.,pp. 431.) Dr. Abernethy was not only one

of the best practising physicians and surgeons of his time, but a discoverer and

legislator in the science of medicine. This book gives a fair account of his

professional labours and successes ; and his eccentricities aflbrd spice enough to

make it very attractive to general readers.

(59.) " Clinton, a nook for Boys,hy William Simoxds," (Boston: Gould &

Lincoln; 1854; ISmo., pp. 275,) is a pretty storj-, designed to illustrate (he

importance of early habits of obedience, industrj-, and virtue. It is attractive

in form, and its moral tone is unexceptionable. It is disfigured, however, by

several provincial and ungrammatical forms of expression.
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(60.) Ameiiicax elementary Uwks of geography are far superior to those

produced in England. New editions have just been issued of the •'First Book
in Geographij, by Roswki.l C. Smith, A.M.," and of^'Geograph'j in the Pro-

ductive S>/s(ern" by the same author. (New-York : Daniel Burgess & Co.)

The .statistical tables, and tlie maps in the accompanying atlases are brought

down to the year 1851. Mr. .Smith might have been a little more careful

and accurate in his table of the reli^rious denominations of the United States.

(CI.) "A Memoir of the laic Rev. William Croswell, D. D." (New-York: D.

Appleton & Co. ; 8vo. pp., 52S ) is a touching memorial of a noble son, written

by an excellent father. Dr. Croswell was a man of fine tastes and culture

;

much more of a poet than a theologian ; and, like most ecclesiastical men
in whom the aesthetic sense ])redominatcs over the rational faculties, his views

of worship were I'useyitc. But h& was a good, honest, active spirit; and his

works do follow him.

(62.) Davidson's "Connexion of Sacred and Profane Histonj" has been

republished by ^Messrs. Carter & Brothers, (1854 ; 3 vols.,12mo.) It is not, in

our judgment, worth the reprinting.

(63.) ''The Hcnrlh-Stone, by Samuel Osgood," (New-1'ork : D. Appleton k
Co. ; 185

1 ; 1 Jmo., pp. 2J)0,) is a series of essays upon home life and home duties

in our Amerii'an cities. It is throughout admirable both in thought and ex-

pression : no modern author excels Mr. Osgood in aptitude for this species of

writing. The chapter on the " Education of Daughters" is worth the whole

price of the volume.

(64.) "Right of the Bible in our Public Schools, by George B. Ciieever,

D. D." (New-York: R. Carter & Brothers; ISmo., pp. 303.) This is an

"argument constructed with s[)ecial reference to some laboured and plausi-

ble endeavours to commend to the Christian comnumity the banishment of the

Bible and of religious instruction from our common schools." It contains the

usual arguments tor the use of the Scriptures in education, and applies them

to the practical question now before the people of New-York. The work is

esj)ecially valuable tor the history of the controversy, which it gives copiously,

and, we think, fairly.

(65.) " The Laiw and the Testimony, by the author of the ' "Wide, Wide

Worid.' " (New-York : Rolt^rt Carter & Brothers ; 1 853 ; 8vo., pp. 810. This

large volume contains a collection of passages of Scripture, illustrating a cer-

tain set of theological topics. They were arranged by two young pcrsoni

as a Sunday task or plca.«ure—and the heads run into each other somewhat

The book may be very useful, however, to those who use it in a right spiriu
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Art. X.—religious AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

Ci)cological.

Bi.vcKADEPv i Co. (Loudon) announce

a collect i'la of " P.ipera in Theoloji/ and

Ji:',lk(i> Criticism" by abo've twenty dis-

tinguished writers, (Svo., pp. 800,) em-

bracing' the most important and valuable

articles that have appeared in the ".Jour-

nal of Sacred Literature" since 1843.

Wc regret to learn that Dr.. Kitto, late

editor of that Journal, and fur the last

twenty-five years a most faithful labourer

in the field" of Biblical loarnins:, is suf-

fering from a severe attack of paralysis.

That part of the last Census of Great

Britain which refers to Rclisjious >S'or-

ship, brings to light many interesting re-

suk,. It a[. pears that on tlie day of the

Census. March 30, ISol, the population

of England and Wales was seventeen mill-

ions, nine hundred and twenty-seven

thousand six. hundred and nine. Of this

population there were, on that day, ten

nullions eight hundred and ninety-six

tiiousind an<l sisty-six persons attend-

ing public worship in thirty-four thou-

sand four hundred and sixty-seven places.

Of these 10,>l.iO.OOG attcndawts, less than

half—.3,29i',5jl—belonged to the Church
of England; more than half—5, CO?..-') 15

—belonged to other professions. Of this

majority of 5,003,515, the largest num-
bers are Wesleyan Methodists, l,5-t4,52S ;

Independents, 1.214,050; Baptists, (Par-

ticular,) 740,752; Primitive Methodists,

511, lyj ; Roman Catholics, 3':<3,(530.

The other religious bodies are much
smaller than these five—ranging from

83 (Scventh-Diy Baptists) to "22,000 of

the Sceiety of Friends ; 50,000 Unita-

rians; 10,S74 Moravians; 9!;»,045 Xew-
Connesion Methodists; 91,oo:i Wesleyan
Reformers; 2o4.0o0 Calvinistic Method-
ists; 35,000 Latter- D:iy Saints or Mor-
mons, Ac.

The whole number of independent

conimunities or sects is twenty-seven,

which are thus classified :

—

Protes-

tant CsaT.ciiF.s : liritish, Clmrch of Eng-
land and Ireland; Scottish Presbyte-

rians— Church of Scotland, United

Presbyterian Synod, Presbyterian Church
in England ; Independents, or Congrega-

tionalists ; Baptists—General, Particular,

Seventh-Day, Scotch, New Connexion

General ; Society of Friends ; Unitarians
;

Moravians, or United I'.rethren ; WesUy-
an M'thodists—Original Connexi(nj, N'c:v

Connexion, Primitive Methodists, Bible

Christians, Wesleyan .\«sociatiou. Inde-

pen<lent Methodists, Wesleyan Reformers
;

Calvinistic Methodists—Welsh Calvinistic

Methodists, Countess of Huntingdon's

Connexion; Sandemanians, or Glasites;

New Church ; Brethren. Foreign, Luther-

ans, German Protestant Reformers. P.e-

formed Church of the Netherlands,

French Protestants. Other Chueches:
Roman Catholics, Greek Church, Ger-

man Catiiolics, Italian Reformers, Cath;>-

lic and Apo-;tolic Church, Latter-Day

Saints or Mormons, Jews.

The " T/i-'ologifch'; Sdi'Uen und Kn'tikrn,"

for January, 1S54, contains the following

articles, namely : L On the Principle of

Protest.mtism—a letter to Dr. S^'henkel,

of Heidelberg, in which Hagenbach. deny-

ing that Protestantism can be reduced to

one fundamental principle, otfers 'A roe cs

its basis : 1. The real principle, living faith

in Christ; 2. The /or,,,^/ principle, the

authority of the Scriptures as a rule of

faith ; 3. The noijial principle, forming a

community, of which Christ is the indi-

vidual head, and of which all the mem-
bers are priests unto God. Article II. is

on the locality of Kwl':iih, and ou that

part of the journey of Israel in the desert

which depends upon the jdace of Kadesh,

by Fries. ,\rticle III. (by Ed. Riehmj

treats of the Trespass-lUfcring, (Lev. v,

14-1'.>, 20-20; Num. v, 5-10.) .\rticle

IV. is on the History of Israel after the

exile, according to Ezra and Neheraiah,

by J. G. Vaihinger. .\rticle VI. is a re-

view, by Schbberlein, of an e>.>ay by Nagels-

bach on the question, " W .is ist Christ-

lich?" The last paper (by Dr. Merzt

treats of the relations of the German
" Homo Mission " to the scientific and

ecclesiastical tendencies of the age.

The iiumlKJr for April. 1S54, contains.

L A paj-er from Schoberlein on evangel-

ical worshi|); IL An essay ou the plan

and course of Isaiah sl-lxvi, by Ruetschi

;

III. A geographical and topographical dis-

sertation on the land of Uz, by Fries

;

IV. by Koster, a curious comparison of
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the style of Paul with that of Demos-
thenes ; V. a review of KostUn's Scottish

Church, by Weber ; VI. Umbreit on sin

;

VII. i'Umann on the ev.in^'eliral Protest-

ant clergy of the Granil-iUichy «>f lladen

;

VIII. a continuation of Mor/.'s article on

the Home Mission ; IX. The I'ro^'rnnime

of the Hague Society for tlie defence of

the Christian Religion for 1^':J.

Ol-r Wesleyan friends in Kngland aro

engaged in real earnest in >i'ttliiig the

grounds of their Church polity on scien-

tifically theological gronn.ls.
' The Rev.

George Steward's " Kssay on Church
Government," noticed in our last, has

called forth a rejily from the Rev. Na-
THAX RofSE, in vhich his statements and

arguments are examined with a good deal

of care and jiertinency. J!ut it lacks sci-

entific method, and shows the evident

marks of an unjiractisod, or, at least, un-

skilful writer. 15ut by far the most im-

portant book which the coutrovers)- has

yet called forth, i-s " Th.' }t:m^tvy und
Polity of tJir Clirithiin Cliiirrh, by the

Rev. ALfT.Eu BAnKKiT," (London: John
Mason; 1S.j4 ; 12mo., pp. 4^3,) which de-

serves a full treatnunt, and will receive

it in a future iiuml>er. Mr. Rarrett is

one of the best and cK-arest writers Eng-

lish ^lothoJisin has produced: and yet

his book, in a literary point of view, has

many defects t>oth ot style and arrange-

nif^nt. Some of his^ positions on govern-

ment, both civil and ecclesiastical, are

entirely uiitenaldc : yet, as a whole, the

treitise is a valuable euiitiibution to the

literature of the ^uljeet.

It has been quite the fashion for trav-

ellers, both Kuglish and American, to

dis]>arage Christian missinns and their

results, especially in I'ldynesia. The
ignorance and prejudict- which lie at the

bottom of such assaults are well exposed in

an able article on " Thr MlnnirmH of I'ofy-

fit\-i<(," in the Quarterly iCeviiw, c London,)

for January, 1»j4. Tbi- Methodist Mis-

sions among the Feejees are thus men-
tioned :

—

"According to such va.-ue history as

their traditions allord. corrol>orated by

the accounts of travellers, the Tongans
had been a ]H.'aceful nn<l hnpjiy race until

the latter years of the last century—de-

nominated among themselves, gays a

French missionary, the ' malaia,' or evil

season—when a series of destructive

civil wars commenced among them, which

d€cim.ated their piipulatiou, and reduced

the survivors to the worst conditions of

Polynesian life. In IT'JT they were first

visited by agents of the London Mission-

ary Society ; but ultimately, umler a

judicious division of the field of labour,

which was made about 1S27, the Tonga
islands and the Fijis were handed over to

the AVesleyans, whose missionary institu-

tions in these seas are under the control

of a superintendent established in New
Zealand; a post now worthily tilled by

the Rev. \\'alter Lawry, whose two inter-

Cstin.' volumes are among the list of

works at the head of this article. Wc
should judge the author to be a man of

a kindly and practical as well us religious

spirit, in whom the peculiar views of the

missionary have been a good deal tem-

pered by considerable shrewdness of ob-

servation, by advancing age, and by that

experience of the world which renders

men at once more indulgent and less

sanguine. The character of the individ-

ual who fills this post is of no small im-

portance to the welfare of a certain portion

of the earth's surface ; for, not to mention

the other successes of the Wesleyans,

they have established at Tonga a more

complete system of religious government

than is now to be found anywhere else in

the South Seas. Nearly all the popula-

tion are converted ; heathenism lingering

only, if it can be said to linger, in a de-

caying political sect. Great strictness,

both of moral discipline and religious ob-

servance, is generally established. And
the result is seen in an orderly and trac-

table Christian population, among whom
the grosser vices of siwage life seem

nearly extirpated ; polygamy has beeu

abandoned ; the ordinary habits of the

men are peaceable, and of the women
modest. \\e need not go further with

Mr. Lawry, who boldly declares, ' I speak

of the general state of public morals,

when I say that I have never seen the

wheat so free from chatf in any part of

the world, as I have seen it 'in these

islands.' The population is numerous,

and, contrary to ordinary Polynesian ex-

l)erience, increasing, the number cf chil-

dren being particularly remarked."

The following jiassage on the ^ilaine

Law is very significant, as coming from

such a source :

—

" In America, the people of Massachu-

setts, the most sagacious in the world,

have just submitted themselves to the

yoke of the ' Maine law," which makes

the sale of fermented liciuors an indict-

able oflence, and this with the marked

assent of public opinion. Do we suppose

that their legislators were isnoraut of the
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maxims, common to triviality, alioiit the

(l;in,'er of reaction, and the dari'.'t^r of

hypocrisy? l)o they believe that the or-

dinary propensities of man can he con-

trolled by the enactment of a republic,

nny more than by the ukase of a czar?

Not so; but they see all around them the

devastations of an enemy who threatens

not only to corrupt their society, but the

very physical constitutiou »i their race.

Tlu'y know that ajainst sU'^h an antac-o-

nist half measures are of no eartlily

avail—that it must either be left unop-

jiosed, or grappled with as a nmrtal fno
;

and while numbers content themselves

with the tirni conviction that this is an

immediate aud prei^inL,' duty, and pur-

posely refuse to look further, the more
far-seeing are disposed to agree, though

with doubt and trembling, because they

believe that, although abuse will doubt-

less recur in its own time, the temporary
shock may suffice to turn back thousands
who are now on the high road to destruc-

tion."'

It is the fashion now in Kui'Iand,

among High-Church authorities, to praise

Wesley and the >Ietliodists as much as

they formerly abused them. Eyes get

straiijfly oiiened by the course of events.

The '• Christian R> luembrancer " (Pusev-

ite organ) for April, ISoi, declares that
" the origin of Jlethodism is a standing
memorial, not so much of error in its

founders, as of inefficiency on the part of

the Church to satisfy the religion of its

people." .-Vgain, " Necessity, aud inabil-

ity on the part of the Church to do her
proper work, drove Wesley at length to

the further stop of ordaining jiersons to

perform ministerial functions in America.
This ho did for the first time in the year
17S4, being then eighty years of age.

" Bishop Home, we believe, when ap-

plied to by a clergyman as to whether
John Wesley luight preach in his church,
replied that he was an ordained clergy-

man of the Church of England, iuid that
it rested with the incumbent of each par-
ish to admit him or not. In this case
Wesley preached with his usual power

;

and some clergyman who happened to be
present in the congregation, unable to
find any doctrinal errors in his sermon,
followed him into the vestry, and ques-
tioned him as to his consistency in this
matter of assuming the right to ordain.
He did not defend it ; but, bciru- now ohl
and fatigued with preachiug, he said, with
great emotion, 'The case was very urj-
ent; the, authorities of the Church did

nothini? ; and, therefore, I gave them the

b<-st commission I could.'
"

TuF. works of the Church Fathers, iu

good and complete editions, are so very

costly as to be beyond the reach of or-

dinary students ; indeed, they are only

occasionally to be fuuml in public libra-

ries. The evil is remedied to a consider-

able degree, for the Latin Fathers, by
Gersdort's admirable ami cheap " IJiblio-

theca Sclecta;"' and the same advanla-re

is now offered to students of the Creek
Fathers in the new " UtUiothfca J'ntnnn

Gnrioriim Ihxjmntica," edited by Thilo,

and published by Weigel, of I-eipsig.

The first volume is " &tncti AtUananii

Op>:ra JJof/malica Sfleclo,^' (Leijisig, l^"'j,

1000 pp., large 6vo.) To show how little

of Athanasius's important writings is

omitted, we give the contents of the vol-

ume :— 1. Expositio Fidei : 2. Epist. de

decretis Syn. Nicaju. cont. Ariauos : 3.

Epist. de sententia I>ionysii : 4. Orationts

contra Arianos : 5. Epist. ad Serajiiuneta :

6. Epist. ad Epictetum : 7. Ad AJel-

phium : 8. Contra Apollinarium. Three

copious indexes are appended. The work
can be imported and sold in this country

for about $-5.

We have received a specimen number
of a new German weekly pa[ier, tj I'C

published either at Galveston or New-
Orleans, entitled, " D'T Ikot'-che Rr/;rm-

ator," and edited by the Rev. Peter

Mollinar. It is full of'spirit an>l life, and
if kept up hereafter to the tone of the

number before us, must certainly be suc-

cessful.

AjtoxG the works in theology and F.il>-

lical literature recently announced on the

continent of Europe arc the fullow-

inc: :

—

Lehrbuch der historiseh-kritischeu Ein-

leitung in die kauonischen Schrifteu dcs

Alteu Testamentes von K. Fr. Keil, l>r. d.

Phil. u. Theol. und. Prof, der Exe-.tik u.

orient. Spracheu an der kals. Luiv. I'or-

pat. Frankfurt a. >I. ; 1853 ; jvo.,

pp. 748.

Des Bischofs Johauues Chrysostomus

Leben, nach den I'orschuugen Neanders.

Bohringers uud Anderer fur die Familie

unserer Tage dargestoUt von Frdr. ilatth.

Perthes. Hamburg u. Gotha; l^"'J:

8vo., pp. -Jl.

Bibliotheca patruni grtecorum dogmat-

ica. Ad opiimor. libror. tidem eiieiid.im

curavit Dr. J. C. Thilo. Vol. II. Ft. s.

t. : Sancti Basilii Ciesareie Cappadociae

Archiepiscopi et Sancti Gregorii Thevljgi

vulgo Nazianzeni .Archiepiscopi Constan-
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tinopolitani opera do^natica sclocta. Ex
recensione nionachorura ord. S. Doiudicti

e congrofjatione S. 5I:iurii'ii-um conm-
dem interprotiitione ct animuJvLTsionibus.

Accedit appendix, Eunoiiiii npolo-uticum
et confessioneni et Anij)liili)cliii I'liistolani

svnodalem continens. KiIiMil:k eiiravit

Dr. J. 1). H. GoldLorn. Lipsi.v, In.VI:

8vo., (VII. and 73 J pp.)

Bohringer F., Die KirL-lio Cliristi uud
ibre Zt'iiL't-n oder die Kir.-luMiu'.schi^Iito

in IJiograpbien. II. Bd. MitLlaitir. 1. 1.'.

Abthlg. Zurich: 8vo., pp. J 4;'.:!.

Gass,Ih-.AV.,Gescbicbtc d.T pintestant-

ischeu l)uL;rnatik in ibnni /ii-;.ininK-ii-

haiige mit dcr Theob)gie uberhaupt. I.

Bd. Die Orimdk-guiiL,' mid iIit Dugma-
tismus. LltHu : t»vo., jip. 4S7.

Kirchner, I»r. C. H., Die riiilosojibie

des Fl.-itin. Halle : Svo., pp. 2-'n.

Lekcbujch, E., Die Coiniiosition und
Entstthung dor Aitosteb.'eschicbte von
Neueui uutor='jcht. Gotha : Svo., pp.
434.

Among the new works in theology and
kindred subject*, recently announced in

Great Britain, are the following :

—

A Treatise on the Episcopate of the

Anti-Niccne Church, (with esj^ecial refer-

ence to the early p.^iti'in of the Roman
See.) By the ilcv. (.i,ur-e M. (iorbam,

B. A. :—The Law of the Love of God in

the tirst Four ConiDiandnx-nts : an Essav,

by George MoUrly, D. C. L., Head Master

of W'incliester College. 12nio. :—Christ
as made known to the Ancient Cbur( h

;

an Exposition of the Bevelation of Divine
Grace, as unfolded in the Old Testament
Scriptures. By the late Robert Gordon,
D. D., F. R. S. E. Vols. I, II, Svo. :—
The Natural Cai)abilities of Man, briclly

considered with Especial Reference to

the Question of Human Aecountableuess
;

containing Introductory Remarks upon
the I'uro-Adamic State. By .J..sc;.h

"Wright, Author of " Israel in China,"
&c. 8vo. :—Sermons on the P'irst Epistle

of Peter, Chapter I. By II. F. Kohl-
brugge, D. D., of Elberfi-ld, Germany.
With an Introductory Preface bv the

Rev. Octavins Winslow, D. D. "Small
Svo. :—The Unity of the New Testament

:

A Synopsis of the tirst Three Gospels and
of the Epistles of St. James, St. Peter,

and St. Paul. By F. Denison Maurice,
M. A. Svo. :—Archdeacon 'Wilberforce's

Sacramental and Priestly Svstem ext^m-

ined. By the Rev. C. S. "Bird, M. A.
Fcp. Svo. :—The Grand Romish Fal-

lacy : w ith the Dangers and Duties of

Protestants. By the Rev. J. H. Gurney,
M. A. Fcp. Svo. :—The Protestant in

Ireland in 18-53. Fcp. Svo. :—Horte

Evangelica; : the Internal Evidence of the

Four Gospels, witii Reference to their

Date, Structure, and Authenticity. By
the Rev. T. R. Birks, M. A. Post Svo. :—
Evenings with the Romanists. By the

Rev. M. Hobart Seymour, M. A. Cr." Svo.

Classical nnb iUisccUancons.

Messes. BAGSTr.p-s (London) have just

issued a book of " -Im^tV Iltading Lea-

tone, xcith ComjJete Annlt/tiii ami (jrnm-

tnnr,^' in small Svo., uniform with their

Hebrew, Chaldee, and Syriac R»ading-
Lessous.

A>!0.\\i the work.< in cla>siial and gen-

eral literature, recently announced on the

continent of Europe, arc the following,

namely :

—

Inscriptionis Kosettanae hicrotrlyphicae

decretum sacerdotale. Accuratissime re-

coguovit, latine vertit, explicavit, cum
versione praeca alii>.iue eiiis ti-mporis

monumentis hiero^'lyphis contulit atque

composuit. glussario instruxit ifax. Ad.
Uhleraann. Lipsiae ; ]^.>:5; 4to., pp.
130.

Linguae Copticae Gramm.ilica in usum
schnlarura scripta, cum Chrestomathia et

Glossario. Insertae sunt ohsirvationes

quaedam de vetcrum .\egyptiorum Gram-

matica. Anctore Mar. Ad. LTilemann,
Lipsiae, 1SJ3 ; Svo., pp. 107.

Be.nfey, (Th.,) Handbuch der Sans-

kritsprache. Zum Gebrauch fur Vorle-
sungen und znm Selbststudiuni. XL Ab-
thlg. Chrcstomathie. 2. Thl. Glossar.

Svo. Leipzig, pp. o'i.

Pff.ikfer, (Prof. Dr. F.,) Beitrfige zur
Geschichtc der raittddcutschen Literatur
nnd Sprache. I. P.d. Die Deutschorden-
schronik des Nicolaus von Jeroschin.
Svo. Stuttgart, pp. 315.

J.V3IES MoxTCOMEKY died at his resi-

dence in Sheffield on the 30th of April,

aged eighty-two. The f«llowing brief

summary of his life is from the London
Times:—"James Montgomery was born

November 4, 1771, at Irvine, in .Vyrshire.

His father was a Moravian missionary,
who, leaving his son in Yorkshire to be

educated, went to the "West Indies, where
he and the poet's mother both died.
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When onlj twelve years old, the bent

of the boy's mind was shown by tlie pro-

duction of variwus small poviiis. These

indications could not save him at lirst

from the fate of tiic poor, and he was

sent to earn liis bread as assistant in a

general shop. He thirsted for other oc-

cupations, and one day set off with tliree

shillings and sixpence in his pocket to

walk to London, to seek fame and for-

tune, in his first eftort he broke down,

and for a while gave uji liis plan to t;ike

service iu another situation. Only fur a

time, however, was he content, and a

second etTort to reach the metropolis was
successful, so far as bringing him to the

spot he had longed for, but unsuccessful

to his main hope—that of tinding a pub-

lisher for a volume of his verses. Cut
the bookseller who r&fused Montgomery's

poems accepted his labour, and made him
his shopman. Fortune, however, as she

generally does, smiled at last on the

zealous youth, and in 1702 he gained a

post in the establishment of Mr. Gales, a

bookseller of Shettield, who had set up a

newspaper called The ,S'h/-jHe/d llfjiit^r.

On this paper ^lontgomery worked cm
amore, and when his master had to fly

from England to avoid imprisonnient for

printing articles too liberal for the then

despotic government of England, the

young poet became the editor and jmb-

lisher of the paper, the name of which he

changed to Sk'jfidd Trix. In the columns
of this print he advocated political and
religious freedom, and such conduct se-

cured for him the attentions of tlic at-

torney-general, by whom he was prose-

cuted, fined, and imprisoned ; in the

first instance, for reprinting a song com-
memorating 'The Fall of the Bastile

;'

in the second case for an account he
gave of a riot in Sheffield. Confinement
could not crush his love of political jus-

tice ; and on his second release he went
on advocating the doctrines of freeilom as

before in his paper and in his books. In
the lengthy periods between those times
Rnd the present, the beliefs which James
Montgomery early pioneered in England
have obtained general recognition, and,
as men became more and more liberal,

our poet gained more and more esteem.
He contributed to magazines, and, despite
adverse criticism, in \.\iC Eilinlunjh lin-iric,

established his ri'.'ht to rank as a poet.
In 1707 he published 'Prison Amuse-
nu-nts;' in ISOJ, the 'Ocean;' in ISOO,
the 'Wanderer iu .'Switzerland;' in ISOO,
'The West Indies;' and in 1S12, 'The

World before the Flood.' By these works
he obtained the chief reputation he has

since enjoyed. In 1810 appeared 'Green-

land,' a poem in five cantos; and in 1S2S,
' The I'elican Island, and other Poems.'

In ISol the whole of his works were
issued in one volume, Svo., and of which
two editions are in circulation ; and in

1853, 'Original Hvmns. for ruldic, I-ri-

vate, and .Social l)evotion.' This vener-

able poet enjoyed a w«il-deserved liter-

ary pension oC illo'J a year."'

We continue our summaries of the con-

tents of American and Foreign Theologi-

cal Journals :

—

Free-W'M liiplitt QxuxHcrbi, (Provi-

dence,) for April:—I. Egypt: H. Oblig;v.

tions of Republicanism to Christianity

:

III. Exposition of 1 Cor. vii, 11 : IV. The
" Conflict of Ages," and the Doctrine of

Native Depravity : V. The P.uins of Nine-

veh and liabylon : VI. Civilization ; Helps

and Hinderances: VII. Sacred Poetry;

VIII. Adoniram Judson : IX. Contempo-
rary Literature.

Mfrcemhiirrj Qxtartcrly liemerr, (Chnm-
bersburgh, Pa.,) for April:—I. Wilberforce

on the Eucharist : II. Liturgical Contri-

butions : III. Catechetical Instruction

:

IV. Zwingli at Perne : V. Sketches of a

Traveller from Greece, Constantinople,

Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine : \'I.

Government in its Relation to Education:

VII. Questions concerning the Church.

El-angelical lievu'c, (Gettysburgh, Pa.,)

for April ;—I. Infidelity : its Metamor-

phoses and its present Aspects : 11. Consti-

tution and Characteristics of the Church :

III. Reminiscences of Lutheran Clergy-

men : IV. Preaching : V. A Collegiate

Education : VI. Notes on Prophecy : VII.

The Song of ."Solomon : VIII. The Children

of the New Testament.

Broirntone Qitniterlij Eeview, CRoston,)

for April :—I. Uncle Jack and his Nephew

:

n. Protestantism developed: III. Tem-

poral Power of the Popes : IV. Where is

Italy? V. The Mercersburg Hypothesis.

B'AUothrca Sacra, (Andover,) f.)r April

:

—I. Historical Geography and Ethnogra-

phy : II. God's Positive Moral Govern-

ment over floral Agents additional to

that which is merely Natural : III. The

Apocryphal Books of the Old Testament,

and the Reasons for their Exclusion from

the Canon of Scripture : IV. Tiie I'.ela-

tions of David's Family to the Me^iah

:

"V. Excursion to the Lakes East of Dor

mascus : VL The Nature of the Historic

Spirit : VII. Chaucer and his Times.
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VnietrtafUt Rerlew, (ISostou,) for

April :—VII. Instinctive Uiiiversalism :

VIII. Spiritual Unptism : IX. llclation of

the Ministry to Society: X. Tbc Central
Principle of Universalism : XI. Tlie l>oc-

triue of Christ as exhibited in his Cliar-

acter and Teachings: XII. llov. llosea
Ballou—His Tareutage and Early Life:
XUI. Style.

Xew-y'ork Quarterly, (Xew-York,) for

April:—I. Our National r,..t-' iill.e : 11.

The Tolitics of Ru^^ia : 111. The Knglish
Universities: IV. Popular .\miiscmcnts

:

V. The Great Want of New- York City—

a

Government : VI. The t^uartorly Conserva-
tive in Politirs : VII. Cirote's Greece

:

VIII. Priesti—Th. ir V;iri..,is Onl.rs:
IX. Upon tiie Origin of Kcclesiustical

Tribunals.

The Thcolojicid aiul Lit'-mri/ Jounml,
(New-York,) for April :— I. Christ's Sec-

ond Coming: II. Imiuiry intu the Mean-
ing of Matthew xxiv, li: HI. Beecher's
"Conflict of A^es:" IV. Infidelity—its
Aspects, C.iii^Oi. and Agencies : V. The
Priest and the Huguenot: VI. History of

the Apostolical Church.

77.6 X.,i>Hn.!h,wler, (Xew-Haven,) for

May:— I. Ch.i>i a. lievealerof God: II.

Ministerial Pi.'-rai.hv : III. Ihvden, Prior,

and Swift: 1\'. T/i».lo,-y : V. The Ne-
braska lUUan.l its lltsults: VI. Professor

Schatt's Cliureh Jlist.irv: VII. Politics

and the Puh it : VIII. Churches and Par-

sonages: iX. .Muraliiy of the Nebraska
Bill.

Thf litlliiyil Ji'-ji-jivri/ ctud PrincdoH Jir-

Wfir. (Philadelphia.) for Ai.ril :—I. Modern
Explanations of the iK^triue of Inabiliiy :

II. Is the Cliuroh of ILuue Idolatrous?

III. Ebrard on the A5>ocalyiise : IV. .Meth-

od of Church Hi-t..r\ : V.'lhe Kevolution
in China : VI. l'ear>i.n on Infidelity

:

VII. The Cliurch of Knglaud and Pres-

byterian OrdiTs.

Bdtxtk lU >;<,€, (London.) for March:

—

I. Benjamin D'Kraili—a Literary and
Political Biograjdiy: II. Theory of Hu-
man Food: III. The .\ut.'bi..gra|ihy of a
Dissenting Mini>t.-r : IV. Lord Holland's
Memoirs of the Whig Party : V. Sanitary
Farming: \I. St. Jolin'sSiarch of Pcauty :

ML Christianity and its .Modern .\ssail-

ants: VIII. The Caucasus .and the Coun-
try between the Kuxine and the Caspian
^^r,7;—Juvenile lUlii.iu.ney: \\. \\,\,\\

History of the Iri>Ii I'nsbyteri.m (.hureh :

m. Genius and Writing's of iJoujlas Jer-

rold: I\'. SiK-echcs of the ili.-ht'Hon. T.

B. Macaulaj : V. Characteristics of Italian

History : VI. Ticonderoga, or the Black
Eagle: VIL Austria and Hungary: VIII.
Public Worship in England and Wales.

Drilith Qitnrterly J.'eiirtp, (London,) for
April :—L Auguste Comte—His Keligion
and Philosophy: IL George Herl..:rt and
Contemporary Peligious Poets: III. Phi-
losophy of the Senses : IV. Iteligiou3

Worsliip and Religious Ministries: V.
Turgot—His Life and Writings: VL
Christians uuder the Sultan : VII. Phases
of Faith and the Eclipse : VIII. Balance
of Power and Russian Aggression : IX.
Our Epilogue on Aflairs and Books.

Chriitiiin licmemhranccr, (London,) for

April:—I. The Apostolical Constitutions:
II. Arnold's Poems : liL Holy House of
Loretto: IV. Census of Religious Wor-
ship : V. Gray's Letters : VI. Associated
Labour and Industrial Relations : VIL
The Counter Theory.

Tlic Jounifxl of Sacred Literature, (Lon-

don,) for April :—L The Bible and the
Common Peojde : IL On Miracles—In-

spired Character of the Four Gospels:
III. Discrepancy and Inspiration not In-

compatible : IV. Hebrew Tenses : V. Popu-
lar Biblical Writers—Dr. Kitto : VI. The
Burial of Moses: VII. St. Paul and Jo-

sephus : VIII. The Gospel preached by
Christ : IX. John De Wyclifle.

M'tatminiter Hcricir, (London.) for.\pril:

—L Results of the Census of ISOl : U.
Manners and Fashion : III. .-Vrchbishop

Whately and Christianity : IV. Criminal
Legislation and Prison Discipline : V.Lord
Campbell as a Writer of History : VI.

Schamyl, the Prophet-Warrior of the
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1. Die SibyUin!sche7i JVeissagungcn, vnllstcindig gcsammclt, uach never Handschrif.

ien-Vergleicliung, mit kritischcm Commcntare und mcirischcr Dnttsclur Ucbcr-

selziing : herausgegeben von Dr. J. II. Fkiedlieb, Professor an dcr Universitit

tu Ereslau. Leipzig: 1852; Svo., pp. Ixxxv, 232, cxxiv.

2. De Oraailis Sibyllinis Dissertatio. Supplcjjuntum cdiiionts a Fricdliebio cxhi-

bites. Scripsit Ricardus Volkjianx, Phil. Dr. Sem. Pliil. Keg. JLil. Sod. Lip-

sire: LSo3; pp. 41, Svo.

3. Oracida Sibylliiia. Textu ad Codices Ma7iuscriptos recognito ; Maianis suppU-

nicjilis uucto ; Cio.j Cr.stalionis versio7ie nutrica, imuDiieris pa.iic lucis emcndc.la, ct,

vbi opus fuit, suppleta ; commentario perpcluo, exciirsibus et indicib2is. Curante

C. AtEXAMBP-E. Volumen Prius. Pai-isiis : IS-il ; Svo.

It is an arduous and unprofitable task to attempt to interpret proph-

ecy, whether relative to events future, imminent, or fulfilled. Even

in those cases -where the predictions are mideniably inspired, and the

certainty of their actual or ultimate accomplishment is, in conse-

quence, indubitable, the license afforded to conjecture by the neces-

sary vagueness of the expression precludes any sufficient assurance

of a trustworthy result. It may, indeed, be questioned whether,

except in a few remarkable instances, there can be any firm or gen-

eral recognition of the fulfilment of prophecy, until long subsequent

ages have passed, and brought new thoughts, feelings, and associa-

tions, and until the expanding views and augmented experience of

successive generations have enabled men at length to discern in the

retrospect the realization of events which escaped appreciation at

the time of their occurrence. It might be imagined that God had

reserved for himself this testimony to his omniscience and power,

and had communicated it to men, only under a seal which they could

not break, that, Avhen broken by himself, it might overwhelm human

objections and cavils with unsuspected, but irresistible, evidence. So

Fourth Seiues, Vol. YL—31
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long, boAvever, as several, or even two, interpretations, both possible

and plausible, can be assigned to the same prophecy, it is impossi-

ble that there should be any uniform or logical assent to either.

Hence it has happened that those to whom divinely-inspired seers

were sent, have with almost unvarying obduracy denied their mis-

sion, rejected their testimony, and been the last to perceive the ver-

ification of their words. The Israelites, in the midst of the daily-

recun'ing miracles which illustrated their exodus, murmured against

God and rebelled against Moses on every possible occasion; and,

after being miraculously punished for one act of rebellion, continu-

ally provoked new miraculous castigations by fresh manifestations

of disobedience and unbelief. The inhabitants of Jerusalem and

their ancestors were, however, not the only people who killed the

prophets and stoned those that were sent unto them ; but every

generation has exhibited a similar aptitude for bhnd repudiation, or

its equally-deceptive counterpart, premature credulity, in regard to

prophetic declarations. It is to be noted that even one of the Sibyls

before us hopefully looks forward to an early lapidation : but she

proves lierself a bungler, a counterfeit, and an ignorant forger, by

expecting that fate for the sins of her past life, and not for the truth

of her preaching.*

It may wvW be said, in more senses than one, and with a different

signification from that ostensibly designed in its original employ-

ment, that " he that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet

shall receive a prophet's reward;" for it apparently requires an

almost equivalent inspiration to utter the propliecy, and to compre-

hend it when uttered, in the moment of its fulfilment. AVho under-

•stood, except by special illumination, the recorded anticipations of

the kingdom of the Messiah, until after the crucifixion, and the

•supernatural instruction of the apostles? The expectation of a

"Saviour, who was to appear in the East, had been current for ages;

:and was, perhaps, embahned in these oracles under the Ptolemies.

t

"From this source it nnist have been taken by Virgil, to whom it was

'known, and who also was aware that the tenth or last age of the Sibyl

"iiad arrived, and that a new dispensation was about to commence:

—

» Orac. Sibyll., lib. vii, vv. 1.00-1G2. This is one of those points which it falls

neither within the scope nor the horizon of Fricllieb and Alexandre to notice or

perceive. V. Friodlieb. Kinlt.it., § 23, p. li.

t Lib. iii, vv. C.-J-COT, vv. 781-794. Friedlieb. Einlcit, § 17, p. xxxix, seems to

consider that the latter passage was before Virgil. We should suppose the for-

mer—which also appears to us of earlier composition. Both unquestionably

underwent many mo<lifioations : vv. 781-794 are influenced by the Apjcalypse;

vw. 652-C97 formed upm Isaiah ; but vv. 055, 6oG are a Christian interpolation.
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Ultima Cuniivi wnit jam carminis wtas :

Magiiu3 ab integro seclorum na?citur ordo.

Jam rcdit et Virgo, rcdeunt Saturnia regna:

Jam nova progenies coelo demitlitur altu.-^

^Neither A''lri;il nor the Sibyl understoof.l tlic import of their own

words. Astrrea redux v,-as the virgin of whom the former thought,

while dreaming only of an Egyptian apocatastasis ; and, though the

latter had obviously Isaiah in view, she comprehended oidy the lit-

eral signification of his words, and prepared the Jewish expectation

of a temporal kingdom.

Seventy years before the Advent, the Sanhedrim had solemnly

announced that the time approached for the apjiearance of the long-

foretold Messiah ; but when it had actually arrived, neither Jews nor

apostles were able to recognise it. Eighteen centuries have passed

since the close of the Sibyl's tenth age, and still the Jews prolong

the ancient expectation of their king. As a curious counterpart and

confirmation of the early belief of the \Yestern nations in the

descent of the great reformer in the East, the barbarous nation.^ of

the extreme East, the Tartars, Moguls, and Thibetans, to this day

look steadily to the West as the fountain whence the divine illumi-

nation is to proceed.f The time has passed, the prophecy has been

long fulfilled : yet in the East and in the West the faith in its future

realization is still cherished.

"Who accepts with confidence any of the multitudinous expositions

of the Apocalypse, except the authors who imagined them in their

dreams"? And which of these enlightened sages adhered for ten

years to his own interpretation, if his life was so long spared after

his lunatic exploit? Has not every notable event, for fifteen centu-

ries at least, (perhaps even for eighteen,) been detected in the

Book of Revelation? and have not its denunciations been liberally

applied with equal impartiality to both parties in every important

struggle in the long drama? What is the meaning of six hun-

dred and sixty- six—the number of the beast ? The number assigned

to Rome in these oracles is nine hundred and forty-eight.* ^Vho

pretends to unriddle the current or the unfulfilled announcements

of Daniel and Ezckiel ? What is meant by the last nine verses of

Daniel? Who is Gog, and who is Magog? They are not the mon-

sters at Guildhall, nor are they the same races referred to by the

Sibyl ;§ but who are they? Explanations are as plentiful as bhick-

'^ Virg. Eel. iv, tv. 4-7, and Scrvii Comm. ad loc. dt. et ad v. 34.

t Uuc, Journey througli Tartary, Thibet, and China, vol. i, ch. ii, p. 'J^- i^

Appleton.

I Lib. viii, TV. 14S-luO. § Lib. iii, v. 319, v. 512.
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berries, but none can produce adequate authentication. " The words
are closed up and scaled till the time of the end."* The kno^\Ied,:^e

of the times and the seasons, in this respect, as in all others, has
been kept by God unto himself: it is not accorded to fallen man;
for the knowledge, -which would make him like unto God, has been
either denied to him entirely, or frustrated of its proposed effect in

the mode of its exercise.

ovKCTi cot (fiavepu^ Oifitc laaerai iv fiaKupeacLV,

if acrpuv zi-ruKa^, kg ovpavov ova dva/9/;CTj.f

There is a profound significance latent in the ancient myth, that,

R-hen Apollo had bestowed upon Cassandra the gift of prophecy, he
completely neutralized its efficiency by cursing it with the incre-
dulity of her hearers. Such has been the doom of all prophets

:

they are without honour in their appropriate time, as in their o^^n
country. Kay, it has always been the general belief, which is

e.xpressed by Plato, approved by Justin Martyr-, and repeated by
the anonymous author of the Greek Preface to the Sibylline Ora'-
cles, that prophets and sibyls did not themselves comprehend the
inspiration which they uttered.; Balaam is not the only instance
recorded in Scripture of a prophet predicting the truth, and then
acting as if he did not recollect, or understand, or believe his own
prediction.

If such difficulties as those we have specified impede the most
earnest endeavours to interpret and apply prophecies which are
inspired, and are therefore certain of ultimate verification, how hope-
less must be the task when there is no guarantee of their veracity,
or, consequently, of their realization ! Accordingly, if we had the
genuine songs of the Sibyls, which imposed upon the credulity and
met with the acceptance of the elder world, it would be a vain effort

to seek to apply the vague denunciations and portentous common-
places, in which they rejoiced, to the infinite variety of succeeding
and rashly anticipated, or perhaps unanticipated events, which
equally admit of their loose appropriation, and are capable of reflect-
ing upon them, after the occurrence of the fiicts, or in consequence
of the accidental agreement of the fiicts, a meaning and intent nei-
ther possessed nor contemplated when they were composed.
But what pleasure or advantage can be anticipated from such

investigations, when to these insurmountable impediments new diffi-

culties are added, and further discouragements insured by the

° Daniel xu, 9.
f Oracula Sibyll., lib. i, vv. 71. 72.

I Orac. Sibyll., p. 10, ct not. Ed. Alexandre.
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knowledge or suspicion that the oracles submitted to our scrutiny

are not even the genuine productions of sclt-consccrated prophets,

but may be frequenti}' the late fictions of an ignorant age, and often

the productions of illiterate or dishonest autiiors,—written usually

after the occurrence of the destinies Avhich they profess to foretell ?

Any inquiry on the subject -syoukl be a ridiculous waste of time, if

this were an ascertained foct, and if the fact, when established,

did not create a new interest, and give a diflferent scope to the re-

search.

Under these circumstances, however, it is not surprising that

these oracles should have fallen into prolonged neglect and obUvion,

as M. Alexandre observes ;* that no new recension of the text, ani

scarcely a new edition, should iiave been published, with the excep-

tion of the Fragments of the Sixth and Eighth Books, and tlie four

new Books, (xi-xiv,) discovered by Cardinal Mai, between that of

Servatus Galk\}us (16S9) and that of Alexandre, (18-11 ;) and that,

from the time of Opsopoeus, (1599,) no important eflfort should have

been made toward the critical amelioration of the text, until the

issue of Alexandre's edition. This, which is in many respects

highly satisfactory, is unfortunately still incomplete. Only the first

volume has been published, which extends no further than to the end

of the Eighth Book. The additional Books, disint^-rred by Mai

from the Ambrosian and Vatican Libraries, with the commentary

thereon, the six special dissertations, whose titles excite such a

lively interest, the indexes, and the sketch of Sibylline Bibliog-

raphy, arc promised in another volume: but the promise remains

still nnredeemed. In the catalogue of the Didots we notice a per-

manent announcement that the second volume is sous presse ; and,

on the paper cover of the copy of the first volume before us, we

observe that the date of publication is given 1851 instead of 1S41,

as it appears on the title-page within, (-an we accept these indica-

tions as any adequate assurance of the speedy performance of the

long-outstanding promise? We can only hope so : for M. Alexan-

dre's edition is neat, convenient, full, satisfactory, and designed on

a much more extended plan than Friedlieb's, which gives us a good

recension of the whole text founded upon new manuscripts ;t a

learned, though indecisive, introduction; a sufficient collation of

different readings; and a metrical version in German hexameters,

which is so faithful that it scarcely assists the intelligence of the

obscure original, but which is not likely to ol)tain a continuous

perusal from those who can, or those who cannot read the crabbed

° Orac. Sibyll., Prtof., p. i. EJ Alexandre.

t Orac. Silnll. EJ. Friedlieb. Vorwort, p. v.
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and often-provoking Greek text. The deficiencies of Friedlieb's

edition are so obvious that, the year after its publication, Volk-

mann brought out a supplement to aid in correcting the disorderly

prosody and confused metres of the oracles as published. Ho has

rendered good service, though he has left many fractured linos Mith

their mutilated mcmbLTS still uncured, and has corrected others fre-

quently in a manner Vi'hich is more expeditious than judicious. If

Alexandre's edition -were completed, it should still take precedence

of Friedlieb's, even Avith A'olkmann's appendix; but -while it

remains in its present imperfect form, as a later and entire text is

given by Friedlieb, and his introduction is copious, luminous, and

valuable, his publication must be regarded as the editio optima,

until a more thorough edition is published. The want of this is

only felt more keeidy from what Alexandre and Friedlieb and Volk-

mann have already done. They have shown that much may be

accomplished, and thereby excited the desire for its accomplish-

ment. The text can scarcely be regarded as yet settled, though

perhajis little is hereafter to be expected from the ]MSS., which bear

evidence of a deliberate and ignorant mutilation of the text from the

earliest periods. Conjecture must be cautiously resorted to in

future, not to restore or divine the original version, which is now
impracticable, but to render intelligible and sensible what remains.

Moi;£'OYer, to render the edition entirely satisfactory, a very thorough

apparatus Sihi/lliacns should be incorporated with it. The text of

the MSS. should be kept separate from the conjectural text ; the

iestirnonia vctervm should be added, and should embrace all the

passnges in the ancient authors which mention the Sibyls, or quote

from their songs; this should be especially attended to in regard to

the Fathers; all these diverse notices should be harmonized or

explained ; a table of the dates ascertained or variously imagined

for the different portions of the work should be carefully prepared;

and the whole might be closed with a Lexicon SilijUiacinn, Criti-

cwn et P]iil()loii:iciim, which should illustrate the solecisms and neo-

terisms of the Sibyls by a copious citation of similar locutions in

the earliest authors where they occur. This would lead to a more
e.xact determination of the periods of composition than any other

internal evidence or extrinsic testimony could justify. Of course,

in this intimation of desideranda, those features only are sug-

gested which seem not to have been contemplated by the roceut

editors.

The earliest editors of the Sibylline Oracles, Betuleius and Cas-

talio,* believed implicitly in their genuineness, their antiquity, and

" Betuleii and Castaliouis, I'ra^f. ap. Orac. Sibyll., pp. v, xii. E-l. Alcsan'Ire.
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their inspiration. They discerned in them additional testimony to

the truth of Christianity, imitating, if not transcending, in their

credulity the early ApoloLrists and Fathers of the Faith, ^Yho had

cited thorn as evidence against tiie heathen, ami as affording a valid

confutation of Paganism out of its own mouth. Castalio, indeed,

considered it impossible to entertain any doubt that the Sibyl,

whose verses ho translated and edited, was a true prophetess ; but

this excites little wonder when his admiring enthusiasm was able to

discover in these poems a majesty of sentiment and elegance of

expression rarely equalled by any bard in even a perspicuous and

tractable subject.* Opsoprieus thought differently. lie could hnd
•but few approaches to Homeric sublimity; he might have added

that even those were borrowed plumes; and he impugned the riilic-

ulous superstitions connected with the Sibylline remains in tlic

preface to his celebrated edition. Similar views were more ex-

tensively advocated, a century later, by Galheus, in his formal con-

troversy on the subject with the Jesuit Crasseet; and from that

time these oracles have been universally regarded, as occasionally

and incidentally they had been previously considered, in the light

of late and spurious productions of the declining age of Greek lit-

erature.

We ma}' propose some slight modifications in this opinion; but

this is the indefinite conclusion which has met with general acqui-

escence. Unless, therefore, other sources of interest reveal them-

selves, the study of these Sibylline Oracles can only gratify or tan-

talize an idle curiosity, and can hold out little hope of any ade<iuate

result to re^vard the fatigue incurred in endeavouring to unravel

their dubious contents. Fortunately, such new attractions present

themselves, even if these prophecies should prove to be mere wanton

fictions. They tempt us to intjuire into the origin, history, and

explanation of all profane oracular utterances ; to seek some solution

of the grand enigma which is propounded to us in the known fact

that predictions, devoid of any acknowledged, ajul, frequently, of

any professed inspiration, have always been current, and have in

numerous instances been fulfilled ; to account for the existence, at

all times, and among nearly all people, of either accepted prophets,

or copious bodies of current prophecy, which are brought fairly to

light only about the time of their accomplishment, real or supposed;

to trace the growth, development, changes, and reception of the

Sibylline Oracles in particular; to determine the probable dates of

their composition, publication, and alteration ; to discover the

motives which prompted their manufacture, and the spirit which

** Castaliouis Pra:f. ap. Orac. Sibyll., p. xiv. Ed. Alexandre.
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giiidcd their application ; and to detect the causes which led at first

to their easy rece))tion, and afterward to their almost entire obliv-

ion. These topics arc entirely independent of the truth or false-

hood of the pretensions of the Sibylline Oracles, and they disclose

to oui' curious regards important subjects of investigation, which

may redeem from the charge of useless inquisitiveness even the

most diligent examination of these strange productions. It appears

to us, indeed, that the criticism of these prophecies, in order to

ari'ive at any available results, must proceed by a more philosophic

method, and upon much broader principles, than have yet been

applied to them. Their chief interest is philosophical and historical

rather than literary. We cannot attain to definite or satisfactory

conclusions by misplaced attention to philological niceties, accidental

parallelisms, or casual testimonies alone. These aids are indispen-

sable within their appropriate range, but much more is required in

a case where many of the parties, who might have been engaged in

the obscure and fanatical task of oracular compilation, were proba-

bly ignorant of grammar and literature alike, and whose rude for-

geries were, in all likelihood, perpetuated in great measure by loose

oral tradition, and floated about in little undigested scraps, till they

drifted to the knowledge of the Fathers or other late writers who
quoted them. At length, when the agitation of the theological

waters sub.sided, they were released from their multifarious combi-

nations, and precipitated to the bottom in the loose, slovenly, inco-

herent, nonsensical, and putrescent pile, which we have now before

us, cooked up into the semblance of a veritable book by the stolid

bigotry of ancient compilers and the too credulous diligence of

modern editors.

"\Vc cannot pretend to compress into the narrow compass of a

single essay the satisfactory treatment of the numerous points of

interest connected with the Sibylline Oracles which we have indi-

cated. They form the table of contents for a copious and elaborate

volume. We can only tuuch upon them, in passing, so far as may
be necessary for the communication of some conclusions in regard

to the estimation in which the Sibylline collections arc to be held.

Any attempt to di.^cuss them with adequate development would lead

to the composition of a ponderous folio, while wc desire to restrict

ourselves to a brief and suggestive exposition. It is the little pitcher,

ami not the capacious urn, which, at this time, wc desire to turn off

from our wheel. The more extensive and important task may be

safely left to the comprehensive diligence and multifarious learning

of the German scholars, who have, moreover, facilities and oppor-

tunities provided for them by their large public libraries, which are
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deuieJ to us. The resources afFordcd by a very scanty collection of

books, but few of wliich relate to that dark and little-known period

of literary history Avhich was occupied by the Alexandrine writers,

Greek, Jewisii, and Christian, from Lycophron and the Pleias down

to the destruction of the iScrapeum, will not permit the minute in-

vestigation which the thorough discussion of such subjects would

require. If the erudition and opportunities of Fricdlicb liad been

guided by a more comprehensive and philosophical spirit of inquiry,

he mi^i^ut have been able to satisfy any reasonable curiosity; and

possibly this may yet be done by the second volume of Alexandre,

who has a larger appreciation than his German successor of the

want to be supplied. Our own efforts must be limited to indicating

some of those things which are to be done, without attempting to do

them ; and to furnishing occasional suggestions in regard to uiflcreut

parts of the subject as they present themselves to notice in the

course of our speculations.

The tenacity with which men in all the earlier and ruder ages of

the world have adhered to their belief in the existence and inspira-

tion of prophets, and in the credibilit}^ of their prophecies, is one of

the most singular and inexplicable phenomena of history, especially

when contrasted with the extreme reluctance with which those proph-

ecies have been received which are regarded by the general tes-

timony of the Christian Church as inspired, and in many instances

accomplished ; and which, at any rate, attest their genuine character

by stronger evidence than appertains to any others. The anomaly

is not diminished when we contrast this proclivity to a vague belief

on such subjects with the general incapacity, which has been already

signalized, to recognise the verification in the event. The early tradi-

tions, and frequently the authentic historical records of nearly every

people, attest the existence among them of certain supposed

prophets, prove the reverence with which they were habitually

treated, and the credit which was given to their utterances. For

reasons which must be sufficiently obvious, we omit the considera-

tion of the numerous examples furnished by Jewish history of

prophets of strange gods, as well as of true prophets of the true

God. Among the Greeks we have a hundred instances, of which the

most illustrious were the Oracles of Delphi and Dodona, the Cave of

Trophonius, Teiresias. Mopsus, Mus.tus, Orpheus, Calchas, llelenus,

and Cassandra. Under the Peisistratidie the oracular collections of

the ancient seers were preserved at Atliens with similar care to that

which the Sibylline Oracles, in nearly the same age, received at

Home, and were honoured with a formal revision by authority of the

State. It is true that, in this early recension, Onomacritus, the prin-
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cipal amonj]; the compilers, ^Ya3 detected in the deliberate counnis-

eion of the same fraud ^vhich has been so repeatedly and abundantly

practised in subsequent times on our Sibylline remains, -without equal

felicity of detection. It is possible—for Onomacritus -n-as a poet of

some celebrity, and the metres of prophecy were lame and mutilated

from the beginning*—that his guilt might have been limited to the

pious crime of refurbishing Avith unholy hands the rusty language

of the ancient sages, and doctoring their Avretched prosody—a duty

laudably rendered by Alexandre and Volkmanu, and still much
needed for our surviving oracles. It is still more probable that he

exjianded, modilied, and interpolated his te.Kts, in the same manner

which seems to have been applied, systematically, in Hellenistic and

patristic times, to the Sibylline Fragments. J3ut, however this may
have actually been, we obtain in this instance almost the only

glimpse, Avhich the long course of ages presents, into the shop where

oracles were furged; and detect, in nearly an isolated case, the

manufacturer or tinkerer at his work. Onomacritus was expelled

from Athens for his sacrilege. The detection of the operator con-

verted into profanity what would otherwise have been inspiration ;

—

and what, indeed, was afterward received as such. We can scarcely

venture to allege that a second failure of the like kind ever sub-

sequently occurred; for, whatever botching might have been done

by other luunls, on the same or other oracles, in after times, we hear

little of the process or the operators till Marco Antonio Antimaco,

of Ferrara, sont to the printer Oporinus his castigations and emen-

dations of the text of the Oracula Stbijllina, then recently edited

for the first time by Betuleius.

The story of Onomacritus did not, however, close the chronicle of

dclibei-ate prophecy in Greece, or even at Athens. In addition to

the long- enduring recourse to the principal shrines, and the antique

compilations preserved in the Acropolis, other collections were

formed, and circulated through the country under the names of their

real or supposed authors. Thucydidest mentions the multiplicity

of the oracles whicli agitated the Athenians during the early years

of the Peloponnesian AVar, and the faciUty and caprice of their accep-

tation. The student of Aristophanes will remember how mercilessly

he has ridiculed this multitude of vaticinations, and the superstitious

avidity with which they were welcomed. He will remember, too,

how amusingly these follies arc satirized by the exhibition of the

conflicting claims of the responses of Bacis and Glanis.j Glanis is,

° The authoritied for this declaration are noted by Volkmanu, § i, p. 2.

f-
Hist., lib. ii, c. xxi. Cf. AgatLias, Hist., lib. v, c. t, pp. 2S7, 2S8.

I Aiistoph. Eqiiit., vv. 99S, d\)0. Ed. Bekker.
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of course, a mere figment. Bacis, however, was only one of many
popular seers, male and female, whose predictions existed and re-

tained much of their credit down to the times of Pausanias, who
boasts of having read most of thern himself* The remark with

which he closes this acknowledgment is worthy of note. I le observes

that, in the abundance of time, other similar oracles might again

be produced; apparently regarding prophecy of this kind not as an

extraordinary and divine gift, but, like Thucydides, as a natural ac-

companiment of certain phases of humanity. Did he anticipate the

resurrection and transfiguration of the Sibyls?, or the medieval

oracles? or the prodigies of ISostradamus? or the outpouring of

prophecy upon the nations which was revealed in France and Ger-

many at the outbreak of the revolutions of 1^48 ?t Thucydides,

too, throws out incidentally a most significant remark. He says,

that in the interpretation of oracles, men shape their recollections

to their present experiences.! This is a most fruitful source both of

error and delusion; and is illustrated by the allegation that even

the Q««trains of ^Nostradamus were altered and interpolated by the

printers. It is most certain, whether explicable or not, that, in

times of civil commotion and social disturbance, shoals of antiquated

oracles spring up, as suddenly, unexpectedly, and marvellously as

mushrooms in a meadow, and—what is still more surprising—suc-

ceed in bringing along with them adequate evidence of their exist-

ence, almost unnoted as it bus been, long prior to the events which
they arc supposed to foretell.

It is remarkable that, with all the oracular appetencies of the

Greeks, the Sibyls play so slight and unimportant a part in their

history and literature. The earlier historians, philosophers, and

poets take but little notice of them. One or more of them are

cursorily mentioned by Herodotus, Aristophanes, Plato, Aristotle,

and Ueraclitu3.§ Proverbs were formed in disparagement of their

name and pretended functions.
||

Yet, in the classic days of Greece

very little attention seems to have been paid to either them or their

vaticinations. The shadow of their name only flits occasionally

through the literature of the nation. While the gods continued to

° Pausan., lib. x, p. 32S. He concludes, Toaavra fuv u-xpic tf^^v 7.iyovTai yvvalKCi

Kal a»(5pff CK Oeov [iavrtvaaaOai- kv 6s tC> ;fpova> tu tto/./.u koI aiOi^ yivoiro uv

irepa roiavra.

t On this subject a most interesting article appeared in Blackwood's ^lagazine

for June, 18.50.

I ol yup uiO(^cjzoi -pog a l-aaxov, ttjv fivr/firjv Ittoiovvto. Thucyd. Hist., lib. ii,

c liv.

§ Friedlieb, Orac. Sibyll., Eiuleitung T, § 1. p. vii.

II Aristopb. Equit., v. Gl ; Pax., vv. lOGl, lOsi! ; et vide Schol. et Comm. ad locos.
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visit the earth, and still filled with their imaginary presence their

celebrated temples, the established oracles were apparently con-

sulted, by the political authorities at least, to the prejudice of

private or traditionary prophecy. Or, it may have been, Avhich

indeed appears to have been the fact, that the Sibyls were at best

only provincial diviners, and as such were entirely disregarded by
the citizens of the metropolitan cities and ruling states^ during their

flourishing period.

The celebrity of the Sibyls was acquired from a foreign country,

and dates from the early ages of Rome. There they divided the

honours with the books of Tages, and the different modes of Etrus-

can divination, and finally acquired a preeminent authority. Faunus
and Picus, and the old Italic Camocnffi, though still worshipped

more mojorum, lost their ancient repute; perhaps in consequence

of their powers having been granted merely as a temporary gift, to

be exercised during their terrestrial life, but incapable of being per-

petuated by the vicarious services of priests and priestesses. When
the Romans desired to consult oracles on occasions of extraordinary

solemnity, they sent state missions to the more illustrious temples

of Greece. Their whole early history indicates a constant and in-

timate communication between themselves and their Hellenic kins-

men—a fact which has not been sufficiently noted. Indeed, there

was a closer and more frequent connexion between Greece and all

the contemporaneous tribes or nations within reach of the Mediter-

ranean than is ordinarily suspected. But the intercourse of the

Romans appears to have been carried on principally, not with Sparta

and Athens, and the other great cities, but with the provincial

tribes, whose civilization was most congenial with their own, and
whose affinities probably rested on a common and not wholly for-

gotten origin. The occurrence of the appellative Graii and Grreci

in the Latin language, in place of the more national designation

Hellenes, proves that tiie Romans were less influenced by the great

states of Greece, thun by earlier, Epirotic, or, at least, Pelasgian

races. It is probably to this intercommunion with the less culti-

vated parts of Greece that we must refer the introduction of tlic

Sibylline Oracles at Rome, and the prominence which was there

given to them. It must, at the same time, however, be acknowledged
that, even in this case, the Greek element seems to have been grafted

on a native stock ; for the Camanoi were nearly identical with the

Sibyls, and Servius^ assures us that the name of the former was

«* Scrv. aJ Virg. -En., viii, ?,?.(^ : "Sed ideo Carmcntis appellata a suis, huoJ Ji-

vinatione fata caiuret, nam antique vatcs Carmcntes diecbantur." Liv. i, c. vii,

notes the veneration paid to Carmenta before the introduction of the Sibyl at Rome.
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derived from their prophetic functions, as is admitted to have been

the case with the latter also.

There is no necessity for supposing a later date, than that ordina-

rily indicated, for the reception of the Sibylline Oracles at Rome,

because a Grecian origin is assigned to them. The name Sibyl is

Greek, and not Greek of the more civilized races, but the Greek of

the iEolic tribes. It points either to the remote periods of Greek

history, or else to the ^-Eolic cities of Asia Minor. And, -while so

distant a source is barely suggested, it may be well to remember the

alleged foundation of the Latian kingdom by a Trojan colony, the

tradition of a Lydian descent for the Etruscan empire, and especially

the a^olic Cumrc. In connexion with these indications, attention

may be called to the remarkable prominence assigned to Phrygia in

the Sibylline Oracles which have come down to us*—a prominence

which has been particularly noted by both Alexandre and Fricdlieb,

and has led the former to suppose that the author of the books in

which it is originally apparent, must have been a Phrygian by birth.f

Fricdlieb regards the Third Book as the oldest of all the books pre-

served ;t it is certainly compounded principally of heathen oracles

long anterior to the date of its supposed compilation under Ptolemy

Philomctor.§ Alexandre considers as the oldest part of the whole

collection, the passage in which occurs a notable vitiation of history

and received tradition, in order to magnify the pretensions of

Phrygia to an importance which never belonged to it.|] It is not

necessary, in consequence of these things, to imagine a Phrygian

nativity for the compiler or author of the oracles, as Alexandre is

inclined to do ; but it is much more natural to infer that this undue

estimation of Phrygia, which runs directly or derivatively through

nearly all of the existing remains, has been preserved with habitual

fidelity in imitation of the characteristics of the earliest Sibylline

original. And it would not be a hazardous conjecture to suppose

that the Sibylline predictions had in the earliest period proceeded

from a Phrygian source. The connexion subsisting in remote

antirjuity between the Lydians and the Phrygians, the traditions

relative to a colony of the former people in Italy, and to the Thracian

descent of the latter, and the peculiar form and nomenclature of

much of the Roman mythology, relieve from all difficulty the sus-

° Orac. Sibjll., i, 19G, 2G1; iii, UO, 205, 401, 5U; v, 130; iv, 71; vii, 12; ix,

122 ; X, 279 ; xii, 102, lo.j, 2'..5.

t Orac. Sibyll., Ed. Alcxuu.lre, not. ad lib. i ; Tit., t. ISl, lOG.

I Kinleitung I, ^ 32, p. Ix.xi.

§ FrieilHob, Eiuleitung I, § IS, p. xiii ; § 32, p. Ixxi.

II Alexandre, ad lib. iii, v, 97.
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picion of a Phrygian influence in the development of Roman creeds

at a very early period.

These indications and explanations taken together would permit

us to assign an Asiatic origin to the Sibylline Oracles, without con-

flicting with the Iloman traditions on the subject in any serious de-

gree. To those legends, however, we must return.

The story of Tanjuinius and the Sibyl is suSiciently familiar to

all to dispense with repetition here. But it may be suspected that

the legend of the three visits and the burning of the si.x books, while

the same original price was asked for the remaining three, was a later

fiction than the rest of the story, and suggested by the constant

recurrence of the same ideas, sentiments, and expressions in the

different collections. Even in our present copies, mutilated, trans-

muted, disfigured as they midoubtedly are by successive manipula-

tions, long passages are repeated, as is accurately noted by both

. Alexandre and Fricdlieb. But it is not distinctly noted by either

that the several books, as is particularly the case with the fifth and

tenth, exhibit in all probability only different selections, or recensions

of the same original text. Even at this late day, we might safely

undertake to compress into three books all that is distinctive, not to

say valuable, in the twelve edited by Friedlieb ; and could very well

afford to imitate the example of Tarquin, and give the same price for

the smaller collection which was asked for the vrhole. By this pro-

cedure we sliould lose nothing but abridgments or amplifications,

modifications or repetitions. It may be added, that it would be an

easy acliicvement to reduce the present number to nine books, by a

much more rational division than at present prevails. The sixth

book, which is a late and purely Christian meditation, should be

excluded. The last four books, numbered xi, xii, xiii, xiv, in the

manuscripts, receive those numbers simply from the arbitrary distri-

bution of the copyist or ancient editor; and there is as much reason

for dividing the ])rcsent compilation of fragments into fifty books as

into twelve or fourteen. It is probable that in the patristic ages

various editions, with entirely distinct distributions, were current.

After the Sibylline Oracles had come into the possession of the

Roman state, they were preserved with the same religious care and

veneration as the Ancile, and the other superstitious toys, on which

the fate of ]»ome was imagined to depend. Priestly functionaries

were appointed t^) watch over them, and they were especially confided

to the pontifical authorities. In such safe-keeping there would h:iVO

been no guarantee for a pure and genuine te.xt. Nevertheless, in

desperate contingoncies they were solemnly consulted, and the re-

sponses, which were found or feigned in them, were obeyed with
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Bcrupulous sanctimony. Twelve instances, at least, ofsuch formal

inspection are speciticd by Livy; and from the occasional mention

of the Liiri Fatalcs it may, perhaps, be interred that other oracles

than those of the Sibyl were preserved for the public guidance.

This copious literature of futurity did not, however, prevent the

Romans from availing themselves of other sources of divination, and

interrogating Etruscan soothsayers, and the prophetic temples of

the greater and the lesser gods of Greece. The knotty questions,

which might have been presented by the dubious contents of the

Roman oracles, were fortunately eliminated by an accident. Dur-

ing the Civil Wars, in the year A. C. S-i or So, the capitol was de-

stroyed by fire, and the Sibylline Oracles perished in the flames.*

Commissioners, however, were promptly appointed to gather the

existing fragments, which continued or had begun to circulate among

the people of Asia, Africa, Sicily, the Troad, Samos, the Italic

colonies, and especially Erythrre, and thus form a new collection.

From this we learn that the purchase of Tarquin had not prevented

the circulation of the same or similar oracles among the nations

;

and may, perhaps, infer that the Sibylline Oracles had risen in

repute with the decline of Greek civilization at home, and the

hellenization of the civilized world abroad. The great temples of

Greece had lost most of their ancient splendour and authority with the

impoverishment and decay of the Greek states ; and the oracles them-

selves became gradually silent as the respect paid to them declined.

But at no previous period was superstition more rife in Greece and

throughout the rest of the recognised world ; and the verses of the

Sibyls became diflused with the other arts of Greece, and usurped

the place Avhich had been vacated by the Pythonesses at Delphi.

The century preceding the grand conflagration had been eminently

favourable to the reception, dissemination, and manufacture of proph-

ecies. The Hellenic dynasties and dominions were crumbling

away before the march of Roman conquest. The Asiatic empires

of Grecian origin were waning, disorganized, and curiously appre-

hensive of the future. The growing magnitude of the Roman power

was daily gaining recognition, and its destination to universal rule

was growing into a fear and a belief Such a season was peculiarly

favourable to the diffusion, multiplication, and credence of prophetic

warnings; and it is not surprising that the Sibylline Oracles should

have then existed in abundance, and should have been easily col-

lected by the Roman emissaries, from those places especially which

were in most immediate apprehension of Rome.

*» Friedlieb, Einlcitung I, § 1, p. viii. He gives the date A. C. Si. Clintou, F. H.,

A.C. 83.
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Even at Rome, however, the Sibylline Oracles appear to have

lost much oF their anciciit j)rcstige after the burning of the original

exemplars in the capitol, and only to have furnished material for

philosophic discussion,* or for the decoration of poetic fictions.! If

we may judge from the character and contents of the subsisting col-

lection, they occupied, and -were calculated to occupy, a much larger

share of regard among the Asiatic and other Greeks than among

the Romans. It -was an age of dilettantism and patrician scepticism

at Rome; and the current oracles gathered by the commissioners

may, moreover, have ha^l the same anti-Roman or un-Roman aspect

which is so distinctly discernible in the Third Book, as it still exists.

Still the forms of ancient reverence were unceremoniously observed

in the external respect paid to the Sibylline collection ; and it is

interesting to note the pretended homage and implied contempt

which marked the communication of the acute Tiberius to the senate,

when it was proposed to add a new volume to the accepted pile.|

The very fact of such a proposal furnishes an historical testimony

to one of two things ; cither that all the important oracles had not

been procured by the special commissioners, or that new collections

or fictions had subsequently come into vogue. After the establish-

ment of the empire, however, with the increase of superstitions, the

songs of the SiVyls came once more into employment, if not into

favour ; in great measure, no doubt, in consequence of the use made

of them, or tlicir spurious imitations, by the early Christian writers,

who were ridicuk-d as Sibyllists by their heathen adversaries for

appealing to the testimony of their writings.

if, at this time, we were to prosecute further this branch of the

subject, we should be compelled to abandon the purpose for which

the above remarks have been specially introduced, and thus be

brought immediately to the collection before us. The leading

design of our notices has been to exhibit, in connexion Avith the

Sibylline oracles, the prevalence, among the Romans and the con-

temporary nations of the Hellenic world, of that belief in subsisting

prophecies which we have declared to be a singular characteristic

of nearly all times and people. This point we proceed to illustrate

still further by later evidences.

The use which was made of the genuine or spurious Sibylline

collections by the Christian writers and fathers of the second, third,

fourth and filth centuries, but especially by Athenagoras, Justin

o Cicero, Pc Div.. HI., i. c. ii. § }.

t Virg., Eel. iv. To the conskleniUon of this celebrated poem we shall spccdilj

return.

X Tac. Ann., lib. vl, c. lii.
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Martyr, Theophilus, Lactantius, Clemens Alexandrinus, Eusebius,

and St. Auj:;ustine,* is trequcutly referred to in the notes of Alex-

andre, and in the course of Friodlieb's introduction; and has proba-

bly been the principal cause of the preservation of these books to

our time. Yet Chrysostom, -who lived through the latter half of the

fourth and the beginning of the fifth century, perceived their false-

hood, and placed them only on the same level with the predictions

of Cacis.f One hundred and fifty years later, however, the histo-

rian Procopius refers to them in terms which indicate his belief in

their partial reality and accomplishment at least; and expresses the

same view in regard to tho impossibility of recognising the realiza-

tion of an oracle until after the event, with which we ventured to

commence this dissertation. + f

The reception and employment of the Sibylline oracles by the

Christian fathers, is only a single example of a peculiar state of

things, prevalent during the long conflict between nascent Chris-

tianity and expiring heathenism. Throughout those centuries, a

warfare, gradually growing bolder on the one side and more timid

on the other, was carried on by turning against each other the

weapons particularly belonging to its antagonist. If the Christians

endeavoured to confii-m the truth of theii- religion by alleging the

raising of the dead by their Founder and his own divine origin, the

pagans replied by referring to the miracles attributed to Apollonius

of Tyana^ and other thaumaturgists. and to the reputed paternity

of Plato. § If the heathens attributed the corruption of morals, the

disorganization of society, and the decline of the empire to the new

doctrines, and the neglect of the ancestral gods, the Christians had

anticipated them in attributing these results to the inherent iniquity

of their creeds. If the polytheists recun-ed to Jewish testimony, or

to the asserted profanity of the new sect, in disproof of their tenets,

the latter sought to substantiate them by quoting the heathen oracles

and the Sibyls to prove the reality of Christ's mission. If the

Christians corroborated the divinity of their religion by present

° Fricaiieb, Einleitung I, § 3, p. x.

t ° " ° ovi'av uXfidtaTepa tl-u ruv It^uAP.T/f ?/ DdxtJof. An expression almost

proverbial.

I
* «> o uivvard tariv avOpuTzu otuovv irpb tov ipyov ruv "Zi^vXXrig 7.6yuv ivvii-

vai, f/v fij] h XP^^°^ ai'Toc iKlSdvro^ //6i] rov irpay/icToc koI tov ?.6yov cc izdpav fA-

fovTOf, iiKpiSrig tov £~ovc epiajvcvc yivtj-ai. Procopius, De Bello Gotthico, lib. i,

c. xxiv, -vol. ii, pp. US, 119; cf. lib. iv, c. xxi, toI. ii, p. 579; of. etiam Grippus,

l>e LauJ. Justin. Min., lib. iv, w. 2»]l-279 ; lib. ii, v. -1.5.

§The legend -was apparently origrinated by Plato's nephew and successor,

Sjxiusippus; it is of course turned to a bad account by Strauss, Life cf Jesus,

part i, c. iii, § 29.

FouRTu Series, Vol. VI.—32
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portents, special miracles, and the direct intervention of supernatu-

ral aid, tlie infidels had a copious store of similar marvels, ancient,

modern, and contemporary, to counterbalance them. Thus the

thundering legion and the vision of Constantine had their heathen

counterparts. So intimate and continual was this conflict of prodi-

gies and interchange of wonders, that it is impossible to unravel the

tangled web, and to determine either -where truth ends and fiction

begins, or which party was in each instance entitled to the credit of

originality. It is amusuig to read Zosimus, and other authors con-

temporary with those times, to trace the copious streams of super-

stitious imagination, and to note how incessant was the reciprocation

of favours always false on one side, and usually fraudulent on both.

Such a period was of course congenial to the manufacture, extension,

and reception of Sibylline or other oracles.

The belief in them continued far into the Middle Ages, in the

East and in the West. After we leave the ecclesiastical writers,

however, of the earlier centuries, references to the Sibylline collec-

tions occur but rarely. Procopius asserts that he had read them
all, and quotes from them on two occasions ;* but his citations are

absolutely unintelligible without the explanation which he gives, and

appear to have been written in some Asiatic or African dialect.

There is a line quoted by Theophanes and Cedrenus, and applied to

the inundation of Edcssa by the river Scirtus ; but it is not stated

by them to be Sibylline, being mentioned as such only in the com-

mentary of Alemaiuii on the Secret History of Procopius. f !None

•of the three fragments occur in Friedlieb's edition. The last may
•or may not have been really Sibylline ; and in the same category

may be placed " the most ancient oracles of the Egyptians," specified

'hy Agatliias-t The testimony of Procopius is most important; for

he speaks from personal inspection and study, and informs us that

the Sibylline oracles, even in his day, exhibited the disorderly ap-

pearance, the disconnected form, and the same difficulties which

ihey still present, lie says that there was neither a natural succes-

sion nor harmony in the exposition ; but that the current of prognos-

tication jumped abruptly from Libya to Persia, and from Eome to

Africa or Britain. This is exactly the ragged condition of the

subsisting remains. The remark of Procopius shows that, in his

time as now, the ancient legend that the oracles of the Sibyl ^\'erc

•written on leaves, and scattered to the winds as they were composed,

oDe Boll, Gotth. i. c. vii, vol. ii, pp. .33, 34; c. xxiv, pp. 117, 118.

t Theophan. Chron., vol. i, p. 204. Cedreui Hist. Coinp., vol. i, p. 633. Alcm-

anni ad Procop., vol. iii, p. 4:42.

|ira/lcircrc tuv Klyv-Tiuv Xoyia. Agath. Hist., lib. v, c. X, p. 298.
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to be picked up at random, Avould have been highly appropriate as a

metaphorical description of their contents, -whether the expression

liad or had not an}^ supposed foundation in fact. It also proves that

the condition of these oracles could not have been much more satis-

factory in his day than in ours; and that the task of correction,

arrangement, and interpretation Avould have probably been an ini-

possibility in the sixth century, and must consequently be a hojick'ss

absurdity in the nineteenth, unless our hopes of purification and

explanation are very moderate indeed. The harmony, \vhose

absence is noted by him, may refer either to the -want of method, or

to metrical defects. In a Avriter of that age it is difficult to deter-

mine the exact signification in •^hicli -^-ords—and especially fine

words—are used.

The Sibyls are mentioned by Georgius Syncellus and the Chron-

icon Paschale,* but from neither do we derive any information in

regard to the currency of their predictions. The former makes the

Cumrean Sibyl contemporary v,ith the Trojan -war; and the Samian

is assigned to the date A. C. 7:21. The second reports the Eryth-

ifcan Sibyl as flourishing in Egypt at the later date ; and enumerates

eleven other Sibyls. It is added, however, that the statue of the

Erythrrean Sibyl was still to be seen at Erythni; in the time of the

Chronicle, possibly about A. D. 354. "t

It is, however, unnecessary to follow the notices of the Sibylline

Oracles through the series of Byzantine and other medi;'eval writers

;

but it may be mentioned that, after the middle of the tenth century,

we find similar oracles, still believed, and with the name of the

prophet announced, cunrent in the Eastern Empire, and recorded in

an author where we would little have expected such information.

Vie refer to the Visions of Hippolytus, a Sicilian bishop, mentioned

by Luitprand, who calls them Sibylline predictions, wherein were

foretold the fortunes and successions of the Greek and Mohamrae'lan

potentates, and the ultimate overthrow of the latter by the French

and Germans. This prophecy was hazarded, at any rate, a century

and a quarter before the commencement of the Crusades. J

° Goorg. SyncolU. Clironog., vol. i, p. 402; Chronicon Paschale, vol. i, pp. 201, 202.

t DuCangii, Trxf. a'l Chron. rasch., § x, vol. ii, p. 10.

I The pa.*.sacri' is in many respects so curious that it may be appropriate to

cite it here :
" Habcnt Grxci ct Saraccnl libros, quos opu'Jti^, sive visioncs I'an-

ieli:?. Tocant; ego autem Sibyllinos; in quibus scriptum reperitur, quot anuis

Impcrator quisque vivat; quae suit futura, eo imperitante, tempera, pax an

simultas, socun'hv Saraoenorum res an adversoe. Legitur itaque hujus Niwph-
OKT! tcmporibu? Assyrios Gra>cis non posse resistere, hunoque septennio tantum
viverc

; post cujus obitum Impc-ratorem isto deteriorem, (.-ieil timeo, quod inveniri

non possit,) et magis irabcUcm debere surgere; cujus temporibus prawalere
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It might have been noted, in passing, that several prophecies ^^•erc

current among the Jlomans, derived from other sources than the

Sibyls, -uhich "were verified, long subsequent to their promulgation,

by the event. Such -was the remarkable prediction, involved in the

appearance of the tvrclve eagles to Romulus, but otherwise distinctly

announced on Etruscan authority, that the llomau Empire should

endure for twelve ages. If we reckon only to the usuqoation of

Odoacor in A. 1"). 470, we have l-J-JO years for the duration of

Rome,—a calculation which approaches very closely to the twelve

centuries, counting in the ordinaiy manner one hundred years to the

sa^cuJxi.m. But if we take, as we ought to do, the Etruscan age,

which numbered 110 years as the unit, and carry down the "Western

Empire or the independence of Rome to its final surrender, by the

recall of Karses from Italy in A. D. 567, and the entrance of the

Lombards A. D. 5GS, we obtain the full and just sum of one thou-

sand three hundred and twenty years, or twelve Etruscan ages

exactly.

These indications, besides furnishing the opportunity of occa-

sionally illustrating Sibylline questions, may be sufficient to free

us from the necessity of pursuing still further the dark and curious

traditions of oracular superstition. Abundant materials for the

later periods of history and in connexion with other nations of an-

tiquity are at hand, without having recourse to the predecessors of

the vullcniarian Miller, who have figured in eveiy century since

Christ, and who-^e announcement of the approaching end of the

world seems to have been originally borrowed from the Sibyl. We
might have enlarged upon the history of the Abbot Joachim in the

tvrelfth century, and of Michael Kostradamus in the sixteenth; and
might have easily culled a copious harvest of scattered prophecies,

believed or accomplished in the succession of time. For modem
ages, however, it would only have been necessary to refer to the

curious revelations of old prophecy in France and Germany, and

we believe in nearly every other country in Europe, which were

made during the revolutions of 1848.

Enough, however, has been said to establish the singular and not

debent Assyrii, ut in ChalccJoniam usque, qutc distat Constantinopoli baud

longc, pott-state cuncta ddx-ant oUinerc. Considerant enim utrique tempor.i,

una eademque re Gnuci aiiiiiiati insequuntur, Saraceni desperati non resistant.

Sed llipjxjlytuH quidaui, t^iciliensis episcopus, eadem scripeit, ct do iuiperio vcs-

tro. ^ '-' - Scribit etiam i>rafatus Ilippolytus, Grfccon uon debcre Saracenns, sed

Francos coaterere. qua lootionc Saraceni animati," etc. Luitprand Leg. ad Niccph-

Phoc, pp. 4S4, 4So, K I. Mur.\ti>ri. Nicej-boras Phocas, of whom Luitprand speak?,

was assassinated by John Zimiscos in tlie seventh year of bis reign.
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readily credited fact, that in almost every age and country, predic-

tions, local, ancient, accepted, have been current, and that some of

these have been strangely accomplished. There was one, a trifling

one indeed, of whose existence previous to the event we were per-

sonally cognizant, and whose realization, by a true oracular equi-

voque, we can vouch for. There are several in the German collec-

tions already published, which seem now pressing toward their

achievement
: and the prophecy of nearly a thousand years standing,

which promised Constantinople to the Eussians, is obviously tending
toward its fulfilment—though scarcely at so early a period as to

gratify the inordinate rapacity of the present Czar. All people,

indeed, seem to have had their race of prophets, though not as

regularly admitted into the hieratic establishment, or as distinctly

marked by their dress, as among the ancient Syrians.*

We close this curious historical inquiry, which has trenched too

far on our limits, by calling attention to the remarkable and saga-

cious essay of Lord Bacon, " On Prophecies."! It will be noticed,

however, that his reasons for their rejection, though valid in the

large majority of cases, do not cover the whole ground, but conceal
the exclusion of those instances where alone an elucidation could

be desired by an intelligent man ; as, for example, the prediction

addressed to Galba by Tiberius : Et tu Galba quandnque dcgustulis

.
imperium. % The array of evidence which may be adduced in sup-

port of cases of this kind leaves unsolved, and perhaps insoluble,

the question whether, in the multifarious and wild aberrations of

human speculation, a few grains of truth are accidentally deposited

and preserved in the endless chaff of error, or whether the spirit of

prophecy, in obscure and rarely recognised forms, is at all times

circulating abroad through the earth. At any rate they indicate

that the origination and existence of the early Sibylline oracles

was a natural, and not altogether an extraordinary phenomenon : and
that their primitive production may be more judiciously attributed

to ignorance, wild conjecture, and superstition, than to ingenious

artifice or deliberate fraud. Of course, when the type was once
furnished, and the canvass prepared, it was easy and natiu-al enough
for folly, fraud, fear, or fancy to imitate the form or to alter the

v-oSriuaai re ?uvov w£-oLT;fiii'oic kxpi''i'ro, ua-cp ol kot' Iksivg rd vwp^o

-po(pTiTcCovTec-—llcrodiCLn, lib. v, c. v, § 21. According to Irmiscli ai loc. those

prophets TTure only priests.

t Essay xxxv.

X Tac. Ann., vi, c. xs. Suetonius, Vit. Galba?, c. iv, attributes the speech to

Augustus, but states that Tiberius had predicted the certainty of Lis future
roign.
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pattern. It is to this later stage of the procedure, as exhibited in

the tattered and much- patched remnants of the Sibylline oracles still

preserved, that \iQ must confine the scant remainder of our remarks.

We shall neither question nor discuss the dates ^vhich Fricdlieb

and others have assi<:;;ned to the several component parts of the sur-

^^ving twelve books. This would lead us into too protracted an

examination, and one which we have not the materials at hand to

pursue thoroughly. Moreover, it would be singularly uninteresting

to the majority of our readers. We prefer to give the results

an-ived at by Friedlieb as they are stated by him, and to make
some observations on the principles by which he has been guided;

for thus we shall be enabled to prosecute our inquiry, as we h;ive

hitherto done, through jiaths wholly untrodden by him.

At the close of his introduction, Friedlieb sums up his conclusions

in regard to the several periods at which the different books and

parts of books were produced, in the following manner.* The most

ancient portion of the whole collection is the Third Cook, which

seems to have been composed by a Jew living in Egypt about A. C.

lTO-160. This contains the predictions of the old Hebrew, or

Erythrrean Sibyl, which he had previously determined to be identi-

cal with the Cuma:an.t From the Third Book, however, so consid-

ered, must be subtracted some later additions, and there must be

annexed to it also the original Procemium preserved by Theophilus.

The Eg3'ptian Jew, Avho is the supposed compounder of the work,

has mingled therein heathen oracles, and others whose sources must
be sought in the C>ld Testament. The alterations which it under-

went about the end of the second or the beginning of the third

century after Christ, proceeded from a Christian, who is probably

responsible for the First and Second Books, and for the present

shape of the Eighth. Fragments from earlier heathen oracles are

uiserted in all of these books. The part of the Eighth Book which

obviously bespeaks a Jewish original, belongs to the time of Marcus
Aurelius. The Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Twelfth Books claim a

Jewish author; the Seventh, a Judaizing Christian; the others a

Christian. The date of the Fourth Book may be assigned to A. D.

SO; that of the Fifth to A. D. 117, and must have been written by
a Jew living in Egypt. The Sixth Book, which is of Christian com-
position, belongs to some period anterior to Lactantius. The Sev-

enth Book is to be assigned to the second half of the second cen-

tury. The xs inth Book was written by a Jew living in Egypt in the

reign of Trajan, about A. D. 115-118. The Twelfth Book was

also by an Egyptian Jew, and composed in the third century. In

^ Friedlieb, Einlcitung-, i, §02, p. Ixxi. f Ibid., i, § 17, p. xxxix.
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this same century, also, were Avritten the Tenth and Eleventh Books,

the former of which mjiv be ascribed to the middle, and the latter to

the second half of the century.

These are the results at which Friedlioh arrives. They do not

often differ materially from the positions wiiich Alexandre ai^parently

intends to support. We do not regard them as alto;^cther satisfac-

tory, thou^:;h they unquestionably possess a partial truth. The

dates assigned usually indicate the time at which the latest oracles

of importance were inserted in each book, and very freijuently

determine the periods at which particular parts were published
;
but

they do not exclude the possibility of much later recensions and

additions in each book, nor the time and progress of previous accre-

tions, nor the relations of the separate books or parts of books to

each other. If conventional dates are to be determined on, which

shall be those when the greater part of the oracles in the separate

books were gathered together, and if a sort of mean average time

be thus inferred in each instance, we have no objections to mak-e to

FriedlicVs conclusions; but they should not be received as afford-

ing the dates either of the original composition or combination of

the oracles, nor as settling the time of their latest modifications. It

is probable that they underwent many changes, and assumed their

present form long subsequent to the latest date which ho has given.

It is almost certain from the internal evidence that they had passed

through many transmigrations, and had submitted to many curtad-

ments^ additions, and mutilations befure even the earliest pLTioJ which

he has mentioned. Our own opinion is—and the subject scarcely

admits of anything but judicious conjecture—that the separate ora-

cles which formed the nucleus and original type of all that was

subsequently added or developed out of them, were long current as

loose traditions, before they were compounded into the pretension of

a connected or harmonious whole. There are many examples of an

arbitrary interpolation of oracles, which were neither Sibylline, nor

had any relation to Sibylline topics, but which were violently forced

into the context as congenial matter. A notable instance of this

occurs in regard to the celebrated warning to Camarina :*

fij] Kivn Kafidpivav uK.iv7]-oq yup u[ieIv<jv.

Alexandre notes this as an example of the licentious manner in

which the Sibyllists converted to their own use oracles proclaimed

before them. "'This was the response of Apollo, not the verse of a

Sibyl. It is introduced merely by way of illustration to induce the

Ptolemies to suffer the Jews to return to Judnca, and forms an equiv-

<» Orac. Sibyll., lib. iii, v. 73G, au'l Alexandre ad loc.
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alcnt for the fol]o\Ylng line, which is a caution not to rouse the sleep-

ing leopard. The oracle to Cauiarina is referred to by Virgil, and

cited by Servius in a corrupt form, which may be due to blunders

in the MSS., or may have been an ignorant corruption as early as

his time. It is exactly such a false reading as may be still found in

numbers throughout the collection after all the labours of Alexandre,

Friedlieb, and Volkmann, and resulted from the misapprehension of

the letters by the transcriber in the first instance, and the rash

attempt to make sense Avithout regard to metre in the second. In

the edition of Servius before us, the line appears as,

fiij KivTj Kafiipivav uKivijTog TzapaueLvuru—

a version not shown by Friedlicb's collations to exist in any of the

manuscripts of the Sibylline oracles.

The repetition of such flaws as this does not permit us to accept

any given age as the period when these oracles were produced. We
can determine the age of particular parts in many instances, so far

as their present form and their latest modification and application

were concerned ; but we can determine no more. We are thus ena-

bled to resolve into separate and distinct, but unconnected points of

light, the nebulous mist of glimmering matter, in many places ; but

to arrive at any definite conclusion in regard to the period of any

considerable portion, we are obliged to adopt a course as arbitrary

and fanciful as that by which the distribution of the stars into con-

stellations, and the configuration of these, were devised. Yet it is

just such a course that Friedlieb has pursued, and that Alexandre

seems disponed to pursue. The whole subject is so slippery, intract-

able, uncertain, and obscure, that general views can alone be safely

drawn even from the most minute examination, except with reference

to a few brief ]-»aragraph3.

In order that we may detect some such probable inferences, it may
be expedient to arrange in a tabular form, according to their antiquity,

the dates and diversities of authorship proposed by Friedlieb:

—

A. C. 170-100.

A. D. SO.

" iir.-iis.
" 117.

Second half of Second Century.

A. D. lOl-lNX
Beginning of Third Century.

A. D. 235-230.
" 200.

Probably in the Third Century.

Before A. D. 3W.

Book III.

" IV.
." IX.
" V.
" vn.

Jewish part Book YIU.
Book VIII.
" I.

" II.

" X.
•' XL
" XII.
" VI.

By an Egyptian Jew.
" a Jew.
" an Egyptian Jew.
" a Jew.
" a Judaizing Christian.
" a Jew.
" a Christian.

" an Egyptian Jew.
" a Christian.
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Supposing FricdlieVs conclusions to be worthy of acceptance,

under those restrictions ^vhich we have pointed out, the inspection

of this statement furnishes the history and many indications of the

lineage of the Sibylline Oracles in nearly their present form.

Their Hebrew and Hebraistic descent is obvious from the succession

of their authors. Their manipulation by the Jews of Alexandi'ia,

in the first instance, and the constant disposition of the Jcv.s to

tinker in such metal ; their reception from the Jews by the Chris-

tians, and, in great measure, by Christians of Judaizing tendencies

;

are all suggested by a glance at the tables. These sugj:;estion3 are

strengthened by a closer examination, and by calling in the aid of

other testimonies. The interval between the Third and Fourth

Books is greater than between the Fourth and Sixth. The five

oldest books, and the older part or edition of the Eighth Book, are

by Jews, with one exception, the editor of the Seventh Book, who

might or might not have been a Jew. Of the remaining books, one

more is by a Jew. Rejecting the Sixth or most recent book, which

has no tinge of a Sibylline complexion, but is simply a Christian

canticle, all the Christian compilations fall together within the nar-

row compass of some eighty years, and characterize a particular

age ; while the Jewish editions extend over more than four centuries

and a half A more critical examination will abridge this period,

and exhibit the Christian participation as still less significant and

important. The Eighth Book may be withdrawn from the class of

Christian books, as having been originalh" Jewish, and only revised,

amended, and augmented by a Christian. The Tenth Book stands in a

similar predicament, being only a second version of the Fifth Book.

The Eleventh Book is a very clunisy and awkward jumble, designed

apparently as a continuation of the Tenth Book, and thus falling in

some sort under the same category. It is so inconsistently put

together, that two different versions of the same prediction in regard

to Antioch occur in it,* both of which are evidently only ampli-

fications of an oracle in the Fourth Book.f By comparing to-

gether the three coincident passages, we may discover the phases

through which an old legend was set to a modern tune. The

First and Second Books alone remain for examination in this con-

nexion. These have very scanty pretensions to originality. Leav-

ing out of consideration the Pseudo-Phocylidean verses, which

occupy so much of the Second Book, and which might have been

insinuated at any time by either accident or design, there are many

passages in both which indicate their dependence on earlier compo-

sitions which they imitated. Friedlieb has noted the instances in

"» Orac. SibjlL, Ub. xi, vv. 59-G3, 12.-.-K-10. j Ibid., lib. iv, vv. 140-142
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which these books have taken their materials from the Third ^cv
enth, and Eightli Eooks.* The Twelfth Book, which is wrett'hodly
corrupt and incurable, is alleged by iViedlieb to be the production
of an Egyptian Jew. It is a mere compilation of incongruous
materials, jumbled together with little regard to the succession of
either times or ideas. There are heathen oracles and modem de-

^nunciations, modifications of earlier sages, and novel scraps of
vague anticipation, hctcrogcneously mingled together. A notable
instance of this is furnished iu vv. 207-ii23. In^thcse si.xteen lines
there are four different parts

; the first two, however, are very neatlv
joined together. The first two verses refer to the conflagration of
Rome under ^'ero, and were probably written not very fon- after
the event; for the customary notice of the return of Belial is" omit-
ted, and instead of it there is added, by a later hand, an assurance
that Bome shall be restored to its ancient splendour,—an announce-
ment which can only be referred to the person and times of Trajan
who was called Wall- Flower by Constantine the Great, for his assi-
duity in restoring dilapidated monuments, and inscribing them with
his own name.t Xext follows, in vv. 214-218, an oracle°which must
be conceived to be both heathen and very ancient from the parties
enumerated in it. The very slight correction of TiT^vewv for
TlTjviov. the error of a copyist, renders the passage metrically per-
fect and rhythmical, in the midst of the rugged and intractable
prosody of the book

: and by substituting in another line -teoivo'v
for rrf(;//cof, the suggestion of Eriedlieb. the Greek is rendered
classical also. But these antique verses are immediately succeeded
by a vague conjecture, which might possibly have been written after
the murder of Geta by Caracalla, but were probably composed
shortly before. This Twelfth Book is, however, the most mutilated
and WTctched of the last four discovered and published by Cardinal
Mai. Li regard to all of them we assent to the testy ejaculation of
Volkmann

:

'• Vellera occulta mansissent ha^c oracula in bil^liothcca-
rum squalore, quix) bilem et iram legentium movent, quoniam adeo
corrupta sunt, ut fere tertius quisque versus claudus et dnezooc
8it."i '

'

-The Twelfth Book is thus constitutionally, and must have been
origmally, so defective in the essential characteristics of a true
t?ibylline production, that it could never have been admitted as a
sufficient authority to determine the extent of the Sibylline peri-d,
whether regarded iu its natural development, in its Hebrew repro-

° Einleitung, i, §vil. p. ivi; § viii, p. xix.

t AureL Victor. Epit., c. xli. § 13. Animiauus Marcell, lib. xxvii, c. iii, § 7.

I Diss. De Orac. Sibjll., § 11, p. 3G.
-

o
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duction, or in its Christian modification. But, even if it could be

assumed for this purpose, it has been attributed, on probable grounds,

to the profitless labour of an Egyptian Jew. It -will thus appear

that the construction of the Sibylline Oracles, such as wc now pos-

sess them, was principally and peculiarly a Hebraistic device. The
six oldest books are Jewish, compounded rather than composed be-

tween A. C. 170 and A. D. IfcO,—while the Christian books or

Christian modifications range only from the beginning of the third

century to A. D. "JoO, less than sixty years. These Christian repub-

lications throughout display their dependence on the earlier Jewish

compilations, and are devoid of originality even in their mutilations,

with the exception of the introduction of Christian dogmas, ordina-

rily heretical, and the more notable exception of the Sixth Book,

and the acrostic on the name of Christ in the Eighth, neither of

which possesses a Sibylline complexion at all, though the former is

intruded, and the latter awkwardly interpolated into the existing

Sibylline collections. It is remarkable, however, that this exercise

on the name of the Saviour should be the only surviving specimen

of that acrostic form which, we are assured by good heathen author-

ity,* was characteristic of the Sibylline verses, though not to be

traced in the quotations which occur in Pausanias, and earlier hea-

then authors.

There seems to have been at Alexandria under the later Ptole-

mies, and for many generations under the Roman dominion, a regu-

lar trade industriously carried on in the manufixcture of S})uriou3

literary wares, and in the more or less successful conversion of

heathen materials—literature, mythology, and philosophy; fact,

fable, and fancy—to Jewish uses. As a colony of London Jews
drive an active trade in Monmouth-street in repairing, remodelling,

and retailing dilapidated garments, so their ingenious predecessors

in Alexandria occupied themselves with tinkering and remodelling

other men's literary fabrics, and patching antiquated scraps into

new goods. It was not merely Platonism and Peripateticism which

these Gcntilizcd Jews simmered doAvn in their Hebrew kettles; but

the reveries of Persians and Egyptians, the traditions of their own
Lcvites, the dogmas of the Christians, the legends of Greek
mythology, and the productions of the Athenian stage, were all

subjected to Hebrew manipulation. To this impulse, if not always
to that time, we owe the large and curious collection of spurious

literature which, notwithstanding all the ravages of time, continues

so singularly abundant—Sibylline Oracles, supposititious Scriptures,

false Gospels, and fictitious histories. To tliis tribe of Hellenists

° Cic. De Div., lib. ii, c. liv, § 112.
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we may probably ascribe the compilation of the suspicious works of

Sanchoniiithon, Manctho, Berosus, and Hermes Trismegistus, no

less than the books of Adam, Enoch, and the Little Genesis; to the

last three of which obvious reference is made in the First Book of

the Oracles, and whence alone any satisfactory assistance in tlie

interpretation of some parts can be derived.* Unquestionably this

colony of Hebrew litterateurs reacted on the other literature of

Alexandria ; and if the influence of Greece is manifest in the Sibyl-

line Oracles, in the ]^lysteriest of Ezechiel and similar poets, and in

the speculations of Philo-Judreus, the operation of Jewish influences

is equally discernible in the obscurities of Lj'cophron's Cassandra,

and with increasing force in later writers and in the Xco-Platonists.

There are, indeed, many points of resemblance between these oracles

and the Cassandra; and if the latter has the advantage in Greek,

which is questionable, though it ought to have it according to the

testimony of 3]schylus,i the former has the advantage in point of

intelligibilit}-; for we agree fully in old Tanaquil Faber's estimate

of the incomprehensibility of Lycophron. He strains the powers

of the Latin language, and exhausts the vocabulary of darkness, to

intimate the impenetrable darkness which Tzetzes could not illumi-

nate ; and what is too weak as a criticism of Lycophron, is appro-

priate as a censure of the Sibyls. Of each may suitably be said,—

'EP.uCTc ;^;/i7?cru(ji', (if Tzplv, a'o?.ov crotxa'

'A/lA* ucrrerov ;^'fn(7a rrauuiyij Jorjv,

Aa(pi'^6uyui' (poiSai^ev tK 7.aLjiC)V 6-a,

Zfityyyf K£?.aLvi/g yi/pvv EKfiifiovfievj].^

The result of our examination so far is, that the later or Christian

books of the Sibylline Oracles were mere revisions and alterations

of earlier collections—half compilation and half forgery—made by

Hellenistic dews in Egypt. These woiihy Hebrew prophets, who
attempted deliberately to manufacture at Alexandria a pretence to

the inspiration whose real effluence had been so long withdrawn

from the land of promise, used the ancient heathen oracles as the

ground-work for their own vaticinations, and a convenient vehicle

** Tpr/opoi u?.6r,eT7i,per, Orac. Sibyll., lib. i, v. 98. Alexandre very properly

refers to the extract from the Book of Enoch given by Georgius Syncellus, vol. J,

p. 16.

t Mysteries -vvcrc not the invention of the Latin Church in the DiiiUle a.?^?.

but were much uUlcr. If the relics of Ezechiel, Gregory, and Ignatius are n.t

such, they are at any rate mentioned by Luitprand, Leg., p. iS'i, ed. Muratori.

I In the Againonmon Cassandra boasts that she speaks pure Greek. -I'jcb.

Agam., V. 12j4, cd. Didot.

Kai //;/v uyav y' 'E}.?.i;v' i-xiarofiai <pdriv.

§ Lycophron, Cassandr., vv. 4.- 7.
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for the indulgence of their national animosity and prejudices against

the heathen, and more especially against the llomans in later times.

The greater part of the materials ^vhich might have entered into the

oracular .Mosaic, had perhaps been lost or altered by the changing

fortunes of the Grecian -world, or, v»hich is more probable, ^ve^e

deliberately rejected by the Jews as unsuitable to their purpose;

but they eked out their scanty measure by a copious infusion of

imitations of Isaiah and the other prophets, as later editors and
imitators did by largo obligations to the Apocalypse. Perhaps their

own want of art, more probably the scrupulous ignorance of later

refurbishers of the old fabric, pressed into the disorderly conglom-

erate the scattered oracles, not Sibylline, but Pythian or miscel-

laneous, which they had elsewhere encountered. It appears reason-

able to refer to the influence of Isaiah, and the fref|ucnt recurrence

of the metaphorical expression, " the Isles of the ^ea," that exag-

gerated and disproportionate regard which is paid to the islands of

the iEgean, and the cities on the Mediterranean coasts, to the neglect

or exclusion of much more important topics. But the influence of

the old Hebrew prophets, and particularly Isaiah, is apparent both

in special oracles,—as in the advent of the Saviour from the East,*

and his virgin birth,t—and also in the irregular form in which the

strain is cast, and the abrupt transitions with which it changes its

subjects. To this source also must be attributed the mention of

Gog and Magog, and many other incidental matters, though the cir-

cumstances attending the time of their utterance may have induced

a different application from any possibly contemplated in the Scrip-

tures.! But this is by no means a solitary instance of the ignorance

or audacity with which the Sibyllists have perverted the materials

which they employed.

Of the other ingredients worked into the earlier or Jewish books

of the Sibylline remains—the transfusion of long narratives from

Genesis, and the desultory and disconnected notices which they

contain—it is not our purpose to speak. The chief elements, on which

the Jewish manipulators operated, were obviously Greek oracles and

legends,—Sibylline, hieratic, or popular,—and the Hebrew prophets,

largely interpreted by Jewish traditions and Egyptian fictions.

These component parts are conspicuously prominent in the Third

° Isaiah xU, 2. Orac. Sibyll., lib. iii, vv. G52-GG0.

t Isaiah vii, 1-1. Orac. Sibyll., lib. iii., vv. CS4-094. The latter part of this

passage has been added from Kcvelation, or perhaps other parts of the prophets.

Isaiah xi, 1-9.

X Orac. Sibyll., lib. iii, vv. 319, 512. Alexandre, not. ad v. 319. Friedlieb,

Einlcitung, i, § li, pp. xxx, xxxi.
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Book—the most ancient of all, and the only book supposed to liavc

been promulgated before the Christian era. We believe that equally

ancient materials form the ground\york of, or are incorporatdl into

other books ; and ^ve do not see any necessity to admit -with Friod-

lieb the unity of cither authorship or editorship of the body of the

Third Book.=^ That many passages of the latter are of more recent

date, or at least of subso(]uont addition, appears to us highly prob-

able; but that the greater portion was -written shortly after A. C.

170, is rendered certain by a very distinct dctenninatiou afforded in

the text.t

'0?r«'<)rai' kiyi'-Tov 3aaL7.Evq vsoc E^dofiov apx^

T^f ifiiri^ yairjc, apidjwvfisvog ff 'EP./^i'uv

upx'jCi Vf u.p^ovci yiaKidovcq aa-KETOL avjpef,

I'/.Oi) (T i^ 'Aairjc fiaaUEvg fJ-eyac, alcTo^ aWuv,

Of TTuaav aK€-daei yalav 7:t\(Jv re koI iTnriuv,

T^uira a avyKofei, Kal Trdvra kqkuv uva-7.iiaei-

piil'CL 6" AlyvzTov ^iaaO.fjiov, ck 6i re nui-ra

KTr'/iiad' i'/.uv i-noxElrai err" evgia vQra da/.daaj}^.

Before commenting on this passage, as it is the only favourable

opportunity that may be afforded for giving a specimen of Friedlieb's

hexameters, -we will quote his translation of the lines :

—

Dann wann ein ncuer Konig Aegyptens in siebcnte Reihe

Hcrrscht r;V>ors cigeuc Laml, geznhlt nach tier Ilcrrschaft der GriocLen,

Wo MaceJonisclie Manner gew;iltsam filhren die Herrschaft;

Uml von Asicn au3 ein muchtiger K.jnig, ein kuhner

Adlcr hcran/icht, Jcr alios Land niit Fussvolk und Keitern

Dcckt. und Alios zemialnit und Alios mit Ungluck erfullet;

Und dor 7.e^^^tnrt das Ao.iryi'tische Hcicli und daraus alio Scliitzc

Raubt und liiuwog sic fulirt auf dem breiten Euckcn dos Meeres

Und dann vscrden sie vor dcui grossen, unstcrblichen KOnig,

Gott, das scliinimornde Knio zur Erdc, der nfihrenden bcugen;

Und in dcs Fcuers Gluth stiirzt jcglich Gebildc der Hiinde.

The young king of Egypt—not a new king, as Friedlieb renders

it—is Ptolemy Philometor, who ascended the throne A. G. IJ^l,

when he was quite a child, under the guardianship and regency of

his mother Cleopatra. It is true that Attic usage would require the

article in this construction, and that the amended version of Castalio,

given by Alexandre, translates in accordance with Friedlieb :

—

Quum noTus ^lEgypti rex .Septimus arva tencbit.

But it wouM certainly be hypercritical to exact the grammatical

propriety of Athens from the Hellenistic Jew, who wrote tho.>e

lines; and the in<k-termiuatc language of prophetic pretension miglit

otherwise justify the omission of the article. Ptolemy Philometor,

" Einleituug. i, § 17, p. xxxvii. j Orac. Sibyll., lib. iii. vv. C05-G23.
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who ascended the throne in his infantile years, was the sixth of

the Ptolemies, and the seventh king of Egypt, reckoning Alexander

the Great as the first, according to the precise indications of the

text.* The special mention of his rule over his own country is

probably intended to designate the cessation of his mother's regency.

The great king of Asia is Antiochus Epiphanes, Avho invaded Egypt

A. C. 170, and carried off Ptolemy Philometor as captive. The
prophecy quoted must have been written very shortly after this

event, for there is no allusion to the usurpation of Ptolemy Physcon,

who immediately seized the reins of government, nor to the subse-

quent jouit-rein of the two brothers, nor to the intervention of Home,

and the visit of Ptolemy Philometor to Rome to ask the support of

the Romans, unless this is unnecessarily conceived to be involved in

verse G37 :

—

Hyf/zovff 61 dvyucLv ff u?.?.t]v yclav aTav-ff.

This line, however, occurs in a prediction relative to Roman inter-

ference in Greece :

—

j3uQ3apog upx'l

'E/.?.dJa 7:opd!jai} rrdaav.

The distinct specification of Ptolemy Philometor settles thus the

date of a portion, and probably of the greater portion of the Third

Book ; and the manifest expectation of a restoration of the Jewish

people from the invasion of Antiochus, shows the readiness with

which the Jews interpreted their sacred prophecies by their hopcs.f

and may, perhaps, explain, or be explained b}-, the enthusiasm of the

Jewish struggle for independence under the guidance of the Macca-

bees, which was nearly coincident with this period.

We have dwelt the longer on this passage because it is the most

precise indication of a date which occurs in the older books, and is

the earliest date which can be safely assigned to the promulgation

of any considerable part of the Sibylline Oracles in a form approxi-

mating to their present appearance. It authorizes us, moreover,

to conclude that there had been a body of Judaistic Sibylline

prophecies, amalgamating Greek oracles and Hebrew revelations, in

existence in Egypt for nearly ninety years, Avhen the Roman com-
missioners were appointed to collect the remains of the Sibyls,

after the burning of their own earlier collection in the capitol.

As Africa was particularly enumerated among the provinces in

° This difficulty and appareuc error have arrested the attention of Alexandre,

(not. ad lib, iii, v. GOS;) but ho has failed to solve them. "An potius i3X>uor-]"

asks he—not perceiving that the Sibyl distinctly includes Alexander the Great,
the founder of the empire, as the first king.

t Isaiah xix, 19—a reference given by Alexandre.
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which the explorations of the commissioners were to be conducted, it

would be reasonable in advance to suppose that they availed them-

selves of these Jewish compilations—as M-ell as of others which had

been previously made elsewhere, as avc may infer from Strabo to

have been the case at Erytlirn^ at several periods.* But there is

other evidence afforLliug a strong presumption that this Third Look
was carried to Home, and became familiar to the Romans, thus

introducing that fragmentary acquaintance with the Hebrew proph-

ets, and that partial cmiosity in regard to Hebrew dogmas and

antiquities, which are observable in the classic literature of Home.
We have jjreviously shown that the Sibylline Oracles studied by

Procopius were not in a much more satisfactory or intelligible con-

dition than ours now are : that those gathered and treasured by the

Romans toward the close of the republic were neither much better

than the Third Book, as it now stands, nor very dissimilar from it,

may be safely inferred from the remarkable testimony of Cicero,

which is given in the note below.f

"We ])romised to retm-n to Virgil's celebrated Eclogue, and will

now redeem that promise. It professes to be founded on the pre-

dictions of the Cumoean Sibyl, and these Friedlieb conceives to be

identical with those of the Erythrcean and Hebrew Sibyls—repre-

senting all three as the same collection—because Virgil has unques-

tionably employed either this Third Book of the Oracles, or an anal-

ogous compilation manufactured from the same common stock of

materials, i Friedlieb has overlooked the possibility and the sig-

nificance of this alternative. If, as he proposes reasonably enough,

the fi-agmcnt preserved by Theophilus is added as the Prooemium to

the Third Book, it necessarily follows that this book is either the

work of the Erythraean Sibyl, or a later revision of the same, or a

similar compilation of like materials. This results from a compari-

^ Lib. xiv, c. i, vol. iii, p. 1-12, ed. Tauchnitz.

fCic. Dc L)iv., lib. ii, c. liv, ^§ 110, 111: "Sibyllaj versus observamus, quoa

ilia furcns fmlisiC Jicitur; quorum iuterpres nuper falsa quadam hoiuinura

fama dicturus in Sonatu putabatur, euin ' quern re vera Fiegom habcbaiuus. aj)-

pellandum quoque esse Rcgciu, si salvi esse vellemu3.' Hoc si est in libris, in

quem homiucm ct in quod tcmpus est? Callide eniui, qui ilia composuit. r*-r-

fecit, ut, quodcurai[UC accidissct, pra^dictum vidcretur, hominum et temporum
definitione sublata. Adliibuit etiam latebram obscuritatis, ut iidem versus alias

in aliaui rem posse accommodari vidercntur," .jcc.

X FrioJlivb, Kinkituug, i, § xvii, p. xxxLx. After identifying the Erytbnvan
aad- Hebrew Sil>yls, he says: " Wir kr.nnen aber auch noch cinen ScLritt Traitor

gehcn: Vir-il hat in dor vicrton Kcloge die Weissagung des goldenen Zeitalt- r-?,

and schveibt diese dor Cumfiischen Sibylle zu. Uiosc Weissagung, wolohe auf Jos-

aias, c. xli ruht, steht auch in xmserer Sibj-lle, vv. 784-794, (better CO-*,' so das?

wir auch deu Xamou dor Cumfia dieser Ilebriischen Sibylle zulegen konnen," ic.
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son of the statement of Lactantius with that of Thcophilus. The
same rehition \vill also subsist between the Cuma'au Sibyl and the

Third Book ; which, moreover, professes in the text to be the pro-

duction of the Erythrcean Sibyl. l>ut, instead of inferring, as

Friedlieb is inclined to do, only one collection of Jewish ori.:in, it

appears much more suitable to suppose three or even more different

collections, all analogous to each other, but none exactly the same.

Any one, however, might fairly be taken as a type of the others,

though each might contain in addition its own characteristic pecu-

liarities. We attribute some weight to the ingenious and plau:-ible

contrivances by which he endeavours to swell the number of lines

in the Third took to the thousand said by Lactantius to be con-

tained in the Erythraean Sibyl ;* but Pausanias distinctly asserts

that the Babylonian or Hebrew Sib}'!, whose name and alleged ori-

gin suggest the suspicion of such fraud as we have already intimated,

was posterior to the Eiythrcean Sibyl, who was the most ancient of

the tribc.f There were, indeed, two Erythraian Sibyls, both named
Herophile, one of which must have been identical with the Saniian,

for she is said by Pausanias to have spent a great portion of her

life in Samos; but both of them were earlier than their Hebrew
imitator. It is worthy of note that the same diligent author says

that no oracles of the Curarean Sibyl were preserved. Even in the

days of Tacitus it was a disputed question whether there were one

or more Sibyls.j This question might have arisen in later times,

if there had been only one Sibyl acknowledged originally, and many
Jewish or other imitations subsequently produced. But in this

point of view it would have been unimportant in relation to our pres-

ent purpose. It was a question, however, long and anciently en-

tertained, contemporary at least with Aristophanes and Aristotle,

and apparently contemplated by the Roman commissioners, and

indicated clearly by the tenor of the books which we possess—for

the passage in which the Sibyls speak of themselves must be re-

garded as usually ancient—and therefore the question could only

have been occasioned in respect to collections as old as the Third

Book, or still older, by such mutual resemblance as must have

sprung from the identity of the original stock from which they de-

scended, or the identity of the materials employed by all.

Under these circumstances we may assume that the EiTthrrean,

Curanean, and Hebrew Sibyls closely resembled each other, without

"Friedlieb, Einloitung i, S? xvii, p. xxxviii.

t Pausanias rhocic, pp. 327, O'J-^, ed. Xyl.md ^t Svlburg.

I
" Una seu plurcs fucre.'' s.iys Tiicitu?, lib. vi, c. xii, in relation to tho decree

of the senate, prescribing the mMv collection.

Ecu Hill Series, Vol. VI.—33
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going so far as Fricdlicb Las done, and considering them as the sameWe may also infer that more than one version of the oracles was
known to the Romans, and tliat the Third 13ook might be amon-
the number consulted by Virgil for the preparation of his Eclo-uc"
and thus the introduction of ^Jessianic prophecies into Komau
poetry will be rendered intelligible; though the near coincidence of
such popular promulgation of these predictions with the actual
advent of our Saviour will remain one of those miracles produced

.
by the succession of events, which are not less miraculous than
supernatural interpositions. We ought to have remarked that Pau-
sanias informs us that the Hebrew Sibyl was also termed the E-vd-
tian by others.

'^^

With these explanations the Fourth Eclogue of Virgil becomes
perfectly intelligible. The whole oracular point and significance
are contained in four lines, which we quote again :_

°

" Ultima Cumjei venit jam carminis atas :

Magnus ab iutegro tsivclorura nascitur ordo.
Jam redit et Virgo, redeunt Saturnia regna

:

Jam nova progenies ca;lo demittitur alto."

The rest is nil poetic fancy and amphfication, but every point in
these four lines is Sibyllistic, and requires interpretation from the

V rgd that_ the last Sibylhnc age had been completed, but one indi-
cated suflicieutly by the tenor of the Third Book, and by the rem-
nants of ear y oracles contained in the others. The notion that a
renovation of all thmgs was to occur after the expiration of ten a^es
Tras very current in the ancient world, and may be traced fromHesiod downward through the whole stream of Greek literature

^^r r
'" r^'"'

^''''^''- ^^^^"^^"S to the Sibyllineem merafon seven of these ages were completed with the generation
of the iitans, and the remaining three were occupied with the revo-
lutions of human history. Unfortunately, with respect to the curious
doctrines of the ancient world in regard to these svstems of ima^in-

nrLorIT
"^'' 7 \"

^''^' "^^o^n^ation beyond what has been

fho P . \"r^' '^ \:''''^ '^ '^'' ^'''^'^'' i^ Svncellus and
the Paschal Chronicle. But that the tenth age had anived about
the commencement of the Christian era, in the estimation of Sibvl-
ists,may be inferred from the Second Book of these oracles, whidi.
though long posterior in date, must have borrowed this indication
from earlier sources. 'J he first line of Virgil above quoted mav. in
all probability, have been derived from some expression in the 'ora-
cles accessible to him, similar to this •—

-
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Ari TOTE KOI yivcTj ScKuTrj fieru rai-ra oaveiTai

Uv6plJ7TUV.°

And the general impression embodied in the Alexandrian versions

of the Sibyls may perhaps have had some influence in determining

the decision of tlic Sanhedrims at Jerusalem in re.::;ard to the ex-

pected advent of the Messiah, by influencing their interpretation of

their own sacred prophecies on the subject.

The renovation of the cycles of change after certain successions

of astronomical periods, was a dogma peculiarly developed in E_'ypt.

but indulged elsewhere ; and communicated from Egypt with divt-rse

modifications to the whole civilized world. Independent, hovrevei-,

of any extrinsic influence of Egyptian philosophy, the idea an-

nounced by Yii'gil is contained in the Sibylline Oracles, which

appear to have borrowed from Isaiah the anticipation of a reigu of

millennial peace. The happy age, when the wolf should lie down

>yith the lamb, is to Virgil the return of the Satumian rule ; to the

Sibyl of the Third Book it is the prospective period when the Jews

should be restored to the independent enjoyment of Jerusalem and

the devout practice of their holy religion. The Virgin whom A'irgil

recalls to earth is the translated Erigone, who had been transferred

as the impersonation of Justice to the heavens. To the Sibyl, how-

ever, whence the notion is borrowed, without being apprehended in

its deep original import either by lender or borrower, it is the Vir-

gin ^lary prophetically announced by Isaiah.f The new progeny

sent down from heaven seems to have been vaguely contemplatt-d in

the passage relative to Ptolemy Philomctor previously cited, but is

more distinctly employed with reference to the ^^Icssiah in other

parts of the Third Book. One line, indeed, is so precise and

pointed as to admit of no misinterpretation ; but its singular precis-

ion makes us suspect it to be a late addition or alteration—a sus-

picion entertained by GfrOrer, Alexandre, and Friedheb.i The line

referred to is

—

Tibv yup Ka?.€ovcL SpoTol /or) d/oio Qtolo.

It is cited in this form by Lactantius and St. Augustine. The MSS.
are unanimous in the mode of its exhibition, yet Alexandre has

ventured to suggest vipv as a new reading, which is rejected as im-

probable by PViedlieb ; and we must believe that the line is a later

corruption or interpolation.

* Orac. SibylL, lib. ii, v. 15. On these generations see Friedlieb. Einloitung,

pp. xiv-xx.

t Orac. Sibyll., lib. iii, v. 7S4 : ¥A-6pdvdt]Tt, Koprj, ko'i u-',u?./.£o, k.t.?..

+ Friedlieb, Einleitung, i, § xvi, p. xxxvii.
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It thus appears that the Fourth Eclogue of Virgil is literally an
application and variation of Sibylline materials, probably dra^vn
from the Third Look of the Oracles, in consequence of the mauife->t
introduction of the ideas of the Scriptural prophets, but not neces
.-anlj indicating thereby the actual identity of the Cumaan Eryth-
raean, and Hebrew Sibyls. From the general current of our inVes-
tigations It may be safely inferred that all the earlier Sibyls exhibited
only different versions and slightly dissimilar modifications of the
same original text or collection of texts; and that the later editions
yhich have descen<lcd to us, underwent numerous successive revis
ions, additions, purgations, and alterations, to adapt them to the
use of different ages or different parties, until, their treacherous
character being finally suspected in the fourth and fifth centuries
they gradually sunk into comparative oblivion, to be at len-th
gathered up into their present collected form bv the pious charity
of the Avnter of the preface discovered by Antimaco.* But at
Avhatever period they ceased to be botched and tinkered by every
fanatical ^•olunteel•, we do not believe that a century of lines ca'n
anywhere be found consecutively, Avhich exist now in the same statem which they came from the hands of their Jewish editors—to -o
DO further back. °

If, therefore, it be impracticable to determine the exact dates and
fortunes of tlie different component parts of this trading stock of
oracles, we can at any rate discern the general a^^encies, both psy-
chological and historical, which have produced the variety of ourpi^en books, tlieir discrepancies, and dissimilarities, and have alsognen to them the motley and incongruous character A^hich they
disp ay^ The supevior antiquity of the Third Book is not inferred
singly from the pointed reference to Ptolemy Bhilometor, but mavbe confirmed by nmch intrinsic evidence, and especially by a lar.^e;more uniform and more consistent employment of Hom'eric krcu-'

Z T^U r'? '^''^'"^ '^^'" ^'^''"^' '' ""^y °^ t^^^ ^^^^^^ books.
^^ e would yen uj-e to suggest that perhaps the most ancient in^^e-
dient in the .d.ole collection, excluding the warning to Camarina. as

•^ roi'f t!Tt?.!youii-oix It i

M f'^Aeoi KtKponei, Kal AaD.wi, }/^h Aukovsc
oc rrepc fl^v^.o. re tSadv^^onov re MoAoaaiv
lp'KK,,v, lu>^uvnv re, Kal {i-irurrov •Wuutjv,
av,rn'« re, rrr.pn'ov re ut.ar rrepl p!ov '0?.ru:rov
Oacai, Xap^aadv re, Kal v.'.,;ri.?.o. Ka>.v6Couva:

^ce^o^•c. Orac. Sib., cd. Fnedl.. pt. ii. p.
o

t Orac. Sibyll., lib. zu. tv. 2li-21^.
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This may not bo Sibylline, but it can scarcely have been written

after the Mcssenian ^\ars The latest passai^e of historical character

or oracular pretension is in our oj)inion in the Eleventh Book :

—

Xl 6~6aoi (pci^ovrai urz' uvro?urig yeyauTCf

ffvv KTtuTEcaiv eoLOCv ig u?.?.o6p6ovc uvOpu-ovg-

al Onoacjv uv6piJv trle-ai x^iov alfia nO.aLvov

larai } a/:* ;i;poi'Of ovrot;, kv u -tzote roig Tcdveuatv

ol yJi'TEf fiaKapioLibv (Itu aTOjMd-uv tvfToi/ref,

ipdiyiovTac KaXbv to daveiv, /cat fiet-fer' uif avrdvP

In verse 105 Ave detect a distinct allusion to the capture of Rome by
Genseric, though i'riedlieb Avould probably apply it to some obscure

or doubtful event under Gullieuus; but the lines which we iiave

quoted, though they may be applied, on the authority of licrodiaji,

to the reign of Septimus Scverus, are applicable only to the condi-

tion of the Komau empire under Theodosius, as described by Priscus

Panita in his colloquy with the Roman emigrant, or under J ustinian,

as illustrated by Procopius.

We have not nearly exhausted our memoranda and materials, nor

given adequate development to our views ; but we have exhausted our

paper, and our own as well as our reader's patience ; and may, there-

fore, conclude by referring those who desire other, further, or more
minute information to Alexandre's valuable notes, and I'riedlieb's

elaborate introduction, having used their assistance but slightly and

incidentally ourselves, while endeavouring to pursue our own ex-

plorations by new methods, and into wider fields.

It was our design to have added a new list of our own to Volk-

mann's catalogue of metrical rectifications. He has left much for

the gleaners who may succeed him; and the task of correction is often

easy enough by obvious changes. Put we have occupied so much
time ah-eady that we are obliged to forego our intention, which we

do the more willingly, as the labour is thankless and profitless in

itself; and, after the endless corruptions, deliberate and accidentiJ,

which these oracles have experienced on numerous uccasions, it

would seem as unnecessary as it would be to file down Mother

Goose's melodies to the polish of Pope's versification. We are not

certain but that all that is to be learnt from the Sibylline Oracles may
be most readily gathered from them in their sluttish and mutilated

state as exhibited in the MSS. Their rugged wretchedness is more

suggestive than they woidd be in a more purified form. They arc

the tattered remnants of an ignorant, bigoted, superstitious, and often

fraudulent phase of declining civilization ; and the Sibyls Avho pro-

o Orac. Sibyll., lib. xi, vv. 113-118.
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fess to be coetaneous -uitli the birth of antiquity,* and contem-

porary -R-ith Noah.t deserve to be lapidated at its close, according to

the sentence and prayer put forth by one of them on her own

behalf^
Bu'/.oiTi fit, pd/.7.£7€ Tzdvrec

Art. II.—public PKAYER.

Prayer goes back of mere speech—it exists amid the felt emotions

of the soul. To every man there are tAvo worlds of immediate

interest—the world of outward f;icts and events, and the world of

inward thoughts and emotions. The first is concrete and tangible

;

the second, in a sense, abstract, and with difficulty explained.

Knowledge of the first is obtained by observation, analysis, and

induction ; while the second can be perfectly known only to indi-

vidual consciousness.

Isow, as in the first, at the creation, the Spirit of God moved,

separating light from darkness, land from flood, and order from gen-

eral chaos; so in the second, at the new creation, the spirit of

prayer, which is, in some sense, but another form of expression for

the Spirit of God, moved, separating the light of hope from the

darkness of despair, the grounds of jjcace from the floods of an.xi-

cty and remorse, and the order and beauty of holiness from the

general chaos of depravity. And, furthermore, as in the outward

^ Orac. Sibyll., lib. iii, v. 81-3. She calls herself the Ei-ythrocan Sibyl, daughter

of Gnostos anJ Circe, a stateuicnt which must be late aud fraudulent, as not

agreeing with geography, mythology, or the testimony of antiquity, and indicat-

ing Oriental influences by the name of her father. In lib. v, v. 53, a late book,

she is the sister of Isis, a declaration probably ancient, and borrowed from the

old Egyptian Sibyl.

t C'rac. Sibyll., lib. i, v. 2SS. She is the daughter-in-law of Noah ; and the same

is again asserted, lib. iii, v. S'2G, which must have been in the latter book a Jewish

addition to their heathen materials, and is at variance with the previous allega-

tion of her parentage.

I Orac. Sibyll., lib. vii, vv. 1.:0-1C2. In tliis passage, besides incidents obvi-

cusly imitatfd from the Cassandra of yEschylus, there is a confused reference to

the tradition which represented the younger Erythncan Sibyl as indiscriniinat.My

the wife, sister, and daughter of Apollo, i'ausan. Thocic., p. 327. ^Ve may men-

tion here, what we have had no suitable opportunity of mentioning in the teit,

that the Jewish expectation of an actual restoratiuu to Jerusalem is, in the main,

a Sibylline idea, derived originally from the Jewish colony at Alexandria under

the Ptolemies, but adopted and repeated in the Sibylline Oracles.
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world there is a continual, absolute necessity for the presence and

agency of the Spirit and power of Go<l to preserve and to develop

the creation, so also in the inner world is there a like necessity for

the presence and aj^ency of the spirit of prayer, in order to the pres-

ervation and development of the new creation. In order to a suc-

cessful cultivation and ripening of those blessed fruits, " love, joy,

peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem-

perance," there must be unceasing prayer and universal tlianks-

giving.

It was thus with the ancient worthies. Hannah's lips did not

move, yet " she spake in her heart unto the Lord." David interprets

the* same active inner state when he says. " My soul thirsteth for

thee, my flesh longeth for thee in a dry and thirsty land where no

water is." It was enjoined by our Saviour when "he spake a para-

ble unto them, that men ought always to pray, and not to faint
;"

and also by the Holy Ghost, through Paul, when he exhorted the

brethren to " continue in prayer, and watch thereunto Avith thanks-

giving." They who cry day and night unto him are termed, pre-

eminently, " God's own elect." When the disciples were under the

most powerful dispensation of the Holy Ghost, namely, on the day

of Pentecost, it is said that " they continued steadfastly in prayer."

The pious and accepted Cornelius "prayed to God always;" by

which we are to understand that he continually maintained an in-

ward frame of active devotion. \Vhen men thus live, Satan comes

and has nothing in them ; duty calls, and they are always ready for

its performance ; troubles break in, but are not able to overwhelm

;

persecutions bear down, and the soul maintains its integrity
;
pub-

lic calamities rage and dangers threaten, but no fear is realized;

death comes, and is welcomed with joy. " They are like the earth

in its orbit, guided by a central power, illuminated by a central

light, and carrying everywhere a circumambient atmosphere with a

life-giving and refreshing influence."

But though in its elementary existence and fundamental exercise

prayer exists back of speech, yet God has ordained that it shall

often break forth in overt supplications. Hence the command, " Enter

into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Fa-

ther which is in secret ; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall

reward thee openly." This obligation was recognised as binding in

the most ancient times. It is not an arbitrary command, unaccom-

panied by reasons and encouragements. It is founded upon the

necessity of personal communion with God. and upon that great

privilege conferred by religion upon man, of making his requests

known unto God in everything. And the encouragement consists
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in this, that God is in his retirement; he is there to bless and to

cause his face to shine upon him; " Ae sectJi in secret ;'' h« enters

into his case, and penetrates the meaning of silent desires and si^jis

as well as words, which have no need of loud utterance to enter into

his ears. And he openly rewards all such as practise this secret

duty in a right spirit.

We have not, indeed, to direct us, a " thus saith the Lord " respect-

ing the e.xcrcise of family phayer. iS'one of the inspired pcnuicn

have in so many words commanded that the family shall be collected,

morning and evening, around a domestic altar for the purpose of

reading the Scriptures and prayer to God. But what is the infer-

ence ? That there is no such obligation resting upon man ? Cer-

tainly not; for it is plain that if such an inference Avere to be

admitted as just, then, because there is in the Bible no express

command to feed, clothe, and educate children, it might with equal

justice be inferred that no such obligations exist, which every one

knows is not the case. He that in these temporal things ''provides

not for liis own house, denies the faith, and is worse than an infidel
;"

while that prufcsscd Christian who refuses, by readings, instructions,

and prayers, to provide for the spiritual wants of his house, proves

eminently reckless to a powerfully-felt obligation, and is worse than

a heathen.

The object of public prayer is threefold ; namely, to honour the

great Master of Assemblies; to call into exercise the devotional

feelings of the congregation; and, lastly, to secure that divine iutlu-

euce, without which the jireached word is inevitably lost, like "water

spilled upon the ground." If this statement be correct, then how
many are our shortcomings ! How few there are who bring " beaten

oil" into the sanctuary! \Vhat odours of strange fires are smelled

by the Lord of Sabaoth

!

There are two extremes in public prayer. He who falls into the

first is vidijjcrent; he who adopts the other is extravagant. The
one coldly performs his so-called prayer in dull' monotony ; the

other rushes into the awful presence of God literally "as the un-

thinking liorse rushes into battle." If the first wearies us by his

soulless formality, the second alarms us by his excesses of language,

voice, and manner. Furthermore, we have heard some ministers

confess and bewail so many and such malignant crimes, that wo

were almost ready to conclude that the services of a civil magistrate

were needed. This might have arisen from pure humility: but

gurely such language, sueli berating of the first person, both singu-

lar and plural, better becomes the closet than the sacred desk and

the ears of a promiscuous congregation. Again, it would seem, from
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the language and tenor of some public prayers, that the minister has

at length " found out the Almighty to perfection," and become his

counsellor in government, if not preceptor in kno^vlcdge. There are

others again ^Yho talk to the Lord as they Avould to a familiar

acquaintance, and bestow upon him endearing titles and fondling

epithets, such as they would not venture to employ in addressing

any earthly dignitary. We remember to have listened to one pub-

lic prayer, though, happily, in this case, the supplicant vras not a

minister, in which the awful name was reiterated full tlu-ecscore

times ! And, furthermore, it is not three months since we heard a

minister say, while addressing the throne of grace in public, " We
would say unto thee, m the language of tlic poet, God'' etc., (fcc.

In other instances the ear is gi-ated upon by the constantly-recurring

phrases, " We pi-ay thee," " Wq beseech thee." On the other hand,

some ministers pray as if they would captivate the Almighty by

high-sounding diction and rounded periods. This is an error less

only than those described above. Such efforts may please certain

refined audiences, but we doubt if they are treasured up in the

golden censers of heaven.

Now, surely, of all men living, the minister of the gospel ought

to be the most thoroughly versed in the theory, so to speak, and

skilled in the exercise of prayer—prayer in general and prayer in

public. He fills an office beneath which every other earthly profes-

sion falls. He bears responsibilities such as are denied even to

angels. Physicians, jurists, and statesmen bow before the pulpit,

and observe a reverent silence while in the official presence of him

whose work it is to bear up their wants to a throne of gi-ace, and de-

liver messages from the upper sanctuary. From a minister called of

God, as was Aaron, and qualified for his work in a manner at all an-

swerable to the means Providence has furnished him to that end,

this homage is rarely for a moment withheld. For such a man to be

ignorant, or negligent of the immense importance of public prayer,

and unskilled in its appropriate exercise, is unpardonable. Years

of time, toil, and expense devoted to the acquisition of scientific and

classical accomplishments, mastering text-books of theology and

homilctics, and attaining the art of approved elocution, are insuffi-

cient to atone for tlie dofeot. No matter how finished and beautiful

the sermon, if it be accompanied by the defects we have spoken of

80 plainly, it will fall upon the depraved hearts of the hearers as

powerless and harmless as did the spear of Priam on the buckler of

Neoptolemus. On the other hand, a mere exhortation falling from

the lips of one destitute of all the above-enumerated advantages, not

unfrequently lashes the most indifferent and hardened sinners into
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convictions and wailin;]rs for sin. Whence the difference? "^>ot

by might nor by jiowcr, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord." But
<\'hy so much larger and more effective outpouring of the Spirit of

God in the latter than in the former instance? The secret is found

in the two prayers, Avhich, by the Avay, are also indices to the hearts

of the respective speakers. Whereas the first was formal, boisterous,

or rhetorical, anything but purely spiritual in his addresses to the

throne of grace, the second was simple, warm, direct, appropriate,

effectual. God honours those who depend on him in this work,

while such as " go down to Egypt for help, who stay on horses and

trust in the mountains of Samaria," or, in other words, who make
the e.xercise of prayer in public worship a merely intellectual, or in

any sense a secondary thing, arc left to a legitimate confusion and

defeat. It is vain for a minister to attempt to make up in preaching

that which is lacking in his prayers. It has, indeed, "pleased God
by the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe ;" but he

has also commanded that, '"first of all, supplications, i^ra^^ers. inter-

cessions, and thanksgivings shall be made for all men," tScc. Strike

out the exercise of prayer from individual conduct, and there would

be no religious experience ; and strike out the exercise of prayer

from public Chri.^tian worship, and the pulpit would at once de-

scend to the level of the rostra.

The effect is nearly as disastrous when the appropriate spirit of

prayer is lacking. It is that influence Avhich is given only in answer

to appropriate, fervent, effectual prayer, that has enabled the Chris-

tian ])ulpit to enchain the hearts of millions for centuries. But for

this, the minds of men would soon turn loathingly away, and demand
tho excitement of something new. From the lips of one inexpe-

rienced in the spirit and unskilled in the exercise of prayer, the

story of the cross is received only as a sentimental fiction or a piece

of tragic history. Nothing but the spirit of earnest supplication

can impart that solier and effective energy which is demanded by a

dying world from the pulpit. Such were the pra3-ers offered up by

the prophets and apostles of old. Those specimens of their suppli-

cations which are left upon record are models of language as well as

of spirit. There is profound reverence, deep thought, and extremely

careful, if not studied, expression. They were not, indeed, governed

by liturgies, nor did they abandon themselves to a wild and enthu-

siastic caprice. Their performances were the echoes of fervently

pious hearts, guided by a judicious mind, to the voice of God as

uttered in his works and word. Hence David says, " When thou

saidst, Seek ye my face; my heart said unto thee. Thy face, Lord,

will I seek." Their adorations and ascriptions, at least such as arc
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left upon record for our " doctrine, reproof, correction and instruc-

tion in righteousness," Averc but responses to \vbac the Almight}- had

reveded of his natural and moral perfections ; their confessions

responded to the charges he had preferred against them, and the

punishments he had denounced; their petitions and intercessions

responded to his commands, his promises, and the descriptions he

had given of their ^vants and those of their fclloAv-creatures : and

their thanksgivings responded to the favours bestowed upon them-

selves, their kindred, and the human race. Take, for instance, the

prayer of Jehoshaphat, when the kingdom and cities of Judah were

invaded by the hosts of Moab. iStanding up in the " congregation

of Judah and Jerusalem, in the house of the Lord, before the new
court," he said :

" Lord God of our fathers, art not thou God in

heaven? and rulest not thou over all the kingdoms of the heathen?

and in thy hand is there not power and might, so that none is able

to withstand thee? Art not thou OUR God, who didst drive out the

inhabitants of this land before thy people Israel, and gavest it to the

seed of Abraham thy friend forever? And they dwelt therein, and

have built thee a sanctuary therein for thy name, sayings If, when

evil cometh upon us, as the sword, judgment, or pestilence, or

famine, we stand before this house, and in thy presence, (for thy

name is in this house,) and cry unto thee in our affliction, then thou

wilt hear and help. And now, behold, the children of xVmmon and

Moab and Mount Seir, whom thou wouldost not let Israel invade,

when they came out of the land of Egypt, but they turned from

them, and destroyed them not ; behold, I say, how they reward us,

to come to cast us out of thy possession, which thou hast given us to

inherit. our God, wilt not thou judge them? for we have no

might against this great company that cometh against us; neither

know we what to do : but our eyes are upon thee." 2 Chron. x.\, G-12.

Jehoshaphat did not read this prayer. It was the unpremeditated

outburst of a devotedly pious heart. Directly in point we instance

also the prayer of King Hezekiah, uttered in the same place, under

very similar circumstances. Sennacherib had sent him a men-
acing letter; and Hezekiah went up into the house of the Lord
and spread out the communication before the Holy Shekinah, and

then prayed as follows :
" Lord God of Israel, which dwcllest

between the cherubiras, thou art the God, even thou alone, of all

the kingdoms of the earth ; thou hast made heaven and earth. Lord,

bow down thine ear, and hear : open. Lord, thine eyes, and see :

and hear the words of Sennacherib, which hath sent him to reproach

the living God. Of a truth. Lord, the kings of Assyria have de-

stroyed the nations and their lands, and have cast their gods into
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the fire : for they were no f^ods, but the work of men's hands, Avood

and stone: therefore they have destroyed them. ISow therefore,

Lord our God, 1 beseech thee, save thou us out of his hand, that

all the kin;;doms of the earth may know that thou art the Lord

God, even thou only." 2 KinL^s xi.x, 15-10.

The following from Daniel is a model of importunate prayer:

—

" Lord, the great and dreadful God, keeping the covenant and

mercy to them tliat love him, and to them that keep his commaud-

ments ; we have sinned, and have committed iniquity, and have done

wickedly, and have rebelled, even by departing from thy precepts

and from thy judgments : neither have we hearkened unto thy ser-

vants the prophets, which spake in thy name to our kings, our

princes, and our fathers, and to all the people of the land. Lord,

righteousnes.s belongeth unto thee, but unto us confusion of faces,

as at this day; to the men of Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem, and unto all Israel, that are near, and that are far off, through

all the countries whither thou hast driven them, because of their

trespass that they have trespassed against thee. Lord, to us be-

longeth confusion of hice, to our kings, to our princes, and to our

fathers, because we have sinned against thee. To the Lord our God
belong mercies and forgivenesses, though we have rebelled against

him; neither have we obeyed the voice of the Lord our God, to

walk in his laws, which he set before us by his servants the

prophets." And thus he goes on confessing and bewailing his own

sins and the sins of his people, till he breaks forth in earnest peti-

tion as follows :
" Lord, according to all thy righteousness, 1

beseech thee, let thine anger and thy fury be turned away from thy

city Jerusalem, thy hoi}' mountain : because for our sins, and for the

iniquities of our fathers, Jerusalem and thy people are become a

reproach to all that arc about us. ^^w therefore, our God, hear

the prayer of thy servant, and his supplications, and cause thy face

to shine upon thy sanctuary that is desolate, for the Lord's sake.

my God, incline thine ear, and hear; open thine eyes, and behold

our desolations, and the city which is called by thy name : for wc

do not present our supplications before thee for our righteousnesses,

but for thy great mercies. Lord, hear ; Lord, forgive ;

Lord, hearken, and do ; defer not, for thine own sake, my Goil

:

for thy city and thy people arc called by thy name." Dan. i.x, -1-1'^.

lG-19.

There arc other instances in the Bible with Avhich the reader is

doubtless familiar: but these are sufficient for illustration— for ex-

ample. If more are desired, let the reader go to the Psalms of

David, many of which are of a supplicatory character; and where.
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no less than in the illustrations above, the voice of God echoed back

in a manner eminently glorifying to his character and edifying to

the reader. '• That public prayer may produce its proper and de-

signed effects upon the hearers' hearts," says Dr. Paysou, " it should

be, if I may so express it, a kind of devout poetry. As in poetry,

so in prayer, the whole subject-matter should be furnished by the

heart, and the understanding should be allowed only to shape and
arrange the effusions of the heart, in the manner host adapted to

answer the end designed. iVom the fulness of a heart ovcrllowing

with holy affections, as from a copious fountain, should the minister

pour forth a torrent of pious, humble, and ardently affectionate feel-

ings ; while his understanding should only shape the channel, and teach

the gushing streams of devotion where to flow and when to stop. In

such a prayer every pious heart among the hearers will join. They
will hear a voice and utterance given to their own feelings. They
will hear their own desires and emotions expressed more fully and
perspicuously than they could express them themselves. Their

hearts will spring forward to unite with the heart of the preacher.

The well of water which our Saviour assures us is in all who drink of

his spirit, will rise and burst its way through the rubbish of worldly

cares and affections which so often choke it, and the streams of de-

votion from many hearts will unite and flow on in one broad tide

to the throne of Jehovah; while with one mind and one mouth min-

ister and people glorify God." Such are the effusions of patri-

archs and prophets. Thus Ezra prayed " and blessed the Lord; and
all the people," catching his spirit, ''said, Amen, amen, with lifting

up of their hands ; and they bowed their heads and worshipped the

Lord with their faces toward the rn-ound."

Art. IU.—the CLAIMS OF EOMANIbM.

Delineation of Roman Catholicism, drann from autltaitic and acknowUdsed Stand-

ards of the Church of Rome ; namthj, her Creeds, Caterhis;ns, Decisions of Coun-

cils, Papal Bulls, Roman Catholic Writers, the Records of History, etc., etc.; in

which the peculiar Doctrities, Morals. Government, and Usages of the Church of
Rome are stated, treated at large, and confuted. l?y Kr.v. Charles Elliott, D. D.

The teachings of a politico-religious organization, assuming infixl-

libility in doctrine and discipline, perpetuity in duration, and univer-

sal supremacy in administration, without controversy, demand care-

ful and critical investiiration. The more so because, if the claims
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of this organization be ^vell founcled, all who deny them are under

an anathema pronounced by those who hold the keys of heaven and
hell, and for them remain only the eternal displeasure of an offended

God and the destiny of perverse schismatics.

To the Christian minister— the Protestant minister— these

claims assume an importance real and momentous. They meet

him in his daily j)astoral work, and denounce him as a " wolf in

sheep's clothin:^." They meet him in the pulpit, and proclaim

him a "blind leader of the blind," and point to the "pit wherein is

no water" as that into which he and his deluded followers must

ultimately fall. When he stands by the bed of the dyin^ man and

essays to point him to the "better hope" brou<:^ht in by a suffering

Redeemer, even there they openly confront him, and chariie him
with deluding in the last hour a soul that can never die, and thus

sending it into the presence of God unannealed and unabsolved.

When he pronounces the consecrating words of holy baptism, this

system claims the baptized one asJKre divino its subject and slave.

He sees, too, these claims advocated with a zeal and pertinacity

hitherto unknown. Hence it becomes his solemn duty to acquaint

himself with the evidences upon which they rest, that, if well found-

ed, he may give them his earnest support ; if false, that he may not

only '•' give an answer of the reason of the hope" that is in Jum, but

also be prepared to "drive away all dangerous and false doctrines."

He must be able to vindicate his right to administer the holy sacra-

ments, and to show that he is a member and minister of the true

"Holy Catholic Church."

Is^or is the minister alone interested. The student of political

economy Cu'ls here a system of stupendous power—one claiming the

right of absolving fi-oui all oaths of allegiance, assuming the; control

of all educational plans, and professing to be the universal arbiter

and supreme monarch among the rulers of earth. It is his duty to

understand it—to know whether it does or does not contain elements

essentially and unchangeably despotic and anti-republican.

In short, these lofty claims demand close attention and patient

study from the theologian, the statesman, and the jurist : for, if

well founded, they will set aside our theology, remould the plans of

the statesman, and revolutionize the practice of American law.

This being so, it is an important question, '" What is Komauism".'"

To find the correct answer to the question is far from an easy task,

if one seeks information as to the doctrines and practice of Roman-

ism, he is refiTred to the Rule of Faith. And where may that

be found ? The author of the " Delineation " thus answers the ques-

tion :

—
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"To the Scripture the Roman Catholic adds, 1. The Apocrypha; 2. Tradi-

tions; 3. Acts and Decisions of the Church, cmbraeiii^j; eiLdit lullo volumes of

the Pope's bulls, ten folio volumes of Decretals, thirty-one lulio volumes of Acta

of Councils, fifty-one folio volumes of the ^Vcta Sanctorum, or the Doings and
Sayings of the Saints; 4. Add to these at least tliirty-tive vohnues of the

Greek anil Latin fathers, in which is to he found the itnuniiiintK i-nnsfinl of the

/(it/ur^ ; to thcM- one hundred and thirty-five volumes lolio add the chaos of

unwritten traditions which have lloated down from the ai)ostolical times."

—

Vol. i, p. 51.

Now if the above be Romanism, ayIio is to kaow what it is ? Who
can or will wade through all that mass of barbarous Latin and lat-

inized Greek ? Not the politician. He can concoct and develop a

Bcore of practical (Buncombe?) schemes in half the time required to

read the Pope's bulls alone. The priest cannot—he is too busy.

Can the minister? Engaged as he is in the great battle of life,

daily going forth to new conflicts, can he do so ? While be is to

preach the word, visit the aftlicted, go after the wanderer, teach the

youth, and instruct the ignorant, can he be expected to make himself

fiimiliar with this infinitely extended " Rule of Faith?" Manifestly

no.

A desideratum, then, is an accurate delineation of Romanism

—

one going carefully over the ground, giving no statement unsustaincd

by evidence which none can gainsay, and that evidence given both

in the original and vernacular tongues, that the unlearned may
understand and the learned be convinced.

An enumeration of the celebrated works which have appeared

from time to time upon this controversy cannot be given. Distin-

guished names arc arrayed on each side,—distinguished for learning

and for wit. Among the champions of Romanism, Baronius, Bos-

suet, and Bcllarmine stand preeminent. They have done in its

defence all that can be done. Modern Papists say that Bossuet

destroyed Protestantism—albeit, considering how long since the

destruction took place, it gives some lusty indications of vitality.

He has been seconded by Challoner, Gothcr, Milner, Kinsella,

Doyle, and others, who, entering upon their work con amorc. " have

done what they could." Nor has Protestantism been destitute of

bold, learned, and zealous advocates. Protestantism was the recog-

nition and defence of the right of private judgment. Luther wielded

his tireless pen ; and Rome felt that that " pen was mightier than the

sword." He did not always stop to polish the missives he hurled

;

but their execution was, therefore, no less terrible. By his side

was the erudite, polished, chaste Melancthon. Zuingle, Bucer, Cal-

vin, and Beza scattered their pages like winter snowtlakcs over

Switzerland and France. In England, Chilhngworth shouted, " The
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Bible, the Bible is the religion of Protestants." Cart-^vright and

Jewel give evidence of learning and research. The voluminous

works of Barrow stand unanswered proofs of Rome's apostasy.

Ireland, so long trodden into the very mire of degradation by Ro-
manism, has given sonic fearless and mighty champions of Protest-

antism. Ouseley not only went among his countrymen preaching

from tombstones, carts, and horseback, the pure doctrine of justi-

fication by faith without human priestly intervention ; but, assniled

by his enemies, he, in self-defence, gave the world his " Old Chris-

tianity against Papal IS'ovelties"—a work which, for its size, is

unsurpassed. Digby, Crier, and others produced works of various

merit. Edgar, in his "Variations of Popery," has, with generous

liberality, given Papi.sts Uic chajige for Bossuet's variations of Prot-

estantism. \Vitli merciless truth he arrays Bossuet against Chal-

loner; sets Dupin against Dens, the Jansenists against the Jesuits;

exhibits a triangular Paj)al war between Sylvester, John, and Bene-

dict; arrays council against council, synod against synod, and infal-

lible decrees against decrees infallible. His periods are not always

fully rounded, and sometimes he quotes too literally from Romish
documents to permit great delicacy to characterize all his pages.

American literature has not been destitute of works on this sub-

ject. Dowling's Ilistor}' of Romanism, written in popular stylo,

though not characterized by profound learning, nor range of thought,

and perhaps taking too many authorities at second-hand to be

always historically reliable, has nevertheless had an extensive circu-

lation, and has made a marked impression on the popular mind.

Dr. Rice has spent much of his time in speaking and writing

upon this controversy. He has dissected some parts of the system

with all the precision and accuracy of a practised operator. The
"Kirwau Letters," written with all the terseness, beauty, and force

which characterize " Junius," have been read by the million, and are

still read. They have made heads tremble Avhich wear the mitre,

and hands holding the crosier shake. Kirwan has sorely provoked

archiepiscopal indignation and apostolical rebuke. The influence

of his letters upon tiie masses has been incalculable. They have

fallen upon " the faithful " like the ancient Greek fire; and if there

was a crevice in tlie armour, they penetrated, burning into the very

bone.

Still the work we have under consideration has a place which none

of those mentioned can claim or occupy ; it supplies a want none of

them fully meet. Some of them are inaccessible ; some arc volumi-

nous and unwieldy, and will never be widely read in America;

others are expensive ; some are resistless applications of the rcductio
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ad ahsurdum to the vulnerable points of the system : but none, like

the "Delineation of Roman Catholicism," in a cheap, condensed,

and readable form, give an ansAver to the question, " What is Ro-
manism ?" and apply the double test of Scripture and logic to the

claims so an'ogantly set up.

It is not claimed for these volumes that they are specimens of

rhetorical finish and ornate style. The learned author has never been
distinguished for a careful attention to the graces of composition;

but he has been celebrated for his nervous, plain, right-on Saxon
style. To this, of set purpose, he has rigidly adhered in these vol-

umes. Occcasionally, it is true, he has for a while been urged be-

yond the limits of the mere polemic, and has written some para-

graphs with the nervousness of Prescott or Macaulay. But let not

the reader e.xpect the offering of a constant oblation to his imagina-

tion. He has a mind—such, at least, is the hypothesis of the

author—and to that mind as something ih'xt judges and reasonshz.^

he directed his labours.

Here, by the way, is one difference between Romanism and Prot-

estantism. The former absolutely ignores the functions of reason

in all matters of faith. There reason has no place—has nothing to

do but to hear the voice professedly coming from the Church, and

obey. No matter how absurd, no matter how contradictory; reason

may not ask a single question, may not suggest a solitary doubt,

may not even ask if it be indeed the voice of God's Church or the

utterance of antichrist? In unc[uestioning submission it must

receive all the teachings of tradition as the "oracles of God."

Hence, while Rome has framed her whole economy to impress the

imagination, she addresses not man's noblest attribute—his reason.

Protestantism, on the other hand, claims to be a system of inspired

truths. She points to the Bible, and says, " There is the rule of

faith ;" and challenges obedience thereto because it is the word of

God. She bids reason examine the evidences of inspiration and sec

if they are conclusive. If so, then our faith is demanded, because it

is the word of God. And because she makes her appeal to reason,

she hath no gorgeous ceremonial designed to overawe the emotional

nature.

In the preparation of these volumes the author has spared no

pains. They are a specimen of what a man may do who is in ear-

nest. During the time of writing, collecting, comparing, and

arranging his materials, he was actively engaged in various duties

of ministerial life, either as a pastor, a presiding elder, professor in

a college, or editor of a weekly newspaper. Yet there are no marks

of hurry or incompleteness. The leading object of the work is to

PouRTH Series, Vol. YL—34
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give after a careful survey of Rome in " all the length thereof and
the breadth thereof," an accurate publication of thc>W notes U
IS a chart-a map of the system. This he designed to make it
conscious that as ^Scripture is the best interpreter of Scripture so isRomanism the best refutation of Romanism. The following, is hisown statement:

—

°

T£rn"f/r",'Mf-'"^^"'
"'^'•" --^^^e-i. their Church, and ii,^ttu£nl"

mtt of tr/L '"",'' ''';'"-•'"•' '^'''''-' ''^ l*rote..tant sense is attached \o

TJ^efentJT'T' T"'^
l"^^'"''^"}'^^- .^Y ^1^3 mean, they designedly rnU-

aXs, re. So^ i
' '"T? "" 1'° P"^^''''" ^"« ^^ject, then, of this work

^iS^hThas t;.^;hJ t- r^i:!n;s.^r'
^-^ ^^-^ '^ ^^ ^^ ^--^-^ ^-^

desSion ''./"'j-V"-'--*';™"'^''-'' f"J it cannot change esscntlallv without

ChSct • •
8'''""giy from tie accrclilcd standards of thoir

c^ t^'z^\:::::::£:ci"i^m':(i^
in-b™ pro.^n„.. eon-

s' 'i^:- 'r ";,- ...iJ^pVo^ifcdi^,;: !srL, - s.'r'sr
"ih iv".,''

" '"""""" ""' ' ™'«»"" *°"IJ tc generally „nae:,nai„tcd

Of course no delineation would be reliable which was not drawn
from Roman standards. To these he has gone. Wherever it is
important ho gives them in full-in Latin at the foot of the page,
and the translation in the te.xt. The following he lays down ai
standards which no Romanist can repudiate •—

I. "The crec-d and oath of Pius IV.," g'iven in the Latin and
English from Butler s Book of the Roman Catholic Church " sup-
plying only the portions JJutler and Challoner saw fit to leave
untranslated. J his creed Butler says is " considered in every part
of the world as an accurate and explicit summary of the Roman
Catholic faitli.

*^

II. "The episcopal oath of allegiance to the Pope" "This
second juramcntory oblig.ttion is entered into bv the hierarchv or
whole ruhng order of the Italian Church." It is; in the most abso-
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lute sense, an oath of fealty to the Pope, and a recognition of Lis

temporal and spiritual supremacy.

III. " The Catechism of the Council of Trent." This is absolute

and irfallible authority. The author quotes from Donovan's trans-

lation (Maynooth, lb-J9, and republished in Baltimore in 1S33,) and

also gives the decree upon each article of faith in the original.

IV. Decrees of General Councils. V. Papal Pulls. Yi. The

Litur;:5ical Books. VII. Traditions. VIII. Ancient Fathers.

IX. Roman Catholic writers. From these sources he draws his

materials.

The plan pursued in the Delineation is this :— 1. The statement of

the doctrine to be discussed, in the language of the Council of Trent,

or some other inf\illible exponent. "2. The principal arguments

offered in its support by Roman Catholic writers. 3. The refuta-

tion, drawn, first, from the Scriptures ; secondly, from the fathers

;

thirdly, frequently from the testimony of their own writers, in

which Dr. Elliott arrays authorities against authorities, and places

the poor article of faith between the hot fires of its professed

friends.

For instance, there is the infaUihility of the Church. This is

the strong tower of Romanism. Her children are securely in-

trenched behind it. In vain may we reason—in vain plead Scrip-

ture, history, the testimony of the fathers, and common sense; they

have one answer: "The Church teaches a different doctrine, and I

must believe the Church. Reason may err— the Church cannot/' In

vain do you again open the Holy Scriptures. The Church has ex-

pressly said '"that neither a heretic nor any person not an ecclesias-

tic is capable of interpreting the Scriptures." Thus the Romanist

stands intrenched behind infallibility, and you have no means of

dislodging him. But, now, if you can bring him to look at the doc-

trine of his own Church, how will he be astonished when, from the

infallible standards of that Church he ascertains that there is

not any agreement as to the seat of that infallibility ! that some,

as the Jesuits, place it in the Pope alone: others in a General Coun-

cil luirfuUy a.^scrnhlcd, and affirm that the Pope without the Council

is liable to err; others again place it in the Pope and General

Council united ; and yet a fourth party locate it in the opinions and

decisions of the whole Church. Now here the a.stonished Papist

sees the Church drawn up in a hollow square, and engaged in a

quadrangular fight. Will he say infallibility is with the Pope alone"?

They ask him on all sides of the square, sacc one. "Was Stephen

VI. infallible when he annulled the decisions and all the acts of

Formosus? Or was John IX. infallible when he condemned Ste-
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phen's acts and endorsed those of Formosus ? Or ^vas Pope Sergius
infallible -when ho put his veto on the decisions of John and reun-

nulled the acts of Formosus '?" If he says it resides in a General
Council, then let him decide tohiclL was infallible—the Council of ]Nice

which decreed a downri;:ht hearty anathema upon any who should

presume to " add any new article to the creed of faith of Kice,"

or the Council of Trent Avhich did add twelve new articles to that

very creed, and pronounced just as infallible an anathema on all

who did not receive them ? iSow his infallibility has got him where
he has to flice a curse—the curse of JSice, or the curse of Trent.

AVhich had the infallibility—the Council of ]\ice, or the Council of

Constantinople—when they decided directly opposite in reference to

image-worship ; both, as in the former instance, sealed with solemn
curses ? Wliat will he do?

We pursue this illustration no further. We think the point de-

monstrated that a clear knowledge of the teachings of Romanism is

the most effective antidote to Komanism,—that the facts of Ro-
manism destroy her doctrines

!

The present position and ag^gressive movements of Romanism are

reasons why at this very time the system should be perfectly under-

stood. The genius of our government, so mild and generous, has
welcomed Roman Catholics to our midst, and given them a home
and privileges many of them never had under Catholic government.
They are now numerous, and still they come. It behooves us to

understand whothi-r they come as republicans, ^lore than this, to

undm-staTul if they are, or are not, under the control of a system
essentially anti-republican. We do sincerely believe that if the
masses of the people understood the doctrine of Romanism in refer-

ence to the supremacy of the ]'ope, the political cant, now so com-
mon in some fjuarters. about the " republican tendencies of Roman-
ism " would at once be exploded. They would see that whatever
may be the personal feelings of Catholics, Roman Catholicism is

essential despotism; that it concentrates all power in, and claims

for its earthly head, political and ecclesiastical supremacy; that it

claims for him superiority to " all nde, authority, and power."
We are not ignorant that this political supremacy is denied by

some modern ecclesiastics, and repudiated by some Papist colleges lo-

cated in Protestant countries. They say, '' AVe know that Pius IX.

has not the right to depose Protestant princes and absolve their sub-

jects from allegiancL'." >[ow if they said he had not the power, there

would be no dispute. But they will pardon us if we refuse—at

least if we hesitate to receive—their disclaimer when their infallible

decrees proclaim another doctrine, and curse us solemnly if we do
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not receive it. Papal supremacy in all things was taught by the

Latcran Council under Innocent III., the Council of Lyons under

Innocent IV., and the other Lateran under Leo X. These decrees

have been sanctioned by the Popes; so that whether infallibility

dwell with the Pope, with a lawfully-assembled General Council, or

with the Pope and General Council, in either case we have this doc-

trine of Papal pulitical supremacy as one of the infallibilities. If

the Church ever held it, b}^ her own showing she holds it now. She

cannot change.

If Holy Mother has ever changed her ground on this question it

has been since the year of grace lOSO, when Hildebrand deposed

Henry \N ., using these modest and gracious Avords:

—

" For tlie dignity and defence of Go<rs Holy Church, in the name of Al-

mighty God, the Fatlier, Son, and Holy Ghost, I depose from imperial and
royal administration King Henry, son of Henry, sometime emperor, wlio too

boldly and rashly hath laid hands on thy Church. I absolve all Christians

subject to the empire, t'rom that oath whereby they -were wont to plight their

faith unto true kings ; lor it is right tliat he should be dejjrived of dignity who
doth endeavour to diminish the majesty of the Church."—Vol. ii, p. 102.

Now, could we have a good-natured chat with Archbishops Ken-

rick andPurcell, and Cardinal (?) Hughes, we would like to ask them,

" Gentlemen, are the doctrines of the above bull American repub-

licanism V Are they infallible? Has xVmerican Catholicism ever,

by any formal edict, repudiated them? Answer upon your epis-

copal honour."

It would also afford us sincere pleasure to be referred to the place

and time when the Church officially rebuked and condemned Paul

III. for having, in 153.5, and again in 153S, damned "Henry VIII. of

England, and all who favour or obey him :'' and also for having at

the same time " absolved all his subjects from their oaths of allegi-

ance to him, and commanded them all, under pain of excommuni-

cation, not to obey him nor any officer nor magistrate under him '.''

As Romanism now becomes the special patron of republicanism,

of course the conduct of Pius V. has been condemned, and his name

stricken from the roll of saints. In 1570 he issued a bull of excom-

munication and deposition against saucy Queen P>ess in these words :

" The damnation and excommunication of Elizabeth, Queen of

England, and her adherents, with an addition of other punishments."

It asserts of the Pope that he is " made ])rince over all kingdoms

to pluck vp and destroy, scatter, consume, plant, and build.'' '^ * *

"And, moreover, we [the Pope] declare her [Elizabeth] to be de-

prived of her pretended title to the kingdom aforesaid, and of aU

dominion, dignity, and privilege whatsoever. And also the nobility,

subjects, and people of said kingdom, and all others which have in
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any sort sworn unto her, to be forever absolved from any such al-

legiance, and all manner of duty, dotninion, allegiance and obedi-

ence ; as vre also do by the authority of these presents absolve them,

and deprive said Elizabeth of her pretended title to the kin;:;doni,

and all other things above said. And we command and interdict

all and every, the noblemen, subjects, and people, and others afore-

said, that they presume not to obey her or her monitions, mandates,

and laws. And those that shall do the contrary, we involve in the

same sentence of condemnation."—Vol. ii, pp. 1G5, IGO.

We may not, in the space we dare claim, attempt an enumeration

of the instances in which the Popes have pronounced sentence of

deposition against emperors and kings. Suppose, however, the

reader substitutes the name of Franklin Pierce for Elizabeth, presi-

dent for queen, and see hoAv it would read I There would be some

slight modifications needed to make it just suited; but Brownson

could send over a draft, and Pio Nono could swear by it. Why
not ? There the right claimed and often exercised stands an infal-

libility ! Rome has never condemned it : she never will. Why
may not an American president be solemnly "damned and de-

posed," and all governors, judges, and citizens absolved from their

allegiance to the government?

It is rather edifying to witness the efforts of American bishops

and archbishops to disclaim political supremacy for the pontiff.

They arc in a delicate position. Thoy are in a republic, and one

that views foreign afiinities with jealous eye. And yet they are

under a solemn oath to a foreign power and prince 1 This places

them before the people in an unenviable position, and they feel it

acutely. Wc can therefore appreciate their efforts to prove that-

Romanism is not the enemy of republicanism—that Pio jSono

claims not the right to unseat Generol Pierce an*] appoint General

Scott, Mr. Hale, or 0. A. Brownson to fill his place. But yet

we are not going to incur the danger of the anathema of pope and

council by setting aside their solemnly-expressed and exercised

will on this point, in favour of the personal, irresponsible disclaimer

of these gentlemen of the mitre and crosier. More than this, wc
regard the disclaimer a little more suspiciously because we know
that these men have each solemnly sworn on the "Holy Gospels of

God" to ''help, krrj)^ and defend the Roman papacy and the RE-

GALITIES OF St. 1'kter (saving my order) against all men." Each

one has sworn, " The rights, honours, privileges, and authority of

the Holy Roman Church of our Lord the Pope and his aforesaid

successors, I will endeavour to preserve, defend, increase, and ad-

vance Heretics, schismatics, and rebels TO OUR SAID
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LORD OR niS SUCCESSORS, I will to mij UTMOST PERSECUTE AND
OPPOSE I" Now, reverend gentlemen, you surely do not wish us to

disbelieve your solemn oath 1 Certainly not. Therefore, when we
hear a llomish bishop advocating freedom of conseience and deny-

ing Papal supremacy, we may know that he is merely " letting on ;"

so his " lord " understands it, and so must we, or else we throw the

imputation of perjury into their teeth.

^Vc receive this disclaimer suspiciously for another reason

—

it is

disclaimed and denounced by American Catholics. In American
journals the old doctrine of Hildebrand is openly avowed. Mr.

Erowason in a late number of his Review has said :
" That the popes

have in certain cases deposed temporal sovereigns, and absolved

their subjects from their allegiance, is undoubtedly true; and

that tliey have a right to do so in all analogous cases, we sup-

pose must be conceded, whether we adopt Ultramontane or Galli-

can doctrines."

Here we have it without evasion. An organ of American Cathol-

icism openly, boldly assumes the ground that in the Pope of Home,
by divine ordinance, inheres the prerogative of absolving from alle-

giance the citizens of these States at such time and for such cause

as he may determine; perhaps for rebelling "against the majesty

of the Church!" Is this republicanism? And yet there has been

no official condemnation of Erownsou, who declares that he writes

by episcopal authority !

To see the anti-republican tendencies of Rome we need no longer

go to down-trodden Ital}-, where freedom of conscience is unknown

—

where imprisoned hundreds now groan in papal dungeons for spirit-

ual offences. True, the abuses, the tyranny of the papal govern-

ment have at last arrested the attention of American statt-smen.

But we have in our own midst the evidence. The past few years

have witnessed quite a change in the tone of papal journals. Their

conservatism is gone ; their republicanism is retained as a blind,

but in their columns are found treasonable averments, persecuting

sentiments, and anti-American, anti-progressive doctrines. The
doctrines of the Gregories and Piuses are openly avowed. We can-

not say we regret this. The mask is ofl" or nearly so; the war-cry

is sounded—these lands are claimed for a foreign despot. " We
are fairly warned."

The Bible is denounced, and these men have declared they will

drive it from our schools. They say more—they declare that our

common schools, where the children of rich and poor meet together,

shall be destroyed. They insist that a portion of the funds raised

by taxation shall be placed under their exclusive management for
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the puiT)ose of advancin^r Romanism. The imprisonment of a poorfami jm Tuscany for Bible-reading, and their subsequent ban^!h-ment from their country, are openly approved. And men vho in
public aided m measures for their relief, have been marked for r,o
Iitical destruction! ^

We think we assert a mere truism .vhen Tve say " that no man is
better than his principles." He may conceal them for purposes of
sclf-intcrest; he may disguise them-nay, under external pressure
he may even act contrary to them. But let a time come .vhen hecan develop them without danger, and he will do so. Then will his
actions show that all the while he has played a borrowed part-that
he only bided his time. So we also believe of Churches. Thev can
claim no sanctity nor liberality superior to what they have laid down •

m their authentic standards. They may act in direct contrariety
thereto, but it is for a purpose. Principles are sacred, and will be
carried out whenever possible.

Apply thi.s to Borne. Surely she does not profess to be more
holy, more liberal tiian the doctrines-the infallible doctrines-of
her popes, synods, and councils. Then how idle the assertion how
groundless the argument that she can. under any circumstances
approve of personal freedom! of religious freedom-freedom of
conscience. Ihoro is a doctrine of this pseudo-Church which
seems very liberal. There is no salvation without baptism; and
as thousands must die and be lost if dependent on the hands of
Iloly Mother she has decided that a heretic may baptize, and that
bt. 1 ctcr will acknowledge the validity. Liberal, is it not ? That
It IS the doctrine of the Church, is demonstrated by the following
autlionties :

—

-^ o

The Fourth Ca/io/i of the Council of Trent says :'• Whosoever
shall affirm that baptism, when administered by heretics in the name
of the lather, and ot the Son. and of the Holy Ghost, with the in-
tention of doing what the Church does, is not true baptism, let him
be accursed.

'

• ^

In speaking of the intention. Dens says :— -

b;'^c.,:t;;;rk"r;;?:;j:Sl,^;;:i:i,?r;rd?;£nr "^ -r," ''^"r''
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These quotations, given at length, verify the view we have given

of the Fourth Canon of Trent. Now, why this liberality to here-

tics? Why this legalizing of their ministry? If Rome admits that

persons "dedicated to God by our office and ministry,"' heretic

though we bo, are validly baptized, why denounce her e.xclusiveuess?

Because this baptismal scheme has been designedly framed to hold

rigidly responsible to her laws all who have been baptized in the

name of the Holy Trinity I Those baptized are not eligible to the

privileges of the Holy Church, but are considered as becoming her

subjects ! The Thirteenth Canon of Trent says, " Children are to

be reckoned among the faithful by virtue of baptism;" that is, they

become members of the Church of Rome, whether baptized by here-

tic, schismatic, infidel, Jew, or Turk. Yet Romish '"divines care-

fully distinguish between the qualifications necessary for the validity

of a sacrament and those required in order to enjoy its effects or

fruit.'" "The Eighth and fsinth Canons of Trent teach that all

baptized persons are bound by all the precepts of the Chm-ch of

Rome, written, or delivered by tradition, and are obliged to observe

them, whether willing or unwilUng." And if any man shall teach

that, when they arrive at years of discretion, they are to be left to

their own judgment, " and not to be compelled, meantime, to lead a

Christian life by any oiiiEU punishment than exclusion from the

eucbarist, and other sacraments, let him be accm-sed."

—

Trent

Can., 14. Benedict XIV. says all "baptized heretics or Prot-

estants are members of the Roman Church, and subject to its

authorities and laws."

For the wearisome length of these proofs we make no apology.

They show the doctrine of Rome to be this : Every baptized person,

adult or inf\int, is a scaled subject of the Roman See! iSo matter

in what latitude, of what creed, or what colour—the one universal

Church claims him, soul and body, forever.

Give Rome power, and will that claim be relaxed ? Believe it

who can. What she teaches once, she says she teaches evennore;

and she once said. Let him be accursed who shall teach, that besides

exclusion from the sacraments, other punishments shall not be in-

flicted upon such as disclaim that power. Other punisloncnts

!

Shades of the victims of inquisitorial cruelty ! spirits of Huss, of

"Wiclif, of Ridley! of the Waldcnses whose bleaching bones lie

unburicd on Alpine heights ! could ye speak, what revelations would

we hear of what is included in those terrilile words

!

Give Rome universal pov,cr,.we ask, and will she be better than

her principles? Will she instruct her votaries that only moral

weapons may be used in enforcing her claims on these bap-
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tized subjects ? Reader, do you believe so ? If so, " great is thy

faith."

This doctrine of baptismal dominion furnishes the key ^vhich

unlocks many of her arrogant claims. Our author on this subject

says :

—

" She bas converted the doctrine of baptism into an indelible brand of
slavery; whoever has received the waters of renreneration is under the <lo-

minion of her who declares there is no other Church of Christ. She claims

her slaves wherever they may bo foinid ; declares them as subjects to her
laws, both written and traditional ; and by her int'allible decisions dooms them
to indefinite punishment, till they shall acknowledse her authority and bond
their necks to her yoke. Suck !>, ha^ been, and ever n-'dl ha the doctrino of

the Roman Catholic Church; such is the belief of her sincere members; such
the spirit that ar«tuatos her views, and which, by every possible means, she has

always spread anioncr her members. IJim that denies this doctrine, Rome de-

votes to destruction."

The relation, therefore, we sustain to Rome is not that of the

heathen world ; it is that o^fugitive slaves. Property is proven by

baptism, and she claims the privilege, as soon as she can muster the

power, to "remand us" into her dominion to be dealt with "accord-

ing to law." The end is not yet. If it were, then, while ail bap-

tized persons are '• under the law," those not baptized might appear

to be "under grace." !Not so. The doctrine of universal suprem-

acy would " cover the case." But there is special legislation. Rome
has provided for the compulsory baptism of children, and even of

adults. This our author has clearly shown. See vol. i, book ii,

chap, ii, where he makes the following quotations from Dens :

—

" Can children be lawfully baptized without the knowh'lge or consent of their

parents ? Answer: 1. If the parents are baptized, whether heretics or Catho-

lics, their children may be I<nrjulli/ haplhe'l icilhoid their consent; because

their parent^, by virtue of their own bajitism, and their children by virtue of

their nativity from their baptized parents, are subjects (snliUti) of tlie Church.

But in ca-es where the parents are heretics, (i. c, Protestants,) schismatics. Sec,

their baptized otlVpritij^ ouLrht to be st'pnraled from the parent.-:, lest they be

per^-erted.' 2. If the j)arents arc infidels, or not baptized, and are despotically

subject to a Catholic prince, as slaves or persons taken in war, then, also, iu

that case, their infants may be baptized without the consent of their parents,

because in this cui; tJtf pun nts may he deprived of their children without injury,

as the prince comes into the place of the parent."

May be separated without injury ! Surely the writer of that

cold-blooded sentence had kept his vow of celibacy faithfully, for

had he ever known one swelling emotion, one shigle thrill of paternal

love, he Avould not have written as he has. " ]May be deprived of

their children without injury I" A Catholic editor says, " If the

state comes between the Catholic parent and his child, we will resist

the state." "What is that to tearing" it away?

•^ There is toleration for you I
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The author also quotes a delectable passage from Ferraris :
—

" The
small children of certain infidels, or those "who were never bai)tized,

or of those now baptized, can be baptized without the consent of

their parents This is certain, because heretics are subject to

the jurisdiction of the Church, whence it is so that the Church, for

the preservation of the faith, can compel the parents by punishment,

and can deprive them of their children and baptize them." Now is

Holy Mother's claim to universal dominion made out? All the bap-

tized arc hers, signed with her seal, marked with her mark ; and if

unbaptized, it is her right to drag them to the holy waters and bap-

tize them, thus "opening the doors" of the Church and "compeiling

them to come in." If they refuse, or delay, she can quicken their

zeal and determine their consent by those potent other punish-

ments. In view of these things we press the question, Will E.ome,

possessed of power, be better than her principles ? If this day the

power " that sits upon her seven hills in her whoredoms" ruled these

broad lands as she rules in Italy, in Spain,—as she bids fair to rule

in France,—would she acknowledge, and maintain, or would she repu-

diate these infallible doctrines? Would she carry them out in letter

and spirit, or would she suddenly forget the "faith once delivered"

by her " saintsV Would she not enforce baptism on all children

of unbaptized persons, that she might have the "'answer of a good

conscience?"

Perhaps the following extract from a paper published almost

under the direct control of Archbishop Hughes, may throw some

light upon these questions. In speaking of the imprisonment of the

Madiai. it says: " It is easy to show that, while the Catholic govern-

ment of the entirely Catholic community is not bound in order to

be consistent icith its principles to tolerate any other rchs;ioi/s

teaching, the Protestant state, though having no Catholics established

in its realms, could not, without denying the essential principles of

Protestantism, oppose the introduction of Catholicity, or any other

religion." As this comes from an archiepisco})al organ, it is as

near infallibility as anything we can have this side the Vatican. It

states the distinctive features of Romanism and Protestantism :

—

1. Romanism, where in power, is under no obligation to tolerate

any other form of religion.

2. Protestantism is, by its essential constitution, bound to tolerate

freedom of opinion and worship

!

Here, then, we have them side by side—which of the two is better

adapted to the genius of our government "judge ye."

. This journal is not alone in such views. Some Catholics repu-

diate them, and denounce them in unmeasured terms. But they arc
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We have alluded to the Romanist controversy on the subject of

free schools and free education. Ere this paper can be published

this Avholc question may assume a different ground, for the leaders

fuid tlicy have made a sad blunder in the initiative, and will no doubt

shift their ground. As matters now stand this is about the case.

In a number of cities the Romanists demanded that a portion of the

funds raised by direct taxation for common-school purposes should

be transfej-red to them, and that with them they might teach the

dogmas of Romanism. The stern rebuke they have received at the

ballot-bo.x has sorely maddened them, and they now swear by all

the saints in the catalogue that they will secure their purpose.

What has caused this sudden and wide-spread effort? Some of

our American editors have in days past by glorified Pio I^ono as a

progressive pope, imbued with liberal ideas. These will, perhaps,

read with some astonishment the following from his holiness' allo-

cution to his rebellious subjects in New-Grenada:

—

,

" Xor must we pass ovor in silence, that by the new constitution of that

republic enacted in these recent times, anionic other tilings, the riijhf also of
free education ix defcwled, and liberty of all kinds is t/iven to all, so tliat each

person ina>/ even print and publish his thoughts, and all kinds of monsirous

portents of opinions, and profess pricatch/ and puhlichj ivhatever worship he

pleases. You assuredly see. venerable brothers, how horrible ami sncritrfjlous

a war is proclaimed a^rainst the Catholic Church by the rulers of the llepublic

of Xcw-Grenada, and what and how ureat injuries have been inflicti-d on the

said Church and its sacred rights, pastors, and ministers, AXD ouu sitricme
AUTiioniTY, and that of this'lloly See."

Beyond all controversy this is authoritative. In each line and in

every sentiment are reonacted the doctrines of Rome in the palmy

days of inquisition, rack, stake, and thumb-screw. In each thought

is breathed deep and vengeful hate to free education and unshackled

religion. Ay, and "horrible" and "sacrilegious" is the exercise of

" private judgment." But we wrote it simply to ask this question,

" Was there any connexion between the publication of this allocu-

tion and the sudden array of Romanism against fi-ee schools in so

many places?" An Italian despot denounces free education as a

horrid and sacrilegious war against the Church! The words of this

despot, once for his tyranny and oppression driven by the hatred

of his people into exile, and now sustained in place and power by
the bayonets of the perjured iS'apoleon—the words of this oppressor

of his people and pandcrer to oppressors and usurpers—his worels,

written in his palace at Rome, find their way to this land, and lo

!

all at once men who prate loudly of love to American institutions,

raise the shout, " Down with the godless schools I" Here is revealed

a significant fact: the American Catholic priesthood is politically

subject to Rome.
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And if not free education, then -what? We answer Rome uill be

content with no system not thorou;^hly pureed of heresy. A late

prochiitner, who spukc, doubtless, with the a{)probation of Archbisliop

Purccll, said, " A chihl cannot help becoming the child of the devil

when not taught by a minister;" that is, a Romish priest— a Jesuit!

The contest for some years with Romanism in this land is to be

waged upon this ground. The fair fields of childhood shall witness

the meeting of the forces. For that arc weapons burnished and

troops marshalled. The prize is worthy the contestants. We meet

in a struggle for the souls of our children with an armij trained

for tliis special strife. Hear Romish language—Brownson, in his

Review of last January, says :
" Our enemies rely upon godless

schools—state education—as a means of checking the progress of

Catholicity. We must admit they have laid their plans with infernal

skill. The result will not equal their anticipations, however. The

attention of the Catholic world has been directed to this subject by

those whom God has sent to rule over us, and a struggle, which will

end in victory for the Church, has begun between Catholicity and

the state to see who shall have the child." ISote the sentiments.

This man, who, after making almost innumerable gyrations, has

landed at last in the true fold, and is read}' in all things to obey his

bisliop.? who " have the rule over him," tells us that the attention of

the Catholic world is directed to the sijstem of free schools in

these states ! Against that system have combined the hosts and

energies of Catholicity ! But more : he tells us— this honourable,

law-abiding, rc-publican Mr. Brownson—tells us that these hosts have

met and have begun a war against the state I It was begun, it

seems, by order of the Catholic bishops assembled in convention in

Baltimore the May before the above precious morceau found its way

into the world. These men, be it remembered, hold their oflSce from

the despot of Italy, and are sworn to do his bidding and '• defend

his regalities." His Grenada allocution declares his will, and there-

fore we cannot wonder that his sworn vassals' in this land deter-

mined to begin a war against the state. Shall it be said that these

are personal opinions? Where is the Catholic journal that has

denounced them ? Has his ordinari/ condemned them ? No.

The conclusion, then, is fairly made out. The immediate object

of papal efTort is the control of popular education in the United

States. Look out, then, and sec the net- work of tlie system all over

the land. We have already said there was an army trained for tins

purpose. But with tiiat training they have some drawbacks. By

the ungodly dogma of clerical celibacy, and the celibacy of their

nuns, they have destroyed in their teachers the paternal sentiment.
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There have we the advantage, and we enter the conflict as they

cannot. We contend for our children. The control of childliood,

the moulding of the youthful mind in this country fur the next quar-

ter of a century, shall decide the ascendency of Protestantism or

Catholicity.

We may need some justification for citing ephemeral news-
papers so freely. We had heard much of the pro<rression of

Romanism. From trading politicians had we heard repeatedly

that the Roman Catholic element in our land was one of the

strongest assurances of republican stability—that American Cath-

olicity repudiated tyranny and denounced the oppression of con-

science— that it moved "among the foremost first" in the cause

of human freedom. We hoped it might be so. For the sake of

humanity we wished to see it proved. This anxiety directed our

attention to their newspaper literature, which is usually a more
reliable exponent of the popular mind than literature of a graver cast.

We knew, too, that most "Catholic journals" were organs of the

episcopacy, llcnce for a "delineation" of American Romanism
we have looked there.

In the extracts from the Catholic press contained in this paper, is

in part the result of that search. \Ve might ask. "Whoso image

and superscription is this T Is it that of One who said, " My king-

dom is not of this world ?"

Some have dreamed of an xVmerican Catholicity, separated from

Rome, repudiating Papal authority, yet in doctrine and form abid-

ing suSiciently near " the old landmarks " to make it acceptable to

Catholics from every land. Yain hope ! Catholicity must have a

unity, and that unity must centre in an earthly head. There is to

be no reformation of the system to be hoped for. Liberal disguises

may be assumed for a time; but when they may be cast off without

danger, they will be, and then the Romanism of this country will be

seen identical with that of llildobrand or Loyola.

It becomes the ministers of the Lord Jesus to be ready—fully

prepared for this contest. They cannot leave it to be settled by
practical politicians. Roman Catholic votes are valuable ; they

may decide even a presidential election. Consequently, political

leaders will move cautiously ; they will not destroy the hope of party

triumph for any abstraction, however high the principles it may
involve. The true Church of God, led on by ministers divinely

called, must meet the shock already determined against American

institutions.

Our own denomination and ministry have an important part
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assigned them in this controversy; especially in the mighty, the

ilUmitublc AVcst have wc access to the people such as none others

haye. It is our duty to mould those masses in the mould of truth.

It is also our duty to " warn them of approaching danger "—to

speak to them honcstl}- of the treasonable designs, or, to speak more

mildly, the anti-republican doctrines of Romanism. Therefore

should -^e, especially those of us ^\ho are yet blessed T^-iih youth

and favoured with privileges our fathers never had, study and under-

stand what liomanism is. Understanding it clearly, refutation will

be easy. Our fathers had their warfare. jVobly did they fight their

battles, and bright was their victory. We have other foes and other

battles. Antichrist and atheism have made peace, and together

assail the teachings of the Bible, and endeavour to wrest it from our

children. We must meet them ; the issue we dread not. Ours are

still the pure forms of Protestantism; ours still the everlasting

gospel ; ours the promise of the perpetual presence of the '' Cap-

tain of tlie Lord's hosts ;'' and ours still the " Holy Ghost sent down

from heaven." Evangelical religion lives not by permission from

the enemies we have named, but in spite of them. It will still live.

Watered it may be—as by the bidding of Rome it hath been in

days gone by—by the "blood of the saints," but still it cannot be

destroyed. " No weapon formed against it shall prosper."

To aid in a preparation for this warfare have we recommended Dr.

Elliott's work. It is a complete Thesaurus of the subjects included

in the controversy.

We understand that the learned author intends adding a third

volume on political Romanism, and that until then the work is con-

sidered by himself as unfinished. A volume on that topic from his

pen at this time would be most opportune. When that is done, it is

hoped that a new edition of the first and second volumes will be

prepared by the venerablo author himself, and that copious indexes

will accompany it. .. .

"Were it not savouring too greatly of presumption, we would offer

one suggestion. We will offer it any how, for it originated with

older and wiser ministers. It is the preparation of an abridged

delineation for popular use. It will perhaps be hard for the doctor

to put ' Homer in a nutshell;" but still we only echo the sentiments

of ripe experience when we say that the times upon which we have

fallen demand such a work.
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Art. IV.—the GENUINENESS OF DANIEL.

1. Dissertations on the Genuineness of Daniel. By Dr. E. W. Hengstemseeg, Pro-

fessor of Theology in the University of Berlin. Edinburgh. 1847.

2. Neue kritische Untcrsuchiingen iibtr das Buck Daniel. Yon Heinrich Havek-

KicK, dcr Theoloeie Doctor, u. s. w. Hamburg. 1S38.

3. ^ Commentary attd Dc/tnce of Daniel. By MoSES Stuakt. Boston. 1S-jO.

4. Das Buck Daniel verdeutscht tind ausgelegt. Von C. Vox Lenoeuke. ISLJS.

5. A Critical and Historical Introduction to the Canon of the Old Testament. By
Wm. M. L. De Wette.

We purpose iu the present article to consider the most important

objections that have been made to the f^cnuineuess of the Book of

Daniel, and to bring forward the arguments that may be adduced in

support of it ; but before we do this we shall inquire into the exist-

ence and age of Daniel. There is not the slightest reason for sup-

posing Daniel to be a mythical character. If a book is forged in

the name of a person, it shows that at the time of the forgery not

only was there no doubt of his existence, but also that he was a man
of repute. We need not, however, rely wholly on an a pri(jri argu-

ment in proof of his existence and reputation, for the prophet Ezekiel,

•who lived during the captivity, makes express mention of him.

(Chap, .xiv, 14, '20, and xxviii, 3.) jSow if Daniel did not live dur-

ing the captivity, the question arises. To what period can we assign

his history? The passages cited from Ezekiel speak of him as a

man of distinction, and show that he was well known to the proph-

et's contemporaries. But we have a connected history of the -Tews

from the calling of Abraham to the captivity, and there is nowhere

mentioned a man of any eminence by the name of Daniel. He
must, therefore, have lived during the captivity. Besides, it would

be very improbable that a fabricator of his history would place him

in the captivity, if it had not been the general voice of tradition

that he lived at that period. At the time Ezekiel wrote, he enjoyed,

according to our book, the highest reputation at Babylon.

"We shall now proceed to consider the objections that have been

made to the book's having proceeded from Daniel.

I. Its Position in the Canon.
It is known to every one in the least degi-cc acquainted with the

Hebrew Bible, that the arrangement of its books is different from

that of the English version. We have, first, the Bcutateuch; next,

^Yhat are called the earlier prophets, beginning with .Toshua and end-

FouuTH Series, Vol. YL—35
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ing with II. Kings, the same as in the English version, Avith the ex-
ception of Ruth

; after these the later prophets, viz., Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, and the twelve minor prophets. The last division, called
the Hagiographa, comprises all the remaining canonical books,
twelve in number. In this last division, Daniel is the ninth book,'

standing between Esther and Ezra.

Kow, say the objectors, if the book had been written when the
later propliets were arranged, it would have been placed along with
them in the second division of the Sacred Canon, and not m the
third; and its position, therefore, must be owing to the lateness of
its composition.

The first point to be determined in replying to this objection is,

whether the canonical books were originally arranged as they now
are. Hengstenberg and Ilavernick^^ assume in their reasoning the
affirmative, and account for the position of Daniel by making a'dis-
tinction between x-;:, one who held the prophetic office, and rTn and
nxi, one tvho had the prophetic gift tcithout the office. According
to this view, Daniel, not being in the prophetic office, could not be
placed with the regular prophets, but in the Kagiographa. Profes-
sor Stuart, however, denies that any such distinction is made in the
Bible in the application of these terms to the prophets ; and in this
he seems to be ri-ht, though we are inclined to think there may have
been a difference between regular prophets and those who were not
so. His opinion is that the Book of Daniel was not placed among
the Kethubim, ( Ilagiographa,) but occupied its proper place among
the prophets, down to the time of Jerome and the compiling of the
Talmud. In proof of this position he appeals to the divFsion of
Law, Prophets, and other books, as made by Sirach, who describes
the third division as consisting of /itP.r/ hovolkC^v and t'-// tyypa0a,—
i. e., poetry to be sung, and written maxims. This, he' observes,
would exclude Daniel from the third division. This division, in
Luke xxiv, 44. is called Psalms. But Daniel has nothing to do with
Psalms. Philo and Josephus's description of the character of the
third division by no means suits the hypothesis that Daniel was
included in it. He, in the next place, runs over the catalo-ues of
the councils and fathers, beginning about A. I). 170, with Melito, in
Eusebius. and ending about A. D.^390; and in all of them he finds

Daniel placed among the prophets. He also remarks that in the

Septuagint, Bos's edition. Daniel stands between Ezekiel and the

minor prophets. But in Van E.^s's edition, which I have before me,
Daniel is plaee.l immediately after Ezekiel, and just before the Mac-
cabees, which close the book. But is it not probable that the early

" In Kitto's Cyclopedia.
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Christians, as they generally used the Septuagint, followed its

arrangement of the books'^ And may these not have been arranged

in the order of their translation, and not in the order of the Hebrew?

We may, however, remark that there is no proof that the present

arrangement of the books of the Canon was originally the same.

And the probability would seem to be in favour of the hypothesis

that Daniel was originally among the prophets. For his degi-ada-

tion fro?n that position, various reasons have been assigned, which

are hardly satisfactory. But it is quite clear that his present posi-

tion in the canon affords no proof of his having been introduced

long after the captivity, for the Lamentations of Jeremiah are

placed in the same division, and the Book of Ezra is placed after

Daniel.

II. Greek Words in Daniel.

It is alleged that there are several Greek words in Daniel, and

that, therefore, it could not have been written before the time of

Alexander the Great, or, at farthest, the latter part of the reign of

Darius Hystaspis, who invaded Greece B. C. 490, when Daniel was

no longer alive. ::^?:r"',5 -rrgorifioi, t!3-5 Miyna, nrns k-^qv^, tio

KrjQvoaeiv, cr^rr'p Kidapi^, 5<r-3 aaufivKq, m'^^'z oviicpuvia, ^rrcD

4'a/.ri'jQiot\ r"--: ~^:raao^, rZ'z: roiumta. This list is quoted from

Bcrtholdt by Hengstenberg ; but it must be observed that the Greek

origin of several of them is no longer advocated by the o])])onents

of tiie genuineness. Thoy are the names of musical instruments,

and occur in the third chapter. The first of these words, f^.—r,

is, according to Gcsenius, of Persian origin. The second, t:^.--:, he

thinks, is probably Persian. In regard to the third and fourth, t-r, he

remarks: 'This root is widely diffused in the Indo-European lan-

guages; e. !?., Sanscrit, krns, to cry out; Zend, k/ircsio, crying out,

a herald ; Persian, the same ; German, kreischen ; English, cry."

It is evident, then, that this word is not of Greek origin. The

fifth word, c:--'-;:, the same philologist seems inclined to regard

as of Greek origin ; but Lcngcrke. an opponent of the genuineness,

thinks that both the Greek and Chaldee words come from the Per-

sian word sitareh, which means a si.\-stringed instrument. Strabo

regards this word as of foreign origin: KidaQai' 'Aaiartv paoaov,

ii'iidng the Asiatic harp. Roscnmullcr remarks in regard to it:

"Tlie word is rather of a barbarian (/. e., oriental) than of a Greek

origin." The sixth, xrtc, Strabo affirms to be of barbarian (i. p.,

oriental.) origin; to which origin Gesenius offers no objection. The

seventh, "-^rr^r't;, Gesenius regards as the Greek nvnounia. Prof.

Stuavc thinks this quite probable. That the instnunent is called
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iT'^siD in verse ten, Ilengstenberg thinks unfavourable to this deriva-

tion. Ilavernick expresses his conviction that the word is derived

from the Hebrew rj"c, (a reed,) and remarks that its formation is not

more strange than that of sfi and ''ivt'2.* In Polybius, who flour-

ished about 150 B. C, the word ovji(pG)via is used for a musical

concert, (Liddell and Scott's Greek Lexicon;) but this meaning

scarcely suits Daniel, for the word occurs among musical instru-

vicnts. Now a concert is a v/iion of musicians ; and this is not to

be looked for in the description of musical insti-uments. The

eighth, i:::^-:, Gcsenins considers as the Greek word ipa/-jj()iov.

This Hengstenberg thinks doubtful ; while Stuart is of opinion that

the word is of Egyptian origin, from the fact that santir, a form

very similar to it, is tlu* name of a musical instrument now used by

the Arabs in Cairo. We do not, however, think that this proves the

antiquity of the word, as it may have been introduced in modern

times. The ninth, zi—sz, Gesenius derives from the Hebrew -Vt 5

and the last one, nrrr:, he derives from the Hebrew it^ . Thus the nine

or ten words of Greek origin arc reduced to two or three, and these

doubtful. The word baini*, in Ezra i, 9, is regarded by some as the

Greek K(iQTa/.n(;. If this could be established, would it disprove

the genuineness of Ezra ? The word r^Vp, in Genesis, Gesenius

thinks might come from the Greek -dAAa^. If this derivation be

correct, will any one contend that Genesis was not composed until

long after tlie I'ub^-lonian captivity? In Judges vii, IG, the word

T^sb occurs, and there is no Hebrew verb in use from which we can

derive it. But how easy is it to derive it from the Greek Ao/i-rof,

a lamp, the same meaning as the Hebrew word. And will it fol-

low, then, that the Book of Judges Avas not written until the time

of Alexander the Great? Why, then, should the existence of two

or three Greek words in Daniel be thought to indicate that it was

written long after the captivity ? But it is easy to account for t!ic

existence at Babylon of musical instruments of Grecian origin; for,

as far back as the time of Sennacherib, Greeks settled in Asia

Minor, and from them these musical instruments may have been

introduced into Babylon. But apart from this fact, before the time

of Daniel. Babylon had extensive commercial relations, and a peo-

ple peculiarly fond of music would import musical instrument? from

every source,! just as we introduce the conveniences and fashions

of Europe. And what is remarkable in Daniel, is the fact that no

•* These two words nre (Icrived from ^Z'2.

t De Wctte admits, in hU Introduction to the Old Testament, that these instru-

ments of music may have l>ccn brought to r.abylon from Greece.
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other words occur which can be of Greek origin. Musical instru-

ments could be easily conveyed from one country to another.

There is no Greek colouring in the book, which wc might expect had

it been written in the time of the Maccabees.

Til. The Silence of Jesus Sirach.

It is asserted by some of the opponents of the genuineness, that

Jesus Sirach, in giving (chapters .\iiv-lx) a list of the great men
among the Jews, omits the name of Daniel. But the argumcntnin

a silentio is in many cases very delusive. If applied to either

sacred or profane history, it leads to results which no sensible man
can for a moment admit. If a writer professes to give a catalogue

of all the men who have distinguished themselves in any particular

department, then the omission of any distinguished name in that

department may be considered as a probable proof that, in the

judgment of the writer, no such character existed. But this is not

the case here ; for Sirach does not profess to give a list of all the

distinguished men of Israel. He begins in the following manner

:

" Let us praise distinguished men, even our fathers in their gener-

ation." Chap, xliv, vcr. 1. Enoch is the first name in his list. ]Soah,

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, Moses, Joshua," and a few others of the

early ages, next follow. He altogether omits Jephihab, Gideon, and

Samson—distinguished men. Of the later eminent Jews, he makes
no mention of Mordecai, or Ezra; passes over Esther in silence;

but gives us Zorobabel and Xebemiah. In chap, xlix, ver. 10, he

mentions the twelve prophets ; but Bretschneider has proved this

passage to bo spurious, so that the minor prophets are also omitted.

There is, then, nothing strange in the omission of Daniel. The
reason assigned by some for his omission, is the fact that he lived at

the Babylonian court, and did not labour among the Jewish people.

Furthermore, several of the men in Sirach's list never wrote any-

thing. It is not their books that he is praising, but their deeds. If

Daniel was a man of an}'- eminence, he could with propriety have

been placed in the catalogue, though he had left no writings. The
omission of his name, therefore, on the part of Sirach, proves that

no such character ever existed, (if it proves anything,) in positive

contradiction to Ezekiel. Suppose Sirach had praised Daniel with-

out mentioning his book; this would only have been another testi-

mony to his existence and character, not a confirmation of the gen-

uineness of his book, any further than Ezekiel's testimony alrea'ly

confirms it. The omission amounts to little or nothing, and has,

accordingly, been passed over by some of the opponents of the

genuineness.
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IV. Historical Errors.

It is contended by the opponents of Daniel that it contains his-

torical errors. If this charge were true, we are not sure that it

would prove the spuriousncss of the book, though it might prove

that Daniel was not in cvcnjtJiing inspired, and did not possess

accurate information on all the points of history of which he wrote.

We shall, however, show that the charge is unfounded. "In the

third year of the reign of Jclioiakim king of Judah came Nebuchad-

nezzar king of Babylon unto Jerusalem, and besieged it. And the

Lord gave Jehoiakim king of Judah into his hand,'' (fcc Dan. i, 1, 2.

" The word tluit came to Jeremiah concerning all the people of

Judah in the fourth year of Jehoiakim—that was the Jirst year of

Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon." Jeremiah xxv, 1. According to

this latter passage the first year of Nebuchadnezzar corresponds, in

part at least, with the fourth year of Jehoiakim ; and yet in the

third year of Jehoiakim he is called king, evidently before he had
mounted the throne. Hengstenbcrg, Ilavernick, and Stuart pursue

nearly the same method in removing the discrepancy; and as it

seems to us quite satisfactory, we shall adopt it. Derosus, the Chal-

dean historian, (quoted by Josephus, lib. x, cap. ii.) states that when
Nebuchadnezzar's father, Ncbuchodonosor, [Nabopollassar,] heard

that the governor whom he had set over Egypt and the pkices about

Ccclosyria and I'lirx-nicia had revolted from him, he committed to

his son Nebuchadnezzar some parts of his army, and sent them
against him. Nebucliadnezzar gave him battle, defeated him, and
reduced the country from under his sul)jection, and made it a branch

of his own kingdom. About this time Nebuchadnezzar heard that

his father was dead, and having settled the affairs of Egypt and the

other countries, as also those that concerned the captive Jeics and

Phoenicians, and those of the Egyptian nations, and having com-

mitted the conveyance of them to Babylon to certain of his friends,

he went himself hastily with a few others over the desert to Babylon.

So he took upon him the management of public affairs, and of the

kingdom Avhich had been kejjt for him by one that was principal of

the Chaldeans ; and he received the entire dominions of his father,

and appointed that when the captives came they should be placed as

colonies in the most proper places of Babylonia.* The beginning

of this expedition must have been in the end of the third year of

Jehoiakim, (the same as Dan. i, 1.) In Jeremiah .\lvi, 2, it is stated

that Nebuchadnezzar, in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, smote the

army of Pharaoh-Nccho, king of Egypt, which was by the river

** This is the substance of the passage. Some -words not relevant to our pur-

pose we have omitted.
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Euphrates, in Carchemish. Some months, •sve may suppose, -were

necessary from the time of the setting out of the expedition until the

capture of the city. Now, since Jehoiakiiii had been set on the

throne by the king of Egypt, there is nothing improbable in the sup-

position that before besieging Carchemish he besieged Jerusalem,

and carried away captives in the third year of Jehoiakim. But even

if Jerusalem was not taken until after the defeat of the Egyptians

at Carchemish, the discrepancy might be reconciled on the hypoth-

esis that the fii'st year of Nebuchadnezzar did not begin at the

same time that the third of Jehoiakim did, but several months after.

In this way the first year of Nebuchadnezzar would correspond to the

third and fourth of Jehoiakim. That Nebuchadnezzar is calhhl king

in the lifetime of his father is not strange. He may have been a

co-regent with his father; but even if he was not, it was quite

natural that the appellation should be given to him. As far as the

Jews were concerned, he was an absolute sovereign. We ourselves

could speak of General Washington's accompanying Braddock in

his Indian expedition, though, in fact, he had not then attained the

rank of general. In the same manner we might speak of President

Pierce's campaign in Mexico. Upon the whole, this objection turns

out to be an argument in favour of Daniel. Had the author been a

more fabricator, what could have induced him to place the siege in

the third year of Jehoiakim in apparent contradiction to Jeremiah?

A forger would have either been silent respecting dates, or would

have followed the very icords of the sacred history.

Lengerke sa^'s, "The book introduces a Cyaxarcs II. (Parius

the iNIede) who never existed ;" on which Havernick remarks, " To

this bold hypothesis but few have been able to rise—it would be the

most glaring historical error, and, indeed, the most recent scholars

here abandon our critic." In reference to this Darius, Josephus

says, " He was the son of Astyages, and had another name among

the Greeks."

—

Antiq., lib. x, cap. ii, sec. 4. On which Gesenius

remarks: "This Avas apparently Cyaxares II.. the son and suc-

cessor of Astyages, and uncle of C\tus, who held the empire of

Media between Astyages and Cyrus, yet so that Cyrus was his col-

league and viceroy; on which account he alone is mentioned by

Herodotus."

—

Heb. Lex. Herodotus, Ctesias, Diodorus Siculus,

Strabo, and Polya'uus, know nothing of a king between Astyages

and Cyrus. But if the Book of Daniel be genuine, (and in discuss-

ing this subject no one has a right io assinne the contrary,) his tes-

timony is worth more than all these historiuns put together; and that

he possessed accurate knowledge of Babylonian affairs we shall

show in another place. The testimony of one credible eye-witness
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weighs more than that of a dozen men who write from rumour.

Daniel was upon the spot; those historians were remote. There is,

however, a passage in Eusebius's Praparatio EvangeUca, from

Abydenus, which Ilengstcnberg quotes in proof of the existence of

the Darius in Daniel. After it has been mentioned that Cyrus

made the last king of IJahylon a present of the province of Carmania

after his imprisonment, we have these words : Darius rex de rcgione

depuliL aUquantuhtm. There is also a passage in ^TEschylus, where

a ruler between Astyagcs and Cyrus is spoken of. (Persai, 705-8.)

The same kings often bore different names, which makes the great

difficulty in identifying them. What Daniel says in reference to

the division of lands by Darius, corresponds to what Xeuophon
relates, so that the only point of difference is in the name of the

ruler. But if no such king as Darius the Mede ever existed, can

we believe that the author of the Book of Daniel, supposing it to

have been forged in the Maccabean times, would have introduced

him? Is it characteristic of writers of history, or even of novelists,

to introduce historical men who, in the judgment of mankind, never

existed? What would we think of an historian, or of a novelist,

indeed, who should introduce a king of England between James 11.

and William Prince of Orange? The fame of Cyrus completely

eclipsed that of his predecessor Darius ; it spread all over the East

and West. In the Apocryphal addition to Daniel, written probably

about the times of the Maccabees, we have this statement :
" King

Astyagcs was gathered to his fathers, and Cyrus the Persian received

his kingdom." Had Daniel been written at that age, it would prob-

ably have contained a similar stalement.

In Dan. V, 11, 13, IS, Nebuchadnezzar is called the /a//ic/- of Bel-

shazzar, which some think an incorrect statement, as he was several

degrees removed from him. But the Hebrew i^' father, has a very

extensive meaning.* In 1 Kings xv, 11, David, who was removed

from Asa four degrees, is called his father. The last king of the

Babylonians is called by Herodotus, Labynctus ; by Berosus, ]Sabon-

nedus. In this there is nothing which should surprise us, as the

Eastern kings bore a variety of names. Xenophon agrees with

Daniel as to the fate of Belshazzar.t (Cyrop. vii, 5, 30.) In viii, 2,

Daniel states that he was in Shushan in the palace, in the province

" See Gcsoniu". suh voce.

f Hi'ivernick sujiposes that Bclshazzar -was not the last kinjrof the Babvlonian*,

but that he wa« i'lentical with Evil-Meroihich, the son of Nebuchadnezzar. This

opinion, we think, uulenahle. for immediately after his death it is said: "And

Darius the Median took the kingdom." Dan. v, 31. Here is no room for the inter-

position of a king.
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of Elura, and saw a vision. Now it has been alleged that it was not

until after Cyrus that the kings took up their winter residence

there. This, however, cannot be proved. Jeremiah (xlix, 34j pre-

dicts the destmction of Elam. And in Ezekiel (xxxii, '24) we find

this people named among others that were destroyed by the king

of Eabylon. In the time of Belshazzar it may have been incor-

porated into the Ass}Tian empire, and the king may then have had

his winter residence there. Yet there is no necessity for supposing

that Daniel was really at Shushan. He says: "It came to pass

when I saw that I was at Shushan;" that is, in his vision he seemed

to be there. The reason for placing the vision in Shushan was the

circumstance that this was to be the future metropolis of Pei-sia, the

destruction of which was predicted in the vision. In like manner

Ezekiel is represented (viii, 3 ; xl, 2) as carried to Jerusalem in the

visions of God, where no bodily presence is intended.

Lengerke thinks there is a contradiction between Daniel ii, 1. and

i, 5, IS. In the first of these passages it is stated that Nebuchad-

nezzar dreamed dreams in the second year of his reign, which Dan-

iel interpreted; and it is said in the last of these passages that

Daniel and his three friends, having been nourished for three years,

were brought in before the king. Now Nebuchadnezzar is called

king when he is spoken of as bringing away Daniel from Jerusalem

;

and tlu-ee years for nourishing him previous to his standhig before

the king, would make it at least in the tJiird or fourlli year of his

reign. But all difficulty vanishes by bearing in mind that he is

called king in chap, i, ver. 1, by anticipation, while he was general

in his father's lifetime, (as we have before rendered probable,) and

that the second year of his reign has reference to his accession to his

father's government.

The accoimt in the third chapter of Nebuchadnezzar's setting up

a golden imago, and commanding everybody to worship it, has been

severely criticised by some of our opponents. The image which he

set up is stated to be sixty cubits (about ninety feet) in height, and

its breadth six cubits, (nine feet.) These proportions, on the suppo-

sition that it was a human figure, have been pronounced monstrous.

It should have been about fifteen feet in breadth. But Prof Stuart

remarks that it is not stated at what part of the image the breadth

was taken. We would, however, suppose at that part which gave

the average breadth. There is no reason for supposing the figure to

have been symmetrical. The Babylonian figures were characterized

by rudeness and monstrosity. Ilengstenberg supposes that zi'i may
mean an obelisk, and then all difficulty vanishes. Columns in hon-

our of the gods were very common among the ancients. Some have
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thought that the ninety feet hi height included the pedestal ; in that

case it ui-.iy have been a syninictrical human figure. That the statue

was of solid gold, which some objectors suppose, there is not the

least probability. It was probably hollow, or made of wood or

Bome other substance, and covered with gold. Wooden altars

covered with gold are called by Moses golden. Compare Exodus

xxxvii, 25, with xxxix, 3S, etc. The conduct, too, of ISebuchadnoz-

zar in compelling the Hebrew children to worship the iujagc, is

thought to be inconsistent with the toleration which at that time was

allowed all religions. But it is obvious that the objectors do not

understand the matter. The king was willing to allow the Jews the

privilege of worshipping their God, but at the same time he expect-

ed of them an acknowledgment of his own. It was the exclusive-

ness of their religion that excited his hatred. Judaism admitted of

no compromise. Qther religions, without any sacrifice of their

principles, could acknoAvIcdge the claims of other gods. It was the

same spirit of exclusiveness that brought upon Christianity so much
persecution in its early history.

The truth of the account of Nebuchadnezzar's madness has been

called in question by some critics. Their objection to it is not so

much the improbability of the thing in itself, as the silence of ancient

history respecting it. But this silence can be easil}' explained.

Kone of the other books of the Old Testament make any mention

of the latter part of the life of I^ehuchadnezzar. The historical

books (with the exception of three,—Esther. Ezra, and. Jsehemiah)

extend only to the c;iptivity; and the three which make the excep-

tion treat oidy of the Persian dominion. There was no occasion,

therefore, for these writers to refer to this incident in the king's life.

The oldest of the Oroek historians, Herodotus, does not give us the

history of Nebuchadnezzar at all. xVmong the Chaldean historians,

as Hengstenberg remarks, there remain only Abydenus and Berosus

from whom we may expect any information abput this occurrence

;

and Berosus says tliat the king, falling sick, {tfi-eacbv elg appojariav,)

died. Hengstenberg, Hilvernick, and Stuart are of opinion that in

this passage there is an allusion to the king's madness. Of Neri-

glossar and JSabonned, who are not represented as dying natural

deaths, falling sick is not mentioned. There is a passage in Abyde-

nus in which Nebuchadnezzar is rejn-esented as ascending to the

roof of his palace, where he becomes inspired by some god, and de-

livers a prediction in reference to the future government of the

country; and, from the language he uses, he seems to refer to his

own madness and wanderings. In the judgment of the ancients,

there was a close connexion between madness and a prophetic spirit.
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But it must be observed, in reference to the Chaldean historians, that

they had a national propensity to embcUishnicnt. It is not likeh',

therefore, that they would relate anything that wouli.1 in the least

degree detract from the greatness of their kings. In the account of

the king's madness and roaming at large, there is nothing improba-

ble. There are several instances of the sort recorded in history.

In the description of the king's madness, strong expressions are

used, in accordance ^vith the custom of the Orientals ; but there is

nothing to warrant us in believing that he was metamorphosed into

a brute. Hongstcnbcrg is of opinion that he was kept chained.

The decree of Darius that no man should ask a petition of any

god or man, except of the king, for thirty days, (Dan. vi, 7, 12,) is

considered by some as very improbable, since it would be a suspen-

sion of religious duties for the time. It has, nevertheless, been

shown that " the kings of the Modes and Persians were worshipped

as representacious and incarnations of Ormuzd ;" and Ileereu re-

marks :
" The person of the king in Asiatic kingdoms is the centre

about which everything moves. He is regarded not merely as rulor,

but rather as proprietor of land and people." Plutarch relates

that it was a custom among the Persians " to honour the king, and

to worship the image of God, the preserver of all things." Curtius

also says, " The Persians worship their kings among the gods."

That the Assyrians really regarded their kings as incarnations of

their divinity, Ormuzd, is proved from the monuments of j^iueveh,

discovered by Layard.

The prophecies of the Book of Daniel, say its impugners, are

remarkably definite respecting events until the time of Antiochus

Epiphanes, after which they are quite obscure ; and they contend

that this is a proof that the book was composed in the age of that

king.

In reference to the first part of this objection, we may remark

that Daniel's prophecies are not more definite than some of those of

the other prophets. Jeremiah (chap, xxv, 11, 12, and xxix, 10,) pre-

dicted that the Babylonian captivity should last seventy years.

What more definite than this? Also in reference to the destruction

of Babylon he is very definite, describing the manner of the cap-

ture of the city, by the drying up of the Euphrates while her men
were dnink. (Chap. 1, 38, and li, 32, 30, 37, 30.) Isaiah, too, is

very definite respecting Babylon, (chap, xiii, 10-22;) and (chap,

xvi, 14) he predicts the destruction of Moab in the most precise

language :
" Within three years, as the years of a hireling." i.tc.

;

the addition, "as the years of a hireling^' is to show that it shall

neither be more nor less. And he foretells our Saviour's history
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with the greatest accuracy. (Chap, lii, 13-15, and chap, liii.) More
exnraples are u: elcss. In reference to the second part of the objec-

tion, that after the time of Antiochus Epiphanes the prophecies are

obscure, ^ve remark that this is not altogether true, for Daniel pre-

dicts the establishment of the Messiah's kingdom during the exist-

ence of the fourth kingdom—the Roman; (chap, ii, 4i;) that in the

course of seventy ^vecks (weeks of years, i. c, four hundred and

ninety) the Messiah should be cut off, sacrifice and oblation should

cease, everlasting righteousness brought in, etc. (Chap, ix.) But

suppose the objection were true, that they are obscure, it would not

follow that those which are clear were written after the events.

But few of Jeremiah's prophecies go far beyond the captivity. The

prophecies of Isaiah are very definite respecting Christ; less defi-

nite after him. Were they written after (Christ? It sometimes has

happened, as has been observed by Ilengstenberg, that God granted

the prophets only a definite knowledge of the times immediately

subsequent to their ago. Furthermore, the accuracy of the fulfil-

ment of Daniel's prophecies in reference to events that happened

previous to Antiochus Epiphanes, is principally owing to the fact

that Porphyry, in the third century, collected the historical materi-

als -which prove their fulfilment. But this has not been done in the

case of any of the other ancient prophets.

We may remark, in general, upon the objections to the genuineness

of Daniel, that an acute mind may frame objections to the best

authenticated books. Objections, indeed, may be made to the most

firmly established facts. It would be a difficult matter for the most

acute logician to answer Archbishop \Vhately's Historical Doubts

relative to Napoleon. But if it can be shown that all the objections

to the genuineness of the book are unfounded, there is, in that case,

a strong presumption in fiivour of its genuineness ; for the forgery

of such a book, conducted so skilfully, amid so many difficulties,

would be almost, if not altogether, impossible : even if we were un-

able to answer all the objections, yet, if the arguments in favour of

the genuineness were very strong, we should receive it. We shall

now proceed to notice the arguments in favour of the genuineness

of Daniel.
,

I. Its Admission info the Canon.

It is an unquestioned fact that the Book of Daniel has been

received by the Jews as a part of Holy Scripture, ever since the

time of Christ. Of this we have historical proof. According to

Josephus, the Canon of Scripture was closed in the reign of Ar-

taxerxes. He says :
" From the death of ]\Ioses till the reign of
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Artaxerxcs, King of Persia, who reigned after Xerxes, the prophets

who were after Moses wrote what was done in their time in thirteen

books. It is true, our history hath been written since Artaxerxes

very particularly, hut hath not been esteemed of the like authority

with tlie former by our forefathers, because there hath not been an
exact succession of prophets since that time.'"—Against Apion,

book i, sec. 8. Kow if the Book of Daniel had not been written

until the time of the Maccabees, (ITO-loO B. C.,) three or four

hundred years after Daniel's age, how could it have found its way
into the canon? The Book of Tobit, which was probably written

about the time of the Maccabees, if not before, the Books of Mac-
cabees, and other writings subsequent to the time of Artaxerxes,

were never admitted into the canon. The Apocryphal book, enti-

tled " The Wisdom of Sirach," is considered a very excellent per-

formance; and I. Maccabees is an authentic history of Jewish

affairs in its own age : but, notwithstanding all their merits, they

were excluded from the canon. What was it, then, that gave Dan-

iel its position in the canon ? If the book be not genuine, the Jews

must have been deceived in the matter. They must have supposed

that it was really written about the time of the captivity. l>ut it

was impossible for them to think this ; for, subsequently to the cap-

tivity, before the time of the Maccabees, the Hoi}' Scriptures were

diligently studied. " The age of the Maccabees," says llavernick,

"was one in which Scripture-learning already flourished." Not
only does I. Maccabees mention the Scribes, (awayioyi) yQaiina-

reojv, vii, 12,) but also the Book of Sirach praises the wisdom of

the Scribe, {noQia ypnufiarkog, xxxviii, 24.) How could these men
be deceived respecting Daniel ? Furthermore, if the book was not

written by Daniel, they knew that it was a forgery; so that whatever

otherwise mi^ht have been its claims, this consideration would have

caused its rejection.

II. The Statement of the Author.

The author expressly speaks of himself as Daniel :
" As for me

Daniel," *-^c., (chap, vii, 2S ;)
" A vision appeared unto me. even

unto me, Daniel," (viii, 1 ;)
'•! Daniel fainted," Sic, (viii, 27 ;) "I

Daniel understood by books," (ix, 2.) But it must be observed that

Daniel, in the first six chapters, speaks of himself in the third per-

son: "i^ow among these were Daniel." etc., (i, 0;) "Then Daniel

answered," Sic, (ii, 14.) From this difference between the first and

second parts of the book in the use of the persons, some have con-

cluded that the book is the work of different authors : but this pecu-

liarity is a proof of the genuineness of the book. The third person
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is used in the first part because it is historical.* It was necessary
for the author to cusidor himself as one of the actors in the .cene
and to keep his subjectivity out of sight. In the last six chapters
he speaks in the first person, because it is not historical The vis
ions are made to him alone. Here individuality and subjectivity
are very prominent, and the use of the first person is peculiarly
appropriate. The seventh chapter, in which Chaldec is used has
the first person; and so have the remaining chapters whicl'i are
Hebrew. How improbable it would be that the author of the second
part should finish the Chuldee chapters of the first part with dial-
dee, and then be-in the eighth chapter with Hebrew. It is evident
from the whole style and phraseology of both portions, that they
proceeded from one author. The umt,j of authorship has been so
clearly established by Gesfnius, De Wette, Bleek, and Kirms that
It IS unnecessary for us to dwell longer on this point, ^iow either
Daniel wrote the book, or it is a palpable forgery. There is no
middle ground. P,ut the hypothesis of forgery does not well suit
the character of the book. The author appears to be a man of
piety, and his object is evidently to e.xalt and glorify the God of
Israel. Are piety and falsehood congenial principles ? Was the
forgery of such books common among the Jews at that timeVr If
the book be not g.'i.uine. then the name of the author would be
most likely taken from Ezekiel. ]S^ow in that book the name is
.?<n, while m the Book of Daniel it is in every instance written
TN-ith the yod (-,) rx::^. If the forger borrowed the name, what
could have induced liini to change the orthography?

III. The Tesiiiiumtj of Josephiis.

In reference to one's being an.xious respecting the knowlcd-e of
«ie future Josephus says: "Let him be diligent in reading the
Book ot Daniel, ninch he ivill find amowr the sacred icriOn^. "_
A7UHI., hb. X, cap. X. sec. 4. And further, respectin^: his wri'lings:
From them we believe Daniel conversed with Godffor he did Sot

peL^r
""' ''""' ""''''^ ^'"''' "' "'' ^'"^^'^"^^ «P^^k3 of himself in the third

inlpu f'^nf-t"' •''"'n"
"°' *' "^ ''^'''^'^ "^ ^ f''^"^'-^- ^'°^*^ it « """'^-^

n
'

;: I ;" V

'"" ',"''7"'- '' ^^P^^"^ *° ^''^^•-*^^" -i^--''y -'"en

Tob t r^ks n h'T"'; " '"' *"° ^^'^P'"^^' ^-» - - P-' of the third,

cannot .I.soover the Ica.t ro:js,>a for thin difT.rence. Probably Tobit wrote the
fir^t tuo d.aptors an. a half, and the res, .-as written or mo<lified bv a later
hand. It :s remarkable th.t the story of the woman who had seven husband..
Tsho were killed by the evd spirit A.smodeus. begins with the use of the third
person.
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only prophesy of the future, as did the other prophets, but he also

determined the time of their accomplishment." A;^ain, in reftTcnce

to certain calamities, he says :
" Our nation suffered these things

under Antiochus Epiphanes, according to Daniel's vision, and Avhat

he wrote many years before they came to pass. In the very same

manner Daniel also wrote concerning the Human government, and

that our country should be made desolate b}^ them. All these

things did this man leave in writing, as God had showed them to

him; insomuch that such as read his prophecies, and see how they

have been fulfilled, would wonder at the honour wherewith God
honoured Daniel ; and ma}' thence discover how the Epicureans aro

in en-or who cast providence out of human life," t^:c.

—

Anliq., lib. x,

cap. xi, sec. 7. What sharp-sighted critics we have at this day,

who can sec what Josephus, with all the learning of antiquity before

him, could not see—that the predictions upon which he relied to

prove a providence lacre all tvritten after the events ! But we
are not yet done with Josephus's testimony. In his Antiquities

(lib. xi, cap. viii, sec. 5) ho states that Alexander the Great, while on his

eastern expedition, visited Jerusalem, and offered sacrifice to God;
and that the Book of Daniel was showed him, in which Daniel

declared that one of the Greeks should destroy the empire of the

Persians. That Alexander really entered Palestine is confirmed by

Pliny, (Nat. Hist. ;) and Arrian says that Judea surrendered to

Alexander; and no force is spoken of as compelling them to do it.

So that there is no reason to doubt the fact. Even if the incident

never occurred, it shows that it was the voice of tradition or Jewish

history (perhaps both) that it did occur, which is sufiicient to show

that the book was believed to exist at the time, and that it was not

kept secret.*.

IV. The Language of the Book.

The language of the Book of Daniel precisely suits his age and

position. About two-fifths of the book are Hebrew ; the rcuiaining

three-fifths are Chaldee. Its Hebrew is as pure as that of almost

any book of the captivity. No one familiar with the Hebrew of the

other books, if he have any candour, will deny this. It is not a bk-nd-

ing of the two languages. The first chapter and the first three

verses of the second are Hebrew. The Chaldee begins at the fourth

verse, where the Chaldeans arc represented as speaking in Aramaic,

(Chaldee,) and ends with the seventh chapter. The remaining five

° The sealing up of the prophecies simply refers to their being dark and mys-
terious, aiul for a long while but little umlcrstool. The shutting up of the proph-

ecies no%Yhere refers to keeping them concealed.
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chapters arc Hebrew. Now, if the book had been written at the

time of the Maccabeus, would its Hebrew have been so pure ? Is it

probable that the lanc;uaj];e was written in its purity at that late ajre,

four hundred years after the captivity? Some, it is true, have

thought that the Hebrew language continued in use for a long time

after the captivity. In Nchemiah (ch. viii, ver. S) it is stated that

"they read in the book in the law of God distinctly, and gave the

sense, and caused thcra to understand the reading." From this

passage Dr. Hcngstonbcrg concludes that the people, while in cap-

tivity, lost the knowledge of the Hebrew, which made it necessary

for Ezra to translate it for them into Chaldee. Gesenius, on the

contrary, does not understand it of translating, but simply of explain-

ing the law. Our own opinion is, that the passage docs not necessarily

mean a translation, though it may have that sense, and that the de-

clension of the Hebrew language must be determined from other

sources. The existence of targums (translations) in Chaldee. one

of which, at least, was written about si.xty years before Christ,

proves that the HtOn-cw language had gone out of use before that

period. There seems to be good proof that for at least a century

before Christ, the Chaldee superseded the Hebrew. Now, there is

strong reason to suppose that the Hebrew grew into disuse shortly

after the captivity : for it was during that ])eriod that the Israelites

came in contact with those who used the Chaldee tongue; and we all

know the influence exerted by the language of the conquerors over

the conquered. If the Hebrew could have maintained its ground

against the Chaldee during the captivity and immediately afterAvard,

why should it have declined at all previous to the time of Christ?

If it declined gradually from the captivity to the time of Christ,

then it must have been quite different at the time of the Maccabees

from what it was soon after the captivity. The language of Daniel is

inexplicable on the supposition that it was written in the Maccabean

age. Supposing that Daniel wrote the book, all is easy. His po.-ition,

being among buth Hebrews and Chaldeans, made him familiar Avith

both tongues. He could use either at pleasure. Lengerke evidently

feels the diflioulty of reconciling the language of the book with the

hypothesis of its late origin. At one time he says that the Hebrew

language was written in its purity in the !Maccabean age ; at another,

that the Hebrew garment was burdensome to its author, who throw

it off at the first opportunity. On the latter remark Hiivcrnick

observes that it i.s, then, strange that he should have put it on again

with the beginning of the eighth chapter, and continued with it to the

end of the book.

There is, in several respects, considerable similarity between
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Daniel and Ezra, \(\\o also lived at the time of the captivity. Daniel,

as we have already stated, is partly in Hebrew and partly in CLaldee.

So is Ezra. The phrase ti>r) S'-' to publish a decree, is common

to Daniel and Ezra. CJ-;', to counsel, occurs in both books. The

pcculiai- future form s^-n:, from >4-n, is also found in both; likewise

the Chaldee form i*:-, they, and nm, to see. The forms 'y: in Ezra,

and 1^^3, in Daniel, meaning a dunghill, arc very similar. Also be-

tween Daniel and Ezekiel there arc several points of resemblance

:

n^n, in the sense of to viakc guilty, is found only in Dan. i, 10, and

Ezek. xviii, 7. i'^D, 5?/zoo^/i—Dan. x, G ; Ezek. i, 7. t:"'~in "-'-rbj

—

Dan. xii, 6, 7; Ezek. ix, 11, &c. It has, indeed, been contended by

Leagerke that the author of Daniel imitated Ezekiel. Of this, how-

ever, we have no proof. The words seem to have been peculiar to

the age of the captivity. But it cannot be argued that he imitated

Ezra, for several of their forms are different. There is, indeed,

resemblance enough to indicate the same age; dissimilarity enough

to show the independence of the Avritei-s. It cannot be denied that

the Chaldee of Daniel agrees remarkably -well with that of Ezra

;

but between Daniel and the Targums* (Chaldee translations) there

are marked differences, s^-^ this, in Daniel, is written in the Targums

"with the demonstrative ,-;. i<--, jt-n- ^-^z^ in Daniel as well as in Ezra,

has the meaning hut, yet, nevertheless ; in the Targums truly. -|-~' in

Daniel is ^yritten in other Chaldee ^vriting3 and in Eabbinic b-p.

51'nx, lo, behold, in Daniel, is not found in other Chaldaic books,

but another form is used for it. scai", in Daniel, is s30 in Targg. "iX-p^

a vase, in Targg. is y^, Not only in the use of words is there a

difference between Daniel and the Targums, but also in the gram-

matical forms. In reference to the Chaldee of Daniel and Ezra,

Winer remarks, (Chaldee Gramma}-, p. 10, Prof. Hackett's Trans. :)

" Various peculiarities of the Hebrew occur intermixed with it; as,

e. g., the article n- the plural ending f. the conjugations Iliphel and

Ilophal, and the writing of -. instead of i<-" Again (p. S')) he ob-

serves :
" The dual forms in use [in Chaldee] are borrowed from the

Hebrew, and found only in the Biblical Chaldee, (Dan. ii, 34 ; vii, 4, 7 ;)

on the contrary, in the Targums objects which exist in pairs are

expressed by the plural." That celebrated critic, J. D. ^lichaolis,

remarks in his Chaldee Grammar (p. 25) in reference to some

examples of the imitation of the Hebrew found in the Biblical

Chaldee :
" From these and similar Hebraisms of Daniel and Ezra,

which are peculiar to these books, you will perceive that both books

° The Targums of Onbelos ami Jonathan were probably written about sixty

years K'f.iro Christ.

Fourth Series, Vol. VI.—36
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were "n'ritten at that time when the Chaldce lan^age was still new
to the Hebrews, who blended with it their own vernacular furms-

and that tJicy were nut fabricated at a later period. For in the

Targums, even the oldest, you will most generally seek in vain for

those Hebraisms which are everywhere to be met with in Daniel

and Ezra."* The time, then, of their composition, could only be

that of the captivity, or the age immediutely succeeding it. If we
suppose Daniel to have been written in the Maccabcan age, how is it

that the Chaldee does not differ from that of Ezra, written three

hundred years before, while it differs so remarkably from that of the

Targums written onl}' a hundred years later, or at most a hundred
and fifty years? The reader will bear in mind the two points of our

argument. 1. The purity of the Hebrew of Daniel, which could not

belong to an age long posterior to the captivity ; and, 2. The corre-

spondence of the Chaldee portion with the Chaldee of Ezra, and its

imitation of Hebrew, which indicate its proximity to the age of

the .captivity.

V. The Author''s Exact Historical Knowledge.

If the Book of Daniel was composed in the Maccabean age,

we may expect to find in it numerous historical errors. On the

contrary, huwcvcr. we find an exact knowledge of history—an ac-

quaintance with Persian customs and manners, which shows the

pro.ximity of the author to the events he relates. In Dan. v, 1-4,

is an account of Delshazzar s feast, which well corresponds with

what we know of his character and of the customs of Babylonian

feasts. "Belshazzar, while he tasted the wine, (Chaldee, in the

flavour of wine,) commanded to bring the golden and silver vessels

—

taken out of the tompleat Jerusalem—that the king and his princes, his

wives and his concubines, might drink therein." The account given

by Xenophon in his Cyropn:dia of the last king of Babylon, agrees well

with the character here attributed to him. In Herodotus (book v, 1 S)

we have the following statement in reference to Persian custom,

quite ditferent from that of the Greeks :
" It is a custom with us Per-

sians, whenever we make a great feast, to bri?ig in our concubines and

our ivivcs to sit beside us." In Dan. vi, 18, it is stated that after

Darius (ivho corresponds to the Cyaxares of Xenophon) had sealed

the stone of the den of lions that contained Daniel, he went to his

* Ex his, similibusque Daniclis et Ezrcc Ilebrai^mis, qui his libris pcculiaroa

sunt, intclligc.?, utrumquc libriim co tempore scriptum fuisse, quo rcccns a'lhuc

Ternacula sua .idmisoeutibus Ilebrais lincua Chaldaica non scriorc tcP>pore

confictum. In TLar^^uniim, euiiu, antiquissimis ctiam, plcrumque frustra Los

Hebraismos qua-sieris, in Danit-li et Ezra ubique obvios.
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6i~rr, Chaldeans. In verse twenty-seven we have also V^P'r"

wise men, VT.^. diviners, (astrolo<;er3.) Lengerke objects that this

division of the Magi caste is not confirmed by the writers of antiq-

uity, who knew of only three classes. According to ILivernick,

Ctesias and others with him speak only of two classes. There is,

however, a passage in Strabo which very strongly confirms our

book :
" Of the Chaldean astronomers there are very many classes

;

for some are called Orchonoi, Borsippcnoi. and a great many
others,"* <5cc. Now if the book was forged at a late age and in a

foreign country, what could have induced the author to describe

classes of men who had no existence? AVhy should he have so far

departed from general tradition 'i The only reasonable supposition

is, that the author wrote from his own personal knowledgf^,

—

i. e., that

he was Daniel. No mention is made by Daniel of prostration be-

fore the king in addressing him ; according to xVrrian. Cyrus was

the first king that was honoured in that manner. As the Persians

regarded their king as an incarnation of Ormuzd, in worshipping

him there was nothing strange ; but before the Persian dominion it

was not so appropriate. In the Maccabean age, it had been long a

custom to prostrate one's self before the king. Could we have expect-

ed such exact historical knowledge in a writer of that age? In

Dan. ii, 5; iii. 20, Nebuchadnezzar threatens to make the houses

of those who disobey him chfnghins, (sijiks.) Also in Ezra vi, 11, in

the decree that Darius made in favour of the Jews, it is declared,

whosoever shall alter it. let his house be made a dunghill. The houses

of P.abylon were built of unhurnt brick, and when demolished

and made wet with rain, they became minj sinks. In Dan. iii, 6,

Nebuchadnezzar declares that those who refuse to worship his gold-

en image, " shall the same hour be cast into the midst of a burning

fiery furnace." lu Jeremiah xxix, 22, we have a clear instance of

the same kind of punishment :
" The Lord make thee like Zedekiah,

and like Ahab, irhnm the king of Babylon roasted in the fire."

Now the Persians \\Qxcfire-xoorshippers, and, of course, never pun-

ished criminals in this manner ; and wc accordingly find that, as

soon as the government of Babylon passes into the hands of the

Medes and Persians, casting into a den of lions is substituted for it.

(Dan. vi, T.) Here is an historical discrimination which, in the high-

est degree of probability, would not have been found in a writer c-f

the Maccabean a«e, or even in any writer who was not present at

the transactions he describes. Even the ancient Greek liistorian,

° 'Eari ie koX tuv Xa/.6aiijv rtjv uargovofiiKuv yhij Trf.eiu, Kol yap 'Op,t'?«'<" '"'^'f

npocayopcvovTat. koI Bo/)jtT-;?jot /cat d?.?.ot aAct'oi'f. xvi, 1, 6.
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Herodotus, has fallen into the gross error, which has been ridiculed

by the critic?, of making Cyrus the Great, a Persian fire-worship-

per, hum Croesus. (Book i, SG.)

In chap, iv, 30, Nebuchadnezzar says :
" Is not this great Baby-

lon, that 1 have built for the liousc of the kingdom by the might of

my power, and for the honour of my majesty?" IS'ebuchadnezzar

built a new palace of great dimensions and beauty. To this palace

with its environs he here refers. The ruins of this second Babylon

have been discovered by Layard.* This is another instance of his-

torical accuracy.

But to place the argument in proof of the genuineness of Daniel,

drawn from its historical accuracy, in a clear light, it is necessary to

compare it with the writings of the Maccabean age. The absurdi-

ties of the Book of Tobit are well known to every reader of the

Apocrypha. No one would for a moment compare it with the Book

of Daniel. Tlie Books of Maccabees, if we except the first, are of

little historical value, and full of errors. The first book is of great

value, and is regarded as the most authentic history of the times of

which it treats. It is not, however, free from some gross errors.

Hengstenberg has pointed out a considerable number of them. In

chap, viii, 7, it is stated that the Romans took Antiochus alive,

which never happened. In verse eight it is said they took from

him India, Media, and Lydia ; but Antiochus never ruled over

^ledia and India. In verse fifteen it is said that the Bomans made

a senate, composed of three hundred and twenty men, who daily

held deliberations for the commonwealth; and that they intrust

their government to otie man anwiclhj, who rules over all the coun-

try, and all obey him. In this statement are several errors. In

chap, i, ver. 1, we are told that when Alexander conquered Darius,

he reigned in his stead, first over Greece. The writer seems to

suppose that Darius had ruled over Greece. In verse six he relates

that Alexander, before his death, divided his dominion among those

who had been brought up with him from his youth.' This contra-

dicts authentic history. In chap, vi, 1, he makes the pronnce Ely-

mais a city. There are other errors of a similar nature. Now if

an author in the time of the Maccabees, writing of events that

occun-ed and of customs that existed in his own age and in the ages

immediately preceding, has committed so many errors, what would

ho have done had he attempted to describe Babylonian history and

° The name of Nebuchadnezzar has been found upon the brick. (Laj'arJ's

Nineveh, vol. ii, p. loS.) Layard, in his second expedition to Nineveh and Baby-

lon, says in reference to the bricks of the latter place : " They record the building

of the city by Nebuchadnezzar."—P. 532.
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customs? In cliap. i, vcr. 2, occurs the name Shinar. This name
of Babylonia is found only in a few places in the Bible, and appo-irs
to have fallen into disuse in the later periods of Jewish history
If written at Babylon, its use was natural enough. Accordiiic^ to
chap. v,^lG, Belshazzar offers to reward Daniel with a golden n'cck-
chain. This was a Babylonian custom, as it seems from a pas=;'i"em Brissonius. In iii, 1, it is said that A'ebuchadnczzar set up Ids
image in the plain of Dura. I'liis plain is mentioned nowhere else
in the Bible. Layard, however, has found a place in the region of
Babylon called Dura.

^

VI. Other Arguments in Proof of the Gemiineness.
The difference between the conduct of Nebuchadnezzar in refer-

ence to the Hebrew children, and that of Darius in re^^ard to
Daniel, strikes us as liistorical truth. When the Hebrew children
refused to worship the image of the former, he is represented as en-
raged on account of it, while the latter is grieved because Daniel is
cast into the lions' den. This was quite natural, for the three chil-
dren disobeyed Nebuchadnezzar in a matter of las own appointment
but Darius s courtiers proposed the decree that bore so hard upon
Darnel, and he would look upon his disobedience as an offence
against than rather than against himself

There is a striking diffei^ence between Daniel and the xVpocryphal
^vnters in a point which we think worthy of notice; we allude to
Its //-ca/om from prayers in the midst of narratives. The Book
of I obit, I.Maccabees, Judith, and indeed all the Apocrvphal writ-
ings,_we know of no e.vception.-abound with prayers"and ejacu-
lations. Ihe Book of Esther, in the Hebrew, contains no prayers

;

but there ,s no want of them in the Greek version. In Daniel not
a word of prayer is mentioned as having been uttered by the He-
brew children. In the Greek version, however, prayers are put into
their mouths, ^o prayers are ascribed to Daniel fn the lions' den
i lie custom of giving the prayers which it was supposed the right-
eous offered, or should have offered, was characteristic of the Mac-
cabean age. Had Daniel been written in that n^e. it would most
probably have abounded with prayers and pious ejaculations.*

I he great powt-r a.scribed in the Book of J)aniel' to the Babylonian
kings agrees remarkably well with what we know of Eastern na-
tions; but in the Apocnji^hal addition to Daniel, the Babylonians,m reference to Bel and the Dragon, are represented as risin-- up
against the king, and threatening him with death, if he did not .lo-

' Daniel's prayer xn the ninth chapter is rcquiro.l by the circumst.xnces cou-
nected with it. Simplicity is characteristic of the Book of Daniel.
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liver up to them Daniel; and thereupon he accedes to their de-

mand.

There is a remarkable correspondence between Herodotus (lib. i,

195) and Daniel, (ill, 21,) in reference to Babylonian dress. The for-

mer mentions garments reaching to the feet, (trousers,) a linen

over-tunic, and a cloak; the latter mentions trousers, a tunic, and

a cloak. (The English version is here defective.)

The author of the book shows an acquaintance with the religion

of Zoroaster. He represents Nebuchadnezzar as speaking (cluip. iv,

13, 17, -3) of loatchcrs exercising a superintendence in the afilxirs

of the world. In the Bun-De-hesh, a commentary on the Zend-

Avesta, a passage is quoted from the latter in reference to the watch-

ers :
" Ormuzd has set four watchers in the four quarters of the

heavens." Could we have expected this allusion from a forger in

Palestine in a later age '? In vii, 9, there is an allusion to the mov-

able thrones of the Babylonians: "His throne was like the fiery

flame, and his wheels [or its wheels] as burning fire."

The symbolic form of Daniel's prophecies suits well the place of

their delivery. In chap, viii, 2, and in x, 4, he represents river

banks as the scenes of his visions. This was very appropriate for

a prophet in Babylon, but not for one in Palestine. With the f^u-

phrates, Tigris, and other streams, either in the vicinity of Babylon

or not very remote, Daniel was familiar ; and we find that the Deity

usually adapts himself to the conceptions and position of his proph-

ets in his revelations to them. Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the

great image is in exact accordance with Babylonian taste, for they

•were remarkably fond of the grotesque and the rude. The imagery

of Daniel's vision in the seventh chapter is nearly the same as that

found on monuments in the ruins of Nineveh. Daniel speaks of a

lion that had eagle's icings, and of a leopard that had four n-ings.

Here wo are strongly reminded of the vinged bull and other figures

excavated by Layard.^ " In his [Daniel's] strains," remarks Schlos-

ser, who is no friend to Scripture, "a Chaldean and Babylonian

style is so conspicuous, that it strongly expresses the character of

the times in Avhich he lived."

The character of DnnieVs prophecies suits his position. He was

engaged in the state aQiiirs of the greatest nation of the age. That

he would be deeply anxious to know what would be the fixte of this

kingdom and of subsequent ones ; what effect they would have upon

the chosen people, was very probable : and that God would make
known to him the future—would choose him for the office, which we
are informed he did—was also probable. Paul, the scholar of Ga-

° Layard treats Daniel as genuine and authentic.
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malicl, deeply skilled in Hebrew lore and Rabbinical learning, was

intrusted with tlic most profound doctrines of the gospel, lie was

the most suitable to write the Epistle to the Hebrews, and he wrote

it. What a strong proof do Daniel's position and his prophecies

afford of the gcnuineiioss of the book!

In I. Maccabees* ii, 49-GO, it is stated that Mattathias, when

about to die, exhortcfl his sous to steadfastness in the law, bv refer-

ring them to many distinguished examples of obedience to God in

the time of trial in diflfrent ages of the world. He names Abra-

ham, Joseph, rhinehas, Joshua, Caleb, David, and Elijah. Imme-

diately following these worthies, and placed in the same list, we

have the following, found in the }3ook of Daniel :
" Ananias, Aza-

rias, and Mishael, by believing, were saved from the flame. Daniel

in his simplicity [innoconcy] Avas saved from the mouth of the

lions." Kow since the other names in this list are selected from

the written Id^tory of the Jews, it is very probable that these last

are also the names of distinguished Jews occun-ing in icritten his-

tory. If it had been merely a floating tradition, it is very improba-

ble that it Avould have been cited. We have, then, good proof that,

at the time of Mattathias, (say ISO or 190 B. C.,) the histoiy of

Daniel and his friends was well known to the Jews, and a very

probable proof of the existence and authority of the book.

It seems Avell established that the Sadducees as well as the Phar-

isees received all the canonical books of the Old Testament; and

Prof. Stuart remarks that, since the Sadducees arose very early,

(about 240 B. C.) and Carried on fierce controversies with the

Pliarisees in regard to the obligation of the oral law,—the former

rejecting it -while the latter received it,—it was impossible for the

Book of Daniel, if forged, to have been received during the Macca-

bean period : and to this remark we would add that, as the book

contains (chap, xii) the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead,

which the Sadducoes denied, it could never have been received by

them, if written in the Maccabean age.

Between the years 2^0 and 140 B. C. the canonical books of the Old

Testament were translated into Greek. In this translation Daniel

was included. It seems very probable that this version of Daniel

\s-as used by the writer of I. Maccabees. Especially does /3(5t/.i}/m

T7/C e(i7]iuUoF(og, ahotnination of desolation, (i, 54,) appear to be

taken from it. Dan. ix, 27. This also renders very probable the

existence of the book before the time of Antiochus Epiphancs.

The 7niradc<: in our book are worthy of God. They were not

performed on trivial occasions;—quite difTerent from the miracles of

•* I. Maccabees waa probably written about 135 B. C.
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the Book of Tobit, the scaring of devils out of men by smoking a

fish's liver, &c. ;—totally difl'erent from those which dis;^race tho

Jewish, Mohammedan, and Roman Catholic legends. They had an

important coimexion with the Jewish theocracy—the elevation and

deliverance of the chosen people. Without the existence during the

captivity of such a person as Daniel, it is not easy to account for the

favour shown the Jews by Cyrus and Darius.

In the Third Book of the Sibylline Oracles, composed for the

most part by an Alexandrine Jew of the ^Maccabean age, according

to the most recent critical investigations, there is an evident imita-

tion* of the Book of Daniel in several points. This is another

proof of its existence before the time of the Maccabees.

According to i, 7, the prince of the eunuchs changed the names

of Daniel and his friends. That it was not an unusual thing for the

king of Babylon to have the names of foreigners changed who

came into his power, appears from II. Kings, xxiv, 17. The name

given Daniel was TJi^ri^b^j i. e., Bel's prince: according to Gesen-

ius, compounded from )iz ;
tsha, an ending which in Zend marks' the

genitive ; and tsai-^sa?'. iS'ow if this name was fabricated by the

pseudo-Daniel, he must have been acquainted with the Zend lan-

guage. Really this forger must have been a wonderful man ! What

a knowledge of history and langunge he must have possessed!

"ij-^ri, Shadrach, is Chaldee; "rid^a, Meshach, is also Chaldee;

iaa -;;7, Abcd-nego, a tcorshipper of Mercury. This god was

greatly reverenced at Babylon. There is in these names nothing

improbable or inconsistent.

The Messianic character of the book is remarkable. Poverty of

ideas and want of comprehensive views of the Messiah's character

mark the Apocryphal -v^Titings. Daniel describes the four great

kingdoms of the ancient world, and in his lofty flight passes on rap-

idly to the fifth kingdom, that of the Messiah, which should break

in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and stand forever and

ever. In his description of the Ancient of Days, he employs the

most sublime imagery, and represents myriads as gathered before

him for judgment. Are these lofty and pious conceptions indicative

of base imposture? But we have another testimony to produce in

favour of Daniel : it is that of Him who is emphatically " The
Truth," the Lord Jesus Christ; and his testimony we are bound to

receive. In his predictions concerning the destruction of Jerusalem,

he says :
" When ye, therefore, shall see the abomination of dosola-

* De Wettc contends that these oracles were written in the same age as the

Book of Daniel, from some similarity in a few points; but these points are not

those which mark the same age, but an imitation.
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tion, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place,

(wLoso rcadeth, let him understand.") Matt, xxiv, 15 ; Mark
xiii, 14. Here our Lord calls Daniel the prophet, f;iving his divine

attestation to his prophetic character, and exhorts those who read him,

to do it understandin;j;l3^ TIjc imagery in the Book of Kcvolation

is, to a great extent, borroAved from Daniel. And Paul's description

of the man of sin (II. Thess. chap, ii) seems to have been partly

taken from it. In his l'-pi?tle to the Hebrews, he refers to l)aniel

in the lions' den, and to the Hebrew children in the fiery furnace.

(Heb. xi, 33, 34.) Thus the apostles, too, give their testimony to

the authenticity of the book.

We have now finished our investigations in reference to the book.

We have seen the weakness of the objections brought against its

genuineness, and the strength of the arguments that may be adduced

in favour of it. which are so cogent that they would be regarded as

conclusive in regard to almost any other writing. To see such a

book as this, of such an exalted character, so intimately connected

with Christianity, supported by such strong external and internal

evidence, confirmed by the testimony of Christ himself, stricken

from the canon, is what no Christian can endure without pain and

indignation.

Aur. v.—BRODIIEAD'S HISTOIIY OF NEW-YOKK.

History of the State of Ncic-York. By John RoirEYX Brodhead. First Period,

lGoa-lGG4. New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1853; pp. 801.

A VERY large share of our domestic literature relates to the affairs

of the country during its colonial and revolutionary periods. In

this field the genius of our writers has attained the largest develop-

ment, and achieved the greatest results. The names of Prescott,

Bancroft, and Ilildreth, who are known almost exclusively as his-

torians, are among the most eminent in the annals of our literature.

Irving, too, is quite as much celebrated as the author of " Columbus,"

as of the " Sketch Book ;" and the fame of Cooper, though he is

justly classed as a novelist, is inseparably associated with the early

history of the country. There is in the story of the infancy of our

giant republic much of genuine romance, giving its colouring to the

Bimple narrative, and commending it at once to the imagination and

the sober judgment. Our writers, too, have entered upon this sub-
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ject Avith great zeal, and, under the inllueuce of a genial patriotism,

have ;;iveu it a generous and faithful delineation.

The question as to the balance of favour between the \yriter and

his subject is renewed in this case. We very naturally congratulate

the writer whose productions command our admiration, on the good

fortune that led hira to the golden mine in which he has :jo success-

fully delved. Genius, however, seldom wants- a theme upon which

to exercise its powers, and it may be presumed that our native his-

torians have to no small degree created the interest on account of

vrhich we now congratulate them, as though they had only discovered

it. Probably American history is quite as largely indebted to our

historians, as they are to their themes.

Our early annals, as generally given and received, have not wholly

escaped the suspicion of unfairness, as to the aspect of affairs which

they present* Originally that portion of our present country, which

at the period of the I'cvolution was consolidated into a single nation,

consisted of several distinct, diverse, and often hostile colonies,

derived from almost every kingdom of northern Europe, and each

acknowledging allegiance to its mother country. Of these, two,

among the oldest and most considerable, Virginia and Massachu-

setts, including Plymouth, have commonly filled the vision of ob-

servers, and been recognised as the types and chief parts of colonial

North America. Other colonial settlements are indeed not wholly

overlooked; but their position is always a subordinate one, and their

histories are given as matters merely incidental to tlie general sub-

ject. This is stated only as a matter of fact, and not as a complaint

;

though it may properly suggest the inquiry whether that which has

given so great prominence to the affairs of the Cavaliers and the

Puritans, has not thrown other parts too much into the background

of the picture. Nearly all of our historians are of Kew-England or

Virginian origin, and it is only natural to suspect that, viewed from

'their stand-point, the early affairs of those portions of our common
country would seem relatively greater than they were. A Koman
poet affirms that there had been kings, as great as Agamemnon,

whose names were unknown to posterity ; and deeds no less valor-

ous than those achieved before the walls of Troy had been quite for-

gotten, because no poet had celebrated them. The same thought is

more quaintly stated in the saying, that " much of a tale is in the

telling;" and this general truth applies with special fitness to early

American history.

The Dutch settlements on the Hudson originated at about the

same time with the English colonics of Virginia and 2S'ew-England,

or a few years later than the former, and a few years before the latter.
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These BCTPrat colonial settlements thus grew up simultaneously:

yet while our early annals carefully note every step in the proj;rfss

of the Eni:;lish colonics, the story of the Dutch settlements is almost

entirely disregarded. The cause of this is obvious. At first diver-

sity of national origin, languages, pursuits and purposes, kept tltem

apart, and excluded the history of Dutch colonial affairs from the

copious annals of the English; and subsequently, for a long time,

our domestic histories were drawn almost entirely from English

authorities, to the exclusion of the Dutch. New-Yorkers, engrossed

by their commerce and mercantile enterprises, for several genera-

tions, left their history to be written by their more learned and

inquisitive neighbours, and it is therefore occasion for neither sur-

prise nor complaint if the most ample justice has not been rendered

in all cases.

But the long-delayed, long-wished-for change has at length come,

and the history of Isew-Nctherland in America is no longer imwritten.

The work named at the head of this paper, gives ocular assurance

that New-York has at last found an historian worthy of her present

greatness, and adequate to do justice to her original worth ; and that,

too, in the person of a branch of one of her oldest families, a

Knickerbocker of the Knickerbockers, who has come forth to rehearse

before the public the annals of his native State, to vindicate the

character of his ancestors, and to separate the genuine and authentic

from the apocry{)hal and legendary, in their history.

Of the author of this volume, and his adaptation to the work he

has undertaken, we presume our readers are already sufficiently

informed. As a scholar and a man of generous impulses, his atten-

tion was drawn to the unwrought mines of historical gold and gems

presented by the accessible, but unused records of the colony of

JSew-Netherland and New-York. Attention soon ripened into love

of the subject thus opened to him, and led on by its allurements he

has made it the chief business of his life. Peculiar fiicilities for pros-

"

ecuting this study were afforded by the documents collected by the

New-York Historical Society,—the richest as well as the most learned

association of the kind in the country ; and by the records found in

the archives of the State, at Albany,—records of the highest historical

importance, but strangely overlooked till within a few years past.

Our author also had the opportunity of examining in Holland the

records of that government, and of the city of Amsterdam, and ot

the West India Ci:imj)any. for matter relative to the history of >'e\v-

Nethcrland ; and more recently, as secretary of legation to the Court

of St. James, under Mr. Bancroft, he found opportunity to pursue

his favourite subject among the papers of the colonial offices of (jreat
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Britain. From one so capable and so zealous, and with such facili-

ties placed at his disposal, the public had a ri^ht to expect a history

at once full and accurate, and \vritten in a style becoming both the

author and the subject; and it is only an act of justice to add, that

to the extent that the work has proceeded, that expectation has

been amply redeemed.

The plan of the History of the State of JSIew-York, as contem-

plated by Mr. Brodhead, embraces four gi-eat periods. The first

comprehends the time of the Dutch ascendency, and extends from

the discovery by Hudson, in 1G09, to the conquest of the colony by
the Duke of York, in 1GC5,—the period embraced in the present

volume. The second period extends from the English conquest to

the close of the French and Indian .war, and the cession of Canada

to Great Britain in 1763. The third is the period of the revolu-

tionary struggle, beginning with the troubles growing out of the

Stamp- Act, and ending with the settlement of the government

under the Federal Constitution. The last is the period of the exist-

ence of the State of New- York as a member of the great American

confederation. This distribution is a very natural one, and its an-

nouncement by the author, with this specimen of the work as ho

proposes to finish it, is full of assured promise. We may now expect

soon to possess the history of the Empire State, in four volumes, so

prepared and written as to afford to the whole world, and to coming

generations, an adequate exhibition of its early conflicts, its steady

progress and present unequalled attainments. To the people of that

state especially, and also to the whole nation, and to the Avhole

republic of letters, this announcement is certainly full of deep and

abiding interest.

Our further purpose shall be to present to our readers the author's

manner of treating the subjects he has undertaken, Avith extracts to

illustrate his style, and to set forth certain important historical iacts

or discussions, and also to examine some of his opinions as to the

influence of colonial New-York in leading on the destinies of the

country to liberty, independence, and national greatness.

The account given of the discovery of the region now occupied by

the city of jSew-York and its environs is nut materially dif.Vrent

from that commonly given and generally known. In the spring of

the year 1G09, the Dutch East India Company fitted out a small

vessel to prosecute the search then making for a western passage to

the Indies. The conmiand of this vessel, which was named "Do
Halve Maan," or Half-Moon, was given to the "schipper." Hendrick

Hudson, an Englishman, who, after a variety of adventures, passed

the bar at Sandy Hook on the Uth day of September of that year,
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and subsequently cxploreil the Bay of New- York, and the river that

there empties its Avators. Thus the States of llolhuid acquired a
title to this portion of North America, and the name of tlie dis-

coverer became associated with that noblest of American rivers.

The question of priority of discovery, as upon that rested the

claim to proprietorship, could not be passed over in silence, in the

history of a colony whose later aflairs were so much affected by a

disputed title. Some anticiuarians have fancied that the famous
" Vinland," of the Nortlunen, included this region,—a notion that

Mr. Erodhead thinks not alto;^ether unworthy of consideration.

The story that Yerrazani, nearly a hundred years before, had dis-

covered and explored tiiese waters and shores, he thinks, rests on no

sufficient authority. It is barcl}'- possible, and quite unimportant if

true, that one or more of the vessels of the Dutch Greenland Com-
pany passed down Long Island Sound and through New- York Bay
some ten or twelve years before this time; but however that may
be, Hudson's discovery was an original one, and it was made while

Europe was yet wholly ignorant of the existence of such a region,

and of course before any Christian nation had occupied any portion

of its soil. Upon this discovery and the immediate subsequent

occupation of its shores, and a like discovery and exploration of

]^ong Island Sound, the Connecticut River, and still later of the

Delaware, the Dutch claimed, and for a season occupied, the whole

region of country washed by these waters ; and to the whole of their

American territories they gave the name of Nevr-Netherland.

The account of Hudson's discovery was written b}' De Laet. who
was one of the ship's company, and whose florid style and lively

imagination impart an air of romance to his story; and by some

means the enthusiasm of the original chronicler seems to have been

caught by almost ever\ subseciuent writer on the same subject.

Even Mr. Brodhead, though distinguished for the sober dignity of

maimer that becomes the historic muse, grows eloquent in his account

of the original exploration of the majestic river, in Avhich. as in duty

bound, every genuine son of

"Witness the foUowing extract;

"The first of Kiiropeans, Hudson now bc^an to explore the preat river

nlikli stretched before him to the north, o])ening. as he hoped, the way to the

Eastern seas. Slnwly (b-it'iinjr upward with the (loinl-tide. lie andiored over

niglu just aliove Yonkcrs, in siu:ht of ' a hiirli point of land whieh showed out'

five Icatiues oil' to the north. The ne.\t (hiy, a southeast wind earryin^r him

rapidly uj) Tappan and Havorstraw l>ays. and beyond the 'strait' betwrcu

Stony and Ycrplamk's INiinls, lIud>on sailed onward throu<;h the majestic

pa'^s iruarded by the frowninj: l)onderbcr<r, and at nightfall anehored hi> yaeht

near West Point, in the midst of the snblimest scenery of the 'Malteawan'

Mountains.
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" TLe next morning was misty until the sun aro--c, ami the grandiur of the

overhanging highlands was again rcveaU'd. A fair M)Uth wind sprung up as

the wcatlier became clear A bright autunmaUlay succeeded the

misty morning. Kunning sixty miles up along tiic varied shores which hned
the ileep channel, and delighted every moment with the ever-changing scenery,

and the magnificent virgin forests which clothed the river banks witli their

gorgeous autumnal hues, Iludsuu arrived toward evening opposite the loftier

'mountains which lie from the river side,' and anchored the llalt-Moun uear
Catskill landing."— Pjj. 28, 29.

The period of Hudson's discovery was peculiarly a favourable one

as to the history of Holland. After maintaining for more than forty

years an unequal conflict with Spain, first for the smallest share of

liberty, and at last for entire national independence, during which

time the several provinces of the Netherlands had become consoli-

dated by the external pressure, and the whole people closely united

-by a passionate love of their common country, the Hollanders had

just wrung from their ancient foe a truce, granting for the time

being the full exercise of their rights ; and now the energy and

enterprise that had been so long exercised in war, were at liberty

to be employed in the arts of peace. Already had Dutch trading

vessels visited every part of the known world, while yet they Avere

waiting to occupy any new field of commerce that might be opened

to them. In such a state of things the discovery so made could not

be allowed to be a barren one, and so the history declares :

—

" A new temptation was unexitectedly oflcred to tlie expanding cnmmcrce
of Holland. Vast regions of North America, which Hudson had seen aliound-

ing in beaver and other valuable furs, and where native hunters, unrestrained

by arbitrary regulations of excise, furnished regular and exliausttess cargoes,

were now open to Dutch mercantile enterpri?e. The tempting oi>portunity

was not neglecteil. Another vessel was immediately fitted out, and despatched

from the Texel in the summer of IGIO, to the great river of the mountains,

with a cargo of goods suitable for tralhc with the Indians The Halt-

Moon had now just returned to Am^terdam after her long detention in ICngland.

A part of her old crew manned the new vessel, the counuaud of which was
probably intrusted to Hudson's Dutch mate, who had opposed his early n-tum

;

and the experienced mariners soon revisited the savages of the great river,

whom they had Ictt the autumn before. Tradition relates, that when the

Europeans arrived again among the red men, ' they were nmch rejoiced at see-

ing each other.' "—P 44.

A nobler ambition than mere commercial enterprise was also called

into exercise by the new discovery,—a desire to explore the newly-

found regions, and to annex its territory to those of the States of

Holland in other parts of America. .Accordingly, in the year IGII,

Hendrick Ciiristaenscn and Adracn Block, who had before been occu-

pied with voyages to the West Indies, chartered a ship and made a
voyage to the newly-discovered river in North America, bringing

back a valuable cargo of furs and two yomig natives. Their reports,
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with the substantial evidence of the vahie of the trade, awakened no

small interest aiuon^ the merchants of Holland. Two vessels were

therefore sent out the next 3'ear, commanded respectively by Chris-

taensen and Block, " to traflic with the savaji^cs alonj:; the Mauritius

River,—which name, as a compliment to Maurice, Prince of Orange,

had been given to the "great river." Other vessels followed soon

afterward, and by common consent the southern point of Manhattan

Island became the centre of the fur trade of New-jS'etherland. Such

was the beginning of the city of !New-York,—a mart of commerce

even before it became the dwelling-place of white men. The begin-

nings of a settlement, and also of a most important branch of manu-

facture, are thus detailed by our author :

—

"By acciJtnt Ailr.ion I51ock's fIiIj). the Tiger, was burned at ^lanhattan,

while he %vas preparing ti» return to Ilolland. Undismayed by hi> misfortune,

the persevering uiariner set alxjut huilding a small yacht out of the admirable

ship timber with whicli the island abounded. This work occupied Block
during the winter of ir>i;j, and until the spring of 1014. To accommodate
himself and his companions during their cheerless solitude, a few huts were now
first erected near tl;e soutlicrn point of Manhattan Island; and in the absence

of all succour from Ilolland, the fiiendly natives supplied the Dutch through the

dreary wiiUer with food and all kinds of necessaries."—P. 48.

The current histories very generally agree in fixing at the time

immediately succeeding these affairs, tiie event that gave rise to the

first i)rctcnco set up in behalf of the British claim to this region of

country ; but Mr. Brodhead discredits the whole aS'air. Plis remarks

are :

—

" On hi^ return voyage from Acadic to Virginia, late in November, Argall

is said to liavf *lan(K>d at Manhatas Isle, in Hudson's River,' where finding

<four honors built, and a pretended Dutch governor,' he forced the Hollandei-3

to sulmiit thi-n-.-ilves to the king of Kngiand and to the government of Vir-
ginia. But this favourite story is very suspicious; it is inconsistent with
authentic state pai)ers: it has been deliberately pronounced to be 'a pure fic-

tion ;' and it certainly needs to be sustained by better aiuhority than any that

Las yet been pi-oiluccd, betbre it can be received as an liistorlcal truth."—-P. ij\.

At the opening of the spring of 1G14, the Dutch adventurers com-

menced a thorough exploration of the waters and shores of New-
Netherland. Do Witt, in the "Little Fo.x," sailed up the "^Fauri-

tius River," carefully examining its shores and islands, and during

that season a trading-house was erected on an island at the head of

tide-water, among tiic Matpiaas. or Mohawks, and named Fort Nassau,

and the i.sland on which it was built was called Castle Island. 3Iay,

in the " Fortune," coasted eastward beyond " ^'ischer's Hook."* or

Montauk Point, and visited a large " white and clayey" island, called

by the Indians Capack, which the Butch named " Texcl," but the

English afterward changed the name to Marthas Vineyard. But
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Adraen Block, with his new yacht of sixteen tons, which bore the

signilicant name of Onrust, or " Restless." performed the most nota-

ble feats in this line, lie sailed boldly throu;^h the terrible '" ilelle

Gaat/' into the " Great Bay," and carefully examined the whole

shore and nei^hbourin-r islands as far eastward as Cape Cod. xS e;u:

^Norwalk he fell among a cluster of islands which he called the

"Archipelagoes;" a river (the ITonsatonic) entering the salt water

near the present to^^Ti of Stratford, with banks of red earth, was

called the " Biver of lloodenberg," or Bed Hills ; and yet a little

further eastward the red sandstone, at the head of !New- Haven Bay,

secured the name of '" Koodcnberg " for that place ; and beyond thcsO

the adventurous mariner "came to the mouth of a large river run-

ning up into the land." Into this he entered and ascended it till

passing by the villages of the Sequins, at Wethersfield, he came to

the rapids near the present town of Windsor, where was the fortitied

towi\ of the xSawaas, who were then governed by their sagamon,

Morahieck. From the quality of its water, Block named this the

" Yersch," or Fresh Biver, but the native savages called it the

" Connittecock," or Quonchtacut." Returning to Long Island Sound,

he continued his course eastward to the "river of the Siccanomas,"

the "Pequod" Biver of the early English settlers, or the Thames

of the present time. Thence stretching across the sound he visited

the " Yischer's Hook," which he found to be the eastern extremity

of" Sewan-hacky," or Long Island, and thence bearing away to the

northeast he discovered a large island, which the IXitch immedi-

ately designated "' Block Island," a name which it still bears, as an

honourable memorial of the original explorer of these shores and

waters. He next ran across to ^Narragtmsett Bay, which he named

"I^assau Bay," and with that keen perception for red earth before

indicated, "an island of a reddish appearance" was noticed, and

called by the Dutch " Roode Island." Proceeding still further to

the east and north he explored " Vlieland," or Xantucket, and pass-

ing thence beyond the " Vlack Hook," or Gape Malebarre, he

coasted along " the Fuyck," or Cape Cod Bay, and explored Massa-

chusetts Bay as far north as latitude 4il' 30', at the "Bye Bay. to

which," says the chronicler, " the limits of ]Sew-!Netherland extend."

Turning his prow toward the south, B.Iock now set out to return to

Manhattan, but ftilling in with the ship of his comrade, Christaensen,

he left the "Restless" to the care of his mate, CorneUs Hendrick-

son, and embarked in the " Fortune" for Holland.

Arriving at Amsterdam. Block laid an account of his discoveries

before the parties under whose auspices he had gone out, and sug-

gested the measures necessary to render them permanently valuable.
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A " figure map " -was prepared from his notes of the voyajijc, under
the personal directions of the navigator,—the first ever drawn of
that part of the world. In company with a number of merchants of
Amsterdam, Block proceeded to lay the matter before the States

General, asking, at the same time, a monopoly of the trade of the

region discovered. This prayer of the petitioners was readily

granted, and upon the charter then given the name of New-2s ether-

land was for the first time employed to designate a portion of ^'orth

America. It was described as lying between New- France and Vir-
ginia, and extending from the fortieth to the forty-fifth degree of
north latitude, which territory was claimed as belonging to the States

of JJollaud, having been discovered and occupied by persons acting

under their authority, while as yet it was "inhabited only by abo-

riginal savage tribes, and unoccupied by any Christian prince or

state." Such were the grounds of the Dutch claim to this territory.

Two years after Block's famous explorations in the east. Hen-
drickson, who had succeeded him in the command of the " Restless,"

set out to search the coast southward, and to find a large river in

that direction, of which the savages had often spoken. This voyage
was eminently successful, and the account given of the discoveries

made, is only less glowing than that of the discoveries on the Hud-
son, is'ma years before, Hudson had entered this river witli the

Half-Moon, but had not ventured to press his way inland on account
of the '• shoals and reedy islands." The next year, Argall. saihng
from Virginia in company with a vessel commanded by Lord Dela-
ware, becoming separated from his consort in a fog. came into the

bay, but made no explorations ; while Lord Delaware never even saw
the place that commemorates his name. Hendrickson seems to

have coasted up along the western shore of the bay, and to hare
been the first European navigator who set his foot'on the soil of

Delaware and Tcnnsylvania. The river was at first called the

"iS^ew- River," but afterward more commonly the "South River,"

in contradistinction to the " Mauritius," which was fiimiliarly kuo\\Ti

as the North Jiiver.

By these discoveries the Dutch title was established, according
to the laws of nations, to the entire region extending from the north

point of >Lissachusetts Bay to the southern cape of Delaware,

including all the bays, islands, rivers, and shores of all that exten-

sive and fertile portion of North America. Within this entire

region there had liicn been no settlement made by any European

government, and much the greater part of it was utterly unknown
till explored and occupied by adventurers from Holland. The details

of these discoveries and explorations fill a deeply interesting chapter
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in Mr. Brodhcad's history ; and as the advocate of the original claim

of the Dutch, he certainly makes out a strong case.

With an energy and foresight characteristic of their countryu:en,

the Dutch adventurers made haste to secure for themselves ami :he

Stiites General tlie fruits of their discoveries. Their attention was

more especially directed to those parts lying on the Fresh and the

South River, as being more in danger on account of their remotOhes.s

from New-Amsterdam, Avhich name had been given to the oiiief

settlement at Manhattan Island, and their proximity to the EngUsh

colonies on the east and south. Early in the year 1G23, a small lort

was erected on the South lliver, and a settlement of four families

made; and about the same time "two families and six men" wc-ve

sent into the Fresh lliver, who, ascending about fifty miles, laid the

foundation of a fort on the west bank of that stream, on a tongue

of land between the river and the creek, within the limits of the

present city of Hartford, at a spot still known as "Dutch Toin:."'

These efforts were renewed and zealously prosecuted some ten

years later, when, under the company's direction, Van T wilier )!ur-

chased of the governing sachems a large portion of the lands on

both sides of the Connecticut, and formally occupied the country in

the name of the States of Holland, while as yet the English had

made no attempt to gain a foothold in the same region. Our aurhor,

after giving the details of these transactions, thus sums up the v.hole

matter, as to the rival Dutch and English claims subsequently set

up:—

" Thus the Diit(.-li West India Company o])taIneJ tlu' Luliaii title to tlir tor-

ritorj" on the Connecticut River, of the -whole of which they ' had previiHwIy

taken pos^esj^ion.' The inircha.>e was made of the natives, who ' declared tlicin-

selvcs the rightful owners ;' Lord Warwick's p:rantees had, as yet, done nothing/

toward the occupation of the region which they claiuiud ; and the peo;.!-' of

New-riymoutli had made no attempt to plant a settlement in a region whii.b

they knew was beyond the limits of their i)ateut. Van Curler, the Dutch lom-
missary, soon cnmi)U>ted a redoubt 'uf)on the llat land on tiie edije of the liver,

with a creek emi)tyiiig at the side.' The little post was fortified with two su.all

cannon, and named the ' Good Hope.*"—P. 235.

The contests of the Dutch and English for the possession of the

valley of the Connecticut forms a curious and interesting chapter iu

this portion of our early history. Mr. Brodhead, as the advocate

of the Dutch claims, makes out a strong and ver}'- satisfactory case

for his clients, especially as regards the region below the soutliern

line of Massachusetts. Our colonial annals abound with strange

anomalies; and since the time in which restitution could be either

asked or rendered is forever past, there can no longer be any reason

why the truth in the case should be concealed or suppressed.
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The occupation of the South River vas prosecuted vrith like decis-

ion and ener<^. In IGuU Godyn and Blommaert purchased of the

Indians a tract of land " on the south corner of the bay of the South

lliver," running north tvionty-tAvo miles from Cape Hcnlopen, and

two miles inland. This, our author remarks, "was the first Euro-

pean title, by purchase from the aborigines, -within the limits of the

present State of Delaware, and bears date two years before the

charter of Maryland, granted to Lord Baltimore." Is'ext year the

.purchase was occupied by settlers, and the colony of Swaanendacl,

thus planted. Avas, in the prophetic language of the contemporary

chronicler, " the cradling of a state." The next year a tract extend-

ing along the east shore of the river, twelve miles from Cape May,

•was purchased for the same parties. By these purchases, as well as

by priority of discovery and occupation, was the Dutch title to the

region along the Delaware Bay and Kiver perfected, and especially

foi'tified against the claims subsequently set up by the English.

Colonies necessarily partake of the characteristics of the countries

from "which they are drawn
;
yet rather those of the common people,

than those of the more elevated classes. The Dutch people, how-

ever, of all classes, were at this time unusually homogeneous in char-

acter, manners, and sentiments. An unconquerable love of freedom,

seconded by indefatigable industry, had, within the past hundred

years, raised the Dutch nation from the most scanty and rudest ele-

ments, to commercial greatness and political independence. Spain,

indeed, still made a barren claim to the sovereignty of the States

cf Holland, which even then Avas only a pretence, and soon after it

vas formally abandoned. Living in constant conflict with the ocean,

which they had exj)ellcd from the land they occupied, the Dutch
became sailors by the force of circumstances, and merchants by

virtue of the opj)f>rtunitics thus afforded them. Holland was now
the first of commercial countries. It held diplomatic relations with

nearly c\cr\ civilized nation of the -world, and always took pains to

Lave the balance of trade in her own favour.

Two kindred yet distinct and often antagonistic traits of character

¥-ere cherished by this state of things,—a spirit of bold self-reliance.

and the love of wealth : and both of these were carried by the ad-

venturers to the New World, and there gave character and complexion

to society. But individual self-reliance had been compelled to yield

to the necessities of the times, and seek in associations that defence

against the common enemy -uhich no amount of individual prowess

could secure ; and now the same principle of combined action l)cgan

to be canied into trade. The commercial enterprise of Holland
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thus took the form of associated wealth, claiminp^ special and exchi-

sive privileges in its own field of operations. Of this character was

the West India Company, incorporated in 1G21, ^Yilh the exclusive

privilcse of trading; under the Dutch flag to any of the islands or the

continent of America, and aho invested with enormous political

powers and prerogatives. To this monstrous monopoly were com-

mitted all the in'tcrests of the newly-created province of New-

ISctherland.
, • , •

The West India Company, in the same spirit in which it had its

origin, attempted to establish a kind of feudalism in their American

pos^ses'sions ; but though suddenly acquired wealth made many dc--

sirous of purchasing the freedom of the poor, the spirit of harcij,

independence, still active among the people, rendered the attempt a

futile one. It was found by experience that the Dutch colonists

could not be reduced to a state of vassalage, and that the forms of

feudalism could be maintained in New-:Setherland only by carefully

avoiding the exercise of its powers. ^Vhatever influence the system

ever exercised was doubtless only evil, except as it may have tended

to rouse the love of freedom in the breasts of its subjects. On this

subject Mr. Brodhead judiciously observes :— -

"The introdncfion of the feudal system into New-Nethcrlaiul ^vas the most

unfortunate ix-ult of the charter of exemptions. In the fatherhuui the 'n.h^j

trial spirit of a scH-relvin- and hborty-lovm- people had shorn fcud-ih^n ot

manv of its ^vorst attributes; and, practically, there was perhaps nowiuore

popular freedom in llnlland than in England, or in any other country m liie

Old World, r.ut there is aUvavs dan-cr in dele.jatin- political powc-rs: and

the danger increases, the further the exercise of these puNvers is
';^^";^-;^

'^'J"

the fountain of supreme authority. Feudalism, 'fthich in Holland v a. made to

bow before the spirit of a people Ion- accustomed to selt-governnient. had less

rei-alnt in the distant province, which was itself wholly under the arbitrary

rule of a commercial corjioration. The free spirit of the .Netherlander went

with him, indeed, to his new home across the sea: but his political n-eedoiu

Tfaa less secure there than iu the tatherland. It was only by ile-rees ami

after constant stnm-les a-ainst an oppressive colonial orovernmcnt, that tlie

people of ^'ew-Neti.e^huKrworked their way to some of those tranchises which

their countrymen were eniovin-j at home. The colonists under tlie piitro-.ns

Tv-ere subjeJtcd to the double pressure of feudal exaction and mercantile

monopoly."—P- 19^-

There was this remarkable diflerence as to the liberties enjoyed

by the Dutch colonists and those of their Turitan neighbours. In

both cases the spirit of freedom had many difticulties to withstand,

but in the former these were imposed by the government against the

will of the people, while in the latter they were created by the people

themselves. If among these either civil or religiotis liberty was

denied to any portion of the people, it was not because New-England

colonists like those of New-Netherlaud, were compelled to extort
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from their superiors at home Avhatcvcr share of freedom they enjoyed.
The privileges granted to the patroons ^Yerc attractive to the ambi-
tious notions of the aristocratic merchants of Holland, in whom sud-
den wealth had given rise to a desire for social preeminence. They
accordingly hastened to appropriate the virgin soil of the province
to their ambitious purposes, but found to their chagrin that the
burghers of the fatherland would not be tempted to exchange their
native freedom for the promised rewards of feudal subjection in a
distant land,—or if, in any case, some were allured to adventure the
perilous enterprise, the conditions were soon found intolerable, and
the authority of tlic feudal compact was cast aside. Though Holland
could have supplied a patroon for every manor of iS^ew-Nctherlaud,
she lacked entirely the materials from which to gather the necessary
number of vassals.

Kew-Nctherland had passed from the character of a trading estab-
lishment into that of a civil community, when, in 1C33, a regular
government was established under the direction of Wouter A'an
Twiller. It often liajipens that the greatest tyrants are the best
promoters of the spirit of liberty among the people; and it is not at
all improbable that the misrule of that rash, vacillating, and covet-

ous magistrate, did much to cherish the free spirits of the colonists,

as Avas also the case under his successors in office. While he was
chiefly intent on enforcing the trading monopoly of his superiors, or
in promoting his own private interests, the colonists were steadily

seeking their own welfare and resisting his feeble tyranny. Thus
from the beginning the attitude of the people toward the government
was one of resistance, and habits of self-reliance and combined op-
position to oppression were substituted for a mean dependence upon
the state. It was a reluctant concession to the love of freedom
among the colonists, when, only a few years later, the company
granted leave to any person who should convey to the colony si.x:

grown up persons, to occupy and possess two hundred acres of land.

The rapid incrense of this class of freeholders soon originated towns
and villages, to which municipal governments were also ,gi-anted, thus

creating magistrates from among the people, and that, too, by virtue

of a popular nomination. In Kew-York no less than in New- Eng-
land, the toxrnship was the primaiy school of liberty; for in these

local municipalities men became skilled by exercise in the arts of

self-government, and learned to love their municipal regulations be-

cause they were self-imposed and enforced by common consent.

The liberty of the people in any country can be maintained only by

a distribution of governmental power throughout the remotest parts

cf the territory, in the form of local and territorial corporations.
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At the time of Stuyvesant's accession to the directorship, (iu

1647,) though the entire population 'n-as only about two thuusand,

nearly ouc-half of whom were within Van Rensselaer's patent, there

•were twelve incorporated plantations about >i'ew-xVmsterdam and on

the western end of Lon;^ Island, governed by a local magistracy,

depending in part upon a popular election, and more or less respon-

sible to the people, though 2<ew-Amsterdam was still governed by

the sole authority of the director and his fiscal. A few years later,

however, the people of that town obtained, by petition, from the

home authorities, enlarged municipal privileges. A board of magis-

trates, or city court, Avas created, composed of burgomasters and

schepens, after the manner of cities in the fatherland, to be selected

by the governor from a double nomination, first by the commonalty

and afterward by the retiring magistrates. Thus the elements of

popular liberty were at a very early date transplanted fi'om Holland,

and naturalized in the soil of xsew-Xetherland.

Another of the popular features of the home government was also

at a very early period introduced into the ati'airs of the colonial gov-

ernment. When Kieft found himself menaced on every side by

hostile savage tribes, whom he wished to chastise, but lacked the

means to do so, he found it necessary to propitiate the colonists, and

solicit their aid against the common enemy. A general assembly

of all the heads of families, held at New- Amsterdam, "to resolve

there on something of the first necessity," began by choosing " twelve

select men,*" to cooperate with the director for the common safety.

A popular form of government was thus instituted, and the people

from the beginning of the history of the colony became accustomed

to a popularly-elected branch of government, authoritatively co-

operating with the representative of the governing company, in the

highest affairs of the state.

Though Stuy vesant Avas no friend to popular liberty, he neverthe-

less found himself compelled to yield to the demand of the people,

and to increase rather than curtail the franchises given by his jiredc-

cessors. Wanting the means to defend and conduct the affairs of

the colony, in independence of the commonalty, he was forced to

purchase the aid and cooperation of the people by granting them

political franchises, and especially by jecognising, both practically

and formally, their rights. Trouble was apprehended from the

savages with whom the government had failed to fulfd its treaty

stipulations; the defences of the colony were not iu a satisfactory

condition, and the provincial treasury was " actually unprovided with

mono}' or goods." In such a state of affairs, the high notions of the

soldierly governor were forced to yield :

—
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" Necessity produced concession, and prerogative yielded to popular rights.

The council recommended lli.it tlie principle ot' representation should be con-

ceded to the people. Stuyvt^.uit as-entcd, and an election Avas ord.-red to be

held, at which the inhabitants of .Manhattan, Brcuckelen, Amerl'oort, and

Pavonia, chose ei;;htccn 'of tlu^ nio>t notable, reasonable, honest, and re.-pect-

ablc' persons amon;^ themselves; from whom, 'as is customary in the lather-

land,' the director and council were to select xixf. mkx, to advise and assist,

when called upon, in promoting the welfare of the province at large."

—

Tp. 478, 474.

It has been too muck tlio custom among us, especially in that

large dcpavtmcnt of our native literature, whose most perfect type

is seen in Fourth- of-July orations, to refer the spirit of liberty

found in the American people to a Puritanical origin. Had this

been confined to such occasional ebullitions of uninformed patriotism,

it might be passed by as a harmless folly ; but v.hen the same false

assumption is founil in the pages of our most approved histories, it

is time to call public attention to the facts of the case. "W^e concede

great honour to the Puritan fathers, for their sturdy and honest love

of liberty, as they understood it; but it is only an act of justice to

concede equal honour to all "v."!!© displayed equal virtue, and if one

party learned its lessons from the otlier, let the honour of priority

be also equitably bestowed. Mr. Brodhcad has so fitly adjusted

this Avhole matter that we choose to let him speak directly to our

readers, and wo solicit from every unprejudiced mind a candid con-

sideration of the subjoined extract:

—

.

' No class of persons in the world has, perhaps, on the one hand, been luaded

with more extra vri;_';uit eulo^ry, and, on the otlier. been covered with more un-

deserved rliliciili', tiian the Knglish Puritans, and their descendants in America.

An incessant repetition of stereoty[icd panegyrics may, indeed, be excused on

those perioilii-al occasiDiis when a large posterity is accustomed to conuuemorate,

with hlial pride, the many worthy attributes of a devout, active, acute, inde-

pendent, and resnliiie ancestry. The honest reputation of that renowne<l an-

cestry no candid mind can depreciate; and the real services Mhich the Puii-

tans rendered to the cause of civil lil)erty it is grateful to applaud. P>ut there

is danger lest zeal >h()uM outnm knowledge; and lest ideal pictures. dr.iv.n by

self-adulat(iry rhetoric, should gradually come to be received as faithi'cJ j-ti"-

traits of reality. Aii'l while naught should be set down in malice, no tempta-

tion to flatter selt-couceit, nor an.xiety to demonstrate hypotheses ; no relui.-tance

to oppose the mo>t elixjuent ability, nor fear of provoking cheri>hed prejudice

which imwclcoiiie candour may otfend, should ever warp those who assume the

responsible task of recording the annals of their race, from the duty of clearly

exposing historical truth.

" However ample may have been the true scope of their comjiact on board

of the May FIo\ver at Cape Cod, it cannot he denied, and it ought net to be

concealed,' that the Pilgrim<. before they left their asylum in Holland, had seen.

in her tolerant government, an early and illustrious assertion of the righ.ts and

the i)0\ver of the people, and a noble protest against opjuession and tyranny.

"While the fugitive Puritan-:, unmolesled at Leydeu, observed the jRvpuiar

principles of majorities triumphant, even in severe ecclesiastical decisions, tli'-y

found that sublime.'*t element of all in civil libertv,—freedom of cotiscienev,

—
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more fully realized in tlie United Netherlands, than in any other country in

the world. The same imniuniti(.s which the J)ntch had won from Spain wore
freely granted to the non-conforming refugees fnmi England. In the Batnvian
republic, too, they s^aw the happy workings of the federal system which after-

wanl bound together the American colonies. And, in the constitution of self-

governing Holland, those refugees had before them the practical example of a
representative administration, imperfect indeed, but nevertheless a marvel of
the age, founded on large principles of popular liberty, maintaining those

principles with splendid success, and deserving the lasting gratitude of man-
kind tor its earnest, consistent, and magnanimous vindication of the riuhts of
humanity. All this was observed in the United rrovinces, at a pcrind when
James I. was King of Great Britain, Louis XIII. King of France, and Philip

III. King of Spain. Such lessons could not possibly have been lost upon the

Pilgrims; to their value they had themselves borne testimony, in soliciting

encouragement to emigrate to New-Netherland, ' under the order and com-
mand' of the Prince of Orange and the States General: and when they arc
found aflirming, in New England, some of substantially the same principles as
those which they had seen operative in the Dutch republic, and which at that

time were developed nowhere else, it cannot be just to monopolize for them
the glory of having originated 'popular constitutional liberty.'"—Pp. 131-133.

Still, it must be conceded that the English Puritans learned their

first great lessons of freedom in their native land. The EngHsh
common law, the noblest charter of liberty that ever pervaded any
political body, -was then, though only partially developed, actively

operative, and by its teachings these apostles of liberty had gained

their first ideas of those individual rights which in llollund -were

seen much more fully brought into practice, though less clearly

recognised in theory.

Neither was the spirit of freedom which prevailed in Xew-
Netiierland altogether a foreign importation. The American prov-

ince was never a perfect type of its European ancestor. Erom a

very early date the Belgic basis of the population Avas largely

diluted with foreign elements. The colony was from the beginning

an asylum from religious persecution, and large numbers of refugees

of almost every name and creed, from Europe and from the neigh-

bouring colonies, were attracted thither as to a place of common
security. The zeal of the patroons to obtain settlers induced them

to oft'er liberal conditions, and to disregard both national and theo-

logical differences. Accordingly the population of these infant com-

munities vv'ere often composed of the most heterogeneous materials,

whose only point of coincidence was that all were free and loyal

denizens of the colony. Here a forlorn band of Walloons, outcasts

of Europe's religious wars, sought and obtained all that they desired,

—

the rights of citizenship, and religious liberty. When religious in-

tolerance had expelled a portion of the people from the English

Puritanical colonies, the outcasts sought and gained a resting-place

in the Dutch province. The English conquest hastened the same
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tendencies amon;^ the colonists, both by the introduction of En;;lish

jurisprudence, and by the liberal course of administration pursued,

with the design of attaching the colonists to their new rulers. The

free principles of English law fuund a ready response in the free

spirits of those hardy provincials, and engendered among them an

ardent and enlightened love of liberty. The subsequent infusion of

large bodies of French Huguenots, German Palatinates, and Irish

political refugees, still further devclo})ed and strengthened among

the masses this love of personal liberty.

The character of the persons who made up the heterogeneous

population of New-Netherland, and the motives that brought them

thither, no doubt, had a great influence in forming the character of

the future population. The lessons of religious liberty and of mutual

forbearance among persons of diverse and opposing religious creeds,

arc often more dillicult to learn, and to reduce to practice, than those

of civil equality ; but even this diihcult problem Avas satisfactorily

solved in the Dutch colony. True, in this, as in other particulars,

the right was obtained in spite of the will of the governor, who had

as little favour for Lutherans or Quakers, as had any of his Puri-

tanical neighbours. But the people resisted the bigoted spirit of

the director, and when appealed to, his superiors in Holland directed

that the same indulgence Avhich had made the parent city a general

asylum for the oppressed should also prevail in the province.

The practice of a free toleration in matters of religion was coeval

with the history of ]Sew-iS'etherland. The planting of the colony

\ras not a religious, but a commercial enterprise. The original

colonists brought Avith them the prevailing religious notions of the

fatherland, not wholly excluding the intolerance that disgraces the

ecclesiastical annals of Holland. But the merchants of Amsterdam

^vere more mindful of their profits than zealous for the maintenance

of a forced orthodo.vy ; and, as in their own city a free toleration

was allowed, so they determined it should be in Kew-Amsterdam in

America. Here, therefore, the persecuted non-conformists of almost

every European nation sought and found an asylum, and " freedom

to worship God.'' Here Calvinists and Lutherans dwelt together

and enjoyed equal privileges. Here arrogant Episcopalians and

stubborn Presbyterians were compelled to refrain from annoying

each other. Here Anabaptists and Quakers, left to enjoy their own

peculiarities, ceased to be fanatical, and became rationally devout,

and valuable members of the social and political body. Here, too,

the forlorn Israelite, proscribed and down-trodden among all nations,

was permitted to set up his synagogue, and to worship the God of

his flithers according to the ancient faith and ritual of his people.
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A custom thus early estiiblishcd and steadily maintained, at length

came to be approved by all classes of community; and so religious

freedom, the earliest result of true libert}-, uas cherished among them.

Stuyvesant's administration of nearly twenty years' continuance,

though characterized by great energy and honest devotion on the

part of the director to -what he supposed to be the best interests of

his superiors, Mas not a successful one. Between himself and the

commonalty was a perpetual struggle,—they, contending f.>r the

rights of freemen ; and he, to maintain and exercise an arbitrary

authority over them. The relations of the province to the neigh-

bouring colonies were also very unsatisfactory. The whole of the

original province of New-ISTetherland, to the east of the Fresh Kiver,

had been tacitly given up, since the occupation of a portion of that

region by English colonics, and more recent aggressions at Hartford

and !Ncw- Haven began to threaten still greater curtailments of the

limits of the company's territory. The steady increase of the Eng-

glish settlements on the Connecticut at length quite expelled the

Dutch from that river, ^vhile the outposts of the New-Haven colony

began to press hard upon the borders of Manhattan Island itself;

while much the larger part of Long Island was formally conceded to

the English. On the South River, the Swedish settlement for

a while quite expelled the Dutch ; and though the authority of Ncw-
Netherland was reestablished, yet its hold upon the scattered set-

tlers on that river -was at best weak and uncertain. The colony of

Rensselaerwick maintained a kind of independence, and frequently

successfully resisted the authority of the director; and tiic savages

for much of the time maintained a threatening attitude toward the

colonists.

Though the existence of the Dutch authorities on the Hudson was

frequently recognised by the English, yet in no case did the govern-

ment of Great Britain disclaim its pretensions to the whole of this

part of 2^orth America; nor were there wanting intimations that at

a proper opportunity those pretensions Avould be enforced. The
New-England colonies, especially New-Haven, whose entire tcm-
tory lay within the limits of the original Ncw-Nethcrland, looked

with evil eyes upon the Dutch province, and often urged upon the

home government the necessity of extinguishing the authority of the

Netherlands on Hudson's River. "While a state of war existed be-

tween the Dutch republic and the English, during the Protectorate

of Cromwell, measures were actually put in operation for that pur-

pose, which miscarried only by the delay of the vessels which con-

veyed the orders across the Atlantic, and the conclusion of a peace,

in the mean time, between the two belligerent commonwealths. This,
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however, was only a brief postponement of a cherished pui-pose,

which even a couiplote revolution of the Jr'nglish government by the

restoration of the monarchy did not change : for no sooner was tlie

newly-restored monarch instated in his kingdom, than he, by a secret

treaty, gave to his brother, the Duke of York, the claim of the Lritish

crown to the whole of tiie province of jS'ew-Netherland; and he,

though the two countries were at peace, immediately hastened to

seize and occupy it by force of arms. Thus, after a little more than
fifty years' continuance, terminated the \h\ich. djTiasty on the Hudson.
The Dutch title to the region they occupied was as little liable to

exceptions as that of any colonial establishment in America. But
this availed nothing against English cupidity and "manifest des-

tiny." An historian may not be a pai-tisan, nor feel too deeply the

interest of his story, though it is one of innocence spoiled of its

rights, and injustice triumphant. Mr. Brodhead's reflections at the

close of the account of this transaction are no doubt just, though
they indicate the bent of his feelings as to the affair :

—

"Viewed in all its asnocts the event that grwe to the whole of that couutr)-
a unity in allegiance, and to which a misgoverned people complacently sub-
mitted, was as inevitable as it was momentous. But wliatcver mav Lave
been its ultimate eonseipiences, this treacherous and violent seizure of the ter-
ritor}' and possessions ot" an unsuspecting ally, was no less a breach of I'rivate
justice than ot* public t'lith. It may, indeed be afiirmed that, amonc all the
acLs of selfish perfidy which royal inn^ratitude conceived and executed, there
have been lew more characteristic, and none more base." P. 74.j.

We can find room for but two other extracts, which we take from the

author's concluding rcilections. They must be their own apology- :

—

" The ])ioneers of New-York left their impress deep upon the state. Far-
i-eaching conmiorce, which had made Old Amsterdam the Tyre of the seven-
teenth century, early jiro'.okcd the envy of the colonial neighbours of Xew-
Amsterdam, and, in the end, made her the emporium of the'^Vestern "World.
Longer lines of barges than those which once crowded the Bat-'.viau canals are
now drawn from the great lakes to the ocean, through those magnificent chan-
nels whi<-h the e.xperifnce of Holland sugcrested, and the enterprise of her
children helped to con^tru-t. Buildings as "solid and as quaint as tho:o which
grace the ' lIeoren-(;racht ' st.xnl as monuments of the olden time, until neces-
sity, the (lesire of pain, or a di.staste for what is venerable, doomed them to
destruction. Cherished holidays yet recall the memon,- of the genial anni%-er-
saries of the fatherland; and year by year the })eople are invited to render
thanks to their God. as their forefathers were invited lone: before Manhattan
was known, and while New-England was vet a desert." Those forefathers
humbly worshipped the King of kings, while 'they fearlessly rejected tl-.e kincs
of men. The chihlren of such ancestors were well fitted to act an imjiort^uit

part in the great work of opening the continent of America to the civilisation
of Kurope. They added no ignoble ingredient to the Union's blended
masses."—P. 74 7.

"Without undervaluing others, it may confidently be claimed that to no
nation in the world is the republic of the We>t moVc indebted than to the

United Provinces for the idea of the confederation of sovere!"n states : Jbr
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uoble principles of constitutional iVooilom ; for majnaminous sentiments of

religious toleration; for characteristic synipatliy Avitli tlie subjfcts of oppres-

sion : for liberal doctrines in trade and eoinnu'rce ; lor illustrious patterns of

private integrity and public a irtue ; and lor generous and timely aid in the

establishment of independence. Nowhere among tiie people of the United
States can men be found L-xccllIng in honesty, industiy, courtesv, or accora-

plishmouts, the ])0^terity of the early Duteli .«etllcrs in Xew-Xetherland. And
•when the providenec of (iod decreed that tlie rights of immanity WL-rc again

to be maintained through long years of endurance and of war, the des.-endants

of Hollanders nobly emulated the example of their forefathers; nor was their

steadfast patriotism outdone iiy that of any of the heroes in the >-tri:'" which
made the blood-stained soil of New-York and Xew-Jerscy the Netukulanps
OF Amehica."—F. 750.

We must now hasten to close our remarks on this noble volume,

which Ave have road with unmixed satisfaction, and with an i:itercst

that increased steadily to the end. We esteem it an invaluable

contribution to the literature of the country, filling very acceptably

a hitherto vacant space in our domestic history. The importance

and richness of this department of our national annals have long

been known to a few who have given special attention to the original

som-ces of information on this subject; hereafter, we may hope,

they will be known and read by all. The production of such a work

is a substantial addition to the literary wealth of the whole republic

of letters; 'and especially has the author devolved a debt upon the

descendants of the ancient inhabitants of his native state, and upon

all those of the present day who have succeeded to their heritage.

The whole nation has a proprietorship in such a work, detailing, as

docs this, the early annals of the leading members of our national

confederation.

As a writer of history Mr. ]>rodhead possesses many and great

excellences, which entitle him to a place among the very first class

of our native historians,—with Bancroft, Prescott, and Ilildreth.

With the first and last of these, as writers of domestic histories, he

is necessarih' brought into comparison ; nor need he dread the ordeal.

In patient and thorough research, and in large and comprehensive

views of his whole subject, he is perhaps equal to any historical

writer of ancient or modern times ; and in all those intellectual and

resthetical qualifications Avhich in such a work are detecteil in a

thousand nameless excellences, the richness of his mental furniture

is attested by the work itself Its value does not consist in any

one, nor in several specifically excellent features, but rather in a

symmetrical elevation and faultlessness of the whole production.

The style of composition is eminently pure, chaste, and simple.

There is nothing turgid or swelling about it,—no accumulation of

epithets, nor straining after high-sounding expressions,—no aiming

at dramatic effect, nor attempts at a forced sprightliness by the use
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of startling; announcements or sharp antitheses. In short, there is

throu^^hout a remarkable absence r.f all studied excellences of lan-

guage and manner. Yet the terms and forms of expression seem
to be aKvays happily chosen, and to fall naturally into their places,

conveying in just proportions the thoughts evidently intended to be
conveyed. One may read the -whole volume through -without any
thought of the style as good or bad; for, like a transparent medium,
its clearness and purity secure it from attention. The narra-

tive is animated Avithout apparent etiort, and forcible uithout
labour ; the -v\-hole discourse is rich without the aid of mere embel-
lishments, and alluring, though there is no apparent solicitude to

please. •

In detailing events or discussing characters, this writer is equally

removed from the eulogistic manner of Bancroft, and the severe de-

preciations of llildreth. His characters are neither all prodigies in

their several sjihcres, nor yet are they little men overpraised, for

whom historical truth has nothing to do but strip them of their paint

and tinsel. Though there is necessarily much correcting traditional

errors, yet even this is done so gently and inoffensively, that the

statement seems more like the award of an umpire than the plead-

ing of an advocate.

In the composition of his story, Mr. Brodhead's method is rather

the synthetical than the analytical, so that his readers ."^ce the sub-

ject as a whole rather than in its details ; the work is in fvct a his-

tory of the province, and not merely a collection nf historical inci-

dents, nor a gallery of portraits of character. His chanie'ers are

always subordinate objects, and in every part the work is historical

rather than biugraphieal. ^'or does he, in imitation of certain Ger-
man writers of the jiresent time, make his narrative a mere frame-

work upon which to exhibit a theory; nor yet, on the contvarv, does

he give us only a catalogue of fticts. There are both facts and phi-

losophy in the composition; but it is facts tcacliing plr.losophy,

rather than philosophy tcacliing by facts.

In conclusion, without any reference to other writers, invidious or

otherwise, we tender to Mr. Brodhead our hearty thanks for the

great work, of which this volume is at once an earnest and a valuable

instalment; and we congratulate the public on the acqui^irion of so

valuable an addition to our historical classics. We shall nnait with

no little interest the advent of the succeeding volumes, as from time

to time they shall be given to the public, feeling assiu-cd that the

words of cncoumg'Muent with which an aj)preciating public have

-welcomed this volume, will stimulate the author to hasten the com-

pletion of the series.
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Anx. VL—FABER ON BAPTISMAL REGENERATION.

Sermons on the doctrine of Regciifration, according to Scripture and the Church of
.England. By Georok Stanley Fabkr, B. D, London: 1816; riulaaelphia

:

E. C. it J. Biddle, 1S.J3.

The name of the author of these sermons must be familiar to most
theological students, at least in this country, for his Avritings have
been Avidely circulated and very generally read. In the best sense
of the phrase, he was a learned man. He chiefly distinguished him-
self, however, in Biblical and theological science. His Essay on the
Prophecies is among the best things of the kind in the English lan-

guage. His productions are never superficial ; he always goes to
the bottom of whatever he takes in hand. But then, however pro-
found, he is always perspicuous. Thoughts in themselves recondite
and metaphysical, passing through his mind and flowing from his

pen, at once become all but transparent. In this respect, as well as
in calm dignity, he may be regarded as a model for the polemic.

The sermons, four in immber, named at the head of this article,

furnish a fine specimen of Faber in his happiest mood. On the
subject of " Baptismal Regeneration," they are full and conclusive.

His argument has not only never been answered, but is really un-
answerable. The dogma against which it is aimed will never be
able to stand before such a sweeping battery of evangelical truth
and powerful ratiocination.

But the query naturally arises, AVas there really any occasion for

these sermons V Is it true that any part of Protestant Christendom
has, within the last half-century, held that baptism and regeneratioa

are identical ; that they are so inseparably linked together that one
cannot possibly occur without the other? That such a theory at

once existed, at least in substance, will probably be fjuesti'jned by
no one at all acquainted with ecclesiastical history. About the time
that Christianity, under the Emperor Constantino, became the relig-

ion of the state, it was perhaps almost universal. This was the
chief reason why baptism was often delayed to a very late period ia
life. Under an impression that it washed away all antecedent moral
stains, and wishing to die in a state of sanctification, many persons
delayed receiving this solemn rite till they were at the very i»oint of
death. Constantino himself was not bap'tized till he was at his last

gasp
;
and in this he was followed by his son Constantinus. Two

of his other sons, also,—Constantino and Constaus.—thou'h theo-
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retical believers, and dosi^nin^ to receive the ordinance, 'tvcre killed

before tlicy were baj.ti7.ed. Even St. Ambrose was not ba|)tized

before he was elected liishop of ]\Iilan, and several of the fathers not

till near the time of their death.

It need scarcely be stated that the inseparability of baptism and
regeneration has always been a fundamental article in the cieed of

Romanists. But, had it always been confined to the adherents of

the Roman pontifTs, there would have been little occasion for the

sermons imdcr review. It is matter of profound regret, however,

that it has found its way into Churches claiming to be Protestant.

Indeed, all along from tlic time of the Ecformation, there have been,

here and there, individuals in the Anglican Church who seoncd to

avow the doctrine. Either, however, they were personally of so lit-

tle note, or put forth their novel views in terms so vague and equiv-

ocal, that no general controversy has taken place on the subject until

within the last fifty years.

' The immediate cause of Mr. Faber s sermons seems to have been

the publication, in isl"), of certain tracts by Doctor, afterward Lish-

op, Mant. The following citations from these tracts will give the

reader an idea of the author's teaching on the subject of ba])ti5m

and regeneration. Of the former, the bishop says, " Supernatural

grace is confen-ed thereby." " Baptism is a new birth, by which
we enter into the new world, the now creation, the blessings and
spiritualities of the kingdom." " From this time forward we have

a new princijile put into us, the spirit of grace, Avhich, besides our

soul and bodj', is a principle of action." " The doctrine of regen-

eration by bapti.-^m is most clearly assorted by her. [the Church of

England ;] she supposes not merely all real Christians are regen-

erated by (Jod's lloly Spirit,—by which I understand all those who
live a Christian life,—but that those also are regenerated to vrhom

baptism is rightly administered, notwithstanding by their future con-

duct tiiey may forfeit the privileges of their new birth." " Denying
the doctrine of baptismal regeneration is a heresy." "If the work

of regeneration is not efiected by baptism, it is almost impossible

for any sober man to say when and by what means it is." " To
deny the regenerating clTect of baptism is, in some sense, to do de-

spite to (he Spirit of grace.'' " To the Romans he [St. Paul] em-

ploys the same figure, describing baptism as a burial; adding, withal,

a particular which confirms an opinion presently to be insisted on,

that no other than baptismal regcnercfio7i is possible in this

uwld." " Does not the language of the apostle warrant the argu-

ment that we are born anew in baptism, and in baptism cuclu-

sivehj r
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Language similar to the above occurs again and again in tliese

tracts. Further quotations, hoAvevcr, appear to be quite unneces-

sary. Even the baptism of Simon Magus, ]>ishop Mnnt insisted,

as did Dr. Pusey after him, -was a true case of regeneration, follow-

ed, however, it was admitted, by an immediate falling into sin.

13ut Bishop Mant was by no means alone in this controversy.

The Dean of Chichester, Dr. Bcthell, addressed an "Apology" to

^Ir. Faber soon after the publication of his sermons on ba])tismal

regeneration. The following passage (page 5) will indicate the

tenor of his apology :

—

" As to those persons who. after being baptized in a stitc of hypocrisy and
wilful sin, afterward became true penitents and believers, I, lor my part, en-

tertain no doubt of their forgiveness and salvation. But by what phi/sical

procc.<i< they are brought into a state of salvation and acceptance with God,
wlietlier by infusion or resuscitation of the incorruptible seed, or by what
otlicr mysterious moans, I neither know nor do I wish to inquire. Jt is a case

not mentioned in the covenant, nor supposed, nor provided for in the Church
of God."

Thus it would seem that, in the estimation of the dean, regener-

ation and baptism are so absolutely. connected, that even those who
nullify their baptism by wilful sin and arrant hypocri.sy, if ever

saved at all, are saved only by a sort of revivification of the baptis-

mal v,-ater dropped upon their heads when hypocrites ! The grace

of God cannot get into their hearts, unless it goes back to what was

done for them in their baptism—say five, ten, fifteen, or twenty

years previously—and " resuscitates the incorruptible seed " then

sown in their moral nature.

If, however, we would see the maximum of this exceedingly dan-

gerous doctrine, we must come down to what may be called, per-

haps not inaptly, the Tractarian Dispensation. In "Tracts for

the Times," !No. G7, Dr. Pusey holds the following language: "2sic-

odemus asked, How can these things be ? And most of our ques-

tions about baptismal regeneration are IS'icodemus questions. We
know it in its author, God ; in its instrument, baptism ; in its end,

salvation, union with Christ, sonship to God, resurrection from the

dead, and the life of the world to come. We only know it not where

it does not concern us to know it—in the mode of its operation. But
this is just what man would know : so he passes over all those glori-

ous privileges ; he would fain know how baptism can be the

same to the infant and the adult convert. Yet the gift is the same

;

.... to both it is nourishment and life." " Our life in Christ is

throughout represented as commencing when we are by baptism

made members of Christ and children of God A com-

FouRTii Series, Vol. VI.—38
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mencement of life in Christ after baptism, a death unto sin ami a

new birth unto ri<^htcousncss, at any other period than at that one

first introduction into God's covenant, is as little consonant with the

general representations of Holy Scripture, as a commencement of

physical life lon^ after our natural birth is with the order of his

providence."—l*p. 24, 25. " If baptism be the cleansing and quick-

ening of dead soul.^, they [ministers] do woric miracles."

—

Tract

85. " We arc saved by faith hrin^in^ us to baptism : and bij bap-

tism God saves us." " There are but two periods of absolute

cleansing—baptism and the day of judgment."

—

Tract GT, p. 40.

Scarcely less explicit than even I'usey himself is the present

Bishop of Exeter. "Writing to the Archbishop of Canterbury in

condemnation of the judgment of the Privy Council in the Gorham
case, he says, page 45 :

" Mr. G. separated entirely the inward and

spiritual grace from the sacrament, inasmuch as lie stated ' regener-

ation ' to have preceded baptism." Again, in his address to candi-

dates for confirmation, published in the "English Churchman." he

says: "If any of you' have the least doubt as to the couipletoncss

of tlie gift bestowed in baptism, or that it places j^ou in any other

state than that of actual salvation, I entreat and beseech you, if

any such tliere be, at once rather to leave the Church than to receive

the holy ordinance of confirmation under such circumsiances."

In one of his l*astoral Letters he makes the following remarkable

declaration: "By some supernatural and mysterious operation,

we, our bodies and souls, are in bapti.sm united to thi.- body and soul

of Christ, and thereby to the Godhead; and the Holy Ghost it is

by which we have this union—a union which makes us to be as

tnily of the lineage of the second Adam, as we are naturally in the

lineage of the first Adam. This is our new birth—the being born

of the Spirit."

Thus also the Bishop of London, in a charge to his clergy, so

recently as l!^42, says: "The doctrine of our Church as to the

Christian's sj)iritual life has ahvays appeared to me to be this : jus-

tification begins in baptism, when the children of wrath are regen-

erated by water and the Holy Ghost, and are made children of

God. Remission of sins is expressly declared to be tluu given;

and the remission of sin implies justification in the proper sense of

the term."

The author of " Bernard Leslie," Mr. Gresley, a clergyman of

some notoriety as a Tractarian writer, says that baptismal regener-

ation " is the beginning of the life of God in the soul. It is the

implanting in the heart the seed of divine grace, thenceforth to be

cherished and confirmed. It is the jrraftinrr of the redeemed soul into
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the stock of Christ."—P. 13. In another place he says, " God docs

then and tlicre implant the principle of faith in the child's heart."

Another ^vritcr of the same school speaks thus in the " Christian

Spectator" of even unrepentinp; adults :
" Not only in the language

of charity, but of f.\ct, of even an impenitent adult coming to bap-

tism, it may -with truth be said, as the Church of England says, that

he is 'born again,' and 'grafted into the body of Christ's Church,'

—that he is ' regenerate.'
"

The above quotations are only a sample of what might be adduced,

to almost any extent, from distinguished English Avriters of the last

twenty-five or thirty years. Indeed, the doctrine of baptismal

regeneration has been echoed and reechoed, iterated and reiterated,

from almost every part of the Anglican Church, so that one can

hardly go amiss in pursuit of it. Nor has this doctrine been by
any means confined to the transatlantic Episcopal communion.
The Protestant Episcopal Church in this country has been most sadly
" plagued," and distracted, and weakened by it. Some of her lead-

ing ministers, as -well as many of less note, have not only given in

their adhesion to Tractarianism, but have out-Heroded even Herod
himself. It Avould seem that they could hardly be extravagant

enough to suit themselves. Ambitious not to be outdone by their

English brethren, they have not only republished their tracts, but

have quite exceeded them in the strength and explicitness of their

avowals. Take the following examples. When, in 1S52, Bishops

M'Coskry of Michigan, and De Lancey of AVesteru New- York, went

as delegates to England to attend the closing exercises of the jubi-

lee of the " Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Eorciga

Parts," the former was invited to preach the anniversary sermon.

lie complied, and preached in St. Paul's Cathedral. That the ser-

mon gave satisfaction, it is perhaps reasonable to infer from the fact

that it was published. It should certainly give satisfaction even to

the most rigid Tractarian. In it the bishop says: ' Gotl has given

his own Son to be the head of a new family on the earth, the de-

scendants of which are bound together by stronger ties than blood.

They are, in the higher sense, brethren. They arc connected

through the Son of God. It becomes an important matter to

inquire. In what manner arc we admitted into this family, and thus

made brethren ? It is by baptism. This is the initiatory right.

No amount of personal holiness, (if it can ever be acquired out of

this family,") [a matter of doubt, it seems.] "or inward experiences,

or raptures, can make us members of the Church of Christ. We
must enter through the door which its Divine Head has opened, and
we must enter bv receiving from those whom he has constituted as
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his earthly representatives the right to enter; and this right, wo
have observed, is baptism. In this ordinance every child is made
a new creature in Christ Jesus The relationship thus created
vrill remain. It cannot be shaken off in this Morld : however un-
worthy the members of this family may become, they will still

remain the children of God."
The bishop of the diocese of :Maryl;ind, (Whittingham,) in a charge

to his clergy in ISoO, says: "The divine commissiun of the miiiil-
try, in apostolical succession, as the authorized dispenser of justify-
ing and sanctifying grace in the sacnmients of regeneration, [bap-
tism,] and of the communion of the body and blood of Christ, has
been the uninterrupted doctrine of the Church."

Another bishop, Doane, whose name has of late become rather
familiar to the public, in a charge to the clergy of the diocese of
Kew-Jersey, delivered in 1842, holds the following language: " Man
is a sinner Ho must be born again. This, aT the Saviour
says, must be of water and of the Spirit. He is regenerated, the
Church declares, in holy baptism, ^^ow he has washed away his
sins in the fountain opened on the cross This is the new or
spiritual birth. A\'hether it be the infant of an hour, brought in the
flvith of parents and sponsors, or whether it be the' man°of three-
score years and ton, converted and become a liitle child, the laver
of the new birth is the font of baptism."

This doctriiic has been made a m:^tter of catechetical instruction.
In the "Manual of Oral Instruction upon the Bible," the question
is a.«5ked, (page 8,) " When is the Christian justified ? Ans. The in-
fant is justified at his baptism : it is the first step in the Christian
life." "Very young children are ready to do wrong; but when
they arc baptized, then they are made clean from sin, that is, from
wickedness."

—

Juv. Rep., vol. i, p. 72.

The Protestant Episcopal Tract Society have abundantly avowed
the doctrine in quo.-^tion. In Tract ^'o. 171 we find the follow-

ing: "It is frequently asserted, in opposition to the doctrine of
baptismal regeneration, that the meaning and design of bap-
tism are simply to admit into the visible Church. °.

. . . Ee-
cause baptism was or.lained by way of admission into the visible

Church, have we any right to say that it was ordained for no pur-
pose besides? But let us take the statement as it stands. Baptism
is admission into the visible Church of Christ. What does this

mean ? I maintain that it means admission into all spiritual bless-

ings whatsoever; that it means nothing short of that comprehen-
sive benefit we call regexeration."
"Baptism is to be considered as conveying to us the Holy Ghost.
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The baptized person is born into the covenant of grace, and, by the

terms of that covenant, has a ri<;ht to the indwelling and aid of the

blessed Spirit. Consequently, -whether or not he will put them to

use, he receives in baptism powers which b}' nature he could not

have. Born carnal, he has now a spiritual constitution, with spirit-

ual faculties—faculties which he could never have inherited by his

first birth, and whereby he can apprehend heavenly truth, and dis-

cern, obey, and love the spiritual law." "And I take this opportu-

nity of observing that this covenanted "—that is, baptismal— '• pres-

ence of the Spirit in each ba])tized man, is the only presence of the

Spirit of whichwe at all know in any man."

The tract from which the above is taken, as well as others in the

catalogue published by the same society, abounds with similar ex-

pressions. Further quotations, however, seem quite unnecessary.

It is well known that the "New-York Churchman" has, for

many years, been regarded as the exponent of the e.xtreuie party in

the Protestant Episcopal Church. Of its multiplied avowals on the

subject of baptismal^rcgoncration, what follows seems too remarka-

ble to be omitted: '" Were entrance into the covenant to be eti'ected

by man's own act, or by a certain kind or degree of mental state'

—

if his own virtue or his own faith were the means whereby he was

to be ad:^itted into the way of salvation—human weakness and

ignorance would be a perpetual source of delusion. But God has

set in the Church those by whom, through a means and form [bap-

tism] appointed by himself, he takes those who by nature are chil-

dren of wrath, and by giving them a new birth into a state of salva-

tion, makes them children of grace." . . . .
" We hold this doctrine of

baptismal regeneration. The baptized infant is with us ' a member
of Christ, a child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of heav-

en;' and this he is made by a sacrament, a mysterious and inscruta-

ble means of conveying God's grace, the regenerating influences of

the Holy Spirit. And this is no figure, no metaphor embodied in

action, no type, no bare symbol, no signifying that wliich may be. or

may not be ; but a saving ordinance, a reality tenfold more real

than any phenomenon that is presented to us, either in time, or yet

in space."

One more reference will quite answer our present purpose. In a

sermon by the Bev. John Alden Spooner, of Glenn's Falls, New-
York, preached on occasion of the death of the Rev. Palmer Dyer,

of the same diocese, we have a frank and specific avowal of many,
if not most, of the peculiarities of Popery. "We have space, how-
ever, only for what relutes to baptismal regeneration and its imme-
diate cognates. Speaking of Mr. Dyer, he says :

" He was baptized.
'
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The record and' proof of that, his conversion, is in the Church-
book at Granville, ^\ Y. At the sacred font there his siu=5 ^cre
washed away, and ho ^vas regenerated." "He ^as conjinnrd
There is left us no doubt as to his receiving the Holy Ghost That
gift M-as imparted to him in the Church, by the layin- on of the
hands of Bishop Brownell

; and the record of it exists. Our crround
of humble and Scriptural joy is thus enlarged. Union wfth the
mind of God was thus rendered more sure by the possession of the
Holy Spirit to enlighten and guide. The heart, before cleansed in
baptism, now made the tenement of the Holv Ghost in the lesser
Bacrament of confirmation, had double certainty of improvement."

_

After reading the above, no one will be surprised with the follow-
ing paragraph

:
" It is the absolution and the benediction of the

Church for which God looks in the individual to determine that he
IS in favour. It is to the ministry that God says, ' Whatsoever ye
shall bind on earth, shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever ye
shall loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven.' Matt, xviii IS
Separated, then, from the Church, we see no ordinary ]^.ible hope of
heaven. Otherwise than in the Church, and with that ministry
"Which God has appointed, the individual is not ' loosed from sin.'

"

The preceding we take to be a fair specimen of the tcachinr-s of
the High Church party, both in England and America. How.'then,
can any reflecting man be surprised that so many persons from the
Episcopal communion should have gone to the Church of Rome?
The wonder indeed is that the number is no greater. It would
seem that no considerate and. discriminating individual could rro

thus far, and then hesitate to go further. Consistency would all but
in-es.stibly impel him onward. Newman, Manning. Wilberforce and
their ecclesiastical relatives, in England, and Bishop Ives 'l)rs
Allen and horbes, and their sympathizers, in this country, in' seek-
ing an asylum in the bosom of " Holy Mother," are justlv char-ca-
ble with nothing worse than practically carrying out 'their own
sdemnly-professed theory; and one can hardly avoid the convic-
tion that the starting-point in the sliding-scale which has taken
them where they are, is the doctrine of spiritual regeneration in the
article of baptism. He wlio believes that the sacraments have an
unconditional a sort of talismanic efficacy.-that thev do, per se,
biess and sanctify those who receive them,—should, in all conscience
and in all consistency, at once throw off the guise of Protestantism
and avow himself a Bomanist. To do otherwise is to sail under
^talse colours.

But, honesty and consistency apart, it is utterly astonishing that
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any sane mind should ever adopt the theory in question. On this

point Mr. Fobcr, in the sermons now before us, has a strong and

characteristic paragraph :

—

" The assertion that a certain outward application to the human bcxly inva-

rialily jirodufcs a certain inward etVoct upon the human mind; that the nio-

mciit the hand of a priest sprinkles water upon the cateehiwnen, or phinges
him wholly beneath its surtaec, reciting' at the same time a fonmda in which
our Lord has directed the rite of baptism to be administered, at tliat iilentical

moment his soul always cxjjeriences the connncucement of sanctifK-ation. aud
becomes radically changed in its every faculty ; in fine, (for this is liic sum and
substance of the matter,) that God should have been pleased to confer, with-

out any exeejition to the general rule, upon a particular outward action of his

appointed ministers, or perhaps, (as some have contended with the Church of
Kome,; of any baptized Christian where a priest cannot bi' procured, a mirac-

ulous potency of all'ecting the very soul itself through the tleshly veil with

which it is shrouded—an assertion like this, so extraordinary, so little agreea-

ble to common analogy, so portentously vvonderl'ul, under Avhatcver a.-]H?ct it

be viewed, manifestly requires the highest possible degree of proof iu order to

its being rationally admitted."—P. 8.

These sermons are founded on Rom. ii, 28, 29: "He is not a

Jew which is one outwardly; neither is that circumcision, which is

outward in the flesh : but he is a Jew which is one inwardly ; and

circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter;

whose pi.".,:.^e is not of men. but of God." A te.\t more admirably

adapted to the purpose of the author could hardh* be imagined. The

reader will carefully notice its deep spiritual import—an import, too,

in direct contlict with the theor}' that baptism and regeneration are

always inseparable, it most clearly <hows that the outward rite is

one thing, and the inward grace quite another ; and that, conse-

quently, the rite may be received, while the grace is wholly wanting.

The development and illustration of this single thought are, in effect,

the pivot on which the whole of these four masterly sermons, extend-

ing through one hundred and twenty-three octavo pages, is made to

turn.

The first sermon is a simple argument against the theory in fiues-

tion, constructed Avithout any immediate reference to the special

teachings of the sacred te.xt. It is maintained that this theory re-

spects a matter of fact, the truth of which must be proved or dis-

proved, like that of any other matter of fact. What, then, is the

fact? Is it true that all who receive the rite of Christian baptism

become, ipso factn, "new creatures"—that they do really "pass

from death unto lifeV" In regard to infants, it is admitted that it

is somewhat difficult to settle the question; because we have no

means of positively ascertaining what takes place in their souls at

the time of their baptism. Still, if so great a change be actually
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eflected in their moral natures, it would certainly seem not a little

strange that sucli multitudes of them should exhibit, by their views

and actions in after life, not the least indication of it. Baptized

and unbaptizcd children, under the same moral discipline, display,

substantially, the same moral character. This will be admitted by

all candid persons who have paid an}' attention to the subject.

But infants arc not the only persons baptized Avithin the pale of

the Christian Church. AduUs are, perhaps in far fireater numbers,

admitted to this solemn rite. Such subjects ought not to be, and

doubtless are not, altogether insensible to the workings of their own

minds. These, then, are the very persons by whose unanimous tes-

timony the alleged matter of fact must be proved, if proved at all.

In this connexion, the following paragi-aph from the sermon before

U3 should not be omitted:

—

" It is a<«<;crtf(l, that the spiritual change of heart called regeneration inva-

rlalilij takes place in the precise article of baptism. If this assertion, there-

loie, be Avell rounded, the s]jiritual change in (juestion Avill invarlahlij take

place in every adult at the identical mouiciil v.hen he is baptized—that is to

say. at the very instant when the hand ol' the priest brings his body in contact

with bajitisniai -water, at that precise instant his understanding begins to be

illuminated, his will to be reformed, and his atiections to be puriiied. Hitherto

he li.is walked in darkness; but noic, to use the Scriptural phrase, he has

'passcil from darkness unto light.' IlitJicrfo he has been wraj^ped in a death-

like sleep ot trcsj)asses and sins: lait nmc he awakes and ri~es from the dead,

Christ himselt' giving him lite. Hitherto he has been a chaos of vice, and
ignorance, and spiritual confusion ; ' the natural man receiving not the things

of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him:' but now he is • cre-

ated after God in rigliteousness and true holiness;* 'being in Christ, he is a

new cr«'ature;' having become spiritual, the things of the Spirit of (iotl arc

no loiigir I'oolishiK'ss unto him—he ' knows them, because they arc spiritually

discerned.' Such are the emphatic terms in which regeneration is described

by the sacred writers, "\^'hat we have to do. therefore, I api>rehend. is forth-

%vith to inipiire whether every baptized adult, without a single exception, Ls

invuriiil'hj Ibund to declare, that, in the precise article of baptism, his soul ex-

perlenci'd a change analogous to that which is so unequivocally set forth in the

above-cited texts of Scrijjture."—P. 13.

The inquiry, then, is apposite—Does each person baptized expe-

rience this great moral changed Is he at all conscious of any such

thing? Can any single instance be adduced in which the baptized

person has been known to declare that, the moment he was sprin-

kled with the consecrated water, or, if the reader please, was im-

mersed in it, he perceived a new light to dart into his understanding.

a new bias to be given to his will, a new character to be stamped

upon his afiection.--, --:ii a word, a complete change to pass upon his

whole moral nature? To sustain the theory here combatted. it

should be shown indeed that all persons baptized do really expen-

euce this change ; for if a single individual, voluntarily coming to
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the sacred font, fail to experience it, the whole theory is found to

be false. But ^vaivin^ a clear logical right, ^Ye only ask. Can a sin-

gle instance be found—is there one on record—in -which the person

baptized could say that he was distinctly conscious of expe-

riencing this divine change, this great moral transformation, the

very moment he was brought into contact with the baptismal cle-

ment?
But the alleged fact under consideration is as well a matter of

observation as of personal experience. The regenerate are expect-

ed and required to bear the fniits of the Spirit. If the tree have

been made good, then its fruit will be good also. Such is the aver-

ment of an infallible Teacher. A man professing to have e:;peri-

enced regeneration, and, consequently, to be a child of God, who
still lives according to the tlesh, is justly regarded either as a de-

ceiver or as being deceived. Well, then, Do all those adults who
receive the ordinance of Christian baptism at once begin a life of

holiness ? Is it at all apparent to even the most candid observer,

that their baptism has had any material effect upon their moral

habits ? If they had not truly repented and unfeignedly believed

previously, did not their moral character, as a whole, remain pre-

cisely what it was ? Alas for the doctrine of baptismal regenera-

tion, when tested by sober, unquestionable matter of fact!

And then this doctrine leads to some most startling conclusions.

If regeneration is always communicated in baptism, it will follow

that all baptized persons are in a state of salvation. Hence it fol-

lows that all who die immediately after receiving the rite, and

before they have lapsed into sin, are infallibly sure of the kingdum

of God.

" Now, under this -s-iew of the subject, evcrj- priulent parent wLo cspou?".s

the theory before us, will carefully refrain from liavinc; his child baptized dur-

ing its infancy; because, by deferring the rite, he may almost insure the sal-

vation of hi;; ollVpring; and, on the same 2voun<l, every adult who is convert-

ed from TaLMuism to Christianity [or from the world to the faitii] would

do well to put otr his baptism and receive it as a sure viaticum in his last

extremity. I?y sm^h an arrangement, the pleasures of sin may be frctly tasted

with very incunsiderable danger to him avIio adopts it. No man, indeed, can
absolutely guanl against sudden death ; but, in ordinary cases, he may have
wallowed' during his whole life Avith perfect safety and impunity in every

abomination, provided only he takes care to be duly baptized when his last

great enemy is approaching."—P. 19.

Again, if baptism and regeneration are inseparably identical, then

it follows that every unbaptized person is, ipso facto, unregencrate.

Consequently, he must be excluded from the kingdom of heaven.

Every Pagan, young or old,—every Mohammedan, whether he has
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had an opportunity of hearinj:; the gospel or not,—every Jew, what-

ever may liave been his advantaiics for knowini.^ the truth,—every

Quaker, whatever may be his honest doubts in regard to the neces-

sity of water baptism,—each, every one, all of them, must go to

perdition without hope or remedy I iS^ay, all of those we have been

wont to call God's people under the former dispensation,—Moses,

David, Samuel, Isaiah, and their illustrious compeers,—not having

been baptized, must have been doomed to everlasting burnings I

Kor will it much relieve the conclusion to say that circumcision in

the Levitical Church was analogous to baptism in the Christian

Church ; for if circumcision in the former conferred regeneration,

as baptism does in the latter, then it were plainly superfluous and

nugatory to baptize any one who had been circumcised. By the

former rite he had been regenerated, and of course could not be

regenerated again by baptism. And yet it is well known that our

Lord left a general injunction to his apostles to baptize all prose-

lytes without distinction, Jews as well as Gentiles.

Besides, if either circumcision or baptism be indispensable in

order to regeneration, then none can be regenerated, and conse-

quently none can be saved, who do not receive either one ordinance

or the other. What, then, became of "righteous Abel''—of JSVjah,

"a just man and perfect in his generation"—and of all other good

people who died before the institution of circumcision? Are they,

too, with the "damned cast out?" Kay, what became of many of

the martyrs themselves ? ^Ir. Faber says :

—

" In tlio primitive Cliurcli, during a period of horrible persecution, it not

unfnM|tiontly happened that a devout catechumen was dragired to the stake

And l'arl>arou>ly put to death, ere he had partaken of the Initiatory rite of

l».apii.-M\ : and tliere are cases upon record of Pagans being suiUlenly convert-

fd to ( Iiristiauity by merely v.itnessing the constancy of the martyred fcilth-

ful ; wlu) Ii!<t;iiuly, under the first impulse of zeal, professing their belief, were
fortiiwith led to slaughter themselves. Now wliat must wc suppose to be the

final cnntlition of these pious people? AVcre they saved, or were tliey not

KivedV They certalnlv were never baptized; tlierctbre, if bajnism and re-

{^enonitlon be in-eparable, they never were regenerated. But, If they never

were regenerated, then they cannot have entered into the kingdom of heaven;
for '• without holiness no man shall see the Lord." and regeneration Is the com-

men<Ing inilnt of holiness. Yet this conclusion is evidently too absurd to be

aduiltlfd ll>r a single moment; no reasonable man can doubt of the salvation

of siirh persons. If they then obtained salvation, they must have been pre-

viously ri'geuerated ; because It is a scrlpturaliy-determlned point, that wiili-

out rcgiMiiTation and consecutive holiness no man possibly can be saved. I'^^t

if they vere previously regenerated, then they nuist liavc been regenerated

without having been baptized."—Pp. 2G, 27.

Kow how arc the abettors of the theory upon which we here an-

imadvert to extricate themselves from this difficulty?
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Our author, in the second sermon, enters more immediately upon

the Scripture argument. Here ue have all for which any candid

mind could reasonably ask ; at least, all who receive the preeminent-

ly Protestant doctrine, that "Holy Scripture containeth all things

necessary' to salvation," must be abundantly satisfied with the con-

clusion to which Mr, Faber conducts them. The sermon opens

with a sentiment at once so admirable in itself and so admirably

expressed, that injustice would be done alike to the author and the

reader not to transcribe it :

—

" The theory, that spiritual regeneration is the inseparable ooncomitant of
external l)ai)tisni by water, has tre([nently been niaitUained with a de;.'rec of'

confidence, perhajis, more doirmatieal than j^rndent. A sobvr and genuine
Protestant intjulrer, however, will be little dispo^jed tti receive any system
merely because it coniesi reeoniniended by a somewhat overweeninir positlvc-

ness. Tic will rather be disposed to prove all things, and to hold fast oidy that

which is good. Hence he will not lightly admit a theory which advances one
of the mo>t e.xtraordiuaiy propositions upon record. He will not, in<iee<l, per-

emptorily decide against it in the fii-st instance, simply because it docs advance
a most extraordinary position ; for he well knows tiiat. althougli we are not

preci.>ely bound to receive any extraordinary position because it is boldly and
peremptorily asscrtcil to be true, yet very extraordinary positions may. after

all, be perfectly consistent with veracity. But he conceives it to be not only

his right, but his bounden duty also, to sift such a position to the very lx)ttom

by every varied mode which he can devise ; so that he may admit it or reject

it, according as he is dcterniined by the weiglit of evidence. Tliis was tlic

grand principle of the Iteforniation—a principle by ^vllich real Scrijitural

truth can never be endangered—a principle, the dereliction of which is a vir-

tual nla])-i' into the very s])irit of Popery. INlost heartily, then, can a genu-

ine Protestant say, with a late eminent bishop of the English Church. [IJishop

Ilorsley,] ' Would God^all the Lord's people were prophets.' IJut. a^ in the

nature of things tliis can never be, Lc will at any rate be a decided t'riond to

a spirit of sober in([uiry in those who have the means and opportunities of em-
barking in theological discussion."—Pp. 32, 33.

The advocates for baptismal regeneration rely, so far as Scripture

authority is concerned, chiefly on John iii, 5, Tit. iii, 5, and 1 Pet.

iii, 19-21. In his remarks on these passages, Mr. Faber sums

up. as follows :

—

" It may be remarked of the three conjointly that, as it is agreed on all

hands that baj>tisra is the outward symbol of regeneration, whatever may be

its additional eHicai-y, so it is impossible to deny that, by one of the most

common figures of rhetoric, the sign and the thitig signified arc conversely and
indiifirently used in our ordinary ibrms of speech. Thus we are accustomed

to style the sacrament of the Lord's suf)per the holy communion of the bo<ly

and blood of our Saviour Christ: and with good reason, for Jesus himself

scrupk-(l not to s;\y of the bn>ad, 'This is mv bo^lv;' and of the wine, ' This is

my blood;' yet when wf so s[>cak of the last supper, wc do not mean to inti-

mate that ail who partake of the bread and wine are therefore partakers of

the holy communion of Christ's spiritual body and bhuxl. Thus, in a similar

manner, Moses denominates the paschal lamb ' the Lord's passover ;' yet no
one supposes him to mean that the lamb was the same thing as God's act of
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passing over the housos of the Israelites. Thus ngain, inversely, Cbriit Jo-
nomiiiutcs himself a ' door ' and a ' vine ;* and thus Jdiovah is said to hi.' a
sun,' and a 'shitid,' and a 'mok;' yet no confusion ensues. By this very
common figure, therefore, it is perfectly natural to style re;_'cnerat'ion a n-ufh-

ing, or a buptlsm, and thence to si'cak of our being saved by baptism, or of
our beinpr ' born again from water.' It is a pliraseology which we so well un-
derstand in all ordinary eases, that there seems little reason why, in the three
texts now under consideration, we should adopt a dilFerent principle of inter-

preting them; at least, ere we adopt such a principle, we may require a
decisive proof of its propriety from other less equivocal passages, if any such
cau be found."—Pp. oo, ^^C.

But hoAvevcr ambii^uous these texts might appear, in the abstract,

.there are others which arc so plain and explicit, that there is

scarcely room left for misconstruction. Instance the follo^ving from

the First Epistle of John :
" Love is of God ; and every one that

loveth is born of God, and knoweth God." " Whosoever believeth

that Jesus is the Christ, is born of God." " Whatsoever is born of

God, overcomcth the world." Now in neither of these passages is

there a word said about outward baptism. The drift of them, each

and all, is precisely the same. Ecgcneration is predicated, not of

baptism, but of love, of faith, and of a holy superiority to the world.

The obvious and indisputable teaching is, that whosoever " loveth,"

"believeth," and " overcometh," is, whether outwardly baptized or

not, born of God; and that he that loveth not, believeth not, and

overcometh not, is not born of God, even though he may have been

outwardly baptized.

])ut to those texts we may add examples. If it can be proved

that any person has been admitted into the kingdom of God without

baptic^m, it will thus be proved that baptism and regeneration are

not identical—unless, indeed, it be contended, as we are sure it will

not bo, that such person was admitted without regeneration. To
the examples, then. Enoch "was not, for God took him." Thus
runs the record. His salvation is, therefore, placed beyond all

doubt : and yet, living as he did, before the organization of the

Church under Abraham, he cannot have been even circumcised.

Again, to the penitent thief on the cross the Saviour said, " To-day
shalt thou be with me in paradise." But for this he was certainly

not prepared by baj^tism, never having received the rite, xsor will

it in the least relieve the case to say he may have been circumcised,

for circumcision had now ceased to be the initiatory ordinance in the

Church of God. Had we space, other instances, equally in point,

might be adduced. Tiiese two are, however, sufficient for our pres-

ent purpose.

Let us now sec if we cannot find instances in which persons were

regenerated before they were baptized, and who subsequently sub-
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mittod to that rite as an outward and visible si;^n of an inward and

spiritual grace. A certain Homan centurion of the name of Corne-

lius, -n-hose case is treated somewhat at large in the tenth chapter

of the Acts of the Apostles, is said to have been " a devout uian,

and one that feared God with all his house, who gave much alms to

the people, and prayed to (rod always." Such was his general

character even before he had received the least evangelical instruc-

tion. Sub?c.[ueutly, while St. Peter was speaking to him and

others Avho had been invited to his house, " the Holy Ghost fell on

all them that heard the word;" and then Cornelius was "baptized

in the name of the Lord." If he were not regenerated before he

was baptized, it would certainly be difficult to say by what language

such a fact could be indicated.

Nor is the case of Cornelius a solitary one. A similar train of

reasoning may be applied with equal force to that of pious Lydia,

mentioned also in the Acts of the Apostles. She is said to have

had her " heart opened " by the Lord, so that " she attended to the

things tliat were spoken by Paul ;" and was then '• baptized, to-

gether with her household." Here the order of events is precisely

the same as it was in the case of Cornelius : first, regeneration, God
working upon her heart through the medium of that imperfect

knowledge she alread}' possessed; next, catechetical instruction;

and, lastly, regular water baptism.

Thus we see from direct Scripture examples, that regeneration

does sometimes take place before baptism is administered. And
now, if we can further show that an individual has been duly bap-

tized, who nevertheless has not been regenerated, the argument

would seem to be absolutely complete. ^Vith the details of such a

case we are furnished in the eighth chapter of the same book from

which the preceding examples are taken. We refer to the case of

Simon Magus, who, professing to receive the gospel, was baptized

by Philip. The whole, however, so far as he was personally con-

cerned, evidently proceeded from the most sordid motives ; for when

lie"saw that the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost were impart-

ed by the imposition of the hands of Peter and John, he ofTored

money to the two apostles, that he also might be enabled to confer

the same gifts on whomsoever he might choose to lay his hands.

This nefarious proposal called forth from St. Peter the following

well-merited rebuke: "Thy money perish with thee, because thou

hast thought that the gift of God may be purchased with money.

Repent, therefore, of this th}' wickedness, and ])ray God, if perhaps

the thought of thy heart m.ay be forgiven thee. For 1 perceive that

thou art in the gall of bitterness, and in the bond of iniquity." Acts
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viii, 20, 2-2, 23. The assumption that he uas spiritually le-enerated
at the time he was baptized by Philip, and then iiumediatelyljackslid,
is really unworthy of serious refutation. It is impos.sib!o, indeed,
to conceive that one who had been brought out of dailine^s into
God"s niavvellous li;;!it, who had been made a new creature in Qirist,
should forthwith so relapse into his former character as to have
"neither part nor lot" in the gospel, to be cursed with a '^ heart
not right in the .'^i-ht of r.od,"" and to be actually in '-the gall of
bitterness, and in the very bond of iniquity."*

Our author carries forward his argument through two more ser-
mons, and most clearly shows from the standards.^the Articles, the
Liturgy, and the IJomilics of the Church of England, that the doc-
trine of bajitismal regeneration is an e.xotic, having no legitimate
connexion with the creed for which she holds herself re.syronsible.

His documentary evidence here is absolutely overwhelming. Xo
ingenuity or sophistry can ever turn away the force of it. In all

of this we do most heartily rejoice, yea. and will rejoice. We are,

in some sense, a pnrty concerned : for, if it could be shown that the
doctrine in question is really the doctrine of the Episcopal commu-
nion, we see not how we eouM consistently fellowship it—save only
as we fellowship the Church of Rome. Baptismal regeneration
differs so widely from JL-stification by faitu—the great central
doctrine of the Reformation—that we know not how any genuine
Protectant can fellowship the patrons of it. Error here is funda-
mental. It lies at the very foundation of the Christian character.

He who knows no other regeneration than that which he experienced
in ihQ sacramental application of water to his person, faith in the
Lord .Itsus Christ apart, has not even begun to be an evangelical
Christian. He still needs to be taught even " the first principles of
the oracles of (jlod."

We cannot, however, further follow Mr. Faber, at least for the
present. Time and space are both wanting. Possiblv, indeed,
we may have already, in the estimation of some, engrossed too
much space with a controversy belonging chiefly to a sister Church.
But he regiir<ls it as not altogether a foreign matter. Error Is

always diffusive. When countenanced in one quarter, there is

"" The writer has Ixcn a little surpri?orl to firrl that Mr. FaWr does r...: .niotc

Mark xvi. IG : " He that bclievoth and is baptized «hall be saved; but he that
believcth not shall l>c daiim<d." Observe, the Master does not say, ho that bc-

lieveth not and is not baptized; but simply, '-he that believt-th n-n." The
inference g^K.>s directly and decisively against the d-x-trine of baptismal rog':n-

eratiuu. The damnation of the hearer is set forth as a pure sequtncc, not of the
want of bapti.sm, Imt of faith.
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always danger of its beinp; received in another. ^Vhat corrupts one

member of the body, may in a short time, if unopposed and unerad-

icated, corrupt the whole system. If the doctrine of baptismal

regeneration be allowed to go on and spread, our American Chm-ches

might be iniprotestantizcd in the course of a very few years.

^Ve cannot, therefore, do otherwise than earnestly hope that the

sermons of Mr. Faber will be generally read. They have ahx-ady,

we are assured, had a most happy effect. This was particularly the

case when they were first published in England. And, had not

these powerfully argumentative discourses been carelessly allowed

to get out of print, and consequently out of general circulation, the

strong presumption is that TracJarianisin proper would have been

wholly unknown in the Anglican Church. Whether the friends of

evangelical religion in that Church, having learned wisdom by the

things they have suffered, are now taking pains to put them into the

hands of their countrymen or not, it is matter of profound gratitude

that they are being read by hundreds and tliousands in this country.

They have been republished in Philadelphia the ])rescnt year, and,

along with other kindred productions, are evidently making a pow-

erful impression on the Episcopal communion. Who have been

chiefly concerned in sending them abroad in this country, we are not

advised; though, judging from several facts that have come under

our observation, we are inclined to think it is the result of a some-

what extensively concerted effort. We have reason to know, indeed,

that some of the best men in the Protestant Episcopal Church, in-

cluding several of her most distinguished bishops, have come to a

fixed resolution to oppose, with all their strength, the further ad-

vances of Puseyism; nay, if possible, to banish it wholly frum their

communion. Who that loves spiritual religion, a pure and elevated

Christianity, can do otherwise than wish them all possible success ?

If we mistake not, indeed, there is already something like a health-

ful reaction in that Church. It M'ould be wonderful were it not so.

The number of apostates from her communion to tlie Church of

Rome is truly appalling. Some of the patrons of this new divinity

are doubtless sincere Protestants ; but they have been misled. As-

sured that the leaders of the Pusey party were only aiming at the

restoration of the simple forms of primitive Christianity, they fol-

lowed on with unsuspecting confidence. But the utter defection of

their leaders, has opened their eyes to their own danger. They have

doubtless been greatly surprised to find themselves verging so rap-

idly upon the territory of " the man of sin." No wonder they re-

treat somewhat precipitately : no wonder they lift up their warning

voice to others. They should do so. The safety, the purity of
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their whole communion is vitally concerned. Kor should the prac-

tical sympathy of other branches of the Church catholic be "with-

held. Kvery evangelical Christian in our land has a deep interest

in the issue of the pending conflict. No Protestant can, indeed,

look ui)on it ^vith indiiRTonce ; for, if Tractarianism should gener-

ally prevail in the Protestant Episcopal Church, she will then lose her

essential character as a member of the great Protestant family. So

far as true evangelical efficiency is concerned, she would become

virtually extinct, and might go, in form as well as in fact, back into

the embraces, of the lloman pontiff. But we arc persuaded she will

not do this. The recuperative energies of her ecclesiastical .system

are by no means exhausted. There are clear and gi-ateful indica-

tions of returning vitality. The heart of spiritual life seems now

to beat with increasing strength in her bosom, and a healthful glow

to be diffusing itself over her whole system. The evangelical party

is not. only r.ipidly increasing and gaining strength, but actually

getting tlie ascendency. Perhaps those not of the coumiunion can

do little iUreclhj to aid that party, but they can do much z/alircctly.

They can sympathize with it, -encourage it, pray for it. finally,

we are persuaded that we shall call forth a hearty response from

every evangelical Christian in the land, when we say, God bless

THE PrOTESTAN-I EPISCOPAL ClIUKCH 1

akt. yii.—shout ]ie\iews and ^'otices of hooks.

(1.) "77/^ Knout and the Jhtf.^ian.t" (New-York : Harper & Brotliers, 1854;

12nio.. pj). iuC) is a trjin-lation from the French of Di: Lagnv. It is clear

in stvli', true to its Fri'iah origin, and gives :i large amount of information

witli regard to the rc-Kjureos and condition of the ^Muscovite empire. Its con-

cluiVmg chapter jiaints the Czar rose-colour, but the tints u.-cd in the other por-

tions of the volume are dark enough. The book is profusely illustrated, and

affords, on the wholo, a more satisfactory and agreeable account for ordinary

readers of the present state of Russia than any of the recent brood of book3

on the subject that we have seen.

(2.) "Fium Lnplcmcnts, nut) tic Princij)!c.-i of their Construction and U.<e,

by John .7. Thomas." (Xew-York: Harper & Brothers, 1854; l'2mo., i)p.'207.)

The title of this book gives but an inadecpiatc idea of its value : it i.s in fact, a

treatise on mechanics as applied to agriculture, with abundant graphic illus-

trations. It was originally published in the ''Transactions of the Xc«-lork

State A-iricultural So<.-ietv," and in the present edition it is carefully revised
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and greatly enlarged. All the unplcmcnts and machines used on the larm are

so clearly explained that the rationale of their operation can be understood by

the farmer. It ought to be a text-book in all the public schools of the

coimtry.

(3.) "J Lamp to the Path, by the Rev, W. K. TwKKinE, D.D.," (Boston:

Gould & Lincoln, ISot ; ISnio., pp. 240,) is designed to bring the Bible and its

principles into practical contact with the consciences of mt-n, not merely in

their churches, but in their homes, their workshops, and their marts. It is a

thoroughly practical book, and deserves an extended circulation.

(4.) "-History of ihi Protestant Church in Hungary," edited by the Bi;v. J.

Craig, D. D. (Boston: Phillips, Sampson, & Co., 1854, pp. 559.) This

volume furnishes information that has long been needed. The fortunes of

Protestanti.-in in Hungary have been various—mostly, however, unhappy.

This work gives a brief but comprehensive account of its vicissitudes from the

beginning of the riclbrmation up to the year 1850. It has an introducliou by

Dr. Merle (I)'AuLignc) certifying to the integrity and cajiacity of the original

compiler of the work, and recommending it to the notice of Protestiuits every-

where. "We trust that the day is soon to dawn both on the Church and the

state in Hungary.

(5.) ^^Life in Jmha, by Maria T. Kichap.ps," (Philadelphia: Baptist Pub-

lication Society, 1854; r2mo., pp. 312,) is an attempt, something after the

manner of Callus, Charides, or Zenobia, to reproduce the spirit and manners

of the first Christian age in the form of a story. Tlie narration, though nitrely

the thread on which the history of the early Christian Church is strung, has

sufficient interest in itself to carry the reader along with it ; and the book will

be both acceptable and useful to the young, for whom it is more especially

designed.

(6.) "Gold and the Gospel" (New-York: Carlton & Phillips, 1854; ISmo.,

pp. 328) contains two essays, which obtained the prizes otFered by the pres-

bytery of Ulster; the first on '• T!ie ^Measure of Christian Liberality," and the

other on " The Scripture Rule of Religious Contribution." They are full of

fact, argument, and energetic exhortation ; and are precisely adapted to the

wants of the times.

(7.) " The Plurality of Worlds, with an Introduction, by Edward Hitch-
cock, D. D." (Boston : Gould i^c Lincoln, 1854 ; 12mo., pp. 307.) This treatise,

understood to be by Professor ^^hewell, takes the ground that the facts of

science will not sustain the conclusion that the heavenly boilles arc inhal)ited ;

and, in fact, that the •' earth is [)roI>ab!y the oidy body in the solar system, nay,

in the universe, where an intellectual, moral, and immortal being, like man,
has an existence." Tlie position is broader than the arirumeut which is brought

FouKTii Series, Vol. YL—30
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to sustain it. Professor "WliewcU niay be able, indeed, to prove that no such

beinjr, in all rciixjcts, as man i.>!, could live on the planets under present con-

ditions; but then it is a raj)id leap to infer that no intellectual or moral beings

can inhabit them. Dr. Hitchcock admits in the Introduction tliat tke argu-

ment of the book is inadocjuate.

(8.) "Da/iiW a Model for Young Men, by the Rev. "W. A. Scott, D. D."

(New-York : R. Carter & Brother^, 1 >^:>\
; 8 vo., pp. 310.) This volume contains

a series of lectures, delivered during the winter of 1NJ2-3, to a congregaticni of

young men in Xcw-Orleans. The writer is a faithful minister there, and this

volume is proof of it. The lectures are not marked by decided originality or

learning; but are, in the main, clear and forcible exhortations to the perform-

ance of Christian duty. ^Ve are ?(.)rry, however, to notice a passiige on page 43

which seems to sanction the jnratical attack of Lopez & Co. upon Cuba, and

to cherish the spirit which leads to .^uch forays. A man like Dr. Scott should

be above the inllucnce of the genius loci—most of all in such a place as New-
Orleans.

(9.) Mes-srs. PuiM-ii s, S.vMrsox & Co. have just issued a new and neat

edition of "7'/ie Recreations of Clirislopher Xorth." (Boston, 8vo., pp. 307.)

It includes many of the best and most interesting of Wilson's iliscellanies.

(10.) "Oritnlnl and Sacred Scenes," by FiiiiEU Howe. (New-York: M. W.
Dodd, r3mo., pp. -10'^.) This is a record of personal observations in the lands

of the Bible. The narrative is clear and agreeable; the descriptions lucid and

ample, without King tire.-jomc; the reflections becoming an intelligent Chris-

tian observer, free from superstitious credulity on the one hand, and from

scepticism on the other. The profits of the book are to be applied " to the

cause oC promoting the gospel in the East, under advisement of the secretaries

of the Amerii-nn Board of Conanissioners for Foreign ^lissions. The book is

beautifully printed, and illustrated by finely tinted engravings.

(11.) MoHMONi-^M is among the strange things of the nineteenth century,

—

a chapter in human hl.-tory presenting a study for the learned and curious in

man's character. The late.-t, and perhaps the best, authority on this subject

is the volume just published by Harper & Brothers, entitled ^'Ctah and the

Monnons, &c., by Ben-j.\.min- G. Feiiris, late Secretary of Utah Territory."

In his oflicial capacity the author spent si.\ months in Salt-Lake City, including

the winter of l!S.')2-3, where he had ample opportunity to learn the jmnctl'al

workings of that strange .^vstem, as developed in its sejiaration from the inter-

ference of "Gentile" inlluence. "We have examined these accounts of

"saintly" depravity ad nauseam, and turned away from them with deepem-d

convictions of the reality of the total depravity of human nature. The narra-

tive, though disclosing a state of society and of moral degradation ahno-l bo-
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yond conception, bears strong internal evidence of truthfulness. The sts-le

of tlic book is vigorous and tran'=parvnt; and thougli but little aided by rhe-

torical embolli.-sliments, the work i< jii>t such a one as the subject requires.

Apart from the disgusting details of Monnon abominations, the volume is one
of unusual interest.

(12.) ^'^ Memorials of Baptist ^far{>/rs ; tcith a Preliminary Essay, by J. New-
Tox Brown," is the title of a duodecimo volume just issued by the Amrrican

Baptist Publication Society; containing, besides the preliminary essay men-
tioned on the title-page, and a regular introduction to Baptist martyrology,

the story of the persecution, and in some cases the martyrdom, of over thirty

persons, scattered historically over the whole age of the Church, and hx-ally

over nearly the whole of Europe. The chief design of the book seems to be

to prove the antiquity and perpetuity of the Baptists as a faithful but per?e-

cuted sect of Christians. Some of the cases presented arc those of names well

known in ecclesiastical history, but not usually identified with the Baptists;

while others are those of obscure persons, of whom we know but little, and arc

quite unable, at this ac:e of the Church, to say whether they were simple and

evancelical Christians or unruly thnatics. We doubt whether the cau^e of

religion is promoted by works of this class.

(13.) " T/ie Master's House: a Tale of Southern IJfe, by LoGAX." (T. L.

M'Elrath & Co., New-York; 12mo.) This is one of that numerous class of

recently-published books, in which, in the form of fiction, the attempt is made to

delineate the social peculiarities of the people of the Southern States of our re-

public. The subject is a popular one just now, owing partly to the political re-

lations of the two sections of the country, and partly to t!ie great success of •• Uncle

Tom's Cabin." The present work, though ncjt destitute of originality, bears evi-

dence in all its parts that it was called into being by the influence of the " Cabin."

Its title is the contrast of that of its predecessor, and the whole design of the work

is, in like manner, the contrast—the other side of the story—of that presented

in the " Life among the Lowly." This state of the case must of course oper-

ate disadvantiigcously, for the idea of imitation always rlamages the accept-

ance of any prcxluction, though it may possess a large share of real merit.

The author etlcctually conceals himself from the uninitiated behind his

pseudonom, •' Logan," though we see it intimated that he is a person of some

reputation in literary cin.'les. His manner of writing would indicate that he

is not altogether unpractised in authorship, though it would not imply marked

eminence in the profession. He writes easily and naturally, generally cor-

rectly, though for the most part without sufficient energy to give the requisite

vivacity to the story. His style is better suited to historical or didactic com-

positions than to the more vivacious imager^- of fiction.

The material of the narrative is good. Tlierc is an air of romance about

southern life which only needs toW ju-tly and vividly delineated to give delight.

These materials have been freely ami generally judiciously employed. Had thev

been more cxclusivclv relied on, and the whole narrative confined to them,

—
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omitting the hero's colle<;e career, and his courtship and marriage into a

good New-England family, wlioso history must needs be glanced at by the

vay,—the work would have been the better for it. A tide ouglit not

to aspire to be a biography, mucli less a family register. The properly

southern i)ortion of the story is well made up. The scenes and circumstances

are not only really southern; thoy are both distinctively and characteristically

such. The individuality of llie chief actors is pntty well maintained, and each

cue of them is the representative of a component elementary class in southern

society. The leading events developed in the course of the narrative are just

such as are constantly occurring, and they arc just the kind of scenes that

best illustrate the peculianties of the social organization of the South.

But thougli he is a good draughtsman, we cannot say so much as to the

author's skill in filling up his own sketches. It is one thing to form an accurate

diagram, and quite another to paint a life-like picture. The power of descrip-

tion, whether in \ei-se or prose, lies in the little characteristic points ; and

where these are neglecteil, however justly the great features may be drawn,

the image is lifeless, and fails either to engiige the imagination or to i)lease the

fancy. In reading " Uncle Tom's Cabin," the reader sympathizes with the

objects, and especially the persons of whom he is reading; in this work he

contemplates the scene as a spectator, and ^jossibly, if he is of a thouglitful

temper, philosophizes on the principles illustrated. People generally read

fictions for jjlcasure ; and if they at any time become a medium of instruction

it is done stealthily, reaching the understanding or the conscience through the

unatrinntion. To fail to aflect the imagination is therefore a capital fault in a

work of ficti'^n. "We do not say that this author has wholly failed in this par-

ticular, though he certainly has not manifested great imaginative ability.

That the writer is dispassionate and fair, all must allow; and that it is his

purpose to present a truthful picture of southern society, exhibiting its good

and evil portions, is equally manifest. And in this we think he has suc-

ceeded, so far as his imperfe<;t colouring brings out his scenes and characters.

I^Irs. Stowe's work illustrates chielly the influence of slavery upon the

coloured people themselves, and only incidentally its more general results;

this work dwells almost entirely upon its intluence upon the dominant
'

class. Leaving the " Cabin " of the slave, '' Logan " introduces his readers

to the "Master's House," and, according to our notions of things, shows

most conclusively that the harvest of initpiity, gathered .by violence from

the helpless slave, is bitterness in the house of the spoiler. We only regret

that the w/iter's graphic powers were not equal to his constructive genius.

As it is, we can commend the book most heartily as worthy to be studied by

all who would understand the matters of which it treats ; and as a work well

calculated to give just views of its subject.

(14.) The utility of helps and formal instructions m the exercise and scrvlec

of prayer is an old and vexed cpiestiou. each side of which has about equal

portions of the truth. Few persons are so well instructed as to both the mat-

ter and manuer of prayer as to be above the need of such helps ;
and yet u is
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often fouiul tbat what is used to assist in the effort to pray is made a hiu-

derance-bcing niistakon for prayer itself. At present there scorns to be a

tendency to favour the use of such "aids to devotion," if the muU.pheation of

books on the subject may be taken as an indication of the public re-iuirements.

Of this class is"2"/ic Closet Comj.aniou, or Mainuil of ]'nii/cr, coustMmtj oj

Topics aud Brief Forms of Pnnju;" (M. W. l)o.ld, NeNV-York,) a ^ork evi-

dcnUy desi-ned to serve as an outline of the subjects of prayer, rather than

as a book of forms. Its style is pure and cha.stc, the thoughts and senU-

mentsare Scriptural, and the forn.s ofexpression are frequently bonwvcd trora

the s;icrcd volume, and the ^vhole ^vell calculated to lead the devout spirit

more intimately near to the throne of grace. If used in the spirit m which it

is -(vrltten, the book mIU be, especially to young and ine.xperlenccd Chnstians,

a valuable " Closet Compipanion.

(15 ) -T!,e Orator's Touchstone" (Harper & Brothers) is the title of a volume

desLmcd "for the improvement of the voice, and for advancement in the gen-

eraUrt of public >peaking,"-a ^vork continuing many good suggestions and

hints to public speakers, but not distinguished for originality ot cither matter

or method. The nuiltiplicatjon of common-place works of elementary instruc-

tion is a thing of doubtful expediency.

(16.) ^^Tkovghts and Things at Home and Abroad, by Eliuu Burritt," with

a Memoir, by ^Haky IIo\vitt, (Phillips, Sampson & Co., Boston,) is the title

of a respectable duodecimo volume, containing a largo number of essays and

occasional pieces from the pen of the "Learned Blacksmith." Tlie su>>iect3

are various, but relate for the most part to sell>ulture,-of which the author

may be allowed to speak with some assurance, since he is himself an example

of all that he inculcates,—and to social and moral retbrms, to the promotion

of which he is dcvotiug his energies and attainments. The Memoir is the

same that appeared a few years since in the London People's Journal, and

it forms an appropriate introduction to the book. The volume is a valuable

one, especially for the use of young persons, as it sets forth, in an earnest

and not inelegant style, most wholesome precepts, illustrated and enforced

by an excellent example.

(17.) Sir GARnxvi: Wilkinson's great work on Egj-ptian Antiquities has,

from its first publication, stood foremost among books of its class
;
and though

nearly twenty years have passed since it first saw the light, it is still the standard

authority upon that subject. But its voluminousness, and especially its price,

has hitherto confined its circulation to the favoured few. This e^-il is now hap-

pily removed; for wc have before us, from the press of Harper & Brothers,

"yl Popular Account of the Ancient EfJUpHous, Revised and Abridiied Jrom his

Larger Work, bv Sir J. G. Wilkinson, F. B. S., &c.," in two volumes, l-2mo.

These volumes, neatly printed and profusely illustrated, contain the substance

of the larger work in a condensed and concentrated form, thus rendering it
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really more valuable to the general reader than before, and bringing it within

the roarh of all !Nor are these volumes uiercly an abridgment; they contain
much valuable additional matter, that has been brought to light by more recent
investigations. In its new fonu the work is not only the cheapest, but also the

most comprehensive on that subject extant, giving an account of the olilest

civilization recorded in pruf^me history, and casting much light upon Biblical

subjects. AVe anticipate for it a large and continued demand from the reading
public.

(IS.) No other books are so universally acceptable as stories of adventures into

regions that lie beyond the. verge of ordinary observation. Among books of
this class, that lately issued by Harper & Brothers, entitled ^^Tu.-enty Years in

the Philijipnic.^," Cvoni the French of Paul P.dk la Gii:i.»xikr, (12mo., pp. 372.)

deserves a high rank. The author, wl»o details his own adventures, was a

native of France, educated to the medical jjrofession, and s(X)n afterward went
abroad as a naval surgeon in a national vessel, bound for Manilla ; and at

length, after a number of characteristic vicissitudes, established himself as pro-

prietor of an estate, inhabited by natives and thronged by banditti—to say

nothing of wild buffaloos and alligators—among the rhilippines; where he con-

tinued in almost complete seclusion from the civilized world, the monarch of

all he surveyed, for nearly twenty years. The story of his adventures in this

strange land is as wild as a fairy talc, though told with an air of truth that

almost precludes doubts. The narrative has nil the simple naturalnes.s of

Robinson Crusoe, without its monotony ; its statements are scarcely less won-
derful than the tnles of the Arabian Nights, though always within the bounds
of probability. Its style and manner have the vivacity of Ike Marvel's tales,

but without their oflensive coarseness; and its wildwood achievements are

equal to Cunnnings's best exploits. Altogether, the volume i.> such a one as

only a Frenchman could have written, and its adventures such as only a

Frenchman could have achieved. To any who may wish for an earnest, excit-

ing, and yet not Imprubable story of personal adventures, mingled with a good

share of valuable information relative to the Philippine Islands, wc commend
this literary curiosity.

(19.) UxDF.n the general title o£" Great Truths for Thoughtful Hows " Blacka-

der & Co., of 13 Paternoster How, London, propose to is-juc an occasional

series of small volumes, on a variety of moral and religious topics. They

assure the public that " each volume will be complete in itself, and snUiciently

short to be read at a sitting or two by even the most busy, while the matter

and style will be such as to woo to a repeated perusal." "Wc have received

the first two numbers of the proposed senes: the first entitled, ''The Great

Di.-;(overy ; or, the Fatheriiood of God," by the Rev. George Gilfillan; and

the second, " The Bible ; its Ouencss of Mind, and Oneness of Design," by the

Kcv. David Lalng. These little volumes very well sustain the promises of

the publishers. Their mechanical execution is truly excellent
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(20.) EvFR since the whole world agreed to sympathize with the joys and sor-

rows of the good Vicar of Wakefield and his stran^-rly assorted t'aniiiy. a pecu-

liar interest has been felt in all stories relative to the infernal atVairs of clergy-

men's households. Hence conies the popularity of such volumes ofg^j-iip and
twaddle as make up the Sunny-side— Shady-side literature of the day. The
latest of this prolific race, that we have seen, is a small volume entitled, "The
Pastor s Fam'dij," (Carter & Brothers,) tracing the history of the family of a
Xew-Kngland pastor. The author's purpose, further than a foregone deter-

mination to " write a book," is not apparent.

(21.) Gould & Linxoln, of Boston, have lately enriched their valuable cata-

logue of religious publications by the addition of Tiioluck's '-Guido and
Julius; or, Sin and the Propitiator, exhibiting the True Consecration of the

Sceptic, with an Introductory Preface, by Dr. Jonx Pye Smyth." This

little volume—one of the earliest productions of its gifted author—discusses

some of the elementary doctrines of Christianity, and was the result of the

peculiar state of things then e.\i>tlng in the Trotestant German Churches and
universities. It was translated into English nearly twenty years since,—first,

we believe, in part, by Dr. Nast, then an instructor in Kenyon College, for

the Biblical llepository,—ami issued com])lete in Great Britain as early as

1836, but has never been published in this country in the present form till

now. Its appearance at this time is opportune ; for we heartily endorse the

annexed extract from the preface to this edition :

—

«' Itinny occasion surprise to some that the work is republished in this oouutry
at so late a day; but we apprehend its present appearance is more tinu'ly, and
will attract a lar'_-cr numher of readers than if it had l>ccn published many years
ago. The commerce of thought has brought Germany into intiiiiato relations

with the United folates. The theolorry and literature iniponed tVuin that land
of scholars have been naturalized on our shores: and the subtler avA more fas-

cinating forms of scepiicisni, for which Dr. Tholuek prepared this work as an
antidote, have gained many disciples and some advocates among us. The prac-

tical tendencies of the American mind, and the active piety incident to our social

life, and the philanthropic movements of the age, almost preclude the fear of a
general unbelief, like the blighting mildew that crept over the German ur^iversi-

tics and Cliurehes in the early part of the present century. l?ut no student of
American literature can overlook the fact that some of the best minds among us,

gifted with the noblest impulses, and enriched by the most elegant scholarship,

betray the withering iutluenccs of the Pantheistic creed."

The epidemic that so fearfully atHictcd the German Church, during the

earlier part of tlie present century, and out of which it has come forth

with renewed strength and increased purity, is unquestionably now steal-

ing its way among oui-selvcs. The best class of minds, and the most ele-

vated productions of our theological and philosophical literature, discover its

symptoms. But we have no fcai-s for the results. A few shallow minds may
be l)ornc oil' by it; but the same agencies that were sutlicient to withstand it

when in the strength of youth, and full of the prestige of expectation, will be

more than adequate to repeat their victory among us. The whole Church owes

an incalculable debt of gratitude to the evaniielical divines of Germany—those

champions of Scriptural truth, who for the past hali'-century have so ably and
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successfully vindicateil tlio claims of tlic gospel against the attacks of it5 power-
ful and subtle foes. In no otluT >vay can students of theology, as well as those

•who are especially set for the (Icfence of the truth, more certainly fortify them-

selves against the insidious attacks of modern infidelity, than by acquainting

themselves with the works of the better class of German evangelical writings,

among which the works of Thohiek hold a prominent place.

(22.) :Miss Leslik, (we would rather write .Vr-;.,) by her contributions to

culinary literature, seems to have won for herself the prerogatives of the oracle

of the kitchen. Ilcr " Directions for Cooking " and " House-Book " have both

received substantial marks of public favour in a wide and continuous circula-

tion. Her ^'Ncw Receipts for Cooking " (T. B. Peterson, Philadelphia, r2mo.;

pp. 520) is a more pretending work tlian either of Its predecessors. Thou"-h

we may not presume to speak of the value of the " Receipt:^," we can confi-

dently commend the style and composition of the work.

(2.').) The history of early Methodism is full of genuine romance. But the men
of that age were actors rather than writers of history, and so the memory of

many of those stirring Incidents is doomed to perish with the generation that

enacted them. Some attempts have of late years been made to rescue and re-

cord those that belong to the eastern portion of the country ; but the still more
exciting scenes of the West—the field In which ^Methodism has achieved its

largest cunipiesL^—have hitherto remained unwritten. We are, however, now
able to announce a work which will contribute largely to perpetuate the

memory of those events
:

" Skclche-i of ]Vt\<!crn MtthodUtn—Biographical,
Hii:toric(il, and Miscellartfoux, hy 1\kv. James B. Finley." The writer is a
well-known pioneer of Mftho<Hsm in the West, v.ho has been for nearly half

a century occupied in the Itinerant ministry, and was to a large extent an
eye-witness, and often an active agent In the events he details. These Sketches

are written with much vivacity, and in a style that would not disparage a

practiced writer. The work forms a valuable contribution to the eariy soc-Ial

and religious history- of Ohio and Kentucky, and cannot fail to be favourably

received by the pubUc.

(2-i.) ''Leila Ada : or, (he Jewish Convert." (New-York : John Wiley, 1 C 7 Broad-
way; 12mo., pp. 355.) This l)ook professes to be "an authentic narrative"
of the conversion to Christianity of an intelligent and highly accomplished
young woman, born of Jewish parentage, and educated among the lulluences
of Judaism. The story Is related In a very lively manner, and in man v cases

the plain course of narration Is superseded by animated dramatic scenes and
personal conversations. Tlie volume is a decidedly interesting one, and will

doubtless find a multitude of readers; lor, while by its assured authenticity it

escapes the odium that in some minds attaches to all mere fictions, it possesses

most of the attractions of that form of compositions.
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(25.) "Bo!/hood of Great Men," (IGiao., pp. 385,) and " Fool-prints of Famous
Men," (] 6 mo., pp. 369; Harper 6c Brothers,) are two volumes, adapted csj>c-

cially for boys' reading. Sketches of the early days of forty " Great Men,"

chiefly English, with a few of American, and of ContlnenUd-Kuropean origin,

make up the former volume ; which consists of anecdotes, often but imjterfeetly

authenticated, of tlie youthful career of persons whose subiccpient renown gives

interest to whatever belongs to their liistory. Such stories are often interest-

ing, but only a .secondary practical value attaches to them. The latter volume

conUiins condensed biographies of nineteen '' Famous Men," all cxccj)t two

—

Washington and Xecker—British subjects. The selections are generally judi-

ciously made, and the examples j)rescnted well calculated to awaken noble ;ispi-

rations, and to stimulate to pe^sI^tent endurance in duties and efforts. They
are both safe and valuable books lor voutb.

(26.) No one has, of late years, done more to popularize the two principal fine

arts. Architecture and Painting, than ]\Iu. Jonx Ruskix, the author of

" Tfie Seven Lamps of Architecture," and " 2'hc Stuncs of Venice." lie writes

with the earnestness and fervour of a man who appreciates his subject, and

fully confides in the safety of his positions, and thus imparts great vivacity to

a style, itself not deficient in the properties of good writing. Ilis " Lectures on

Architecture and Painting, delicered at Edinburgh, in November, 1853,"

(New-York: John Wiley,) will rather increase than diminish his reputa-

tion as a writer and art critic. His zeal for his own tastes and preferences

often betrays him into strange reasonings, and the warmth of his par-

tisanship renders him unsafe as a guide, to be lollowed implicitly. Yet

there is something genial in his spirit, and though one may dissent from liis

determinations, he will be interested and instructed bv his discussions.

(27.) "A Harmonij of the Gospels, in the Greek of the received Text, on the Plan

of the Authors English Harmony, by Jamks Stkoxg, A. M." (New-York :

John C. Riker.) The favour with which Professor Strong's " Knglisb

Harmony" has been greeted by the public, might very properly encourage

him to prosecute his undertaking, by rentlerlng the same service for the

original te.xt of the Gospels that he had done for the English ver.>ion ; and

accordingly we now have a harmonized Greek Testament,—as to the four

Evangelists,—agreeable to the plan of the well-approved English Harmony of

the author. This work is of course intended for a more advanced class of

learners than the former, and of course a more critical and thorough discus-

sion of many points is allowed. The text used in this case can s<.arce]y be

described as a copy ofany one of the celebrated editions of former distingulsheil

editors, but rather as a thoroughly-revised selection and combination of what-^

ever of peculiar value is found in each of them. At the foot of each page are

given all the various readings sanctioned by the best German critics, thus

showing at a glance the authentic text, and also the most probable supposed
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variations from it. This motlio<l cannot fiiil to l>e highly satisfactory to (.-very

inclepcmiout and ingenuous stiidont and critic ; while the believer who has hascd

all his hojios u[)on the integrity of the sacred volume, is assured that his confidence

ha3 not been misplaoo<l. "With the facilities here atforded for the critical

study of the Gospels, it is to be hoped that increased attention will be given to

the subject, and especially that in all our seminaries and colleges the Greek

Testament will be made a standard text-book ; and whenever this shall be the

case, we believe this .'i Harmony" will be the ftivourite form in -which the

sacred text will be pursued. For private students and clergymen, this man-

ual will j)rovc a valuable aid, whether for critical examination or lor daily

reading.

The matter, thus carefully guarded against the suspicion of fault, is presented

in this volume with all the advantages of an engaging exterior : clear and

new type, fine paper, and good substantial binding.

(28.)
^'' Pabnon'i'' (Hebrew for "a certa'n one," in Dan. viii, 13, rendered in

the margin. " wonderful numberer,") is the quaint title of an anonymous, but

exceedingly elaborate " Essaij on the Chi-onolofjical and Xumcrlcal Sysltuis in

use among the Ancient Jews ;
" published by Longman, Brown S: Co. (Loudon

:

1851; Svo., pp. C81.) It undertakes to show, that all the ancient schemes of

Biblical chronology, including that of the Hebrew text, have been either cor-

rupted, or originally devi-ed so as to conform to certain mystical numbers, or

astronomical periods; e>pccially multiples of sisvcn, or of the days iu a lunar

month. To us, the essential idea of the book is not .so new, nor the reasoning

by any means so conclusive, as the author appears to be confident it will be with

his readers. The investigation and suggestions, however, may be of some use

in explaining the interpolations and changes found in the Samaritan and Greek

lists of the patriarchal ages. The numerous coincidences pointed out as evidences

of a prei.'onceivcd design, in later chronology, although developed with

much ingenuity and considerable research, are mostly far-fetched, some of them

really pu'-rile. and all of them too much at variance with M-hat we know of the

aliistory and method of the sacred books, to warrant the admission of so exten-

sive an artifice practised upon the canon of Scripture. We notice, especially,

new theory of nnniel's " ^cventy weeks," which are computed at tiiree hundred

and seventy one actual years, being seven times the period to which the round

number of the " seventy years' captivity" had previously been reduced : thus

basing one hypothesis upon another. The whole theory of emendation pro-

posed is too speculative to avail against positive documents, even when appUcd

—as is very laruely done in the volume before us—to the statements of

Josephus ; but it may be of service, if cautiously employed, in cases of special

inconsl-tency, irreconcilable in any other way. Since the days of the Milloritc

controversy, these knottiest of all subjects have been discussed with a fresh

earnestness, and we arc likely, ere long, either (o ari'Ive at certainty respecting

the main points, or learn that a moderate degree of probability is all that can

be hoped for concerning such far-gone " times and seasons."
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(29.) " Sunni/ ^fe^nol•il>s of Foreifjn Land'*," (lioston : Phillips, Sainj)<on &
Company; 2 vols., r2mo., pp. 320, 4.'32,) is the rharacteristic title givc-n to the

latest production of the prolific pen of Mrs. Harriet Becchcr Stowc, " author of

Uncle Tom's Cabin, etc.," in wiiich are detailed the adventures .and cxi)eriences

of tlio fair authoress, dunn;;i; her recent visit to Europe. If Mrs. Stowe betrays

indications of self-complaceney, the weakness is at lea«t venial, for few have

been equally tempted in the same direction. It is certainly no small foat in

authorship to set the whole world agog,— and to give being at a single stroke

to a new class of literary productions; and this she has done, ])robably as nmch
to her own suqirise, as to that of others. Hut it is rather hazarilous for

one who has thus made a cajiital hit, to risk a second throw. So we thought

when Ave heard of the proposed publication of the "Key;" nor did v.e think

otherwise after it was published. So, t(X), we thought when the fair dthntanle

accepted an invitation to visit the admirers of her works in Great Britain
;

and so we still think af^cr her return. Xobo<ly that knows anything of Mrs.

Stowe's character will suspect her of being invulnerable to the inllucnccs of

flattery : nor is it at all strange that, since her visit abroad was one protracted

ovation, her recollections of " foreign lands " are all " sunny memories." Her
apology tor giving everything couleur dc ro<e. that " there are many worse sins

tliau a disposition to think and speak well of one's neighlx)ur," would have

sounded better from some other than the author of'' Uncle Tom's Cabin," or

its " Key." Still we find no fault with her for being gratified with the atten-

tions of the titled and dignified of Great Britain.

But this narrative has a much deeper and more serious import than

arises from its relations to merely the personal atlairs of its author. The
reception given to ^Irs. Stowe, was not intended so much to do honour

to her personally, .is to express detestation of American slavery. In this

vre could heartily unite, were we assured that this professed hatred of

slavery is sincere; but certain awkward facts, make us a little suspicious

that it is not slavery per se that is so intensely hateful to our transatlantic

kindred, but rather slavery having the prefix "xVmerican" attached to it.

No doubt these volumes will be widely circulated and eagerly read ; we trust

they will do much good. In a partisan warfare we ought not to require per-

fection in those who defend the right; and while imperfection is chai-acteristic

of human nature, a contest in the best cause must be expected to elicit both

follies and faults. These we must consent to endure for the sake of the

compensating good; and therefore we welcome these '• Sunny Memories

"

"vs-ithout endorsing much that they contain.

(30.) "Wk find upon our table three volumes relating severally to three highly-

important interests of the present times; to each of which we would gladly

give an elaborate review, but are compelled by want of room to despati'h them

with only a brief notice. The first of these is " Sumhcich Islund Xo!tt'', by a

Hriolo." (Harper & Brothers.) The relations of these islands to our own

country are becoming such as to impart a lively interest to whatever relates to

them. This volume does not pretend to give a complete survey and history

of the group, but is rather designed to sketch the observations of a roifagcr.
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(haok-,) with passing notiros of tl>c history and institutions of the islands.

Though wo dissent frum niucli that the hook contains, yet we can couunend it

as a decidedly clever production, and well -worthy of a careful reading.

The second is entitled ".tn/.«.'»ii(i; n Year at Krzcroom and on the Fror,tier

of Russia, Turkey, and Persia, by tho Hon. Kobeiit Cckzox." (Harper &
Brothers.) The author of this volume was for several years (from 1S.12)

English commissioner, acting jointly with a Russian commissioner and Turkish

and Persian ministers, for settling tlic boundaries of Turkey, Persia, and Russia,

in the wild regions of Armonia, over which range hordes of predatory Konrds;

the design of the conferonce being to reduce these banditti to order, bydefin-

in"- the boundai-ies of the several powers, and thus fi.xing the allegiance of each

tribe. Botli the politieal and religious affairs of this hitherto almost unknown

region render any authentic account of it interesting to us. The book is

partly a record of travels and personal adventures, and partly a history and

description of the country.

The last is a " Jlistortj of Cuba : or. Notes of a Traveller in the Tropics, etc.,

by ISIatukix M. Bali ou." (Phillips, Sampson & Company.) Like the two

former works, this is of a mi.xed character, combining the features of a record

of travels with "a i)olitical, historical, and statistical account of the island, from

its first discovery to the present time." The writer makes it veiy apparent

that he regards Cuba as a rich prize, for which the great maritime powers are

intrimiing, and tliat it is his earnest desire that our country may be the winner

in the game. Tlic bo(jk might with much proj.rlcty have been called " The

Fillibuster's own Bwjk ;" yet it is decidedly well written, and full of lively

interest, and nmch valuable information.

(31.) ^•Florence Erjcrton : or. Sunshine and Shadow." (Xew-York: Robert

Carter & Brothers; ISmo., pp. 392.) This is a well-written story of domestic

joys anil sorrows; it.s moral tendency is decidedly liealthful, and from its style

and metho<.l it is well adapted to give entertainment and instruction to young

persons,—a book of a class for which the press of the Messrs. Carters is justly

celebrated.

(32.) AVk continue to receive from Bangs, Brother & Company, (Xcw-

York,) tlie current volumes of the various Library publications of Henry

G. Bohn, Covent Garden, London. Of the Philological Library, the latest

work received is " Derefs Logic : or, the Science of Inference," a thorough

and elaltorate treatise on the science and practice ofdialectics. In the Classical

Library, we have, in one volume, the " Elegies of Properlius : the Satyricon of

Petroniu.^ Arbiter ; ihe Kisses of Johannes Secvndus ; and the Love Epistles

of Arisla:netus,"—tho first three literally translated into English prose, and also

rendtied into English verso; the latter in verse only,—the translation of

Brinsley Sheridan : wc doubt whether the intrinsic value of the series is in-

creased by the addition of this volume. "India: Pictorial, Descriptive, and

Historical;" a condensed account of the alTairs of British India, with nearly a

hundred engravings, makes an additiomd volume of the Illustrated Ltbranj.
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Of the newly-comineucod Ecclesin^tical Library, the Church Listorit-s of

Theodore t and Enu/rius, togutlier, form the second of tlie series,— the former,

extending from A. D. Z22 to 427, and the latter from 4.'!1 to 594 ; and the two,

with Eusebius, which constitutes the foregoing number of the scries, make up

a continuous history of the Church, by contemporaneous writers, during the

first six centuries. Bohn's Libraries are generally selected with discre-

tion, and edited with ability. The mechanical execution of these volumes is

commendable, and, for once, the descriptive term '• cheap" applies only to the

price.

(33.) Mkssrs. Caki.tox & Phillips have recently added to their extensive

Catalogue a number of rather attractive little volumes, designed especially for

juvenile readers. Among the^e ^V'e, 6.nt, " Sforics for School-Boys ; Second

Series," (ISnio., pp. '226.)—an interesting and instructive collection of narra-

tives ; second, ^^Jomes Baird : or, the Ba<l-ct-M(d:cr's Sou," (18mo., pp. 144,)

—

a sketch designed to illustrate the importance and happy results of early piety
;

and third, '• I'he Friendships ofthe Bible," (12mo., pp. 140,)—a beautiful volume,

elegantly printed and bound, and embellished with several fine woo<l cuts, con-

taining attractive sketches of some of the most striking instances of friendship

given in the sacred pages,—altf)gether, this is a truly valuable, excellent little

volume, and cannot fail to be acceptable to adults as well as to children.

(34.) "\Vk received, at too hte a period for any extended notice of each, a

package of the late publications of James Munru-j \ Company, of Boston.

The catalogue of this firm is becoming one of the most valuable in the

country; and though less pretending than many others, probably the finances

of the hcruse show, that books for •• the million" are quite as profitable as those

designed more exclusively tor the learned or elite. Among those sent us, wc

find a new edition of " ]rAay/<;(/'.< Elements of' IVietoric," from the author's

"new and revised edition." The work is too generally and too favourably

known to require our commendation. It is neatly printed and well-bound.

Also a new edition of " His'oric Doubts in relation to Napolean Bonaparte,''

by the same author. The best of evidence that the work is a steady favourite

•with the public, is given in the announcement that this is " the fourth American,

from the eleventh Lon<lon edition." Xext, we have " The Bow in the Clouds

:

Discourses, by Gkokgk Wai:z Bricg?, Minister cf the First Church in Salem,

Mass.," (12mo., pp. 2S0;) '"a new edition, enlarged." A second edition of the

sermons of a living minister oujht to indicate unusual merit. " Friends in

Council: a scries of Readings and Discourse thereon." [2 vols., 12mo..) is a re-

print of an English work, which has been well received by our trans;itlantic

kindr(?d ; and no doubt its success with us will be ciiually llattering. Two
volumes of poems are al-o among them,—one a goodly volume, (12mo., pp.

246,) entitled ''The I2ecal'-'l : in I'oices of the PaM, owl IWms of the Ideal,

by J.VNT EuMiXA LocKK." Tlic other is a single poem of five cantos, in

Spenserian verse, called " The Bride of the Icohoclast," and is anonymous.

"VVe have dijjped into it a little, and are suspicious that it contains more sub-
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stance tlian most of the cplicmoral poetry that is perpetually issuing from the

press. AVo may speak of this work more fully at anotlu-r time. Teachers of

the anciunt classics will ho interested with '^ Tlic Voice of Letters : Anciont

Proprieties of Latin and Greek; the Suindard of English Letter Custom;

their inherent system, and preferred orthography; by Jo-SEi-n li. Manning,

A. iL," (r2mo., jip. 13,j;)and the ladies in "-1 Complete Guide to Ornaincntal

Leather Work," (r2mo., pp. 71.)

For juvenile readers, there are " Lucy Herbert: or, the Little Girl who would

have an Educa/ion." (lOnio., pj). 114;) and "T/ie Bud, the Howir, ami the

Fruit : or, the Ejji c's o/JJtlii'-ii!iijn,"(l Smo., pp. 144 :) two very neat volumes. and

well adapted, both in style and matter, to improve as well as please their

young readers.

(35.) ^'' Eruits and Farinacea the Projicr Food of ^Lm ; beinrj an Attempt to

prove from Hidnry, Anatomy, Physiohniy and Chemistry, that the Oriyitial

and Best Diet of Man is derived from the Vegetable Kingdom, by J«jhx

S.MiTii; with Xotes and Illtislratious, hy R. T. TiniALL, M. I)." (Xew-York:

Fowlers & Wells; SOS Broadway 12mo., pp. 312.) "We give the full tide of

this work, which is a well written and handsomcl}- printed and bound volume,

in which the author endeavours to make out that animal food is unsuit;ible for

man, and unfriendly to both his bodily or mental growth and greatness. "We

are not convinced that he is conect in his conclusions.

(36.) " ^^y Srho,ls and Schoolmasters" (Boston: Gould & Lincoln; 1854;

12mo., pp. 537) is an autobiography of Hugh ^Iillkr, so well and favour-

ably known as a writer on geological tojjics, and as editor of the •' Edinburgh

Witness." The book is, in fact, a treatise '' on the best mode of teaching one's

self;" with illustrations from the life of the author, forming, indeed, a better

manual on the subject than any formal essay on self-culture could be. It is

addifssed more especially to working-men, but its interest is by no means

confined to that or any other single class of men; it gives lessons of wisdom,

and olfers examples of industrious use of op])ortunities, which must benefit all

•who read the book, whether ''gentle or simple." It furni^lies also many

glimpses of the inner lile of the Scottish people of the middle and lower classes

—

"districts of .society" not very carefully explored before; and in this respect

it posscs>es, as the author well expicsses it, some of the interest whieh attaches

to the narratives of travellers who see \\hat is not often seen, and know, in

consequence, what is not generally known. These are a few of the excellences

of this most entertaining book. Like most productions of selt'-made men—so

called— it is marked by a strong vein of vanity; but this may well be par-

doned in Hugh ^Miller, as in all men who make such way in the world, iy spite

of diflkulties that to the generality of mankind would be insurmountable.

(37.) ''Uncle Sam's 7am 7V;io', by A. 1). Mii.NK," (New-York : C. Shepard

& Co.; 1854; 12mo., pj). 282,) is a strong argument for the Maine Law, in

narrative form. It should be spattered broad-cast over the whole land.
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(38.) We have received from Daniel Burgess & Co., New-York, copies of the

followin<T excellent school -bou'^s, namely: Guernsey's "/V/niary Histonj of the

United Slate.-i," (pp. 20G ;) Tower's " Elements of Grammar" (18uio., pp. 124 ;)

Tower's " Gradual Lessons in Grammar" (r2mo., pp. 288;) Tower's ^'Intel-

lectual Al<jebra" (V2mo., pp. 208;) and Mayhcw's '^ Practical Sijstem of Book-

keeping" (r2mo., pp. Hi.) They are all well printed and bound.

(39.) Tnr concluding volume of Kitto's ^- Daili/ Bible Illustratuins" (Xew-

York : Carter v*v: Brothers, 1854; r2mo., pp. 448) contains original readings

for that part of the year extending from the fortieth to the fitty->eeond week,

on subjects taken from the history of the apostles and the early Cliurch. The

entire scries, now complete in eight volumes, is, in tact, a popular cydopjcdia

of the history, biography, geography, and antiijuities of the Bible, not presented

in a dry and scientific form, but in brief readings suitable for dally use in the

family circle. We know of no book more worthy a place on the family book-

shelves.

(40. Mkssrs. Carter & Brothers have reprinted the well-known ".l/bm-

ing and Evening Exercises, by William Jay." (Vols. II. and III.. April

to September.) Commendation of a book which has found its way into

so large a proportion of Christian families is needless; it is only necessary

to say that the edition before us is the neatest, and is presented in the most

convenient tbrm, of anv that we have seen.

(41.) AMOxrr the many books called out by Strauss's "Leben Jesu," one of

the very best is-' Christ ami Christianity : a llndicatinn of the Diciif. Authorilij

ofthe Christian Rtliyion, grounded on the Ilistoriral Veritijuf the Life of Christ,

by W. L. Alex.^ndek, D. D." (New-York : Carlton & riiillips". 1 s.54 ; 12mo.,

pp. 314.) The aim of the bcx^k is, by arguing exclusively from/;r^, and by

keeping close to the estalilished laws of scientific investigation, to place the

claims of Christianity, by a pioccss of strictly inductive reasoning, upon a solid

philosophical basis. Ilie argument rests upon two leading po>itinns,— first, the

genuineness of the Gospels ; and, secondly, the truth of their statements, as con-

sequent upon their gcnuincne??. The first point is made out, not indeed byany

new arguments—there was no need of such—but by a very ai>t and skilfal

arrangement of facts and arguments already well known. The line of n-asoning

in the main coincides with that in '' Norton on the Genuineness of the Gospels ;"

but a good deal is added to Norton's view. The most novel and interesting

part of the l)Ook is the fifth chapter, whicli gives a fair and full statement of

Strauss's mythical theory of the origin of the Gospels; and then presents the

best refutation of the theory in compendious form that has yet been printed, at

least in English.

(42.) ''Lives of the Queens of Scotland, and English Princesses connected mth the

Regal Succession of Great Britain, by Aunes Stuicklant* ;" vols. Ill.and IV.

(Harper & Brothers.) The subject of these volumes is Mary Stuart,
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of wboni the favourable side is aclupted by the fair biogrnjjhcr ; but it requires
a vast amount of Mhitewasliing to hiilo the deformities of the character of " Mary
(iueen of Scots." :Mrs. .Strickland is among the ablest writers of historical

biojrrai.hi.s of the present age ; and wo predict tliat this work will become a
standard on that side of the question it discusses.

(43.) The death of Juii.v Wn.soN >vill give rise to new editions of lus
various popular books. ]\Jossrs. Carter and Ikothcrs have just issued a very
ueat one of his • U^jhts and Shadows of Scotlish Life," (12mo., pp. 354,) one
of the purest works of Kit North, both in stvle and moral tone.

(44.) The Staxdahd IIvmx-Book of the Methodist Episcopal Church is

one of the b.-st, if not indeed preeminently the best, collection of" Hynuis for
Public Wor-hip" evt-r made. Probably no other sect of Christians rely so
much on their h} lun-bajks as do the Methodists, and therefore it is especially
im])ortant that tliey should be well provided for in that particular. Wc
know that we said a groat deal wheu, at its first publication five years since,
we gave this volume, independent of its peculiarities of doctrines, our de-
cided preference to all others in use ; but our position has been abundantly
sustained by the suffrages of nearly every one whose acquaintance with the
l)Ook has enabled him to judge of it under^tandingly. ^Ve are glad to
learn that the demand for the book corresponds to its value : more than half
a million of copies have been issued, and five stereotyp-vl editions of various
sizes are kept constantly on sale, in every variety of binding. Piecently the
publisliLTs have brought out a large number in superb Turkey morocco and
velvet covers, designed especially for gitVbooks. The specimens before us are
most exquisite pieces of workmanship in the book-binder's art. Xo more ap-
l>ropriate souueiiir could be given and received by mutual Christian friends.

(4.').) Mf.ssiis. Carlton- & Phillips, Agents of the Methodist Book
Concern. (200 Mulberry-street, New-York.) arc rajiidly increasing their
alrea<ly large and well-selected Catalogue, by the addiiion of many \^aluable
ami poj)u!ar works. The most considerable one of these is " T/ie Gentile
Nations

:
or, I/is!or>f nml Religion of the Kr/i/ptiinh, Ass>/riq„s, Bahjonians,

^f<.lhs, ]'(:r.<i,in.<, Greets, ami Romans, by Geokoe Smith, F. S. A." (Svo.,

pp. 6G3.) This volume will be hailed with much satisfiiction by such as have
read "The Patriarchal Age," and "The Hebrew People," by the same author.
The three volumes, though each one is complete in itself, form a comprehen-
sive historical survey of the human race before the advent of Christ,— in which
history is made to serve its legitimate end, by presenting the moral, social,

and intellectual comlitions and aspects of its sulijects, as well as tiicir po-

litical affairs and military transactions. For thoroughness of research, and
a scrupulous regard to truth, :Mr. Smith sUinds preeminent among writers of
his class.

Next we have "r/^e/'r<V/((/.vA(;w of the Bible," (12mo., pp. UO,)—a beautiful
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volume, elegantly printed and bound, and cmbcllisbed with several fine wood
cuts, containing attractive sketches of some of the most striking instances of

friendship given in the sacred pages-

Also " Gold and the Gospel," (16mo.,) one of their beautiful Tract Series;

and ^^ CItrist and C/trislianiti/," (12mo.) ThCi foregoing all belong to their

General Catalogue of publications.

As publishers for the Sunday-School Union of the Methcxlist Episcopal

Church, they are likewise bringing out a large number of excellent works,

designed chictly lor juvenile readers, under the able editorial sujiervision of

Kev. Dr. Kidder. Among tliese are, in the Adult department, " Jfcroincs of
History " (l2mo.,) a beautiful and finely-embellished volume, suitable also

for a gift-book. This will shortly be followed by ''Tlie Seven Wondcn of the

World" in the same style.

To the Sunday-School and Youth's Library, (now numbering nearly six

hundred volumes, exclusive of the Children's Library of nearly five hundred

volumes,) large and valuable additions have been made, and still more are

rapidly advancing to completion. Among the recent issues are, " Stories for

School-boys, second series ;" " Cheerful Chapters ;" " Mary Seflon ;" " Kenneth

Forbes ;" ''James Jiaird ;" Stories of the Xorsemcn ;" and " Kitten in the IIcW."

All of these are, both in matter and form, just what books for such purposes

ought to be. Of the volumes in preparation, and nearly ready for publication,

a series, entitled ''Short Stories from History," forms an imiK>rtant portion.

This scries was written for, and originally published by, the English " So<.'ioty

for tlie rroniotion of Christian Knowledge," and consists of ten vohunos. one of

which, " Stories of the Norsemen," is already published. The complete set will

bo made up of "Stories of ^Indent Home," two volumes; "of Enylaud," iwo

volumes; " of the Xorsemcn," " of Sjiain," " of Siri'den," " 0} Franc," "of
Italy" and "of Mexico," each one volume. These brief sketches are written in

a lively and pleasing style, and are designed to unite entertainment with instruc-

tion, and especially to incite young persons to more systematic and extensive

historical reading. The typography and paper of these little volumes are

most unexceptionable, and the engravings excellent.

Besides this series, thev will soon is^ue, in separate volumes, "Paris ;"

"jRrtmWes at the South;" "Sketches of Missionary Life in Onyon;" " The-

Prodigcd;" " Three Days on the Ohio ;" "The Tiro Fortunes :" "Child's Sab-

bath-day Book;" "Ilh.tstrnttd dnechism :" and "Pictorial fiatherinys." All

of these (except two or three In ICmo.) are to be of the large oito-<lecimo size

of the more recent portion of the library for which they are sfK-cially designed;

they will be put up in both the uniform library dress, and also in a variety of

plain and iancy bindings for general sale. We congratulate the friends of our

Sunday schools in view of so large and valuable an increase of this department

of the facilities for tciiching.

But the most important addition to this department is ".1 Xnv Sunday-School

Ifyinn-JJook." The want of a good hymn-bonk for the use of Sunday schools

has been for a long time felt and confessed among us. but hitherto all at-

tempts to supply one have proved unsatisfeictory. It is l)eliovod that the pres-

ent effort will prove more successful. The editor Informs his readers that " it

FouKTii Series, Vol. VI.—40
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has been couipilod from a very large collection of the very best Sunday-school

bjTnn-books, published both in tliis country and Great Britain ; besides

containing some original hymns." Of the entire volume wc are told tliat it

contains

—

1. All the Sunday-school hymns now to be found in the standard Church

Hymn-Book and SuppK'mcut.

2. A selection of alwut one hundred and twenty of the very best standard

devotional hymns, also reprinted from the regular Church Hymn-Book.

3. xVbout tlifoe hundred ami filty hymns from other sources, m;ikiug an

aggregate of about five hundred and fifty hymns.

Having examined a large portion of the early sheets of the promised volume,

vre feel authorized to a^sure our readers, that they may exj>ect in this a work

vastly superior to anything of the kind heretofore used among us.

(46.) Of the following we can only announce the titles :

—

*^ Gratitude : an f^xposition of the One Hundred and Third Psalm, by Key.

JOHX Stevenson." (Xew-York: Robert Carter & Brothers.)

"^-1 Practical and Commercial Arithmetic; containing Definitions of

Terms, and llulcs of Operations, with numerous Examples,—the whole form-

ing a Complete Treatise, for the use of Schools and Academies, by GEK.\r.i)US

Beek.man DaCH.vuTY, LL. D., Professor of Mathematics in the Kew-York
Free Academy." (Harper & Brothers.)

".1 Child's History of England, by Charles Dickexs," voliune H.

(Harper & Brotl^^rs.) The best work of its kind.

^^ Ilistori/ of I'yrrhtis, by J.\coB Abbott," -with engra^^ngs. (Harper &
Brothers.) This is one of Abbott's series of Illustrated Histories, so well knoTSTi

and highly appreciated liy the pul)lic.

" The Better Laud: or, 7'he Deliere.rg Journey and Future Home, by

AvGU.'^TL-s C. TnoMi'SON, }\-\stor of the Elliot Church, Iloxbury, Mass."

(Boston: Gould & Lincoln; 12mo., pp. 244.)

"Fnfc Hnrold: or, The Temptation, altered and enlarged from the Ger-

man, by Sakah a. Myers." (New-York: Robert Carter & Brothers; iSmc,

pp. 228.)

" Poems and Ballad", by Gerald ^Iassey," (Xew-Y''ork: J. C. Derby,)

—

a -work of which wc gave an extract and notice of the English edition in the

July number.

A Discussion of the Doctrine of the Trinity. By Luther Lee and Samuel

J. ]May.

The Barren Fig-tree : a Sermon for the New Y'car. By Rev. Z. Paddock,

D. D.

Symbolic Prophecy : Remarks on " An Exposition of the Apocah-psc, by

D. N. Lord."

A New Theorj' of the Apocalypse, as corroborated by Daniel's numbers.

By S. S. Puilston.

A Sermon preached to the Members and Families of the Nestorian Mission

in Persia, July 3, 1853. By Rev. J. Perkins, D. D.

An Examination of the Mosaic Laws of Servitude. By William Jay.
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